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I. INTRODUCTION 

1. The Appeals Chamber of the International Tn"'bunal for the Prosecution of Persons 

Responsible for Serious Violations of International Humanitarian Law Committed in the Tenitory 
. - . - . 

of the former Yugoslavia sin~ 1991 ("Appeals Chamber" and "'Tri~al" or ''ICTY". respectively) 

is seised of the appeals filed by Vlastimk Dordevic (''Dordevie')1 and the Office ofthe Prosecutor 

('~osecution")'- against the judgement rendered by T.rial_Chamber II on 23 February 2011 in the 

case of Prosecutor v. Vlastimir Dordevic ('"Trial Judgement'' and "Trial Chamber"~ respectively).3 

A. Background 

2. Dordevic was ~om on 17 November 1948 in Koznica. Vladic.in Han municipality, in 

Serbia.4 He commenced bis career with the Ministry of the Interior of 1he Republic of Serbia 

· ("MOP") in 1971.5 On 11 September 1996, he was appointed Assistant Minister of the futerior. ~ On 

· 30 May 1997, Don1evic was assigned to the position of Acting Chief of the Public Security 

Department ~f the MUP ("RIB"). and on 27 January 1998 he became Chief of the RIB.7 He 

2248 

remained in this post until 30 January 2001, when he was appointed Counsellor to the Minister of 

the Interior and member of a coordination body for the south of Serbia. 8 Further. in July 1997 ~ _ · 

Dordevic was promoted to the rank of Colonel-Genei:al, making him the highest ranking MUP 

officer at the time.9 

3. -The events giving rise to these appeals took place in Kosovo between 1 January and 20 Jlllle 

1999 .. The Prosecution charged Dordevi6 with the following crimes against. humanity under 

Article 5 of the Statute of the Tribunal ("Statute"): deportation under Article 5(d) (Count 1); other 

inhumane acts (forcible .transfer) under Article 5(i) (Count 2); murder under Article 5(a) (Count 3); 

1 Vlastimir Dmd:evic Notice of Appeal. 24 May 2011 {"Bardevic Notice of Appeal"); Vlastintir l>ordevic Appeal 

Brief, 15 Augm;t 2011 (confidential. public redacted version filed on 23 January 2012) (•'Dordevit Appeal B:rief') 

(collectively, "Dordevw Appeal"). 
1 Prose:cution .Notice of Appeal, 24 May 2011 ("Prosecution Notice of Appeal"); Prosecution. Appeal Brief,, 

15 August 2011 (confidential, public redacted version filed on 17 August 2011) (''Prosecution Appeal Brief") 

(collectively • .,Prosecution .Appeal"). . 
3 Prosecutor 11. Vlastimir f)ordevic, Case No. IT-05-87/1-T, Public Juiipent with Corifideotial ~ 

23 Febnwy 2011. 
4 Trial Judgement, para:. 2200. 
5 Tm! Judgement. pam. 2200. 
6 Trial Judgement, paras 38, 2209. 
7 Trial Judgement, paras 40: 2209. 
1 Trial Judgemont, paras 40, 2209. 
9 Trial Jtldgement, paras 43, 2209. 
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and persecutions on political, racial, and religious grounµs under Article S(h) (Count 5).10 The 
-

Prosecution also charged Dordevic with murder as a violatj.on of the laws or_ customs of war under 

Articl~ 3 of the Statute (Count 4).11 The Indictment alleges Drndevic to be responsible for these 

crimes pursuant to both. Article 7(1) (planning, instigating,· ordering, aiding and abetting, and 

committing through participation in a joint criminal enterprise) and Article 7(3) (failing to prevent 

or punish the crimes committed by bis subordinates ). 12 

4. The Trial Chamber concluded that crimes occurred in well over 40 neighbooihoods, 

villages., and towns across 14 different.municipalities in Kosovo and found that "some 724 Kosovo 

Albanian residents ~ere murdered and };Lundreds of th.au.sands were displaced within Kosovo or 

across the borders [to_ Albania, the Former Yugoslav Republic ?f Macedonia ("FYROM") or 

Montenegro i' .13 The Trial Chamber found that Dordevic particip~ted in a joint criminal enterprise 

with the purpose of modifying the etbni,c balanc.e' in Kosovo to ensure Serbian control over the 

province ("JCE").14 This was achieved through_ the commission of murders, deportations, other 

inhumane acts (forcible transfer), and persecutions (through deportation, forcible transfer, murder, 

and destruction or damage to property of cultural and religious significanC:). 15 the Trial Chamber 
' , -

also found that Dorde,i¢: aided and abetted these crimes.16 In addition, the Trial Chamber found 
' . 

Dordevic criminally responsible pursuant to Article-7(3) of the Staiute for his failure to prevent and 

punish the crimes committed by the members of the MUP under his autb.ority.17 However, the Trial 

Chamber entered convictions on all counts solely on the basis of Article 7(1) of 1he Statute, while 

t:abng Dordevic' s position of coIDIDfilld as an aggravating factor in se;i.tencing. 18 The Trial 

· Chamber~osed a single sentence of 27 years ofimprisonment19 

10 Prosecutor v. Vlastimir Don:!evic, Case No. IT-05-87/1-PT, Fourth Amended Indictment. 9 July_ 2008 
("Indictment''), pp B-20. 

11 Indictmont. pp 15-19. 
12 Indictment, paras 16-22. 
13 Trial Judgement, para. 2212. 
lt Trial Judgement, paras 2003, 2130, 2134, 2149, 2152, 2193, 2210, 2213. 
15 Trial Judgement, paras 2130, 2149. 2193, 2213. 
16 Trial Ju~ para. 2194. 
17 Tri.al Ju4gement, para 2195. 
18 Tri.al Judgement, para. 2195. 
19 Trial Judgement, para. 223 L 
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B. Appeals 

I. Dordevic Appeal 

5. Dordevic chalknges the Trial Judgement on 19 grounds.20 Frrst, he argues that-the Trial 

Chamber erred in infening that the JGE existed. 21 Se.cond, Dordevic submits that whik the Trial 

O:iamber was bolIIl<l to apply the jurisprudence of the Tdbunal on all categories of joint criminal 

enterprise, cogent reasons exist for the Appeals Chamber to depart from its previous decisions 

establishing that joint ~al enterprise liability exists in customary intematioiiallaw.22 Third, he 

contends that the Trial Chamber committed errors of law and fact in relal:i.on to the nature, timing; 

and members of the ICE. 23 Fourth, Dordevic submits that the Trial Chamber erroneously found the 

existence of a "plurality of persons" for 'the pmposes of the JCE. 24 Fifth, he argues that the- Trial 

Chamber erred in concluding that the JCE members shared the common purpose of the JCE.25 

Sixth. he climns that the Trial Chamber erroneously followed and, in any case, misapplied the law 

with respect to attributing'to the JCE members crimes-physically perpetrated by non-members.26 

Seventh, Dord.evi6 asserts that the Tri.al Chamber erred in finding that the crimes of murder and 

. persecutions fell within the first category of joint criminal enterprise.27 Eighth, Dordevic sub~ts 

that the Trial Chamber erred in law by allowing liability. under the third categozy of joint criminal 

· enterprise for specific intent crii?-es. 211 Under bis ninth and tenth grounds of ap~ Dordevic 

advances a series of arguments challenging his participation in the JCE. 29 Under bis eleventh 

ground of appeal Dordevic challenges the Trial Chamber's conclusions on aiding and abet:ting.30 

Under his twelfth through fifteenth grounds of appeal, Dordevic raises arguments with. respect to 

the definition of the term civilian. 31 the displace~ent acr~ss a de. facto border with regard to t1;te 

crime of deportati.on,32 premeditation in relation to the crime of murder,33 and the elements of the 

crime ~f persecutions through destruction of religious sites.34 ~ordevic's sixteen.th ground of appeal 

20 DordevicNotice of Appeal 
ll E>ordevit Notice of Appeal, pllrl!8 5-11; Dordevic Appeal Brief, paras 6-19. 
22 Dordevic Notice of Appeal, paras 12-17; Dordevic Appeal Brief, paras 20-77. 
23 Dordevic Notice of Appeal, paras 18-27; Dardevic Appeal Brief, par.rs 78-88, 
14 Dardevic Notice of Appeal, paras 28-32; £lon1evie Appeal Brief, pa:ra.s 89-99. 
25 Dardevic Notice of Appeal, paras 33-36; Dordevic Appeal Brief. paras 100--107. 
26 DordevicNotice of Appeal. paras 37-41; Dordevic Appeal.Brief. paras .108-129. 
'Z7 Dardevit Notice of Appeal, paras 42-49; Dordevic Appeal Brief, paras 130-1 ~6. 
2' E>ordevic Notice of Appeal, paras 5~52; I>ordevit Appeal Brief, paras 147-155. 
29 Dor'1.evi.c Notice of Appeal, paras 53-85; E>o:rdevit Appeal Brief. paras 156-295. 
30 Dootevic Notice of Appeal. paras 86-88; Dordevic Appeal Brief, paras 296-303. 
31 Dordevic Notice of Appe.al, paras 89-94; Dordevic Appeal Brief, paras 304-319. 
32 Dor&vic Notice of Appeal, paras 95-97; f}o:cdevic Appeal Brief, paras 320-328. 
33 Dordevi.cNotice of Appeal. paras 98-100; Dordevic Appeal Brief, paras 329-343. 
* Dordovic Notice of Appoal, paras 101-105; Dor&vic Appeal Brief, paras 344-351. 
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deals with. specific incident.s allege.dly not charged .in the Indictment.35 His seventeenth ground of 

appeal relates to allegations of errors in relation to sp~ific crime sites. 36 Dordevic' S eighteenth 

ground of appeal concerns concurrent and cumulative convictions. 37 Under bis nineteenth ground of 

appeal. ~rdevic alleges a number of errors of law and fact relating to bis sentence. 38 

6. In response, the Prosecution argues, inter alia, that Bordevic' s appeal should be dismissed 

in its entirety because bis arguments "'lack merit''. 39 

7. In reply, Dordevic submits that the Prosecution has failed to refute any of his arguments on 

appeal. 40 

·2. Prosecution Awea,l 

8. The Prosecution raises two grounds of appeal against the Trial Judgement First, the 

Prosecution argues that the Trial Chamber erred in fact ~din law as it failed to conclude that there 

was sufficient evidence to establish that at least five Kosovo Albanian women had been persecuted 

by way of sexual assault 41 It argues that Dordevic i~ responsible for persecutions through sexual 

assault, a crime fl.gain.st humanity u.iider the third category of joint criminal enterprise.42 Second, the 

Prosecution alleges that the Trial Chamber erred in imposing a manifestly inadequate sentence in 

light of tbe gravity of crimes and Dordevic' s role in them. 43 The Prosec~tio:h req1;1ests that the 

Appeals Chamber incre~ Dordevic' s sentence to life imprisonment. 44 

9. In response, f>ordevic argues that the Prosecution has failed to show any errors in the 

impugned parts of the Trial Judgement and that. in any event, the Appeals Chamber does not -

possess the power to enter new convictions or increase a sentence when there is no right of a further 

appeal.45 

35 Dordevi.c Notice of Appeal. paras 106-112; Dordevic Appeal Brief, paras 352-361. 
36 Dordevi6 Notice of Appeal. paras 113-119 (clamrlng tha1 the Trial Chamber's factual findings do not support its 

uhima!e conclw.ions with respect to certain crime sites); see also Dordevic Appeal Brief, paras 362-379. 
37 Bordevic Notice of~ paras 120-125; Oordevic Appeal Brief. pa.ms 380-406_ 
3il Dorde:vicNotice of Appeal. paras 126-140; Dordevic Appeal Brief, paras 407-426. 
39 Prosecution Response Brief. 26 September 2011 (confidential; public redacted version filed on 30 January 2012) 

("Prosocu.tion Response Brief"), para. 8. ' i 
40 Vlastimir Dor&vic Reply Brief, 26 October 2011 (confidential; reclassified as public on 9 February 2012) I · 

(''Dordevic Reply Briefj. 
41 Prosecution Notice of Appeal. paras 2-3; Prosecution Appeal.Brief, para. 1. 
42 Prosecution Notice of Appeal. para. 3; Prosecution Appeal Brief, paras 1. 4-56. 
43 Prosecution Notice of Appeal, para. 4; Prosecution Appeal Brief, paras 2, 57-96. 
44 Prosecution Notice of Appeal, para. 4; Prosecution Appeal Brief, paras 2, 57-96. 
45" VJ..astimir Dord:evic Response Brief, 26 September 2011 (confidential; public :redacted version filed on 30 January 

2012) L'Don1evic Response Brief'), paill8 3-6; 
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10. ' In reply, the Prosecution argues that according to the Statute arn;I. well-established 

jurisprudence. and contrary to Dordevic's_ submissions, the Appeals Chamber has jurisdiction to 

_ enter new convictions and increase a sentence, and has repeatedly exercised this jurisdicti.on.46 Toe 

. Prosecution further- argues that Dordevic has failed to demonstrate why the Appeals Chamber 

should refrain from doing so in this case. 47 . 

3. AppealHearing 

1 L The Appeals Chamber heard oral sµ.bmissions from the parties regarding these appeals on 

13May2013. 

12. Having considered the written and oral submissions of the Prosecution and E>ordevic, the 

Appeals Chamber hereby_rend~ its Judgemerit 

46 Prosecution Reply Brief, 26 October 2011 (confidential; public redacted version fiIBd. ·on 8 February 2012) 
("Prosecution Reply Brief'), para. 1. 

+7 Prosecution Reply Brief, para. L 
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IT. STANDARD OF APPELLATE REVIEW 

13. Article 25 of the Statute-stipulates that the Appeals Chamb_er may affirm, rtiverse, or revise 

the decisions taken by a trial chamber. The Appeals Chamber recalls that an appeal is not a trial de 

novo.48 The. Appeals Chamber reviews only errors of law that have the potential t6 invalidate the 

decision of the_ trial chamber and errors of fact that have occasioned a miscarriage of justice.49 

These criteria are set forth. in Article 25 of the St.a1llte and are well-established in the jurispmdenpe 

of both the Tribunal and th~ International ~ Tribunal for Rwanda ("ICTR"). 50 In exceptional 

circumstances, the Appeals Chamber will also hear appeals in which a party has raised a legal issue 

that would_ not invalidate the trial judgement but is nevertheless- of general significance to the 

Tribunal. s junsprudence. Sl 

14. A party alleging an error of law must identify the alleged error, present arguments in 

support of i!,:s claim, and explain how the error :invalidates the decision.52 An allegation of an error 

, of law that has no chance or" changing the outcome of a decision may be rejected on that ground..53 

However, even if the party's argaments m;e_ insufficient to support the contention of an error, the 

Appeals Chamber may find for other reasons that there is an error of law.54 It is necessary for any 

" Kordic and Cerlrez ~ Judgement, para. 13. 
49 Saimwic et al. Appeal Judgement. para. 19; Periiic Appeal Judgerilent, para. 7; LJJldc and Lukic Appeal 

Judgement, para. 10; Got(JVina and Markac Appeal Judgement, para. 10. 
50 tairwvic et aL Appeal Judgement, para.. 19; Lu.Ide and Luki.c Appeal Judgement, para.. 10; Boikosld and Tarcu!ovsld 

Appeal Judgement, para. 9; D. Milosevic Appeal Judgement, para. 12; Mrkiic and Sljivancanin Appeal Judgemeot. 
pan. 10; Kraji.Ini.k Appeal Judgement, para. 11; Martic Appeal Judgement, para. 8; Hadfihasanovic and Kub°,µ-a 
Appeal Judgen;i.cnt, para. 7; Halilovic Appeal Judgement, pam. 6; Gatete Appeal Judgement, para. 7; Seromba 
Appeal Judgement, para. 9; Nahimana et al. Appeal Judgement, para. 1 L See Perilic Appeal Judgement,. para. 7; 
Gotovina and _ Markoc Appeal Judgement, para. 10; Ndahima:ria Appeal Judgeme°:t, para. 7~ Mugen,zi and 
Mugiraneza Appeal Judgement,. para. 11. 

51 Sainovic et al. Appeal Judgement, para. 19; Peri.Ji6 Appeal Judgement, para. 7; I»kit! and bJdc Appeal 
Judgement. para. 10; Gotovina and Markac Appeal Judgement, para. 10; D. Mi/.oievic Appeal Judgement, pera. 12; 
Mrksic and Sljivancanin Appeal Judgement, para. 10; Krafiinik Appeal Judgemm.t, para. 11; Marlie Appeal 
Judgement, para., 8; Orie Appeal Judgement, para. 7; IIadfi.hasanovi and Kubu.Ta Appeal Judgement, para. 7. Cf. 
Ndahimana Appeal Judgement. para. 8; Mugen:d and Mugiraneza Appeal Judgement, para. 12; Gatete Appeal 
Judgement, para. 8. . 

52 Sainovu! et al. Appeal Judgement:, para. 20; Periiic Appeal Judgement. para_ &; Lukic an.d b&:ic Appeal 
Judgement, para. 11; Gotavina and Markat Appeal Judgement. para. 11; Boskosk:i and Torculovsld Appeal 
Judgement, para. 10; D. Milosevic Appeal Judgement, para_ 13; Ndahimana Appeal Judgement, para. 8, Mugenzi 
and Mugirwiez.a Appeal Judgement, para. 12; Gatete Appeal Judgement, para. 8. · • 

53 Sairwvit! et· al. Appeal Judgwmnt, para. 20; Perisic Appeal Judgement,. para. 8; ·b.u:ic arn:1 LuldL Appeal 
. Judgement, para. 11; Gotovina am1 Markoc Appeal Judgement, para. 11; Bosko.ski and Tarculavski Appeal 

Judgement, para.. 10; D. Milosevic Appeal Judgement, para. 13; Mrksic and Sljivancanin. Appeal Judgement, 
para. 11; Strugar Appeal. Judgement. pl:IIL 11; Orie Appeal Judgement, para. 8; Halilovic Appeal Judgement., 
para. 7. See Ndahimalla Appeal J~nt, para_ 8; Mllgenzi and Mugiranei.a Appeal Judgement, para. 12; Gatete 
~cal Jndgemcnt., para.. 8. · _ · 

54 Sainovic et al. Appeal Judgmwnt, para. 20: Perilit Appeal Judgement, para.. 8; LIJ.ki6 and Lukic Appeal 
Judgement, para. 11; Gotovina and Markac Appeal Judgement, para. 11; Boil:oski and Tarculuvski Appeal 
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. appellant cianoing an error of law on the basis of the lack. of a reasoned opinion to identify the 

specific issues, factual findings, or arguments that the appellant submits the trial chamber omitted to 

address and to e:x.plain why this omission invalidates the decision. 55 

15. The Appeals Chamber reviews the trial chamber's fim:lings of law to determine whether or 

not they ~ correct. 56 Where the Appeals Chamber finds an error of law in the trial judgement 

arising from the application of the wrong legal standard, _the Appeals Chamber will articulate the 

correct legal standard and _review the relevant factual findings of the trial chamber accordingly. 57 In 

so doing, the Appeals. Chamber not only corrects the legal error, but when necessary applies the 

correct legal standard to the evidence contained in the trial record and determines whether it is itself 

convinced beyond reasonable doubt of the factual :fincling challenged by an appellant before the 

finding is co:nfuoied on appeal.58 The Appeals Chamber will not review the entire trial record de 

novo. Rather, it will in principle only take into account evidence referred- to by the trial- ch.amber in 

_ the body of the judgeme~t or in a related footnote, and evidence contained in the trial record and 

referred to by the parties.59 

16. When considering alleged _errors of fact.. the Appeals Chamber will only substitute its own 

:finding for that of the trial chamber when no reasonable trier of fact could have reached the original 

Judgement, para.. 10; D. Milosevic Appeal J~ent. para. 13; Mrksic and Sljiviidanin Appeal Judgement, 

para. 11; Krajimik Appeal Judgement, para. 12; Martic Appeal Judgement, para. 9; Strugar Appeal Judgement, 

pa(a.. 11; Hadiilwsanm--ic and Kubura Appeal Judgement. para. 8; Ndahimrm.a Appeal Judgement. para 8; Mu.gen:a 

anil Mugiraneuz Appeal Judgement. para. 12; Gatete Appeal Jwlgemcnt, para.. 8_ · 
55 Sainovit et ol. Appeal Judgement, para. 20; Perisu! Appeal. Judgancnt, para.. 9; b.tJdL and Ldcic Appeal 

Judgement, para. 11; D. Milofevi.c Appeal Judgement,. pm. 13; Knrjimit Appeal Judgement. para. 12; Marlie 
Appeal Judgemont, para. 9; Hal.ilovi.6 Appeal Judgement,. para. 7; Brdonin Appeal Judgement, para. 9. 

56 SainCTl'it! et aL Appeal Judgement, para. 21; ImiJf and l.m:ic Appeal Judgement, para. 12; Bouoski and Tarculovski 

Appeal Judgement, para. 11; D. Milosevic Appeal Judgemenr. para. 14; Mrk!ic and Sljiwmianin Appeal 

Judgement, para. 12; Krajiinik Appeal Judgement, para. 13; Martic Appeal Judgement. para.. 10; Strugor Appeal 

Judgement, pBia. U; Halilovic Appeal Judgement, para. 8. . , 
57 Sainavic et aL Appeal Jridgcment, para. 2;J.; Periiic Appepl Judgement, para.. 9; Lu1d.c and bJJdc Appeal 

Judgement, para. 12; D. Mi'losevu! Appeal Judgement, para. 14; Mrkiic and Sljivancanfn. Appeal Judgement,. 

para. 12; Krajimik Appeal Judgement, para. 13; Martic Appeal Judgement, para. 10; Orie Appeal Judge.mmt, 

para. 9; Hadf,i.hasanovic and Ku.bu:ra Appeal Judgwient. para.. 9; Ndahimana Appeal Judgement, para. 9; Mu.gen:d 

and Mugirane.1.a AppeBl Judgement, para. 13; Goiet£. Appeal Judgement, para. 9. 
ss &zinovi6 et aL Appeal Judgemmt, para. 21; Periii.c Appeal Judgement,. ~ 9; bddt! and Lukit! Appeal 

Judgement, para. 12; D. Milosevic Appeal Judgemrmt, para. 14; Mrlriic and Sljivrmcanin Appeal Judgement, 

para. 12; Krajiinik Appeal Judgement, para. 13; Martic Appeal Judgement;. para. 10; Strugar Appeal Judgement, 

para. 14; Ori6 Appeal Judgcmmt, para. 9; Ndahimana Appeal Judgement, para. 9; Mugenzi and Mn.girtl11£Za 

Appeal Judgement, para. 13; GaJete Appeal Judgemoot, para.. 9. . 
59 Su.movie et al. Appeal JudgeDlCllt, ·para. 21; Lll1ac and blJcM Appeal Judgem~r. pan. 12; Boikoski and Tarculovski 

Appeal Judgement, para. 11; D. Mi.lolevir! Appeal Judgement. para. 14; Mrai6 and SlJivancanin. Appeal 

Judgement, para. 12; Krajisnik Appeal Judgement, para. 13; Hadi;lh.asanovi.6 and Kl,brua Appeal Judgement, 

para.. 9; Brd.anin Appeal Judgement. para. 15; Galir! Appeal Judgement..para.. 8. · 
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decision. 60 The Appeals Chamber· applies the same reasonableness standard to alleged errors of fact 
' 

regar<µess of whether the finding of fact was based on direct or circumstantial evidence.61 It is not 

any error of fact that will cause the Appeals Chamber to overturn a decision by a trial chamber, but 

· only one that has caused a miscarriage of justice. 62 . 

17. In determining whether or not a trial chamber's finding was reasonable, the Appeals 

Chamber will not lightly disturb :findings of fact by the trial chamber. 63 The Appeals Chamber 

recalls. as a general principle, the approach adopted by the Appeals Chamber in Kupreskic et al., 

wherein it was stated tha1: 

(p]ursuanr- to the jurisprudence of the Tri~ the task of hearing, assessing and weighing the 
evidence presenmd at trial is left primarily to the Trial Chamber. Thus, the Appeals Chamber must 
give a margin of· defereru:e to a finding of fact reached by a Trial Chamber. Only where the 
evidence relied on by the Trial Chamber could not have been accepted by any reasonable 1ribunal 
of fact or where the evaluation of tho evidence is "who1ly erroneous'' may the Appeals Chamber 
substitute its own finding for that of the Trial Chamber. 64- ' · 

18. The same standard of reasonableness and the same deference to factual findings apply when 

the Prosecution appeals against an acquittal.65 Thus, when considering an appeal by the 

;?rosecutio~ the Appeals Chamber will only hold that an error of fact was committed when it 

determines that no reasonable trier of fact could have made the impugned finding.66 Considering 

60 Sainovic et al. Appeal Judgeroent, para. 22; Peri& Appea) Judgement, para. 10; Luldc and LukU Appeal 
Judgement, para. 13; Gotovii'la and Markac Appeal Judgeme~ para 13;- Hanuii.naj et al. Appeal Judgement, 
para. 12; D. Milosevic Appeal Judgement, para. IS; Mrkiic and Slfivancanin Appeal Judgement, para. 13; Krojiinil: 
Appeal Judgement, para. 14; Martic Appeal Judgement. pan. 11; Ndahimana Appeal Judgement, para.. IO; 
Mugenzi and Mugirana.aAppeal. Judgement, para. 14; Gate.te Appeal Judgement,,para. 10. . 

61 Sainovic et al. Appeal Judgement, para. 22; Lukic and Lukic Appeal Judgement, para. 13; Boikoski and Tarculovski 
Appeal Judgement. para. 13; Moore and Sljivancanin Appeal Judgement, para. 13; KrajiJnik Appeal Judgement, 
ian. 14; Martic Appeal.Judgement, para. 11. · , 

62 Sairwvi6 et aL Appeal Judgement, par:a. 22; Perisic Appeal Judgement, para. 10; blkic and Lu/cit Appeal 
J~nt, para. 13; Gotvvina and Markuc Appeal Judgement, para. 13; Boslcosfd and Tarculovsk:i Appeal 
Judgement, para.. 13; D. Milosevic Appeal Judgement. para. 15; Krajisnik: Appeal Judgement, para. 14; Marii6· 
Appeal Jurlgement, para. 11; Simic Appeal Judgement, para. 10; Nduhimana Appeal Judgement, para. 10; Mugen:d 
and Muginme.1,a Appeal Judgement.para. 14; Gatete Appeal Judgement, para. 10. 

63 Sainuvit et aL Appeal Judgement. para. 23; Periiic Appeal Judgement, para. 10; Got{]Vina and Marko£ Appeal 
Judgement, para. 13; D. Milosevic Appeal Judgement, para. 15; Mrkii.t and Sljivancanin Appeal Judgement, . · 
para. 14; Strugar Appeal Judgement. para. 13; Hadiihasanovic and Kulmra Appeal Judgement, para. 11; Simi£ 
Appeal Judgement, para.11; Kmojelac Appeal Judgement, para. 11; Ndahi.mana Appeal Judgement, para. 10; -
Mugenzj a:nd Mugiraneza Appeal Judgement, para. 14. · 

64 K.upreildc e( al. Appeal Judgement, para. 30. See also Boskos/d and Tarlulovski. Appeal Judgement, para..14; 
Mrkii6 and Sljivancartin Appeal Judgement, para. 14; Martic Appeal Judgement, para. 11; Kuprclki.c et al. Appeal 
Judgement, para. 30; Nda.himana Appeal Judgement, para. 10; Mugem;i and Mugiraneza Appeal Judgement, 
p_ara. 14; .Gatet1:i' Appeal Judgement, para. 10. · _ -

!iS S¢nuvic et al Appeal Judgement, para. 24; Boslwski and Tarcrdovslci Appeal Judgement, para. 15; Mrksi.6 and 
Slftvanc~n Appeal JudgeinL"mt, para. 15; Martic Appeal Judgement. · para. 12; Strugar Appeal Judgement, 
. para. 14; Ndahimaru:i Appt;al Judgement, para. 10; Gatete Appeal Judgement, para. 10. . 

66 Sainovic et al. Appeal Jndgement, para. 24; Boikoski and Tarculovski Appeal Judgement, para. 15; Mrkiic and 
. Sljivancani.n Appeal Judgement,' para. 15; Martic Appeal Judgement:, para. 12; Strugar Appeal Judgement, 
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that it is the Prosecution that bears the burden at trial of proving the guilt of an accused beyond 

reasonable doubt, the significance of an error of fact occasioning a tniscarriage of fustice is 

somewhat different for a prosecution appeal against acquittal than for a de~ence appeal agamst a 

conviction.67 An accused must show that the trial chamber's factual errors create reasonable doubt 

as to his or her gailt. 68 The Prose.cation must show that, when account is taken of the rnrors of fact 

committed by th~ trial chamt?er, all ;ea:s-onable doubt of the accused's guilt has been eliminated.69 

- 19. The Appeals Chamber recalls that, as held in the D. Milosevic case: 

it bas inherent discretion to determine which of the parties' submissions merit a reasonoo. opinion 
in writing and mat it lllllY dismiss arguments wbich are evidently unfounded without providing 
detailoo reasoning.'° lndeed, the Appeals Chamber's mandate cannot be effectively and efficiently 
ca:oied out without focnsed contnbutiODS by the parties. In ordflr for the Appe.ah Chamber to 

. assess a party's argwnents on appeal, tpe party is expected to present its case clearly, logically, 
and exhaustively. Tb& Appeals Cha)nbei · may clismiEs submissions as unfounded without 
providmg detaile-4 reasorring if a party's submissions ~ obscure, conti:adictory, vague, or suffer 
from otlw formal and obvious insufficiencies.71 

20. "When applying these basic principles. the Appeals Chamber recalls that in previous cases it 

has identified thy general types of deficient submissions on appeal which may be dismissed without 

detailed analysis.72 In particular, the Appe.als Chamber will generally dismiss: (i) ar~nts that fail 
. . 

to identify the challenged factual findings, fuat misrepresent the factual findings or the evidence, or 

that ignore other relevant factual findings; (ii) mere assertions that the trial chamber must have 

para. 14; Hadiihnsawvic and Kubura Appeal Judgement. para. 12; Halilovic Appeal- Judgement, para. 11; 
Ndahimona Appeal Judgement, para. 10. · 

{jJ Sainovi.c e.t oI. Appeal Judgement, para. 24; Bofkoski and Tarculovski Appeal Judgement, para. 15; Mrlcm and 
Sljivancuni.n Appeal Judgement, para.. 15; Manic Appeal Judgement, para_ 12; Ndahimana Appeal Judgement, 
12era. 10. 

68 Sairwvic et al. Appeal Judgement, para. 24; Boilcoski and Ta.rculoviki Appeal Judgement, para. 15; Mrkskf and 
Sljivancanin Appeel Judgement, para. 15;· Martic Appeal Judgement, para. 12; Ndahi.mana. Appeal Judgement, 
:eara. 10. · 

69 Sainovic et al. Appeal Judgement. para. ~ Boikoski and Ta:rculavski .Appeal Judgement, para. 15; Mrkiit and 
Sljivanlanin Appeal Judgement, para. 15; Martic Appeal Judgeme:i;tt, para. 12; Strugar Appeal Judgement, para. 
14; Nd.ahimmaa Appeal Judgement. para. 10; Seromba A_ppeal Judgement, para. 11; lwtaganda ·Appeal Judgement., 
~~ . . . 

70 D. Milosevic Appeal Judgement, para- 16, referring to Mrwc and Sljivancam.n Appeal Judgement, PaI'il- 18, 
Krajimik Appeal Judgement, para. 16, Strugar Appeal Judgement. para 16. Karera Appeal Judgement, para. 12. 

_ See Kmadiic 9&bis Appeal Judgement, para. 16; Perilic Appe& Judgement, para. 12; Gotovina and Markac 
Appeal Judgement, para_ 15; Ndahimana Appeal Judgement, para. 12; Mugen.zi and Mugiraneza. Appeal 
"Judgement, para. i6; Krajisnik Appeal Judgement, para, 16; Gaiete Appeal Judgement, para. 12; Zi.giranyiraz;o 

2240 

Appea].Judgement,para..13. V , • 

71 D. Milosevic Appeal Judgement, paD-16, referring to Mrlciic and Slfivwictmin Appeal Judgement, para.17, -
Krajisnik Appeal Judgement. para. 16, Martic Appeal Judgement, para. 14, Strugar Appeal Judgement, para. 16; 
Orie Appeal Judgement, paras 13-14 and refcren_ces cited therein, Ka.rera Appeal Judgement, para. 12. See Periiic 
Appeal Judgement, para.. 12; Gotuvina and Marko£ Appeal !udgement, para 15; Nd.tihimana Appeal Judgement,· 
:eara- 12; Mugen:a and Mugiraneza Appeal Judgement, para. 16; Gatete Appeal Judgement, para. 12. 

-r.z Sainovic et aL Appeal Jud~t, para. 'XT; Imit and Lukic Appeal Judgement, para.. 15; Boikosld and Tarculovsld 
Appeal Judgement. para. 18; D. Milosevic Appeal Judgement, para. 17; Krajiinilc Appeal-Judgement, para.. 17; 
Marti.c Appeel Judgement, para. 15; Strugar Appeal Judgement, para. 17; Stalii Appeal Judgement, para. 13. 
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failed to con~der relevant evidence without showing that no r~sonable trier of fact, based on the 

evidenceJ could have reached the same conclusion as the trial chamber did; (iii) challenges to 

"factual findings on which a coILviction does not rely arid arguments that are clearly irrelevant, that 

lend support to, or that are not inconsistent with the challenged finding; (iv) arguments that 

challenge a trial chamber's reliance or failure to rely on one piece of evidence ~th.out explaining 

why the conviction should not stand on the basis of the remaining evidence;. (v) arguments contrary 

to comm.on sense; (vi) challenges to factual findings where the relevance of the factual finding is 

unclear and has not been explained 1Jy the appealing party; (vii) mere repetition of arguments that 

were unsuccessful at 'trial without any demonstration that their rejection by the trial chamber 

constituted an error warranting the intervention of the Appeals Chamber; ( viii) allegations based on 

material not on the trial record; (ix) mere ·assertions lID.SUpporte.d by any evidence, undeveloped 

assertions, failure to articulate errors; and (x) mere assertions that the trial chamber failed to give 

sufficient weight to evidenc.e or failed to interpret evidence in a particular manner.73 · ·_ 

21. Fm.ally, where the Appeals Chamber finds that a ground of appeal, presented as relating to 

an alleged error of law, formulates no ~lear legal challenge but challenges the trial chamber's 

factual findings :in terms of its assessment of evidence, it will either analyse these allegations to 

determine the reasonableness of the impugned conclusions or refer to the relevant analysis under 
- -

other grounds of appeal 74 

']) Sainovic et al. Appeal Judgement, para. 27; UlkiL and Imdc Appeal Judgement, para. 15; Boikoski and Tarcu/,(lllsld. 
Appeal Judgammt, para.. 18; D. Milosevic Appeal Judgement, para. 17; Krajisn.ik Appeal Judgement, paras 17-27; 
Martic Appeal Judgemcmt, paras 14-21; Strugar Appeal Judgement, plmlS 18-24; Brdan.in Appeal Judgement, 
paras 17-31; Galic Appeal Judgement, paras 256-313. 

14 D. Milosevic Appeal Judgcmeot, paaL 18. See also Stru.gar AppealJndgemeot,, paras 252, 269. 
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ID. "COGENT REASONS" FOR THE APPEALS CHAMBER TO DEPART 

FROM ITS JURISPRUDENCE 

A. Introduction 

22. Throughout his Appeal. "Dordeyic frequently submits that there are cogent reasons for the 

Appeals Chamber to depart from a. previous ~sion. Specifically, under bis second, sixth. and 

eighth grounds of appeal, Dordevic advances .a number of arguments suggesting that the Appeals 

Chamber should depart from its jurisprudence on various aspects of the first and third categories of 

joint criminal. enterprise.75 Considering the recurrence of such submissions, and noting the 

frequency with: which submissions on cogent reasons have been brought before the Appeals 

Chamber, 76 the Appeals Chamber will deal with them in this preliminary section of the Judgement, 

after briefly setting out the relevant law. 

B. Applicable law 

23. It is well established in the jurispmdence of the Tnbunal that the Appeals Chamber may 

exceptionally -depart from its previous decisions- if there are cogent reasons to do so.77 In the 

Aleksovski. case, the Appeals Chamber held that "in th~ interests of certainty and predictability, the 

Appeals C~ber should follow its_ previous decisions, but should be free to depart from them far 

cogent reasons in the interests of justice".78 The Appeals Chamber in that ca.se further stressed that 

"the normal rule ·is that previous decisions are to be followed, and departure from them is the 
exception".79 The Appeals Chamber will therefore "only depart from a previous decision after the 

most careful consideration has been given to it, both as to the law, including the authorities cited; 

and the facts". 80 

24. The Ap_peal Chamber understands that the notion of "cogent reasons" encompasses 

considerations that· are Clear and compelling. As such., cogent reasons requiring a departure from 
. ' 

pre:vious decisions in the interests of justice include situations where a previous decision was made 

.. on the basis of a wrong legal principle" or given per incuriam, that is, "wrongly decided. usually 

73 See Dardevic Appeal Brief, paras 20--22. 32. 68-71, 110, 117, 129, 155. 
76 . See e.g. Orit Appeal Judgement, paras 161-168; Noletilic and Martinovic Appeal J-o.dge.ment, _paras 582-586; 

Bl.askic Appeal Judgement, paras 167-182; Kuprelli.c et al Appeal JudgemCIJ.t, paras 415-426. 
77 Aleksovski Appeal Judgement. para.· 107; Krajimik Appeal Judgement, para. 655; Gal.it: Appeal Judgement, 

para.117. 
-11 .Aleksovslr:i. Appeal Judgement, para. 107. See also Galic Appeal Judgement, para. 117. 
19 A.lebavski Appeal Judgement, para. 109. See also Galic Appeal Judgement, para. 117. 
1IO .Alekwv.ski.Appeal Judgement. para.109. 
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because the ju_dge or judges were ill-inforrq.ed about the applicable law''.81- It is for the party

submitting -that the Appeals Chamber should depart from a previous decision to demonstrat1r that 

there are cogent reasons in the interests of justice that justify such departure. 82 

C. Dordevic's second ground of appeal: e:xistence of joint crjmmal enterprise liability in 

cust.omarv international law 

1. Introduction 

25. Under his second ground of appeal. Bordevic submits that although the Trial Chamber was · 

. bound to follow the current jurisprudence of the Appeals Chamber, there are cogent reasons why 

the Appeals.. Chamber should depart from its previous decisions holding that joint r.rimjnal 

enterprise exists in customary international law as a form of co:mmission.83 At the core of 

Dordevit's submission is that the reasoning set out in the Tadic Appeal Judgement is "shallow and 

uncertain" an~ in any case, does not support "all of the levels of JCE identified in that case" nor 

''the subsequent extension of JCE to leadership cases when an accused is structurally and 

geographically remote from a q:ime and the physical perpetrator is not a member of the JCE". 84 For 

these reasons, Bordevic requests that the Appeals Cruimber: (i) reverse all of his convictions to the 
. . 

exte;nt that they r~ly on joint criminal enterprise; or in the alternative (ii) reverse any existing 

convictions ·'that are found to (pursuant to other grounds of appeal) rely upon JCE Ill"; or 

(rii) clarify that joint criminal enterprise is a form of accomplice liability rather than a form of 

commission liability and adjust his sentence accordingly. 85 

26. The Prosecution responds that Dordevic has failed to demonstrate the existence of 

exceptional circumstances that would justify a departure from the Appeals Chamber's jurisprudence 

Rl Aleksuvs"fd Appeal Judgement, para. 108. 
"12 See e.g. Krajisnik Appeal Judgement, para. 655; Galic Appeal Judgement, para. 117; Miluti.novit et al Appeal 

Deci&ion on Joint Criminal Enterprise of 21 May 2003, para. 18. . 
B3 E>ordevic Appeal Brief, paras 20-23, refexring to Tadic Appeal Judgement, Krajiini1' Appeal Judgement, 

•Milutinovic et al. Appeal Decision on Joint Criminal Enterprise of 21 May 2003, Aleksovskl Appeal Judgement, 
paras 107-108. Dordevic also refers to a number of other decisions in support of bis coo.tention that the Appeals 
ChBmbe:r may and should · depart from its previous jurisprudence on the· matter (Dordevic Appeal Brief. 
paras 24-27, refcmng to Krm:lic and Ce:rlart. Appeal Judgement, para. 1040, Laurent Sanan,za v. The. Prosecutor, 
Case No. ITCR.97•20-A. Decision. 31 May 2000. p~as 92-97 and Separat.e Opinion of Judge Shahabuddeen, 
para. 38, Prosecutor v. Miio Stani.sic and Stojan 7:u.pqanin, Case No. IT-08-91-AR65. l, Decision on Mico 
Stanisic" s Appeal Against Decision on bis Motion for Provisional Release, 11 May 2011, Separate Opinion of 
Judge Robinson, pl!IllS 16, 21, Prosecutor v. 'Zora:n. tigic, Case No. IT-98-30/1-A, Decision on Zoran Zigic's 
''Motion for Reconsideration of Appeals Chamber Judgement IT-98-30/1-A Delivered on 28 Febrruuy 2005", 
26 June 2006, para 9) . 

. 114 ~vie Appeal Brief, para.. 21. See also Dordevic Appeal Brief, paras 29-31; Dordevic Reply Brief, para. 10. 
85 Doaievic Appeal Brie( para. 77. 
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on joint c:riminal enterprise. 86 '.fhe Prosecution further argues that (i) the Appeals Chamber 

correctly assessed the customary nature of joint criminal enterprise in.'tbe Tadic case; (ii) the third 

category of joint criminal enieri,nse is an established mode of liability in customary international 

law; and (iii) joint criminal en~rise is a form- of commission regardless of whether the physical 

perpetrators engaged to commit the crimes were non-members of the joint criminal enterprise. g7 

2. Alleged erroneous application of the law and weight attached to post-World War II 

jurispmdence in the Tadic Appeal Judgement 

(a) Argcpnents of th.e parties 

. 27. Dordevi.c submits that the metliodology used in the Tad.it Appeal Judgement in order to 

deduce roles of customary international law "was fundamentally flaw[ ed]", ss He. argues that the 

Appeals Chamber in Tadic relied on 9bscure and unpublished sources. and failed to explain how it 

established the existence of joint criminal enterprise in customary international law.89 He submits 

three separate arguments.90 

28. Frrst, he claims that the Appeals Chamber in Tadic failed to consider the approach taken by 

the Intemati_onal Military Tribunal at Nuremberg ("IMT') and its Charter ("IMT Charter"), 

whereby "participation in a common.plan" was criminalised pnly in relation to ·•crimes against the 

2236 

· peace" and not ''war crimes" or "crimes against humanity., .91 Dordevic :further c~ that the 

findings of the IMT in the IMT Judgement provide no basis for -a conclusion that joint criminal . 

enterprise is a form of commission- of crimes.92 He also argues that the Appeals Chamber erred in 

dismissing a similar argument ~vanced in theRwamakuba case,93 

29. Second, Do:rd.evic claims that tb,e Tad.ii Appeal Judgement misunderstood and misapplied 

the provisiorui of the St.atute of the International Criminal Court (''ICC Statute" -and "'ICC", 

86 Prosecution Response Brief, para. 32, ref=ing to Alebovsld Appeal Judgement, paras 108-109. 
17 ProsecutionResponseBrief.pera.. 35. 
81 DordeVE Appeal Brief. para. 29; f>ordevic Reply Brie:( paras 10-17. 
89 Dordevi6 Appeal Brief, pa:ra.6 29, 31. 
,o Dor4evic Appeal Brief, pa:ras 32~67. 
91 Dardevic Appeal Brief, paras 32-43, referring to the IMT Charter, Article 6, The United States of America, the 

French Republic, the United Ki.ngdom af Gnat Britain and Northern Ireland, and die Union of Soviet Socialist 
&publics ~gainst Herman Wilhelm Goring et al., Judgement. 1 October. 1946, Trial of Major W srr Criminals 
Before the Jntema.ticmel Military Tribunal Under Control Council Law No. 10, Vol. 1 (1947) ( .. IMT Judgement''). 
See also Dordevic Reply Brief, paras 10-11. 

n Dordevic Appeal Brief, para. 44. _ 
93 Dordem Appeal Brief, paru 38, 43, tefe:rring_to Rwamakuba Appeal Decision"on Joint Criminal Enterprise of 

22 October 2004, para. 15; Dordevi6 Reply Brief, para. 11. . 
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respectiveiy).94 Dordevic. submits that Article 25 of the ICC Statute, as· applied in ICC decisions; 

-"decisively reject[s] JCE as a form of principal liability".95 He fm1:her ugues that-unlike the_ 
approach t:a,ken by the Tribunal and the ICTR, Article 25(3)(d) of the ICC Statut.e provides -for "a 

residual and broader form of accessorial liabilJ.ty than JCE"96 and that Article 30 of the ICC Statute 

· excludes _the ~pplication of the t1md category of joint criminal enterprise.97 

30. Third, Dordevic claims that the Tadic Appeal Judgement placed inappropriate w~ght on 

certain post-World War. II cases in support_ of joint- criminal enterprise.98 He further re~ ~ 

academic opinions suggesti..D,g that these cases ~g with mob -violence or prison camps are 

actually examples of co-perpetration in the sense of Article ~(3)(a) of th~ ICC Statute; but do not 

support the "sprawling''· concept of joint rairoioal enterprise adopted by the Tribunal and the 

_ ICTR.99 With respect to the.Appeals Cham.be.r's reliance on the Einsatzgruppen case in the Tad.it! 

Appeal Judgement, Don1ev.i.c refers to the Joint Separate Opinion of Judges McDonald and Vobrab., 

attached to the Erdemovic Appeal Judgement,. which considered the Einsatzgruppen Judgement to 

be "'of 'questionable' :international character" beciµise it applied American, rather than "purely 

international law" .100 He also points out that, in 'any_ event, the Appeals Chamber in Tadi.c referred 

to the Pro~ution' s opening and closing arguments in the Einsatzgru:ppen case rather than the 

actual judgement 101 With regard to ·the JU:3tice case, E>ordev.i.c argues that the Appeals Chamber. in 

the Kunarac et al. case clearly rejected the approach suggested in the Justice case whereby a policy 

· or a plan was a necessary element of a crime against humanity .102 Additionally, he submits that in 

Brdanin, the Appeals Chamber erroneously relied on the Justice case to hold that physical 

perpetrators do not ~~d.: to be members of the joint criminal. enterprise because the J_ustice case did 

94 Borde.vie Appeal Brief, paras 32, 46-55. See also f>or&vic Reply Brief, para. 12. 
" E>orde.vic Appeal Brief, para. 53, See also Dordcvic Appeal Brief. paras 47-52. 
96 Dorde.vic Appeal Brief, para.. 54, . 
97 Dordevic Appeal Brief, para. 54. 
911 Dordevic Appeal Brief, paras 56-67, refmrlng- to The United States of America v. Otto Ohknfoif et al., U.s; 

Military Tribunal, Judgement., 8 and 9 April 194&, . Trials of. Wax Criminals. Before 1he N-oemberg Militaxy 

Tribunals Under Control Council Law No. 10, Vol IV ("Einsatzgruppen case"). The Unite.d States of America 11. 

Alstoetter et al., U.S. Military Tribunal, Judgement, 3 an.cf 4 December 1947, Trials of War Criminals Before the 
Nuernberg Mili.taxy Tribtmals Under Con1rol Council. Law No. 10 (1951), Vol III ("Justice case"), Tire United 

States of .America v. -Greifelt et al., U.S. Militacy Tribunal, Jodgemmt. 10 March 1948, 1i:ials o(War Criminals 

Befme the Nucmbcrg Military Trilmnals Under Control Council Law No. 10 (1951), Vol V ("R1'SHA case"). 

· See also Bordevic Appeal Brief, para. 64 (arguing that these cases should be treated with CaDtion as they do not 

reflect intemational custom.my la.w but rather rely on American law). 

" Don1evic Appeal Brief, para. 57, referring to J.S. ·Martinez/AM. Dammr, "Guilty Associations: Joint Cciminal 

Enterprise, Command Responsibility, and the Development of Intomationa1 Criminal Law'', 93 California Law 
Re"View 15 (2005), p. 110. . . - , 

100 Dor&:v.ie Appeal Brief. para. 59, citing Ertlem(1Vic Appeal Judgeme:Jrt, Joint Separate Opinion of Judge McDonald 

' and Judge Vohr$, paras 53-54. . 
101 I>ordevic Appeal Brief, para. 60, :referring to Tadic Appeal Judgement, para. 200, fn. '245. 
ia:z. Dordevic Appeal Brief, para. 61., refming to Kunarac et al Appeal Judgement, para. 98, fn. 114. 
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riot clearly apply the theory of joint criminal enterprise. 103 Furthermore, the defendants in that case 

were not convicted in relation to specific crime sit.es, as is the practice of the Tribllllal, but rather 

were convicted for taking part in a "system of cruelty and injust:ice".104 Finally, with respect to the 

RuSHA case, Dordevic clHims that even if this source is considered authoritative, it does not support 

the concept of joint criminal enterprise as applied by the Appeals Chamher.105 In any event, and. 
. . 

with. all of the cave.ab: regarding the reliability of these cases, Dordevic insists that none of these 

cases support joint criminal. enterprise as a form of principal liability and that they camiot be 

transposed to leadership cases such as the present one.106 

31. The Prosecution responds that the Appeals Chamber· in the Tad.it case already conducted a 

"thorough and balanced analysis" of the law_ on joint criminal enterprise and that Dordevic only 

repeats arguments that have been previously considered and rejected.107 Toe Prosecution argues that 

the Appeals Chamber was correctly informed about the law with regard to joint crin:rina1 enterprise 

and properly considered the IMT Judgement and IMf Charter, the ICC Statute, and post-World 

War. II jurispru~nce.1°K It adds that the jurisprudence of· the ICC, which is premised on the 

interpretation of the ICC Statute. is irrelevant to the assessment of the Tad.it Appeal Judgem~nt as 

well as the legality of joint crimi.nal enterprise in customary international Iaw.109 

(b) Analysis 

a. Alleged failure of the Appeals Chamber to consider the .:wproach taken in the IMT Judgement 

and IMT Charter 

32. Regarding Dordevi6's contention that in Tadic the Appeals Chamber ignored the fact that 

the IlvIT "rejected" a form of liability similar to joint criminal enteTT>rise in relation to war crimes or 

103 Dordevic Appool Brief, pm. 62. 
104 Dordevic Appeal Brief, para. 62. -
105 Dordevic Appeal Brief, para. 63. See also Dordevic Rtyly Brief, para. 15. 
106 Dordevic Appeal Brief. paras (i6.fil. In bis reply, Dor&vic furtba asserts that the jurisprudence analysed in the 

_To.die Appeal Judgement and referred to by the Prosecution is unreliable as it does not explicitly support joint 
criminal enterprise liability end is di;rivoo from national, as opposed to international. law (Dordevic Reply Brief, 
paras 15-17). · 

101 Prosecution Response Brief, para. 36, referring to Tadi.c Appeal Judgement. paras 185-226. See also Prosecution 
Rt:sponse Brief. paras 37-38, referring to Milu.ti.noviL et aL Appeal Decision on- Joint Criminal EDterprise of 
21 May 2003, para.. 29, Krajiinik Appeal Judgement, para. 659, Marti.6 Appeal Judgement. pllntS 80--81. 

ioa · Proi;ecuti.on Response Brief, para. 39, referring to Rwamakuba Appeal Decision on Joint €riminal Enrerprise of 
. 22 Octobar 2004, para. 15, Tadit Appeal Judgement, paras 195-223. See also Prosecution Response Brief, 

paras 40-51. - · 
109 Prosecution Respanse Briel: paras 45-49. 
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crimes against humanity •110 the Appeals Chamber considers that he conflates the notions of 

conspiracy and joint criminal enterprise liability. The Appeals Chamber has already clarified this 
~ 

difference in its Milutinovic et al Decision of 21 May 2003.m ~devic's argument suggesting that 

consI;rincy and participation in a common plan are forms of liability which were rejected by the 

ThIT Judgem.ent112, is contrarlicted by the plain language of the' WT Judgement: 

Count One, however, charges not only the conspimcy to commit aggressive war, but also to 
commit WHI Crimes and Crimes a.gaillSt HliinaIIiiy. But the Cham:r does not de.fine as a separate 
crinie any conspiracy except h one to commit acts of aggressive war. Article 6 of the Charter 
provides: 

. 'Leaders, organizei-s, mstigators. and accompfu:es participating in !:he formulation or execution of 
a Common Plan or Conspiracy to commit any of the foregoing crimes are responsible for all acts 
pexformed by any ;ix:rsons in execution of such plan.' · 

In tl).e opinion of the Tribunal these words do not add a new and separate crime to those already 
listed. The ·words are designed to establish the re.sporuibility of pt!rson.r participating in a common 

· plari. The Triburutl will therefore disregard the chHrges in Count One that the defendants ~ 
to commit War Crimes and Crimes against Humanity, and will consider only the common plan to 
prepare; initiate, and wage aggressive war. 113 · . 

It is clear that the IMT restricted its jurisdiction in relation to the crime of conspiracy only to acts ~f 

aggressive war. However~ the IMT did not exclude that liability through participation "in a common 

plan can apply. to any_ other crimes under its Cha:rter.114 In any event., the IMT's interpretation of its 

own Charter." does not detract from the consistent application of the joint crimfual enterprise 

doctrine according to the -Tribunal's own Statute and jurisprudence. 

33. The Appeals Chamber further finds Wlpersuasive Dordevic's references to academic 

writings purportedly suggesting the contraJ:y.115 The authors referred to by Dordevic do not 

expressly state that the IMT Judgement or IMT Charter excluded liability according to a comm.on 

plan or joint criminal enterprise. Inpee.d, they discuss the use of "conspiracy" and the absence of a 
specific provision for accessorial liability.l16 Further, the Appeals Chamber recalls that while 

writings of highly respected academics may be considered in detem:rining the law, thcir subsidiary 
I . 

110 See Dordcvic Aweal Brief, paras 37-38, citing IMT Judgement, p. 226. See also Dordevic Appeal Brief,, 
paras 39-45. 

tu Miluti.nuvic et aL Appeal.Decision on Joint Criminal Enterprise of 21 May 2003, paras 22-23. 
112 Dordevic Appeal Brief, paras 38-43'. 
rn IMT Judgement, p. 226 (emphasis added). 
114 See also The United States of America, the French-Republic, the: United Kingdom of Great Britain and Nonhem 

Ireland,. and the Union of Suviet Socialist Republics against Hermon Wilhelm Goring et al., International Military 
Tnbunal, Indictment dated 6 October 1945, Trial of Major War. Criminals Before the International Military 
TnoUDal, Vol 1 (1947), Comts 3 and 4, pp 42-68. 

115 See Dordevit Appeal Brief, paras 40, 42, 44. 
116 R. Cryer/ R Fri.man/ D. Robinson IE. Wilimlmrst. An Introduction to International Criminal I.aw and Procedure 

(Cambridge University Press 2007), pp 30+-305; H. Olasolo, The Criminal_ Responsibility of Senior Political mid· 
Military kaders as .Prind.pal.s to International Crimes (Hart Publi~ 2009), p. 213. 
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nature is well-established and the Appeals Chamber is not bound by thei:n. ll7 Dordevic has failed to 

show how these academic writings provide a cogent reason to depart from the Tribunal's existing 

jurisprudence. 

34. Additionally, Dordevic has failed to demonstrate that the Appeals Chamber erred when 

holding. in its Rwamaku.ba Decision of 22 October 2004, that the judgements of the ThIT and the 

Ru.SHA case •~ound the defendants crim!aally liable-[ ... ] on a basis equivalent to that of joint 

criminal enterprise" .118 The Appeals Chamber reasoned that although the IMT Judgement did not 

spec.iijcally refer to joint criminal enterprise, ''the factual discussion in that case ma[de] plain that 

several defendants were convi~ for participation in a vast plan to commit atrocities which 

amounted to genocide" .119 Dordevic appears to disagree with. this interpretation and claims that the 

Appeals Chamber was "ill-info.rmed'' when so concluding, 12° but fails to substantiate any error in 

this regard. 

b. Alleged misintetpretati.on of the ICC Statute 

35. Dordevic's argument that the ICC jurisprudence proves that the Appeals Chamber' in the 

Tadic case was :incorr~t in its interpretation of customary international law in relation to joint 

criimnal enterprise is unpersuasive. As discussed below,121 the Appeals Chamber in Tadicbased its 

analysis on various some.es, including the IMf and other post-World War II jurisprudence, national 

legislation and case law, and international conventions, in order to ascertain that joint · criminal 

enterprise was a valid form of liability in customary intemational. law.122 The ICC Statute was also 

analysed in this framework with the caveat that, _at the time, it was · still a non-binding treaty 

:indicati~e ofopinio Juris of the signatory States.123 

36. Dordevic's argument is essentially that the Appeals Chamber in Tadic incorrectly referred 

to Article 25(3) of the ICC Statute in support of its finding ~t joint criminal enterprise is a 

111 Artie~ 38(1} -of the Stabl.t:c of the Inteauitional Court of Justice ("ICT'). wbich i£ regarded as customary 
intemation.al law, enumerates, irita alia: "the teachings of the most highly qualified. publicist.s of fue various 
nations, as subsidiary meam; for 1he determination of rules of law". See Kuprdkic et td. Trial Judgement. para. 540; 
Ce.libici Trial Judgement, para. 414; Furo.ndf;ija Trial Judgement, para. '127; ACehovski Trial Judgement, 
Declaration of Judge Hunt, p3!.a.. 2; Erdemavi6 Appeal Judgement. Separate Opinion of Judge McDonald and Judge 
Vohrah, para. 43. See also Kristie Appeal Judgement, para.11, fn.. 20. 

m Rwanwkuba Appeal Decision on Joint Criminal Enterprise of 22 October 2004, para. 15. 
119 Rwamakuba _ Appeal Decision on Joint Criminal Enterprise of 22 October 2004, para. 23, referring to IMT 

Judgement, pp 226-228. 
120 E>orclevit Appeal Brief, para 43; Dordevi6 Reply Brief, para. 11. 

· · 121 See infra, paras 40-45. 
122 See Tallie Appeal Judgement. paras 194-226. 
w Ta.die Appeal JudgeIDe;Dt. para.. 223. 
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principal, rather than accessorial, form of liability .124 Article 25(3) of the ICC Stamte ~tates, in part, 

that: . 

a person shall be criminally responsible and liable for punfshmellt for a crime within the 

jurisdiction of the Court if Iha! person: 

(a) Commits such a crime, whether as an individual, jointly 'with another or through another 

person; regardless of wbetbc:r 1hat other person is cri:mmally responsible; 

(b) Orders, solicits or .induces tlw com.mission of such a crime which in fact occurs ar is 
attempted; 

(c) For the purpose of facilita.ting the commission of such a criIIle, aids, abets or otherwise 

assists m it.s com.m,ission or its attempted commission, .including providing the me.ms for its 
coIIIIIllSsion; 

(d) · In any other way contributes to the commission or attempted coIIJDJi.&sion of such a crime by 
a group of persons acting with a cO!IIIDDn pmpose. Such contr.ibution shall be intentional and shall 
ci~ . . 

(i) Be made with the aim of furthering the crimma1 activity or criminal purpose of the 

group, where such activity or pi;upose involves the commission of a crime within the 
jurisdiction of the Court; or · 

(ii} Be ma.de in the knawl~ge of the mtention of tw gronp fl/ commit the crime; 

(e) Jnrespectofthecrime of geaocirle, wrectly and publicly incites others to cmiuni.tgenocide; 

(f) .Attempts to commit such a crime by t:akmg action that commences its execution by means of 
a substantial. step, ·b~t the ~ does not occur because of circumstances mdependent of 1he 

pf7SOD.'S intentions. However, a person who abandons the effort to ~mm.it the crime or otherwise 
prevents the completion. of the ccimc shall not be liable for punishment under this Statute for the 

~pt to commit that crime if 1hat person completely and volmJ!arily gave up the criminal 

purpose. 

37. The Appeals Chamber' in Tadic expressly noted that the subjective and objective elements 
. . 

provided for by Article 25(3) of the ICC Statute were to a certain extent different from those 

required by the case law examined in the Tadic Appeal Judgement in relation to common criminal· 

purpose, and were still to be tested by the ICC jurisprudence.121 Moreover, it stated that the text 

adopted -in the ICC Statute was "consistent with the view that the mode of accomplice liability 

under d.iscussi[!n is well-established in international law and is distinct from aiding and abetting" .126 ' 

Nowhere does the Tadic Appeal Judgement state that Article 25(3) of the ICC Statute provides for 

so-called principal liability, as thls was not the point discussed. In fact, the relevant section of the 

T adic Appeal Judgement referring to the ICC Statute deals with the notion of a ~on plan and 

124 Dordevic Appeal Brief, paras 47-48, 52-53. 
t?S . Tadi.c Appeal Judgement, :fn. 282. - . 
126 Tadic Appeal Judgemoot, para. 223. See also Milutin.ovic et aL Appeal Decision on Joint Criminal Enterprise of 

21 May 2003, para. 20; Milutinovic e( al. Appeal Decision on Joint Crimioal Enterprise of 21 May 2003, Separat,e; 
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participation therein as distinct from liability tbrou~ aiding and abetting.127" Consequently, 

Dordevic has failed to show any error in the Tadic Appeal Judgement in relation to the 

interpretation of this provision. 

38. As regards the ICC jurispmdence referred to by· Dordevic, 128 the Appeals Chamber finds 

that it is irrelevant to the wkussion·whetlmr tliere are cogent reasons to depart from the analysis in 

the Tadic Appeal Judgement with respect to the state of pustomary international law. The ICC 

juris~e did not address the issue of the existence of joint criminal.· enterprise in customary 

intemationaj. law, nor did it ~xclude it.129 Rather, it elaborated on the "distinguishlng criterion 

betwe.en principals and accessories to a crime where a criminal offenc_e is committed by a plurality 

of persons", 130 based on the detailed provisions of the ICC Statute.131 As discussed above, in the 

Tadic Appeal Judgement, the Appeals Chamber relied on. the ICC Statute only as evidenc·e 

revealing the existence of a mode of liability based on · .. a group of persons acting with a common 

parpose" distinct from aiding and abetting.132 It then reached its conclll8i.on on the existence of joint 

criminal enterprise.in customary intemational law based on a number post-World WSI II cases.133 

Consequently, the interpretation in the ICC jurisprodence regarding the objective ·or subjective 

elements of the mode of liability basen on a "common purpose" derived from the ICC Statute ~foes 

Opmion of Judge Sbahabuddeen, para. 7. The "accomplice liability'' mfCIICd tom the Ta& Appeal Judgement is 
therefore not to be confused with the so-ralled accessorial liability. 

1'-7 In fact. the relevant secti~ of the Tad.it Appeal Judgement referring to the ICC S!ature deals with the notion of a 

comm.on plm · and participation t.lwrein as distinct from liability through aiding and abetting (Tadic Appeal 

Judgement, para. 221). 
- 128 See E>ordevic Appeal Brief, paras 49-50, referring to Prosecutor v. Jean-Pierre Bemba Gombo, Case No. 

ICC-01/05-01/08, D~on Pm:swmt to Article 61(7)(a) and (b) of the Rome Statute on 1he Charges of the 

Prosecutor Against Jean--Pieae _B-emba Gombo, 15 June 2009, Proseclltor v. ~ Hassan Ahmad Al Bashir, Case 

No:ICC-02/05-01/09, Decision on the Prosecution's Application for a Warrant of Arrest against Omar Hassan 

Ahmad Al Bashir, .4 March 2009, Prosecutor v. Germain Katan.ga and M~ Ngudjow. Case No. ICC-01/04-

01/07, Decision on the Confinnalion of Charges, 30 September 2008, Prosecutor v. Thomas fubon.ga Dyilo, Case 

No. ICC-01/04-01/05, Decision on the" Confumation of Cll.arges. 29 January 2007 ("Luban.ga Decision on 

Cqnfirmation of Charges"}. · 
1~ See Lubanga Decision on Con:finnalioo. of Charges, paras 326, 335, 338. 
uo Lubanga i:>ecision on Confumati.on of Charges. para. 327. 
131 Article 25 (3} of the ICC Stan.Ite. 
132 Tadir! Appeal Judgement, para. 220. 
133 Tadic Appeal Judgement, paras 194-225. Specifically. paras_ 197 (refutriDg to Trial of Otto Sandrock and Three 

Others, British Military Comt for the Trial of Wer Criiilinals, Almelo, Hollan~ 24-26 Noveml,ei- 1945, Law 

Reports of Trials of War Criminals, UNWCC, vol. L Case No. 3, Hok.er et al.., Canadian Military Court, Aurich, 

Gemumy, .Royal Canadian Air Force Binder 181.009 (02474), Record of Proceedings of fue Ctnadian Military 
Court, 25 ;M,arch-6 April 1946, vol L pp 341, 347, 349 (copy on file with the Li1nry of the Tribunal)), 198 

(refcmng to Trial of Gustav Alfred.Jepsen et ol, Proceedings of a War Q:imes Trial. Luoeberg, Germ.my, 13-23 

August 1946,, Judgement¢ 24 August 1946, p. 241 (original transcripts in Pllblic Record Office, Kew, Ric~nd; 

oopy on file .with the Library of the Tnbunal), Trial uf Franz. Sclw,ifeld and Nine Others, British Military Court, 

-Ess=i. 11-26 June 1946,LawReports ofTruls of War Criminals, UNWCC, vol XI. Case.No. 66, p. 68 (summing_ 

up of the Judge Advocate)), 199 (refea:ing to Trial of Feurstein and ot1iers, Proceedings of a War Crimes Trial, 

. Hamburg. Germany, 4-24 August 1948., Judgement of 24 August 1948 (ad.ginal transcripts in Public Record 

Office, Kew, Rich:mond; oopy on file with tbe Library of the Tribunal)), 200 (referring to Einsatzgruppen case). 
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not undermine the Tribunal's analysis on the issue of the existence of the "notion of common. 

purpose" in customary international law. Accordingly, Dordevic's submissions in that regard are 

dismissed. 

39. In sUIII, the Appeals Chamber in tbe Tadic case was entitled to examine the ICC Statute as_ 

one of the sources indicative of the existence of elements of joint crintinal enterprise liability in 

customary international law. Furthermore the Tad.ii Appeals Chamber's interpretation of 

Article 25(3) of the ICC Statute was correct. and the subsequent ICC case law based on this 

provision does not affect its conclusion. Dordevic has failed to show otherwise. 

c. Post-World War II jurisprudence 

40_ _ The Appeals Chamber has previously underscored that the Tadic Appeal Judgement 

provided "detailed reasoning for inferring the grounds for conviction .in the [post-World War II] 

cases it cited".134 It has also established that those cases show that: joint criminaJ ~terprise applies 

to ''large-scale cases, and that JCE is legally distinct from conspiracy and organisational 

1.iab.ili.ty" .135 The Appeals Chamber finds that the .majority of Dordevic' s submissions in relation to 

post-World War II do not reveal anything new in this regard and, therefore, will address only those 

arguments warranting consideration. 

41. Having reviewed the Tadic Appeal Jodg~ment and the sources it relied on, the Appeals 

Chamber is not persuaded that these sources are obscure and unpnbli$hed. 136 The Appeals Chamber 

notes that the Tad:ic Appeals Chamber examined a variety Qf cases in setting o~ its reasoning, 137 

m Krajiinik Appeal Judgement, para. 659, referring to Tadic Appeal JudgeJ]lell_t. paras 195-219. 
135 Krajisnik Appeal Judgement, para 659 (citations omitted), :referring to Brdanin Appeal Judgement, paras 422-423, 

Rwam,akupa. Appeal Decision on. Joint Criminal Enterprise of 22 October 2004, para. 25. Milu.tinovii et aL Appeal · 
Decision on Jojnt Criminal E.nreq,rise of 21 May 2003, paras 23, 25· 26. In light of the discussion below rejecting 
Dordevic's arguments concerning the authority of the Justice, RuSHA, and Ein.satr.groppen cases, the Appeals 

. Chamber also rejects bis contention that these cases are "an madeq_uate basis to sustain JCE liability in leadership 
cases" (Dordevic Appeal Brief, para. 75). 

m Contra I>on1evic Appeal Brief, paras 21. 29. 31, 56--67. 
137 Tadi.6 Appeal Judgement, paras 194-225. Specifically, paras 197 (refen:ing to Trial of Otto Sawlrock and Three 

Otliers, British Military Court for the Trial of Wax Criminals, Almelo, Ho1land. 24-26 Novembe.r 1945, Law 
Reports of Trial!: of War Criminals, UNWCC, vol I, Case No. 3, Hilker et al., C'.aoadi:an Military Court, Aurich. 
Germany, Royal Canadian Air Force Binder 181.009 (02474), Record of P.roceedmgs of the Cmiadian Military 
Court. 25 _Marcli.-6 April 194-6, vol L pp 341, 347, 34-9 (copy on _file with the Library of the Tribtmal)), i98 
(referring 1D Trial of Gustav Alfred Jepsen et al., Proceedmgs of a War Crimes Trial, Luneberg, Germany, 13--23 
August 1946, Jud~ of 24August 1946, p. 241 (Qriginal transci::ipts m Public Record Office, Kew, Richmond; 
copy on file with the Lilirary of the Tribunal), Trial, of Frarz.z Schonfeld and Nine Others, British Military Court. 
Essen, 11-26 June 1946, La.w Reports of Trials of War Criminals, UNWCC. vol XI, Case No. 66, p. 68 (summing 
up of the Judge Advocate)), 199 (referring to Trial of Feurstein and othe~, Proceedings of a War Crimes Trial, 
Hamburg, Germany, 4-24 August 1948, Judgement of 24 August 194~ (original transcripts m Public Record 
Offu:o, Kew, Richmond; copy on file with the Library oftheTribmwl)), 200 (referring to Eiruatzgnq,pen.case). 
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and :finds these sources reliable. Upon review ~f these cases, the Tadic Appeals Chamber was 

satisfied that "the doctrine of acting in pursuance of a common purpose [was] rooted in the national 

law of many States ... 138 In addition, the Ta.die Appeals .Chamber differentiated the "notion of 
. . ' 

common purpose" itself from "the approach to the notion" and found that, although the major legal 

systems of the world recognised the no~ they did not take the same approach to the notion. 139 

Toe Tadi{ Appeals Chamber finally reached the conclusion that the docttjne of joint criminal 
' . ' 

2228 

enterprise existed in customary international law based on the "consistency and cogency of case law 

and the treaties referred to [ ... ], as well as their consonance with the general principles on criminal 

responsibility laid down both in the Statute and general international criminal law and in national 

legislation".140 Thus, Dordevic is not correct in s~ting that the TadiL Appeals Chamber failed to · 

explain how it established the existence of joint criminal enterprise in customary international 

· 1aw_141 

42. With respect to Dordevic's contention that the Braanin Appeal Judgement contradicted the 

Kunarac et al. Appeal Judgement and wrongly relied on the Justice case, wmch according to 

Dordevic did not0 apply jo~t criminal enterprise liability,142. the Appeals Chamber considers that 

Dordevic conflates the issues involved in these cases. The .KM,narac et al. Appeal Judgement-dealt -

with the question of ''whether a policy or plan constitutes an element of the definition of crimes 

against humanity". 143 It was in that context that the Appe.als Chamber referred to the opinion 

expressed by a Judge in the Polyukhovich· case in support of its finding that "nothing in the Statute 

or in custo:mary international law at the time of the alleged acts [ ... ] required proof of the existence 

of a plan or policy to commit these crimes" .144 In fue Brdanin case, the Appeals Chamber referred 

to the Justice and RuSHA cases as it found them to "provide strong support for the Prosecution's · 

contention" that post-World Wa:r. II jurisprudence allowed holding an accused responsible for his 

participation in a common crinrinal purpose although the actus reus of the crime was perpetrated by 

persons who did not share such purpose.145 The Appeals Chamber sees no contradiction between its 
' . 

136 Tadi.6 Appeal Judgement, para. 224. 
139 Tadi.c Apperu.Judgement, para. 225. 
l-CO Tad:it Appeal Judgement, para. 226. For tho Tad~ Appeal Chambers' analysis, see Todic Appeal Judgement, 

paras 194-225. 
141 Contra Dardevil Appeal Brief, paras 29, 31. 
141 Dordevic Appeal Brief, paras 61-62" -
143 Kunaroc et al. Appeal Judgement, para 98, fn.. 114. 
144 Krmarac et ol. Appeal Judgement. para. 98, refeaing to, inter alia. the Justice case and cDllllllf;Ilt thereupon :in Ivan 

Timnfeyevich Polyukluwich 11 The Commonwealth of .AJJ.rtral.ia and Anor, (1991) 172 CLR 501 ("Polyukfwvich 
case"), pp 586-587. 

14' Brdanin Appeal Judgement, para. 394. See .also Brt!anin Appeal Judgement, paras 395-404. 
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two judgements. Moreover, Dordevic has failed to &how that cogent reasons exist to depart from the 

said ~g in the Brdanin Appeal Judgement.146 

43. Dordevic' s additional · claim that fue Ta.die Appeals Chamber could not have relied on 

domestic jurisprudence or the jurisprudence of the courts operating under Control Council Law 

No: 10~47 in order to assess the state of customary in~ational law is unsustainable. Bo.th 

international and national sources may be indicative of international custom. 143 Specifically with 

respect to post-World War II jurisprudence. the Appeals Chamber notes with approval the 

following observation made in the Kupres.Ide et al. Trial Judgement: 

[i]t cannot be gainsaid that great value ought to be attached to decisions of such :imemati.onal 
crimma1 courts as the ~tematiorutl. tribnruils of Nuremberg or Tokyo, or to national courts 
operating by virtue, and on the strength. of Con~ Council Law no. 10. a legislative act jointly 
passed in 1945 by the four qccupying Powers and thus reflecting international agreement among 
the Great Powers on the law applicable to i.nmrnational crimes and the jurisdiction of tho courts 
called upon to rule on those crimes. These courts operated under intemaJional instruments faying 
down provisions that were either ~ of existing law or which had been gradually 
transformed :int.o customary intemational law.1 · 

44. Beyond disagreeing with. this ~tatement,150 Dordevic has failed to 1mdermine it. Clearly, 

there is no requirement to examine customary international law solely from the point of view of 

"m:~onal law". lS1 To the contrary, the Appeals Chamber recalls that: 

[i]n appraising the :formation of customary rules or general principles one should. I ... ] be aware 
that [ ... ] reliance must primarily be placed OD 'such e.k:m.ents 'as official pronouncements of States, 
military manuals and judicial decisions.152 . 

146 The AppealB Chamber bas never stated that neither the Justice nor the RuSHA case& applied the joint criminal 
enterprise liability in the exact way as it bas ~ developed in the jurisprudence of the Tribunal Rather. it relied 
on these cases. am.on.g multiple other som:ces, to establish that the essential elements of thii; mode of liability were 
recogIJisedin customary international law (see infra, para. 58). . 

147 The Appeals Cham.bu recalls. thal Control Council Law No. 10 is _1:1. legislative act that entered mto force on 
20 Decemb~ 1945 and was passed by the fol.II Occupyjng Powers reflecting intematiorutl agreement between those 
coup.tries on the law applicable to mteroational crimes and the jurisdici:i.on of the courts called upon to rule on those 
crimes. Control Council Law No. 10 provided definitions for specific offences,. in order to ensure that Allied 
powe,rs would be using the same legal slllD.dard (see Kupreski.c et al. Trial Judgement, para. 541; see also Trials of 
War Crimintili before the Nuremberg Military Tribunals under Control Council Law No. JO (194&1949) 
15 volumes. Waslrin.gton D.C,, U.S. Govermnent Printing Office). 

1~ See Kupreikic et al Trial Judgement, paras 537-542; FUTlJnllzija Trial Jud.gemt:,nt, para. 227; North Sea 
Continental Shelf cases, ICJ, Judge;ment, 20 Febtuaxy 1969, ICJ Reports 1969. p. 43, pan,; 74. The Tadic Appeals 
Chamber, however, emphamed that •'reference to national legislation and case law only serve[d] to show that the 
notion of common purpose upheld ?Il international criminal law has an underpinning in many national. systems". It 

· added that ''in the area llil.da: discussion, nalional legis1ati.on and case-law [could not] be relied upon as a source of 
intanational principles or rules.. under the doctrine of the. general principles of la.w, recognised by naticu1s of the 
world: for this reliance to be pemri.&&ible, it would be necessary to show that most, if not all, countries adopt the 
same notion of common purpose'' (Tadi6 Appeal Judgement, para. 225). 

149 Kupres/de et al. Trial Judgement, para. 541. 
ISO Elon1evic Appeal Brief. para. 58. · 
151 Contra Dardevic Appeal Brief, para. 59, referrin.g to Erdemovic Appeal Judgement, Joint Separate Opinion of _ 

fudge McDonald and Jndge Vohrah, paras 53-54. · 
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Consequently, the ~eals Ch.amber in Tadic correctly examined the sources, including the post

World War. II jurisprudence under the Control Council Law No. 10 and national case law, because 

"'(t]be basis for the Appeals Chamber's finding that JCE liability was founded in international 

customary law was. the 'consistency and cogency of the case law and the treaties' referred: to earlier 

in its discussion."153 

45. Finally, with respect to f>ordevic's contention that the analysis: of the Einsatzgruppen 

Judgement in the Tadic Appeal Judgement is flawed because it refers to the parties' arguments and 

not the court's reasorung, 154 the Appeals Chamber ,notes, with approval, the clarification provided 

by Judge Sbahabuddeen, who presided over the Tadic Appeals Chamber, .stating that 

, the Appeals Chamber was competent, particularly <when a clear judicial statement was 
llDB.vailable', to examine the statements of counsel eng~ed in those cases to ascertain how the 
court in fact proceeded; courts sometimes do that. Thi:. arguments of counsel arc given in the better 
law reports of some jurisdictions before the judgement iB laid out That practice, where it applies, 
is not an ornamental flourish on the part of the reporter. counsels' arguments help appreciation of 
what the issues were. Tims, itcmmot be wrong to refer to counsel's arguments.[ .. ,] [T]hematerial 
question is whether [these statements] cmrectlyreflecl:edcu.stomary intcmationallaw.J.55 

3. Existence of cogent reasons to depart from the third category of joint criminal enterprise 

jurisprudence 

(a) Arguments of the parties 

46. Dordevic submits that the Appeals Chamber should depart from the current jurisprudence. 

which finds that there is such a form of liability ~ the third category of joint criminal. enterprise. 156 

Dordevic. claims that the authority .of the case law relied upon by the Appeals Chamber in Tadic is 

questionable and certainly d~es not demonstrate the existence of the third categocy of joint criminal 

enterprise in customary international. law .157 Similarly; he argues that the concept of the third 

category: of joint criminal enterprise is either unsupported or explicitly rejected by other sources, 

152 Proser:utor v. Du.r7co Tadic, Case No. IT •94-1-AR72, Decision on the Defence Motion for Interlocutory Appeal on 
Jurisdiction, 2 October-1995, para. 99. 

m Krajilrdic Appeal Judgemc:nt, Separate Opinion of Judge Shahabnddeen, para. 31, citing Tadic Appeal Judgewent, 
para. 2.26. . 

154 Dordevic Appeal Brief, para.. 60. 
155 Krajilnik Appeal Judgement. Separate Opinion of Judge Shahabuddeen. para. 24 (citations omitted)." This 

clarification was made in relatinn to the argument advanced by K:rajisnik.'s counsel. that "the Tadic Oiamoor took 
, wide latitude ·in its interpretation, repeatedly - and unsoundly - illfcning the baBeS for liability from isolated 

statements by the prosecutOI:s, ~ a clear judiciel statement was unavailable" (Prosl!cutor 11. Momcilo Krajifuik, 
Case No. rr.O0.39-~ Brief on JaiDt Criminal Enterprise on Behalf of Monicilo Krajisnik, 4 April 2008. para.. 12 
(without any specific reference to a paragra:phin the Tadit Appeal Judgement)). 

156 Daroevic Appeal Brief, paras 68-11. _ . 
157 Dordevic Appeal Brief. para. 70. See also Dordevic Reply Brief, para. 14. 
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· including IMT jurisprudence, post-World War II cases, and the ICC Statute.158 Dordevic contends 

that these arguments apply both to 1;he Trial Chamber'~ findings regarding the third ~gory of joint 

criminal ent:eq>ril?e liability as an alternative tci the first category of joint criminal enterprise and to 

the Prosecution's first gr01md of appeal.159 In support of his arguments, Dordevic also refers to a 

decision of the Pre-Trial Chamber of the Extra_ordinary Chambers in the Courts of Cambodia_ 

("BCCC"); which he _argues rejects ~ existence of the third category of joint criminal entelprise.160 

47. The Prosecution re&J>Onds that the Tadic Appeals Chamber correctly analysed the Borkum 

bland and Essen Lynching cases as illustrations of the third category of jQint criminal enterprise in 

light of the parties' arguments.161 It also responds that the Appeals Chamber in Todicreferred to 

post-World War. II rulings of Italian courts in- support of the third category of joint criminal 

~terprise.162 The Prosecution reiterates that the related jmisprudence of other tribunals, such as the 

ECCC or the ICC, is not binding on the Appeals Chamber.163 It also points to other post-World War 

Il cases that.have not been discussed in the Tadic Appeal Judgement whu:h Sl:lpport the customary 

nature of the third category of joint mminal entexprise.164 

(b) Analysis 

48. The Appeals Chamber recalls that, in Karemera et al., the IC1R Appeals Chamber had 

declined to review the Tadfc Appeal Judgement in relati.o~ ~ the third category of joint criminal 

enterprise, confirming that "under the third - or 'extended' ·- category of JCE liability, the accused 

can be held responsible for crimes physically committed by other participants in the JCE when 

151 Do~ie Appeal Brld, para. 71. 
159 Dordevic Appeal Brief, para. 68. . . 
11511 Bordevic Appe& Brief, para, 69, refenmg to Prosecutor 11. Ieng Thirlth et al. (C'.asc 002), C'.ase File No.: 

002/19-09-2007-ECCCJOCIJ (PIC38), Decision on the Appeals Agamst the Co-Inv~ative Judges. Order on 

Jo.int Criminal Enterprise (JCE), 20 May 2010 ("ECCC Decision. on Jomt Criminal Enterprise of 20 May 2010"), 

para. 83. . 
151 Prosecution Response Brief, para. 54, refen:ing to Tadic Appeal Judgement, paras 205-213; Trial of Erich Heyer : -

and Six Othera, British. Military CQU-rtfor the Trial qf War Criminals, &seii. J/14-JV- and 2r1-it"' Decem~r. ! 

1945, Law Reports of Trials of War Criminals, UNWCC, voL I, Case No. 8 (_"Essen Lynching case''), The United 

States of America v. Ki¢ Goebell et ol.._, Records of Unilcd States Army War Crimes Trials, Febromy 6 -

March 21.; 1946, National .Archives Microfilm Publications Ml103, (Washington: 1980) ("Borkum Isl.and case"). 

i& Prosecution Response Brief, para. 54, :referring to Tadic Appeal Judgement, paras 214-219. · 

ltil ProsecationResporu;eBrief, paras 55-56. 
164 Prosecution Response Brief,. paras 57-60, refea:ing to lmSHA case, pp-117, 120, 160-162, Decision of the Supreme 

Court for the British Zone agamst Sch. et al., 20 April 1949, Ent.scheidungen tks Obmten Gerichtshofe.s fur die 
Britiache Zont!, Ent.scheid,,mgeJJ tn Strafsaclu:n, "\\'.:alter de Gmyter 6t Co. (Berlin: 1950), vol 2 ( .. Sch. et al. cai;e"), 

pp 11-15, Review of Proceedings of General Military Court in the case of Umted Statu -vs-. Martin Gottfried Weiss 

et al. of th= Recommendation of tbe Staff Judge Advocate ("'Weirs et al. case"), pp 1, 141. 
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participants that these crimes would be committed';_ 165 
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49. For the reasons set out below, the Appeals Chamber is not convinced by Dordevic's 

suggestion that cogent reasons exist to revisit the jurisprudence_ cited above and to abolish the third 

category of joint criminal en.terprise.166 In particular, the Appeals Chamber finds ·that Dordevic' s 

assertion - that the authority of tb.e Borlaon Island and Essen L-ynching cases is "questionable"167 - · 

is insufficient to undermine the Appeals Chamber's analysis in the Tadic case.168 Apart from 

pointing to these two cases, Dordevic has failed to show a reason why the Appeals Chamber should 

revisit its well-established case law. based on numerous sources, that both civil and common law 

jurisdictions recognise liability for taking part in a common criminal plan in relation to crimes 

committed outside the _co~on plan but that are nonetheless foreseeable.. 169 

50. Finally, the ECCC Decis;on on Joint Criminal Enterpri.:;e of 20 May 2010 is not binding on 

the Appeals Chamber and. as such, does not constitute ·a cogent reason to depart from its well-

established case law. In any event, the Appeals Chatnber notes that the ECCC did not determine 

whether or not the third category of joint criminal enterprise liability was a part of customary 

international law.170 The ECCC noted the cases relied on by the Tadi.c Appeals Chamber and 

considered them not to b~ "proper precedents for the pmpose of detem::tlnmg the status of customary 

international law in this area" .171 It then concluded that these cases did not "consti,tute a sufficiently 

firm basis to conclude that JCE Ill formed part of customary :n;iternational law at the time relevant 

to Case.002". 1n The ECCC Pre-Trial Chamber-deemed it unnecessary to cond~ct ~ analysis as to 

whether . or not the 1hinl categocy of joint criminal enterprise was a part of customary international 
. ' 

law.173 It concluded that no provision in Cambodian law provided notice of such an extended form 

of responsibility at the time of the alleged crimes, and stated as :follows: 

[t}he Pr~Trial Chamber bas not been able to identify-in the Cambodian law, applicabl~ at the 
relevant time, any provision that could have given notice to tho Charged Persons that such 

165 Edouard Karemera et at. v. The Prosecuzor, Case Nos. ICI'R-98-44-AR72.5, ICTR-9&-44--AR72.6, Decision on 

Jurisdictional Appe.a]s: · Joint Criminal Enterprise, 12 April 2006, para. 13, referring to Va.n1jevic Appeal 

Judgement, pl!I3... 99, Tadi.c Appeal Judgement. para. 220. 
166 £>ordevic Appeal Brief, paras 68-71. 
167 See Dordevic Appeal Brief, para. 70. 
1611 l>ordevic's challenges to these other sources relied upon by the Appeals Chamber in the Tatlic case are 

unpersuasive and are therefore rejected (see Dordevic Appeal Brief, para. 70). 
169 Tadic Appeal Judgement;, paras 204-220, 224. 
1iO ECCC Decision on Joj:i)t Criminal Entmprise of 20 May 2010, para. 87. 
171 ECCC Decision on JoiDt Criminal Enterprise of 20 May 2010, para. 82. 
172 ECCC Decision on Joint CriIIiina1 Enterprise of 20 May 2010, para. 83 {emphasis added). 
173 ECCC Decision on Joint Criminal Enterprise of 20 May 2010, para. 87. 
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extended forra. of responsibility was punishable as well. In such circumstances, the principle of 
legality ~s the ECCC to refrain from relying on the extended form of JCE in its 
~~-,un.... 17"' . }"-.......... ~&. . ' 
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51. The ECCC thus jdenti:fied flaws in the reasoning of the Tadic Appeals Chamber in 

detem:rining the existence of the third category of joint criminal ente-Jprise in customary 

international law, 175 ~ut limited its finding "insofar as the applicability of the ICE ill before the 

ECCC is concemed",176 

. ' 

52. Further, despite criticising the approach taken in Tadic, the ECCC did not perform any 

further analysis of relevant state practice and opinio juris to determine whether the thlrd category of 

joint criminal enteiprise· was part of customary international law but limited its· assessment to the 

sources analysed·~ the Tadic Appeal Judgement177 The Appeals Chamber is satisfied that the 

sources of law examined by the Tadic Awea]s Chamber are reliable and that the principles in · 

relation to the third categocy of joint criminal enterprise set out therein are well-established in both. 

customary international law and the jurisprudence of this Tribunal.178 Finally,. while the Appeals 

Chamber does not doubt the persuasiveness of the ECCC Decision on Joint Criminal Enterprise of 

20 May 2010 beyond the jurisdiction of the ECCC, it recalls that the Appeals Chamber is n~t bound 

by it. 

53. In light of the foregoing, the Appeals Chamber finds that the ECCC Decision on Joint 

Criminal Enterprise of 20 May 2010 does not constitute a cogent reason for the Appeals Chamber 

to depart from its consistent jurisprudence. 

4. Alleged errors concerning the nature of joint criminal enterprise liability 

(a) Arguments of the parties 

54. Dordevic submits that the Appeals Chamber in Tadic and subsequent cases mistakenly 

characterised joint criminal enterprise as a principal form of liability and applied it in so-called 

"leadership cases" where the physical perpetrators were not part of the joint criminal enterprise_.179 

Dordevic submits that the liability of high-level accused who "use" physical perpetrators to commit 

174 ECCC Decision on Joint Qiminal Enterprise of 20 May 2010, para. 87 (emphasis added). 
m ECCCDecisi.011 on Joint Criminal.Enterprise of20 May 2010, paras 79-85. 
l76 ECCC Decision on Joint Criminal Enterprise of 20 May 201 O. para. 88. 
m See ECCC Decision on Joint Criminal Enterprise of 20 May 2010, paras 77, 79-85-
178 See also .iq,ra, para. 41. _ 
179 Doroevic Appeal Brief, paras 48-53, 55, 66, 7'2-76. 77. 
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the crimes on the ground c~ot be equated with commission (or principal liability).180 Thus, be 

submits that the Trial Chamber erred in convicting him for committing and consequently imposed a 

highC?f sentence than would have been the case had bis liability correctly been characterised as 

accessorial/accomplice, rather than principal. 181 

55. The Prosecution responds that Dordevic cannot claim that 1he principle of legality has been 

violated as·he knew that he was accused of committing the crimes perpetrated. by non-members of 

the JCE.1112 It suhmjts that all categories of joint criminal enterprise liability properly fall under 

"commission" because the members of a joint criminal enteipri.se have a common criminal purpose, 

sh~ the intent for crimes. and are aware of the risk associated with their actions in furtherance of 

such purpose.183 

(b) Analysis 

56. The Appeals Chamber has repeatedly held that participation in any category of joint 

criminal enterprise is a form. of commi~sion.184 M explained in the Krajisnik Appeal Judgement, a 

conviction pursuant to joint criminal enterprise liability for crimes committed through physical 

perpetratoo who were not part of_ the joint criminal enterprise also properly falls under Article 7(1) 

of the Statute.185 

57. In any event, Dordevic is wrong to suggest that bis respOI1S1bility and sentence should be 

adjusted to account for the fac~ that he did not personally commit any of the crimes for which he is 

held respornble pursuant to joint crimlaal enterprise. AF. repeatedly emphasised. by the Appeals 

Chamber. the participation. and contribution of a joint ~ enterprise member "is often vital in 

facilitating the commission of the offence in question" and, therefore, "the moral ~vity of such 

l80 Dordevic Appeal Brief, paras 72-76, referring, inter aUa, to Krajiinilc Appeal Judgement, para. 664, Britanin 
Appeal Judgement. para. 413, fn. 891, Milutinovii et al. Appeal Decision on Joint Criminal Enterprise of 21 May 
2003, paras 20, 31. . 

in Docdevic Appeal Brief. para. 72. 
iu Prosecution Response Brim, para. 62. 
183 Prosecution Response Briof, paras 63-65. referring, inter alia, to Milutinovic et al. Appeal Decisi.oD on Joint 

Crimmal Enterprise of 21 May 2003, para. 20. 
l&4 Soe e.g. Krajimik Appeal Judgement:, paras 663-664; KvoH.a et aL Appeal Judgement, para. 80; Brdarun Appeal 

Judgement, para. 413, fn. 891; Tadii Appeal Judgement, paras 188, 191-192. This conclusion is, in particula:r, 
supported by the Justice andRuSHA cases (see arutlysis in the Brdanin. Appeal Judgement, paras 395-404). See also 
supra. paras 32-34. 

l&S Kra;jiinik Appeal Judgement,. para. 665. 
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participation is oftert no less - or indeed no different -'- from that of those actually canying out the 

acts in qu.estion" .186 

5. Conclusion 

58. The Appeals Chamber, in light of the analysis set out above, reaffirms that joint criminal 

enterprise, including tlie third category of joint criminal enterprise, is a form of commission under 

customary international law, and .finds that Dordevic has not demonstrated the existence of cogent 

reasons· W depart from well-established jurisprudence on this matter. The Appeals Chamber 

therefore dismisses Dordevic' s second ground of appeal 

D. Bordevic's sixth ground of appeal, in part: alleged errors with respect to attributing 

perpetrators' crimes to joint criminal enterprise members 

1. Introduction 

59. Dordevic submits that: (i) joint~ enterprise liability, if it exists at all in customary 

international law, does not apply to "leadership cases" and that the Appeals' Chamber should depart 
. . . -~ . 

from its jurisprudence in the Brdanin, Martic, and· Krajiinik Appeal Judgements or clarify the 

approach in these cases; 187 and° (ii) in any event, the Trial Chamber erred in applying the standard it 

relied upon and "simply imputed crimes to Dordevic on the basis of the affiliation of perpetrators. 

(MVP, [Yugoslav Army (''Vi')], etc.)".188 

60. The Prosecution responds that Dordevic fails to point to cogent reasons for the Appeals 

Chamber to depart from its well-established junsprudence.189 It further responds that Dordevic fails 

to show that the Trial Chamber erred in applying the law on joint criminal enterprise.190 

2. Alleged contradiction between the Brcta.nin Appeal Judgement and the Staldc Appeal Judgement 

(a) · Arguments of the parties 

61. Dordevic submits that the approach taken in the Brdimin Appeal Judgement contradicts that 

followed in the Staki.c Appeal Judgement.191 The Appeals Chamber understands Dordevic to argue 

186 Krajisni.k Appeal JudgeII;J.ent. para. 663, citing Kvoc"ka et al. Appe.al Judgement, para. 80, Tadii Appeal Judgement, 

para. 191. 
187 f)ordevic Appeal Brief, para. 110. See also Bordevi6 Appeal Brief, para. 129. 
1811 Dar&vic Appeal Brief, para. 111. See also Dordcvic Appeal Brief, para.. 129. 
lll!I Prosecution Response Brief, pans 96-':17. 
190 Prosecution Response Brief, paras 105-106. 
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that the theory of joint crimmal enterprise liability retained in Br&min - whereby the physical 

perpetrators of the crimes do not need to be members of the joint criminal enterprise as long as a. 

member of the joint criminal enterprise, acting in accordance with the common plan. used tbei:n to 

carry out the crimes - is, in fact. based on the notion of control over the act of the physical 

petpetrator.192 This notion of control. in Dordevic's view. was expressly rejected by the Appeals 

Chan:;ber in Staldc.193 He· suggests that the form of joint crin:rinal enterprise retained in Brdanin,· 

1-
1 

1-
1 

]_ 

i 

when applied to leadership cases, is simply "indirect ro--perpetration by another name" .194 In _ ! 

D_ordevic' s view, this inconsistency alone constitutes a cogent _reaso1;1 for the Appeals Chamber to 

depart from the approach taken in the Brdanin Appeal Judgement 195 In further support of bis 

submission, Dordevic refers to the opinions of Judges Cassese and Shahabuddeen, two "fathers of 

tbe-JCE jurisprudence", both of whom disagree with the application of joint criminal enterprise 

liability in the Brdanin Appeal Judgement 196 _ 

62. The Prosecution responds that Dordevic fails to point to co_gent reasons why the Appeals 

Chamber should depart frorri the Tribunal's well-established jurisprudence.197 It argues that ~re is 

no inconsistency between the Appeals Chamber's rejection of co-perpetration in Stakic and the 
. . 

determination in Brdanin that members of a joint criminal enterprise can incur liability for acts of 

non-members of the joint ·criminal enterprise.19s In fact, it submits, the Appeals Chamber in Braa:n.in 

relied on the principle approved in Staldt that members of a joint criminal enterprise are liable for · 

· crimes perpetrated by non-members of a joint criminal enterprise.199 

(b) Analysis 

63. The Appeals Chamber bas consistently held that joint criminal enterprise liability. applies to 

leadership cases. even where the crimes are ~ommitted by noo_.-members of tbe joint criminal 

enterprise.200 The Appeals Chamber· finds Dordevic's argum~nt that the approach taken in the 

191 Dordevio Appeal Brief.paras 116-117. 
192 See Dordevi.6 Appeal Brief, J?IIDli 116-117. 
193 -Dordevic Appeal Brief, para..117. 
194 Dordevic Appeal Brid', para. 117. See also Dordevic Appeal Brief, paras 112, 116; Dor&vic Reply Brief, para.. 32. 
195 Don1evit Appeal Brief. para. 117. . 
l.% Dan1evic Appeal Brief, para. 118, referring to Antonio Cassese, "The Proper Limits of Individual Responsibility 

Under the Doctrine of Joint Criminal Enterprise", Journal of International. Criminal- Justi.c~, vol. 5 (2007), pp 126, · 
133; Brdani:n Appeal Judgement, Partially Dissenting Opinion of Judge Shahabuddee:n, para. 18. 

1!17 Prosecution Response Brief, paras 96-97. 
l!II Prosecution Response Brief, pai:a, 100. 
1911 Prosecution Response Brief, para. iOO. -
200 Braanin Appeal Judgement, paras 410-414, 420-424, 430-431. See al.so Goto-vi11IL iINl. Mtukac Appeal Judgement, 

para. 89; Krajismk Appeal Judgement, paras 664-665; Martic App~ Judgement,. paras 168-169; I.imaj et aL 
Appeal Judgement, para. 120. 
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Brdanin Appeal Judgement contradicts that followed in the Staki.c Appeal Judgement to be 

unpersuasive. In Staldc. the Appeals Chamber found that the Stakic Tri.al Chamber. erred in relying 

on the framework of "co-perpetratorsbip"' because this mode of liability ''does not have support irJ_ 

customary international law or in the settled jurisprodence of this Tribunal" and was ''not valid law 

within the jurisdiction of this Trib1µlil".201 It did not, as _contended by Dordevic, "explicitly reject'' 

co--perpetratorship because of the concept of "control over the physical perpetrators".202 The 

.Appeals Chamber notes that, unlike the form of co-perpetration applied by the Trial Chamber in 

Staldc, joint criminal enterprise liability as articulated in Brdanin. when it applies to crimes 

committed by physical pcrpetrators who are not members of the joint criminal enterprise, does not 

require "coordinated co-operation and joint control over the ~al conduct''. 203 fontrary to whaf 

Don1e'1c implies, it also does not require that the use of the physical perpetrator by the joint 
. -

criminal entaprise member be equivalent to that of a ''tool". 204 In order to impute liability to an 

· accused - as a member of a joint criminal enterprise - for a crime physically carried out by a non

member of the joint criminal enteTT>ri-se, the Appeals Chamber requrres the existence of a link 

between the accuse.d and the crime, which is to be assessed on a case~by-case basis.205 It must also 

be shown that one of the joint criminal enterprise members acted in accor:rumce with_the common 

plan when ''using" a principal perpetrator~ 106 

64. Dordevic has failed to show any inconsistency between the Brdanin and Staldc Appeal 

Judgements or that there are any other cogent reasons for the Appeals Chamber to· depart from its 

established jurisprudence. 

65. Finally, the Appeals Chamber observes that it has never departed from the joint criminal 

enterprise theory it set out in the Stakii and Brdanin Appeal Judgements and has applied it 

20i Stakic Appeal Judgement. para. 62. 
2ll2. See Static Appeal Judgement, para. 62. Contra Dordevic Appeal Brief, para. 117. The isSllC of control <liscussed by 

the Trial Chamber in Stak:ic relates to the control of the co-perpetrators over the execution of the common acts. In 
that case the Trial Chamber considered that for the type of co-pcrpetratorship it was assessing. it was typical, but 
not mandatory, that one co-perpetrator possessed skills or anthority wbich. the olher co-perpetrator did not It then 
explmned that these skills or authority "can be described as shm:d acts which when brought together achieve the 
shared goal based on the same degree of control over the execution of the common acts". The Trial Chamber m that 
case did not suggest there was a. requirement of control over physical~ of lhc crime, and. importantly, 
this was oot "precisely what the Appeals Cba.m.oor rejected in Staki.c" (see ~vit Appeal Brief, para. 117). 

:m Stakic'Trial 1udgement, para. 440; Brdanin Appeal Judgement, para. 412. ' 
204 See Brdanin. ApPeBl Judgement, paras 412-413. Contra Dordevic Appeal Brief, para. ll6. It is not a finding of~ 

Appeals Chamber, rather it is the Prosecution's position tha1 die link is to be found in the fact that the members of 
the JCE use the p.rincipal perpetralDrE as "tools'' to can-y out the a:ime (Brdanin Appeal Judgement, para. 412). 

2llS Brt!anin Appeal Judgement. para. 413. 
206 Brdanin Appe1-11 Judgement, para. 413. 
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consistently in the cases · that followed over the years. 207 The Appeals Chamber respectfully 

acknowledges the valuable contnoution made by Judges Cassese and Shahabuddeen to the legal 

discourse on this issue. However, the Appeals Chamber considers that in light of the consistent · 

jurisprudence set out above, in simply pointing to their writings and opmions, Dordevic has failed 

to demonstrate how these constitute cogent reasons to depart from the established jurisprudence.208 

3. Alleged error in relyin,g on tbe Martic Am,eal Judgement and the Kraiisnilc Appeal Judgement 

(a) Arguments of the parties 

66. In the alt.emative to bis arguments above, Dordevic argues that, in any event, there is deep 

· uncertainty in leadership cases as to the nature of the link to be established between the accused 

joint criminal enterprise member and the non-member physical perpetratm: of the crime.209 He 

further argues that the Martic Appeal _Judgement should not hav~ been relied upon either by the 

Trial Chamber in the present case or by the Appeals Chamber in Krajisnik, because it is inconsistent 
/ ' 

with both the Stakic and Iima.j et al. Appeal Judgements. 210 

67. The Prosecution responds that there is no contradiction between the Martic and Sta/de 

Appeal Judgements, since the former followed the latter's methodology to assess whether certain 

. crimes could be imputed to a joint criminal enterprise member.211 The Prosecution further argues 

that Dordevic misrepresents the Limaj et al. Appeal Judgement and that there is no contradiction 

between the Martic and Limaj et aL Appeal Judgements.212 According to the· Prosecuti.o~ in 

Lima.j et al .• the Appeals Chamber declined to discuss the responsibility of one of the accused for 

crimes committed by non-members of the joint criminal enterprise, as the issue was not raised 

during trial or appeal 213 Finally, the Prosecution submits that Dordevic fails to advance any 

argument as to why the Appeals Chamber should depart from the approach taken in Krajiirdk.214 

201 Gotovina and Marirac Appeal Judgement, pm.. 89; Krajisnik Appeal Judgement:, para. 225; Martit Appeal 
Judgement, para. 168; Li.maj et al. Appeal Judgement, para. 120. · 

208 See supra..paras 23-24. 
2£9 E>oroevic Appeal Bmf, paras 110, 119, pointing to the way the Appeals Cbamba- articulat:ed the required link in 

the Brdani.n, Martic and Krajimik cases. · , 
210 Dordevic Appeal Brief. paras lW-122; DOI'devic Reply Brief, para. 33. 
111 Prosecution Response Brief, para. 102. 
:>.u Prosecution Response Brief. para. 103. 
213 Prosecution Response Brief, para. 103. 
:n4 Prosecution Response Brief, para. 104. 
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68. Dordevic replies that the concept of ''tools'" has never been fully. explained and that the 

Appeals Chamber should clarify the Brdanin, Martic, and Krajiin.ik Appeal Judgements. 215 

(b) Analysis 

69. The Appeals Chamber notes that Dordevic misrepresents parts of the Martic Appeal 

Judgement He submits that the Appeals Chamber in that case held that the Martic Trial Chamber 

''failed to make an explicit finding on how the JCE used physical perpetrators".216 However. from 

the.paragraph that Dordevic cites in support of his submission, it is clear that the Appeals Chamber 

was re~g to the Trial Chamber's failure to make an explicit finding that the joint criminal 

ei:tteI:prise members, when using certain identified forces under their control, .. were acting in 

accordance with the common purpose';_217 It found that while the Trial Chamber should have made 

such a :finding, the omission did not invalidate the Martic Trial Judgement. 218 The Appeals 

Chamber then noted in relation to cert.am anned structures and paramilitary units, that the Trial 

Chamber had not made definite findings on the link between these forces and Milan Martic. 2~9 With 

that in mind, the Appeals Chamber arutlysed the Trial Chamber's :findings on _the crimes for which 

Milan Martic was held criminally responsible,220 and quashed several convictions when it found 

that such link was too tenuous. 221 However, the Appeals Chamber held that the link was sufficiently 

established when the crimes were committed by the Yugoslav People's Army ("JNA"), Territorial . 

Defence ("TO"), and other forces, based _on: 

the Trial Chamber's :findings on Martic' s position as Minister of the lnterior ·and. his abs9lute · 
authority over the MDP, his control over the anned forces, the TO and Milidja Krajine, the 
cooperation between the TO, the JNA, the Milicija Krajine and the armed foICes of the ["Serbian 
Autonomous District ,("SAO")] Kra.jina, and the control over the JNA and the ID exercised by 
other me:mbei's of the JCE.222 __ 

This approach is consistent with that followed in the StaJdc Appeal Judgement, where the Appeals 

Chamber assessed whether the crimes could be imputed to Milomir Stakic under the ':first category 

of joint crilirinal enterprise, after it bad rejected the Staldc Trial Chamber's reliance on the "co

perpetratorsbip" mod.e of liability.223 Dordevic' s argument in this regard is therefore dismissed. 

:ns Dordevic Reply Brief, para. 31. 
216 Dordevic Appeal Brief, para. 120 (emphasis in original) .. 
n 7 Martic Appeal Judgement;para. 181 (emphasis added). 
211 Martic Appeal Judgement. para. 181. 
219 Martic Appeal Judgement;. para. 181 (emphasis added). 
2211 Martic Appeal Judgement, paras 181-212 
221 Martic Appeal Judgement, paras 192, 200, W7. 
:m Martic Appeal Judgement. para. 187. See also Mame Appeal Judgement, para:s 189,205; 210 .. 
223- Stakic Appeal Judgement, paras 59. 62-63, 79-85. See Martic Appeal Judgement, para. 169. · · 
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70. As to the alleged inconsistency between the Martic and Limaj et al. Appeal Judgements, 

Dordevic misrepresents the Appeals Chamber's conclusions in those cases. In the Lima} et al. case, 

the Appeals Chamber did not reject the concept that non-members of the joint criminal entetprise 

could be "'used'' to commit the crimes. Rather it acknowledged that whether the accused "could 

incur systemic joint criminal enterprise liability for crimes con;imitted by non-members of tb.e 

enterprise" had not been argued at trial or .on appeal and held that it would be unfair to enter new 

convictions at that stage.?24 Furthennore, in that case, the Tri.al Chamber did not enter a conviction 

on the crimes committed by ''outsiders» because it was unable to identify the- perpetrators or 

establish that these crimes had been committed in- furtherance of a common plan, and not because 

the perpetrators were non-members of the joint criminal enterprise. 225 This reasoning is consistent 

with the Tribunal• s jurisprudence that the essen.1:ial requirement to impute responsibility to a jomt 

criminal enterprise member. for crimei;_ committed by non-members is that <'the crime in question 

fonns part of fhe common criminal purpose" _'126 The Appeals Chamber sees no contradiction 

between its two judgements. Dordevic' s argument in this regard is therefore al.so dismissed. 

71. · Dordevic's ar~nts in relation to the Krajisnik Appeal Judgement demoD.Btrate bis 

:misunderstanding of the findings in that case. The Appeals Chamber did not quash Momcilo 

Krajilinik' s. convictions as a result of the Trial Chamber having erred in setting out tb.e law on joint 

criminal enterprise. To the contrary, the Appeals Chamber found that the Tri.al Chamber correctly 

set out the applicable law on the use of non-members of the joint criminal ~terprise to commit the 

crimes, in line with the Brdanin Appeal Judgement. 227 It qua.shed several convictions because fue 

Trial Chamber in that case erred in applying the law to the f~ts and failed to make relevant 

findings.228 Moreover, Dordevic ignores that the Appeals Chamber upheld other convictions when 

it was satisfied that the Trial Chamber had made the necessary factual findings establishing a link 

be~ween the physical perpetrators ·and a joint criminal enterprise member. 229 

· 4. Conclusion 

72. In light of the foregoing. the Appeals Chamber finds that Dordevic has not shown that 

cogent reasons exist for the Appeals Chamber to depart from well-established jurisprudence 

:z24 lima,j et aL Appeal Judgement, para.. 120. The I.imaj et aL Appeal Judgement refers~ "out.siders'.' df the dere-ntion 
camp (I.i.maj et aL Appeal Judgement, para. 120). ' 

22S See Lirna;j et al. Appeal Judgement:, paras 115, 117. 
22.li" Brdanin Appeal Judgement. para. 418 (emphasis in original). 
m Kraji.fn.ik Appeal Judgement, paras 225-226, 235-236. 
2211 Krajimt1c Appeal.Judgement. paras 237,281,284. 
22.!I See Krajisnik Appeal Judgement, paras '137, 256-257, 259-261, 264, 267, 270, 272,275,278, 282. 
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permitting the physical. pexpetrators' crimes to be attributed. to members of a joint criminal 

enterprise. 

E. l>ord:evic"s eighth ll'Qnnd of appeal: liability for specific intent criines pursuant to the 

third category of joint criminal enterprise 

1. Arguments of the parties 

73. Under_ bis eighth ground of appeal. Dordevic submits that the Trial <;bamber erred in 

conc~uding that if, contrary to its_ findings: · some crimes had not been intended as part of 1he 

common_plan (ICE), they were a natural and foreseeable consequence thereof (third category of 

joint criminal enteq>rise).230 According to Dordevic, this alte~ve conclusion is -ettoneous 

because, as a matter of principle, no convictions for specific intent crimes can be entered on the 

basis of the third categocy of joint criminal ent.erprise.231 He also requests the.Appeals Chamber to 

decline entering any new convictions, in the context of the Pro~tion Appeal, for rape- as ~ form 

of persec~tions solely on the basis of the third categ~ of joint ¢J¢na1 enterprise. 232 

74. Dordevic acknowledges that the case law of the Tribunal allows for the ·applicability of the 

third category of joint crimma1 enterprise with respect to specific intent crimes.233 However, be 

asserts that the Appeals Chamber should_ depart from this jurispmdence and clarify that. "JCE ill 

does not support con~ctions for specific intent crim~".234 Referring to the Brdanin Appeal 

Decision: of 19 March 2004, Dordevic chums that tbi Appeals Chamber should espouse Judge 

Shahabuddcen' s approach suggesting that a person cannot be convicted of a specific intent crime as 

a principal perpetrator unl~ss he possesses spcrific; intent 235 Furthermore, D~evic refers ~o the 

Krstic Appeal Judgement in which, according to him, the Appeals Chamber -"appears to have 

approved[ ... ] Judge Shahabuddeen's approach by reversing-convictions for genocide pursuant to 

ICE I and JCE m on the basis that General Krstic did not possess the necessary special intent for 

genocide.'·,236 He also claims that the Appeals Chamber has never established that customary 

intemati.omµ law allows ~or the application of the third category of joint criminal enterprise to 

DD Dordevic A~ Brief, para. 147, :referring to Trial Judgement, parL 2158. 
231 - Dordevic Appeal Brief. para. 155; Dordevic Reply Brief, puL 43. See also Dordevi6 Appeal Brief, p11I'8S 150-154. 
231 Dordevic Appeal-Brief. paras 147, 155. The Appeals Chambm: observes that the specific crime appealed by tbe 

f"rosecuti.on is tlm crime of persecutions through sexual assault (see Prosecution Appeal Brid, para. 56). 
133 E>ordevic Appeal Brief, para. 148, :referring to Rwanzd:uba__Appcal Decision cm Joint Crirnfoal Enterprise of 

22 October 2004, para. 9; Brdanin Appeal Decision of 19 March 2004, para. 7. 
:m Do.rdevic Appeal Brief, para. 155. 
235 Dordevic Appeal Brief, paras 149-150, citing Jjrda,rin Appeal Demion of 19 March 2004, Dissenting [sic} 

[Sc:paraf.e] Opinion of Judge Sbababuddeen. para.-4. Sec also Dordevic Reply Brief, para. 43. 
236 ·E>oo1evii! Appeal Brief, paza.. 151. refea:ing to Krstic Appeal Judgement, para. 134. 
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. special intent crimes.237 Finally, m support of bis arguments, Dordevic cites the extra.judicial 

writings ·of Judge Cassese and a holding of the Appeals Chamber of the . Special Tn1mnal for . 

Lebanon ("STL "), which states that "the better approach under international law is not to allow 

convictions under JCE for special intent crimes". 238 

75. The Prosecution responds that Dordevic has failed to proyide cogent reasons for the 

Appeals Chamber to depart from its jurisprudence allowing convictions for specific intent crimes 

pursuant to the third category of joint criminal enterprise. liability.239 The Prosecution further 

SU.Qmits that the Krstic Appeal Judgement relied upon by Dordevic does not address whether the 

lhird category of joint criminal enteiprise is applicable to specific intent crimes.240 Moreover, the 

Prosecution contends that the relevant parts of the Tadic Appeal Judgement analysing customary 

international law on the matter do not suggest that the tlrird category of joint criminal enterprise is 

:incompatible with specific intent crimes.241 Finally, the Prosecution submits that decisions · from 

other jurisdictions referred to by Dordevic are not binding on the Appeals Cham.ber.242 

76. Dordevic replies that the Krstic Appeal Judgement is relevant because, according to him, 

''the Appeals Chamber declined to enter or everi consider a conviction under JCE ill when it 

quashed the conviction under JCE f'.243 In his submission, this shows that the jurisprudence on~ 

matter "'i.s not 'well-settled' ."244 Dordevic also claims that the Pro~ution failed to explain why the 

' Appeals Chamber should not give •·careful co~ideration" to the STL Decision of 16 February 

2011.245 

237 Don1evic Appeal Brief, para. 152., refer.ring to Rwamakuba Appeal Decision on Joint Criminal Enterprise of 
22 October 2004, para. 9; Tadic Appeal Judgement, paras 205, 207-209. 

2214 

231 Dordevic Appeal Brief, paras 153-154, citing Antonio Cassese, "The Proper Limits of Individual Responsibility 
u.nder the Doctrinfl of Joint Crimma1 Entei:prise", Journal. of lnlematumal Criminal Justice,'vol 5 (2007), p. 121, · 
and referring to The Prosecutor 11. Salim JamilAyyash et al, Case No. STL-U-01/I/AC/Rl76bis, Interlocutory 
Deci.&i.on on the Applicable Law: Terrorism, Conspiracy, Homicide, Perpetration. CumDlative Charging, 
16 February 2011 ("STI.. Decision of 16February 2011"), para. 249. · 

:n9 Prosecution Response Brief, para. 124-. 
240 Prosecution Response Brief, paia. 125, referring to Krstic Trial Judgemmt, par.L 633, Krstic Appeal Judgement, 

piira.134. . 
2'-1 Prosecution Response Brief, para. 126. Ratti~. according to the Prosecution. "the Appeals Chamber recalled that 

what matters is that the crime not envisaged by the plan mllSt be a predictable development and not merely an 
incidental consequence of the inwnded crime'' (Prosecution Response Brief, para. 126, referring to Tadic Appeal 
Judgement, paras 218-220). · 

2~ Prosocution Response Brief, para. 127. 
243 Dordevit Reply Brief, para. 42. 
244 Bordevic Reply Brief, para 42. 
w Dordevi.c Reply Brief, para. 43. 
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2. Analysis 

77. The Appeals Chamber recalls that 

[ aJs a mode of liability, the third category of joint criminal enterprise :is no different from other 
forms of criminal liability which do not~ proof of intent 1D commit a crime on the part of an: 
accused before criminal liability can attach. 6 • • 

Provided that the standard applicable to that head of liability, Le. "reasonably foreseeable and 
·natural conseqneru:es•• is established, crlminal liability can attach to an accused for any crime· that 

falls outside of an agreed upon· joint criminal enterprise. u 7 • . 

2213 

In particular, the Appeals Chamber bas held that an accused can be found criminally liable under 

· ·the third category of joint criminal enterprise for specific intent crimes, provided that the crimes 
. . 248 

were reasonably foreseeable to the accused. 

78. _ For the reasons set out below, the Appeals Chamber finds that Dordevic has failed to 

demonstrate the existence of any cogent reasons to depart from this jurisprudence. 

79. In the Brdanin Appeal Decision of 19 March 2004, Judge Shahabuddeen did not dis~nt but 

expressed a separate opinion, stating that the third categozy· of joint criminal enterprise .. was not 
. . -

excluded in the case of crimes requiring proof of a specific inte~t''.249 In Judge Shahabuddeen's 

view, applying the third category of joint ~minal enterprise "does not dispense with the :i;ieed to 

prove intent; what it does is that it provides a mode of proving intent in particular circumstances, 

namely, by proof of foresight in those circumstances". 250 

80. Dordevic's argument is misleading with respect to the Krstic Appeal Judgement.251 In 

Krstic, the conviction for· genocide was entered on the basis of the first category of joint criminal 

enterprise, which requires that all members of the joint criminal -enterprise share the intent to· 

commit the cqncert:ed crime.252 In ·that case, the Appeals Chamber found: that the. Trial Chamber 

erred in concluding that Radislav Krstic possessed the intent to commit genocide, and instead found 

l4(j Brdanin Appeal Decision of 19 March 2004, para. 7. 
U1 Brdanin Appeal Decision of 19 March 2004, para. 9. 
ua Cf. Brdanin. Appeal Decision of 19 March 2004, para. 6 (where the Trial Chamber found that an accused can be 

held liable for the crime· of genocide under the third category of joint crimiaa1 eD1erprise). See also Staldc Appeal 
· Judgement. para. 38. 

24~ Brdanin. Appeal Decision of 19 March 2004, Separate Opinion of Jodge Shababuddeen, para. 8. 
:zso Brdanin Appeal Decision of 19 March -2004, Separate Opinion of Judge Shahabuddeen, para. 2. See also Brdanin 

Docision of 19 March 2004. Separate Opinion of Judge Shahabuddeen, paras 6-8. For a more detailed overview of 
bis position on the matter, see Krajisnik Appeal Judgement, Separate Opinion of Judge Shahabuddeen, paras 29-52. 

251 Dordevic Appeal Brief, para. 15 l. 
m Krstic Trial Jndgcment, para. 644. 
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him responsible for aiding and abetting genocide.253 AF. regards the thlrd category of joint criminal 

enterprise, the Appeals Chamber upheld R.adislav Krstic' s convictions for inhumane acts and 

persecutions, com.rrritted as natural and foreseeable consequences of a joint crimimi.l enterprise to 

forci)?ly remove the BoSirian Muslim civilians from ?otocari. 254 In doing so. the Appeals Chamber 

clarified that "it was sufficient that [the occurrence of other crimes] was foreseeable td him and that 

those other crimes did ·in fact occur'. 255 Contracy to Dordevic' s claims, the Krstic Appeal 

Judgement actually confirmed that convictions for specific intent crimes can be entered under the 

third category of joint criminal enterprise liability.256 

2212 

81. With. regard to Dordevic' s argument l;hat the Appeals Chamber has never found that 

customary international law supports the third category of j~t criminal enterprise liability for 

special intent crimes, :fu.e Appeals Chamber notes that it has established that the 1hird cate~ory of 

joint criminal enterprise, as a mode of liability, existed in customary international law prior to the 

tiJDc period covered by the Indictment.257 In addition, the Appeais ~ has stated that. joint 

criminal enterprise applies to all crimes within the jurisdiction of the Tribunal, thereby including 

specific intent c_rimes.25~ hdight of this, in the Appeals Chamber's view it is not required to · 

demonstrate that every pos&1ble comb-tnation between criJ;ne and mode of liability be explicitly 

allowed by, or have precedents in, customary international law. 

82. As regards"the Essen Lynching and Borkr.on Isl.and cases, which_Dordevic contends are not 

supportive of the applicability . of the third category of joint crimioa1 enterprise to special in.tent 

crimes,259 the Appeals Chamber notes that they were relied upon in Tadic as being '"illustrative" of 

the existence of the third category of joint criminal enterprise as such,260 and were not - and need . 

not have been - discussed in the context of specific intent crimes. Therefore, these cases are 

irrelevant 'to the present discussion. The Appeals Chamber is also not- convinced by Dordevic' s 

153 Krstic Appeal Judgement, parair 133-134, 143-144. Judge Shahabuddeeu explained that he disagr~ with the 

majority of the Appeals Chamber and believed that the Trial Chamber correctly found that Krstic possessed the 

requi&i.te intent for a conviction of g~cide under the first category of joint criminal ente:.rprise (Krsti.c Appeal 

Judgement, Partial Dissenting Opinion of Judgti Sbahabuddeen, paras 2, 72, 95-96). Do.rdevic fails to irubstanti.am 
why the Appeals Chamber in the Krsti.c case needed to consider a possible conviction. for genocide un.dcr the third 

category of joint criminal enterprise (see Krstiif Appeal. Judgement, fu. 234, specifying that in the context of that 

appeal, the Appeals Chamber was ouly dealing with aiding and abetting). 
~ ·Krstic Appeal.Judgement, paras 149-151, p. 87;.KrsticTrialJudgemeDt, paras 617-618. 
255 Krstic Appeal Judgement, para. 150. , 
:is6 Krstic Appeal Judgement, paras 150-151, p.- 87; KrsticTriaJ. Judgement, paras 617-618. 
257 See supra, para.. 58. . 
258 Ta.di.c Appeal Judgement. paras 188-193; Rwamaku.ba Decision on Joint Criminal Enterprise of 22 October 2004, 

paras 10, 17, referring to Tadic Appeal.Judgemeut, paras 188, 190. · 
2ssi Dontevic Appeal Brief, para. 152. · 
260 Tailic Appeal Judgement, para 205. 
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claim that the Essen Lynching case "suggest[s] that Ithe third category of joint criminal enterprise] 

cannot be used to convict an accused of a crime that involves a greater mens rea than the original . 

plan".261 To the contrary. the Appeals Chamber obseryes that although the defendants' original p~ 

in Essen Lynchuig involved the ill-treatment of detainees, they were ultimately convicted of murder 

because they foresaw and willingly took the risk 1hat murder could occm. 262 

83. Finally, with respect to Dordevi6's reliance on the STI.. Decision of 16 February 2011, the 

Appeals· Chamber notes that this jurisprudence is not binding on the Tribunal.263 The Appeals 

Chamber of the STL found it preferable ~ot to allow .convictions under the third category of joint 

criminal enterprise for specific intent crimes, such as terrorism. 264 While Dordevic asserts that the 

STI.. Appeals Chamber held that "customary ~ternational law does not allow for convictions as a 

principal perpetrator for specific intent crimes on the basis of a mens rea standard of foreseeability· 

and risk-taking",~ the STL Appeals Chamber does not refer-to customary international law when 

discussing the issue. 266 The jurisprudence of this Tribunal not only allows for convictions under the 

third category ~f joint crinrinal enterprise for specific intent crimes as a ma~r of principle. but 

several accused have actually been convicted of specific intent crimes pursuant to the third category 

_of joint criminal enterprise liabili!Y,267 These are precedents not to be lightly w.sroiss~d by the 

Appeals Chamber simply because another tribunal has decided the .matter differently. Similarly, 

while the Tribunal may take into consideration scholarly writings and decisions of other courts and 

tribunals in ascertaining the law. the Appeals Chamber observes that Dordevic f~ to provide an 

explanation as to why the STL Decision of 16 February 2011 or independentwri.ting of Judge . . 

Cassese justifies a departure from past practipe. 

3 .. Conclusion 

84. Accordingly, the Appeals Chamber finds that Dordevic' s submissions do not provide cogent 

reasons to disturb the well-established jurisprudence of the Tribunal with regard to liability for 

specific intent crimes pursuant to the third category of joint criminal enterprise. 

™ Donte-vie Appeal Brief, para. 152. . , 
21i2 Esse,i Lynchin-g case, pp 89-90. See also transcript of the 'parties' oral arguments in Trial "of Erich Heyer and Su 

Others, British Military Court for the Trial of War. Crimmals, Essen. 1811,,-191b and 21 "'-22Dll December, 1945, Law 
reportll of trials of war criminals, Ul\TWCC, vol I. pp 65-66. See supra, parli... 49. 

263 Cf. Celebici. Appeal.Judgeme:o.t, pllill. 24. 
264 - S'IL Decision of 16 February 2011, para. 249. · 
l6S Dordevic Appeal Brief, para. 154. 
261i S'IL DeciBion. of 16 February 2011, paras 248-249. 
2fi1 E.g. Krstic Appoal Judgement, para. 150; M(Utu! App~al Judgement. paras .194-195. 202-204. 205'. See also 

Popavu! et al. Trial Judgomcnt, voL 2, paras 1195, 1332, 1427, 1733-1735 (pending appeal). · 
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F. Conclusion 

85. In light of the foregoing, the Appeals Chamber dismisses Dordevic's second, suth (m 

.. part),268 and eighth grounds of appeal 

261 One, of the submissions that Dmde\'ic makes ill the context of ground of appeal 6 (i.e. that liJc Trial Cham.bee 

misapplied existing standards with mgard to the use of phy&ical perpclilltars by JCE Imlmhr::rs) has bccm analysed 

separately in Section VIll of the Judgement (see infra, paras 161-172). 
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IV. DORDEVIC'S FIRST GROUND OF APPEAL: .ALLEGED ERRORS 
. . 

WITH REGARD TO THE EXISTENCE OF THE JCE 

A. IntrodnctiQD 

86_ The Trial Chamber concluded that the JCE was formed by mid-January 1999,. if not 

earlier.269 The JCE existed with the purpose of-changing the ethnic balance of Kosovo, in order to 

ensure Serbian control over the province, by waging a campaign of terror and violence against 

Kos_ovo Albanians.270 The Trial Chamber found that this. campaign started in· 1998. before the JCE 

bad come into existence by mid-January 1999, and was implemented by forces of the FRY, in 
. . 

particular forces of the VJ, or forces of the Republic ?f Serbia, in particular forces of the MUP, or a 

combination of these forces (''Serbian forces'') against Kosovo Albanians, from 1998 and 

continuing throughout the war. 271 It also found that the scale, nature, and structure of the 

"coordinated forces which implemented it'' demonstrated the existence of a "leadership reaching 

across the political, military and police arms of governments of the FR:Y and Serbia who were 

directing and coordinating the events on the ground''. 272 

87. · In reaching its conclusion on the existence of the JCE, the Trial Chamber identified and 

analysed the following seven factors as evidence of the common plan: (i) demographic indications~ 

(ii) the build up and use of Serbian forces and the 'arming of the non-Kosovo Albanian civilian 

population in-violation of the October Agreements and ongoing peace talks in early 1999; (iii) the 

pattern of crimes; (iv) the coordmat.ed use of the MUP and VJ; (v) the disproportionate use of force 

269 Trial Judgement, para. 2134; i,ffea, paras 121-123. . 
270 Trial Judgement, para& 2007, 2128, 2130-2131. The Indictment alleges that tbe purpose of the JCE ''was, inter al.ill, 

the modification of the: ethnic balance in Kosovo in order to eruurc continued Serbian control over the province. 
This purpose was to be achieved by criminal means consisting of a widespread or systematic a campaign of terror 
and violence th.at inc~udcd deportations, murdecs, forcible transfers and persecutioru; directed at the Kosovo 
Albanian population during the Indictmmlt period" (Indictment, para. 19). 

:m Trial Judgement, paras 2130, 2134. The Trial Chamber defined Serbian forces as forces of the Fede;ral Republic of 
Yugoslavia (''FRY''), in pfil"ticul;rr forces of the Yugoslav Army C'Vr'); or forces of the Republic of Serbia, in 
particular forces of the MUP, or a combination of these forces (Tri.al Judgement, para. 6)_ The Appeals Chamber 
will operate the same definition in the current Jadgemem.t 

:m Trial Judgement, para. 2130. See also Trial Judgement, paras 2126-2128. The Trial Qlamber identified the 
following members of the JCE: · 

[i]n regard to the political component [ ... ] Slobodan Milosevic. President of !he FRY, Nikola 
Samovit. Deputy Prime Minister of the FRY responsible for Kosovo[ ... ]. In respect to the MUP 
membership[ ... ] Vl.11,fk:o Stojiljkmic, Minister of Interior, 1m Accused V1astimir Dordevic, Chief 
of the RIB, Radomir Markovic, Chief of the [State Security Department of the MUP ("RDB"), 
Sreten. Lµkic, head of the MUP Staff for Kosovo. Obrad. Stevanovic, chief of the RIB Police 
Administration and Dragan Ilic, chief of the R.lB Crime Police Administration [ ... ].With regard to 

. the VJ component[ ... ] Dragoljub Ojdanic, Chief of the VJ General Staff/Supreme Commarad 
Staff. Nebojsa Pavkovic, O::unroander of tlie VJ 3n1. Army and Vladmrir Lrnvit, Commander of 
the Pristina Corps I-,.]. (frialJudpent, para. 2127): 
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in "anti-terrorist'' actions; (vi) the systematic collection of Kosovo Albanian identification 

documents and vehicle licence plates;· and (vii) efforts to conceal the c~es against Kosovo 

Albanian civilians.273 

2208 

88. Dordevic submits that the Trial Chamber erred when "assessing the intentions of alleged 

JCE members .. and hence the mere existence of the JCE, as well as ·<when concluding that there 

existed a widespread and systematic attack directed against the civilian population;'.274 Specifically, 

Do:rdevic claims that the Trial Chamber failed to assess correctly the following factors, individually 

and · cumulatively: (i) the breach of the October Agreements;275 (ii) the nature of the Kosovo 

Liberation Army (''KLA") threat; and (iii) the nature of the NATO tlireat.276 As a result, the Trial 

Chamber, according to Dordevic, failed to assess the situation in its proper context and arrived at • 

the wrong ultimate conclusion that the entire Kosovo Albanian population was regarded by the JCE 

members as the enemy.277 

89. The Appeals Chamber will consider whether the Trial Chamber erred in considering these 

factors separately and cumulatively. 

B. Breach of the ~ctober Agreements 

1. Arguments of the parties 

90. .Dordevic submits that the Trial Chamber erred_ in characterising the FRY' s actions as 

breaches of the October Agreements and, therefore, indicative of the existence of the JCE.278 

Dordevic argues that the_ FRY should not have be.en considered bound by the October Agreements 

because the KI.A did not respect them and the Kosovo V erificati.on Mission ("KVM") failed to 

ensure that the KLA respected them.Z79 According td him. these agreements provided that the FRY 

2.73 Tuai Judgement. para. 2008. 
174 Dordevit Appeal Brief, para. 6. See also Dordevic Appetl Brief, paras 8, 17. 
275 Doraevic Appeal Brief, para. 6. The Trial Chamber defined the term. "October Agreements" as including: 

(i) a.document entitled "Unde:rstancling Between [Kosovo DiplDJJlatic Observer Mission] and Ministry of Interior 
of the Repobl.ic of Serbia", signed by Shaun Byrnes. for the international delegation and by Dardevit, fonbe 
Seroian side; and (ii) av docmnent entitled "Record of Meeting in Belgrade..25 .October 1998" signed for the FRY 
authorities by Nikola Sainovic ("Sainovic"), Deputy Prime Ministci of the FRY, for the Repobli_c of Serbia by 
Dordevic, C~f of the RIB of !be MUP, and for the North Ar1antic Treaty Organisation ("NATO'') by Genentl 
Klaus Namnann and General Wesley Clm:k {Trial Judgement, pa:ras 360-363). 

27ti Dordevic Appeal Brief, para. 6; Appeal Hearing, 13 May 2013, AT.171-172. 
m E>ardevic Appeal Brief, para. 8, referring to Trial Judgement, para. 201&. 
278 E>ordevic Appeal Brief, para. 10, refemng to, inter alia. Trial Judgement, Section XlI.B.2(ri). See also Dordevic 

Reply Brief, para. 7. 
"m Dordevic Appeal Brief, para. 9. 
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had the· right to respond to KI.A actions. 280 Moreover. Dorde~c claims that the October 

Agreements were "dead in the water''.281 He adds·that the Trial Chamber in the Milutinovic et al 
. . . 

case was present.ed with more relevant evidence and recognised that the negotiations of the October · 

. Agreements had been biased agamst the FRY .282 

91, The _Prosecution responds that the Trial Chamber properly consideJe? the violations of the 

Oc~ber ~greement& as evidence of the existenc~ of a common criminal plan. 283 It further _submits 

that contrary to. Dordevic's arguments, the Milutinovi.6 et aL Trial J~gement contains similar 

reasoning and reac~ th~ same conclusion in this regard 284 

2. Analysis 

. 92. The Appeals_ Chambe;r finds that Dordevic misunderstands the Trial Chamber's reliance on 

the FRY breach .of the October Agreements. The Trial Chamber did not find that the violation of the· 

October A~ments per se was an indicator that the ICE existed. 285 Rather, it considered the 

attitude of several JCE members towards the October Agreements in the context of the totality of 

the evidence,286 and concluded tb'at:: 

evidence- of. tho build-up and use of VJ and MUP and associated. forces and the amring of the non

Albanian civilian population in Kosovo from early 1999 in violation of the bc1ober Agreements 
and contrary to stated intentions. to pllillUe a political solution to the Kosovo proble;m, togetlier 

wilh the series of meetings from the end of October 1998 involving se.nioc political. military and 
MOP leaders· at wbich plans to thwart the· proper monitoring by the KVM of VJ and MUP 

activities m Kosovo were discussed. indicates that a common plan had fonned among senior 

Serbian and FRY politic.w, military and police leadeIN.2117 , 

93. -The Appeals .Chamber is therefore of the view that whether the international. negotiati.~ns 

WC?re not entirely even-banded is immaterial in light of the Trial Chamber's finding that a common 

plan amongst senior FRY political, military, and police leaders had formed, based on evidence of, 

inter alia, the build up of. Serbian forces in Kosovo, the acming of the non-Albanian civilian _ 

population of Kosovo, and meetings at which plans to tliwart the proper implementation of the 

280 E>ordevic Appeal Brief, para. 9, refexong to Exhibit P837 I Article m. 
211 f>ordevic Appel!l Brief, para. 10. See also Appeal Hearing, 13 May 2013, AT. 158-169, where Dordevic argues that 

"to hark back" to events su:rroundmg the Octobc-r Agreements -of 1998 led the Trial Chamber to overreach and 

overstate his role in the JCE. TIH, Trial Chamber's reliance on events from 1998 to fl?BeSS his partipation in the JCE 

will be discussed under Do.rdevic" s ground of appeal 9{C) (see ir,fra. paras .292-299). 
282 E>ordevic Appeal Brief. para." 10, refeiring to Milutinovic e:t al Trial Judgement, vol 1, para. 410. 
283 Prosecution Respoose Brief. para. 15, referring to Trial Judgement. paras 2008, 2026. 
214 Prosecution Response Brief, para. 18, citing Milutinovic et al. Trial Judgmre.Dt. vol. 1, para. 410, vol 3, para. 76. 

m 'The Appeals Cbambe.r xeca11s 1hat the Trial Chamber based its conclusion on the existcnc.e of the JCE on seven 

in(li.ca.tors (see· supra, para. 87. See also infra, para. 183). 
28' TriBI Judgemcat, paras 2012-2014. 
217 _Trial Judgement, :para. 2026. 
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October.Agreements were discussed.288 Furthermore, whe~ or not the FRY was bound by the 

October Agreements or bad the· "right ~ respond to KLA action" does not undermine the Trial 

Chamber's conclusion that the attacks were carried out against the civilian population289 or that the 

Serbiart forces used disproportionate force during purported anti-terrorist operations,290 The 

Appeals Chamber therefore finds that Dordevic has failed . to show that the Trial Chamber 

committed an error. 

C. Nature of the KLA threat 

1. Arguments of the parties 

94. Dordevic argues that the Trial Chamber erred in its assessment of the size and nature of the 

KLA.291 First, he submits that the Trial Cham.bet erred in concluding that the VJ and the MUP 

outnumbered the KLA by more than seven to one.m In particular, he claims that the Trial Chamber 

· erred in relying on the evidence of Witness Richard . C.iaglinsld ("Witness Ciaglinski"), who 

indicated that there were 10,000 KLA soldiers, rather than the evidence of Witness Bisfun Zypari 

('Witness Zypari"), who estimated that the KLA had ·17,000-18.000 soldi.ers.293 Dordevic argues 

that the Trial Chamber erred in: (i) failing to consider Witness Ciaglinsld's evidence that it was 

"almost impossible" to estimate the numbers of KLA soldiers; (ii) concluding that Witness·Zypari 

may have had an interest in presenting a higher number of soldiers; and (iii) ignoring the evidence 

of other international observers who stated _that the KLA membership was potentially unlimited.294 

95. Second. Dordevic argues that the Trial Chamber erred in failing to take into account the 

KIA's tactics when considering the FR.Y's actions.295 In particular, he claims that when reaclring 

its ultimate :findings on the disproportionate use of force, the Trial Chamber erred in failing to 

consider: (i) the weaponry the KLA possessed.;296 (ii) that the KLA was "'opportunistic -

proclaiming to be fanners by day but acmally being J.(LA. by night", th.us making it impossible for 

2&11 See Trial Judgement, pllOIS 2013-2014. 
zs~ See Bl.asiic AppeBl Judgement, para. 109. The Appeals Chamber recalls tha.t is settled in the jurisprudence of the 

"Tribunal that "whether an attack was ordered as pre-emptive, defensive or offensive is from a legal point of view 

irrelevant [ ... ]. The issue at band is whether the way the military action was c:m:ied out was criminal or not" 
(Martic Appeal Judgement, para. 268 citing Kordic and Cerkez Appeal Judgement, para. 812).' See · Trial 
Judgement, para. 2016. . . 

:m See Trial Judgement, paras 2052-W69. See supra, para. 87; infra., paras 102, 106-109, 184. 
291 Dordevic Appeal Brief,- para. 1_1. 
292 E>ardevic Appeal Brief, para. 12, referring to Trial Judgement, para. 2061. 
293 Dordevic Appeal Brief, paras 11-12. re.fen:ing to TrialJudgement, para. 1540, Exhibit P833, p. 3336. 
294 E>ordevi.c Appeal Brief, para. 12, referring to Trial Jndge.m.ent, para. 1540. See also f>ordevic Reply Brief, para. 8. 
w Dontevic Appeal Brief, para. 13. 
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~ FRY forces t.Q distinguish between civilians and combat.ants;297 (rii) the evidence of_ Wimess 

Karol John Drewienkiewicz that the ~ declared _that 1999 would be the year of independence of · 

-Kosovo and became more opportunistic during and after tb.e-Rambouillet discussions In February 

1999;29g and (iv) the evidence of Witness Joseph Maisonneuve that by 23 January 1999, the ·KL.A 

had completed plans for a more general resumption ·of hostilities and that in March 1999, it would 
- ' 

'return to full-scale violence.299 Dordevic contends that the -Trial Chamber re~tedly and 

erroneously drew the inference that the military action by FRY forces was disproportionate to the · 

threat faced.300 

96. ~ Prosecution argues that the Trial Chamber was reasonable in its assessment of the 
. . 

KLA's size and tactics.301 In any event. the Pro.secution contends that even if Dordevic's arguments· 

regarding the KLA threat were accepted, they do not undermine the Trial Chamber's ultimate 

conclusion that the Serbian forces' operations were disproportionate and went beyond connter

te:aorism. 302-

2. Analysis 

97. In relation to the ~e of the _KIA. the Trial Chain.her expressly considered and rejected 

Witness Zyrapi's evidence that the KLA nlimbered 17,000-18,000 fighters, after having assessed 

the credibility of the witness. 303 The Appeals Chamber finds that Dordevic merely repeats 

arguments that were unsuccessful at trial, 304 and has failed to show that the. Trial Chamber erred in 

preferring the evidence of Witness Ciaglinski to that of Witness Zyrapi.305 The Appeals Chamber 

therefore finds that Dordevic has not ~own that the Trial Chamber erred in its estimation of the· 

number of KLA fighters. In any eyent, the Appeals Chamber notes that the Trial Chamber found 

that th~ Serbian forces in Kosovo numbered between 14,571 and 15,779 MOP personnel and 

61,892 VJ personnel.~ It therefore considers that even if the Appeals Chamber were to find that 

the Trial Chamber erred in rejecting evidence _that the KI.A numbered 17,000-18,000 fighters, this 

296 Dordevic Appeal Brief, para. 13, mfc,mng to Trial Judgement, para. 1567. E>ordevic refers to anti-bwk weapons, 

_ heavy machine guns, rocket propelled grenades, Zoljas, 82 and 120 :millimette mortars, and other bea.vy wc-apons. 
791 Dordevic Appeal Brief, para. 13, refen:ing to Karol John Drewienkiewicz, 22 Jun 2009, T. 6378, Exhibit P997, 

p'. 7878. 
:29B Dordevic Appeal Brief, para. 14, refemng to Exlnlrit:P996, paras 114, 189. . 
299 Dmdev:ie Appeal Brief, para. 15, refer.ring 1D Exhibits P873, p. 3, P853, pp 11044, 11119-11121, 11126. 
300 Appeal Hearing, 13May 2013, AT.171. 
3ai Prosecution RespODSC Brief, paras 19--27. 
3a2 Prosecution Response Brief, paras 23, 27, rcfen:ing to Trial Judgement, pam& 2052-2053, 2055, 2061. 2069. 
300 Tri.al Judgement. para. 1539-1540, 2052. 
n Trial Judgement, ·paras 2052, 2055, 2065. Sec supra, para. 20. See also infra, para.. 522. 
3115 'llial Judgement, paru 1539-1540, 2052. 2058. 
3011 Trial Judgement, para. 2060. 
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would have no impact on the Trial Chamber's conclusion that the Serbian forces heavily 

oumumbered the KLA and that these figures were a "further indication" that the purpose of the 

Serbian forces operations went beyond counter-terrori.sm.307 It would also not invalidate the Trial 

Chamber's finding that the use of force by the Serbian forces was disproportionate. 308 The Appeals 

Chamber notes that in reaching this conclusion on the proportionality of the attacks, the Trial 

Chamber did not rely on its finding that ~ ~erbian forces outnumbered the KI.A. Jt considered this 

evidence together 'With extensive evidence on the pattern of excessive use of force against the . -

Kosovo Albanian population by Serbian forces. 309 

98. Furthermore, contrary to Dordevic's contention. the Trial: Chamber took into account'tbe 

KLA's tactics on the ground in Kosovo and the weapons it had at its disposal.310 Particularly, it 

expressly accepted that at times the Serbian forces may have been confronted with individuals 

whom they suspected were KLA members, ·even if they were, wearing civilian clothing.m 

Moreover, the Trial Chamber was aware of the attitude of the KIA prior, during, and after the 

Rambouillet negotiations.312 However, it was satisfied that the vast majority of the crimes_ 
- ' 

committed in Kosovo in 1999, occurred in situations in which there was littl~ or no KLA activity. It 

therefore concluded that the use of force by the Serl>ian forces was ''patently disproportionate".313 

Dordevic repeats ar~ents that were unsuccessful at trial, 314 and has failed to ~how that no 

reasonable trier of fact could have reached the same conclusion. 

99~ Finally, the Appeals Chamber finds that the attitude of the· KIA dmfu.g international 

negotiations and its statements and declarations have no bearing on the Trial Chamber's assessment . . 

on the disproportionate use of force by Serbian forces. 315 While the Trial Chamber did not refer 

specifically to the evidence cited by Dordevic, it explicitly considered the attitude of the KLA prior, 
- . 

during and after the ~bouillet ru:gotiations.316 AB descnoed above, the Trial Chamber considered 

the KLA• s tactics on the ground, as well as the fact that in- 1999 the extent and degree of the KI.A's 

307 Trial Judgement. para. 2061. 
u Trial Judgement, paras 2065-2069. 
309 Trial Judgement, paras 2062-206.9, 2083-2085. 
310 Trial Judgement, paras 1564-1570, 2065. 
311 Trial Judgement, para. 2065. · 
m. See Trial Judgement, paras 432-433. 
313 Trial Judg=ent, para. 2065. 
st+ Trial Judgement, paras 2054-2055, 2064-2065. See supra, para. 20. See also infra. para. 522. 
315 See infra, paras 106-110. , 
316 See .Trial Judgement, paras 432-433. 
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territori~ control in Ko~vo was iess significant than in 1998.317 Dordevic' s argument in this regard 

is therefore dismissed. 

' 
D. The Nature of the NATO threat 

1. Arguments of the parties 

100. Dordevic argues that, when considering the proportionality of the FRY's actions., the Trial 

Chamber erred m failing to take into ~unt (i) the NATO bombing, which resulted in the killing 

of at least 500 civilians;318 and (ii) the eviden~ establishing that "NATO had decided to support the 

Kl.A and 'regime change' in Se.rbia and that the Kl.A was a tool to make this happen".319 

101. The Prosecution asserts that the Trial Chamber properly assessed and considered the NATO 

intervention, ap.d that iti; fim:lings regarding the use of the MUP and VJ for the implementation of 

the common criminal pl'a.n remain unaffected by Dordevic' s arguments. 320 

2. Analysis 

102. The Appeals Chamber finds that Dordevic has failed to demoru;trate that the Trial Chamber 

~ in finding that the use of force by Serbian forces was disproportionate in the context of an 

attack directed against the Kosovo Albanian population. Dordevic has failed to explain how 

shelling, looting, and/or _ burning of villages, ,constitute proportional use of force against the 

KLA/NATO when there was little to no Kl.A activity in those villages lifild when the killing of 

Kosovo Albanian individuals who were unarmed, in detention, or otherwise not taking part in 

hostilities.321 

E. Combined effect ofDordevic's challenges. 

1. Arguments of the parties 

103. Dordevic insists that had the Trial Chamber properly considered all of the factors addressed 

above, -it would have found that the FRY plans and operations were proportionate and legitimate 

317 See supra, paras 97-98; Trial.Judgement, para. 2059. · 
318 Dordevic Appeal Brief. para. 16, referring to I the ICTY Fmal Report to the Prosecutor by 1he Committee. 

Established to Review the NATO Bombing Campaign Against the Federal Republic of Yugoslavia. para. 54. See 
also Dor&vic Apped Brief, para. 18. ' 

319 Dordevit Appeal Brief, para. 16, refoa:ing to Exlnoin; Pl335, pp 3-10. Pl402 p. 9866, D17O, D545, D549, D750, 
para. 21, D767. See also Dordevic Reply Brief, para. 9. 

320 Prosecution Response Brief,. paras 28-29, refoning to Tri.al Judgement, paras 2017, 2020. 
321 Trial Judgc,ment, paras 2027-2035, 2055, 2065. ~ s11pra. para. 98; infra,. para. 524. 
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responses to the KLA and NATO threats, rather than indications of the existence of both. a joint 

criminal enterprise and a widespread and systematic attack against civilian.s.322 Dordevic argues that 

in the absence of proper consideration of the context and the threats faced by the FRY, the 

conclusion that the civilian population was its primary target is unsustainable.323 In addition, 

Bordevic submits th.at the Trial Cb.amber erred in concluding that the JCE existed on the basis of 

the- mere fact that crimes had been commirted.324 He admits that the "[n]ece~sary action" by the 

FRY forces was "accompanied by crimes against civilians" but claims that "it does not necessarily 

follow that the leadership's purpose was r:riminal".315 

104. The Prosecution suggests that this ground of appeal be summarily dismissed and that, in any 

-~ ~v-ent., Dordevic fails to demonstrate that no.reaso~le trier of fact could conclude that the use of 

force by the Serbian forces was disproportionate. 326 According to the Prosecution, Dordevic 
. . 

disregards the relevant factors that the Trial Chamber considered as establishing the existence of a 

common criminal plan, such as: (i) the demographic indications; (ii) the pattern of crimes; (iii) the 

coordinate.d use of the MUP and VJ in the commission of the crimes; (iv) the widespread collection 

of identification documents; and (v) the concealment of th~ crimes against Kosovo Albanian 

civilians.327 

2202 

105. Dordevic replies that the Trial Judgement merely mentions NATO and KI.A actions when 

discussing the common plan but does not place those actions in their proper context as combined 

threats to the "sovereign. integp.ty of the FRY".328 Con,sequently, according to Dordevic, the Trial 

Chamber improperly "assess[ed] the intentions of JCE members in a vacuum.".329 In Dordevic's 

view, the FRY actions were pr:oportionate to the threat, so the conclusion that they were direct.ed · 

against civilians cannot be sound.330 

2. Analysis 

106. The Appeals Chamber finds that the core of Dordevic's challenge under this ground of 

appeal relates to the Trial Chamber's findings on the disproportionate use of force by the FRY in 

= Dor&wic Appeal Brief, para. 17, referring to Trial Judgement. paras 202~2026. 
323 . I>ardevic Appeal Brief, para. 18, referring 1D Trial Judgement. paras 1599-1600. 
3l4_ Dordev:ic Reply Brief, para. 3. . . . 
325 E>ordevic Reply Brief, para.. 5(2). See also E>ordevic Re:ply Brief, para. 5(3). 
326 Prosecution.Response Bmf. paras 9-10, 12-13, 30-31. · 
3r1 Prosecution Response Brief, para. 11. , . 
328 Dmdevic Reply Brief, para.. 1, referring to Tri.al Judgement, pam.. 2020. 
3?9 E>ordevit Reply Brief, para. 2 (emphasis omitted). 
m Dordevic Reply Brief, para. 6. 
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"anti.-t.errorist'1 • actions.331 1be Appeals Chamber notes that this is only one of the seven factors 

· relied upon by the Trial Chamber to conclude that the JCE existed.~332 

107. In reaching these :findings, the Trial Chamber explicitly considered the issues that Dordevic 

reiterates on appeal, including his argument that the FRY's actions were a legitimate· anti-terrorist 

campaign in defence of the country rather than a co:rnnion criminal plan. 333 However, it concluded 

·that while certain operations of the Serbian forces "may have been conducted under the guise of 
anti-terrorist operations, and that may have been among the objectives, it [was] starkly clear from 

the evidence that these operations were not limited to members of the KLA" but targeted the 

Kosovo Albanian civilians.334 In this regard. the Trial Chamber found that: 

the operations [ of the Serbian fare.es] were typically aimed at terrorising tlie Kosovo Albanian · 
civilian population in cities, towns and . villages. This was achieved by a variety of means. · 
Populaloo areas were shelled by Serbian forces using hea'-'Y weapons. [ ... ]. The effect of the 
actions of Serbian forces to terrorise Kosovo Albanians was so grave thet many fl~ from their 

, homes, villages or towns to escape from Serbian forces without actually being ordered to do so. 
[ ... ] 

The deportations, murders, forcible tnmfifers and persecutions were typical features of the 

campaign of terror and violence. [ ... The} scale and nature and the structure of the coordinated 
forces which implemented it demo.nstralcs, in the finding of the Chamber, the emtonce of a 
leadership reaching across tI:ie political, military and police IIIlll.i of governments of the FRY and 
Serbia who we-re directing and coordinating the events OIi the f'mmd. The existaice of the 
common plan as alleged in the "Indictment is therefore establishod. 33 . 

108. Beyond disagreeing with these findings, Dordevic advances no substantial argument as to 

how the Trial Chamber erred. Bis submissions are therefore dismissed. 

109. In particular, Dordevic's argumen~ in relation to the context of the conflict and the threats 

faced by the FRY336 have no bearing on the Trial-Cb.amber's finding that it was the nature, or 

pattern, of the crimes coIIIIDitted by the Serbian forces that cle~ly demonstrated that the Kosovo 

Alb~an population ~as the primary target thereof. 337 Contrary to f)ordevic' s suggestion, the Trial 

Chamber inferred the existence of the JCE from. inter alia., the way in which the crimes were 

committed rather than from the mere fact that such crimes occurred. 338 It found that Serbian forces 

"'implemented a campaign of terror and extreme violence in Kosovo directed against_ Kosovo 

Albanian peopie". and that the scale. structure, and" nature of their coordinate:d actions demonstrated 

' 31 Tri.al Judgemem. paras 2052-2069. 
1~ See supra, para. 87. 
333 Trial Judgement, para. 2002. 
334- Trial Iudgeme:nt, para. 2129. 
335 Trial Judgement, paras 2129-2130. 
336 See supra, paras 90, 94-95, 100. . 
:m Trial Judgement, paras 212S--2129. 
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the existence of a le~ership in FRY .and Semia directing and coordinating the events on the 

ground.339 Dordevic has f~e.d to demonstrate that this inference was unreasonable. Consequently, 

even if the Appeals Chamber were to accept, arguendo, all of Dordevic' s assertions with respect to 

the context of the conflict, 340 this cannot exonerate the members of the !CE from their responsibility 

for the crimes planned and committed against the Albanian population of Kosovo. Dordevic has not 

shown that his suggested alternative inference - that such a campaign involved the proportionate 

use of force in response to KLA/NATO action - was unreasona~ly excluded by the Trial Chamber. 

· He has therefore failed to show that no reasonable trier of fact could have reached the same 

conclusion as the Trial Chamber. 

110. In light of the foregoing, the Appeals Chamber dismisses Dordevic" s first ground of appeal. 

m See Trial Judgement, paras 202,7-2035, 2132-2135, 2137-2140. 
339 Trial Judgement. para. 2130. 
340 Namely, that~ FRY should not have been considered botmd by the October Agreements that the KLA may have 

used t.errori.st tactics., and that NATO actions may have resw,ted. in civilian losses (see: supra. paras 90, 95, 100). 
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V. DORDEVIC'S THIRD GROUND OF APPEAL: ALLEGED ERRORS 

CONCERNING THE.NATURE, COI\1MEN~El\1ENT, DURATION, AND 

MEMBERS OFTHEJCE 

2199 

111. As recalled earlier, the Trial Chamber found trurt. a joint criminal en~ri.se existed to 

_ change the ethnic balance of Kosovo to enw:re Serb CC?ntrol over the province by waging a 

campaign of terror and violence against the Kosovo Albaruan population, which included 

deportations, forcible ~fers, ~orders, md destruction of culturally significant property.341 It 

further found that the ICE members in.chided Slobodan Milosevic, President of the FRY, Nikola 

Sainovic, -Deputy Prime Minister of the ·FRY responsible for Kosovo, Vlajko Stojiljkovic, Mlnist.er 

of Interior, Vlast:imir Dordevic, Head of the RIB, Radomir Markovic ("Matkovic'), Head of the 

RDB, Sreten Luki.6 ("'Lukic''), Head of the MUP Staff for Kosovo, Obracl Stevanovic 

("Stevanovic"), Chief of the RIB Police Administration, Dragan Ilic, Chief of the RIB Crime Police 

Administration. Dragoljub Ojdanic ("Ojdanic''), Chief of the VJ Genf?ral Staff/Supreme Command 

Staff, N ebojsa Pavkovic (''Pavkovic"), eomrrm"ndcr of the VJ 3rd ·Arm.y, and Vladimir Lazarevic 

("Lazarevic''). Cpmmander of the Pristina Corps.342 The Trial Chamber also found that the JCE had 

_been formed by mid-January 1999 and ~y have aheady existed in October 1998.343 

A. Introduction 

112. Under bis third ground of appeal. Dordevic argues that the Trial Ch3:IDber's findin~ are 

impermissibly vague in relation to: (i) the nature of the common p1an underlying the JCE;- (ii) the 

point~ in time at w~ch it existed; and (iii) its constituent members. 344 The Prosecution responds that 

Dordevic' s arguments ignore and misrepresent the relevant findings of the Trial Chamber and 

should therefore be summarily dismissed. 345 The Appeals Chamber will address· Dor_devic' s 

argumenq; in tum. 

341 Trial Judgement, para. 2007. See also supra, para. 86. 
341 Trial Jodganent, para. 2127. . 
343 Trial Judgement, para. 2134. 
344 Dordevic Appeal Brief, paras 78, 83, 88_ 
345 Prosecution Response Brief, para. 67. 
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B. Nature of the common plan 

1. Arguments of the parties 

[ .. -.-.-.-
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113. Dordevic claims that the Trial Chamber's findings characterising the common purpose of 

the JCE are inconsistent. 346 In particular, he takes ~sue-with the following conclusions of the Trial 

Chamber: (i) the purpose· of the JCE was to alter the ethnic balance of Kosovo so as to ensure · 

continued Serlrlan control over the province; (ri)-the pmpose of the ICE was to regain control over 

the territory of Kosovo; and (iii) the objectives- of the JCE evolved throughout the conflict from 

revenge to retaliation to destroying the Kl.A 347 Dordevic submits that the latter :finding js "too 

loose a peg on which to hang criminal responsibility", especially in light of the Appeals Chamber's 

finding in the Krajifrr,ik case that evo~ution of a common purpose must be agreed upon by the 

b fth . . · .. ] nt........,.;c, 348 mem ers o e Joint c:nmma e ............ y ... .,e. 

114. The '.Prosecution argues that the Trial Chamber adequately determined the common purpose 

and that all the crimes for which Dordevic was convicted fell withln the object of the JCE to modify 
. . 

the ethnic balance in Kosovo. 349 It further contends that ••continuing and regaining control [ over 

Kosovo] were indistinguishable aspects of the same plan to ensure the long-term objective to assure 

Serbian rule in Kosovo".35° Finally, the Prosecution submits that, contrary to Dordevic's argument, 

the Trial Chamber did not find that the common plan evolved to include additional crimes, but 

rather noted that "'additional reasons to act - such as revenge and retaliation - evolved during the 

implementation of the plan". 35.1 This, according to the Prosecution. is immaterial to the nature of the 

common plan.352 

115. Dordevic replies that the Prosecution's suggestion that the Trial Chamber found that mere 

"reasons to act'', rather than the objectives of the ICE, have evolved, makes no sense as these "are 
. . 

~ Pordevic Appeal Brief, para. 84. Si= also _Appoel Hearing. 13 May 2013, T. 61 (submitting 1hat 1:1:ic Trial 
Cha.tt1.ber's findings onDordevic's role and intent undergo a ''metamorphoru:", whereby "earlier discussions on the 
evidence are fl.lDDmacisorl incorrectly .md then used to support sweeping conclusions''). 

3U Dordcvic Appeal Brief. pans 84-85. 
m Dordevi.6 Appeal Brief. _para. 85, re-ferring to Krajisnik Appeal Judgement, para. 163. See· Trial Judgement, 

para. '1JXY7. 
34~ Prosecution Response Brief, para. 6B. 
3so Prosecution Response Brief, para. 69. 
3si Prosecution Response Brief, para.. 70. 
351 Prosecution Res~ Brief, para. 70. 
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explicitly different p~ses whereas the purpose must be common". 353 He insists that the relevant 

finclings·of the TrialChamber are impermissibly vague.354 

2. Analysis 

116. In considering whether a joint criminal enterprise existed. the Trial Chamber noted 1hat the 

overall purpose of the alleged ICE - p.amely. the demographic modification of Kosovo to ensure 

continued Serbian control over the province - · was not in itself a crime provided for in the 

Statute.355 It further articulated that "only if, and once, this pmpose amounted to or involved the 

commission of a Statute crime{ ... ] aJCE would exist''.356 

117. The Trial Chamber further found that the evidence: 

reveals a number of characteristics about the way that crimes were committed against Kosovo 
Albanians that, in the Cha.In.oor' s view, are persuasive evidence of a romroon plan by the 
leadership of the FRY and Serbia, including politicilms, milit.ary figures, and the police leadership 
(as identified in more detril below) to modify the ethnic bala.DCe :in Kosovo by waging a campaign 
of terror against the Kosovo AlbaoiaD. civilian popalation. This plan included deportations, 
forcible transfern, murders and the des1ru.ction of culturally significant property. The evidence 
related to the way. the crimes were commitmd against 1he Kosovo Albanian civilian- population 

· also estabfu;bes that other objectives of the common plan evolved, especially throughout the armed 
conflict that commenced on 24 ¥arch 1999, including revenge for the killing of MUP and VJ 
members, retaliation for the NATO bombing campaign. and fighting md dcs~g the KLA once 
and for all. including through the use of executions md dis~onate force.3 

118: The Appeals_ Chamber notes that the Tri.al Chamber _first set out that while the overall 

purpose of the ICE was alleged to be the demographic modification of Kosovo to ensure continued 

Serbian control over the province, it had to establish that such common purpose involved or 

amounted to a crime under the Statute. 358 It w~ in thy context of establishing this elem~t that the 
Trial Chamber turned to the political conte:x.t and noted that the Serbian leadership, as the result of 

. . 
escalated separatist tendencies and· tensions, wanted to regain control over Kosovo by means of 

altering the demographic balance of the province, thus pressuring the Albanian population to move 

out of Kosovo. 359 

119. On this basis and having" considered the evidence adduced in the case; the Trial Chamber 

concluded that the common criminal purpose of the JCE was ''to modify the ethnic balance in_ 

353 Dordev:ic Reply Brief, pm-a. 19. 
354 Dordev:ic Reply Brief, para. 18. 
355 Trial Judgement. para. 2003 . 

. 356 Trial Judgement, pBIB.. 2003. 
351 Trial Judgement, para. 2007. 
3sr Trial Judgement, para. 2003. 
m Trial Judgement, para. 2005. 
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Kosovo by waging a campaign of terror against the Kosovo Albanian civilian population [including 

through]. deportations, forcible transfers, murders and the destruction of culturally significant - , 

property" .360 There is consequently no contradiction in the Tri.al· Chambc:r' s ref~ence to ensuring 

continued control over Kosovo or regaining such control because these terms were used in different 

contexts. Importantly. these rather descriptive terms are virtually irrelevant to the Trial Chamber's 

ultimate fincling regarding the common criminal purpose of the JCE, which only refers to modifying 

the ethnic balance through criminal means and not controlling the province. 361 

· 120. Regarding tlie evolution of the common plan, the T~ C~ber held that ''other objectives 

of the common plan evolved [and later also included} revenge for the killing of MUP and VJ 

members, retaliation for the NATO bombing campaign. and fighting and destroying the KLA once 

-and for all, including through the use of executions and disproportionate force". 362 The Appeals -

Chamber considers the use of the expression "other objectives" by the Trial Chamber must be 

understood in its proper context, especially in light of the fact that revenge, retaliation for NATO 

bombing, and fighting to destroy the Kl.A as such may not constitu:te crimes under the Statute. As 

correctly noted by the Trial Chamber, the common purpose of the JCE must amount to or involve 

the commission of a statnt:or'y crime.363 Therefore, in using the word "objective", the Appeals 

Chamber understands the Trial Chamber to state that with the development of circumstances on the 

ground, the perpetrators resorted to acts ~hie~ could have be.en motivated, for example, by revenge 

or retaliation in furtherance of the common plan. What motivated.the perpetrators to act, however, 

is not relevant to the determmation of the common criminal purpose of the JCE36~ Whik- _the 

motivation to commit the crimes as part of the common plan evolved to include, inter alia, revenge 

killings and retaliation for NATO bombing, 365 the objective .itself, i.e. modifying the ethnic balance 

in Kosovo remained unchanged. The Appeals Chamber therefore :finds that the Trial Chamber did

not commit an error in this respect_ Further, and contrary to Dordevic' s su~gestion, the Krajisnik 
. , 

Appeal Judgement is irrelevant because it deals with ~xpanded crimes under the common purpose 

of a joint crimiruu en.terprise.366 

360 Trial Jadgement. para. 2007. 
301. Trtal Judgement, para. 'l!JITT. 
3& Trial Judgement, para. 2007 (emphasis added). The Trial Chamber also accepted that anti-terrorist operations may 

have been among the objectives of the Serliian" ope:ration.s (!rial Judgement, para. 2129). 
w Tri.al Judgement, para. 2003, referring t.o Vasiljevic Appeal Judgement. para. 100. -· 
364 . See e.g. Trial Judgement, · para. 2063, referring to the excessive. use of force :in murders co.lllll'.litted out of 

retaliation, and para.. 2069 concluding that ''the purpose of the Dperations was to perpetuate the crimes established, 
rather than, m in addition to, figbt:illg the KI.A". 

36 Tri.al Judgem.cnl. para. 2007. 
366 SeeKrajisn.ikAppealJudgement,paras 161-178. 
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C. Commencement and duration of the JCE 

1. Arguments of the parties 

121. Dordevic argues that the Trial Chamber contradicted itself when it found, on the· one hand, 

~ the JCE came into existence no later than January 1999, and on the other hand. it held that a 

joint c:ririrln.al enterprise can arise extemporaneonsly.36~ As a result, Dordevic argues tb.Af: the Trial 

Judgement is impennissibly vague as to whether the expulsion of hundreds of thousands of civilians 

was pre-planned or not 368 

122. Toe Prosecution responds that the Trial Chamber's observation that a common plan can 

materialise .extemporaneously is not inconsisteJit with its finding that the JCE came into existence 

by mid-January 1999.369 

2. Analysis· 

123. The Appeals Chamber :finds that Dordevit takes the Trial Chamber's findings out of 

context. When mentioning the aspect of extewporaneous materialisation of a common purpose or 

crinrinal means, the Trial Chamber. did so in general terms while recal)ing the applicable l~w on 

commission through participation in a joint criminal enterprise. 370 It then esta,blisbed, in another 

part of the_ Trial Judgement, after a lengthy_~ detailed analysis of the evidence, that the JCE was 

formed by mid-January 1999, _and possibly even earlier.371 Contrary to Dordevic's· contention, this 
- ' 

finding is not impennissibly vague as it clearly identifies when the common plan to change the 
. . 

ethnic balance of Kosovo came into existence. The fact that the Trial Chamber also referred to 

aspects of the law concerning extemporaneous materialisation of a common purpose does not 

detract from that finding. There is no contradiction _between the affirmation. of the general principle 

of law and the factual finding in question. 372 Dordevic' s argument is therefore dismissed. 373 

361 f>ordevic·Appeal ~rief, para. 86, _roren:ing to Trial Judgement, paras 1862, 2007, 2025-2026,, 2134. See- also 
Dord.evic Reply Brief. para. 20. 

368 Bordevi.6 Appeal Brief. para. 86. See also Dardevic Reply Brief, para. 20. 
369 Prosecution Response Brie(para. 71, referring to Trial Judgement,, paras '2!J07, 2134. 
3711 Trial Indgemmt. paras 1862, 20D7, referring to Tadi.c ~al.Judgement, pera. 2Z7, Kmojelac Appeal Judgement, 

para. 97, Vasiljevit Appeal Judgement, paras 100, 109, Brr!anin Appeal Judgement, paras 415, 418. See also Trial 
Judgement, paras 1859-1868. _ 

:m Trial Judgement, para. 2134. See also Trial Judgement, paras 2003-2133; 2135-2153 (these paragraphs conc:cm the 
crimes falling witbiD the cmmnon pmpose). · 

371 Contra Dordcvic Appeal Briof, para. 86. 
373 See supra, para. 20. 
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D. Members of the JCE 

1. Arguments of the parties 

124. Dordevic submits that the Trial Chamber was inconsistent in identifying the members of the 

JCE considering that it listed some members, including bipiself, by name while making vague 

references to "senior political military and police leadership ... 374 He submit.s that such 
' . 

impermissibly vague references were rejected by the Appeals Chamber in Krajisnik. 375 He argues 

that the Trial Chamber "introduced yet further uncertainty by ~dncluding that it was 'unable to 

·make an exact determinati~ 1,ts to who were participants and who were perpetrators'".376 

125. The Prosecution responds that the Trial Chamber correctly identified the JCE members by 

name and found that they held most of the m~est political, VJ, and MUP positions in the FRY in 

Serbia. 377 Furthermore, the Prosecution ar~es that no vagueness was introduced when the Trial 

Ch.amber found that some of the perpetrators may not have been members of the JCE, considering 

that it is not required to establish that the physical perpetrators use.d as tools by the JCE members 

shared the common plan.378 

126. In reply, Dordevic agrees that the "[frial] Chamber's findings should be limited to the 

specific individuals it identified by name as JCE member~" but refers to bis arguments presented 

under bis fourth. and sixth grounds of appeal for .. the implications". 379 

2. Analysis 

127. The Trial Chamber correctly identified the applicable law on this matter.380 In making its 

factual :findings with respect to the members of the ICE, the Trial Cbamb_er concluded that the 

common criminal· purpose was shared by "the senior political, military and police leadership", 
. . 

namely "political leaders of the FRY and Serbia, the leadership of the VJ, including the relevant 

Corps in Kosovo, and the WW and the leadership of the relevant administrations of which it was 

comprised and its Staff in Kosovo".381 The Trial Chamber further specified by name the "core 

31' Dordevic Appeal Brief, para. 87, refurring to Tri.al Judgement, paras 2051, 2126, 2127. 
375 Dordevic Appeal Brief, para. 87, referring to Kra.jiJnik Appeal Judgement, pam. 157. 
37(j Dordevic Appeal Brief, para. S7, citing Trial Jodgeme.nt, para. 2128. 
377 Prosecution Response Brief, paras 72-73, referring to Trial Judgement, paras 1861, fa. 6359, 2126-2127, 2211. 

• 3111 Prosecution Res.ponse Brief, para. 7 4. 
379 Dordevic R.e:ply Brief. para. 21. 
380 Trial Judgement. para. 1861 . 

. !!l Trilli Judgement.; para. 2126. 
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members" . of all three components, including, amongst others, Slobodan ,_ Milosevic, Nikola 

Sainovic, Vlajko Stojiljkovic, Dragoljub Ojdanic, and Vlastimir Dordevic. 382 

128. The Appeals Ch.amber therefore dismisses Dordevic' s submission that the Trial Chamber's 

vague reference t~ a "plan existing among senior political, military and police leadership"383 is no 

· better than the "rank and file" joint_ criminal enterprise membership rejected in the Krajisnik Appeal 

Judgement 384 In that case, the trial chamber referred to a ''rank and file consist(ing] of local 

politicians. military ~d police commanders, paramilitary leaders, and others".3115 The Appeals 

Chamber found this reference to have been imperrnissibl}' vague because .. [t]he Trial Chamber 

failed to specify whether all or only some of the local politicians, militaries, police commanders and 

paramilitary leaders were rank and file JCE members. "386 In the present case, however, the 

members are identified by name and are listed within the relevant components of the ICE. 

129. .Contrary to Dordevi.c's assertion, the Trial Chamber's noting that it was ''unable to make an 

exact determination as to who were the participants and who were perpetrators" does not renderits 

findings_ regarding the"JCE membership vague.387 In fact, this statement relates solely to members 

of special units of the MUP and VJ who "were drawn into the plan as participants and perpetrators", 

rather than the "core members" of the JCE identified by name who directed "the overall common 

plan"_3ss 

130. · Consequently, the Appeals Chamber finds that the Trial Chamber's :findings389 are 

suffi~e:ntly specific in identifying the JCE members, considering that the "core membe~" are listed 

by name and the others are adequ~ly referred to by unambiguous c~tegories or groups of persons. 

3112 Trial Judgement, para. 2127. See also Trial Judgement, para. 2211. 
:m Dordevic Appeal Brief, para. 87, citing Trul Judgement, paras 2051, 2126~ 
314 Dordevic Appeal Brief, para. 87, refeu:ing to Krajfrnik Appeal Jw:l.gom.ent, para.. 157. 
315 .Krajisnik Trial Judgement. para_ 1087. 
386 Krajimik Appeal Judgement. para. 157. The Appeals Chamber also found that the Trial Judgement was too vague 

. both with respect to the temporal and the geographical scope of the ICE.. which, as noted above, is not an issue in 
the Trial Judgement in t:bis case. 

3117 Tri.al Judgement:. para. 2128. 
318 Trial Judgement, para. 2128. The Tri.al ~ clearly stated that while· it was IlDll.ble to J.I1m an exact 

detc;tmination as to who were lbe participants and who were the perpetrators, it was cle.ar that: · 

i. 
IT . I 

certain members of such units work¢ together in the implementation of the commmJ. pmpose. The 
forces of the MUP and 1hc VJ worked in a highly coordma1ed DlllIIDer, llDd units end individual , 
members were drawn into the plan as participants and perpetnitors, while the overall common plan I . 
was directed by at._ least the core members of the JCE identified above (Tri.al. Judgement, ! 
para. 2128). 

389 Trial Judgement. paras 2126-2128. 
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E. Conclusion 

131. In light ?f the foregoing, the Appeals Chamber dismisses Dordevic's third ground of appeal 

in its entirety. 

SJ. 
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VL DORDEVICtS FOURTH GROUND OF APPEAL: ALLEGED ERRORS 
.. 

CONCERNING THE PLURALITY OF PERSONS 

A. Arguments of the parties 

132. Under his fourth ground of appeal, Dordevic submits that the Trial Chamber committed 

errors of law and fact in assessing: (i) whether tlie identified members of the ICE acted in unison; 

and (ii) if they di.d, whether their joint action was in furtherance of a shared criminal purpose. 390 . 

133. With respect to the first submission, Dordevic claims that the Trial Chamber failed to take 

into account its own finding thar the MOP was not re-subordinated to the VJ when it assessed 

whether the VJ, MUP, and civilian leaders acte.d in unison. 391 In bis submission. the Trial 

Chamber's finding that the MUP and VJ forces wer~ coordinated by the Joint Command for 

Kosovo and Metohija (respectively, "'Joint Command" and "KiM'') is insufficient to establish the 
. ' 

required unison of action. 392 

134. With respect to· the second submission, Dordevic argues that the Trial Chamber erred in 

failing to assess the conduct of each member of the JCE in detail and compare it wi1h the conduct ot: 

the other members in order to conclude that they acted in pursuit of the common purpose.393 

135. In addition, the Appeals Chamber understands that there is a common underlying argument 

throughout this ground of appeal. Dordevi6 submits that the Trial Chamber erred in reaching a 

different conclusion than the one reached by the Trial Chamber in the Milutinovic et al. case. 

although based on the same evidence; and that it did so by incorrectly applying a different and 

lower standard of proof to the evidence concerning the core JCE members in this case, compared to 

the one applied in the Mi!,utinovic et al case.394 Specifically, Dordevic contends that no reasonable 

trial chamber could have concluded that Ojdanic and Lazarevi6 were members of the JCE and acted 

in unison with its other members, especially bearing in mmd that tbe Miluti.novic et aL Trial 

Chamber found that they were not members ·of the ~CE.395 He argues that a different resuh could 

390 Dordevic Appeal Brief, para. 93. . 
391 Dordcvic Appeal Brief, para. 94, refeniog to Trial Judgement, paras 261-263, 2126. See also Dordevic Reply Brief, 

para. 23. . 
3~2 Dordevic Appeal Brief. para. 95, referring to Trial Judgement, para. 264. 
~93 Dordev.ic Appeal Brief. para.. 97, referring to lfrajimik Appeal Judgement, paras 2.50-282. See also Dordevic Reply 

Brief, paras 24-26. · · 
3!14 Dardevic Appeal Brief, paras 96. 98. 
3!15 E>ordcvic Appeal Brief, para.. 96, referring to Milutinovic et al Trial Judgement, vol. 3, parns 618, 919. See 

DordeTic Reply Brief, para. 26. 
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not be reached in the present case, as "[t]here was no more evidence before the Trial Chamber in 

Dordevic' s trial than was before the Trial Chamber in Milutinovic et aL case". 396 In addition. 

Dordevic submits that another reasonable conclusion was CJPl?n on the basis of the evidence, namely 

that the preparations for military action in early 1999 were a joint action in pursuit of legitimate 

targets. such as the KI.A or NATO.397 Similarly, D~ic points out that the Trial Chamber in the 

Milutinovic et al. case could not conclude _that the actions of Lukic were part of the cri:min.al 

purpose in relation to the c~mcealment of crimes. 398 As a result. Dordevic contends that the '"test of 

joint action in pursuit of a JCE" was not satisfied by the Trial Chamber's approach in this case and 

fuat a higher threshold was necessary to impose criminal liability.399 

136. The Prosecution responds that Don1evic misstates the law in argujng that in order to satisfy 

the criteria for joint cri:mlnal enterprise liability, it is reqnrre.d to establish that a plurality of-persons 

acted in unisOQ.. 400 The Prosecution further argues that the Trial Chamber's factual ·findings 

demonstrate that the · required plurality of persons acting together . was established on the 

evidence.401 The Prosecution adds that Dordevic's reference to the Miluti.novi.c et al. Trial 

_ Judgement is inapposite because the findings in that judgement can have "'no preclusive effect on 

the Dordevic Trial Chamber''.402 Regariling Dordevic's argument that the Serbian forces acted in 

pursuit of legitimate targets, the Prosecution responds that Dordevic ignores 1he Trial Chamber's 

finding -that while anti-terrorist activities might have been among the objectives, the .Serbian 

operations were directed again!,t the Kosovo Albanian civilians.403 Fm.ally, the Prosecution argues 

that contrary to Doraevic's submissions, the Trial Judgement contains sufficient findings with 

~spect to the acts of each of the 11 identified JCE members.404 

137. Dordevic replies that, rather than suggesting an additional requirement to joint criminal 

enterprise liability, bis argument i.s that where the "alleged JCE members do not act in unison", a 

396 Don1evic Appeal Brief, para. 96. 
397 Dordevi.t Appeal Brief, para. 98. In this regard, E>ordevic refers to the Mi1uti:novic et al. Trial Ch!lIIIOOr's finding 

that it Wll!l unable to conclude that Ojdanic's and l.azarevic~s actions "refl.octed a shared criminal purpose". 
Dordevic Appeal Brief. para. 98, referring to Milutuwvic et al. Trial Judgement, paras 618; 919. See also Bordevic 
Reply Brief, para. 26. 

l~I Dordevic Appeal Brief. para. 98, referring to Trial Judgtlment, para. 2120, fn. 517 4, 
3'i Dordevic Appeal Brief, para.. 98. -
400 Prosecution Response Brief, paras 75, 78-80. 
-40l Prose.cuti.on Response Brid", para. 81, refemng to Tri.al Judgement, para. 2126. 
401. Prosecution Response Brief. para. 82 
403 Prosecution.Response Brief, para. S3, referring to Trial Judgement, paras 2129-2130. 
- Prdsecution ResponBe Brief, para. 84, refea:ing, by way of example, to the Trial Chamber's findings with respect to 

S1obodan Mi.losevit (Trial Judgeme.Dt,. paras 230, 233, 1979). 
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trier of fact is expected to scrutinise the evidence before concluding on the existence of a shared 

common purpose. 405 

B. Analysis 

138. With regard·to Dordevic's first submission, the Appeals Chamber emphasises that in order 

to conclude on the existence of a common pmpose, it is not require.d. to establish that a plurality of 

persons acted in unison. 406 What is required to be established is "that a plurality of persons shared 

the common criminal purpose''. 407 The existence of such· a common criminal purpose, partic~ly 

one that has not been previously arranged or formulated but :materialised extemporaneously, may be 

inferred '"'from. the fact that a plurality of persons acts in unison to put into effect a joint criminal 

enterprise". 408 In other words, it is not necessary to establish that joint criminal enterprise members 

acted in unison in. order to reach a concJusion on the existence of the common purpose. 

139. In the present case, the Trial Chamber concluded. that there existed "a plan, involving a 

plurality of persons. to modify the demographic balance of Kosovo by a campaign of terror and 

i 
) 

violence, and that these persons particip_ated in the common purpose and shared the intent to j· 

commit such crimes".409 It based this conclusion on, inter alia, the "scale of tl:ie operations across 

Kosovo, the pattern of crimes committed against Kosovo Albanian civilians, and the mt,tltitude of 

different units of the VJ and MUP involved in such actions".410 In support of this conclusion the 

Trial Chamber ref erred to several facto~, inter alia, evidence· regarding the establishment and 

functioning of the Joint Comm.and to plan and coordinate operations of the MUP and VJ in Kosovo, 

minutes of meetings of MUP and VJ organs where joint op.erations were planned and ordered, 

orders effectuating such · plans and evidence that the plans were implemented on the ~ound. 

monitored, and reported on by the same persons, and the fact that 3:t least some JCE members·were 

directly, involved in the concealment of crimes committed pursuant to the common plan.411 In 

addition to the above factors, t1ie Trial Chamber also noted that the evidence adduced in the Ca&(? 

· allowed it to conclude that the members of the JCE acted in unis~m to implement the JCE.412 The 

405 Dordcvi6 Reply Brief, para. 22. 
-406 Brdanin Appeal Judgement, para_ 430, and refurent:es cited therein. Contra Dordevic Appeal Brief, para. 91: 
407 Brdanin Appeal Judgement, para.. 430, md references cited thcrcin. · 
401 Lajisnik Appeal Judgement, fn. 418, andrefcicnces cited therein. 
.,1e9 Trial Judgement,. para. 2128. 
u~ Trial Judgement,. para. 2128. 
411 Tri.el Judgement, para. 2126. , 
412 The Trial Clixmber, poru;ide.red: (i) evidcore on the establishment and ''functioning'' of the Joint Command to plan 

and coordinate the MOP and VJ; (Ii) lllinures of meetings of thee VJ CoJlegium, the Sllfl£Cllle Defence CotIDcil., the 
VJ General Staff, the MOP Collegimn, aru.l tbc MOP Staff for Kosovo, where the joint operations were planned a.T,1d 
ordered; (iii) orders effectuating the pJans; (iv) evidence that sw;.h plans were implemente4 on the ground, 
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Appeals Chamber finds that even if.the MUP was not re-subordinated to the VJ, Dordevic has failed 

to show how this would vitiate the Trial Chamber's conclusion on the existence of the JCE. 

Therefore, beyond merely ,disagreeing with the Trial Chamber's findings, Dordevic has f.ri1ed to 

demonstrate that they are erroneous. 

140. The Appeals Chamber notes that Dordevic's argument regarding the link of coordination, 

rather thah subordination. between the MUP and the VJ was presented at trial.413 . The Trial 

Chamber concluded that the forces of the · MUP and the VJ "worked ·in a highly coordinated 

inanner'' towards the achievement of the. criminal goal.414 In this context. the absence of 

subordination between the two bodies is irrelevant considering that cooperation between the 

participants _of the JCE implies the exi~nce of the comm.on criminal purpose. Nor does 

cooperatii;,n, rather than subordination. undermine the Trial Chamber's finding that the JCE 

members acted in unison. ,is Indeed, the Trial· Chamber's finding tb-t _ the Joint Command 

coordinated the actions of the MVP and VJ does not undermine, and can only provide further 

support for, the finding that the JCE members acted together in unplementing the common 
. ' 

purpose.416 Moreover, the Trial Chamber was clearly cognizant of the re-subordination issue when 

rnaking these findings.417 The Appeals Chamber :fu:ids that Dord:evic bas failed to show that the 
Trial Chamber erred. 

141. As regards Dordevic' s second submission, the Appeals Chamber recalls that in order to 
. . 

conclude that persons. identified as joint criminal enterprise membi?rs acted in furtherance of the 

joint criminal enteq,rise, a trial chamber is required to identify_ the plurality of persons belonging to 

the joint criminal en~_se and establish that they shared a comm.on criminal purpose.418 The 
plurality of persons can be sufficiently identified by referring to "categories or gronps of persons", 

and it is not necessary to name each of the individuals invol~ed. 419 Furthermore, the common 

purpose can be inferred from the fact that a plurality of persons acts in unison to put into effect a . . 
joint criminal enterprise.420 It is therefore not required, as a matter of law, that a trial chamber make 

a_ separate finding on the individual actions and th(? intent of each member of a joint criminal 

;monitored. and reported on by tbe same pen;ons; and (v) that at leiu;t some JCE members were cfuectly involved in 
the conce·alment of crimes (Trial Judgement, para. 2126). 

413 See TI:w Judgement, para. 2123, referring to Dor&vic Closing Brief, para. 297. 
414 Trial Judgement, para. 2128. 
,us See mpra, para. 139. 
416 Contra F)cm1evic Appeal Brief, para. 95, referring to Trial Judgement, para. 264. 
417 See Trial Judgement, para. 2123. 
411 See supra, para.. 138. See also Br-damn Appeal Judgement, para. 430. 
419 See Krajisn.ik Appeal Judgement, para. 156. refei:ring to limoj et al Appeal Judgement, para. 99, Br&nin Appeal 

Judgemmt, para.. 430. 
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enterprise to establish that a plurality of persons acted together in implemen,ting the common 

pq,rpose. The Appeals Chamber therefore _finds that the Tri.al ~ber was not.required to examine I _ 
the individual actions or scrutinise the intent of each member of the JCE. 

142. Furthermore, j.n relation to Dordevic'.s ·general contention that the Tri~ Chamber erred in 

rea~bing a different conc~usion by applying a different standard than the Trial Chamber in 

Milutinovic et aL case,421 the Appeals Chamber considers that ''findings of criminal responsibility 

made in a case before the Tribunal are run.ding only for the in.dividuai accused in that specific 

case". 422 Therefore, in the MUutirwvic et al. case the Trial Chamber Wa$ required to scmtimse the 

actus reus and mens rea of each JCE_ member who was accused in that case in order to reach a 

conclusion beyond a reasonable doubt on their individual criminal responsibility. However, :in the 

present case, findings concerning those individuals are only relevant to the analysis aimed at 

establishing that Dordevic acted in concert with a plurality of persons and shared the common 

p~se to further the ICE, in order to make a finding beyond a reasonable ck,ubt regarding his 

individual criminal responsibility only. . 

143. In any event, the Appeals Chamber recalls that in making facrual findings, judges rely solely 

and excl~ively on the evidence adduced in 1:h-e particular case.423 Uierefore, itis entirely acceptable 

that on the basis of two different case records, judges arrive at different conclusions, even if they 

concern the same events. 424 Merely referring to factual conclusions from ~other case falls short of 

showing that ,w reasonable trier of fact could reach the same conclusion as the Trial Chamber on 

the basis of the evidence adduced in this_particular case.425 

144. · The Appeals Chamber therefore rejects Dordevic' s submission that the Trial Chamber erred 

in failing to address individual actions and intentions of the identified participants of the JCE by 

applying a lower standard. 

420 See Krajisnik Appeal Judgemeat, fn. 418. and references cited the.rein; Brt!ani.n. Appeal Judgement, para. 430. 
421 Dordevic Appeal Brief, paras 96, 98. 
422 Prosecutor ·v. Ante Gotuvina et al, Case No. IT-06-90-A. Decision on Motion to Intervene and Statement of 

lnterest by the Republic of Croatia, 8 February 2012, para. i2. 
ffl Cf-, m a differ-cnt context, Nahimana et al Appeal Judgement, paras 78, 84-&5; Akayesu Appe.a.I Judgement, 

para. 269. · 
424 Lulic and LJ1.k:it Appeal Judgement, para. 396, ciling Krnojelac Appeal Judgemollt, paras 11-12. It must be bome 

in mmd that two judges. both acting reasonably, can come to diff'e:rcnt conclusions even. on the basis of the same 
evidence (see e.g. Kupreskic et al Appeal Judgement, para. 30; Tadic"-Appeal Judgement, para. 64; Rmaganda 
Appeal Judgement; para. 22). 

425 See supra. para. 20. 
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145. The issue before the Appeals .Chamber is instead whether a reasonable trier of fact could 

r-each the same conclusion as the Trial Chamber, on the basis of the evidence on the record in this 

case. The Trial Chamber discussed ample evidence in this regard and made findings on 

contributions of JCE members to the common.purpos~.426 It identified the core members of the JCE · 

an~ as discussed above, concluded that they act.eel in unison to further the JCE:427 Further. the Trial 

Chµ.mber made several findings ~n the shared intent of !CE members with respect to the 

implementation. of the common purpose through the commission of deportation, forcible transfer, 

murder, and persecutions.428 AB discussed later in this Judgement, Dordevic does not show why, in 

·bis opinion. the Trial Chamber erre.d in relying on these findings 1:? conclude that the JCE members 

participated in the common plan. 

146. · The Appeals Cb.amber has already discussed and rejected' Dordevie s arguments suggesting 

that the Serbian !orces acted inpursuit of a legitimate target rather than in furtherance of a COIIlIIlOn 

criminal purpose.429 Dordevic's submissions under this ground of appeal do not add anything in this 
' i 

regard. 

147. Considering the above, the Appeals Chamber finds that Dordevic has failed to show that no 

reasonable trier of fact, based on the evidence, could have reached the same conclusion as the Trial 

Chamber did; and merely repeats the arguments that were unsuccessful at trial without 

demonstrating that their rejection by the Trial Chamber constituted an error warranting the 

intervention of the Appeals Chamber.430 

148. In light of the foregoing. the Appeals Chamber dismisses Dordevic's fourth ground of 

appeal. 

426 See Trial Judgement, paras 2012, 2013, 2018, 2020, 2021, 2023, 2025, 2035, 2037, 2051, 2068, 2112. 2118, 2127. 
See'also Exhibits P387, p. 3; D343. These contributions compriSedof ordering co-ordinated operations of the MOP 
and VJ and associated forces to commit crimes in furtherance of the common plan. and to conceal the evidence 
thereof (Trial Judgement, paras 2112. 2118, 2128). See also infra. parM 179-193, 198-208 . 

.m See srq,ra,, para. 13~ Trial Judgement, paras 2126-2128. 
~ Tri2l Judgement, paras 2014, 2018, 2020. 2021, 2023, 2025, 2118,, 2126. 
429 See supra, paras 97-98.107-109. ' 
430 See supra, para. 20. 
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149. Dordevic submits that the Trial Chamber erred ~ finding that the purpose of the ICE was to 

modify the ethnic balance of Kosovo in order to ensure Serb:ian control over the province, without 
. ' 

any proof that the JCE members, includmg Dordevic, intended to expel Kosovo Albanians on a 

pe~ent basis.431 He argues that an intention to expel on a temporary basis wo~d lead to a 

temporary shift in the ethnic balance; therefore, it would not achieve the purpose of ensuring 

Serbian CQntrol over the province, since such control ~ould be lost the moment the Kosovo 

Albanians rehlmed. 432 Moreover, Don1evic argues tbat there is a "gap" in the T°:al Chamber's 

analysis as there is no finding as to "how the intentional displacement of Kosovo Albanians on an 

internal and/or temporary basis supported the conclusion that the purpose of the ICE was to· 

permanently alter the ethnic balance -of Kosovo". 433 

150. Further, Dordevic contends that the Ttial Chamber erred in finding that the seizure and 

destruction of identity doc~nts was widespread and systemai:ic434 sin~e: (i) the identification 

. documents of at least eight witnesses - in six municipalities- - were not confiscated upon their 

departure from Kosovo;435 and (ii) it failed to con.sider_ the possibility that the destruction of 

documents was not the result of a pre-planned general practice forrnulate.d at a higher level, but 

rather an occurrence caused_by frequent hostility and ill-discipline amongst low ranking VJ and/or 

MUP members.436 Furthermore. Dordevic argues that the Trial Chamber's :findings are inconsistent 

and inadequately reasoned because the Trial Chamber made "imprecise references to 'senior 

leadership or[ ... ] ~y and Serbian governments'", in.stead of scrutinising the intentions of the JCE 

members.437 

431 I>or&vic Appeal Brief. paras 100--101, 105-107; Dordevic Reply Brief, para. 27. See also Appeal Hearing, 13 May 
2013, AT. 173, where Dordevic reiterates, in relation 'to the ICE members, t1iat although paragraph 2127 of the 
Tri.al Judgement identifies them, t:bcir respective roles are not clear {Appeal Hearing, 13 May 2013, AT. 173). 

4n Bordevic Appeal Brief, paras 100-101. 105-107; Dordevic Reply Brief, i:iara. 27. · 
433 Doroevit Appeal Brief. paras 105-107. 
434 Dordevic Appeal Brief, pans 102-103, refcmng to Trial Judgement. paras 2007-2008, 2080. 
435 Dordevit Appeal Brief, para. 103, referi::ing to Trial Jurlgement, fn. 1857, paras 643, 724, 777. 822, 1075, 1095, 

1099. 
436 Dordevic Appeal Brief. para. 103. 
437 Bordcv:ic Appeal Brief, para. 104, referring to Trial Judgemf:01:, para. 2051. 
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151. The Prosecution responds that Dordevic's challenges should be summarily dismissed. 438 It 

contends that despite Dordevic's claims to the contrary, the Trial Chamber relied on a "wealth of 

evidence'' in· finding. that the :Ml.JP' s practice of confiscating and destroying Kosovo Albanians' 

identification documents was a common 8:11-d widespread occurrence.439 With rega.¢ to the 

witnesses whose identification documents were :riot confiscated, the ~rosecution notes ~ the Trial 

Chamber considered that these individuals were subject to a series of acts that were intended to 

:instil fear ~d persuade them to leave Kosovo.440 The Prosecuti,on also notes that in addition to the 
- ' 

MUP' s destruction of identification documents, the Trial Chamber considered six other factors in 

2184 

finqing tha1 JCE members shared a common purpose, namely: (i) demographic indications; (ii) the· 

build up and use of Serbian and FRY forces along with the arming of the non-Albanian civilian 

population; (iii) the pattern of cnmes~ (iv) the coordinated use of :MVP and VJ forces; (v) the 

disproportionate use of force in "anti-terrorist" actions; and (vi) efforts to conceal the crimes agamst 

Kosovo Alb:urian civilians.441 Further, the Prosecution argues that Dordevic failed to reference any 
instance in wbich the Trial Chamber found that the displacement of Kosovo Albanians was meant 

to be temporary.442 The Prosecution contends that Dordevic fails to iden~ the Trial Chamber's 

findings he alleges to be "inconsistent and inadequately reasoned" and this argument should 

therefore also be summarily dismissed.. 443 It also argues that Dordevic fails to substantiate his claim . 

that the Trial Chamber did not scrutinise the intentions of the alleged JCE members.444 

152. D~evic replies that the Prosecution ignores his contentions that the Trial Chamber was 

required to find that the JCE members shared a common goal of permanently expelling Kosovo 

Albanians, and that the Trial Chamber failed to make such a finding.445 

_ B. Analysis 

153. Toe Appeals Chamber finds that Dordevic's submissions misrepresent the Trial Chamber's 

findings. The purpose of the JCE, as found by the Trial Chamber, was not to pemume:ntly change 

the ethnic balance of Kosovo, but to demographically modify Kosovo "to ensure continued Serbian 

control over the province'M5 by waging a campaign of terror against the Kosovo Alb~an civilian 

cs Prosecu.ti.on Response Brief, p~ _86. 
439 Prosecution Response Brief, para. 87. 
440 Prosecution Response Brief, paras 90-91.-
441 Prosecuti.on Response Brief. para. 89, refening to Trial Judg~ paras 2009-2069, 2081-2108. 
442 Prosecution Response Brief, para. 93. 
443 Prosecution Response Brief, para. 92, refciring to Dordevit Appeal Brief, para. 104. 
444 Prosecution Response Brief, para.. 92. 
«s Dordevic Reply Brief, para. IT. 
446 Trial Judgement. para. 2003. 
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population, which included deportations-, forcible transfers, murders, and the destruction of religious 
. ' 

or culturally significant property.447 

154. The Appeals Chamber considers that this goal does not require a finding that the ethnic 

· balance~ changed PeIID..3D:ently, or that all members of the JCE shared the intent to permanently 

remove the Kosovo Albanians. As a matter oflaw, the objective or common purpose does not need . . . 

to be achieved in order for a. trial chamber to conclude that a plurality of persons shared a common 

purpose or that crimes were _committed in furtherance of a joint criminal. enterprise.448 Therefore, 

the Trial Chamber's conclus!on that the common purpose was to change the ·ethnic balance of 

Kosovo to en.sure Serb control over the province would still be reasonable even if the shift in ethnic 

balance was temporary and the purpose in fact not achieve.cl.. More.<?ver, in relation to the-crimes 

through which a common pmpose is implemented., the Appeals Chamber stresses that the mens rea 

of deportation· and forcible transfer do not requrre an intention to displace the persons across the 

border on a pennanent basis.449 The Trial Chamber was therefore not required .to enter such 

findings. 

155·. · Nevertheless, the Trial Chamber would not be prevented from relying on evidence of 

permanent_ displacement in support of its conclusions. In this ca~. the Trial Chamber was clearly 

cognisant ·that evidence of preventing the return. of the Kosovo Albanian population indicated the 

common pU1pOse of changing the ethnic balance of Kosovo and ensuring Serbian control The Trial 

Chamber found 1liat the only reasonable inference as to the intent behind the policy of seizing and 

destroying identification documents and vehicle licences and plates, for example, was "t:o prevent 

the Kosovo Albanians from proving their identities as citizens with the right to return" .450 Toe Trial 

Chamber was ••satisfied that this constitute[ dl strong evidence of a criminal plan to expel the 

Kosovo Albanian population from Kosovo" .451 The Appeals Chamber finds that there Wi;tS no gap in 

the Tri_al Chamber's analysis. 

15(i.. . The Appeals Chamber further finds that the Trial Chamber's conclusion that the seizure of 

identification documents and vehicle licences and plates amoup.ted to a widespread and systematic 

447 See Trw Judgement, paras 2003, '2D07, 2128, 2130-2153. 
~ Soc Vasiljevic Appeal.Judgement, para. 100. ·a 

449 Kraft.snit Appeal Judgement., para. 304. See also Stakic Appeal Judgement, paras 278, 307; Bn1a:nin Appeal 
Judgemmt, para. 206. 

450 Trial Judgement. para. 2080 (emphasis added). The Trial Chamber found wpersua.sive Dordevic's argument that 
the documents were not actually lost &iru:.e Kosovo Albanians could simply reapply for replacement documents, 
because that would entail rcapplymg· to the same forces tba:l had originally confiscated them and the Serbian 
government; had ordered that personal identification numbers would not be re-issued ''until fwtber notice" (Trial 
Judgement, para. 2079). 
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policy is not undermined by the fact that the identification documents of at least eight persons were 

n~t seized.452 In reaching its conclusion on the existence of such a practice, the Trial Chamber 

relied on ample eviq.ence that m March and April 1999, MUP forces confiscated and destroyed the 

identification documents, and, at times, vehicle licences and plates, of individuals who _ were 

expelled from a nlimber of towns and villages.453 It further relied on the fact that the practice took 

place in almost all mmricipalities in K-osovo and that people: travelling in convoys were asked for 

their identification documents multiple times at designated checkpoints, and aga,in at the border 

crossing.4?4 The Trial Chamber was presented with overwhelming evidence that people crossing the 

border in refugee convoys were instructed to give up their identification documents; vehicle 

registration. and licence plates at the crossing.455 Based on the evidence of two witnesses, the Trial 

Chamber ·found that in June 1999, MUP -officers purposefully burned a large number of 

identification documents, passports, and applications for passports in Pristina/Prishtine.456 The Trial 

Cham~ noted that although the trial record contained no written orders directing the MUP and the 
. . ~ 
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VJ to confiscate documents, Witness K54 gave evidence that it was "common knowledge" that 

there were orders for the police and the VJ to confiscate Kosovo Albanians' identification 

documents at the bc!rder and bum them, in order to prevent them from claiming that they w~ from . 

Kosovo.457 Witness K.89 testified that he received an order to destroy identification documents of 

Kosovo Albanians and that he also witnessed identification documents being confisq.ted and 

destroyed by the VJ.458 .Fmthermore, the Trial Chamber also considered and found unreliable the 

evidence of Defence witnesses who claimed not to be aware of any such practice or who claimed 

m Trial Judgement. para. 2080. 
452 See Dordevic Appeal Brief, para. 103. -
453 Trial Judgement, paras 2072.2073. 
454 Trial Judgement, paraB 'lJJ72.'lfJ73, 2080. See also Trial Judgement, para. 2IJ77, cli.&cussing the credibility of 

Defence witnesses_ who denied being aware of the practice:, to seize identification documents or that documents 
were seized by the VJ and.MOP forces. 

455 Trial Judgement, paras 530--531 (unclear how many persons, as witnesses gave inconsistent evidence: 8,000, 
10,000, or 4,000•5,000 (Trial Judgement, fn. 1943)), 700 (several thousands), 739 (no.defined how many persons, 
however the evidence is that the convoy was transported to the border by 20 brnses and truck tbll1 made several 
rides (Trial Judge.tIWDt, paras 736-738)), 905 (300 persons), 906 (7,000·8,000), 909 (10,000-15,000). 
See ExbibitB P281, p. 3 (about 10.000·12.000 were in the COJJvoy; thcte was a basket ~t the border where people 
had to throw the identifu:aoon docummts in); P499, pp 4458-4459, 4484 (there is no :indication of numbers.; 
however the conVO}' crossing ovc:-.r the harder took so long and was so crowded that it took the witness three hours 
to advance appro:rililately 50 metfis. At the border there we.re b11£kcts where the refugees had to throw in their 
identification documents before crossing the border); P628, pP 4156--4157 (a little less than 20,000); K81, 15 May 
2009, T. 454S-4546 ("approximately a thousand'.'). 

456 Trial Judgement, paras '2IJ75~'11J76. referring to Richard Ciag:1:insb, 25 May 2009, T. 5290-5291, Karol John 
Drewiewciewicz. 23 Jun 2009, T. 6399, Exhibits PB32. p. 10, P833, pp 3210-3211, P834, pp 6848--6849, P997, 
pp 7816, 7822, 7994-7996 . 

.,m Trial JudgemeDl;, para. 2078, i;efei:ring to Exhibit P784, p. 2_ 
458 Trial Judgemerrt, para. 2078, rdemng to Ex:bibit P1274· pp 9124-9126, 9154-9155, 9186, K89; 26 Aug 2009, 

T. 8476--8478. - -
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that there was no such practice. 459_ While the Trial Chamber recognised that the eight wi1nesses 

referred to by Dordevic did nothave their identification documents seized, the Appeals Chamber is 

satisfied that based on its extensive analysis of the evidence, the Trial Chamber reasonably 

concluded that the· practice of seizure of identification documents and vehicle licenses and plates 

existed and was widespread and systematic. 460 

157. In relation to Dordevic' s argument that the 1:rial Chamber failed to consider and exclude the 

poss~bility that instances of destr:oction of identification documents were equally consistent with 

·'hos_tility and ill-discipline" amongst low ranlcing mem°Qers of the VJ and/or MUP rather than proof 

of a high level policy,461 ~ Appeals Chamber recalls that a trial chamber does not have to discuss 

other inferences it may have considered, as long as it is satisfied that the inference it retained was 

_the only reasonable one.462 Besides disagreeing with the Trial Chamber's· finding, Dordevic has 

failed to point to any evidence on the record supporting bis theory and to demonstrate how the Trial 

Chamber erred His argument is therefore_ dismissed.463 

15&. _ The Appeals Chamber further finds unpersuasive Dordevic's contention that the Trial 

Chamber's findings are "inconsistent and inadequately reasoned", because it made ••imprecise 

references to '~nior leadership' or[ ... ] 'FRY and Serbian governments"' instead cif "scrutinising" 

the intention of the alleged JCE members. 464 First, the Appeals Chamber ~alls that in order to 

establish that a plurality of persons shared the common purpose, 465 the Trial Chamber was not 

required as a matter of law to scrutinise the intention of each JCE member. 466 Further, it was . 

· entitled to infer, as it did, that the ICE members shared the common plan based on circumstantial 

evidence: including the fact that they acted in u.nison.467 Furthermore, Dordevic ignores the Trial 

• 59 Trial Judgement, para. 2071, referring to Defence Cosing Brief, paras 351-352, 355 .and 358. See also Trial 
Judgement, paras 2007-2008, 2D72-20S0 (citations omitted). The Appeals Chamber notes that the Trial Chamber 
did not estimate the number of those whose identification documents wen: seized, however, it did estimate that at 
least 200,000 Kosovo Albanians were deported from the specific locations listed in. the indictmell1 from 24 March 
to 20 June 1999 (Trial Judgement, para. 1700). · 

460 Trial JudgemeJ?I; para. 2080. The Trial ~ foUDd that this was strong evidence and not, ·as Dordevic argues, 
the strongert indication of a plan to prevent the Kosovo .Albanil!IlS from returning (Trial Judgement:, para. 2080.) 
Contra Don1evic Appeal Brwf. paras 102-103. 

4111 Dordevic Appeal Brief,"para. 103. 
461 Krajisnik Appeal Judgement, para. 192. See Trial Judgement, paras. 2080, 2130. See also Trial Judgement, 

para. 2077 ( dealing with the credibility of Dcl'ence witnesses who claimed they did not know of any such policy). 
463 See supra, para. 20. 
464 Dordevi6 Appeal Brief, para. 104. See Trial Judgement, paras 2126-21:lS. 
465 Brdanin Appeal Jwigew-.nt, para. 430, and.references cited therein. See supra., paras 138-139, 141; infra., para. 175 .. 
4116 See Krajifnik Appeal Judgenllmt, fn. 418, and references cited tMrein; Brtlani.n Appeal Judgement, para. 430, and 

references cited therein. See also supra, para. 141. 
4QI Trial Judgement, paras 2025~2026, 2051, 2126-2128. See Krajisrdk Appeal Judgement, fn. 418, and references j · 

_ cited therein. See also &rJ[)llL, para. 145. I 
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Chamber's other relevant findings.468 As discussed in other parts of this Judgement, the Trial 

Qiamber clearly identified the core membe~ of the JCE,469 discussed extensively and in detail the 

command structure coordinating the actions of the: Serbian forces in Kosovo, set out the role of the 

identified J CE members in this structme, 470 and found that the evidence supported a fincling that · 

they_ acted in unison to implement the JCE. 471 Dordevic' s argument is therefore dismiss~ 472 

159. In light of the above considerations, the Appeals Chamber finds that Dordevic has failed to 

show that no reasonable trier of fact could conclude that a shared common plan existed with the 

purpose to modify Ko~ovo's ethnic balance and ensure Serbian control over the territory by waging 

a campaign of terror and violence against the Kosovo Albanian population. 

C. Conclusion 

160. In light of the foregoing, the Appeals Chamber dismisses E>ordevic'' s :fifth ground of appeal . 

in its entirety. 

46t See Botdevic Appeal Brief, para. 104, referring to Trial Judgement. para. 2051. See Trial Judgement, 
paras 2126-2128. 

469 See supra, paras 111, 127, 145. See infra, para. 166. 
470 See i,ifra, pans 166-169. 
471 Sec: supra, paras 139, 145. The Appeals Chambor notes Dordevid suggestion in passing that the Trial Chamber also 

failed to establish the alleged ICE members' intent to commit murders and persecutions of Kosovo Albanians 
(f)ordevic Appeal Brief, para. 106). This argument will be addressed later in this Judgmnent (see infra, 
paras 188-193, 199-207). Wbethe:r Do_rdevit possessed the requisite intent will be addressed la.ta in this Judgement 
(see infra, paru. 463-514). · 

4-72. See supra, para. 20. 
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VIII. DORDEVIC'S SIXTH GROUND OF APPEAL, IN PART: ALLEGED 

ERRORS WITH RESPECT TO ATTRIBUTING PERPETRATORS' CRIMES 

· TO ICE MEMBERS 

A. Introduction 
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161. The Trial Chamber found that the JCE members shared the comm.on plan to change the -

ethnic balance of Kosovo in order to enswe Serbian control by waging a campaign of terror against · 

the Kosovo Albanian population tf?rough murders, deportation, other inhumane acts (forcible 

transfers), and persecutions (through murder, deportation, forcible "transfer, and wanton destruction 

of religious sites).473 ~ recalled earlier, the Trial Chamber found that this campaign was 

implemented by the Serbian f~s against Kosovo Albanians starting in 1998, before the JCE had 

come into existence by mid-Janumy 1999, and continuing throughout the war.474 

B. Arguments of the parties 

162. As part of the submissions in his sixth ground of appeal, Dordevic conte1:1ds that the Trial 
. . 

Chamber failed to establish and/or provide reasoning as to ''how each physical perpetrator was used 
. . 

to commit the crimes that they committed" ,475 th.us extending bis joint criminal enterprise µability 

far beyond the jurisprudence of the Brdanin and Krajiinik Appeal Judgements/76 He adds that the 

Trial Chamber's approach in this regard is too vague and is phrased ambiguously as the Trial 
. . . 

Chamber simply concluded that the vast majority of the crimes, but not all of them. were part of the 

common pm:pose.477 Dordevic argues that in so doing, the Trial Chamber failed to demonstrate the 

required link for ~ach crime site.478 

163. The Prosecution responds that the Trial Chamber properly applied the law and follI½1-that 

JCE members controlled MOP and VJ structures and used the~ in coordination to implement the 

JCE. 479 The Prosecution argues that the Trial Chamber properly convicted Dordevic after having 

_ made the necessary findings in relation to: (i) the nature. of the common plan; (ii) how the ICE 
. . 

members used the physical perpetrators to implement it; and (iii) which crimes fell _within the 

,C13 Trial Judgement, para& 212.6-2128, 2130, 2136, 2138-2149, 2151-2152. 
,m See supra., para. 86. 
47S Dcmkvic Appeal Brief, para. 12.6. 
476 Don1evic Appeal Brief, pam.126; Appeal.Hearing, 13 May 2013, AT. 173. 
4-77 Don1evic Appeal Brief. paras 127-128, referring to Trial Judgement, paras 2051, 2069, 2128, 213·2, 2136. 
-<-75 DordevicAppeal Brief, paras 127-128, refen:ingto Trial Judgement, paras 2051, 2069, 2128, 2132, 2136. 
' 79 Prosecution Response Brief, paras 105-106. 
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common plan. 4go The Prosecution argues that Dordevic fails to show that no reasonable trial 

chamber could have reached this conclusion.481 

164. Dordevic replies that. based on the case law, :merely identifying a physical perpet:rator'·s 

apparent affiliation (e.g. :Ml.JP or VJ) without showing who used that physical perpetrator is 

:insufficient 482 Finally, he submits that in any event the Trial Chamber applied the wrong standard, 

because it suggested that the crimes were committed as a result of "vague language in orders". 483 

C. Analysis 

165. Toe Appeals Chamber recalls that all members of a joint criminal enterprise are responsible 

for a crime committed by a non-member of the joint criminal enterprise if it is shown that.the crime 

can be imputed to at least one member who acted in furtherance of the common plan when using 

· the non-member.484 The establishment of the link between the crime in question and the joint 

cr:imi:nal enterprise member is to be assessed on a case-by-case basis.485 AB a matter of law, there is 

no requirement that a trial chamber demonstrate '"bow each physical· perpetrator was used to 

commit the crimes'' in order to establish such link, provided that the trial cham~ identifies how 

one or more members. of the joint criminal enterprise used the forces to which these physical 

perpetrators belonged in furtherance of the con;rrnon plan. 486 · 

166. The Trial Chamber identified the following individuals as members of the ICE: Slobodan 

Milosevic, President of the FRY; Nikola Samovic. Deputy Prime Minister of the FRY responsible 

for Kosovo; Vlajko Stojiljkovic, Minister of the Interior; Vlasti.nrir Dordevic, Head of the RIB; 

Radomir Markovic. Head of the RDB; Sreteri Lukic, Head of tbe MUP Staff for Kosovo; 

Stevanovic, Chief of the RIB Police Administration~ Dragan Die, Chief of the RIB Crime Police 

Administration; Dragoljub Ojdanic, Chief of the VJ General Staff/Supreme Command Staff~ 

Nebojsa Pavkovic, Commander· of the VJ 3rd Army; and Vladimir L~vic, Commander of the 

Prlstina Coips.487 

4H11 Prosecution R.l:s~Brief, pmas 106-111. 
-11!1 Prosecuri.onRcspoo.seBrief., para. 111. 
482 Dordevic Reply Br.id, pariu; 29-30. 
483 f>ordevic Reply Brief, para. 35 . 

. 4S4 Krajiinik Appeal Judgement, paras 225,235. 
485 Martic Appeal Judgement, par11.& 168-169; Brtlanin Appeal J~nt. paras 413, 418; Kraji§nik Appeal 

Judgement, paras 225-226, See also· Krajisnik·Appcal Judgement, paras 235-237. 
""86 See Krajilni.k Appeal. Judgement, paras 235-237. Contra Dordevic Appeal Brief, para. 126 (emphasis in original). 
487 Trial Judgement, para. 2127. 
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167. It finther conclud.e.d that VJ, MUP, and associated forces that physically committed the 

crimes "'were used by ICE members, in coordination, ·to implement the common plan".48& In 

reaching this conclusion it found that the Joint Command coordinated the actions of the VJ, MUP, 

and associated forces in Kosovo before and during the Indictment period. 489 The Tri.al ~ber also 

held that the command bodies of the VJ (being the Supreme Def.e.nce Council, the VJ Collegium, as 

well as the leadership of the VJ 3m Army _and of the Pristina Corps in particular) and of the MUP 
- . 

(being the MUP Staff in Pristina/Prishtine, the MVP Co~egium, the chiefs of the RDB and RIB~ 

and within the RIB the heads of the Police A.d.J;ninistration and Cnme Police Administration) "who 

continued to exercise their powers of authority and control over the forces un~ their command, 

including Special Police and Special Anti-Terrorist Units ('"PJP" and "SAJ'', respectively), were 

responsible for implementing the plan for the use of the forces in an operational sense" .490 

168. The Trial Chamber also set out in great detail the hierarchical strnctare and functioning of 

-the VJ and MUP forces present and/or deployed in Kosovo, as well as paramilitary or volunteer 

forces.491 These forces included for the MUP: the RIB, under the conllol of Dordevi6,4n tbe most 

important organisational units of which were the Crime_ Police Administration. beaded by Dragan 

Ilic, and the Police Adminisllation., headed by Stevanovic;493 the Secretariat for Internal Affairs 

("SUP") ( composed of the OUP), all subordinated to the RJB494 and whose operations were planned 

and coorclinated by the MUP Staff in Pristina/Pri.shtine headed by Luldc;495 the PJP, under the 

control of Dordevi6;496 the SAJ, under the control of Dordevic;497 and the -RDB, directed and 

controlled by Slobodan Milosevic through its Cbi~f. Markovic.4911 For the VJ, the primary unit in · 

Kosovo was the Pristina Corps, an element of the VJ 3rd Army. with a headquarter in 

481 Tri.al-Judg~ para. 2051. See also Trial.Judgement, paras 2036, 2128. 
489 Trial Judgement., paras 252, 241, 2051- The Appeals Chamber recalls the Trial Ch.amber's previous fi.uding that 

members of the- Joint -Command included. the following JCE members; Nikola Sainovic, Vlastimir Doi-d.evic, 
Nebojsa Pavlrovic, Sreten Luki.6, Vladimir Lazarevic (Trial Judgement, para.. 239. See also Tri.al Judgement, 
pan. 241). , 

490 Tri.al Judgement;, para. 2051.-'The Trial, Chamber further considered: tb.e testimony of VJ witnesses who testified 
they were ordered to expel_Kosovo Albanians or to bum villages (Trial Judgement, para. 2007); orders issued by 
the VJ Gen.oral S~ 3j,l Army OOJ;ll]Iland on the use of the VJ :in coordination with the MUP prior to NA10 
intervention (Trial Judgement, para. 2018); Dordevic" s dispatch for the call and registration of volunteers to bolster 
~ MUP for the forthcoming mopping up operati.Oll8 (Trial Judgement, paras 2020-2021); and its findmg on. a joint 
decision to use panmilitaries togelher with. tbe MOP (Trial Judgemoot, para. 2021). 

4~1 Tri.al Judgement. ChapwrW. -
4n Trial Judgement, paras 40-45, 1892, 1898, 2154, 2171. 
493 Trial Judgement, paras 41, 60. _ 
494 Trial Judgement, paras 46, 48. 
◄!I> Trial Judgement, paras 49, 1897. 
496 Trial Judgement, paras 61-63, 1892, 1898, 2154, 2171. 
4!17 Trial Judgement, paras 71-72, 1892, 1898, 2154, 2171. 
491 Trial Judgement, para. 79. The RDB included the ISO, headed by Franko Sima.tovjc (Tri.al Judgement, para.. 80). 
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Pristina/Prisbtine, 499 It was headed by Lazarevic, who responded to the Commander of the 

3rd Army,_ Pavkovic.500 In additi~ there were two special forces that dealt with anti-terrorist 

activities: the VJ 72nd Special Brigade and 63rd Parachute Brigade, directly subordinated to the VJ 

General Staff, under the control of Ojdanic. SOl The Trial ~er also found that Dordevic, as 

Head of the RIB and as Assistant Minister, had de jure powers and exercised effective control over 

the police in Ko~ovo who perpetra:te.d the majority of the crimes against Kosovo Albanians during 

the Indictment period, inclwling re&eITe and regular police. the PJP, SUP, and the SAJ.502 

169. In sum, the Trial Chamber identified which MUP and VJ units and/or departments were 

active in Kosovo during the relevant time, the leaders of these units in the operational sense, and 

how these persons were linked to the higher command bodies of the MUP and VJ in Belgrade. It 

found that the· MUP forces active in Kosovo were ultimately responding to Dordevic, directly or 

through other JCB members present on the ground, such as Lukic, Stevanovic. and Dragan Ilic. It 

further found that the VJ units ultimately responded to Ojdanic, either directly or through other JCE 

members on the ground, such as Pavkovic and Lazarevic. The Trial Chamber identified to which 

units of the VJ or MUP the paramilitary/volunteer units were associated or re-subordinated.503 The 

Trial Chamber thereby established that the physical perpetrators were under the responsibility or 

command of several individuals it explicitly identified as the core JCE members. The Appeals 

Chamber recalls that the llnk ?etween the physical perpetrator and a joint criminal enterprise 

member need not be direct but may be indirect, i.e. established based on the hierarchical structure of 

the forces involvec:I in- the perpetration of the crimes.504 Toe Appeals Chamber therefore finds that 

m T~ Judgement, para. 158. 
500 Trial Judgement, paras 158, 166. 
501 Trial Judgement, paras 155, 157-158, 164, '166. As for the paramilitaries, see Trial Judgement, paras 205, 2{)8-209, 

. 214, 216; infra. SectionX.F. 
502 Tri.al Judgement, paras 1892. 1898, 2154, 2171. 
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303 Trial Judgement, paras 204--207, 1231-1261 (Scorpions), 208-211 {.Arkan's Tigers), 212-215, 938-1012 (White 
Eagles), 2·16 (_Pauk Spiders-). 

5~ See Martic Appeal Judgement. paras 174--181, referring to Martic Trial Judgement, paras 135, 140-143, 155, 
159-160, 445-446, 453-455, where the Trial Chamber fomtd ¢at a link between Martic and the physical 
perpetrators was establi&bcd mainly on the basis of (i) the biermchical stro.ctnre wi:fuin the JNA. the police am:) 

othor Serb force& active on the territory of the SAO Kraj:ina and the Republic of Serbian Krajma; (ii) Martic"' s 
general role as the Minister of Jnte:dor, bis absolnte authority over the MUP and his control over the armed forces -
of the SAO Krajina; (fu) the cooperation between the TO, the JNA, the Milicija K.rajine and the armed forces of the 
SAO; (iv) the control over the JNA and the TO by other membem of the JCE; and (v) Martic' s conduct and mens 
rea. See furtrer Martic Appeal Inrlgcment, paras 187-189, 195, 205-206, refming to Martic Trial Judgement, paras 
174-181. 202-203, 244-247, 266, 274-275, 281-2&8, 294, 443--444, 446, 450-454, where the Trial Chamberrefa:red 
to evidence establishing that some armed men i&ntifying themselves as ''Martie s men", "Martic' s Militia", or · 
"reserve forces, Martie's troops or Martie's army'' wearing uniforms like those of the army were, in fact. JNA.m 
TO soldiers, or members of the Milicija Krajina, or were at least acting in concert with the INA to commit crime& 
that fell within the JCE. See also Krajiinik Appeal Judgement. JllrnL 226; Brt!.anin Appeal Judg~ para. 413; 
Martic Appeal Judgement, para. 169, holding that the ~lishment of a link between a physical perpetrator - who 
is a non-member of the JCE - and a member of the JCE is a mattm to be assessed on a case-by-case basis. 
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the Trial Chamber established the necessary link between the physical :perpetrators and several JCE • 

members . 

. 170. The Appeals Chamb~ further notes that in the section of the Trial Judgement disc~sing the 

crimes alleged in the Indictment. the Tri.al Chamber detailed which Serbian forces were engaged in 

each municipality and described the orders by which these forces were deployed.505 

5115 Far tlw municipality of Orahovac/Rahovec: Tri.al Judgement, paras 450-455, 478 (Bela Cdcva/Bellacllrke), 501 
(Mala Krusa/K.ru.she-e-Voge:1), 515 (Vclil:a K.rusa/Krngb!..i:--Madbe and Nogavac/Naga.vc), 533~534 . 
(Ce.lina/Celini:). For the municipality. of Primm; Trial Judgement, paras 563-564 (Primm town), 572 · 
(Dusanovo/Dushanove), 581~582 (Pirave/Pil'ane), 590-592 (Landovica/Landovice), 5r._n (Smica/Serbica). For the 
municipality of Srbica/Skendenj: TrW Judgement. paras 610, 644, 649, 651. For the municipality of Suva 
Reka/Suharclre: Trial Judgement, paras 653, 658, 692 (Suva. Reka/Suhare~ town), 704 (Pecane/Peqan), 708 
(Tmjc/Tcmtje), 714, 716, 718 (Belallica/Bellanice), 727 (Budakovo/Budakove). For the municipality of Pec/Peje: 
Tri.al Judgement, paras 742 (Pec/Peje town). Far the municipality of K.osovslra Mitrovica/Mitrovice: Trial 
Judgemept., paras 766-767, 774 (Kosovsk:a Mitrov:ica/Mitrov.ice), 786, 789, 791 (Zabanahabar). For 
Pristina/P:rishtim:: Trial Judgement, paras 797, 800, 816-817, 819, 823, 825; 829. For the municipality of 
Dakovica/Gjakove: Tri.al Judgement, paras 923, 925 (Dakovica/Gjakove). 949-950, 953, 955, 100~1010 
(Carragojs, Ereoik and Trava Valleys - Operation Iwka). For the munu:ipalit:y of Gojilane/Gjilan: Trial Judgement, 
paras 1013, 1041, 1054, 1056. For the muoicipality ofUrosevac/Ferizaj: Trial Judgement, paras 1062-1063. For the 
municipality of Kac~arrik: Trial Judgement, paras 1105, 1127, 1134. For the municipality of~· 
Trial Judgement. paras_ 1144, 1157-1159. For the mumcipality of Vucitm/Vushtni: Tri.al Judgement, paras 1162, 
1165, 1218 (Vu.citm/Vushtrri town), 1169 (Donji Svracalr/Sfar~ak-i~Poshtem), 1176, 1182 (Donja 
Sudimlja/Sfudime-e-Poshtme), 1213 (Smrekovnica/Smrekmri.ce}, 1215 (Dobra Luka/Doberllnke). For the 
municipality of Podujevo/Podujeve: Trial Judgement, paras 1223, 1225, 1230, U39, 1261. 
For example, when discussing the operation carried out by combined VJ and MUP forces in Orahovac/Rahovec, 
too Trial Chamber found that . 

[o]n 23 Jv,larch 1999. the Joint Command for Kosovo issued an order assigning elements of a 
reinforced VJ Pristina Corps, comprised-of the 549th Motorised Brigade. the 243td Mechanised 
Brigade and the '1IJ2nd logistics base, m cooperation with the •'armed Ii.on-Kl.A population'', to 
midertab: .an operation to provide support m "blocking. crushing and destroymg'' thi:. KLA forces 
in the general areas of Orahovac/Rabovec and. Velika Kmsa/Krushe-e-Madhe (Trial Judgement, 
para. 450). . . . . · . 
In line with this Joint Command order, on 23 March. 1999, Bozi<lar Delic, cmnm1mdtt of the 549m 
Motorised Brigade, and the llirect subordina!e of Lleutenmt-General Vladimir Lazarevic who then 
commanded tile Pristina. Corps, ordered the 3·7111 Company of the N.is PJP of the MUP, the 4"'
Company of thi:. Prizren PJP of the MUP and the 4th Company of the Dakovica/Gjakove PJP of the 
MUP to act in coordination with the 549111 Mot:ori&¢B:cigade (Trial Judgement, para. 451). 
Following the operational activity tln:ou_gbout the OrahovadRahovec mumcipality[ ... ] reports· to 
the Priitina Corps Commarul were :received that confumc:d that VJ and MUP forces were present 
in the mwrlcipality between 25 March 1999 and 3 April 1999. [ ... ]It was recorded that during the 
operation thai took place in the mmricipality from 25 March 1999 arowid 2000 members of the 
Serbian forces were deployed, some 1020 of which were members of the MUP. VJ units mvolved 
in the operation. (in the mwdcipality of Orahovac!R.ahovec) in.eluded: the 10111. Militacy Tcmtorial 
Detachment, the 243rd Motorised Brigade, the 15t1i Armoured Brigade, the 120!b. Mortar Company, 
and the. 2114 Motorised Battalion. The MUP forces deployed in the area of the operation !IS of 
25 March 1999 included: the 37111 Nis PJP detachment, the 23n1 PJP det.acbment., the 5a,_ Company 
of the Pr'istina/Prishtine PJP and the 41h Company of the Dakovica PJP detacbment (Trial 
Judgement, para. 455. See also Trial Judgement. paras 450-454 (detailing the deployment orders)). 

The Trial Chamber then detailed the evidence of the activilies of these forces when it discussed the events alleged 
in. the lDdictmcnt (Trial Judgement, paras 456-554). 
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D. Conclusion 

171. In conclusion. the Appeals Chamber is not persuaded by Dordevic' s suggestion that the 

Trial Chamber was required. and failed. to establish "how each physical perpetrator was used to 

commit the crimes"506 When attributing criminal responsibility to him pursuant to the joint criminal 

enterprise doctrine for crimes committed by non-members of the jo~t criminal enterprise. Th~ Trial 

Chamber was required to establish: (i) that the alleged crimes were committed; (ii) who were the 

physical perpetrators .of the crimes (individuaL, group, or unit); (iii) that the crime fell within the 

common criminal pmpose; and (iv) that at least one JCE member used the physical perpetrators in 

furtherance of the common plan.507 AB described above, after- an extensive and detailed analysis of 

the e~dence., the Trial Chamber established that the crimes were committed, identified the physiqal 

perpetrators (in this case units of the VJ, MOP, . and associatf?d forces), established who was 

responsible for or in command of these forces, established that the acts of the physical ·perpetrators 

were the' cfuect consequence of the orders and directions of those it identified to be in command, 

and established that those in command were JCE members. In doing so, the Trial Chamber followed 

the jurisprudence of the Brtianin and Krajisnik Appeal Judgements. Dordevic has failed to show 

how the Trial Chamber went beyond or extended SI+Ch jurisprudence. Further, Dordevic has not 

shown that the Trial Chamber failed to establish the required link. le. how a JCE member ordered 

the deploymen~ of the forces to which the physical perpetrators of the crimes belonged, in ·order to 

implement the common plan. 

172. The Appeals Chamber therefore dismisses Dordevie' s sixth ground of appea.L in part. 508 

506 Dordevic Appoal Brief, para. 126. , 
507 See Krajibzik Appeal Judgement, paras 225-226, 235-237; Brdanin Appeal Judgement, para. 41~14. See also 

Martic Appeal Judgement, paras 1269, 183-189. · · · 
sos See also supra, paras 59-72. where 1hc Appeals Chamber dismisses !he remainder of Dordevic's sixth ground of 

appeal. 
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IX. DORDEVIC'S SEVENTH GROUND OF APPEAL: ALLEGED ERRORS 

WITH RESPECT TO THE FINDING THAT MURDER AND PERSECUTIONS ·- . . 

FELL WITHIN THE JCE 

A. Introduction 

173. The Trial Chamber found that the JCE members shared the common plan to modify the 

ethnic balance of Kosovo in order to ensure Serbian control. by waging a campaign of terror ag~t 

the Kosovo Albanian pop~on. which_ included murders, deportations, other inhumane acts 

(forcible transfers), and persecutions (through murder, deportation, forcible transfer, and destruction 

of religious or culturally significant property). 509 

174. The Trial Chamber based its conclusion on, inter al_ia, the evidence of: (i) the establishment 

of the J omt Command;510 (Ii) minutes of the meetings of_ the VJ Collegi.um, the Supreme Defence 

Council the VJ General Staff, the MUP Collegi~ and the MUP Staff for Kosovo, during which 

joint VJ and MUP op~tions were planned and ordered;511 (iii) such orders being issued. 

implemented on the ground, monitored; and reported on;512 (iv) the "build-up" and use of the VJ, 

MVP, and associated _forces in violation_of the ·0ctober Agreements;513 (v) the coontinated me of 

the VJ, the MUP, and the associated forces;514 (vi) the pattern of crimes committed by these forces 

when taking over and entering villa.ges;515 (vii) th! plan and concealment of bodies of Kosovo 

Albanian civilians killed during these operations/16 (viii) the disproportionate use of force;517 and 

(ix) the attitude of key political and military leaders. 5l~ 

175. Particularly, the Trial Chamber found that although the orders and directives regarding these 

joint operations did. not explicitly mder the armed forces to commit crimes, their_ "calculated . 

imprecision allowed, indeed encouraged, ·an interpretation that included the execution of RLA 

fighters. suspected K1:A fighters and pe.ople perceived as KLA supporters and the 'clearing' of 

m Trial Judgement, paras 2126, 212B-, 2130. See lllso Trial Judgement, paras 2136-2149, 2151-2152. 
510 Trial Judgem~t, paras 2126-2127. See also Trial Judgement, paras 226-237. · 
Sil Trial Judgement, para.& 2J26-2127, 2134. See also Trial Judgement. paras 2023-2024. 
512 Trial Judgement, paras 2126, 2132-2136. 
513 Trial Judgement, paras 2010-2026. 
51"- Trial Judgement, paras 2036-2051. . 
515 Trial I~ paras 2027-2035, 2036-2051, 2U9-2130, 2132-2135. ~ Trial Chamber found that the VJ would 

secure- the perimetflr of the village or area under a1l:ack. and provide ;millery support"if needed, while the MUP 
forces would engage in infantry assault (Trial Judgement, para. 2037). See also Trial Judgement, Chapter VI. 

516 Trial Judgement, paras 2111-2117. 
517 Trial Judgement, pares 2052-2069. 
518 TrialJudgement;pams 2023-2025, 2062. 
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entire swathes of territory of Kosovo Albanian residents, across the borders, by all means 

available" .519 The Trial Chamber therefore concluded that 

It]he scale of the opaations across Kosovo. tho panem of crimes committed agam~ Kosovo 
Albanian 'civilia.m;, and the multitude of different writs of the VJ and MVP :involved in such 
actions pers-aade the Chamber that there was a plane involving a plurality of persons, to modify the 
demographic balance of Kosovo· by a campaign of ~or and violence, and 1hat these persons 
participated in the common purpose and shared the iD.t.ent to commit such crimes.520 

17 6. Dordevic submits that the Trial Chamber erred in concluding that the crimes of murder and 

persecutions (tbr?ugh deportation, forcible transfer, and destruction of religious sites) fell witb1:fi the 

JCE, be.cause the Trial Chamber failed to establish that each member of the JCE shared the requisite 

mens Tea. 521 The Appeals Chamber will first co~ider his submissions in relation to murder and 

then bis submissions in relation to persecutions. 

B. Alleged error-in concludi:ilg that the crime of murder was part of the .TCE 

1. Arguments of the parties 

177. Do:rdevic takes issue with the fact that. while in the Milutinovic et al. case it could not be 

established that S ainovic, Ojdanic, Pavkovic, Lazarevic, or Lukic had the mtent to murder, the Trial 
, ' 

Chamber in the present case "utilized the orders and commands of these men to manifest an 

inference of intention to murder that was then transferred to the JCE and Dordevie'.522 Dordevic 

refers to the conc1nsion in the Milutinovi.c et aL Trial Judgement, purportedly based on the same 

facts, that there was no clear pattern. of murder.523 Dordevic argues that had murder been within the 

519 Trial Judgement, pan. 2132 (empbasiE added). The 1':rial Chamberfurtlierfo141d that. 
the VJ and MOP forces implemented [these orders and directives] :in the majority of casi::s in a 
manner that encompassed the forced expulsion of Kosovo Albanian civilians from their homes, the 
burning of Albanian houses, villages .and property, the killing of Kosovo Albanian. civilims, 
particula:rly :awn and boys of fighting age, and the execution of captured KL.A fighters (Trial 
Judgement, para. 2133). . 
These joint operations involved eradicating the Kl.A. by killing its membei-s, cl~g areas of 
KLA or NATO 611pparl systems in anticipation of a NATO ground inv~ion., and killing or 
removing the Kosovo Albanian civilian population from areas, in many cases moving them across 
the border so that ~y were no longer part of the population of Kosovo. In order to achieve these 
goals, forcil?lo traru.fer, deportation, murdet and the destruction of homes and villages, 11.S well as 
religious or culturally significant property of the Kosovo Albanian civilian population were, 
intended m am~ to :implemflllt the plan (Trial Jlldgemmt, pm.. 2135). 

520 Trial Judgement, para. 2128. · 
521 Dordevit Appeal Brief, paras 130, 132-133, referring to Tadi6 Appeal Judgemenr, paras 197, 220, Br&:min Appeal 

Judgement, paras 365, 41B, Miluti.novit et.al. Trial Judgement. vol 4 para. 109, Kwxka et al. Appeal Judge:mmt, 
para. 110. See also Dordevit Appeal Brief, para. 136, 

m Bordevic Appeal Brief, para. 137. . 
m Doo1evic jl.ppeal Brief, para. 136, referring to Milutinavic et al. Trial Judgement, vol. 3, para. 94, adding that the· 

Trial Chambe:r in the present case recogmsed this conclusion but only in its consideration of sentencing (Dordevi.c 
Appeal Brief, fn. 191, referring to the Trial Judgement, para. '1227, fn. 7435). 
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intended JCE, a far larger number of individuals would have been killed tlrroughout Kosovo and 

there would have been more instances of mass killings.524 Instead, the Trial Chamber found that the 

"murder'' of at least 724 individuals. was established in ten locations in Kosovo, 525 involving only 

7 out of 14 municipalities, and occurring mostly in villages rather than major cities.526 Dordevic 

also argues that the ~rial Chamber's alternative finding in relation to bis mens rea p~suant to the 

third category of joint criminal enterprise is ambiguous and suggests that the. inference remaiJled 

that Dordevic and other members of the ICE did not intend to kill. 527 · 

178. The Prosecution responds that since the Trial Chamber was not bound by findings made in . 

the Milutinovic et aL case, Dordevic' s argument should be dismissed. 528 The Prosecution further 

responds that the Appeals Chamber should 1mmmarily dismiss Dordevic's argument that a larger 

number of people needed to be killed throughout Kosovo in order for the Trial Chamber to find that 

murder fell within the scope of the ICE. 529 The Prosecution submits that Dordevic fails to explain 
. . 

how many persons should have been killed for the Trial Chamber to make ·such a finding, and 

argoes that there is no minimum number required.530 Moreo~er, Dordevic ''ignores the Trial 

Chamber's findings that mnrder was 'a: central element of the campaign of terror,' often ~loyed 

'to cause Kosovo ·Albanians to leave Kosovo"',531 and substitutes his own evaluation of the 

evidence for that of the Trial Chamber.532 Finally, the Prosecution argues that the Trial Chamber's 

findings on the third category .of joint criminal enterprise were inade in the alternative and are not 

ambiguous.533 

2. Analysis 

179. The Appeals Chamber understands that there are three underlying arguments at the core of 

Dordevic's su"Jmtlssion that it was unreasonable for the Trial Chamber in thi~ case to conclude that 

524 Dordevic Appeal Brief, para.. 134; Dorru:vit Reply Brief, pan. 36. Dordevic also contends that mass killings in 
Kosovo were relatively rare compared to other conflicts (Dordevic Appeal Brief, para. 134). 

s2S, Dordevic Appeal Brief, para. 134, referring to Trial Judgement, para. 1780. · 
526 Dordevic Appeal Brief, para. 135. 
m E>or&vic Appeal Brief, pare.. 138, fn. 196; Bordevic Reply Brief. para. 39. Doroevic also submilll that the fact that 

the Trial Chamber made altemative lhird category of joint o:imiD.al enterprise· f:indmgs, suggests that the Trial 
Chamber was •'not sore 'that he intended to kill" (f)ardevic Appeal Brief, para. 138, fn. 196). '.11:re.refore, be argues 
that the inference that he did not have the requisite intent for murder was equally open to the Trial Chamber on the 
basis of its own factnal findings (Dordevic Appeal Brief, para. 138, referring to Trial Judgement, paras 2139, 2141, 
2145, 2147, 2153, 2158, Kvoc"hl. Appeal Judgement, para. 237). Whether ElordevJ.c had the requisite intent in· 
relation to murder will be addressed lamr in this Judgement (see irzjra.., Cl;lapter XI). 

521 Prosecution Response Brief, para. 117. · 
m Prosecution Reswnse Brief, para. 112. 
5311 Pro.secution Response Brief, paras 112, 116. 
531 Prosecution Resporu;e Brief, _para. 115, referring to Trial :Judgemen~ para. 2137. 
532 Prosecution Response Brief, paras 112, 115-116, referring to Tri.al Judgemem, paras 67 4-675, 2007, 2032, 2137: 

·, . 
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murder was within the scope of the JCE. First, he argues that the Trial Cb.amber erred because it 

based this conclusion on orders and directives issued by Sainovic, Ojdanic, Pavkovic, Lazarevic, or 

. Lukic, while the Milutinovic et al. Trial Chamber could not conclude, based on the same facts. that 

they possessed the requisite intent for murder. 534 Second, he argues that the fact that the murders 

were limited in numbers and locations shows that there was no wide ranging plan to kill Kosovo 

Albanians, and that the JCE members did not share the intent to murder.535 Consequently, the 

inference remains open that murder "was not within the aim of the alleged JCE". 536 Third, he argues 

that the Trial Chamber failed ·10 make a finding on the intent of murder of the other JCE me:qibers, 

thereby failing to outline the "essential requirement'' that the JCE members shared the intent for the 

agreed crimes. 537 '.The Appeals Chamber will address these three issues in tum. 

180. • As for Doroevic' s first argument, regarding the conclusions of the Milutinovic et aL Trial 

. Chamber .on murder, the Appeals Chamber recalls that in making factual findings, .judges rely 

solely and exclusively on the evidence adduced in the particular case before fuem.538 I1 would be 

highly :irregular for the Appeals Chamber to take into consjderation anything which is not on the 

record of the case before it on appeal:539 "quod non est in actis, non est in llUm.do". Ev~ on the 

same fa~ts, evidence and witness testimony may differ from case to case. It is therefore accepted 

that two reasonable triers of facts might reach different but equally reasonable conclusions, even if 

they concern the same events.540 The question before the Appeals Chamber is whether no 

reasonable trier of fact could have reached the same conclusion as the Trial Chamber and not 

whether the conclu~ion reached by another trial chambe~ was a reasonable one.541 The Appeals 

533 . Prosecution Resporue Brief, para.. 119, 
534 See Bordevi6 Appeal Brief; paras 136-137. The Appeals Chamber notes that the Milutino-vic et aL Trial Chamber 

fomui that common plan did not include the crime of murder (Milu.tinovit et al. Trial Judgement, paras 94-95). It 
however found-that mmder was the reasonably foreseeable to Sainovi.c, Pavkovi6, and Lukic (Milutinovii et ol 
Trial Judgement, vol 3, paras 470, 785, 1134) and convicted them for murder on the basis of the third category of 
joint criminal enterprise (Milutinovic it al.. Trial Judgement, vol. 3, paras 475, 788, 1138). The Appeals Chamber 
further notes that the Trial Chamber in the Milutinavic et al = found that while there was "'considerablo 
evidence" supporting the allegation twit Ojdanic and Lazarevic were supportive of the commission of crimes 
tl;iroughout Kosovo by ihe VJ and MUP forces, it had not been proven beyond reasonable doubt 1ha1 they "shared 
tru: :iDtent of the joint criminal cnll:lrprisemembors" (Milutinovic et al Trial Judgemerit, vol 3, p;iras 616, 917). 

m Dordevic Appeal Brief. paras 134-135. 
s3c; Dordevic Appeal Bri~ paras 134-136. 
537 Dordevil Appeal Brief, paras 136-137. 
531 See, in a.mffcrcnce context, Nahim.ana e.t o.l. Appeal Judgement, paras 78, &4-85. See also supra, para. 143. 
539 See Galic Appeal Judgement, paras 311, 312. 
540 I.u1dc and bddc Appeal JudgemeDt, para. 396, citing Kmojelm: Appeal Judgement, paras 11-12. The Appea1H 

Oiambcr recalls that "two Judges, both actiilg reasonably, can rome to ctifferent conclusions'' even on !he basis of 
the same evidence (Kupreikic et aL Appeal Judgement, para. 30; Tadic Appeal Judgement, para. 64; Rutaganda 
Appeal Judgement, para. 22). . 

S4l See supra., para. 16. 
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· Chamber will therefore dete,!IDine whether it was reasonable for the Trial Chamlx:1" to rely on orders 

of Sainovic, Ojdanic, Pavkovic, Lazarevic, or Lukic to conclude that mmder was within the JCE. 

181. The Appeals Chamber notes that Dordevic does not explicitly identify any of the orders and 

directives of Sainovil, Ojdanic, Pavkovic, Lazarevic, or Lukic, which he argues the Trial Chamber 

used to erroneously infer that murder was within the common plan.S42 Rather, he cites several Trial 

J~ement paragraphs,543 which refer to: (i) a VJ directive of 16 January 1999 signed by Ojdanic 

("Operation Grom-3 Directive");544 (ii) Pavkovic.,.,s ·order on the use of the VJ 3ro Army in Kosovo 

dated 27 January 1999;545 (iii) examples of orders to "clear the terrain.'';546 (iv) examples of.orders 

to establish "combat control~' over certain areas in Kosov~;547 and (v) several Joint ComJ?land 

orders and one Pristina Corps Command order to "'destroy" the Kosovo Albanian .. terrorist 
·. - I 

forces".548 

182. The Appeals Chamber notes that only three of these orders can be attributed to Sainovic, . 

Ojdanic, Pavkovic, Lazare-vie, or Lukic: (i) the VJ directive of 16 January 1999 signed by 

Ojdanic/49 (ri) the order on the use of the VJ 3rd Army in Kosovo dated 27 January 1999 issued by 

Pavkovic;550 . and (iii) the Pristina Corps Command order to ·"destroy'' the Kosovo Albanian 

"terrorist forces" issued by Lazarevic. 551 

183. The Trial Chamber discussed the VJ directive of 16 January 1999 signed by Ojdani6552 and 
-

Pavkovic's order on the use of the VJ 3:m Anny m Kosovo of 27 January 1999,553 as part of the 

evidence showing that there was a build-up and use of VJ and MUP forces in Kosovo .. in violation 

m Dordevic Appeal Brief, para. 13 7. 
543 Bordevic Appeal Brief, para. 137, fn. 193, referring to Tri.al Judgement., paras 2018-2026, 2034--2035, 2051, 2056, 

2062, 2066, 2069, 2126, 2129, 2130, 2132, 2134-2135, 2138-2152. Several Tri.al Judgement paragraphs cited by 
Bo:rdevic do not support his submission. For example. paragraph 2056 refers to several verbal orders, but none of 
1bese were issued by Seinovic; Ojdanic, Pavkovic!, Lazarevic, or Lukic (Trial Judgement, para. 2056; K89, 26 Aug 
2009, T. 8476 (_private ses&i.on); Exhibit Pl273, p. 9124 (confidential); Exhibit P1274, p. 9124 (public redacted 
version of Exhibit P1273); Exhibit P320, para. 41 (confidential); Exhibit P321, para. 41 (public redacted veIJsion of 
Exhibit P320)). Paragraph 2062 oftbe Trial Judgement discusses the reports prepared by international observers on 
tbe ctisproportionate use of force by the VJ and MUP forces in response to Kl.A actioDS. Paragraph 2066 also 
di&cw.ses the disproportionate use of force in. light of the pr.iDciples 1HL prqtecting tM civilian population and 
para.graph 2069 contains the Tri.al Chamber's conclusion on the disproportionate use of force by VJ and MUP. 

544 Exlnb.it D179. See Trial Judgement, paras 2018, 2035, 2134. 
545 Exhibit D343. See Trial Judgement, para 2018. 
5415: Exlnbits P957, p. 3; P493, paru 45-46; P782, p. 2; K54, 13 May 2009, T. 4367. See Trial Judgement, para 2132. 
5tr7 Exhibit P896, pp 4, .6. See Trial Judgement, para 2132. · 
548 Exhibits P350; P969; P970; P766; P767; P961; Pl235; Pl382. See Trial Judgement., para. 2132. 
549 Exhibit D179. SeeTrlal Judgemc:nt, paras 2018, 2035, 2134 . 
.so Exhibit D343. See Trial Judgement, para. 2018. 
SSl Exhibit P961. See Trial Judgement, para. 2132. 
552 Exhibit 0179. See Trial Judgement, paras 2018, 2035, 2134. 
553 Exlnlrit D343. See Trial Judgement, .para 2018. 
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of the October Agreement and contrary to the stated intentions to pursue a political solu~on to the 

Kosovo problem".554 The build-up 3D:d use of force is one of the seven "critical elements" identified 

and analysed by the Trial Chamber as evidence of the common plan. 555 The Operation Grom-3 

Directive, was addressed to the coromandi;: of the VJ 1st, 21Jli, and 3rd Army, the Air Force, a11ti

aircraft defence, and the Special Units Corps. It tasked these forces with, inter alia, preparing for 

the anticipated NA TO intervention, preventing the forced introduction of _a mullinational NATO 

- brigade in Kosovo, and carrying out mobilisation and coordinated actions with the MUP to crush 

the multinational NATO brigade and destroy the "Siptd:,- terrorist forces".556 -Similarly, Pavkovic's 

order o~ the use of the 3n1 Army for operation Grnm-3 followed on 27 January 1999 and, in 

accordance with the VJ rurective, tasked the 3ro Anny units, in cooperation with MUP forces, to 

break up .and destroy the NATO brigade and "Siptar terrorist forces", an_d make it impossible for the 

two to collaborate. 557 

184. · Significantly, the Trial Charobe.r found that the "Kosovo Albanian population as a whole 

became viewed as the enemy" and that operations carried out under the guise of ··anti-terrorist'' 

operations in fact targeted the Kosovo Albanian civilian population. 558 The Trial Chamber noted 

that although these documents referred to attacks against the. Albanian terroru;t forces and that the 

publicly declared objective of the Serbian forces was to fight terrorism, there was an abundance of 

evidence, including the disproportionate use of force by these forces, 559 showing that the Serbian 

forces acted "consciously· and determinedly against the whole Kosovo Albanian population of 

Kosovo".560 

554 Trial Judgement. para 2026. See also Trial Judgement, paras 2010-2025. 
555 :Trial Jodgement, para. 2008. Toe seven "critical elements" identifioo by the Toal Chambers as evidence of the 

common plan are: (i) demographic indications; (ii) the build up and nse of Serbian forces and the amring of the 
not1:-KosoV'o Albanian population in viola:tion of tbe 199& October Agreements and ongoing peace talks in early 
1999; (iii) the pattern of crimes; (iv) the coordinated use of the 1filP and VJ; (v) the disproportionate use of force 
in. "anti-terrorist'' actions; (vi) 1he systematic collection of Kosovo Albanian identification documents and vehicle 

·· licence plates; and (vii) the efforts to com;eal the ~s against Kosovo Albllllian civilians (Trial Judgement, 
para. 2008). See supra, paras 173, 174. 

SS6 Exbibi1D179,pp 1-2, 7. See also Trial Judgement, para. 2018. . 
ssr Exhibit D343, pp 3, 6-8. See also Trial Judgemem:, para. 2018. Tue-order also engaged the "armed non-Siptar 

population" to secure Serbian forces, military features, and communication routes, and defend the non-Siptar 
popuiarion (Exhibit D343, pp 5-6. See also TrW Judgement, para. 2018). 

558 See Trial Judgement, paras 201!!, 2035, 2055-2056, 2062, 2065, 2069, 2129. See also infra, paras 521-526. 
559 Tri.al Judgement, paras 2018, 2027-2035, 2036-2051, 2052-2080. The Appeals Chamber_has already dismissed 

elsewhere in this Judgement Dor~evic' s arguments that the Trial Chamber ened :in its findings on the 
disproportionate use of force by Serbian forces (see supra. para. 108). See also Trial Judgelilflllt, paras 2035, 
2055-2056, 2062. 2065, 2069, 2U9. See also infra, paras 351-371. 

560 Trial Judgement, paras 2018, 2035, 2134-2135. . 
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185. The Trial Chamber further considered evidence of. (i} meetings involving the senior 

leadership of Serbia;561 (ii) public statements of senior political figures;562 (iii) the engagement ·of 

volwiteers;563 and (iv) the plan to conceal crimes committed against the civili~ population.564 In 

the Trial Chamber's reasoning, this evidence. together with the orders of Ojdanic and Pavkovic, 

indicated ~t the war with NATO and the KLA would allow il '~ustific;,¼tion as to the use of the VJ . 

and MVP forces in combat operations and provide cover, in particular, for the killing of Kosovo 

. Albanian men of fighting age".565 It further found that "[n]ot only were crimes intended as a means 

to implement the common pwpose, but the concealment of evidence of such crimes - the bodies of 

hundreds of Kosovo Albanian civilians - was also planned and carried out by JCE members and 

forces used by them" _S66 

186. As for L~vic' s order identified above, the Trial Chamber considered it together with 

other orderss67 to conclude that the crimes committed by the Serbian forces in _the course of pre-
. . 

planned and coordinated operations were part of the JCE, rather than isolated incidents; as 

submitted by f)ord:evic at trial. 568 While orders relating to such operations did not explidtly 

mandate the commission of crimes, the Trial Chamber considered that the manner in which the VJ 

-and MUP forces implemented them was: significant in understanding their true meaning.569 The 

Trial Chamber considered, inter alia, the extensive evi.~ence on the.patterns o~ the crimes and use 

of disproportionate force by the Serbian forces discussed in more detail in previous parts of this 

Judgement.570 It therefore concluded that the .. calculated imprecision of these orders" encouraged 

"the commission of crimes by the VJ and MOP during the pre-planped and coordinated VJ·anct MUP 

operations. 571 Dordevic has failed to show that it was unreasonable for the Trial Chamber to rely on 

such evidence. 

561 Trial Judg=ent, paras 2020, 2025, referring to Exlnbits P85, P387. 
· m Trial Judgement, pm:as 2023·2024, refon:ing to Knut Vollebaek, IO Jul 2009, T. 7215-7218. 

561 Trial Judgement, para. 2021. See also infra, Section x.F. 
564 Trial Judgement. paras 2025, 2081·2082, 2086-2105, 2108-2120. See also infra, Section XG. 
565 Trial Judgement, para. 2026. 
56~ Trial Judgement, para 2026. 
m See supra, paras 183-184. The orders include: (i) orders to "clear 1he terrain" (Trial Judgement, para 2132, 

refen:ing to Exln"bits P957, p. 3, P493, p!IIRS 7, 45-46, P782. p. 2, K54, 13 May 2009, T. 4367); (ii) ordeni to 

establish ''combat control" over certajn, !l:re8S in Kosovo {Trial Judgoment, para. 2132, refeniilg to Exhibit P896, 
p. 4); and (iii) several Joint Command orders and one Pristina Corps Commrmd order to "destroy" the :Kosovo 
AJbanum ''terrorist forces" (Trial Judgement., para. 2132, refemng to Eµrlbits Pl235, P%9, P970, P1382, P766, 
f'767, nso, P961 (Pristina Corps Command), D104}. . 

5~ Trial Judgement., paras 2132--2135. 
S69 See supra, para. 184. See also Trial Judgement, paras 2007, 2133. 
510 See Trial Judgement, parll.& 2007, 2132-2133. See supra, paras 97-99, 102, 184. 
571 See supra, para. 175. See also Trial Judgement., paras 2027.2035 (pattcms of crimes). 2036-2051 (coordinated use 

of the MUP and VJ), 2132: · 
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-187. The Appeals Chamber further finds that orders referred to by Dordevic were part of a \Vl.der 

array of evidence analysed by the. Trial Chamber. 572 The Appeals Chamber notes that Dordevic ~ 
failed to develop his argument, point to any error -within the Trial Chamber's analysis, or show that 

it was unreasonable for the Trial Chamber to conclude as: it did based on all the evidence discussed 

anq considered. 573 Do~devic's argument relies on the fact that the Milurinovi£ et aL Trial Chamber 

reached a different conclusion., but has failed to advance any other argument why in this case it was 
- -

unreasonable for the Trial Chamber to conclude that murder was part of the ICE. The Appeals 

Chamber therefore :finds that Dordevic has not shown that the Trial Chamber erred in relying on 

these orders to conclude that murder was one of the crimes through which the ICE was 

implemented. 

188. AF. for Dordevic's second argument, regarding the number of individuals ~ed. the Appeals 

Chamber clarifies at the outset that there is no legal requu;em.ent that a minimum number of killings 

occur in order to support a finding that mm-der is part of a joint criminal enterprise. 574 

189. The Appeals Chamber considers that, at times, Dordevic conflates the objective of the ICE 

with the criminal means through which this was to be implemented. S?s The Trial Chamber found 

that there was a plan to change the ethnic balance of Kosovo and that this plan. was implemented 

through a campaign of terror and violence again.st the Kosovo Albanian population, a typical feature 

of which included muiders.576 Murder was th~fore but one of the means identified by the Trial 

Ch.amber through which the common plan was to be implemented. and not its ultimate purpose. In 

the Trial Chamber's reasoning. the killings, including of women, children, and entire families, were 

_carried out to cause _the Albanian population to· leave, by showing what would occur if. they did not 

leave or simply by creating an atmosphere of terror to induce the population-to leave.577 Dordevic 

fails to challenge this reasoning and these findings. 

572 Sec Dordevic Appeal Brief. para. 137. 
573 Sec supra, para. 20. 
514- CJ. Krujiinik Appeal Judgement, para. 309. The Appeals Chamber also recalls that, "except for cxterminatlon., it is 

not necessary that a ci::ime be cmied out agaiDst a multiplicity of victims to constitute a crime against humanity: an 
act directed against a 1:imited mnnber of victims ar even against a smgle victim can constitnte a crime a.gain.st 

· humanity, provided it forms part of a widespread or systematic attack directed against a civilian population'' 
(Krajiinik Appeal Judgement, para. 309)_ See_ also Krajisru"k Appeal Judgement, Separate Opinion of Jridge 
Sballabnddeen, para. 25-

srJ See f>ordevjc Appeal B~ pal'a. 135_ 
576 Trial Judgemem, paras 2130-213 L 
rn Trial Judgement, paras 2032. 2137-2140. 2143; The Trial Cha.mbcr discussed in mon:: detail cases where entire 

families we+e killed (Trial Judgement, paras 2137-2140). _ 
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190. Particularly noteworthy is the Trial Chamber's conclusion that. the public killing of 

prominent Kosovo Albanian families (the Berisha, Vejsa., and Calm families) had an impact on the 

rest of the Kosovo Albanian population of those villages, causing large numbers to leave. 578 The 

Appeals Chamber agrees with the Trial Chamber that ~ int.ended killing of a few prominent 

persons may be sufficient to cause people to leave and therefore further the common purpose of the 

JCE. Dordevi.c' s suggestion that the number of murders "fall short of showing that murder was 
. . -

within a JCE plan"579 is therefore without merit. Similarly, Dordevic's arguments that the facts are 

inconsistent with a finding that murder was part of the JCE, because the murders, most of which 

occurred in-villages rather than major cities, were established in only seven municipalities, is also 

unpersuasive. 580 The Appeals Chamber considers that where the killings occurred is immat.erial 

since the Trial Chamber found that the killings set "an example for the local Kosovo Albanian 

population by showing what would happen if they did not leave their villages, towns or cities, or 

simply to create an atmosphere of terror to induce the Kosovo Albanians to leave". 581 

191. With regard to Dordevic' s third argument concerning the Trial Chamber's failure to make a 

finding on the ~uisite intent for m~er of ~e 9th.er JCE members, the Appe.als Chamber recalls 

its finding t;hat the Trial Chamber was not required to analyse separately the intentions of each 

member of the JCE.5112 Rather, it was required to identify the plurality of ~ons belonging to the· 

ICE and establish that they shared a common criminal purpo&e.583 The Appeals Chamber notes that 

the Trial Chamber found that murder was a crime through which the common purpose· was 

implemented.584 The Trial Chamber held. that "the JCE members intended to implement the 

·common plan by way of the crimes of deportation. forcible transfer, murder, and persecution 

through such acts. " 5115 The Appeals Chamber therefore considers that the Trial Chamber did ~ot fail -

to make the requisite finclings. This argument is rejected accordingly.· 

192. Finally. the Appeals Chamber notes that the Trial Chamber clearly and unequivocally found 

that the ~s were committed pursuant to the first category of joint criminal enterprise. 586 Out of · 

. an abundance of caution. the Trial Ch~ber' noted that even 'if these crimes had not been intended 

as part of the JCE, the evide~e also supported a finding that they were the natural and foreseeable 

578 See Trial Judgement, para. 2032.-Sce also Trial Judgement, paras 500, 668-675, 687-689, 904, 2045, 2143. 
519 See Dardevi6 Appeal Brief, para. 134. 
580 See Dordevic Appeal Brief, para. 135. · 
581 Trial_Judgcment, para. 2137-. 
sl!I See supra, para. 141. 
583 See supra, para. 141; Brilanin. Appeal Judgement, para. 430, 
SM Trial Judgement, paras 2125, 2137-2149. 
SBS Trial Judge.merit. para. 2025. See also Tri.al Judgement, paras 2010-2026, 2035, 2051 
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. consequence of the common plan.587 The Appeals _Chamber finds no ambiguity and that it was 

wi~ the Trial Chamber's discretion to reasonably make such fµidings. 

193. In light' of the above, the Appeals Chamber, finds that Don1evic has failed to show that a 

reasonable trier of fact could not have reached the same conclusion as the Trial Chamber, a¢ as 

such has failed to show that the Trial Chamber erred in c9ncluding that murder was within the JCE. 

C. Alleged error in concluding that the crime of persecutions was part of the JCE 

1. Arguments of the parties 

194. With respect to the findings on the discriminatory intent for persecutions, Dordevic submits 

~ the Trial · Chamber failed to establish, in -relation to each• crime site for which it entered a 

convicti.~ that individuals were targeted because of their etbnicity.5K& In relation to persecuti._ons 

through murder. Dordevic contends that the Trial Chamber erred in ·failing to establish the 

n~essary discriminatory intent of :the perpetrators with regard to 4 out of 10 crime sites for which it 

2164 

· entered convictions.5a9 As for persecutions through deportation and forcible transfer, he submits . 

that the Trial Chamber's general :findings that those forcibly displaced were targeted on the basis of 

their ethnicity are inadequate.51JO With respect to persecutions through·destruction ·of religious or 

culturally significant property, Dordevic argues that the Trial Chamber failed to establish that three 

· of the eight mosques destroyed were specifically targeted.591 Jn addition, he claims no reasonable 

trier of fact could conclude tbat the destiuction pf religious sites was within the intended scope of 

the JCE on the basis that ••on1y. eight mosques were damaged throughout the entirety of Kosovo 

during the conflict". 592. 

195. Dordevic further argues that the weakness of the Trial Chamber's reasoning is revealed by 

its reliance on an order issued to a VJ unit deployed in Orahovac on 24 Ma:r~h 1999, tha~ mnot a 

single Aibanian ear' was to remain in Kosovo". 593 He contends that the evidence did not establish 

586 Sec Trial Judgement, paras 2135.-2136; 2138. 214Q. 
5117 See Tml Judgement, paras 2139, 2141, 2147, 2153. 
518 Borllevjc Appeal Brief. paras 139, 14.1. E>ordt:vic does not challenge the Trial Chamber's :µndlng that deportation 

and forcible transfer were part of the JCE. rather, be only challenges the Trial Chamber's finding that persecut;icms 

through these crimes were found to be~ by the JCE (Dordevic Appeal.Brief, paras 130, 140-142). · 

s1e1 "l)ortievic Appoel Brief, para. 139, refening to Trial Judgement, paras 1780-1790; £>ordevic Reply Brief. 

pa:ras 37-38. Dardevie also points out that the PtosecutiOD; did not respond to .his submission that the Trial Cham.bee 

_ failed to establish the mens rea far mmdci: of the JCE members (Dordevic Reply Brief. para. 38). 
m_ Dordovic Appeal Brief, para.. 141, refcning to Trial Judgement, para. 1m. 
S!ll Dordevic Appeal Brief, pam. 144; Dordeviei Reply Brief, para. 41. 
592 f>ordevic Appeal Brief, para.143; Dontevi6 Reply Brief, para. 41 
593 f>ordevic Appeal Brief, para. 142, citing Trial Judgement, para. 2056. 
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that this order, or the intention behind it. was attributable to any specific member of the JCE.594 

Furthermore, he submits that the Ti;ial Chamber also failed to mention that the evidence .indicated 

that the actual order may well have been that "'not a single terrorist ear' was to remain in 

Kosovo". 595 

196. In relation to the requisite discriminatmy intent for persecutions through murder, the 

Prosecution responds that the Trial Chamber found that "the 'requisite special intent' was 

established in relation to all the murders" and that Dordevic. misrepresents the Trial Chamber's 

:findings'. 596 In :relation to the six crime sites Dordevic mentions, the Trial Chamber identifioo 

•'additional specific evidence" of discriminatory intent.597 The Prosecution further responds that the 

Trial Chamber's findings that the JCE members intended to_ commit persecutions through forcible 

transfer and deportation are based on overwhelming evidence, and that Dordevic fails to show that 

the Trial Chamber erred.598 It points to the Trial Chamber's fin~g that approximately 800,000 . 

Kosovo Albanians were driven out of their homes between 24 March and 10 June 1999, and to the 

incident by incident analysis showing a pattern of forcible displacement and murder of Kosovo 

A1bmµan civilians by Serbian forces. 599 

197. Finally, with respect to persecutions through destruction of religious or culturally significant 

property, the Prosecution argues that Dordevic fails to explam how many culturally significant sites 

must be destroyed before the Trial Chamber can find that · the crime of persecutions was 

established. f,()I) 

2. Analysis 

198. Although Dord:evic initially states that the Prosecution mu~t prove that an accused shared 

the. reqwred specific intent with the other JCE members, 601 apart from pointing to 1he Trial 

Chamber's failure to attribute the 24 Marcp. 1999 order (or the intention behind it) to any JCE 

594 Dordevic Appeal Brief, para. 142. 
m Dordevic Appeal Brief, para.. 142. citing Exhibit P1274, p_. 9179, .K89. 26 Ang 2009, T. 8443 (closed sesSlOil) 

(emphasis omitted).· 
596 Prosecution Response Brief, para.. 118. 
597 Prosecution Response Brief. para. 118, referring to Trial Judganent, para. 1783. 
593 ;prose:cutionResponsc Brief, paras 113, 120, 123_ 
599 Prosecution Response Brief, para. 120, refon::ing to Trial Judgement. paras 1613-1704, 2009. 1he Prosecution 

submits 1hat Dordevic also misstates the. e1!idence (Prosecution Response Brief, para.. 120, fn. 359. refea:ing to 
Exhihlt P1273, pp 9179-9180 (confidential). · . 

600 ProsecutionResponseBrief,paras 114,121. 
601 SeeDonlcvicAppealBricf, paras 133, 140-142 -
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men;iber, bis arguments focus on the mens rea of the physical perpetrators. 602 The Appeals Chamber 
. -

therefore understands Dordevic to argue that these alleged deficiencies :in the Trial. Chamber's 

analysis show that the Tri.al Chamber failed to properly assess whether the underlying acts could 

support a :finding of persecutions. 603 

199. At the outset, the Appeals Chamber rejects Dordevic's suggestion that the Trial Chamber · ! 

erred in concluding that the crime of persecutions was an intended part of the JCE due to its alleged 

failure to establish that individuals in each incident were ~geted because they were Kosovo 

Albanians. Discriminatory intent may be .inferred from circumstantial evidence, including the 

general discriminatory nature of ~ attack, as long as, in light, of the facts of the case, the

circur:p.stances surroundmg the commission of the alleged acts of persecutions substantiate the 
existence of such intent.604 

200. The Appeals Chamber notes that this is the methodology that was used by the Trial 

Chamber in this case. After performing an incide;n.t by incident analysis of the events, it established. 

that the victims of.the underlying offences of persecutions were Kosovo Albanian and that they 

were targeted precisely because of their ethnicity. 605 

201. In relation to persecutions through murder, the Appeals Chamber considers that Dordevic . 

misrepresents and takes the Trial Chamber's findings out of context The Tnal Chamber made 

= See Dordevit Appeal Brief, p~ 139, 140-142. Specifically, in relation to mnrder, he argues that "the Trial 
Chamber :failed to establish that individuals were killed because they were Kosovo Albanian in relation to every 
crime &it:e" and that the Trial Chamber perfoillled the necessary mens rea analysis of the "perpclretars" in only 
6 out of the 10 crime sites (Donlevic Appeal Brief, para. 139 (emphasis in origina1))1,Inrelation to·deportatio.ri and. 
forcible transfer, tie argues that the Tri.al Chamber erred becallSfl it failed to make a "specific finding that 
individuals in each specific crime sito were targeted becanse of thcir etlmicit}'" before entering a conviction for 
persecutions (Dordevic Appeal Brief, para. 141). Similarly, bis argument in relation to destruction of religious sites 
is focused on whofuer tbe pccpetrators specifically targeted the :mosques (Dordevi6'. Appeal Brief., para. 144 ). 

@~ Whether Dardevic shared the requisite discririrlna!ory illtcnt with the other JCE membe;rs will be addressed later in 
this Judgement. See in.fra. paras 46&-476. · · 

61K BlaJkic Appeal Judgement, para. 164; Kmojel.ac Appeal Judgement, para. 184. The Appeals Chamber recalls that 
however. the discriminatory mtent may not be inferred directly from the general d:iscrimmatmy nature of an attack 
agamst the civilian population alone (Bln11cit Appeal Judgement, para.. 164; Krnojelac Appeal Judgement, 
para. 184). . 

60S See Trial Jndgei:nent, paras 1626-1627, 1629, 1633, 1638, 1640-1642, '1646-1650, 1652, 1656-1657. 1659, 1663, 
1665, 1667-1668, 1670-1671, 1673-1674, 1679 (for deportation), 1619-1620, 1622, 1627-1628, 1630-1631 (in 
connection with para_ 606), 163-5-1637, 1645, 1651, 1653-1655, 1658 (in connection with para; 1015), 1660 (in 
connection with paras 1036, 1048 - when the population returned, they foand that "approximately 120 Albanian 
houses totally burned and som.c 420 houses partially bumed. The_ Serb houses r=-ained intact''), 1664, 1666, 1669, 
1672, 1676-1677 (fm; forcible trausfer), 1681, 1683, 1697, 1776-1778 (for both deportation and forcible transfer), 
497, 1710-1712,1715-1718, 1721-1724, 1727-1728, 1731-1732, 1735-1736, 1738-1739, 1742, 1744, 1745 (for an 
example where !he Trial Chamber found that tho evidence W!!S insufficient both to establish the intent of the 
petpetrators and to exclude lhat the victimB were not tllking an active part in the hostilities and therefore found that 

· murder bad not been established). 1747, 1750-1751, ,1781-1790 (for murder); infra, paras 555-569 (for destruction 
of religious m culturally significant property)._ " 
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explicit findings that the victims were targeted because of their ethnicity, in relation to all 10 crime 

sites where mmder mid been established. 606 Based on its analysis and :findings on this issue, it 

concluded, in the part of the Trial Judgement dealing ~th the legal findings on persecutions 

through murder, 1hat the Serbian forces acted with. the requisite discriminatory_ intent when 

committing these murders.607 In this context, it further noted that in relation to some of the killings 

there was even additional specific evidence of discriminatory remarks, conduct, and demands made 

by the Serbian forces, and gave examples of six such instances. 60B-

202. Al!, for persecutions through deportation and forcible transfer, the Trial Chamber performed 

an extensive analysis of the evidence on each incident of deportation and forcible transfer, which 

showed: (i)_the organised manner in which the VJ, MUP, and associated forces attacked villages 

and forcibly displaced the population;609 (ii) that the majority of the victims were Kosovo 

Albanians;610 (iii) that the m~jority of villages attacked were almost c~letely Kosovo 

Albanian;611 (iv) if part of the population of these villages was Serbian, they and their property were 

spared from the attack;612 and (iv) the organised practice of seizing identification documents and 
. . . ~ 

vehicle plates from Kosovo Albanians who, were deported, in order to prevent them from proving 

their identity and returning to Ko~vo. m The Trial Chamber concluded that the Serbian forces 

-acted with the requisite discriminatory intent 614 Although the Trial Chamber accepted that people 

of other -ethnicities may have left Kosovo during the fudictment period, it held that this did not alter 

its findings in relation to the underlying acts and that the vast majority of the victims were Kosovo 

Albanians.61s 

606 Trial Judgement, Chapter VI, specifically paras 472, 473, 481-482, 485, 486, 495, 633, ([]2, 676, 678, 683, 873, 
889, 892. See also Trial Judgement, para. 17l8. 

607 Tri.al Judgement, Chapter XI, specifically paras 1779-1782. 
608 Trial Judgement;paras 1783-1789. 
609 See Trial Judgement, paras 203~2051. 
610 Trial Judgement, para. 1697. For specific Trial Judgement findings see supra, fns 565, 568. See also e.g. Trial 

Judgement,. paras 457 (Bela lliva/Bellacerlre: "All of the inhabitants were Kosovo Albanian."), 482-483 (Mala 
Krusa/Kroshe-e-Vogel:. 'The Serbian forces were being guided by local Serbian villagers, who would identify 
which houses wen: Albanian and then, with members of the -setbian forces. they would set Albanian houses on 
fire"; •~ecause the Serbian forces were &hooting and setting fire to houses, out of fear, some 400 to 500 Kosovo 
Albanians fled from the village''; "Serb residents remained in their houses"'). 494, 497, 500, 570 ("A policeman in 
black mri:fonn told them that they should go to Albania. and that there was no place far them in Kosovo"), 576 
(Serbian police told Roma. and Gornnies who were also· traveling in the convoy of displaced Kosovo Albanians to _ 
go bacl:: to their homes), 1621-1622, 1627, 1629, 1777. 

611 See supra,fn.. 5S6. 
~u See Trial Judgement, para. 1171. 
~13 Trial Judgement. paras 2077-2080. See also supra, paras 157-158. 
61 4- Trial Judgement,. para. 1777. · · 
615 Trial Judgement, pm:a. 1681. 
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203: -~ Appeals Chamber comiders that the fact that people not belonging to the targeted group 
were affected by attacks of the· Serbian forces- against the Kosuvo Albanian population does not 

deprive such conduct of its discriminatory character.616 Dordevic's argument that the Trial Chamber 

made imperinissibly generali~ findings in relation to the perpetrator's discriminatory intent 
' 

ign~ the Trial Ch~ s other relevant findings. 

204. hi relation to persecutions through destruction of religious or culturally significant property. 

Dordevic's argument that the .mosques had to be specifically targeted is addressed and dismissed 

elsew~ in this Judgement.617 As for Dordevic's argument that too few mosques were destroyed 

fo support a finding that this crime was part of the JCE, the Appeals Chamber finds that again he 

confuses_ the -objective of the JCE with the means through which it was to be achieved. 618 A2. noted 

above, the Trial Chamber found that the common plan was to change the ethnic balance of Kosovo 

by terrorising the Kosovo Albanian popu1ation_ into leaving619 and the destruction of mosques was 

one of the means of implementing the common plan. 620 Dordevic has failed to show that it was 

umeasonable for the Trial Chamber to draw this conclusion. His argument that too few mosques 

were destroyed to support a finding that persecutions through-destruction of religious or culturally . 

significant property was within the ICE is therefore dismissed [ · 

205. As f9r the order of 24 Mar~h 1999 that "'not a single Albanian ear' was to remain_in 

Kosovo" the Appeals Chamber finds that Dotdevic misstates the evidence and ignores the Trial 

Chamber's other relevant considerations in relation to this order. While it is true that in cross

exantination Witness K89 stated that the order may have referred to "terrorist ear" rather than · 

"Albanian ear'',621 in re-examii;mtion, the witness confumed having heard .. Albanian ear".622 

Furthermore, contrary to Dordevic' s co~tention, the Trial Chamber explicitly discussed the 

witness's inconsistent evidence and explained why it decided to accept parts of Witness K89's 

testimo~y that this order referred to all Albanians. including civilians .623 

206. In addition, the Appeals Chamber finds that Dordevic's reliance on the 24 Match 1999 

order in support of bis challenge to the Trial Chamber's :findings on persecutions, takes this order 

616 Cf. Krnojelac Appeal Judgement,. para. 185. 
617 See infra, p= 555-569. 
618 See Dordevic Appeal Brief, paras i44-145; Dardev.ic Reply Brief, para. 41. See also Dordevic Appeal Brief, 

p11Ia. 134 where E>ordevic argues that the nmnber of mmdeni committed ''fall short of showing that murder was 
wii:bin a JCE plan''. 

619 Trial Judgement, paras 2126, 2128, 2130, 2136-2149, 2151-2152 See also supra, paras 111, 173, 189. 
!520 Trial Judgement, para. 2151. See also supra. paras 204. . _ 
fjll K89, 26 Ang 2009, T. 8442-&443 (private session). See also ExbibitP1273, pp 9179-9180 (confidential). 
ra K.89, 26 Aug 2009, T. 8475-8476 (private session). See also ExbibitP1273• pp 9179-9180 (confidential). 
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. out of its proper context. The Trial Chamber discussed this order in the context of its analysis on the 

disproportionate use of force by Serbian forces against Kosovo Albanians during the course of 

purported.anti-terrorist operations. 624 l)ordevic' s argument is therefore. disnrlssed. 625 

. 207. .The Appeals Chamber finds that Dordevic has failed to show that no reasonable trial 

chamber could have concluded as the Trial Chamber did and as such has failed to show that the 

Trial Chamber erred in concluding that the . crime of persecutions through murder, deportation, 

forcible transfer, and destruction of religious or culturally significant property was part of the JCE. 

D. Conclusion 

208. In light of .the foregoing, the Appeals Chamber dismisses Dordevic's seventh ground of 

appeal in its entirety. 

w. Trial Judgement. Confidential Annex, p. 970, fn. 1570 (confidential). 
624 Trial Judgement, para. 2056. See also Trial Judgement, paras 2052-2069. 

. IS25 • Ste supra, para. 20. 
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X. DORDEVIC'S NINTH GROUND OF APPEAL: ALLEGED ERRORS. 

CONCERNING DORDEVIC'S PARTICIPATION IN THE JCE 

209. The Trial Chamber found that Dordevic significantly contributed to the JCE626 based on the 

following factors: (i) Dordevic, as He~ of the_ RJB and Assistant :Minister of the MUP, had "de 

jure powers and exercised effective control over the police in Kosovo". including the PJP and the 

SAJ, during the Indictment period;627 . (n) he was one of the most senior MUP officials at the 

time; 628 (iii) he played a key role in the coordination of the MOP f~rces in Kosovo in 1998 and 

1999;629 (v) he was a member, and regularly attended the meetings. of the Joint Command and the 

MUP Collegi.um.;630 (vi) he was present on the ground, and attended. the meetings of the MOP Staff. 

in Prut:ina/Prishtine;631 (vii) he was de jure responst.'ble for the forces involve.d in the disarming of 

Kosovo Albanians, ~bile the Serbian civilian population in Kosovo was being armed and organised 

in Reserve Police Squads ("RPOs");632 (viii) he represen~ the Republic of Serbia dming the 

international negotiations of October 1998. on the role of the police in Kosovo;633 (ix) he played a 

leading role in the MUP efforts to. conceal the killing of 45 civilians in R.acaklR.ayak in January 

1999;634 (x) be contnbuted to the deployment of paramilitary units in Kosovo;6~5 (xi) he was 

personally and directly involved in the incorporation of the Scorpions into the MUP, their formal 

attacbme~ to the SAJ, and their deployment to Kosovo in 1~99;636 (xii~ be had a leading role in the 

MOP efforts to conceal the murder of Kosovo Albanian civilians and others taking no active part in 

hostilities~637 and (xiii) at no time during bis tenure as the Head of RIB, did Dordevic t.ake any 

measures to ensure investigations into the crimes committed in Kosovo or to punish those involved 
. . 

in their commission. 638 

210. The Trial Chamber also found that Dordevit acted with the requisite intent 639 

D26 Trial JrnigWJ.ent, para. 2158. 
f>J.7 Trial Judgement, para. 2154. 
628 Trial Judgement, para. 2154. 
629 Trial Judgement, para. 2154. 
630 Trial Judgement, para. 2154. 
fill Trial Judgement, para. 2154. 
637. Trial Judgement, para. 2154. 
633 Trial Judgement, para. 2154. 
63o4 Trial Judgement, para. 2154. 
ill Trial Judgement, para 2155. 
636 Trial Judgement. para. 2155. 
li37 Trial Judgement, para. 2156. 
li3B Trial Judgement, para. 2157. 
639 Trial Judgement, para. 2158. The Appeals Chamber has upheld.the Trial Ownber's conclusion thatDordevi.c acted 

with the requisite intent (see infra., paras 463; 468,470 477, 504; 513-514). 
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211. Under bis ninth ground of appeai Dordevic argues that the Trial Chamber committed a 

number of errors of law and fact which, individually and cumulatively, resulted in a 

mischaraclerisation of his conduct and improperly linked him to the JCE.640 Particularly, he argues 

that the Trial Chamber's reasoning is flawed as it is based on the erroneous premise that he 

exercised effective control over the perpetrators of the crimes. 641 Dordevic sets out bis arguments in 

eight sub-grounds of appeal,. which the Appeals Chamber will address in tum. 

A. Sub-ground 9(A): alleged erron in relation to the Trial Chamber's assessment of the 

structure of the MVP and Dordevic"s role 

1. Introduction 

212. The Trial Chamber found that Dordevic, as Head of the RJl3. and Assistant Minister of the 

MUP, had de jure power over the organisational units of the RIB operating ID Kosovo a~ all 

relevant times. 642 Dordevic, who was also a member of the MUP Collegium and the Joint 

i I 

Command, held the highest attainable rank. Colonel-General, and was described as the "'number l · 
two man" in the Ministry, was also found to have "exercised eff~tive C<?ntroL both de jure and de 

facto, over the lvfi.lP forces uruier the RJB in Kosovo throughout 1998 and 1999".643 The Trial 

Chamber further found that his powers in relation to the RIB ti.nits participating in anti-terrorist 

activities were not diminished after the establishment of the·Mmisterial Staff for the Suppression of 

Terrorism.in Kosovo ("Ministerial Staff') on 16 June 1998.644 

· 213: Dordevic argues that the Trial Chamber "fundamentally misunderstood and overstated bis 

role in Kosovo in 1999". 645 In particuJar, he submits that: (i) the creation of the Ministerial Staff had 

an impact on bis role vis-a-vis th~ police in Kosovo.;646 (ii) the Trial Chamber erred in concluding 

that he actively participated or had effective control over events in Kosovo in 1998 ~d 1999;647 

(rii) th~ is no evidence that he. exercised control over the PJP and/or _SAJ units;§4tt (iv) he was not 

privy to reports concerning MUP operations in Kosovo and was thus unaware of the events on the 

640 Dardevic Appeal.Brief, para. 156; Appeal Hearing, 13 May 2013. AT. 61. , 
Mi E>ardevic AppealBrief. para. 156. 
Ml Tml Judgement. paru 40. 1892, 1898. _ 
643 Trial Judgement, para. 1898. · 
644 Trial Judgement, para. 1895. See also Trial Judgement, paras 108-124. , 
MS Dordevic Appeal Brief, paras 157, 194; Appeal Hearing, 13 May 2013, AT. 61, 71-72, 74, 80-81. See also 

Dontevic Appeal Brief, para. 160; Dordevw Reply Brief, paras 44-45. 
646 Dordevic Appeal Brief, paras 161-172; Appeal Hearing. l3 May 2013, AT. 79-80. See Dorde\-ic Reply Brief, 

paras 45.-49. _ 
547 Dordev:ic Appeal Brief, para. 173. See also Dordevic Reply Brief, paras 49-50. See also Appeal Hearing, 13 _May 

2013, AT. 168-169. . 
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ground;649 (v) the Trial Chamber erred in fin.cling that the other Assistant Ministers were 
sub~te to 'bim;650 (v~) the evidence does not support the Trial 'Chamber's_ finding that 

:Ministerial Collegium meetings were used to discuss and plan MUP engagements in Kosovo;651 and 

(vii) the ~rial Chamber erred in relation to its findings regarding Dordevic's role in the negotiations 

leading to the October Agreements.652 According to Dordevic, these errors invalidate the finding on 

bis control over the RIB and participation in the JCE. 653 Thus. Dordevic requests that all of his 

convictions be quashed or his sentence be reduced accordingly. 654 

214. Toe Prosecution responds that the Tri.al Chamber reasonably concluded that Don1e\-ic 

participated in the JCE. 655 It con~ that Dordevic merely repeats arguments expressly rejected by 

the Trial Chamber, without showing any error, and that these arguments should therefore be 

summarily dismissed.656 In addition, the Prosecution argues truµ Dodevic's arguments fail on the 

merits.657 

215. The Appeals Chamber will consider Dordevic' s submissions in tum. 

2. The Ministerial Staff and Dordevic' s role 

' (a) Introduction 

216.. The Trial Chamber found that on 11 June 1997, Dordevic set up the MUP Staff for Kosovo, 

which created an intennediate level of command between the MUP headquarters in Belgrade and 

the SIJPs in K.osovo.658 The MUP Staff was tasked with the planning, organising, and undertaking 

of "'measures .and activities to suppress armed rebellions; prevent and suppress civil disorder; [and] 

prev~t terrorism"'.659 The Trial Chamber further found that on 15 January 1998, Do:rdevic issued a 

decision expanding the mandate of the MUP Staff to include cooperation with the '~B. ~ VJ, 

other state organs and organs of local self government'', and that one of the tasks of the MVP Staff 

641 Dordevic Appeal Brief, pail!S 174-179._See also Dordevic Reply Bricl, para. 51. 
649 Dordevic Appeal Brief, paras 180-185; Dordevic Roply Brief, paras 52-53. See also Appeal Hearing, 13 May 2013, 

AT. 170-171. . . 
· 65" Dordevit Appeal Brief, paras 186-190; Appeal Hearing. 13 May 2013, AT. 71, 7 4, See also Dorlk:vic Reply Brief, 

paras 54-55, 
651 Dordevic Appeal Brief, para. 158. See Dcm1evic Appeal Brief, para. 194; Dordevit Reply Brief., paras 5 6-57. 
6S2 Dordevic Appeal Brief, para. 193. 
553 Dordevic Appeal Brief., para. 194. 
154 Do:roevi6 Appeal Brie:f, para. 194. 
6S, Prosecution Response Brw( paras 129, 156. See also Appeal Hearing, 13 May 2013, AT. 116-117. 
656 Prosecution Response Brief, paras 129, 131, 133, 139-142, 145-146, 149, 152-154, 156. See also Appeal Hearing,· 

13 May 2013, AT. 116-117. 
6S7 Prosecution ~ponse Brief, para. 132. 
651 Trial Judgement, paras 104, 107 .. 
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was the· "prevention and suppression of terrorism" .6fJJ On 15 May 1998, Dordevic issued a decision . 

by which he extended the mandate of the MUP Staff for one ye:µ:. 661 He issued another ciecisi~ on 

11 June 1998 whereby Lakic was appointed ~ead of the MUP Staff and the membership of the 

- MOP Staff was- expanded to 14 members, all of whom were from the RIB. 662 The Trial Chamber 

further found that Don1evic did not have the authority, as Head of the RIB, to formally include the 
. . . 

RDB in the MUP Staff, and that only the Minister had the legal power to formally ensure the 

.· representation of the RDB :in the 1'.1UP Staff.663 The Minister, as foun.dby the Trial Chamber, did so 

on 16 June 1998 when he issued a decision establishing the Ministerial Staff, which expanded the 

~ember.ship of the MUP Staff to include the chiefs of the "secretariats for internal affairs, centres 

and branches ~f the RDB ''. 664 The Trial Chamber noted that: 

· [ w ]bile in fODD. tlris was a new staff which su:pc:rseded the existing Staff, and while the Accased 
maintained he ·bad not been consulted about this decision, its leader remamed Sremn Lulic of the 

RIB, and most of its composition was unchanged from 1hat put in place by Dordevre just five days 

earlier. The significant change was tho formal iDclusion of the state security represe¢ati.ves (the 

RDB).665 · · 

217. It further found that "[t]he MUP Staff for the Suppression of Terrorism was a coordinating 

body between the Ministry in Belgrade and the SUPs in Kosovo".666 The Trial Chamber concluded 

659 -Tria1JudgeJm1-nt, para. 104, refemng to Exb:ibitD402, item 2. VIastimirDordevic, 2Dec 20D9, T. 9469-9470. 
660 Trial Judgement, para. 105. . 
661 Trial Judgement, para. 105. 
m Trial Judgement, para.. 106, referring to Exhibit P760. The nicmber& of the MUP Staff were: Sreten Lukic, 

Assistant Cbwf of the Secretariat in Belgrade for police affairs, as Staff leader; Rado&la.v Djinovic, Assistant Chief 

of the SUP in Smdderovo, as Staff deputy leader; Goran Rarlosavljevic, Chief of the section for PJP in the SUP 

Belgrade, as Assistant Stnf leader far interventions; Zarko Brakovic, Chief of tfu: police department of SUP 

Pristina/Prisbtine, as the Assistant Staff leader for police affairs; Milutin Vukovic, Commaodei: of the Mechanised 

Brigade in Pristina/Pruhtine, aB Assistant StBff leader for mc:chanised tioits; Miodrag Rsumovi~. Chief of the 

Department for the Suppres~on of Financial C:rnne, SUP Belgrade, as the coordinator for financial cr:ime; Novica 

Zdravkovic, working m tm suppression of financial crime in the. Criminal Police De_partmoot in the SUP Vranje. as 
the general crime coard:inator; Radovm Vusurevic, Chief of tbt: Deparbnent for Border Police, Aliens and 

Administcaci.ve Affairs of the SUP Novi Sad, as tho Assistant Staff leader for border police, aliens and 

administrative affairs; Milan Cankovic, providing communications equipment, vehicles and other equipment jn the 

Police Administration of the Ministry, as the Assistant Staff leader for radio communications; Milos Deretic, Chief 

of the Department of Communications in the SUP Pristin.a/Prishtine, · as the Assistant Head of Staff for wire . 

communications; Milorad Rajicic, Cbief of the Department for Joint Affairs of the SUP Prlstina/Prishtine, as· the 

, Assistant Staff leader for qo.artemwter secm:ity; Gojko Celebic, working; in the defence preparatiODll in the Police 

Department of the SUP Prist:ina/Prishtine, as Assistant Staff leader for logistics; Dobrasin Krdzic, working in 
matters of preventive medicine as the Assistant Staff leader for medical security; and Raska Milenkovi6, Chief of 

the analysis Department of the SUP Pristina/Prishtine,, .as the Assistant Staff leader _for surveillance analysis (Trial 

Judgement, fn. 392). 
669 Tri.al Judgement, paras 107-108. 
6114 Trial Judgement; para. 108, referring to Exhibit P57. 
6liS Tri.al Judgement, pma. 108. See also Trial Judgement, paras 110. 1896-1897. The Trial Chamber also noted that .. of 

the 14 original members of lhc St.aff of 11 J1JI10 1998, just four (Brakovic, Rsumovic, Deretic, and Celebi6) did not 

continue to be members in the Mmisterial Staff'' {Trial.Judgement, fn. 394). 
666 Trial Judgement, para. 1897. 
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that, contrary to the_ Defence case, the creation of the Ministerial Staff did not curtail Dorde'vic's 

powers and did not interrupt or affect his authority over the SUPs and the police in Kosovo. 667 

(b) Arguments of the parties 

218. Dordevic argues that with the ~reation of the :Ministerial Staff, the RIB and RDB ch_ains of 

command were merged and brought under the direct supervision of the Minister, who delegated all -

command over these forces to the He.ad of MOP Staff, Lukic. as well as those chosen by the 

Minister and physically present in Kosovo. 668 The heads of RIB and RDB, therefore, were bypassed 

and excluded from the chain of command.669 Consequently, although Dordevic remained Head of 

the RJB, he could no longer exercise command or control over the police in ~osovo. 670· 

219. Dordevic contends that the Trial Chamber erred in its analysis of the :Mlaister's decision of 

16 June 1998 ("'Minister's Decision .. ) establishing the Ministerial Staff.671 According to Dordevic, 

item 3 of the Minister's Decision contains two different provisions: "1. 'The Head of [MUP] Staff 

shall rep(J.rl ro the Minister [ .. .r' and 2. '[ inform] the Minister about [ ... ]" '. 672- He argues that 

these provisions have distinct meaning and that the Trial Chamber failed_ ~o appreciate the original 

language used.in the Serbian text of the Minister's Decision. 673 Dordevic submits that the use of the 

term odgovora in original Serbian version, which means "shall answer to", shows that the Head of 

Staff was responsible only to the :Minister.674 In his view this interpretation is supported by the 
. ,· . 

Minister's decision of 31 May i999 which extended the Minister's Decision, stating: .. the Head of 

Staff shall answer for bis own wo~k:, that of the Staff ~d the security situation to the Minister''.675 
' ' 

Dordevic submits that the ~tional use in both decisions of the term izvesta:va - meaning 

infonning -in the latter half of the sentence would be redundant if the two terms had the same 

meaning. 676 He states that it is therefore clear that the Ministerial Staff fundamentally. restructur~ 

the hierarchy and functioning of the :MI.JP, thus eradicating Dordevic's former role and.rerouting 

66'1 Trial Judgement. paras 111-124, 1895-1697. _ 
6611 Doi-devic Appeal Bri~ para. 162. -See Dor&vi.6 Appeal Brief, para. 159, referring to Trial Judgement, para. 114. 

See also DordeVE Appeal Brief, para. 168; Dordcvic Appeal Brief. para. 161, refeiring 1n Trial Judgement, para. 
- 108; Exhibit P57; Appeal Hf:)aring,. 13 May 2013, AT. 75-76, 79. 

cm I>ordevic Appeal Brief, paras 162-163. See also Appeal Hearing, 13 May 2013, AT. 77-78-
670 Dordcvic AppealBrief,paras 163, 167. See alsoDordevicReply Brief, paras 45-46. 
671 E>ordevic Appeal B~ para. 164. refming to Exhibit P57. 
fm. Dm:devic Appeal Brief, para. 164 (mnphasis in original). 
673 Dordevic Appeal Brief. para. 164; referring to Exhibit P57. 
u1+ Dorderic Appeal Brief, para. 165. - . 
675 Dordevic Appeal Brfof, para. 165; Exhibit P67, _Item 3 (emphasis in original). 
676 DordcvicAppcalBrief, para. 166, wfecring to Exhibits PS7, Irem.3, P67, Item 3. 
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responsibility dixectly from the Mmister to. the Head of the MOP .Staff.677 In Dordevic's view, the' 

transfer of Stojanovic should have been considered as a decisive sign of this c~ge of hierarchy. 678 

220. Dordevic further submits that t® Tri.al Chamber erroneously relied on the evidence of 

Witness Ljubinko Cveti.c ('Witness Cvetic''), who was the Cbief of one of the seven SUPs in. 

Kosovo, to conclude that the creation of the Ministerial Staff had no impact on Dordevic' s role. 679 

Dord:evic argues that the Trial Chamber ~ed in: (i) failing to acknowledge that Witness Cvetic 

changed bis evidence when confronted: with the Minister's Decision; and (ii) relying on. 

Witness Cvetic' s evidence because ''he had no direct knowledge of the relationship between the 

Ministerial Staff. and Belgrade':.680 He notes that Witness Cvetic acknowledged that "the 

rela.tionsbip between Kosovo and Dordevic had changed with the creation of the Mmisteri.al 

Staff'. 681 Dordevic further submits that the Tri,al Chamber erred in relying on the hearsay evidence 

of Wi1ness Shaun Byrnes ( .. Witness Byrnes'') and on the inaccurately summarised statemen~ of 

Dordevic' s chef de cabinet, . Slobodan Borisavljevic - ('"Bori~avljevic"). 681 In relation to - : 

Borisavljevies ~tatement, Dordevic furtber notes that it was not admi~ into evidence. 6" 3 

221. In addition, f>on1evic argues that the Trial Chamber.erred in finding that he appointed and 

dismissed Chiefs -of SUPs.684 He ~ists that it was the prerogative of the Mini.st.er, whose 

aufl?-ari.sation was required whe~ Dordevic appointed and dismissed RJB members to and from the 

Ministerial Sta:ff.685 Dordevic claims that bis ''limited role bore no relation to being 'actively 

-engaged' in the actual functioning of the Staff until the end of the war"_ 686 

222. The Prosecution responds that the evidence supports the finding that .Dordevic' s role as 

Head o! the RIB remained unchanged after the establishment of the Ministerial St.aff.687 It argues 

that •~[t]he Trial Chamber reasonably found that the RJB chain of command fl.owed from MUP 

Minister Stojiljkovic and Dordevic" to the MUP Staff headed by Lukic, .. who was in charge of 

coordinating and map.aging MUP units engaged in combat actions in Ko~oyo'".6811 Furthermore, th~ 

tm E>ordevic Appeal Brid; para. 166. 
ffl Appeal Hearing, 13 May 2,013, AT. 78. See also Eon1evic Appeal Brief. para. 170., :refelling to Exhibit D99. 

61!1 Dorocvic Appeal Brief, para,. 168. 
680 E>ordevic Appeal Brief, para. 168.. See also Dor&vic Reply Brief, Jlll3.. 47. 
681 E>ordevic Appeal Brief, para.. 168, referring to Ljubinko Cvetic. 2 Jlll. 2009, T. 6789-6790. 
682 Dordevic Appeal Brief. para. 169. 
683 Dordcvit Appeal Brief, para. 169. 
L'M Don1i,vic Appeal Brief, para. 171. See also Doriicvic Reply Brief. para. 48. 
6115 Dord:cvic Appeal Brief, para. 172. . 
a!ei Dor4evic Appeal Brief, para. 172, referring to Trial Judgement, paras 120-121. 

' 17 Prosecution Response Brief. para. 130. 
oBS Prosecmi.OIL Response Brief, para. 134. 
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Minister's Decision does not cqntradict the Trial Chamber's finding that Dordevic remained Head 

of the RIB and Lukic' s superior. 689 . 

223. Regarding Witness Cvetic' s testimony, the Prosecution argues that the. Trial Chamber 

properly exercised its discretion m accepting it and that Dordevic incorrectly asserts that 

Witness Cvetic acknowledged he was mistaken.690 It further argues that Dordevic fails to 

substantiate the claim that the Trial Chamber relied on weak-evidence that Lukic continued to report 

to Dordevic after the :Minister's Decision.691 The Prosecution contends that, by focusing on only 

one paragraph of the Trial Judgement, Dordevic ignores other factual :findings, "merely asserts that 

the [Trial] Chamber failed to interpret the· evidence in a particular manner. imd points to other 

evidence, without demonstrating that no reasonable trier of fact could have reached this 

conclusion". 692 

224. Similarly, re~arding Dordevic's powers to appomt and dismiss SUP chiefs; the Prosecution 

states that Dordevic repeats arguments. that the Trial Chamber considered and rejected, without 

showing an error.693 

(c) Analysis 

225. At the outset, the Appeals Chamber notes tha~ Dordevic reiterates on appeal some of the 

215:--1 

-·same arguments made at trial that were explicitly considered and ~ejected by the Trial Cham.ber.694 

The Appeals Chamber therefore recalls tp.at appeals proceedings are not a trial de nova; rather, the 

Appeals Chamber will hear appeals when an error of law or fact is alleged.695 It is established in the 

jurisprudence of the Tribunal that mere repetitions of arguments that were unsuccessful at trial. 

without showing that their rejection constituted an error warranting the intervention of the Appeals· 

Chamber, may be summarily dis:missed.690 

226. With respect to the T:naJ. Chamber's consideration of the :Minister's Decision, the Appeals 

Chamber obseIYes that while the Trial Chamber found that pursuant to the Minister's Decision, 

689 Prosecution Response Brief, para. 134. 
690 Prosecution Response Brief, para. 136. 
691 Prosecution Response Brief, para. 137. 
692 Prosecution Response Brief, para. 137, :refon::ing to Trial Judgement, para. 1897, Do:rdcvic Appeal Brief, 

paras 169-170. 
693 ProsecutionRe.s_ponse Brief, paras 138.139. 
694 See Tri.al judgement. paras lll, 115, 1893; Closing Argument& (14 Jul 2010), T. 14451•14452, 14481, 

14492-14493; Dordevic Dosing Brief, paras 136-137, 146-148, 185-209, 285, '406. See supra, paras 211, 214, 
218-224. . 

es Article 25 of_tbe Statute; supra, paras 13-19. 
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Lukic was to "'report to the Minister al;>out bis actions", it did not solely rely on this wording or 

document to conclude that Dordevic' s power had not be.en limite,d by the creation of the MinisterW 

Staff.691 To the contrary, the Trial Chamber reasoned that the wording of the Minister's Decision 

di.d not suggest anything extraordinary from the standard pm-ctioning of the MUP. namely that the 

'':Minister remains the person ultimately responsible and who can intervene and make demands or 

· give instructions as he'deems it necessary'.698 It further reasoned that the normal .iimctioning of the 

MUP also entailed that senior chiefs of sections carry out their normal duties in assisting the 

Minister.to fulfil bis role.699 The Trial Chamber then engaged in a detailed analysis of the evidence 

supporting the finding that Dordevic'"' s role and involvement in the activities of the MUP in Kosovo 

were not diminished.700.It considered evidence that: (i) Dordev:ic was often on the ground in 1998 

and 1999 and played a direct role in the engagement ofMUP forces in Kosovo;701 (ii) he actively 
'I • ' r • • " 

participated in the Collegium meetings at which anti-terrorist operations were discussed and 

planned;702 fill) he actively participated at the Joint Command meetings dealing with the 

coordination oJ the VJ and MUP forces in Kosovp; 703 (iv) the majority of the operations in Kosovo 

continued to be carried' out by the RIB, including PJP and SAJ detachment, for which Dordevic 

remained responsible; 704 (v) Dordevic made decisions regulating the rights of the MUP members 

· assigned to the Ministerial St;aff, including Stevanovic;705 and (vi) Lukic recognised Dordevic as bis 

superior.706 

227. Jn light of the above, the Appeals Chamber fii:ids unpersuasive Dordevic' s claim that the use 

of both odgovora and izveitava m the Minister's Decision clearly show that .. the Ministerial Staff 

fundamentally restructured the hierarchy and functioning of the MOP by requiring that the Head of · 

Staff directly answer to · [the Minister] and additionally inform him about security-related 

696 See supra, para: 20. 
® 7 See Trial Judgement, para. 110. 
6i8 Trial Judgement. para. 112. See also Trial Judgement, para. 115. 
699 Trial Judgement, paras 112-114. · 
700 See Trial JudgemeDt, para. 118. 
701 Trial Judgement, paras 118, 244, 359, 398, 1900-1907, 1920-1925, 2178. See infra. paras 231, 235-238, 242-243, 

450-451. 
7Cl2 Trial Judgement. paras 98, us; 1897. 
703 Trial Judgement, paras 118,229, 237, 239-240, 244,247, 249, 1902, 1904, 1906. 1988, 2178. See infra, paras 250, 

283-287, 321. The, Appeals Chanihflr further notes that. as wiil be discussed in de~ below, Dordevic con1inned to 
issue dispatches deploying PJP units to Kosovo throughout the Indictment period (see infra, para. 242). 

7°' Trial Judgement. paras 118, 124. 
'7llS Trial Judgement, para. 120. See in.fro, para. 230. 
ms Trial Judgement, paras 119, 1897-1899. Seeuifra. para. 229. 
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developments, measures taken and the effects of those measures" .707 These arguments are therefore 

dismissed. 

2150 

228. The· second error alleged by Dordevic relates to the Trial Chamber's reliance on the 

evidence of Witness Cvetic and · Witness By.mes, and on the srunmacy of Borisavljevic' s 

statement.108 The Appeals Chamber is not convinc.ed by Dordevic's argument that the Trial 

Chamber erred in relying on Witness ·Cveti.c' s evidence to conclude that Dordevic' s authority and 

powers remamed unaffected. by the creation of the Ministerial Staff. The Appeals Cbarohe:r 

observes 1hat Witness Cvetic testified about the MUP Staff and stated that it was a ''mid-command" 

between the MUP in Belgrade, and the SUPs in Kosovo. 709 He did not testify ~ relation to the 

Ministerial Staff and, contrary to Dordevic' s contention, did not change bis ev~nce or' 

acknowledge that he was mistaken. 710 Upon review of Witness Cvetic' s testimony, it is clear that 

when discussing the relationship between the MUP Sbff and Belgrade, he was referring to the 

MOP Staff established by Dordevic in. 1997, which the Trial Chamber clearly distinguished from 

the Ministerial Staff established by the Minister's Decision. 711 Witness Cvetic testified that during 

the Indictment period he did not know of the existence of the Ministerial Staff and had never seen 

the Minister's Decision est.ablisbing it prior to ~s testimony.712 In other words. he did not perceive 

a change in the relationship between the SUP and the headquarters in Belgrade. in relation to the 

MUP Staff_ originally established by Dordevic. 713 His testimony is consistent with the Trial 

Chamber's conclusion that the creation of the Ministerial Staff was a fotmality to include the RDB 

in the MUP Staff in Kosovo,. but did not affect the relationship between the SUPs in Kosovo, the 

MUP Staff, and the headquarters Belgrade in that they remained subordinate to the RJB, and hence · 

·to Doraevic.714 In reaching this conclusion, the Trial Chamber also considered the fact that Lulci.c 

continued to be the Head of the Staff and that. with the exception of the inclusion of the RDB 

representatives, the _composition of the new Ministerial Staff remamed for the most part 

707 See Dordevic Appeal Brief. para. 166. 
701 See E>ordev:it Appeal Brief. paras 168-169. 
7C!I Trial Judgement, para. 124. 
710 See Ljubmk:o Cvetic, 2 Jul 2009, T. 6789-6790. _ 

_ 711 See Trial J-wige.ment, paras 104-107, 1.23; Ljubmko Cvetic, 29 Jun 2009, T. 6590, 6597; Ljubink:o Cvetic, 30 Jun 

~~~- . 
ru. Ljubiuko Cvetic, 30 Jun 2009, T. 6624-6626; Ljubinko Cvetic. Uul 2009, T. 6784-6785. 
7u See Ljubinko Cvelil!, 2 Jul 2009, T- 6785-6786. 
7H Ttial Judgement_ para. 124. 
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2149 . f 
unchanged. 715 Toe Appeals Chamber is not convinced by I>ordevic' s assertions, which misrepresent 

the relevant witness testimony and evidence. Eis arguments are therefore dismissed. 

229. As to the evidence of Witness Byrnes, the Appeals Chamber notes that he testified that 

Luk:ic told him that during his wcx::kly trips to Belgrade he- reported to both E>ordevic and 

Ste:vanovic.716 The Appeals Chamber recalls that it is within the discretion of a trial chain.her to 

admit hearsay evidence, although in assessing its probative. value, the swrounding circumstances 

must be considered. 717 The Appeals Chamber observes that the Trial Chamber did not solely rely on 

Witness Byrne's testimony to conclude that Dordevic retained control over Lukic, but also relied on 
. ·. 

evidence of Dordevic's role in the negotiations leading to the October Agreements.718 As for 

Borisavljevic's statement given before the Belgrade War Crimes Chamber719 that Dordevic received 

reports by phone from Luldc,720 the Appeals Chamber notes that indeed. this statement was not 

admitted into evidence in this trial. However,· the Trial Chamber did not rely on Borisavljevic"s 
. . ' 

statement to reach the conclusion that Dordevic "remained in control of the Ministerial Staff and 

Sreten Luki.e' .721 Borisavljevic' s stakment was . simply put to Dordevic during I>ordevic' s 

testimony. In assessing_ his credibility, the Trial Chamber observed , that Dordevic ~ed to 

"consistently and convincingly" maintain his evidence denying that Lukic was reporting to him-722 

The Appeals Chamber therefore considers that the Trial Chamber relied on Borisavljeyic' s 

statement to assess Dordevi6' s credibility on the issue, and not, as E)ordevic suggests, for the truth 
. . 

of its content.723 ·The Appeals Chamber finds that Dordevic takes the Trial Chamber's findings out 

of their context and ignores its detailed analysis of the testimonial and documentary evidence upon 

715 Trial Judgement. paras 108-109.· The Appeals Chamber finds that contrary to the E>oroevic's cl.aim, !be Trial 
Chamber considered and reasoned the changes in the comp□siti~ of the Ministerial Staff from the MUP Staff (see 
Trial Judgement, paras 108-109, fn. 394_ Contra Don1evic Appeal Brief. para. 162). Dordevic simply offors an 
altemati.ve intmpretati.on of the facts, ignoring all the relevant Trial Chamber findings, 

Wi trial Judgement, fn, 6502. · 
717 See Lukic and LuJdc Appeal Judgement, para. 303; Blas"kic Appeal Judgement, para. 656, fn. 1374; H{Uadinaj et al.. 

Appeal Judge:ment, paras 85-86. 
711 Trial Judgement, para. 1897, 
719 Chamber. created in June 2003 within the Belgrade District Court, with jurisdiction over crimes against humanity 

and viola.tions of inte:rnati.onal law as set out in the Sedrum. Penal Code, and over serious violatioDS of international 
Jmminitarian law that occurred on the teaitories of'lhe former Republic of Yugoslavia since 1 January 1991. . · 

720 · Trial Judgement. para. 1897, fn. 6502. · · 
ni See Trial Judgement, para. 1897, fn. 6502. Conua Dordevic Appeal Brief, para. 169. 
m Triel Judgement, fn. 6502.. See alsa y:Lasti.mir Dordevic, 14 Dec 2009, T. 10061. D□rdevic also suggests that the 

"Trial_Cll81nber inaccurately S1lillIJJaiiBed the testimony of Borisavljevic (Dordevic Appeal Brief, para. 169). Hav.ing 
reviewed. the transcript, the Appeals Chamber notes that that is not the case. The Trial Judgement reported 
Borisavljevic:;' s statement that Dordevic received oral reports from Lul::ic, who contacted. him by phooe, which _is 

consistent with. Borisavljevic statement as read into ~ record (cf.· Trial Judgement, fu. 6502 wi.l:h V1astimir 
Dordevic. 14Dec 2009, T.10063). . . 

723 See Trial.Judgement, fn.. 6502; Vlastimir Dordevic, 14 Dec 2009, T. 10061-10067. 
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which it concluded that the Ministerial Staff did not alter the superior-subo~dinate relationship 

between Dordevic and Lukic.724 His arguments are therefore dismissed. 

230. The Appeals Chamber further finds unconvincing Dordevic' s argument that he lacked the 
. ' 

power to appoint and dismiss the SUP chiefs. The Trial Chamber explicitly considered and rejected 

this argament.725 Dordevic ·merely asks the ~ Chamber to accept bis interpretation of the 
. - -

evidence, without pointing to an error. 726 In addition, Dordevic' s argummt .that his role in 

"appointing and dismissing RJB members to and 'from the Ministerial Staff' was limited to 

regulating individual employment rights reveals bis misunderstanding of the Trial Chamber's 

finding.727 Indeed, the Appeals Chamber understands 1he Trial Chamber to have found that 

notwithstanding Dordevic's lack of "power .to appoint'' members of the Ministerial Stnf, by 

regulating the rights_ of those RJB ~mbers assigned to the Ministepal Staff, he "remained actively 

engaged. in the membership and functioning of the Mmist.¢al Staff in Kosovo ·throughout 1999. "~ 

Dordevic merely offers an alternative conclusion but has failed to show that the Trial Chamber 

erred. His argument is therefore dismissed. 

3. Dordevic's role in the events in Kosovo in 1998 and 1999 

(a) Introduction 

231. The Trial Chamber found that, following the adoption of the Plan" for the Suppression of 

Terrorism in Kosovo in July 1998, Dordevic was present in Kosovo for about three months, where 

he monitored the implementation of the plan and actively participated in the Ministerial Staff 

meetings.729 TQ.e Trial Chamber also found that at a meeting of the Mirri~terial Staff in Kosovo .on 

724 Trial Judgement, pilillS 104-124, 1897-1899; 
m Trial Judgement, paras 40, 48; Dordevic Oosing Brief. pam.: 163. 
m See supra, para. 20. 
m Dorde\-ic Appeal Brief. para. 172. 
T.Z1I Trial Judgement, para. 120. The evidence analysed by the Trial Chamber mcludes two decisions signed .by 

E>ordevic relating to the entitlement of StojllllOvic and Bozovic (Trial Judgement, para. 120, refm:ring to 

Exhibits Pl044. 0405, respectively); Lukic's letter to I>ordevit proposing the termlnatim of appointments and 

addition of members to the Ministerial Staff as elf 1 J1I11C 1999 (Tri&l Judgement. para. 120, refr;.crlng to Exhibit 

D406); the Minister's subsequent deci&ioil reflecting Lukic's proposal to Dordevic (frial Jui;l.gement, para. 120, 

referring to Exlubit.P67); and E>ordevic' s decision of 30 May 1999 tcrmmating .the emplo}'Dlf:llt of Milan Cankovic 

as member of the Ministerial Staff (Trial fadgemeot. para. 120, refe.mng to Exhibit P144). 
m Trial Jlldgement, para. 1901. Toe Appeals Chamber notes·tbat ":in keeping with the general usage of witnesses and 

submissions during the trial" the Trial ~ber used "the description the 'MVP Staff', or the 'MUP Staff for 

Kosovo•, wbetbe.r the reference is to lhe: MUP Staff far Kosovo before 16 June 1998, DI the Mmiste.rial Staff for the 

Su:ppresGi.on ofTCtrOcism in Kosovo after 16 June 1998." The Trial Chamber siressed that thi!i "U!iage is convenient 

for btevity and does not imply any' failme ·to recognise lhe change~ [the) fm:mal strootare" of the: Staff (Trial 

Iudgcment, para. 123). The.Appeals Chamber will instead diffurenciate between the two·and refc.ir to Ministerial 

Staff when discussing the Staff after 16 June 1998. · 
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22 July 1998, Dordevic instructed those prese~t on their future obligations in accordance with the 

Plan for the Suppression of Terrorism in Kosovo.730 It further found that throughout 1999. Dordevic 

"continued to maintain bis involvement in J{osovo and was active with the Minister in Kosovo on 

more -than one occasion"_73l The Trial Chamber found this conduct to be inconsistent with 

Dordevic' s position at trial that the Minister kept him "out of the loop" about the events in 

Kosovo.732 

(b) Arguments of the parties 

232. Dordevic argues that the effect of the creation of the Ministerial Staff on bis "control over 

the events in Kosovo was instantaneous"733 and that the Trial Chamber erred in concluding that he 

"actively participated m."-in Ministerial Staff meetings, or had "eff~tive control" over events in 

Kosovo iii _1998 and 1999.734 He contends that the Toal Chamber erred in concluding that he 

actively participated in Ministerial Staff meetings in · 199g_735 Dordevic submits that as 1998 

proceeded, bis involvement in Kosovo waned, and in 1999 he was in Kosovo on only a handful of 

occasions.736 ln support of his argument, Dordevic points to: (i) his alleged presence ·and 

involvement in Racak/R.ac;ak: in mi&-January 1999; (ii) a staff meeting on 17 February 1999, headed 

by Lukic on the Minister's behalf, in which Dordevic barely _spoke; (ill) a Ministerial Staff meeting 

on 8 March 1999, chaired by the Minister and Head of MUP Staff, in which Dordevic did not 

contribute; (iv) a visit to Kosovo on 16 and 18 April 1999 where he terminated the duties of two 

SUP chiefs, on the Minister's authorisation. and met with Lukic and Stev~ovic; (v) his alleged 

presence at the Joint Command meeting on 1 June 1999; and (vi) bis presence at a meeting on 

10 June 1999 pertaining to the withdrawalofMIJP forces from Kosovo.737 

233. In support of this argument, Dordevic also points to evidence of a number of Ministerial 

Staff meetings during which Stevanovic was either chairing the meeting or giving detailed 

instructions, while f>ordevic was not even present 738 

730 Trial Judgement, para.. 1901. 
73t Trial Ju~ent. para. 1925. 
732 Trial Judgement, para.. 1925. · 
733 Dordevic Appeal Brief. para. 173 .. 
7l4 Dordevic Appeal Brief, para. 173. 
735 Dordevit Appeal Brief, para. 173. 
n 6 Dordevic Appeal Brief, para. 173. 
737 Dordevic Appeal Brief, para.-173. Dardevic's involvement in Racak/Rllfak:in January 1999 and a Joint Command 

meeting on 1 June 1999, will be addressed mider, respectively, sob--grotmds 9(E) and 9(B) of his appeal 
731 Appeal Hearing, 13 May 2013, AT. 78-79. Specifically, Dordevic points to the following Ministerial Staff 

meetings: (i) 21 December 1998 (see Exhibit Pl043); (ii) 4 April 1999 (see Exhibit P764); (iii) 7 May 1999 (see 

Exhibit P771); and (iv) 11 May 1999 (see Exhibit P345). 
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234. The Prosecution responds that the Trial Chamber rejected Dordevi6' s assertions that he 

seldom attended Ministerial Staff meetings in 1998 and was rarely on the ground in Kosovo in 

1999.739 It contends that the Trial Chamber reasonably reached this conclusion after weighing the 

evidence regarding Dordevic' s presence on the ground following the establishment of the 

Ministerial Staff in June 1998, and was not convinced by bis assertion that be was kept .. out of the 
' 740 

loop" al>out events in Kosovo. 

( c) Analysis 

235. The Appeals Chamber observes that Dordevic submits that "[it] was wholly erroneous to 

conclude that [he] •actively participated' in Ministerial Staff meetings ~ 1998".741 The Appeals 

Chamber considers that this statement is taken out of context The complete Trial Chamber's 

- finding is as follows: 

If]rom July 1998 onwards. for a period· of at least three months, the Accused was present in 
Kosovo, monitoring the implemenWion of the Plan for the Suppression of Terrorism in Kosovo 
and actively participating in MUP Staff meetings. 742 . 

236. · 1be Trial Chamber's :findings in this regard are based on extensive· evidence concerning 

Dordevic' s involvement in; Kosovo throughout 1998 and his active participation in the 

establishment and implementation of the Plan for the Suppres.sion of Terrorism in Kosovo. '.43 The 

Appeals c;llamber recalls that the full title of the Ministerial Staff was "Ministerial Staff for the 

Suppr~sion of Terrorism"744 and that it was created to formally bring together the RIB and RDB 

for the purpose of "combating terroris~" in Kosovo. 745 Immediately after the creation of the 

Ministerial Staff. Dordevic was sent to Kosovo to monitor and implement the Plan for the 

Suppression of Terrorism.740 Dordevic himself testified that he occasionally participated in the 

Mmisterial Staff meetings., ''took part in the work of the meetings, contribut[ed] to them with some 

proposal [ ... ] or belp[ed] them in any way [he] thought [he] could".'147 Similarly, when discussing 

his role in Kosovo at the time, he testified that he was not ''merely an observer" but that bis task 

was "to get involved and provide assistance in the activities being carried out down there aQd to 

- 139 Prosecution Response Brief, para_ 141. 
740 Prosecution Response Brief, para. 14 L 
741 Dordevic Appeal Brief. para. 173. 
742 Trial Jud.gem.mt, para. 1901. 
743 Trial Judgement, para. 1901, fn& 6522-6531. See also Trial Judgement, paras 22&-293, 1900-1907. 
744 Trial Judgement, para. 108. See also supra, paras 209-211. 
745 Trial Judgement, para. 110. 
746 V1astinm Dordevic, 8 Dec.ember 2009, T. 9791; Trial Judgement, paras 1900-1907. 
747 Trial Judgm.e:nt, fn. 6526, ref~g to Vhtstimir Dordevit, 3 December 2009, T. 9589 .. 
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give [his] contribution to the success of the anti-terrorist activity.''748 In light of the above, the 

Appeals Chamber finds that the f~t that Dordevic did not attend all the meetings of the Mmisterial 

Staff as he pointed out, does not unden:nine the Trial Chamber's conclusion that he was actively 

participating in Ministerial Staff meetings.7451 Similarly, it also does not undennine the· Trial 

,Chamber's conclusion that the creation of the Ministerial Staff did not, as Dordevic suggests, have 

an impact on bis involvement in the events in Kosovo. His argument~ in this respect are dismissed. 

237. Dordevic further contends that the Trial Chamber erroneously relied on evidence of bis 

limited participation in meetings in Kosovo in 1999, to establish that he was an active participant in 

and had effective control over forces in Kosovo in 1999.750 Dordevic, however, ignores the Tri.al 

Chamber's :finding thai bis visits to Kosovo in 1999 were considered in the context of bis active 

participation in the establishment of the Plan for the Suppression of Terrorism in Kosovo and his 

'•commanding presence in Rac~ak.".751 Doraevic's relative silence during certain meetings or 

the fact that a meeting was chaired by someone other than Dordevic does not negate· these 

findings.752 To the contrary, given bis role in the establishment of the Plan for the Suppression of 

Terrorism in Kosovo and bis "commanding presence in Rac~ak:", as well as his senior status, 

£>ordevic' s presence in Kosovo and at meetings aimed at "boost[mg] the morale of the police force" 

and eyaluating the ''handover of duties of the two SUP chiefs" is relevant to the :rna1 Chamber's 

determination of Dordevic's continued involvement in Kosovo during the Indic1ment period.753 It 

was therefore reasonable for the Trial Chamber to consider bis participation at meetings in Kosovo 

_in 1999 to establish that he was still active in,Kosovo and was not kept "out of the loop" as 

Dordevic, argued at _trial. 754 

238. In any event, Dordevic misunderstands the findings of the Trial Chamber insofar as he 

submits that it failed to establish that he bad "effective control'' over events in Kosovo.755 The Trial 

Chamber did not consider whether or not he had effective control in these specific instances, but 

~r that Dordevic «played a key role :in coordinating the work of the MUP forces in Kosovo in 

1998 and 1999"755 an~ additi~nally, _that he had de jure powers and effective control over the 

748 Trial Judgemem:, fn.. 6526, refming to VIastimirDordev1e, 8 December 2009, T. 9791. 
1411 Centro Dordevic Appeal Brief, fn. 256. . 
750 See Trial Judgement, para. 1925. 
m Trial Judgement. para. 1925. 
752 See Dordevic Appeal Brief, pan. 173, referring to Exhi"bit P85, p, 4, Trial Jadgcment, para. 1925. 
753 Trial Judgement, para. 1925. , · · 
75,4. See Trial Judgement, para. 1925. 
755 See Dardev:ic Appeal Brief. para. 173(b ). 
755 Trial J~g~nt, para. 2154. · 
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police in Kosovo. 757 The Trial Chamber made its findings with respect to Dordevic' s presence in 

-Kosovo in 1999 to show that Dordevic- .. continued to maintain his involvement in Kosovo, and was 

active with the Minister in: Kosovo on more than one occasion".758 In light of his continual visits 

throughout 1998 and 1999, bis "commanding presence" at times, and bis key role in coorclinating 

MUP forces in Kosovo, the Appeals Chamber is satis.fied the Trial_ Chamber reasonably concluded 

that Dord:evic mawtained his involvemeni and was active in Kosovo in 1999. 

239. In light·of the above, the Appeals Chamber finds that Dordevic has failed ·to show that no. 

reasonable trier of.fact could have reached the same conclusion as the Trial Chamber, and as such 

has failed to show that the Trial Chamber erred in concluding that he remained involved and active 

in Kosovo throughout 1999. 

4. Authority over the PJP and the SAJ 

(a) -l\rguments of the parties 

240. Dordevic submits that the Trial. Chamber erred in conclucling that he had authority and 

effective control over the PJP and the SAJ. because he engaged and deployed them. 759 Moreover, be 

argues that he merely implemented the Minister's decisions and bis role ended there. 760 He further 

contests the Trial Chamber's finding that he admitted members of PJP and SAJ units into the 

reserve for~s and deployed them to Ko~ovo.761 

241. The Prosecution responds that the Trial Chamber reasonably found that Dordevic was 

responsible for .PJP and SAJ units in Kosovo throughout 1998 and 1999 and rejected Dordevi.C s 

argument that he merely implemented the Minister's deci.sions.762 The Prqsecuti.on maintains that 

the establi~bment of the Ministerial Staff in June 1998 did not diminish Dordevic's authority over 

the PJP and SAJ units.763 The Prosecution also claims that Dordevic bas failed to show that the 

Trial Chamber's :finding regarding~ deployment of volunteers and reservists to Kosovo was 
· 764 

umeasonable. 

757 Trial Judgement, pera. 2154, 
758 Trial Judgement, para. 1925. 
-rl9 Boroevic Appeal Brief, paras 174, 176, 17S-179. 
7°" Dordevic.Appea].Brief,parru; 175, 177-179. 
761 Dordevit Appeal Brief, para. 177. 
762 PrOGeCUti.onR.esponseBrief, para. 143. See also Appeal Hearing, 13 May 2013, AT.119. 
763 Prosecution Response Brief, para. 144. 
764 Prosecution Response Brief, para. 145. 
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(b) Analysis 

242. The_ Appeals Chamber observes that the Tri.al Chamber foun~ that "th~ mobilising and 
. . 

engaging of the PJPs could be done on orders of the Minister and. when approved by the-Minister, 

also .on orders of- the Chief of ~ ~ ... namely Don1evic.765 The Trial Ci.amber explicitly 

considered Dordevic' s evidence that he was never authorised by the Minister t:o "use" the PJP to be 

sent. ·on mission, and found this to be ''blatantly" incompatible with the evidence before it 7(,6 It 

concluded that the Minister had authorised. him to make decisions on engaging the PJP forces at the 

relevant time, based on: (i) documentary evidence showjng that Dordevic, as Head of the RIB, 
- . , 

issued dispatches deploying the PJP ~ through.out the Indictment period; 767 and (ii) ~ 

testimony of Witness Cvetic, Chief of the Kosovska :Mitrovica/Mi:trovice SUP, that it was- normally 

the Head of RIB, i.e. Dordevic, who made the decision to engage PJP units.~68 The Appeals 

Chamber finds that Dordevic Jails to· support his contention that he merely implemented the 

Minister's decisions and that the Trial Cb.amber erred in relying on the testimonies and 

documentary evidence upon which it reache4 its conclusion. The Appeals Chamber therefore finds 
. . . 

~t Dordevic bas failed to show that the Trial Chamber's reasoning and assess~ent of the evidence 

was erroneous. 769 

243. '\Vith regatd to Dordevic's argument in relation to-the SAJ, he suggests that the Trial 

C~am.ber' s finding that he had authority over the SAT because he could deploy them. falls short of 

effective controI.770 To the extent Dordevic argues that effective control necessarily implies control 

dming combat operations, 771 the Appeals Chamber recalls that this is incorrect as a matter of Iaw.772 

In any event, the Appeals Chamber finds that whether he had control over these uni~ in Kosovo 

during their comb~ operations is irrelevant to lhe u;ltimate dete:rmination of whether by d~loying 

76' Trial Judgement, para. 61, referring to Exbibils P58, para. 2, P1360, p. S, Ljubinko.Cvetic, 29 Jun 2009, T. 6604, 

6607, Vlastimir Elon1evic, 1 Dec 2009, T. 94-53, Vlaslimir Dordevi6, 2 Dec 2009, T. 9459. The Appeals Cham.bee 

not.es that m. support Qf bis argument, f>ordevic po.ints to evidence that only supports the Trial Chamber's geDCIBJ. 

finding that it was within the Minister's power to engage the PJP (compare Dor&vic Appeaf Brief, paras 174-175, 

fn. 263 with Trial Iu.dgement, para. 61). 
7lili See Trial Judgement, para. 61, :rcfeµing to Vlastmdr Dordevic, 2 Dec 2009, T. 9459. 
7o1 Trial Ju.dgemcm:. para. 61, referring to Exhibits P131, P132, Pl37, Pl38, Pl39, P346, P1182. Pl183. 
7611 Trial judgement, para. 61. 
769 Sec, supra. para. 20. . 
710 Dcmievic Appeal Brief, parL 176. In this context, Bordcvic challenges tho Trial Chamber's conclusion that he 

admitted members into $e reserve forces and deployed them, based solely on. challenges to the Trial Chamber's 

:lmdings on the deployment of the Scorpions (see Dordevic Appeal Brief, paras 176-177). The Appeals Chamber 

will address.this argument Ia.tcr in this Judgement (see irifra, paras 355-362. 366-371) .. 
m E>ordevic Appeal.Brief., paras 176, 178-179. _ 

m Tim Appeals Chamber recalls lhat .''[w}oother the effectiv(? conlrol descends from the soperinr to tho sabordinale 

culpable of the crime through intenn6diary subordinates is immaterial as a matter of Jaw; instead,. what matlm is 
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them he acted in furtherance of !he ICE. The Appeals Chamber recalls that the Trial Chamber 

explicitly found that although the PJP and SAT units received their assignments from the MUP Staff 

in Pristina/Prishti.ne following their deployment, Dordevic remained responsible for them.773 

244. Dordevic has therefore failed to show that the Trial Chamber erred in firuiing that he had 

effective control over the deployed units. 

5. The re;porting syst.em within the MUP 

(a) Arguments of the parties 

245. . Dordevi¢' s argument in relation to the reporting system within the MUP is twofold. First, he 

argues that the reporting patterns within the MUP were affected by the creation of the Ministerial 

Staff, which is further evidence that this event curtailed Dordevic' s powers.774 Dordevic particularly 

takes issue with 1he Trial Chamber's finding that SUP reports sent from the Minist.eri,al. Staff to the 

MOP headquarters in Belgrade, including the heads of RIB and RDB. contained information on 

anti-terrorist operations carried out by the police units.775 In his view, the fact that there was a 

double-track reporting system. one from the SUPs to the Ministerial Staff in Pristina/Prishtine, and 

the other one directly to the MUP, shows that he was not informed of the MUP operations in 

Kosovo.n6 Second. Dordevic contends that the Trial Chamber erred in inferring that he had 

knowledge-of the events in Kosovo, since reports to Belgrade did not include information on anti

terrorist operations, even if the :MUP Staff had received all the relevant infonnation on the MUP 
and anti-terrorist activities_n7 

246. The Prosecution responds that the Trial Chamber's finding tb.at-Dordevic was infonned of 

MUP operations in Kosovo was reasonable and ''based on a wealth of evidence". 778 
. . 

whether the superior has the marerial. ability to prevent or punish the crimmally responsible subordinate" (Orie 
Appeal Judgement, para. 20). 

773 Trial Judgement. paras 72, 110. 112, 118, 124, 1896-1897. See also irifra, paras 406-408 . 
. 774 See E>ordevic Appeal.Brief, paras 180, 182, 1S4-1R5; DOI"devic Reply Brief, paras 52-53. 
715 Dordevic Appeal Brief, para. 182, refening to TriBl Judgement., para. 132. See also Appeal Hearing, 13 May 2013, 

AT. 170-171. 
776 Do.rdevic Appeal Brief, para. 184. See also Appeal Hearing, 13 May 2013, AT. 170-171. 
m . See Dordevic Appeal Brie£. paras 180, 182, 184-185; Do.rdeyic Reply Brief, paras 52-53. 
TIB Prosecution Response Brief, para. 147. See also Appeal Hearing, 13 May 2013, AT. 125. The: Prosecution flll1:het 

submits 1hat the Trial Chamber found that Dordev:ic' s knowledge came from various sources including the detailed 
and extensive reporting systems ill place in the MUP, reports by telephone, personal contact, bis participation .in 
meetings of lhe MUP Suff, Joint Command, MUP Collegium, and personal tours on the grourui (Prosecution 
Response Brief, paras 1~7-148). · 
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(b) Analysis 

· 247. The Appeals C~ber notes that the Trial Chamber discussed in detail the reporting system 

within the MUP. 779 In making its findings on the reporting system, it relied on the MUP instructions 

on information and reporting,780 Dordevic's, Witness Cvetic's, and Witness Simovi.c's testimonies, 

as well as other docomenta:ry evidence.781 It found that: (i) in 1999, the SUPs in. J~osovo782 sent 

reports about the events occurring in the territory of Kosovo to both the MUP headquarters in . 

Belgrade and the MUP Staff in Pris~e;783 (ii) the most importmrt -security-related 

information that occurred -within the territory of all the SUPs was in turn sent by the analytics 

department of the RIB in Belgrade to all the SUPs and the head of the MOP Staff, informing them 

of the situation outside their territory}84 (iii) the chiefs of the SUPs reported to Luldc every 

morning on ~y additional information that had not been included in the daily bulletins; 785 and 

~ (iv) .reports were given during the meetings of the Ml.JP Staff. 786 The Trial CbaJ?:iber also found that 

the ::Ml.JP Staff submitted reports to the headquarters in Belgrade and SlllDillfilY reports to the MUP 

. in Belgrade of everything that happened in the field. These summary reports were described_ by 

Dordevic as a "doubie-track channel", in light of the fact that the same informatio~ was also sent by 

the SUPs to the operation centre of the MUP. 787 

248. When discussing these reports, the Trial Chamber rejected Dordevic's evidence that while 

such reports were to include information on tpe movement of the police and police operations, the 

:information received by Belgrade covered only terrorist activities (and therefore not anti-terrorist 

responses by the VJ and MUP). 788 The Trial Chamber instead found that these reports covered: 

(i) terrorist actions _and the police response to these actions; (ii) police operations, including the type 

of operatic~ its time and place, the number of police members participating, combat and non

combat equipment used, and the result and consequences; (iii) movement of police units to, from, 

11.Dd witlm;l Kosovo; and (iv) observa~ons on the work of the KVM mission members.789 These 

Ti9 Trial Judgement, paras 125-135. 
7110 Exhibit D232. 
781 See Trial Judgement, p~ 125-135, 125&. 
782 '.fhe 33 Secretariats for Internal· Affairs (SUPs) were subordinate to the RIB and responsiole for the security 

situation, in a parti.cuhu' geographic area for which. they were esl:llblisbed in the territory of the Republic of Serbia 
(Trial Judgement. para. 46). 

713 Trial Judgement, para. 129, referring to LjnbiDko Cvetic, 1- Jul 2009, T. 67'J_3, 6726, Exhibit P1060. 
7M Trial Judgement, para. 129. referring to Vlastin:iir Dordevic, 2 Dec 2009, T. 9495, 9499-9504. 
?BS Trial Judgement. para. 129, referiillg to Ljubink.o Cvetic, 2 Jul 2009, T. 6763. 
7116 Trial Judgement. para. 129, referring to Ljubinko Cvetic, 3 Jul 2009, T. 6860, Exhibit P764. 
7.., Trial Judgement. para. 131, referring to Vlastimir Dordevic, 2 Dec 2009, T. 9508 ( discussing Exhibit D284). 
781 Trial Judgement, para. 132, referring to Exhibit Pl041. . . 
7119 Trial Judgement, para. 132. 
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topics were set out in a dispatch from Lukic to all the SUPs in Kosovo on 21 October 1998 in light 

of the obligations entered into by Serbia in the October Agreements. 790 

249. The Appeals Chamber considers that the Trial Chamber's· finding is not clear on whether the 

content of the "reports" refers to the reports sent: (i) from the SUPs to the MUP St.a.ff, (ii) from the 

SUPs to the Operations Centre of the MIJP in Belgrade, or (iii) from the MD:P Staff to Belgrade. 

The Appeals Chamber notes that the Trial Chamber referred to Exlnbits D274 and D275.791 

ExhibitD274 is a report from a SUP to the MUP Staff dated 14 January 1999, which covers 

precisely the areas of reporting set out in the dispatch of 21 October 1998 issued by Lukic.792 
. . 

Exhibit D275, is a daily report from a SUP to the Operations Centre' in Belgrade. which on the other 

hand, only covers criminal offences, events, and incidents, but makes no reference to police 

operations.793- However, for the reasons set out below and elsewhere in this Judgement,794 the 

Appeals Chamber finds that this distinction has no bearing on the Trial Chamber's conclusion that 

the creation of-the Ministerial Staff did not limit Dordevic's powers and that he.was aware of the 

events unfolding in Kosovo. 

250. The Appeals CJ1amber observes that the Trial Chamber e.xplicitly found that despite the 

detailed and extensive reporting system whereby both the SUP and the ~ -Staff reported to 

Belgrade on the events that ocr:urred on the ground in Kosovo. these reports did not mention serious 

crimes committed by MUP forces against the Kosovo Albanian•populati.on during the course of 

1998 and 1999.?95 It therefore :inferred Dordevic's knowledge of the events occurring in Kosovo 

based on: (i) evidence that reports from the SUPs were sometimes given to the MUP headquarters 

by phone;796 (ii) evidence that on 28 Match 1999. ~imovic, SAJ Commander, informed Dordevic 

by telephone of the crimes committed against Kosovo Albanian civilians by the Scorpions unit 

attached to tb..e SAJ in Podujevo/Podujeve on that day;797 (iii) Dordevic's personal and direct 

c·ontact with, inte.r alia, a number. of SUP chiefs m Kosovo and the ~ead of the MUP Staff, 

Lukic/98 (iv) his attendance at and active participation in tbe Joint Command meetings;799 (v) bis 

190 . Trial Judgement, para. 13Z; Exlnbit P1041. 
791 Trial JudgemeDte para. 132. 
792 See Exln'bit:B D274, P1041. 
793 See Exlnllit D275. 
194 See supra, paras 22S--227, 235-238; infra, pm:-as 250-251. 
795 Trial Judgement, paras 1985-1986. 
m Trial Judgement, para. 1986, referring to the tes~y of lJubmko Cvetic, I Jul 2009, T. 6723, 6726. 
797 Trial Judgement, para. 1986, refun::ing to the wstimony of Vlastimir Dordevic, 7 Dec 20()(J, T. 9703, Zoran 

S:imovic, 19 Apr 2010, T. 13588-13589, Zoran Simovic, 20 Apr 2010, T. 13654. 
798 Trial Judgement, para. 1987. the Trial Chamber cocs:idered evidence in 1999 he was preseot in Kosovo on several 

occasions, attending MOP Staff meetings and visiting SUP chiefs (Trial Judgement, para. 1987). Particularly the 
Trial Chamber found that: (i) in 1999 Dordevic attended a MUP Staff meeting during which Lukic discussed the 
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participation ·at the MUP Collegium. where the Trial Chamber found that VJIMVP anti-terrorist 
I ' I -. • 

· oper?,ti.ons were ·discussed in det;ail;800 (vi) his knowledge· of crimes commitred by the Serbian 

forces in Kosovo already in 1998;801 (vii) his presence on -the ground in R~ak in January 

1999, where an op~:ration directed against the KLA resulted :in the death of many civilians;802 

(viii) bis involvement in the concealment of crimes;803 and (ix) the national media.804 -Tbe Appeals 

Charµber therefore i;inds that Dordevic has failed to show that no reasonable trier of fact could have 

· concluded as the Trial Chamber did, and as such has failed to show that the Trial Cha.mbei: erred in 

concluding that he had knowledge of the events occurring in Kosovo. 805 
' . . 

251. Tummg to Dordevic's argument that after 24 March 1999, the ·communication system was 

damaged and news from the field was severely hampered. the_ Appeals Chamber notes that the Trial 

Chambei: explici~y found that the telephone system of reporting was interrupted during April 1999 

as a result of the bombing of the Pristina/Prishtine post offi.ce.806 While~ Trial Chamber did_not 

explicitly state how the reporting system continued, evidence cited in the footnotes supports its • 

finding that the reporting system continued· to function throughout the war·. 807 The Appeals 

Chamber note,:; that the Trial Chamber referred to Dordevic' s own testimony concerning a set of 

dispatches sent from the RIB to the SUPs and the MOP Staff in April and May 1999. 808 

· Particularly, when testifying on a dispatch dated 24 April 1999, Dordevic stated that he received all 

the daily reports809 and that the disPfilcll: was sent to .. all the secretariats and the MUP in 

RIB "mopping-up" operation to be carried out in Podujevo/Podujeve, Dragobilje/Dragobil and Drew.ca (frial 

· Judgement, para. 1987, referring to ExhbitPSS, p. 1); (ii) in·March 1999, while "mopping-up.'' VJ/MUP operations 
were being carried out. in .Kai:~anit and Vucitm/Vusbilni, he took part ip. discussions with the MITP Staff 

on the overall security si1uation in Kosovo ar;id- the implementation of a defence plan (f rial Judgement, para. 1987, 

referring to Ljubinko CVetic, 1 Jul 2009, T. 6682-6683. See also Trial Judgement, para. 1925); (ili.) on 16 April 
1999 he accompanied the Minister on a vi.sit to Kosovo during which they met the chiefs of the SUPs and the MUP 
Staff (Trial Judgement, para. 19_87, referring to Vlastimir Dordevic, 7 Dec 2009, T. 9735); (iv) on 18 April 1999 

Dordevic returned to Kosovo to oversee 1he handover of duty concerning the chief of a number of SUP, during 
which he met with Lukic, Petric, Pavkovic, Lazarevit:, and Dakovic (Trial Judgement., para. 1987, referring to · 

VJastimi:r Bordevic, 7 Dec 2009, T. 9738-9739, Vlastimir E>ordevic, 11 Dec 2009, T. 10020). 
799 Trial Judgement,, para. 1988. See supra, para. 226; irifra, paras 283-287, 321. 
800 Trial Judgement, para. 1989. The Appeals Chambenecalls that it has upheld the Trial Chamber's conclusion that 

anti-terrorist operations were discussed during the Ministerial Collegiu;m meetings (see infra. paras 269-271). 
801 Trial Judgement, paras 1990-1991. . 
802 Trial Judgement, paras 1920-1924,1992. Toe Appeals Chamber has upheld the Trial Chamber's findings in relation 

· to the Rat~ak incident and f)ordevic' s role therein· (see infra. paras 338-340, 345-349). 
803 Trial Judgement. paras 1994, 2156. The Appeals Chamber ~ upheld the Trial Chamber's findings and 

conclusions iD relation to Dordevic' s involvement in the concealment of fue crimes committed by Serbian forces in 

Kosovo (see infra. paras 378-384, 406-409, 413-415, 421-425, 428-433). 
RD4- Trial Judgement. para. 1996. See infra, para. 501. 
BOS See also infra, paras 463,468,470,477, 504, 513-514. 
806 Trial Judgement, para. 130. See Dordevic Appeal Brie.f, para. 185. . 

llll7 Trial Judgement. fn. 442, referrmg to Vlastimir Dordevic. 2 Dec 2009, T. 9499--9504, Exhibits D407, D408, D410, 
D411, D412.. See also Ljubmko Cvetic, 1 Jul 2009, T. 6723-6724. 

BOB Tri.al Judgement, fn. 442, referring to Exhibits D407, D408, D410, D411. 
llllSl Trial Judgommt. fn. 442, referring.to Vlas1ll:nir Dordevic, 2 Dec 2009, T. 9500. 
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[Pristina/Prishtine]".810 The Appeals Chamber also notes Witness Cvetic's testimony in the context 

of the discussion on the destruction of the post offi~ that caused the telephone lines to be cut, that 

the SUPs had communication centres and used "teleprinters" to send dispatches and bulletins to the 

MUJ:l Staff and the headquarters in Belgrade. 811 Dordevic' s argument therefore fails. 

252_ The Appeals Chamber therefore finds that ~ordevic has failed to show th.at the Trial 

Chamber erred in concluding that the creation of the Ministerial Staff did not limit his powers and 

that he was aware of the MOP operation and other relevant events unfolding in Kosovo_ 

6. Areas of responsibility of the Assistant :Ministers 

(a) Introduction 

253. The Trial Chamber held that.,.at all times relevant to the Indictment, Dordevic exercised de 

jure control over the RJB,1112 which was the largest organisational element within the MUP.813 .It 

found that in July 1997, Dorde~ was promoted to Colonel-General, the highest attainable rank 

within the ·MUP and thus became the highest ranking MOP -officer.1114 On 27-January 1998, 

Dordevic was appointed Chief of the RJB.111~ The Trial Chamber further found that the other 

Assistant Ministers within the RIB were subordinate to Dordevic based on: (i) his rank of Colonel

General; (ii) his position as Head of the RIB; (iii) Witness Alehander Vasiljevic's ("Witness 

Vasiljevic") testimony that Dordevic was "the number 2 man in MUP";816 and (iv) the fact that he 

held the bigbest attainable rank in the Ml.JP. 817 

(b) Arguments of the parties 

254. Dordevic argues that the Trial Chamber erred in concluding that. as Assistant Minister and 

Chief of the RIB. be was superior to the olher three Assistant :Ministers from the RIB. SJ-R He insists 

that all Assistant Ministers were directly responsible to the .Minister_ 819 He points to several laws 

and two documents issued by the Minister and argues that instead of "deal[ing]" with these 

810 Vlastimil' Dordevic, 2 Dec 2009, T. 9500_ 
m Ljubinko Cvetic, 1 Jul 2009, T. 6723-6724. 
e12. T~ Jndgement, para. 40. 
813 Trial Judgement, para. 43. 
su. Trial Judgement, paras 43, 1898. 
ru Trial Judgemem, para. 43_ 
816 Trial Judgement, paras 43, 1898. 
111 Trial Judgement, paras 43, 1898. 
818 E>ordevic Appeal Brief, pllill. 159(ii), referring to Trial Judgement, paras 42-43, 1976. _ 
819 Dordevic Appeal Brief, J?aI3... 186, ieferring to Exhibits P258, Article 18, P263. D208. See also Dordevic Appeal 

Brief, para. 188; Appeal Hearing. 13 May 2013, AT. 76, refemng to Exhibits P208, P258, Article 18, P263_ 
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documents, the Trial Chamber based its conclusions on the MVP hierarchy and on the testimony of 

Witness· V asiljevic and Witness K87. 820 According to Dordevic, the Trial Chamber erred in 

focusing on bis rank to determine his status vis-a-vis the other Assistant Ministers. as unlike in the 

military, the principle of hierarchy was not well respected in the MUP and a superior rank did not 

· entail superior control in the MUP.821 Dordevic states that the Milutbwvi,c et a!- Trial-C~ber 

correctly recognised this, and that the Trial Chamber in this case should have come to the same 

conclusion. 822 He submits that th(? evidence of Witness V asiljevic was irrelevant on this issue and 

that Witness K87 was at the_ "'very bottom of the RIB". 823 Dordevic insists that limitations to 

Dordevic's power arose when there was an overlap between lhe_responsibiliti.es of other Assistant 

Ministers. 824 He maintains that the Trial Chamber correctly noted this, but then failed to properly 

assess the role of two Assistant Ministers, Petar. 2'.ekovic C"'Zekovic'") and Stevanovic, whose roles 

overlapped with Dordevic' s.11:zs 

255. Dordevic further contends that there was no _ evidence that Zekovic was Head of the 

Administration of Joint Affairs and that Stevanovic was Head of the Police .Administration in the 

RIB, as found by the Trial Chamber. 826 

256. · The Prosecution responds that the Trial Chamber did consider the laws; evidence and 

witnesses referred to by Dordevic in support of his argument and found that the areas of 

responsibility of Stevanovic and Zekovic did not overlap with. ·or limit, Dordevic' s authority as 

Head of the RIB. &27 The Prosecution submits that the Trial Chamber correctly reasoned that, as the 

highest ranking MUP Officer in the RIB and the "number 2 man in the MUP" ~ because the 

"principle of hierarchy was well-respected throughout the MUP structure", the three other Assistant 

:Mmisters, Zekovi6, Stevanovic, and Mi.sic were subordinate to 0ordevi6. 828 Furthermore, the 

· Prosecution adds that the Trial Chamber correctly relied on mutually-corroborating evidence and 

found· that Assistant Ministers Ze}f:ovic and Stevanovic held positions within the RIB and 

11211 Appeal Hearing, 13 May 2013, AT. 73, 75-76. 
821 Dorderic Appeal Brief, para. 187, referring to Milutinovi.t et aL Trial Judgement. voL3, pa.ras 943-944. See also 

Appeal Hearing, 13 May 2013, AT. 74-75, 174. 
1121 E>ordevic Appeal Brief, para. 187. _ 
823 Dordevic Appeal Brief, para. 188; Appeal Hearing, 13 May 2013, AT. 73 76. 
1124 f)urdevic Appeal Brief, para. 189-190; Appeal Hearing, 13 May 2013, T. 75-77. See also f>ordevic Reply Brief, 

para. 55. 
w Datdevic Appeal Brief, pm., 189-190; Appeal Hearing, 13 May 2013, AT. 78-81. See also Dordevic Reply Brief, 

para. 55. 
£l6 Dorde\':ic Appeal Brief, paras 189-190; Appeal Hearing, 13 May 2013, AT. 79, 172. f>ordevic also notes that 

Zekovic arranged for the collection of bodies froin Pristina/Prisht:ine and Kosovska Mitrovica/Mi.trovice and their 

direct transportation to the Petrovo Selo P JP centre (Appeal Hearing, 13 May 2013, AT. 79). 
827 Appeal Hearing, 13-May 2013, AT. 126. . 
8211 .Prosecution Response Brief, para. 150; Appeal Hearing, 13 May 2013, AT. 126. 
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reasonably found that both men headed departments that were within the RIB. 829 On the other hand, 

the Prosecution argues that the Trial Chamber found there was no evidence to support the theory 

that the area of responsibility of these Assistant Ministers overlapped with that of Dordevic. 830 

( c) Analysis 

257. The Appeals Chamber first recalls that a trial chamber must make findings .based on all of 

the- evidence presented before it, and that two reasonable triers of fact may reach different but 

· equally reasonable conclusions on the basis of the same evidence. 831 Therefore, an error cannot be 

established by merely pointing to the fact that other trial cbainbers have exercised their discretion in 

a different way. 832 Toe question before the Appeal.B Chamber is whether no reasonable trier of fact 

could have reached the same conclusion as the Tri.al Chamber. 833 The Appeals Chamber will 

therefore determine whether it was reasonable for the Trial Chamber to conclude that Dordevic was 

superi.o~ to other Assistant Ministers. 

258. The Appeals Chamber notes that the Trial Chamber considered, but found unconvincing, the 

~stimony of Dordevic and Witness Stojan Mi.sic ("Witness Misic"'), :Ml.JP Assistant Minister, who 
. -

testified that, unlike in the military, the system of hfornrchy did not exist in the MUP and that each. 

Assistant "Minister was responsible directly to the Minister. 834 The Trial Chamber instead concluded 

that the other Assistant Ministers within the RIB were subordinate to Dordevic, based on his rank 

and position as Head of the RIB, as w~ll as the supporting te~timony of Witness V asiljevic. 835 

259. The Appeals Chamber notes that in reaching its conclusion that _those Assistant Minist!!IS 

who also had a position in one of the RIB sections were subordinate to Dordevic, the Trial Chamber 

relied mostly on I>ordevic's role and position as Head ·of the RJB.836 Contrary to Dordevic's claim. 

. the Trial Chamber did consider the legai framework c_oncerning the organisation of the MUP.837 

Specifically, the Trial Chamber noted that according to Article 54 of Exhibit P357 - the Rules of 

Internal Organisation of the MUP of 1997 - the ''Departments shall be controlled by- chiefs of 

m Prosecution RespOlll;e Brief, para. 151; Appeal Hearing, 13 Ma.y 2013, AT. 126-128, referring to Trial Judgement, 
paras 40-41, 60, 100, 1936, 2127, 2175, Exhibits P263, P357, Article 13, PS3?. 

· 130 , Appeal Hearing, 13 May 2013, AT. 127, referring lO Trial Judgement, para. 43. 
1131 Kmojelac Appeal Judgement_ pares 11.12. See also supra, pan.. 180. . 
832 See Krnojelac Appeal Judgement. pai;-a. 12. · 
m Sec mpra, paras 16-17, 
834 Trial Judgement, para. 43. 
135 Trial Judgement, para. 43, referring to Alwan.ca Vasiljevic, 11 June 2009. T. 5933, K87, 17 May 2010, T. 14162. 
836 Trial Judgement, para. 43. 
1!37 Seo TrialJudgememt, paras 37, 40-41; Appeal Hearing, _13 May 2013, AT. 75-76, 78. 
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· departments", 838 and that Dorde~c, as "Chief of the RIB", was in control of the RJB. 839 Based on 

the same rules, the Tri.al Chamber also noted that the RJB comprised severnl administrations, 

including the Crime Police Administration and the Police Administration. 840 The Appeals Chamber 

consic;Iers that these findings are not disturbed by the additional laws Dord.evi.c points to in support 

of his submission that the Assistant Ministers reported rnrectly to the Minister. 841 In this respect, the 

Appeals Chamber not.es that Exhibit P69 is an extract -of the decree on the "Law on State 

Administration" dated 8 April 1992, which was considered by the Trial Chamber in setting out the _ 

· structure of the 1'fiJP. 842 Dordevic refers to Article 46 of this decree which establishes that: 

_[a]mstant ministm shall be appointed in the ministry to head certain department!! and cmry out 

tasks specified. in the document on job organization and plamring and other duties which the 

nriniste:r may entrosl to Chem. · 

. At the llllllister' s proposal. the govemmont shall appoint assistant ministers to fom-~year terms and 

relieve them of their duties. M3 · -

The Appeals Chamber notes that this provision does not create -a direct and exclusive line of 
' . 

reporting between Assistant Ministers and Ministers within the Republic of Serbia. Rather, it 

establishes how the Assistant Ministers are appointed and that the Minister may entrust them with 

duties. This is further confumed by Exhibit P258 - a decree "establishing the principles that shall 

apply to grading and· classification of posts within ministries and special organisations" dated 

6 July 1994 - also referred to by :Dordevic. 8~ While the Trial Chamber did not explicitly refer to 

ExhibitP258, the Appeals Chamber considers it was witbinthe Trial Chamber's discretion not to 

do so, 845 considering that the content of this decree mirrors the evidence already before the Trial 
. . . . 

_Chamber.846 In this respect, the Appeals Chamber notes that while Article 18(2) of Exln"bit P258 

sets out that the "Assistant Minister [ ... ] is directly responsible to the Minister"S47, Article 18(3) 

of the same exhibit establishes that 

[t}be head of an int:emaI mganisation unit shall be responsible for his work and for the work of the 

organisation unit he runs to lhe head of the sector- to which bis intemal ocganisation unit belongs; 

cs Trial Judgement, para. 40, referring to Exhibit P357. 
83~ Trial Judgement, para 40, referring to Vlastimir Dordevic, 1 Dec 2009, T. 9396-9397, Exhibits P357, D396, 

Vlastimir Dordevic, 8 December 2009, T. 9788, 9817. 
sw Trial Judgement. para. 41. 
841 Appeal Hearing, 13 May 2013, AT. 75-76. _ 
114.? See Trial Judgement, para. 37. 
M3 Exhibit P69, Article 46 .. 
1144- See Appeal Hem::mg, 13 May 2013, AT. 73, 75-76. 
845 See e.g. Kvocka et al. Appeal Ju~ement, para. 23; Cdebici Appeal Judgement, para. 498; Kiipresldc et aL Appeal 

Judgement, para. 39; Kordic owl. Cerke1. Appeal Judgement, para. 382. 

w; See Trial Judgement. paras 37, 40-4 L 
ro Exhibit P258, Article 18(2). 
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i.e. bo shall be responsible to the chief executive who i& in chaJ:ge of the a.dministratlve organ or of 
a special organisalion within the Ministry. ua 

260. It follows that Assistant M'.misters who were also heads -of an intemal unit ~thin a 

department in any ministry were also responsible to the head of the Sec«l! to which their internal 

unit belonged. 849 In this case, and in lin~ with what is set out in Article 54 of Exhibit P357 and as 

found by the Trial OJ.amber. the heads of administrations within the RJB were responsible to the 

H~d of the RIB, Dordevic. 850 

261. .The Appeals Chamber notes that the Trial Chamber's reliance on Vasiljevic's testimony 

was not crucial to its · conclusion that the other three Assistant :Ministers in the RIB were 

subordinate officers to Dordevic. RSI The Appeals Chamber obsenres that Witness V asiljevic, who 

was the Deputy Head of the Security Service of the VJ, was present :iJ;l. Kosovo during the 

Indictment period, had. contact with the military, MUP and political leadership. 852 He also ~ttended 
- . 

at least one Joint COlilli:iand meeting.853 Vasiljevic testified that be was not specifically familiar 

· with the chain of command between St.evanovic and Dordevic and whether there was a superior

subordinate relationship between· the two. 854 Nevertheless, he testified that Doroevic was the 

"number 2 man in. the MUP''855 and that from the communications "'[they] all knew that [Dordevic 

and Stevanovic] were tbe public security sector of the MUP.''R56 Based on Vasiljevic's position, his 

. involvement in Kosovo during ·the Indictment time, and his contact with the MUP and political 

leadership at the time, the Appeals Ch.amber finds that it was reasonable for the Trial Chamber to 

rely on bis testimony that Dordevic was the second ranking man _in the ~. Dord:evic bas failed to 

. show that the Trial Chamber~ in doing so. 

262. With regard to the testimony of Witness K87, the Appeals Chamber notes that the Witness 

corroborates Witness Va&iljevic's evidence that Dordevic was "the number two man" in the MOP, 

and that only the Minister was superior to him. 857 The Appeals Chamber further notes th.at ·Witness 

K87 was a member ofth.e SAJ (a special unit-within the.RIB, under the controlofDoraevic),8511 that 

he was involved in the reburial of bodies at the Batajnica SAJ Centre, and that he had personal and 

1141 Exl:n"b:it P25S. Article 18(3). Sec also ExbibitP258, Articles "16 and 17. 
849 See Exbiliits P258, .Articles 16-18; P357, Article- 54. 
ISO ExbibitP357, Article 54. 
asi Trial Judgement, para. 43. 
esz See Trial Judgement, paras 196, 237, 262, 1898, 
IS3 Tria1 Judgement, para. 237. 
1154 Aleksander Vasiljevic, 8 J1JD 2009, T. 5683 
ess Alcksandcr Vasi.ljcvic, 11 Jun 2009, r. 5933. 
156 AJeksandf'![ Vasiljevic, 8 Jun 2009, T. 5683. 
157 See K87, 17Ma.y 2010, T. 14162, 14164-14165, 14172-14173, 14176-14177. 
BS& Trial.Judgement,. paras 70-77; supra, paras 242-243. 
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direct contact with Dordevic throughout the reburial operations. 859 In light of Witness K87' s 

position !iS a member of the SAJ and personal and direct contact with Don1evic at the relevant time, 

the Appeals Chamber finds that it was therefore reasonable for the Trial Chamber to consider 

Witness K87' s testimony that Dordevic was the se.cond ranking man in the MUP. 

263. The Appeals Chamber is tha:efo:te satisfied. that it was reasonable for the Trial Chamber to 

conclude that, based on bis position within the MOP and as Head of the RIB, Dordevic was 

superior to the other RJB Assistant Minis:rers who were also bead of ad:ministr:ations within the 

RIB. Dordevic has failed to show t:h&.t the Trial Chamber erred in reaching this conclusion. 

264. AB to the position held by Assistant Ministers Stevanovic and Zekovic, the Appeals 

(]Jam])f':[ notes that contrary to Dordevjc's contention, there is evidence that z.ekovic was the Head 

of Administration of Joint Affirirs860 and that Stevanc;>vic was the Head of the Police Administration 
. . 

until 1999.861 The Appeals Chamber finds that whether Stevanovic hll:d any role within the MlJP 

other than that of Assistant Minister, is irrelevant. The Trial Cb.amber only considered Zekovic' s 

position as subordinate to Dordevic in the RIB in 1999, together with other factors, to conclude that 

Dordevic knew of the concealment of bodies at the- Petrovo Selo PJP Centre.862 Apart from this 

consideration, the Appeals Chamber recalls that Dordevic was not found to have contributed to the 

JCE by virtue of bis position vis-a-vis the Assistant Ministers. ~ut rather by virtue of, inte_r aUa., the 

fact that he had effective control over the MUP forces deployed in Kosovo. that he was personally 

and directly involved in the deployment of the Scorpions to Kosovo, and lhat he took active steps to 

prevent investigations into and conceal the crimes committed by the forces under his effective 
. ' 

controL863 

265. Finally, Dordevic insists that there was an overlap between bis area of respons~ility and 

those of Zekovic and Stevanovic. which resulted in a limitation of bis "powerf .864 However, the 

Appeals Chamber notes that Dordevic fails to indicate how Zekovi~'s area of responsibility 

overlapped with his and therefore limited his power.865 ~ for Stevanovic,. the core of Dordevic's 

1159 See Trial Judgement, paras 1325-1347. . 
1161/ See V1astimir Dordevic, 1 Dec 2009, T. 9409-9410, 9751; Ljubinko Cvetit, 29 Jun 2009, T. 6594; Stojan Misic, 

2B April 2010, T. 14070; ExbibitP263. 
861 Sed V1astimir Dordevic, 1 Dec 2009, T. 9409-9410; Ljubinko Cvetic, 29 Jun 2009, T. 6594; Exbfuit P263. 
8& See infra. Section X. G. 4-. (c) . 
'63 See supra, p= 242-243; infra, pm:as 304-308, 315-324, 355-362, 366-371, 37&-3S4, 406409, 413-415, 421-425, 

428-432. 
B6ol Dordevic .Appeal Brief. para.. 189. 
1165 See Appeal Hearing, 13 May 2013, AT. 75, 79. The Appeal Chamber notes that Dordevic's claim that the 

Minister's decision of 4 June 1997 crea1cd "fiefdomB" for Zekovic and Stevanovic is unsupported by the evidence 
(see Appeal Hearing, 13 May 2013, AT. 76, referrmg to Exhibit P263). The Appeals Chamber notes that by ·this 
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argument is in fact that Stevanovic came to ''take the bands-on role on the ground in Kosovo for the 

[M]i.nlster" with the creation of the Ministerial Staff and that therefore Dordevi.c' s role and powers 

were reduced. 866 As extensively discussed above, the Appeals Chamber is satisfied that the Trial 

Chamber reasonably concluded that Dordevic remained involved and active in Kosovo throughout 

1999, even if Stevanovic did chair -some of the meetings of the Ministerial Staff, and that 

Do_rdevic' s powers were not limited by the creation of the Ministeri.al Staff. 867 

7. · The Ministerial Collegium 

(a) Introduction 

266. The Trial Chamber found that Dordevic was a member of the Mmisterial Collegium. during 

the Indictment period868 and that at the :Ministerial Collegium meetings, its members discussed and 

planned MUP engagement in Kosovo. 869 

(b) Arguments of the parties 

2132 

267. Dordevic argues that the_ Trial Chamber erred in holding that· anti-terrorist activities must 

have been discussed at the Ministerial Collegium meetings. 870 Dordevic maintains that all evidence 

confinned that the Mmisterial Collegium meetings merely relayed the general security situation in 

Kosovo and related logistics support,. but that no plans or reports regarding the anti-terrorist 

operations were discussed at those meetings. R7t Furthermore, he contends that the only documentary_

evidence the Tri.al Chamber relied on was a diary entry, which was not admitted into evidence· and 

~as rejected by Witness Misic. 872 

very decision. Zekovic and Stevanovic were appointed to the Adnnnistration for Joint Affairs and the Police -

Administration, respectively (see Exhibit P263). Counsel for Dordevit concede that the finrlings regarding Zekovic 
are much more limited and only point to !he fact that be was involved in the concealment of bodies, without further 
elaboration (see Appeal Hearing. 13 May 2013, AT. 79-S0). . 

865 Appeal Hearing, 13 May 2013, AT. 78-79. Specifically, E>oidevic points to the following Ministerial Staff 

meetings ·in Kosovo daring which SteVllil.ovic was either ch.airing the meeting ar giving detailed. instroctions, while 
Dordcvit was- not even present:: (i) 21 December 1998 (Exhibit P1043); (ii) 4April 1999 (ExlnlritP764); 

(:iii) 7 May 1999 (Exhibit P 771); and (iv) 11 May 1999 (Exhibit P345). 
867 See supra, paras 225-230, 235-239. -
3611 Trial Judgement, para. 2154. 
869 Trial Judgement.· para. 103. 
l!70 Dordevic Appeal.Brief. para. 159, referring to Trial Judgement, para. 101. 
871 Dordevic Appeal B:riflf, para. 191, referring to Stojan M:isic, 27 Apr 2010, T.14032, 14040, 14053-14054, Stojan 

Mille, 28 Apr 2010, · T. 14087-14090, 14094-14096, Slobodan Spa.sic, 18 May 2010, T. 14196-14198, 
14230-14231, 14241-14242. See also .E>ordevicReplyBrief., para. 56. · 

872 Dontevic Appeal Brief, para. 192, referring to Trial Jll4gemenr. para. 102, Stnjan Misic, 28 Apr 2010, 

T.14099-14100. 
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268. The Prosecution responds that the Trial . Chamber correctly and reasop.ably considered 

witness testimony and documentary evidence ~ finding that the Ministerial Collegiw:n, of which 

-Dordevi.c was a member, discussed and planned the engagement of the MUP in Kosovo.873 

(c) Analysis 

269. The Appeals Chamber notes_ that the Trial Chamber expressly conside~ but fo~ 

unconvincing. the testimony of Dordevic and Witness Misic tha.t no informati~ regarding anti

terrorist and combat activities in Kosovo was discussed, and that no decisions in that respect were 

taken at the Ministetial Collegium meetings.874 The Trial Chamber found·that it would have been 

"incredible" lithe Ministerial Collegium had not discussed or made decisions about the situation in 

Kosovo in 1998 and 1999, considering th_at it was the "single most pressing security issue facing the 

MOP and Serbia at the time"'. 875 The_ Tri.al Chamber_ co!].sidered the testimony of ·witnes~ Mi.sic. 

who in contradiction with bis other assertions. stated that: (i) at several 1v.finisterial Collegium 

meetings they analysed the .. overall secmity situation and sought solutions~; (ri) the Minister 

declared at a Ministerial Collegium meeting that a Ministerial Staff was -created ••to deai. r.nore 

effectively with the problem of terrorism"; and (iii) one of the priorities of the Ministerial 

Collegium was the situation in Kosovo and Metobija and the requests for logistic· support for the 
• • I 

police forces there. 876 

270. The Trial Chamber reasoned that in order to address such requests for additional units. re

enforceme~ts, and equipment.. the members of the Ministerial Collegium had to have knowledge of 

the operations for which they were required in order to properly deal with such requests. 877 The 

Trial Chamber also found it incredible· that the MUP would have large nw:nbers of men, including 

key units, regularly engage.d. and active in Kosovo without the Mi.niBterial Collegi.w:n being 

involved in. or aware of, these activities.878 Finally the Trial Chamber also acknowledged that the 

1113 Prosecution Response Brief, para. 152. , . 
874- Trial Judgement, paras 100-101. In relation to Witness Slobodan Spasi.c ("Witness Spasic'·'), the Appeals Chamber 

_ notes that the Trial Chamber did not rely on his testimony in its Judgement, but rather relied on the testimony of 

W";,.tness Wsic. who was Assistant Minister in the MUP and WJ.blcss Spasi.c' s direct superior (See Slobodan Spasit, 

18 May 2010, T. 14187). The Appeals Chamber notes the Trial Chamber's consideration that there·wa:s a "'nmted 

inconsistency• in the testimony of the Defence witm:sses as to whether: anti-terrorist operations w1:;re discussed 

(Trial Judgement., para. 100), a:nd the fact that it transpired from W"itnss Spasie s testimony tba1 he may not have 

_ attended all the MUP meetings ('"the [aoti-tcrrorist ope:rations] were not discussed at the [C]ollegium meetings that 

I attended", Slobodan Spa.sic, 18 May 2010, T. 12231). The Appeals Chamber therefore find& that it was w:i1hin the 

discretion of the Trial Chamber not to rely on Wrtm:ss Spa.sit" 11 testimony. 
1!7S Trial Judgement, para. 101. 
175 Trilll Ju.dgeme:nt, para. 101. 
1m Trial Judgement. para. 101. 
1711 Trial Judgement, para. 101. 
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Ministerial Collegium did not engage ·in detailed planning of specific operations, as this activity was 
' 

carried out by the MUP Staff in Pri.stina/Pr.i.shtine. 879 In light of these considerations, the Appeals 

Chamber finds that Dordevic has failed to show that no reasonable trier of fact could have 

concluded as the Tri~l Chamber did,. and therefore has failed to show that the Trial Chamber erred 

in concluding that anti-terrorist ope.rations were discussed ar the Ministerial. Collegium meetings. 

271. Torning to Dordevic's claim that the Trial Chamber relied on documentation not admitted 

into evi~nce, the Appeals Own.her notes that the said documentation· consists of notes from a, 

Ministerial Collegium ·meeting held on 14 February 1999 attended by, inter aUa, E>orde,ic, 

Markovic, and Witness Misic, during which ~ need to develop a response to an irnroine.nt NATO 

attack was discussed. 880 The no~s were put to Witness Mi.sic during· bis te~timony at trial, and he 

denied being present at any such meeting and questioned-whether the meeting was ever held. 881 The 

Tri.al Chamber considered that_ while the notes were not_ admitted into evidence, "very similar 

sentiments" described in those_ notes were recorded at a meeting of the Ministerial Staff in 

Priwna/Prishiliie on 17 February 1999 and at another meeting-scheduled for 20 February 1999.882 

At both of these meetings the deployment and engagement of approximately 5,000 policemen were 

discussed. 883 The Trial . Chamber considered that the evidence on these additional meetings, 

2130 

.· specifically the minutes of the Ministerial Staff meeting of 17 Febmary 1999,884 demonstrated ~ 

'"full extent" to which the Ministerial Collegium members were involved m. planning and discussing 

MOP operations in Koso~o. 885 It also relied on this evidence to de.cide on-the ~bility of Witness 

Misic's testimony that he had no knowledge of an Rm plan to prevent entry of NATO-troops into· · 

Kosovo.886 The Appeals Chamber considers that the Trial Chamber relied_ on Witness Misic's 
- . 

testimony on the notes of the Ministerial Collegium. meeting of 14 February 1999 to_ assess bis 
credibility, and did not rely on those notes for the truth or'tbeir content.887 The Appeals Chamber 

therefore finds that Dordevic mischaracterises the Trial Chamber's findings ,when he· claims that it 

m Trial.Judgement, pam. 103. 
BIO Trial Judgement, para. 102. 
881 Trial Judgem.eD,t, para. 102. 
882 Trial Judgement, para. 102. , . 

sn Trial Judgement. para. 102, referring to Exhibit P85, Stojan Mme, 28 Apr 2010, T. 14104-14i0S. Based on the 

conttm.t of the minutes of the 17 February 1999 meeting_which also inchtded a discussion on tbe future deploJ'Illent 

of about 4000 polirem.en. 70 polioemen of tbf:. operative group and some 900 reservists, the Trial Chamber further 

fonnd Witness Miiic incredible when be stated that be was not aware of any R.JB plan to prevent the entry of 

NATO troops in Kosovo (I'rial Judgement, para. 102. _refea:ing ID StojanMisic, 28 .ApI 2010, T. 14099-14100). 
814 Tri"1Judgem.ent, pllill.102,refemn.g to ExhibitPBS. 
BB, Trial Judgement, para. 102, 
885 Tri!!l Judgement, para. 102. 
187 See Trial Judgement, paras 101-102. 
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relied on evidence not admitted into evidence to find that anti-terrori~ operations were discussed 

and planned at the Ministerial Collegium meetings. 

8. The October Agreements 

(a) Introduction. 

272. The Trial Chaml?er found that Dordevic's roie at the negotiations leading to the October 

Agreements was indicative of bis, effective control over the police forces _in Kosovo and further 

evidence that he had not been excluded from authority over the M{JP forces by the decision of 

16 June 199.8 est.ablishing the Ministerial Staff.888 . 

(b) Argum~ts of the parties 

273. Dordevic argues that his participation in negotiations le.ading to the October Agreements in 

1998 cannot amount to evidence of effective controi because at these meetings bis decisions were 

not absolute and be was only one of several members authorised to sign oil behalf of a delegation of 
. . 

the Republic of Serbia. 889 Furthermore, he argues that the Trial; Chamber failed to analyse the intent 

of the FRY during the negotiations leading to the October Agreements, which was the peaceful 

resolution of the crisis in Kosovo. 890 

274. The Prosecution responds that the Trial Chamber reasonably found that Dordevi.c's leading _ 

role in the negotiations of the October Agreements showed that be was responsible for the units in 
. ' 

Kosovo, that he had detailed knowledge of the situation on the ground, and that hew~ fully 

informed about the activities of the MUP forces. 891 

(c) Analysis 

275. The Appeals Chamber rejects Dordevic's submissions regarding the Trial Chamber's 

findings in .relation to the October Agreementsi Contrary fo Dordevic' s suggestion, the Trial 

Chamber did not :find_that·his participation in the negotiations of the October Agreements itself 

"amount[ed] to effective control at the time of the Indictment incide~ts", namely in 1999. 892 Rather, 

the Trial Chamber found that Dor4evic' s participation in the negotiation of the October Agreements 

BBB Trial fudgemcnt, para. 1917. 
say Dordcvic Appeal Brief, para. 193. See also Dordevic Reply Brief, para. 58. 
~o Dordevic Appeal Brief, para. 193. 
B!ll Prosecotion Response Brief, pllr.!L 155. 
892 See Dordevic Appeal Brief, para. 193. 
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was indicative of his effective control over the police force m late 1998. 893 In reaching this 
. . 

conclusion, it noted that Dordevic was able to give undertakings on behalf of the Republic of Serbia · 

about tb.f? withdrawal of police forces. as well as negotiate the establishment of a number of 
. ' 

~bservation points and their specific location. 894 It also found that these facts further r~vealed that 

Dordevic had not been excluded from authority over the police forces in Kosovo and their 

operations by the establishment of the Ministerial Staff and that he had detailed knowl~ge "about 

the situation on the ground, of MVP forces in Kosovo in 1998, and the strategic needs and concerns 

of these forces''.895 The Tri.al Chamber found this to be indicative of Dordevic's- effective control 

over the police forces in that he was able to decide on their "'deployment, withdrawal, movement 

~d operational functioning in Kosovo".896 However, it did not base its conclusion on Dordevic's 

effective control over the MUP forces in 1999 .on bis role in the negotiations leading to the October 

Agreements alone. As discussed extensively elsewhere in the Judgement, the Trial Cb,amber also 
- ' ' 

considered other indicators, such as: (i) bis ability to dispatch PJP units throughout the Indictment 

period; (ii) bis authorisation to incorporate paramilitary forces and volunteers in the SAJ during the 

Indictment period;. and (iii) the fact that the SUP chiefs reported to bim.897 The Appeals Chamber 

therefore finds that Dordevic ~ failed to show that the Trial Chamber erred :in assessing his role in 

the negotiations leading to the October Agreements in late 1998. 

276.. The Appeals Chamber finds that the Trial Chamber was cautious in making 1hese findings 

with regard to Dordevic' s role during tbe in the negotiations of the October Agreements. 898 Indeed. 
. ' ' 

the Trial Chamber did not improperly draw the conclusion that his role itself amounted to effective 
' 

control over the MUP forces in Kosovo in-1999. Rather, the Trial Chamber considered this role in 

the October Agreements in late 1998 together with other identified indicators to·determine whether 

Dordevic acted in furtherance of the JCE with the required intent 899 

277. The Appeals _Chamber thus finds tha~ the Trial Chamber acted within the scope of its 

discretion and reasonably relied on Dordevic's role and responsibilities during the negotiations of 

the October Agreements as indicative of bis effective control over the police forces. 

■n Trial Judgement. paras 191~1917. 
894 See Trial Judgement. paras 1916-1917. 
895 T~Judgement, paras 1917-1918. 
896 See Trial Judgement, para. 1917. 
891 See supra. para.5 242-243, 2~7-252; irrfra, paIBS 355-362, 366-371; Trial Judgement, para. 2173. 
08 SeeTrial Judgement. paras 1916-1917. 
~ Trialfudgemen1, paras 1916-1919, 2154-2158. 
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9. Conclusion 

278. In light of the foregoing, the Appeals Chamber dismisses Dordevic's sub-ground of 

appeal 9(A) in its entirety. 

B. Sub-ground 9{B): alleged errors in rela~on to the Trial Chamber's assessment of the 

Joint C(!mmand and Bordevic's participation therein 

1. Introduction 

279. The Trial Chamber found that the Joint Command was established pursuant to an order of 
' . 

then President Slobodan Milosevic in June 1998.900 It began operating on 22 July 1998001 and 

"functioned for about a year, by decisions and actions at the very highest political. military and 
- . 

.police levels, so as to coordinate ~d jointly command the operations of the Federal VJ and 

Provincial MUP, with some other Serbian forces, in anti-terrorist and defence measures in 
' . 

Kosovo"_ 902 The Trial Chamber found that "although the end of October 1998 signalled the end of 

the first phase of the work of the Joint Command, it was decided that the Joint Command should 
' . . 

continue to function as the most effective means to coordinate the operations of the VJ and 

MUP''903 and that the evidence confirmed that the Joint Command operated "at least until 1 June 

1999".904 The Trial Chamber found that Dordevic was a member of this body, representing the 

RJB.905 

2. Arguments of the parties 

280. Dordevic submits that the Trial Chamber erred in finding that he was a member of the Joint 
. ' 

Command .during the Indictment period and in relying on bis membership as indicative of his 

participation in the JCE. 906 

281. Specifically, Dordevic claims that the Trial Chamber's conclusion that he was a·member of 

the Joint Command is based exclusively on the "notes take~ during the summer of 1998", whereas 

900 Trial Judgement. para. 230. 
901 Tri.al Judgement, para. 230. 
5'02 Tri.al Judgement, pm.. 231. 
003 Trial Judgement, pam. 233. 
Slll4 Trial Judgement, par.a. 236. 
9ClS Trial Judgemeat, para. 239, referring to Exhibit P8B6, p. 2, Ljubinko Cvetic, 30 Jun 2009, T. 6627-6628, Milan 

Dakovic, 17 Aug 2009, T. 7880. . 
!106 Dor&vi6 Appeal Bri~f. paras 195-201. See also Dordevic Reply Brief, para. 59. 
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the "evidence as to the future membership of the Joint Command was inconclusive" .907 Dordevic 
. . 

argues. that his attendance at a single meeting of the Joint Command on 1 June 1999 cannot 

establish his membership and r~le in its operation during the Indictment period.~ Dorderic also 

. asserts that the Joint Comrnapd operated from the Pristina/Prishtine area, but that he was in Kosovo 

2126 

on only a few occasions. 909 Dorctevic further suggests that the Trial Chamber failed to properly 

consider 16 orders bearing the heading "Joint Command for KiM" ("16 Orders'') registered in the 

Pri.stina Corps logboqk and the amendment to a Joint Command order dated_ 22 March 1999 signed -

by the Commander of th~ Pristina Corps-910 In bis view, this evidence shows that ''[t]here was no 

evidentiary basis upon which to conclude that Dordevic played any role in the operatipn of the Joint 

Command during the Indic1ment period."911 ~y. he submits that the Jomt Command was 

"properly within the discrep.on of the President of the FRY".912 Accordingly, "[n]o inference of 

impropriety arose", and, in any event, the Tri.8:1, Chamber found- that membership in "the. Joint 

Comm.and was not ~Divalent to membership of a JCE" .913 

282. The Prosecution responds that this sub-ground of appeal should be summarily dismissed as 

Dordevic merely repeats subnnssions which were unsuccessful at trial, without showing any error 

in the Trial Chamber's conclusion.914 The Prosecution submits that the Trial Chamber carefully 

considered: the 16 Orders and ~onably ~ncluded that these orders revealed that the Joint 
. ' 

Command played a central role in plamrl,ng and co1Illl18Dding the joint VJ-MUP actions during the 

Indictment , period. 915 The Pros~on also points to _other contemporaneous military orders 

~orroborating the Joint_ ~d's role.916 Finally, the-Prosecution submits that Dordevi~ ignores 

relevant evidence supporting the finding that he was a member of the Joint Command and 

~. participated in the JCE.917 

907 Dordevi6 Appeal Brief, para. 197, referring to Triai Judgement, paras 233, 238-239, Exhibit P87, pp 12-15. 
901 - E>ordevic Appeal Brief, para. 200, refca:ing to Trial JudgCIDCDt, para. 1925. Sec also Dordevic Reply Brief, 

para. 61. 
909 Dordevic Appeal Brief, para. 199. See also Dordevic Reply Brief. para. 59. 
910 DOl.ifuvlc Appeal Brief, para. 198, refcmng to Trial Judgement, pa;ras 236. 241, fn. 837, Milan Dakovic, 17 Aug 

2009, T. 7945-7946, Mnan Dakovit. 19 Aug 2009, T.8067-8068, Exhibits D104, D105. -
9u Dardevil! Appeal Brief, para. 198, rofemng to Trial Judgement. paras 236, 241, fn. 837, Milan Dakovic, 17 Ang 

· . 2009, T. 7945-7946, MilanDakovi~. 19 Aug.2009, T. 8067-8068,ExtubitsD1D4, D105. 
9:12. 'Dordevic Appeal Brid, para.. 196, referring to Triel Judgement, paras 231, 252. See also Bordevic' Reply Brief, 

para. 60. Contra Prosecution RespollSe Brief, para. 158. · 
913 Dordevic Appeal Brief, para. 196. See also Dotdcvic Reply Brief, pll,Dl. .60. 
9H Prosecution Response Brief, paras 157, 159-160. 
915 Prosecution Response Brief, para. 161, refemng to Trial Judgement, para. 236. 
9u, Prosecution.Response Brief, p~ 161, refemn.g to Trial Judgement, para. :?36. 

' 17 Prosccntion Response Brid,, para. 162. 
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3. Analysis 

283. At the outset. the- Appeals Chamber notes, and: Docdevic does not contest, that be was an 

active member of the Joint C'.oromaod in 1998,918 nor does he challenge the Trial Chamber's 

cpnclusion that the Joint Command continued to function unt:J.1 at least 1 June 1999.919 This latter 

finding is linked to the Trial CIYJmber's finding on Dordevic's continued membership in the Joint 

Command. Jn reaching its findings, the Trial Chamber relied on: (i) the mmutes of Joint Command 

meetings in October 1998, 920 attended by Dordevic, 921 during which opinions were voiced 

regarding the ~on.tinned existence of the Joint Command;922 (ii) President Milosevic's support for 

''the proposal for the continued status of the Joint Command"_;923 (iii) a MlJP Staff meeting- on 

5 November 1998, which Dordevic attended, during which Presid~ Milan Milutinovic 

s~sed the decisions that bad been reached and- stated that "[ w ]itb. regard to the Yugoslav 

- Army and police, everytlring will remam the same as it has been up to now, (a joint command; VJ 

units will not withdraw, and_police forces _have only. been reduced by the number that bas already 

been with~wn)";924 ~v) the minutes of the VJ Collegium of 21 January 1999 which record 

General Ojdanic's observation that the Rae~ operation bad been ordered by the Joint 
- . 

Coµunand; 925 (v) 16 Orders, directing combat operations in Kosovo, issued during the Indictment 

inod.;926 (vi) combat reports from the Indictment period indicating that tasks were taken pursuant 

to the joint Command decisions;927 aiid (vii) Witness Vasiljevic's evidence a~ut a meeting of tl;ie 

1118 The Tri.al Chamber, "in particular, frnm.a that E>ordevic was present for nearly all of the body's frequent meetings :in 

1998 and that dln:ing these meetings he regularly pro~i.dcd apdat:os on operations and/or detailed instructions on 

actions to be taken (see Trial Judgement, paras 239, 244, 247, 249, 1901,-1902, 1904. See al$0 Exlubit P886). 
919 Trial Jadgement, paras 231, 233-236. See also Trial Judgement. para. 237. 

., 

' 

920 Trial Judgement, para. 233, referring to Ex1nbiti;P87, PB86. 
921 Exhibits P886, pp 137, 140 (l)ordevic is not listed as absent); P87, p. 1. The Appeals Chamber observes that. like ! 

for other meinbfil&, it was specifically noted when :Etordevic was absent dur:mg a Joint C'.ommand meeting (see i 

~~ ·I 
n2 Trill Judgement, para. 233, referring to Exhibits P87, P886. On 26 October 1998, Samovic stated·that "'[t]his 

section of combat"opcrations should be closed" {Trial Judgement, para. 233, refcr.cing to Exblbit P886, p. 139). On 

28 October 1998, Milomir Mime is reccm:led as saying_ tha1 ''this command should mm.am unchanged. and work 

until the end of the year, mooting when necessary"" (Trial Judgement, para. 233, referring to Exhibit PB86, p. 142). 

On 29 October 1998, Sainovi6 is recorded,to have suggested that the composition of the Joint Comm.and should be' 

:re-evaluated (Trl.al Judgement, para. 233, mfcaing to ExbibitP87. p. 13). -
m Trial Judgement, para. 233, referring to Exhibit PR?, p. 12 
924 Trial Judgement, para. 2:¾. referring t.o Extnbit P770, p. 4. 
9li Tri.al Judgement. para. 236. mfcning to Exhibit P902, p. 11. 
926 Trial Judgement, para. 236, refecring to Exhibits P973, 0104; P972. P350, P971, P970, Pl235, Pl382, P766, 

Pi383," Pl384. P1385, P969, P767, P1386, D105. See infra., para.. 286. 

"' Trulludgemea!, I"""- 236, m'mlng to Exmbils P139l, p. 2, PJ394. p. 2. · t . _ 
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Joint Command in Pristina/Prishtine on_ 1 June 1999, during which he took detailed notes and at 

which Dordevic was also present. 9211 

2124 

284. In addition, the Appeals Chamber notes that Dordevic had a leading role in the Racak/Ra~ak 

operation in January 1999, which was ordered by the Joint Command. 929 and that be att~ded a 

meeting of the Joint Command as late as June 1999.930 The Appeals Chamber cp~siders that 

Dordevic' s attendance at this meeting is relevant to establish bis continued membership in the Joint . 

Command after 1998 (and throughout Uie Indictment period), especially when considered in 

conjunction with the evidence of bis participation in earlier Joint Command meetings and 

operations. The Appeals Chamber is satis:fie.d that the Trial Chamber reasonably concluded that 

Dordevic remained an active member of the' Joint Command during the Indictment period. The 
. ' 

Appeals Chamber is therefore satisfied that the e\idence referred to by the Trial Chamber clearly 

shows that the Trial Chamber did not, as submitted by Dordevic. rely solely on ·•notes taken during 

· the summer of 1998" to establish his continued participation in the Joint Command in 1999.931 

285. The Appeals Chamber also finds unconvincing_Bordevic's claim that he could not have 

been a ·member of the Joint Command in 1999 as its seat was in Pristina/Prishtine and he was in 

Kosovo in 1999 only on "a handful of occasions" .932 The Appeals Chamber cannot discern, eve~ if 

bis actual physical presence in Kosovo was limited, how tlris renders unreasonable the Trial 

Chamber's conclusion concemmg bis membership in the Joint Command considering the totality of 

the evidence relied upon by the Trial Chamber. Moreover, the App~ Chamber recalls that it has 

already found· that the Trial _ Chamber reasonably concluded that Dordevic maintained his 

involvement and was active in Kosovo in 1999.933 

286. With regard to the 16 Orders, the Appeals Chamber observes that Dordevic repeats 

arguments already made at trial, namely that the orders were in fact not issued by the Joint 

928 Trial Judgement. para. 237, referring to Aleb:anda:r Vasiljevic, B Jun 2009, T. 5691:5696, Exhibit P885. See also 
Trial Judgement, para. 235. . 

929 Trial Judgement, para. 236, referring to Exhibit P902, p. 11. The Appeals Chamba notes in particular that with 
respect to the events in~ it has confirmed later in this Judgement the Trial Chamber's finding that 
Dordevic took a leading role in this operation which was ordered by the Joint Command (see infra. para. 349). 

930 Trial Judgement. piira- 't37. The Appeals Chamber notes that in submitting 1hat bis presonce at the 1 June 1999 
J'omt Command meeting does not establish his Jnembersbip to the Joint Co=and, Dordevic repeats arguments 
already made at trial (see Dordevic Dosing Brief, para. 461). Borde-vie hllS failed, however, to show that it was 
um:easonable for the Trial Chamber to consider this m its usessment of Dordevif's membership to the Joint 
CommaDd . 

iJl Dordevic Appeal Brief, para. 197. 
932 Dordevic Appeal Brief, para. 199. 
933 See supra, paras 23S-239. 
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Command. but rather by the Pristina Corps. 934 The Appeals Chamber further notes that the Trial 

Chamber specifically addressed and rejected Dordevic's contention that the Joint Co.mm.and could 

not issue orders, and instead found, after a detailed analysis • of the evidence, that "the Joint 

Comm.and was a body which issued commands and did so on a regular basis during the Indictment 

period".935 Dordevic's contention that orders were at·times registered in the logbook of the Pristina 

Corps does not negate the Trial Chamber's fin,ding that the Joint Command issued orders for the 

coordinated use of the VJ and MUP forces to conduct combat operations against specific villages,936 

nor does it address th~ Trial Chamber's additioi:w consideration of operations ordered by the Joint 

Command such as that in Racak/Ra~ak.937 The Appeals Chamber recalls that the Triai ~ 

noted that the actual drafting of the Joint Command orders was usually undertaken by the VJ, 938 and 

that_ operational cm;nmand was left to the units on the grounds.939 The Trial Chamber did not 

explicitly address Witness Milan Dakovic's ("Witness Dakovic'') evidence that the orders were 
,. . . 

registered in the Pristioa Corps logbook and that the amendment to a 22 March 1999 Joint 

Command order was signed by Lazarevi6, Commander of the Pristina Corps. However, the Appeals 

Chamber considers that the Trial Chamber took into account the role of the Pristioa Corps in 

finding , that the ~s we~ issued by the Joint Command. 940 Additionally, the Trial Chamber 

neither accepted nor found credible Witness Dak.ovic' s testimony with respect to the issue of the 
. ' 

Joint Command and its ability to issue orders.941 The Trial Chamber expressed that it had "the 

distinct impressio~ J:hat he strained to play down the nature and role of the Joint Command" .942 In 
e • I r 

the Appeals Chamber:' s view, Dordevic has failed to demonstrate any error by the Trial Chamber in 

its analysis of the 16 Orders.943 

934 See Dordev:ic Oosing Brief, para. 462. See also Dordevic Closing Brief, p~as 322-327. 
935 Tri.al Judgement, para. 243. See also Trial Judgement., paras 241, 242, 244-25 L · 
936 Trial Judgement, para.. 24 L See also Trial Judgement, para. 23 6. 
937 Trial Judgement., para.. 236. 
933 Trial Judgement, para. 254. 
939 Trial Judgement, paras 250, 254, 948. 
WJ See Milan Dakovit. 17 Aug 2009, T. 7945~7946; Exhibits D104 (22 March 1999 Joint Command Order); DlOS. 

{amendment to the 22 March 1999 Joint Command Order), p. 5. The Appeals Chamber also recalls in this respect 

tpat in addition to the Trial Chapilier having broad discretion in wiagbing evidence, it is not required to artiClllate 

every step of its ~asoning or to list ~ecy piece of evidence which it consideJrs in making its finding (sec Krajisnik 
Appeal Judgement. para. 27; MarturAppeaI Jud,,o-ement. para. 19; Strugar Appeal Judgement; para.. 21. See also 

Brdanin Appeal Judgement. para. 24; Cdebici Appeal Judgement, para. 481; Gacumbim Appeal Jndgement, 
para. 115). . 

941 TriBI Judgement, para. 243. See alJID Trial Judgement, para. 242. 
942 Trial Judgement. psra. 243. See alJID Trial Judgement, para.. 242 
!>,(S See Trial Judgement, paras 23~ 241-252, 254, and evidence cited therciD. 
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2_87. Based on the foregoing, the Appeals Chamber finds that Dordevic bas failed to show that no 

reasonable trier of fact could have found that he was a member of the.Joint Command during the 

Indictment period. 

2122 

288. - Turning to Dordevic'"' s argument that the Trial Chamber erroneously considered bis 

membership to the Jo:int Command as indicative of bis participation in the JCE,944 the Appeals 
·Chamber ~ptes that the Trisl Chamber explicitly found that "[ w]bile the Joint Command may have 

facilitated the implementation of the common plan, this does not entail 1hat all members of the Joint 

Command we~ necessarily m:e_mbers of the JCE or intended the crimes committed pursuant to 

it."945 The Trial_ Chamber thus did not equate Bordevic's membership to the Joint Command to his 

participation in the JCE. Rather, it took into consideration bis membership, in combination,with a 

significant number of other factors, when assessing his alleged particip<:1-ti.on in the J~.946 Having 

aheady concluded that the Trial Chamber did not err in finding that Dordevic was a member of the · 

Joint Comm.and,. the Appeals Cham.her finds that it was reasonable to consider this factor in 

assessing Dordevic' s alleged participation in ~e JCE. 

289. Finally, Donlevic argues that the Trial Chamber erroneously made an inference of 

impropriety based on the fact that the Joint Command was nqt provided for by the legal.order of the 

FRY and the Republic of Serbia.947 The Appeals Chamber understands him to argue that the Trial 

Chamber erroneously relied on th.is finding as evidence of existence of the ICE, while the creation 

of the Joint Command was a mere presidential action aimed at coordinating the MUP and VJ.948 

Th.e Trial Chamber found that: 

[t1he Joint CoII!ll13.Ild was not a body contemplated by the Constitutions of the FRY or of Serbia. 
The FRY legal stracture pursuant to which the VJ functioned, and the Republic of Serbia. legal 
structure pursuant to which the MUP funcii.oned, were quite distinct. There was no legal autbbril:y 
for a Joint Command of the VJ and the MlJP_9t9 · 

290. · The Appeals Chamber considers that the Trial Chamber's finding must be read in light of _ 

Dordevic' s submission at trial that the Joint Command could not have existed as it was not provided 

for m: FRY or Serbia's legal order.950 The Trial Chamber was not convinced by Dordevic's 

submission in this regard and found · instead that "despite -the constraints of the existing 

944 See Dordevic Appeal Brief, para 201. _ 
945 Trial Judgement, para. 2124. See Dordevic Appeal Brief. paras 196, 201. 
5146 See Tri.al Judgement, paras 2154--2158. See also Trial Judgement, paras 2051, 2126-2128. 
941 Dordevic Appeal Brief, para. 196. 
94-S Sc:e E>ordevic Reply Brief, para. 60. 
949 Trial Iudgement, para. 231. 
950 See Trial Judgement, para. 231. See _also Dordevic Qosing Brief, paras 38-41, 298-299: 
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constitutional and legal regimes, a Jomt Command was created" and .that .. the constraints of the 

existing legal structures were ignored and overridden by those at the highest levels of power in an 

attempt to achieve desired political and social outcori:J..es".951 It further found that; .. [ c ]learly, out of 

necessity; the Joint Command was an extraordinary measure established by the President in 

conjunction with the political. VJ and MUP leader.ship to provide. in a period of crisis, a more 

_effective ~ to carry out the" agenda of the Serb leadership for Kosovo."951 The Appeals 

Chamber considers that it was within the discreti.on of the Trial Chamber to consider that the Joint 

Command was an extraordinary measure used to achieve the goals of the Serbian leadership, and to 
. 

. 

rely on its creation, amongst other factors, to infer that a plurality of persons acted in concert to 

achieve the common pmpose o~ the JCE. The Appeals Chamber finds that Dordevic' s argument 

ignores the rele~t context of the Trial Chamber's findings.953 Bis argume~t is _therefore disiµissed. 

4. Conclusion 

291. Bas~ on the foregoing, the Appeals Chamber dismisses stib--grou.nd of ap_peal9(B) in its 

entirety. • 

C. Sub-ground 9(C): alleged errors in relation to 'I)ordevic"s actions m 1998 as a: basis for 
' . 

joint criminal enterprise liability for crimes committed. in 1999 

1. Introduction 

292. Th~ Trial Chamber found that the JCE formed among senior Serbian and FRY political, 

military, and police leaders, including Dordevic, came into existence no later than January 1999.954 

In reaching its conclusion on the existence of the JCE and Dordevic's criminal responsibility for his 

participation in it, the Trial Chamber conside.too, inter alia, evidence of bis conduct and events 

which occurred prior 19 the Indictment period.955 

2. ,(\rguments of the parties 

•' 

293. Dordevic submits that the Trial Chamber erred in relying on the events that took place in 
. . . 

1998 and early 1999 in order. to i.¢'er his mens rea in relation to the crimes charged ·in the 

' ' 
~51 Trial Judgement, para. 231. See also Trial Judgement, paras 24-2, 252, 2124. . 
1152 Trial JudgemeD!, para. 252. · . 
!153 See Trial Judgemmt,, paras 2008, 2036-2051. See also supra, paras 90-109, 116-120, 127-130, 138-147, 1S3-159, 

179-193, 198-208. . . -
954 Trial Judgement, paras io25-2026. See also IndicimeD!, para. 72. 
~ss See Trial Judgement. paras 2026, 2083-2085. 
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Indictment 956 He claims that such ail approach is "inherently unfair and should be discouraged by 

the Appeals Chamber".957 In particular, I>ordevic contends that the .Trial Chamber should have 

followed the approach taken by the Milutirwvic et aL Trial Chamber, namely that "in order for the 

Prosecution to rely on crimes in 1998, it had to prove that tliose crimes were committed".958 . 

Dordevic argues that those crimes should have been_ "alleged, litigated and proved beyond 

reasonable doubt'' .959 

. . 
294. The. Prosecution responds that Dordevic' s arguments are underdeveloped and should be 

summarily dismissed.960 It.argues that the Trial Chamber reasonably relied on Dordevic's conduct 

and events in 1998 as. a basis for his liability for crimes committed in 1999 through~ participation 

in the JCE.961 It further claims that Dordevic had sufficient notice of the allegations and that he 

specifically addressed them at trial. 962 

3. Analysis 

295. At the outset. the Appeals Chamber :finds unconvincing Dordevic's ~ontention that the Trial 

Chamber" s consideration of evidence outside the Indictment period was inherently unfair. Toe 

Appeals, Chamber recalls that -Rule 89(C) of the_ Rules of Procedure and Evidenc~ of the Tribunal 

("Rules'') gives a trial chamber discretion to admit any "relevant evidence which it deems to have 

prob~tive value".963 It has been established that pre-indictment period materials may be used to 

define "the development of the Common Purpose wmch was in place during the releva,nt period of 

the Indictment as well as the role played by the Appellant during that period". 954 Accor~gly, the 

Appeals Chamber is satisfied that it was within the Trial Chamber's discretion to consider evidence 

pre-dating the Indictment period for the above-mentioned purpose. 

956 Dordevl.c Appeal B:rief. paras 203-204. '2JJ7. See'also Dordevic Reply Brief. paras 62-63; Appeal Hearing, 13 Ma.y 
2013. AT. 113-114, 168. 

957 f>ordevic Appeal Brief, para. 204. 
gsg f>ordevic Appeal Brief, para. 205, referring to Milutinovic et at Trial Judgement, vol 1, para. 844. See also 

Dm&vic Reply Brief, para. 63, f>ordevic argues that: no socb <:aution was taktm in this case (Dordevic Appeal 
Brief, para. 205). 

95~ Dordevic Appeal Brief, para. 204- See alsoDordevic Appeal Brief, para. 206. 
960 Prosecution Response Brief, para. 167. 
961 Prosecution Response Brief, para. 163; Appeal Hearing, 13 May 2013, AT. 157-158. 
961 Prosecution Response Brief, paras 164-165, referring to Dordevic Closing Brief. paras 36-37, 43-68, 74-93. · 
963 StaJit Appeal Judgement, para. 122; Ku:presldc et al. Appeal Judgement. para. 31, citing Rnle 89(C) and (D) of the 

Rules. 
964 Stakic Appeal Judgement, para. 123. 
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296. Dordevic also argues that the Trial Chamber should have established all events referred to in 

its findings beyond a reasonable doubt965 Initially, lhe Appeals Chamber observes that Dordevic 

fails to point to instances in which the Trial Chamber erred in applying the correct standard of . 

proof; instead, he refers to a single incident, which took place in Racak/R~ak in January 1999, 

without identifying any specific error. %6 In any event, the Appeals Chamber recalls that "not each 

and every fact in the Trial Judgement must be proved beyond reasonable doubt, but only those on 

which a conviction or the sentence depends".967 Similarly, "each piece of circumstantial evidence" 

does not need to be proven beyoni a reasonable doubt.968 The Appeals Chamber ;-e:calls that the 

rights of an accused are protected by requiring that :findings at trial based on circumstantial 

evidence must be the only reasonable c~nclusion to be drawn from that evidence. 969 

297. The Appeals Chamber notes that the ,Trial Chamber took into considera,tion a number events 
. . 

which occurred in 1998 and early· 1999, including: (i) a series of meetings amongst senior politica_i 

military and MUP leaders;970 (ii) the build up of Serbian forces in Kosovo from early 1999;971 

f 

(iii) the excessive use of force by Serbian forces against the Kosovo Albanian population already in · 

· 1998;972 (iv) Dordevic's involvement in anti.-terror:i.st operations in Kosovo as of Jvlarch 1998;973 

(v) Dordevic's role in disarming Kosovo Albanians~974 and (vi) bis participation at the international 

negotiatiqns. in October 1998.975 The Appeals Chamber finds ~ it was witlrin the discretion of the 

Trial Chamber to rely on such events to establish that the JCE existed, as well as in assessing 
. . . . 

I>ordevic' s role there.in and bis mens rea. In this context, the Appeals Chamber observes that 

Dordevic neither contests the value of the events of 1998 and early 1999 in demonstrating his 

knowledge and intent in relation to Indictment crimes. nor alleges a single error committed by the 

Trial Chamber beyond the mere act of relying on the events in Racak/R.~976 Accordingly, the 
. . 

Appeals Chamber finds that Dordevic has failed to show that the Trial Chamber erred in relying on, 

!165C. Oordevic Appe,alBrwf. para. 204. . 
9!>6 · The ~ak incident is discussed, in detail in sub-ground 9(E) and will therefore be addressed separately 

(see mfra., puras 325-350). 
961 D. Miloie:vit Appeal Judgement, para. 20. 
!l!iB Galic Appeal Judgement para. 218, referring to Stakitf Appeal Judgement, para. 219; Celemti Appeal Judgement, 

para. 458. 
969 Galic Appeal Judgement para. 218; Staki.6 Appeal Judgement, para. 219; t,elebiti Appeal Judgement, para. 458; 

Kupreikii et al. Appeal Judgement, para. 303. · 
910 Trial Judgement, para. 2026. 
!171 Trial Judgement, paras 2010--2026. 
m,. Trial Judgement, paras 2062-2063, 2081-2084. 
973 Trial Judgement, paras 1900--1907. 

975 TrialJudgoment, paras 1916--1919. . ' ·· · 
97~ Trial Judgement, paras 1908-1912. t 
976 See Bardevic Appeal Brief, paras 202-206. 
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inter alia, the events from 1998 and early 1999 to establish Dordevic' s awareness of a specific 

pattern of criminal activity by MUP forces and absence of investigative acti.on·.977 . -

298. Fm.ally, Dordevic appears to suggest that the pre-Indictme?-t events were not suffi~ntly 

pleaded.978 The Appeals Chamber recalls that where the specific state of mind of an accused is 

pleaded as ·a material fact, "the facts by which that material fact is to be established are ordinarily 
- . 

. matters of evidence, and need not be pleaded". 979 The Appeals Chamber notes that the Indictment 

specifically pleaded that Dordevic had the requisite mens rea for liability under Articles 7(1) and 

7(3) of 1he Statute, and that this inference could be drawn, inter aUa, from events that occurred in 

1998 and bis knowledge thereot.980 The Appeals Chamber observes that the p~Indictment events 

were used by the Trial Chamber only to demonstrate bis knowledge and intent with respect to the 

commission of crimes for which he was convicted..981 Accordingly, the Appeals Chamber finds that 

the pre-Indictment events considered by the Trial Chamber to establish the state of nrind of 

Dord:evic did not have to be «specifically. alleged" in the Indictment. 

4. Conclusion 

299. For the foregoing reasons. the Appeals Chamber dismisses- Dordevic's sub-ground of 

appeal 9(C) in its entirety. 

D. Sub-ground 9(0): alleged errors in relatio~ to arming local Serbians and disarming 

Kosovo Albanians 

1. Introduction 

300. The Trial Chamber folllld that in mid-_1998, pursuant to the FRY plan to quash KLA activity 

in Kosovo, adopted in July 1998 ("Plan of the Suppression of Terrorism"). the Joint Command 

tasked the VJ and Ml.JP to undertake the disarming of predominantly Albanian villages in Kosovo 

and the arming of Serbian civilians.982- These actions were to be implemented by the SUPs.983 The 

977 See Trial Judgement, paras 1906, 20&3-2085. -
971\ Bordevic Appeal Brief, para. 204. See alsoDordevic Appea1Brie1: para. 206. 
979 BlaJkic Appeal Judgement, para. 219. See also Na1uma.na et al Appeal Judgement, para. 347. See e.g. D. Milosevic 

Appeal Judgement, where the AppCllls Cblmiber upheld the Trial Chambcir' s use of facts from inci.dentll not 
charged _in the Indictment to make findings about the siege of Sarajevo, finding that "the Trial Cham.bee properly 
based its :findings about the pmpose of the siege on the evidence" by considering witness testimony as to the goals 
and strategy of the campaign (D. Miloievic Appeal Judgement, para. 133). • 

9&0 Indiciment, para. 64. .. 
981 See Trial Jndgeme;nt, paras 1900--1907, 2026, 2083-2084. 
982 Trial Judgement, paras 92, 1910-1915. 
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aiming of Serbian civilians ~ Kosovo also involved the organisation of the Serbian population into 

local defence units, known. as RPOs. that were then ~ and trained by the VJ and the ·MUP.984 

The Trial Chamber found that Dordevic was "de jure responsible for the disa.mring of Kosovo 

Albanian villages",985 and that he was aware of the-arming of the Serbian civilian population in 

.1998 and 1999.986 

301. Dordetlc submits that the Trial Chamber erred in: (i) finding that the clisan;ning of Kosovo 

Albanian villagers and arming of the Serbian civilian population were· related to the JCE; and 

_{ii) relying on these matters as relevant to Dordevic's participation iii the JCE.987 

2. · Analysis 

(a) _ Alleged error in finding that the disarming of Kosovo Albanian villages and arming of the 

Serbian civilian pqpulation were related to the JCE 

a. . Arguments of the parties 

302. Dordevic submits that the Trial Chamber erroneous~ linked the disarming of ·Kosovo 

Albanian \'ill.ages and arming of the Semi-an. civilian population to the JCE.988 In support of bis 

submission.. he argues that these actions carried out in 1998 were .. reasonable steps to combat and 

defend against the KLA". 989 With respect to the disarming of Kosovo Albanian villages, Dordevic 

specifically argues th.at the Trial Chamber erred in failing to find that it was a defensive -action 

unrelated to any criminal purpose. 990 By way of exru:nple, Dordevic refers to the situation in 

Istinic/lsniq in 1998, allegedly showing "the return of refugees and, separately, the surrender of 

KLA weapons". 991 He submits that such actions were legal and that the inference remained that the 

disarming was a legitimate and necessary measure against a "growing terrorist tbreat''.992 With 

regard to the arming of Serbian civilians, f>ordevic claims that the RPOs were created "for the sole 

983 Trial Judgement, paras 92. 1910. In relation to. the disllIIIIIllg of Kosovo Albanians, ·while the SUPs were 
responsible for the disarming of the villages in Kosovo. the Pristina· Corps was tasked to disarm villages located in 
the border belt (Trial Judgement, para. 1910). · 

9 114- Trial Judgement,. paras 92, 1911, 1913. See also Trial Judgement, paras 93-97. 
985 Tri.al Judgement, para. 1910. 
986 · Tri.al.Judgement, paras 1910-1915. 
987 Do.r&vic Appeal Brief, para. 208, referring to Trial Judgement, para. 2154. 
na Dor&vic Appeal Brief, paras 208-209, 212 
9~ Dordevic Appeal Brief, paras 208-209. 212. See Dordevl.c Reply Brief, para. 64. 
990 Bo:rdevic Appeal Brief, para. 209 ( emphasiB anµ citations omitted), referring to Exhibit' P43 l. p. 5, Trial 

Judgememt, para. 1566. · 
991 Dordevic Appeal. Brief, para. 210 (citations omitted), refei:riDg to Trial Judgement, para. 1910, Exhibit D429. 
992 Bardevic Appeal Brief, para. 210. 
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purpose of defending against terrorist forces" and contends that they were "civilians who operated 

as a volunteer territorial defence•·. 993 

303. The Prosecution responds that £>ordevic fails to articulate an error in the Trial Chamber's 

findings.994 -It submits that the Trial Chamber- rejected Dordevic's arguments that the disarming of 

Kosovo Albanians was necessary to remove illegal wea:pons from the reach of the KLA and that the 
- . 

arming of the non-Albanian population was lawfuL and instead reasonably found that these actions 

were carried out on a discriminatory basis and were not limited to the self-defence of the civilian 

population. 995 In particular, with regard to the village of Istinic/Isniq, the Prosecution asserts that 

"[t]he Trial Chamber considered and rejected Dordevic' s testimony that the disarming of the village 

was done with the sole intention of allowing the return of the refugees and the surrender of KLA 

weapons."996 

b. Analysis 

304. The Appeals ~ber no~ that in submitting that the disarming of Kosovo Albanian 

villages -and the arming of the Serbian population were "reasonable steps to combat an<l: defend 

against the Kl.A", 997 Dordevic repeats arguments that have already been considered but were 

unsuccessful at trial.998 

305. With regard to the disamting of Kosovo Albanian villages. the Appeals Chamber finds that 

the Trial Chamber reasonably rejected Dordevic's proposition that this was a legitimate operation 

-unrelated to the JCE, in light of the o~ events which unfolded at the time and were considered by 

the Trial Chamber to be indicative of a common plan.999 In particular, the Trial Chamber explicitly 

considered Dordevic' s submission that the disarming of the village of Istinic/Isniq in Decani/D~an. 

municipality was legitimate on the pasis that the MUP had entered the vilJ_age seeking to prevent the 
. ' 

escalation of the situatioo by requesting ''terrorists', who were intermingled with the civilian 

population to leave the area", 1°00 While the Trial Chamber conceded that the disarming of the 

village of Istinic/Isniq might also have this objective, it rejected Dordevic's position at trial in light 

993 Don1evit Appeal Brief, para. 212. 
994 Prosecution Response Brief, paras 171, 17 4. 
995 Prosecution Response Brief, paras 171, 174, refeningto Trial Judgement. paras 1910, 1915. 
9116· Prosecution Resporu.e Brief, para. 173, referring to Trial Judgement, para. 1910. 
997 Doidevi.6 Appeal Brief, para. 208. SeeDordevre Appeal.Brief, paras 210,212.217. See also supra, para. 302. 
998 See Trial Judgement, para. 1910; referring to Vlastimi:r E>ardevic, 4 Dec 2009, T. 9624--9625, Vlastimir Dorde~it, 

8 Dec 2009, T. 9804. See also Dordevic Dosing Brief, paras 605-619. 
999 See Trial lodgement, paras 1910--1915, 2003-2026. _ . · 
1000 see Trial Judgement, para. 1910, refcmng to Vlastimir Dordevic, 4 Dec 2009, T. 9624--9625, VJ.astimir DomeVJC, 

8 Dec 2009, T. 9804 .. 
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of the totality of the evidence concerning the disarmament of Kosovo Albanian villages by the 

SUPs,- and of the contemporaneous arming of the Sabian civilians and their organisation into 

RPOs.1~ 1 The Trial Chamber clem'ly found that the anning of Serbian civilians, contrary to iJs 

official aim of "defending Serbian villages", 1002 was done in a discriminatory manner, and w~ not 

funited·to the .. aim of self-defence of the civilian popolation.against the "enemy"'.1003 It further 
. . 

found that the armed Serbian civilians were engaged in joint VJ and MlJP operations during the 

Jndictmeri.t p¢od. 1004 This conclusion was based on extensive evid~~. ni particular documentmy 

evidence concermng, inter alia, the close as~ociation between the MUP and the RPOs and the 

engagement of armed Serbian civilians in joint VJ mid MUP operations. 1005 

306. The Trial Chamber consiµered further evidence showing that the engagement of armed 

Serbian civilians continued throughout the Indictment period in violation of the October 

Agreements. 1006 The Trial ~ber was satisfied that the evidence of the build up and use of the VJ 

_and MUP, and _the arming of the Serbian population was further evidence of the commoi;i plan 

aimed at changing the ethnic composition of· Koso~o.1007 1be Appeals Chamber finds that by 

merely repeating bis case that the RPOs were created with the sole purpose of self-defence against 

terrorist forces, -Dordevic fails to show that the Trial Cb.amber erred. 

· 1001 Trial Judgement, paras 1910-1911. 
1002- Trial Judgement,, para. 1911. 
1003 TrialJudgementpan. 1915. _ . . 
1111K Trial Judgement, paras 95-96, 1915. Toe Trial Chamber found 1hat: 

[al large number of the VJ Pristina Coq>s and Joint Command orders' received in evidence, for 

example, tasmi! tbe "non-Siptar [i.e. Kosovo Albanian] population in !GM", "armed non~Sipt:a:rs" 

or "armed non-SiptaI populal:ion'' with supporting the MOP forces in "breaking up and destroying 

Siptar terrorist fmces''. Ljubinko Cvetic a:ffioned that tbi& OCCUIICd in practice. Documentary 

evidence also confums this. A report of the ~rd Army Forward Command Post (.IKM) dated 

2 October 1998 notes that "the distribution of weaporis to citi7.ens loyal to the FRY (of Serbian. and 

Montenegrin ethnicity) has made it possible for large-scale resistmce against the tcaori&ts to be 

' organised". At a meeting of the Collegium. of the VJ Genooil Staff of 21 Jan.wiry 1999, it was 
reported tha1: ''bearing in :mmd the nllmber of people oWDing or having been distributed weapons. 
there is a :realistic possibility on the S_crbian and Montenegrin side of the Se.rbim populalion 

organising itsoJf ~ offer resistance, and of an increasing emergence of radical forces". The 
Clamber accepts that RPOs had a rale m combat operations in·conjunction aud coordination with 

the MOP and the VJ. This role was not always limited to 1be stat:d role of the RPOs as is•apparent 

from some orc1ers mforred to in. the course of the Judgement (Trial Judgement. para. 95). . 
1005 See e.g. Exmoits P886 (minutes of meetings held by the Joint Command in Jlily and August 1998, discussing, inter 

alia., the mning of Serb population and their recrui1me:nt into RPOs); P87 (minutes of a meeting held by the MUP 

and VJ in October 1998, discussing 1hc implementation of the Plan for the SDpp:ression of Tcm:arism); P690 

(mmu.tes of a meeting held by the MOP Staff in Kosovo, during whicli SUP chiefs and command.en of the PJP 

gave directions to the participants., not to mention to KVM repn,scntattves that Serb civilians were being armed). 

See also Trial Judgement, paras 92-97 (on tho :formation of RPOs).' · · 
lOOli Trial JudgeJnent, paras 1915, 2010.2026. . 
1007 Trial Judgement.para. 2026. Scempra,,paras 183-184, 187; Trial Judgement, paras 1910-1915, 2003-2026. 
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307. The Appeals Chamb~ recalls the Trial Chamber's finding that, although joint VJ and MUP 

ope:rations had the declared objective of fi~ti.ng terrorist forces, .the manner in which they were 

carried out. including the disproportionate use of force and the commission of -crimes against 

Kosovo Albanians throughout, showed ~ the Serbian forces in fact targeted the· whole Kosovo 

Albanian population~ 1008 The Appeals Chamber has already upheld this finding. 1009 · 

2114 

308. · In light of these findings, the Appeals Chamber concludes that the actions taken to disarm

Kosovo Albanian villages and arm local Serbian civilians were reasonably found by the Trial 

Chamber to be carried out by the VJ and MUP units, as part of the Plan for the Suppression of · 

Terrorism and were indicative of the existence of a joint criminal enterprise.10~0 

309. 'Dordevic has failed to show an error in the Trial Chamber's finding. His arguments are 

therefore dismissed. 

(b) Alleged error in relying on the disarming of Kosovo Albanian villages and the arming of the 

Serbian civilian population as relevant to Dordevics participation in the JCE 

a · . Introduction 

310. The Trial Chamber found that Dordevic was de ju.re responsible for the disarming of 

Kosovo Albanian villages in K.osovo.1011 In reaching this conclusion, the Tri.al Chamber considered 

that the_ Joint Command tasked MUP units with disamring members of the Kosovo Albanian 

population,_ and the SUPs in Kosovo were responsible for such activity.1012 It then assessed 

Dordevi.c' S role with respect to the SUPs, as will he outlined below .1013 The Trial Chamber further 
. . 

considered that Dordevic was personally involved in the disarming of the village of Istinic/lsniq in 

Decani/D~an municipality at the end of September 1998. 1014 In addition, the Trial Chamber found 

that Dordevic had knowledge of the arming of the Serb civilian population in Kosovo and the 

. f ed S rb . ili" 1015 engagement o arm e civ ans. · · _ 

lOOB Trial Judgement, paras 2018, 2026-2-035, 2036-2051, 2052-2080, 2132-2136, 2138, 2140. See supra, 
paras 183-184, 187. 

lOO!I See mpra, para. 187. 
1010 See Trial Judgement, paras.1910--1915, 2003-2026, 2130. 
ion Trial Judgement, para. 1910. · 
iou Trial Judgement, para. 1910. 
1013 See infra, paras 317-318. 
1014 Trial J-o.dgement, para. 1910. 
1015 TrniI. Judgement, pan. 1915. 
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b. Arguments of the parties 

. ' 

311. First, Dordevic submits that the Trial Chamber erred in concluding that be was de jure 

· responsible for the disarming of Kosovo Albanians.1016 He· argues that the evidence: (i) shows that 

the MUP · Staff . in P:ristina/Prishtine exercised control c>Ver the . SUPs in the· regi~n without 

establis~g any link to him;· and (ii) .. does not point to a solid conclusion that [he] was"even 

informed of the disarming. much less th.at he held de jure control".1017 

312. Socond. Dordevic submits that the Trial Chamber "erroneously conclud_ed that he had 

sweeping knowledge of 'the anning of the Serb civilian population in Kosovo' not only in 1998 but 

until the end. of the Indictment period in 1999", because this was not demonstrated by the 

evidence.1018 Dordevic argues that the Trial Chamber erred in finding that he: (i) played a role in the 

creation or the .arming of the RPOs by relying on the " Uiicorroborated testimony of 

Witness Cveti.c;1019 and (ii) had first-hand knowledge of the RPO offensive actions by relying on 

the events in Cicavica/Qi.qavica in September 1998, as he was not physi~ally present. 1020 

313. Dordevic contends that the cumulative error is that the Trial Chamber equates these findmgs 

with. "some kind of ·effective control. which it finds, goes to a 'significant contribution' to the 

JCE".1021 

314. -The Prosecution responds that Dordevic's submission should be summarily dis.missed 

because he fails to show that the Trial Chamber's findings were unreasonable and repeats 

arguments made at triaL 1022 The Prosecution further argues that the Trial Chamber correctly found, 

based on ample evidence, that Dordevic was engaged in the arnring of the non-Albanian 

· population.1023 that he was de jure responsible for disarming Kosoyo Albanian villages, 1024 and that 

he also had knowledge of the engagement of armed Serbian civilians in joint MUP-VJ actions in 

1016 flordevic Appeal Brief. para.211, referr:ingio' Trial Judgement, paras 49, 1910. ExbibitD244. 
1017 E>ordevic Appeal Brief, para. 211, referring to Trial Judgement, paras 49, 1910. ExbibitD244. , 
1011 Dordevic Appeal Brief, para. 215, referring to Trial Judgement, para. _1915. See also Dordcvic Reply Brief, 

pera. 64. . . · · 
lOl!I Dordevic Appeal Brief, paras 212-213, refei:ring to Trial Judgement, paras 92. 1911, 2000, 2026, Exhibits P85, 

P688, P901, Pl052, P1054, P1055, P1355, D449-D451, Ljubinko Cvet:ic, 2.Jul 2009, T.6742, Ljubi.nko Cvetic., 
1 Jul 2009, T. 6713. . 

1020 Do:rdevic Appeal Brief, para. _214, referring 1o Trial JudgemenI. para. 1903, Exhibit P866, Vlastimir Dordevic; 
9 Dec 2009, T. 9863. . 

1021 Dordevic Appeal Brid, para. 216 (citations omitted:). 
11122 Prosecuti.on Response Brief, para. 170, referring to Dordevic Closing Brief, pa.i:as 605-619. 
1023 Prosecution Response Brief, paIBB 176-177, referring to Trial Judgement, paras 1913-1915, Erlnbits P85, P1055, 

p. 8. . . ' 
1024 Prosecution Response Brief, para. 172, referring to Trial Judgement, paras 46, 48, 238-239, 1910, 1895. See also 

Trial Judgement, para. 1899. 
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1998 and during the Indictment period.1025 Specifically with regard to the ann:i.ng of Serbian 

civilians, the Prosecution further responds that the Trial Chamber considered Witness Cvetic to be 

credible on this issue and accepted his testimony. and that Dordevi~ made. "no attempt to overcome 

the deference afforded" to a triai chamber to assess the credibility of a witness.1026 Therefore, 

through bis participation in r.he arming . and disarming process, the Prosecution. contends that 

Dordevic contributed to the implementation of the JCE. 1027 

C. Analysis 

315. At the outset, the Appeals Chamber stresses that the Trial Chamber found that the disarming 

of Kosovo Albanian villages and arming of local Serbian civilians were carried out by the VJ and 

MUP units as part of the Plan for the Suppression of Terrorum. and that these operations were 

indicative of the existence of a joint criminal ~terprise. 1028 The Trial Chamber did not rely on the 

disarming of Kosovo Albanian. villages or the arming of the Serbian civilians as showing 

Dordevic' s contribution to the JCE.1029 Instead, the Trial Chamber found that Dordevic' s role in the 

process of disarming and amring of Serbian civilians meant that he had knowledge of these 

actions.1030 The Trial Chamber referred to this knowledge when discussing fils responSJbility and in 

concluding that be possessed the intent for the crimes within the JCE.1031 The factnal errors alleged 

by Dordevic therefore relate to the findings on bis mens rea and not, as Borde-vie suggests, to bis 

contribution to the JCE. 

316. As such Dordevic' s argument- that the Trial Ch.amber equated these findings with "some 

kind of effectiv~ control which, it finds, goes to a 'significant contnoution; to the JCE"1032 is 

misconstrued. Toe Trial Chalilber did not rely · on these :findings to conclude on Dordevic' s 

contribution to the ICE (actus reus).1033 Notwithstanding, the Appeals Chamber will consider bis 

submissions in the context of his men.s rea. 

1025 Prosecution Response Brief, para. 169, referring to Trial Judgement. paras 1910-1915. 
1026 Prosecution Response Brief, paras 175, 179, refu:ring to Ljnbinko Cvetic, 1 Jul 2009,. T. 6713, Aleksovskl Appeal 

Judgrm.ent, para. 63, Popovic Impeachment Judgement. para. 32; &ee also Galic Appeal Judgement, paras 10, 303. 
im.7 Prosecut:ionResprnise P.rief. para. 169. refe:rringto Trial Judgement, paras 1915, 2154. . , 
u12& See Trial Judgement, paras 1910-1915, 2003-2026, 2130. · 
lD2!I See Trial Judgement, paras 2154-2158. 
1030 Trial Judgement, paras 1990, 1999. See also Trial Judgement, paras 1915, 1983-19R9, 1991-1998. See irifra, 

paras 320-321. . · · 
imi Trial Judgement, paras 1908,1915, 2154. 
l!l31 Dordevic Appeal Brief, para. 216 (references omitted). _IJ 
1033 See Trial Judgement. paras 2154-2158. r 
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317. The Appeals Chamber notes that Dordevic does not point to any evidence supporting bis 

submission that he was "not even informed" of the disarming. of Kosovo Albanian villages.1034 

Quite to the contrary, the Appeals Chamber notes that be gave direct testimony about his own 

knowledge of tb.e operation of disarming in the village of Istinic/Isniq in ])ecani/D~an municipality 
. -

at the end of September_ 1998. 1035 Furthermore, the Appeals Chamber finds that' Dordevic misstates 

the record when he submits that the evidence .. does not point to a solid conclusion" that he held "de 

j,ue control" .over the disarming of Kosovo Albanian villages.1036 While correctly pointing to the. 
. . 

· Trial Chamber's finding that the SUPs in Kosovo were commanded at the operational level by the 
. . 

MOP Staff m Pristina/Prishtine which coordinated and planned_ their operations, 1037 Dordevic -

ignores the other evidence considered by the Trial Chamber establishing that he remained de jure 

responSI"ble for the work of the SUPs. The _Trial Chamber considered documentary evidence 
. ' 

indicating _that the SUP· chlefs were directly subordinate to Dordevic, who was their "only 

immediate superior', as the ·Head of the RJB.1038 The evidence also ~hawed that the. SUP chiefs 

"were directly responsible only to [Dordevic], who in tum was directly responsible for his work and 

work of the units and personnel that·were part of the [RIB] only to the minister".1039 The Tri.al 
Chamber. also found that the SUPs were sub~dinated to the RJB. •ooi 

318. In light- of the above findings establishing Dordevic' s de jure responsibility over tl;ie work of 

the SUPs, and recalling the key role of the-SUPs in the disarming of Kosovo Albanian villages,1041 

the Appeals Chamber finds that Dordevic has failed to show that no reasonii.ble trial chamber could 

have concluded·that he was, therefore, de jure responsible for the disarming of Kosovo Albanian 

· villages. IDs submission is di!@issed accordingly. 

319. . With regard to bis knowledge of the amiing of the Serbian population, Dordevic challenges 

the Trial Chamber's reliance on Witness Cvetic's uncorroborated testimony in order to conclude 

that he played a role in the arming of Serbian civilians.1042 The Appeals Chamber recalls that a trial . 

1034 Dordevic Appeal Brief, paIL 211. See supra, para. 311. · 
1035 See Trial Judgement, para. 1910, referring to Vlastimir Dordevic, 4 Dec 2009, T. 9622,.9625. 
1036 See Bordevic Appeal Brief, para. 211, referring to Trial Judgement, paras 49, 1910, Exhibit D244. 
1037 Trial Judgement, para. 49. . 
1038 Trial Judgement, para. 48, refening to Exhibit D933, p. 21. 
1039 Trial Judgement, para. 48, referring to Exbibi1 D933, p. 21. · · -
1040 Trial Judgemenr, para. 46, refening to Ljubinko Cvetit, 26 Jun 2009, T. 6591, 6598. The Appeals Chamber notes 

that tho Trial Chamber erroneously referred to T. 5691 but considers this to be a typographical en-or, as Ljubinko 
Cvet:ic provided evidence in T. 6591 that the SUPs were subocclinated to the RIB, See also supra, paras 216, 228, 
247, 250-251. . 

1041 See supra, para. 315. · · -
1042 See supra, para. 312; E>ordevic Appeal Brief, para. 213. See Trial Judgement, paras 92, 1911, referring to Ljubi.nko 

Cvetic, 1 Jul 2009, T. 6713. · · 
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chamber enjoys discretion in weighing the evidence, 1043 including the discretion to accept th~ 

evidence of a single witness.1044 The Appeals Chamber notes that the Tri.al Chamber extensively 

relied on the evidence of Witness Cveti.c through.out the Trial Judgement., in particular with regard 

to the structure of the MUP, 1045 and that :Pordevic did not attempt to challenge the credibility of this 

~ess at trial or on appeal.1046 

2110 

320. Furthermore, the Appeals Chamber notes that Dordevic misstates the Trial Chamber's 

findings. Contrary to his argu.rp_ent, the Trial Chamber did not reach a ~nclusion that he ''played a · 

role"i~7 in anning Serbian civilians., but found that he possessed knowledge· of this operation.1048 

This finding was based on the totality of the evidence. as outlined below. Among this evidence was 

Witness Cvetic's assertion that the process of arming the Serbian civilians "proceeded from the 

MUP down to the staff of the MOP and then the Secretariat of Internal Affairs" .1049 In_ this· regard, 

the Appeals Chamber considers that Witness Cvetic' s testimony. although uncorroborated. was 

analysed by the Trial Chamber in the broader context of the fonnation of the RPOs, 1050 arid in light 

of all the other evidence establishing that Dordevic knew of the arming, but not that he participated 

in the process.1051 Dordevic bas thus failed !!J demonstrate an error in the Trial Chamber's reliance 

on the evidence of Witness Cveti_c. 

321. The Appeals Chamber notes that in challenging the Trial Chamber's conclusion that he had· 

knowledge of the anning of Serbian civilians, in 1998 and 1999, Dordevic repeats arguments 

a1ready raised at trial without pointing to any error.1052 In relation to Dordevic's submission 

concerning the joint VJ and MUP operation in the village of Cicavica/Qiqavica in September 

1998, 1053 the Trial Chamber considered Dordevic' s account that although he bad knowledge of this 

operation, he was not aware that armed civilians were being used to reinforce the mmy and the 

llH-l Lukitf and Lukic Appeal Judgement, para. 88; Mu;rryakazl. Appeal Judgement, para. 51; Setako Appeal Judgement, 
para. 31., Rukwul.o Appeal Judgement, para. ')I.fl; _S&nba Appeal Judgement, para. 103; Nchami.higo Appeal 
Judgement,. para. 47; Bikindi Appeal Judgement, para. 116; Nahimana et aL Appeal Judgement., para..194. 

1044 I.uki6 and bilic Appeal Judgement., para. 375, refemng to Hora.dina.j et aL Appeal Judgement, para. 219, 
Kupre!k:ic et al. Appeal Judgement, para. 33, AleksOl'ski Appeal Judg=nt, para. 6~ Ta.die Appeal Iurlgemmit. 
para. 65. 

1045 See Trial Judgement, paras 41-143. 
1046 See Lj\lbmko Cvetic, 2 Jul 2009, T. 6735-6810; Ljubinko Cvetic, 3 fol 2009, T. 6&12-6871; Dordevic Appeal 

B:ricl., pm-a 213. See also supra, para. 22& . 
. 1°"7 f)ordevit Appeal Bri&, paras 212-213. 
1048 Trial Judgem.ent,"paillS 1911-1915. _ · 
1049 Seef>ordevic Appeal Brief, para. 213,referringto Ljubinko C:vetic, 2 Jol 2009, T. 6713. 
1050 Triol Judgement, pm-as 92, 1911. See also supra, para. 300, 
1051 See infra, para. 321. · · 
ias2- Dordevit Appeal Brief. para.. 215, referring to Trial Judgement. para. 1915; DardeVIc Reply Brief, para. 64. See 

also Dordevic Closing Brief, paras 605-619. 
H153 See supra. para. 312; Dordevif Appeal Brief, pBI"a. 214. 
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police because he was "on the other side of the mountain" while the operation took place.1054 The 

Trial Chamber also took into consideration Dordevic's denial that he had knowledge of the arming 

of the Serbian population on a general level. and.of the involvement of armed Serbian civilians in 

joint VJ and MUP operations.1055 However, it concluded that Dordevic's account was not credible 

in light of the totality of the evidence to the contrary.1056 Such evidence included: (i) Joint 

Command meetings ~ Doroevic attended in July and August 1998 at ·which the arming of the 

Serbian population and their recruitment in the RPO were discussed.;1057 (ii) minutes of a meeting 

held on 29 October 1998, attended by senior VJ and MUP leadership including Dordevic, where the 

implementation of the Plan for the Suppression of T~rrorism in Kosovo was discussed, which 

included the. arming of the _non-~baman. ·population and the formation of· the RPOs;1058 

(Iii) DordeviC s unsuccessful attempt to downplay the comments regarding armed Serbians and 

RPOs made by Lukic during a meeting;1059 (iv) Dordevic's presence at the meeting of 17 :February 

1999 where Lukic informed those present that the RPOs in nearly all 'villages with Serb inhabitants 

were a~tive and have increased their activiti.es;1060 ~ well as (v) other meetings, along ~th minutes 

and reports of these meetings establishing the close ties between the MUP and the RPOs in 

1999.1061 In light of this evidence in its totality, the Trial Chamber concluded that Dordevic had 

knowledge of the arming of the Ser~ia:n civilian population in Kosovo, their formation into RPOs, 

the involvement of the MUP in relation to lo~tical support, and the engagement of armed Serbian 

civilians in joint VJ~ MVP operations.1052 It fmther found that tltis knowledge was not limited to 

the second half of 1998 but ex.tended untii the ~nd of the Indictment period in 1999.1063 

lll54- Trial Judgement, para. 1913, referring to Vlastimir f)ordevit, 9Dec 2009, T. 9860-9863, Exln"bru P866, p. 103, 
Pl 422. Sec Dordevic Appeal Brief, para. 214. . 

11155 Trial Judgement, para. 1912. referring to \llastimiI f>ordevic, 9 Dec 2009, T. 9862-9863, VJastimir Dordevic, 
10 Dec 2009 9901-9903. Specifically, !he Trial Chamber further considered: (i) Dordevic"s testimony that the role 

of the MUP with respect to the RPOs was limited to providing support and preparing the RPOs for defensive 
actions against terrorist (rrial Judgement, para. 1914, reforring to Vlastimir Dordevic, 10 Dec 2009, T_ 9938-9940); 

and (ii) 1:ris denial of bis knowledge that by February 1999, 64,080 weapoos had been distributed to the existing 
RPOs, as be had never seen the report on this (frial Judgement. para. 1914, referring to Vlastimir Dordevic, 10 Dec 

2009. T. 9940-9941). 
1056 Trial Judgement, para. 1915, referring to Trial Judgement. paras 92-96. See Trial Judgement, paras 1912-1914. · 
1057 Trial Judgement, para. 1913, referring to Exhibit P886; see also Vlastmrir E>ordevi~ 10 Dec 2009, T. 9915, 

9920-992.2, Vla&timir Dordevil, 14 Dec 2009, T. 10143. . 
1058 Trial Jodgemoot, para.. 1913, referring to Bx1n'bit P87; see also Vlastimk Dordevic. 9 Dec 2009, T. 9872-9873, 

9875. 
1059 Trial Jud,geroent, para. 1913, referring to Exln'bit P690. 
1060 Trial Judgement, para. 1914, referring to Exhibit P85. V1astimir Dor&wic, 10 Dec 2009, T. 9936-9937. 
1061 See Trial Judgement, para. 1914, referring to a report of meetings held betweeD. 13 and 16 February 1999 and the 

minutes of the MUP Staff moc:tmg of 17 February 1999. See Exhibits P85; Pl055, p. 3. 
loti2 Trial Judgement, p11m. 1915. 
1063 Trial Judgement, para. 1915 .. 
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322. In light ?f the above, the Appeals Chamber finds that_Dord:evic has failed to show that no · I 

• 

reasonable trial chamber could have come to the conclusion 1:hat Dordevic was aware of. the arming 

of the Serbian population in the latter half of 1998 and until 1he \:md of .the Indictment period in 

1999. 

323. Accordingly, the Appeals Chamber dismisses Dordevic's arguments relating to the Trial 

Ch.amber's :findings on his de ju.re responsibility for the disarming of Kosovo Albanians and his 

knowledge of the arn:ring of the Serb civilian. population in Kosovo. 

3. Conclusion 

324. In light of all the foregoing, the Appeals Chamber dismisses Dord:evic's sub-ground of 

appeal 9lD) in its entirety. 

E. Sub-ground 9(E): alleged errors in relation to the RacaklRagtk incident and llordevic's 

tole therein 

1. Introduction 

325. The Trial Chamber found that Dordevic: (i) was aware of and took an active role in the joint 
. -

VJ and MUP operation in Racak/R~ak on ·15 January 1999 that resulted in the deaths of not less 

than 45 Kosovo Albani;ms;1064 and (ii) led the subsequent "MUP efforts to_ conceal evidence of 

grossly excessive force used by the police and to present the operation in Racak/R.Ryak as a 

legitimate anti-terrorist operation".1065 

326. In particular, the Trial Chamber concluded that the R.acak/R.a.yak operation, which was 

· ordered by the Joint Command, was "an early example of a new intensified approach to < anti

. terr:orist' operations by VJ and MUP forces acting in coordination." .1066 It further found that by the 

ti.me the RacaklRafak operation took pl~ce. the JCE had already been formed, 1067 and this type of 

coordinated use of VJ, MUP, and other Serbian forces was employed to achieve the goal of the 

JCE.1068 In the view of the Trial Chamber, by mid-January 1999 it had become apparent to the 

Serbian political, VJ, and MUP ~adership that in order to achieve its objectives for assured Serbian 
' . 

control of Kosovo it was necessary to intensify cooperation between VJ and_ MUP forces in joint 

1064 Sec Tria:1JudgEmlCil1 paras 257, 397-416, 425, 1920-1924, 2134. 
lll6S See Trial Judgement. paras 415,425, 1924. 
~ Trial.Judgement, para. 2134, referring ID Exhibit:P902, pp 9, 11. 
1067 Trial Judgement, para. 2134, refea:ing to Exhibit P902, pp 9, 11, 29. 
10611 Trial JudgeIIient, para. 2037. 
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operations.1069 Thus, the Trial Chamber determined that Dordevic's role and knowledge in the 

Rac~ak op~ation was indicative of bis involvement in the JCE.1070 

327. Dordevic submits that the Trial Chamber erred in law and fact in: (i) relying on the 

R.acak/Ra~ak operation to establish his role in furthering the JCE; 1071 (ii) concluding that 45 Kosovo 

Albanian civilians were killed during this operation;1072 (iii) finding that the investigative Judge 
. -

Danica Marinkovic ("'Judge Marinkovic") was presented a st.aged scene; and (iv) finding lhat 

Dordevic had any role in the concealment of the excessive use·of force.1073 On this basis, Dordevic 

argues that the Raca.k!Rai;;ak incident should not be considered in_ any evaluation of bis criminal · 

responsibility for the crimes contained. within the Indictment and requests the Appeals Chamber to 

quash bis convictions Of reduce his sentence accordingly.1074 · 

328: The Prosecution responds that Dordevic fails to demonstrate that no reasonable trial 

c~amber could have reached the Trial Chamber's conclusion on the Racak/R~ak operation; and 

therefore this sub-ground of appeal should be dis:missed.1075 

2. Alleged error in relying on the RacakfRa&ak gperation to establish Dordevic' s role in furthering 

theJCE 

(a) Arguments of the parties 

329. Dordevic argues that the Trial Chamber erred in relying on the Racak/Rai;ak. operation to · 

establish "'coordinated action• b~tween the·MUP and the VJ pursuant to the JCE" .1076 He contends 

th.a1: such a finding goes to his actus reus, whereas the_ relevance· of the Racak!Ra&ak -operation 
. . 

should have been limited to his -alleged mens rea, following the withdrawal of the Racak/Ra¢ 

incident from the Indictment.1077 In support of his argument, he points to th.e Trial Chamber's 

Decision on Admission of Evidence of 30 March 2010, which in his view limits the use of the 

11169 Trial Judgemoot, para.. 2134. -
-1070 Tcial Judgement. paras 1920-1924, 2134T 2154. 
ion Dardevic Appeal Brief, paras 218-220. 
1071 Dordevic Appeal Brief., paras 218-223. 
1071 E>ordevi.c Appeal Brief, paras .223-224, • 
1674- E>ardevic Appeal Brief,. para. 226; Dmde\,jf Reply Brief, paras 65-66. 
1075 Prosecution Response Brief, paras 180, 184. 187. . 
1076 Dordevjc Appeal Brief. paras 218, 220, refea:ing to Trial Judgem.ent; paras 1923-1925, 1992, 2154. 
1077 Dordevi.c Appeal Brief. paras 218, 220~ referring to .frosecutor v. Vlastimir FJordevic, Prosecution's Motion far 

Leave to Amend the Third Amended Joia.der Indictment with.Amlexes A, B, and C. 2 June 2008, para. 23, granted 
by DordevitDecision on.Amendment of Indictment of7 July 2008, paras 47, 51. 
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~ak/Ra~ak incident to the assessment of his mens rea. 1078 Therefore, he submits that :fin~gs· 

relating to Racak/R~ak: outside of those concerning bis mens rea should be reyersed for lack of 

suffi~ient notice and litigation. 1079 

330. The Prosecution responds that E>ordevic had sufficient notice -of the allegations regarding 

· the Rac~ak operation,. as they were set out in both the Indictment and the Prosecution Pre

Triai' Brie:f, 1°~ Dordevic testified about the eve:p.ts at ~ak. and referred to the~ in bis 

Closing Brief.1081 

(b) Analysis 

331. At the outset, the Appeals Chamber stresses that the Prosecution only withdrew the charge 
. 

. . 
of murder. in relation to the Rac~ak incident and that the Trial Chamber did not convict 

. . 

Dordevic for the murders committed during the Rac~ak incident 1082 The Appeals Chamber_ 

recalls that. an indictment niust, at a minimum, specify "on what legal basis of tbe St:atQt.e an 
individual is being charged", 1083 and that the Prosecution is required to "state the material facts 

underpinning the charges in the indictment, l;tut not the evidence by whicl:t such material facts are to 

be proven•· .1084 Whether an indictment is pleaded with sufficient particularity is dependent upon 

whether it sets out the material facts: of the Prosecution case •'with enough detail to inform a 

defendant clearly of the charges against him so that he may prepare his defence" .1085 •There is thus 

a clear distinction between the material facts upon which the Prosecution relies, which must be 

pleaded, and the evidence proffered to prove those material facts. ,,l0&5 Furtb,ermore, the Appeals 

1078 Doraevic Appeal Brief. paras-218, 220, referring to DordevicDecision on Admission of Ev:idence of 30March 

2010, para. 9. See also Dordevi6 Reply Brief, para. 67. . 
1079 E>ordevic Appeal Bricl, paras 218. 220, refen:ing to Trial Judgement, paru 1923-1925, 1992, 2154. 

loao Prosecution Response Brief, paras 181-182. zefea:ing to Indictment paras 6l(c), 64(g), Prosecutor v. Vlastim:ir 

£)orikvic, CaseNo. IT-05-87/1-PT, ProSCClltion Pre-Trial Brief, 1 September 2008 (•'Prosecution Pre-Trial Brief'), 

para.289. . · · 
1081 Prosecution Response Brief, para. 182, refeu:ing to Vlastimir E>Oidevic, 7 Dec 2009, T. 9666-9675; Vlastimir 

Dordevic, 9 Dec 2009, T. 9885-9893, Bontevic Dosing Brief, paras 73-93. . 

ion See "Indictment. para. 64-(g); Bon1evi.c Decision on Amendment _of I:adictment of 7 July 2008, paras 45-47. No 

clmrges of deportation or other inhumane acts (forcible transfer) were brought by the Prosecution in relation to 

Rae~ (Prosecutor v. Vlastimir fJortfeiM, Case No. IT--05-87/1-PT, Prosecution's Motton for Leave to 

Amend !he Third Amended Joinder Indictment with Annexes A. B, and C, 2 Jt1DC 2008, para. 23; Dordevic 

Decision on Amendmem: of Iildictment of 7 July 2008, :pam. 47); Trial Judgement, para. 2230, pp 886--950. 
um Kmoje.lac Appeal Judgement, para. 138. . · 
lll84 Kupre.Hdc Appeal Judgement, para. 88. 
ui115 Stakic Appeal Judgement, para. 116, ciJ:ing Kupre.ifdc et al. Appeal Judgement, para. 88. 
1016 Staldc AppealJudgemen,t. para. 116. . · 
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Chamber recalls that the materiality of a particular fact cannot be established in the abstract. but is 

dependant on the Prosecution's case. 10117 

332. In this case, the fndictment explicitly-references the Racak/R~ak operation· as one of the 

factors upon which Dordevic's :intent could be inferred.1088 However, it aiso alleges that Dordevic 

participated in the ICE by, biter alia, (i) exercising effective control over forces of FRY and Serbia 

inclu~g all RIB units which_ were involved in the perpetration of the crimes charged in the 

Indictment; and (ri) participating in the planning, instigating . and ~g of operations and 

activities of the forces of the FRY and Serbia in Kosovo, which were involved in the perpetration of 

the crimes charged in ~ Indictment, in particular the RIB and subordinate units.1089 In its Pre-Trial 

Brief, the Prosecution argaed that the Rac~ak operation was evidence of Dordevic' s .. hands

on'' involvement in MUP activities in Kosovo in 1999, which is one of the factors it alleged in 

~pport of its submissi~n that Dordevic participated and contri~ated to th~ JCE.1090.-To.erefore, the 

Appeals Chamber finds that the mated.al facts relating to the nature of Dordevic' s participation iil 

the ICE were sufficiently pleaded in the Indictment and that f>ord.evic was on notice that the . 

Prosecution also intended to rely on the Racak!Rayak: incident to prove such participation. 

333. Furthermore, ~ordevic risinterprets the Tri.al Chamber's Decision of 30 March 2010.1091 In 
. . -
that decision, the Trial Chamber did not set out a limitation for the relevance of the Racak/Racak. 

operation.1092 Rather, it held that, although the events that <;>ccorred in Racak/R.acak were not 

subject to· specific murder charges, "[t]hese allegations [ ... ] are relevant . to other · issues in the 

Jndi.cbnent."1093 After recognising the events at Racak/Racak:, «as a factor relev~t to establishing 

bis mens rea under Articles 7(1) and 7(3) of the Statute of the Tribunal", it considered that these 
' 

events "[we]re of significance in the deternrination of the charges against the Accusetf', also noting 

that ''both parties [ ... ] adduced considerable evidence on the Racak/R.a,;ak operation" .1094 

334. Toe Prosecution was therefore fully entitled · to rely on the incident in support of its · 

submission that Dordevic participated in the JCE, as clearly set out in its Pre-Trial Brief. 1095 

ios7 Stakic Appeal Judgemeot, para. 117; citing Kupreskit. et al. Appeal Judgomeot, para. 89. 
1088 See Indictment, para. 64{g). . - . . 
1089 Indictment, para. 6l(ar(c). 
1090 Prosecution Pre-Trial Brief, para. 289; Indictment, pare.. 61(a)-(c). . 
1091 DordevicDecision ori. Admission of Evidence of 30 March 2010, para. 9. See Dordevic! Appeal Brief, para. 218. 
ltm. Dordevic Decision on Admission of Evidence of 30 March 201 o. para. 9. See Dordevic Appeal Brief. para.. 218. 

· 1093 Dontevic Decision on Admission of Evidence of 30 March 2010, para. 9 (emphasis added). 
1094 Dordevic Decision on Admission of Evidence of 30 March 2010, para. 9 (emphasis added). S~ Bor&vic Appeal 

Brief. para. 218.. . 
lO!IS · Prosecution Pre-Trial Brief, para. 289. 
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335. In light of the above, the Appeals Cbamb~ finds that Dordevic has failed to show that the 

Trial Chamber erred in considering tlie Racak/Racak operation as •evidence of a 'coordinated action' 

between the MOP and the VJ, in the cont.ext of Dordevic' s contribution to the JCE. 

3. Alleged error in concluding that 45 Kosovo Albanian civilians were killed in RacakJRa&ak on 

15 January 1999 

(a) Arguments of the parties 

336. Dordevic submits that the Trial Chamber eqed in concluding that 45 K.osovo Albanian 

civilians wer~ killed in R.ac~ak. on 15 January 1999 .1096 He argues that the Trial Chamber 

failed to consider: (i) forensic reports?097 (ii) evidence concerning the type of .weapons recovered. 

from the Kl.A in Rac~ak;1098 (iii)- •'further evidence of KLA activity'' which demonstrated that 

the KLA was pres~nt in the village on 15 January 1999;1099 (iv) evidence that the wounded were 

tre3:led at military hospit:a.ls;11_°0 (v) evidence that those who perished were buried in accordance 

with KLA military rules; an~ (vi) evidence of the· existence of a KL.A headquarters.1101 

337 .- The Prosecution responds that the Trial Chamber reasonably concfuded that no less than 

45 Kosovo Albanian civilians were killed in. the R.acak/R~ak operation.11°2 It also sub:ants that 

Dordevic repeats arguments that were unsuccessful at ttjal, 1103 offers his own evaluation of the 

evidence, 1104 and fails ~ show any error in the Trial Chamber's exercise of its discretion. ~105 

1096 f.>ordevic Appeal Brief, para. 219, refen:ing to Trial Judgement, paras 416, 2134. 
1097 Do.rdevic Appeal Brief, paras 221-222; referring to, inter alia, Exbfbits D895 (Llst of persons who died in the 

village of Racak/R.a.¢.), D899 (General conclusion by the medical experts on the 40 bodies found in a mosque in 
Racak/R8f8k). . . . ; 

-'-1198 Dordevic Appeal Brief, para. '122, refening to Exhibits D149 (Report from the invemigative judge including a list 

of weapons belonging . to KLA that were follI1.d · in Rac~ak an 15 January 1999 dm:iug an on-site 

investigation). D148 (Record of on-site investigation pedoomrl in ~-signed by the investigative judge 

on 18 Janumy_ 1999), D757, p. 4 (Report from the Pristina Corps including a report on 26 dead bodi.e1i1 found by 

KVM in ~ak on 20 January 1999, wearing "civilian clothes bm with weapons and 'KI.A' insignia''), 

D896 (Report on forensic exammation of Racak/Rafak incident including a list of weapons found on the scene on 

15 January 1999), Momir Stojanovic, 22Feb 2010, T. 11739. · , 
1199 Dordevic Appeal Brief, para. 222, referring to Joseph Maisomwuve, 4 ,un 2009, T. 5539. 
1100 Dordevic Appeal Brief, p3I11.. 222, referring to Trial Judgement, paras 401, 402, Exbibit P872, Joseph 

Maisonneuve, 4 Jun 2009, T. 5544-5545, Branko Mla.dcnovic, 8 Mar 2010, T. 12500. 
~101 E>ordevic ,Appeal Brief, para. 222, refen:ing to Trial Judgement,, paras 401, 402, Exhibit P872, Joseph 

Maisonnenve, 4 Jun 2009, T. 5544-5545, BrankoMladenovic, 8 Mar 2010, T.12500. . 
1102 Prosecution.Response Brief. pam. 180, :refening to Trial Judgement, paras 397-402, 421-425, 1920-1943. · 

um PrO&eCUtion Response Brief, pan. 184, referring to E>orcte'Vi.c Cosing Brief, paras 73, 75-81. Seo also Prosecu.tiOD 

Respoo.se Brief, paras_ 184-186, referring to Dordevit Appeal Brief, paras 'lll-223. · 
U04- ProsecutionR.espoDSeBrief, paras 18S-187. 
11115 Prosecution Response Brief, paras 18S-187. 
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(b) Analysis 

338. The Appeals Chamber finds· 1hat, for the reasons set out below, none of DordeviCs 

arguments show that tbe Trial Chamber erred in :finding that 45 Kosovo Albanian civilians were 

killed The Appeals Chamber observes that the Trial Chamber's. conclusion that 45 Kosovo 
' . 

Albanian civilians were killed as a result of RacakJRa9ak operation was based on an assessment of 

a considerable aniount of evidence concerning the events which occurre<fin the area on 15 January 

1999 and the following days.1106 This included evidence on the series of investigation attempts by 

the inyestigative Judge'Marinkovic,1107 as well as evidence given by Dordevic himself and other. 

· Defence .witnesses.1108 Contrary to Dordevic's contention, 1109 the Trial Chamber did consider: 

(i) forensic reports referred to by Dordevicm bis Appeal Brief;1110 (ii) evidence concernµig the type 

of weapons recovered in Racak/Rac;ak;1111 (iii) evidence of the KI.A's presence in Racak/Ra<tak 

during the rele~ant time period;1112 (iv) and evidence of a KLA headquarters in Racak/Ra~1113 

His arguments are therefore dismissed. 

1106 Trial Judgement, ~a. 416. See Trial JudgemeDt, paras 396-416. In reWion to the joint VJ-MOP operation, the 

Trial Chamber considflred evidence that sporadic shooting coming from the direction qf Racak/Rarak could be · 

beard from Stimlje/Shtime police station in the early momirig hours of 15 January and continued until the aftemoqn · 

(Trial Judgement, para. 397); unusual events· were occurring at the Stimlje/Shtime police station, :in that all active · 

,duty and reserve police had been called in, one PJP and 10 to12 SAJ members were there, as well as the. Cbief of 

the SUP and the Chief of the Urosevac/Ferizaj police department (Trial Judgement. para. 397); there were rumours 

that an action was under way in Raca.k/Ra~ to mest those respqnsible for the killing of four policemen (Trial 

Judgement, .11a::ra. 397); a couple of hours afwr ~ shooting had started Dordevic arrived at Stimlje/Shtime police 

station and received two telephone ca.Ils from Sainovic (Irial Judgement, para. 398); tlie KVM started receiving 

reports concerning a "major operation t:aking place in R~•, whim was a planned jo:int VJ and MOP 

operation (Trial Judgement, paras 400. 402); and KVM verifiers observed VJ Pragas and T-55 tanks·on the hills 

overlooking Rae~ firing into the village and surrounding hills preventing the civilians from leaving the 

village, while MUP armoured vehicles and infantry entered the village and searched the houses (Trial Judgement. 

para 401). In relation to the ciyilians killed, the Trial Chambfil found that: the Head of Regional Centre of the 

KVM was informed by verifier:& that there were over 25 bodies of civilians in the ,;,filage, wbo appeared to have 

been e.x:ecuted (Trial Judgement, para·. 405); the KVM representatives inspecting the village found a decapitated 

body of an elderly man in a farmhouse and over 20 bodies laying in a line in a gully or a 1rail with appearance of 

having been shot at close range in the bead Cf rial Judgement, para. 407); and they observed fom more bodies in the 

village, including an 18 year old woman and a 12 year old boy (Tria1Judgeme11t, para. 407). 
1107 See TrialJudgemeot. paras 410-413, 1924. · . 
1108 See Tri.Ill Judgement, paras 419-425. · · 
1109 See Dordevic Appeal Brief, paras 22.1-222. - . 

mo See Trial Judgement, para. 413, fn. 1430 (referring to Exhibit DB99), fn. 1431 {nlferring to Exhibit D895). See 

· supra. para. 336, fn. 1097. · ' · 
nu Trial Judgement, para. 411, referring to Exhibit DB96. See also Trial Judgement, paras 410, fn. 1410 (referring to 

Bxlribit D149), 411, fns 1417, 1418 (referring to ExhibitD14B). Sc;e supra, para. 336, :fu. 1098. 
1112 Trial Judgement, paras 401, 410. The ·Trial Chamber, however. found that despite this fact there was no outgoing 

fire from the village· dming the coordinated VJ MUP offensive agaimt the village (Trial Judgement, paras 401, 
1922). Toe Appeals Chamber observes the evidence of General Drcwienkiewicz, m relation to the VJ-MUP joint 

ope.ration in RBc~ak, that be expressed concern over the operation in that "firing of anti-aircraft weapons into 
a village in which there were women and children could not be accepted as a. police operation" (Trial JudgemeILt, 

para. 404, refening to John ~wienkiewicz, Exhibit P996, para. 221. Karol John Drewienkiewicz,. 22 Jun· 2009, 

T. 6367-6368; ExhibitP1007). . . . 
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339. As to Dordevic's argument in relation to the burials and treatment of wounded in military 

hospitals, insofar as Dordevic is suggesting that- the victims might have been KLA members, and 

hence legitimate targets, it is speculative.1114 The Appeals Chamber notes that the Trial Chamber 

found that the 45 victims were wearing civilian clothing when killed, and that an elderly man, a 

woman and a child were among the deceased. 1115 In addition, the Trial Chamber found that at least 

one victim had been decapitated and that most of those killed were over the age of 50 and shot in 

the head,. apparently at close nmge.1116 Dordevic's mere suggestioffthat some of ~e victims may 

have received a military· burial, as well as a vague reference to wounded being treated in military 

hospitals, falls short of showing that the Trial Chamber erred in concluding that 45 Kosovo 

Albanian civilians were killed. 

340. The Appeals Chamber therefor~ finds that Dordevic bas ·failed to show that the Trial 

Chamber erred in concluding that 45 Kosovo Albanians were killed in Racak/Ra9ak on 15 Januacy 

1999. 

4. Alleged e!J:01: in finding t:h_at there was a •·staged scene .. and that Dord:evic had a role in the 

conceahnent of the excessive use of force during the RacaldRa&ak qperation 

(a) Introduction 

341. The Trial Chamber found that on 18 Jamiary 1999, investigative Judge Marinkovic 

condncted an on-site investigation into the events in Ra~ak on 15 January 1999.m7 She was 

~ected by the police to the mqsque where she observed 40· bodies, of which all but one were 

male.1118 The Trial Chamber found that thrfscene shown to investi.~ative Judge Marinkovic did not

accord with the observations and video-recording by the KVM international observers on 

m 3 Trial Judgement, paras 401, 410. · · 

m 4 See Doroevic Appeal Brief, para. 222. In relaticm. to the burials, the Appeals Chamber notes that the Trial Chamber 

relied on the evi~ of Witness K86 ~ concluding ~.the bodies ·were buried on a hill.facing the mosque (Trial 

Judgement. fn. 1433, refming to K86, 28 May 2009, T. 5189-5190) rather than. on the eivhl.ence of Defence 

Witness Mladenovic, who mentioru::d that the coffins Wtm: wrapped in an Albanim flag, which in the view of the 

witness was not tho burial custom far civilians (see Branko MladenoVlC, 8 :Mar 2010, T. 12500). The Trial 

Cbmnber expressly found the evidence presented by Defecce witnesses :in relaftoo. to the ~ak to be 

umeliablc am ''in many-respects[ .•. J not imthful" (Trial Judgement, para, 419). The Appeals Chambe.r finds that it 

was thcrefoxe withm the discteticm. of the Trial Chamber to prefer Witness K86's testimony over that of Witness 

• Mladenovie (sec Kvocka. d al. Appeal Judgement,. para. 23; IimaJ et ol. Appeal Judgement, para. 82; Kordu! a7ld 

Cerke_z Appeal JudgemeDt, para. 21, fn. 12). AB to the trea.tmont of the wonndoo. in militm:y hospitals, the Ap~ 

. Chamber finds inconclusive the evidem:e citod by Dardevif in hi!! Appeal Brief (see• Dordevic Appeal Brief, 

para. 222. fn. 368, refea:ring to ExhibitP872, Joseph Maisonneuve, 4 Jun 2009, T. 5S44-5545). . 

im Trial Judgement, P?I'as 416, 1920. Seen.pro, fn.1106; Trial Judgemeot, para. 407. S~ also infra, paras 522-523. 

m 6 Trial Judgement, paras 416, 1920. See supra. para. 338. fm 1106, 1734 .. 
m 7 Trial Judgmicnt, para. 412 •. 
m• Trial Judgement, para. 412. 
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i6 January 1999.~119 It tberefoce concluded that investigative Judge Marinkovic was presented a 

staged scene and that Dordevic led the MUP efforts to conceal the evidence of excessive use of 

force and to present the Ra~ak operation as a legitimate anti-terrorist operation_ 1120 

(b) Arguments of the parties · 

342. First; Dordev:ic contends that the Trial Chamber erred in finding that a "staged scene" was 

shown to investigative Judge Marinkovic.1121 He argues that there was absolutely no evidence in 

support of this conclusion, noting, inter alia, that the Trial Chamber rejected the eyidence of 

investigative Judge Marinko~c on this issue.1122 Second. he submits that the Trial Chamber erred in 

cooclucling that he •'led MVP efforts to conceal evidence of grossly excessive force and present it as 

a legitimate anti-terrorist operation".1123 Dordevic argues that there was "no e\idence to support'' 

such conclusfon. but also that ''no accusation of a 'cover-up' was ever put to him during bis 

· testimony" .1124 He suggests that, instead, it was more likely that "the Kl.A set up the mi.ti.al scene 

observed by the KVM on 15 January following a heavy :firefight''. 1125 

343. The Prosecution responds that the Trial Chamber reasonably concluded that the scene 

shown to the investigative judge was staged and that Dordevic led the ¥UP -efforts to co~ the 

evidence of the excessive use of force during the purported "anti-terrorist" operations.1126 

( c) Analysis 

344. The Appeals Chamber notes ¢.at. the Trial Chamber acknowledged the "~xtensive, and often 

conflicting, evidence'' presented by the parties concerning the Racak/Rafak operation; however, the 

Trial Chamber also stated that it had carefully evaluated and weighed all the e\idence in reaching 

its ~nclusion that the scene at Racak/R.3..9ak was staged and that evidence was concealed. 1127 

345. The Appeals Chamber notes. contrary to Dordevic's contention, that the evidence of· 

, investigative Judge Ma.ri.nkovic was not rejected by the Trial Chamber; rather. it was carefully 

1119 Trial Judgemellt, paras 412, 1924. 
mo Trial JudgemeDI:,, pmn: 412, 1923-1924. 
1121 Dordevi6 Appeal Brief, para. 223; Dordevi.c Reply Brief, para. 65, referring to Trial Judgement, 'paru 415, 425, 

1924, · . 
u1::1. Dordevic Appeal Brief, para. 223; Dbrdevic Reply Brief. para. 65, referring to Trial Judgement, paras 415,425, 

1924. 
l 123 Dordevic Appeal Brief, para. 224, referring to Trial Judgement, par11... 1924. 
uu Dordevic Appeal Brief. para. 224, referring to Trial Judgement, para.. 1924. 
U2! Dordevic Appeal Brief. para. 225. 
1126 Prosecution Response Brief, paras 184-186. · 
lll1 Trial Judgement, para. 396. See Trial Judgemem, para. 415. 
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ass(?ssed and weighe.d against the evid~nce of KVM intem~tional observers who conducted and 

video~taped their investigation on 16 January 1999.1128 The Appeals Chamber notes that the 

international observers carried out their investigation on 16 January 1999 in the aftemoon.1129 They 

testified that as they approached the village they saw police and press everywhere, as well as VJ 

heavy weapons, artillery, and tanks on the hillside.1130 During the investigation, the international 

. observers uncovered: (i) "over 25 civilian bodies-in the village, including that·of an elderly man, 

most- of whom seemed to have been executed";1131 (ii) another elderly mzn who had been 

decapitated in a farmhouse; 1132 and (iii) 20-bodies in -a gully ~ appeared to have ·bee~ shot in the 

head. at close ~ge. 1133 These bodies did not have unifoIIDS and were "covered in dew, which 

indicated that they were already there in the morning" .1134 The KVM representatives saw more 

bodies in Rac~ak. including ~ body of an 18 year -old woman and a 12 year old boy.1135 The 

Appeals Chamber observes that th~ Trial Cha.Ia.her noted that the evidence given by investigative 

Judge Marinkovic indicated that the ~ne. she and her team were shown during their. on-site. 

investigation in Rac~ak on 18 January 1999, differed significantly· fr-om that shown to the 
- -

KVM intein~onal observers.1136 This was confinned by investigative Judge Marinkov~c. who 

testified, inter alia, that the bodies she. observed did not correspond to the bodies that she was 

shown in a videotape recorded by the KV1'-1 on· 16 January 1999.1~37 AB an example, she testified 

that the bodies she observed had not been shot in the head and that among the 40 bodies she 

observed, none had been "decapitated. although one or two ~d damage to the head which appeared 

to have been caused by bin:ls or other animals". 1138 The Trial Chamber was therefore satisfied that 

at least some of the bodies observed by investigative Judge Marinkovic were not the bodies 

11211 Trial Judgement, paru 407, 412-413, 415-416. See the testimmy of Witnesses Maisonneuve (Joseph. 

Maisonneuvc. 3 Jun 2009, T. 5463, 5466-5467; Exhibits P851, paras 33-34, 36, 45, 53; P852. pp 5778-5779, 

5781-5782, 5786-5787, 57~5-5796. 5805, 5844, 5856, 5863; P853, pp 11059, 11170-11172), Drewii:.nkiewicz; 

(KarolJohnDrewienkiewicz, 22-Jun.2909, T. 6366-6367, 6370-6373; Exhibits P996,paras 138, 141-148, 150-152, 

154-156, 158-162, 221; P997; pp 7792-7795, 7968, 7971), Cfaglinm (Exhibits P832, p. 8; P833, pp 3205-3206; 

P834, pp 6844-6845), and Mlchael. Phillips (Michael Phillips, 1 Sep 2009, 'I'. 8712-8713; Exhibit Pl303, p. 11854). 
1129 Trial Judgement, para. 407. -
mo Trial Judgeme.o.t, para. 407. 
1131 Trial Judgement, para. 405. 
1132 Trial Judgement, paia. 407. 
im Trial Judgement, pan. 407 -
1134 Trial Judgement, para. 407. 
113s Tri.al Judgement, para. 407. 
ll3i Trial Judgement. par.as 412-416, 425, 1924. E>ordevic put farward his theory of who was responsible for the staged 

scene at trial (See Dordevit Closjng Brief, paras 73, 75). . · 
m7 Trial Judgement, para. 412. · 
1138 Trial Judgement, paras 4U-413, rcfetring to Danica Marinkovic, 18 Mar 20:10, .T. 13083, 13090. 
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depicted in the video recorded by KVM international observers during their on-site investigation on 

16 January 1999.w9 

346. The Trial Chamber further considered that between 15 and 18 January 1999, investigative 

Judge Ma:ri.n.Jmvic ~pted to reach Racak/R~ak to conduct the investigation on three occasions, 

but had to abandon these efforts because she had been shot at.1140 It was only on 18 January 1999, 

when according to Dordevic' s own testimonr he· was in Stimlje/Shtime police station to secure the 

location for the on-site investi.gatio~ that she managed to reach the bodies, 1141 ~ Trial Chamber 

noted that investigative Judge Marinkovic was shown neither the bodies shot in the head nor the 
- ' 

gully depicted in the \i.deo recorcling by the KVM. "yet she was shown apparent KIA headquarters, 

which the KVM failed to see" .1142 The Trial Chamber also found that on 16 J~uary 1999, the KVM 

noticed a newly dug trench that did not' appear to have been previously occupied or fought from.11~3 

The Trial Chamber concluded that investigative Judge Marinkovic was shown a ••staged scene", set 

up by the police, designed to give a false impressia.n of the events.1144 

34 7. In light of the above, the Appeals Chamber finds that Dordevic is mistaken in asserting that 

there was no evidence in support of the Trial Chamber's conclusion. The Appeals Chamber further 
. . 

finds that, considering the heavy presence ofpolice and VJ heavy artillery on 16 January 1999, .the 

fact that investigative Judge Marinkovic was prevented from arriving at the scene until 18 January, 

while the KVM managed to reach the scene on 16 January in the afternoon, it was reasonable for 

the Trial Chamber to conclude that the scene presented to investigative_ Judge Marinkovic was 

staged. Toe Appeals Chamber therefore finds that Dordevic has failed to show· that the Tri.al 

Chamber erred. 

348. With regard to Dordevic's role, the Appeals Chamber notes that the Trial Chamber 

co.~cluded that he led the MUP efforts to conceal the evidence of the excessive use of force based 

1139 Trial Judgement:; para. 415. 
mo Trial Judgement, para. 411. Investigative Judge Danica. Mm::ink.ovic and her team attempted to carry out the 

investigation the first time on 15 January 1999 at 2 p.m., ·the second time on 16 Janwuy at about 10 or 10:30 a.m., 
and the third lime in the morning of 17 January 1999 (Trial Judgement, paras 410-411). 

1141 Trial Judgem.ent,.paras 412, 424-425, 1924. 
ll-12 Trial Judgement, para. 415. 
-~~~~~~ -

n« Trial.Judgement, para. 415. See also Trial Judgement, paras 411-412. & for Dordevie s claim that it is more likely 
that "the KLA. set up tfu: initial scene observed by the KVM on ·15 January following a heavy :firefight", the 
Appeals Chamber finds he fails to :point to any evidence in support of this argument (Dor&vic Appeal Brie~ 
para 225). Furthennare, the Appeals Chamber fwds it :impla.usible that the Kl.A would be free to stage such a · 
scene, considering the heavy presence of polire, press and VJ m. and around tho villi.ge observed by the KVM 
(Trial Judgement. paras 400-405, 407). His. argwnent in thiJ; regl!I'd is therefore dismissed. 
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on crrcumstantial evidence.1145 Toe Appeals Chamber recalls that trial chambers may reach 

conclusions based on circumstantial evidence.1146 The Appeals Chamber observes that rhe Trial 

Chamber considered and rejected Dordevic' s own account that he did not know -anything about this 

operation and did not visit Stimlje/Shtime or Racak/Ra~ak on 15 January 1999, -finwng it to be 

unacceptable in many respects.1147 It instead preferred the testimony of Witness K86. that E>o~devic 

was at the police station ·in Stimlje/Shtime at the time the VJ-MUP operation started and -that be had 

two telephone conversations with 'Sainovic.1148 The Trial Chamber considered this in combination 

. with the close coordination between the MUP and VJ in carrying out the operation, the fact that 

heavy VJ artillery was used, as well as the fact that PJP and SAJ units were on the ground, to 

conclude that Dordevic "took an organising role regarding the actions of the police on the 
.- I . 

ground''.1149 In li~ ~f Dordevic's position as the most senior MUP officer on the ground during 

the operation and his own evidence that on 18 January 1999 be was in Stimlje/Shtime to secure the 
. ' 

location for an on-site investigation, _the Trial Chamber concluded that he '1ead the MVP efforts to 

conceal evidence of grossly excessive use of force used by the police and to present the op-erati~ in 

Ra~ak as a legitimate anti-terrorist operation" .1150 

349. In light of the above considerations, pmti.cularly that the scene presented to the investigative 

judge was staged, and recalling the Trial Chamber's findings· on the general pattern of 

disproportionate use of force by the Serbian forces in joint MUP and VJ "'anti~terrorist'' operations. 

tlie pattem of lack_of investigations and concealment of crim~ in 1998 and 1999P51 the Appeals 

Chamber, Judge Tummkbamedo~ dissenting, finds that Dordevit has failed to show that no 

reasonable trier of fact could conclude. based on the totality of evidence, that following the 

Racak/R~ operation he took a leading role in the efforts to conceal the excessive use of force by 

the Serbian forces during joint operations. 

5. Conclusion 

350.. In -light of. the foregoing, the. Appeals Chamber dismisses Dordevic's sub-~ound of 

appeal 9(E) in its entirety. -

1145 Trial Judgoment, paras 1923-1925. · · -
1146 Gal.ic Appeal Judgement, para. 218; Stakic Appeal Judgement. para. 219; Kupre.wt! et al App~ Judgement, 

para. 303. Sec also B"las1ric Appeal Jud.gem.eat, para. 56; Krstic Appeal Judgement, para. 83. 
n47 Trial Judgcmen1, paras 421-425, 1924. The Appeals Chamber notes that the Trial Chamber found that Dordcvic 

was present at Stimlje/Shtime police station at least on 15 January 1999. 
1148 Trial Judgement, paras 398, 422-425, 1921, refemng to K86. 27 May 2009. T. 5127-5129, S131. 
114~ Trial Jndgement; paras 401-406, 1923. · 
1150 Trial Judgement, paras 1922-1924. 
mi See Trial Judgement, paras 2052-2069, 2083-2108. 
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F. Sub-ground 9(F): alleged errors in relation to Dordevic's role in relation to the crimes 

committed by the paramilitaries in Kosovo 

1. Introduction 

2097--1 

351. The Trial Chamber concluded that Dordevic "contributed significantly to the campaign of 

terror and e:x:treme violence by Serbian fore.es against Kosovo. Albanians" through, inter alia, bis 

. deployment. of paramilitaries to Kosovo.1152 The Trial Chamber found that Dordevic was 

"personally and directly involved in the incorporation of a notorious paramilitary unit, the 

Scm:pions, into the MUP reserve force, their formal-attachment to the SAJ and ~rr ~ployment to 

Kosovo in March 1999" .who, upon their arrival, killed 14 Kosovo Albanian women and children in 

Podujevo/Podujeve.1153 The Trial Chamber also found that Dordevic "implement[ed~ a decision to 

engage vol~teers and p~tacy units" throughout Kosovo. 1154 With respect to the deployment 

of the reserve forces, including the Scorpions, the Tri.al Chamber found that "the Scorpions unit, 

having been attached to the SAJ, were intentionally deployed to [Podujevo/Podujeve] as an 

additional force and tasked ·with 'ciearing up' the part of the town not yet under Serbian 

control".1155 It further found that the "vague generality of the order for clearing up a part of town 

not yet under Serbian control was applied by members of this paramilitary force to include the 

killing of Kosovo All;Janians" .1156 

352. Dordevic submits that the Trial Chamber erred with respect to: (i) the nature and extent ·of 

his involvement in and knowledge of the "atrocity committed in Podujevo/Podujeve on 28 March 

1999" when me~bers of the Scmpions murde~ a group of Kosovo Albanian civilians;1157 and 

(ii) .bis responsibility for crin,les committed by other paramilitaries in Kosovo. 11511 The Appeals 

Chamber will consider each submission in tum. _ 

usz Trial Judgement, paras 2155, 2158. 
1153 Trial Judgement, para. 2155. 
lJ51. Trial Judgement, para. 2155. 
ms Triii:l Judgement, para.. 2142. 
1156 Trial Judgement, para. 2144. 
us, Dordevic Appeal Brief, paras 227, 233. 
1158 Dordevic Appeal Brief. paras 227, 236. 
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2~ Alleged errors relating to Dordevic' s responsibility f~r the deploymen~ of the Scorpions 

· (a) Arguments of the parties 

353. Dordevic submit.s, generally, that the Trial Chamber erred in finding that the crimes in 

Podujevo/Podujeve were attributable to hiql.1159 He :r;aises five arguments challenging the Trial 

~ber's conclusion that the deployment of the reservists contributed to the JCE.1160 First, 

Dordevic submits that the Trial Chamber erred in concluding that ~ incorporation of reserve 

forces into the SAJ, inclu~g members of the Scorpions. and tlieir deployment to 

-Podujevo!podujevc, we.r~ "criminal from [his] perspective when those decisions were taken"Y61 

Second, Dord:evic argues that "there was no evidence, and the Trial Chamber did not conclude, that 

[he] played any part m a criminal order for the 'Scorpions' to clear up the part ot the town of 

[Podujevo/Podujeve] not yet under Serbian control" .1162 He submits that the most likely conclusion 

to be drawn is that ·•a fraction of the 128 SAJ reservists deployed to [Podu.jevo/Podujeve] went off 

on a honific frolic of their own" .1163 Third. Dordevic submits that following the killings, all of the 

Scorpions were removed from Kosovo, criminal investigations wer:e commenced, and the unit was. 

disarmed and not, as would have been expected, «sent on to find further victims". l164- Fo~ 

Dordevic contends that the Trial Chamber overlooked subsequent investigations and convictions 

related to the Scorpions and placed an unfair burden on hiin to investigate the crimes,1165 ·since-he 

''bad ·no role once judicial investigations began" .1166 Flfth, Dordevic submits the Trial Chamber 

erred in considering tlre :redeployment of the SAJ reservists, as a "clear inference existed" that the 

perpetrators of the murders in Podujevo/Podujeve were not among ·those redeployed to Kosovo in 

April 1999, given that only 108 out of izs· SAJ reservists were in fact redeployed.1167 He argues 

1159 E>ordevic Appeal Brief, patas '127, 233 .. 
lllSO Dordevic Appeal Brief, paras '127-233. 
1161 E>ordevic Appeal Brief, para. 228; Dordevit Reply Brief, para. fi9. He oontends that (i} the Trial Chamber's 

finding that he "could not hut have known" of the crimes com:initted by the Scorpions in the early to mid-l990s 

was speculative; (Ii) only a small proportion of SAJ reserve fon:es deployed to Podujevo/Podujeve were fomwr 

members of the Scorpions; (iii} th.cir lack of combat expmeoce was consistent with evidence. that new recruit.s were 

· "needed in a supI)Orl capacity"; and (iv) backgroUDd checks were undertaken for new recruits @ordevic Appeal 

Brief, para. 228; ·Appeal Hearing, 13 May 2013. AT. 63M). Do.rd.evic also submits that it is comi:non knowledge 

that the video capturing the 1995 massacre of Tmovo committed by !:lie Scorpions came to light.for the first during 

the Slobodm Milo!ievic 1rlal before this Tribunal. and then:fme after the year 2001 (Appeal Hearing, 13 May 2013, 

AT. 63). 
_ 1161 Boroevic Appeal Brief, para. 229; I>ordevit Reply Brief. para. 70. 

1~63 Dardcvic Appeal Brief, para. 229. 
U6"4 Dordevif Appeal Brief,; para. 230; E>ordevit Reply Brief, para. 7L See also Appeal Hearing, 13 Ma.y 2013, 

AT. 66-67. 
lltiS Dordevic Appeal Brief, para. 231. See also Dordc-vic Reply Brief, para. 72. See also Appesl Hearing. 13 May 2013, 

AT.67-68. . · 
11116 Docdevic Appeal Brief, para. 231. See also Appeal Hearing, 13 May 2013, AT. 67-68: 
1167 I>ordevic Appeal Brief, para. 232. See also Appeal Hearing, 13 May, 2013, AT. 68-69. 
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that any crimes which occurred during the redeployment "should have been alleged and proven"1168 

, and c:ontends that the failure to do so deprived him of the "opportunity to investigate" such 

conduct.1169 

354. The Prosecution responds that "[t]he Trial Chamber reasonably concluded that Dordevic 

contributed significantly to the implementation of the JCE and acted with requisite intent when be 

deployed paramilitary units, :including the Scorpions, to Kosovo in 1999."1170 The Prosecution 

further responds that "'it is immaterial that the Chamber did not find that Dordevic ordered the 

Scorpions to clear up part of the town" and that the actions of the Serbian forces "furthered the 

common ·plan, and the murders that ensued were clearly within the common pla,n" _ 1171 The 

· Prosecution argues that the Trial Chamber reasonably relied on evidence of crimes. committed by 
. ~ ' . 

the Scmpions following their redeployment to Kosovo in April 1999 and concluded that Dordevic, 

in full awareness that a proper investigation had not been conducted into the events. at 

P~ujevo/Podujeve, au~orised the redeplo~nt of the Scorpions to Kosovo.1172 

(b) Analysis 

355. The Trial Chamber found that Dordevic's deployment of reservists and paramilitary units 

itself, including the Scorpions, served as a contribution to the common plan.1173 The Appeals 

Chamber observes that Dordevic misunderstands the Trial Chamber's findings when be suggests -

that it inferred his con1ribution from the fact that the incorporation and deployment were criminal 
' . ' . 

from bis perspective. The Trial Chamber did not consider whether the incorporation of the 

Scorpions into the SAJ and theiI deployment to Podujevo/Podujeve were "criminal".1174 Instead, the 

Trial Chamber assessed their deployment in light of its finding that Serl?ian forces (MUP, VJ, and 

associated forces) ~ere used to create an atmosphere of violence and fear in order to force the 

1168 Dordevic Appeal Brief, para. 232; Don1evic Reply Brief, para. 73. See also Appeal Hearing, 13 May 2013, 

AT.69-70. 
1169 Dordevic Reply Brief, para. 7 3. · · · 
1170 Prosecution, Response Brief,.para. 188. See also Prosecution Response Brief, pans 190-197; Appeal Hearing, 

13 May 2013, AT. 119-120, 128. 
, 1111 -Prosecution Response Brief, para. 193. Soe also Appeal Hearing, 13 May 2013, AT. 119. 

1172 Prosecution Response Brief, paras 196-197. 
1173 Trial Judgement, paras 2155. 2158. Do:rdevic IJ!b:l.s issue with the fact that the Trial Ownber referred to the 

Scorpions as a paramilitary unit, because they were "incorporated into the SAJ reserve forces and J,rought into its 

chain of command, so they weren't para anything" (see Appeal Hearing, 13 May 2013, AT. 65). The Appeals 
Chaml;,er however notes that the Trial Chamber also found that the Scorpions were incorporated in the MOP 

reserve forces at E>ordevic's approval and fonruilly attached 1D the SAJ and 1Illder the command of the SAJ (see 

Trial Judgement, pm:a. 1943). Whether the Trial Chamber referred to the Scmpi.ons as a paramilitary unit is 

therefore inelevant. · 
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Kosovo Albanian civilian popalation to_ leave, as a means to achieve the common plan of changing 

the ethnic balance of Kosovo.1175 In tbi~ context, the Trial Chamber concluded that the actions of 

Serbian forces, including the Scorpions, in Podujevo/Podujeve advanced the common plan and that 

the killing of women and children wa~ within the common plan _and "'aimed at terrorizing the 

Kosovo Albanian population [: .. ] with the ultimate aim of ensuring that [ ... ] this population would 

leave the town".1176 In doing so, it considered not only that the Scorpions were a notorious 

paramilitary unit, but also that they were deployed without basic back.ground checks and/or proper 
. . 

training in the context of· an ethnically volatile conflict 1171 'IJ:!.e Appeals Chamber further recalls 

that Dordevic, in addition to deploying these units, participated. in the JCE through bis "key role in 

coordinating the work of the MUP force~" .1178 While responsible· for this coordination, Dordevic 
. . 

''was aware that police used force disproportionately in 1998" and also of ·'the arming of [the] Serb . . 

ci~ population in ~sovo [ ... ] in 1998 and 1999"1179 Dordevic fails to articulate how sending 

additional forces, including a notorious paramilitary unit, to assist in these operations does not 

constitute a contnbution to the JCE. 

356. Further, and contrary to what Dordevic maintains, the Trial Chamber did not find that he 

"could not but have known'' of the Scorpions' criminal past.1180 Rather, the Trial Chamber found 

that Dordevic "could not but have known of their existence, and in the least," of their presence 

amongst the reservists to be deployed to Kosovo.1181 Tbe Trial Chamber concluded that Dordevic's· 

· knowledge of the Scorpions' presence emphasised the "need to screen [the reservists'] backgrounds 

2094 

1174 See Dordevic Appeal Brief, para. 228, where Dordevic states that "there wa&. no basis (other than guesswork 
supported by bmdsigbt) to hold that the incorporation of [the Scmpions] into the SAJ and its deployment to , 
Podujevo wa.s c::rimmal from Dordevic' s perspective when those decisions were taken". 

1175 Trial Judgement, paras 2142-2144. · · · 
1176 Trial Judgement, para. 2144. The Appeals Chamber~ tlw: the common plan was to modify the ethnic balance 

of Kosovo, to ensure Serbian.control over the region, by waging a campaign of terror agmnst the Kosovo Albanian 
civilian popolation (see Trial Judgement, paras 2126, 2130), and that the campaign of tm:OI'.' was implemented by 
Serbian forces (VJ. MDP. and associated forces) (see also mpra, paras 86, 161, 173). 

1171 Trial Judgement, p~ 1955. With regard to Donkvic !!Igument that only a fraction of the original Scorpions were 
part of the group that was (leployed to Podujevo/Podujeve (see Dordevic Appeal Bricl, para. 228; Appeal Hearing, 
13 May 2013, AT. 64), the Appeals Chamb~ notes that 1his pomt was expressly considered by the Trial Chamber 
(see Tri.al Judgement, para. 1937). Again, DOl'.devit suggests that the Trial Chamber relied heavily on the criminal 
past of the Scorpions as a basis for concluding that m contributed to the JCE. ~ Aweah Chamber finds that this 
is not the case: the Trial Chamber expressly considered that only a portion of the fannc:r Scorpions was deployed to 
Podujevo/Podujevc., to highlight the fact that half of them bad no previous lnlinmg, received only a one day 
training on the use of automatic rifles, and no training on the treatment of civilians (see Trial Judgement, para. 
1937). Yet they were given mrifoIDIS, Scorpions insignia. weapons, and sent to a volatile ethnic conflict (.see Trial· 
Judgement, paras 1937, 1955). 

1178 Trial Iucl,,,oement, para. 2154. 
1179 Trial Judgement, para:. 2154. 
mo See E>o:rdevic Appeal Brief, para. 228.; Appo.al. Hearing, 13 May 2013, AT. 63. 
11~1 Trial Judgement, para. 1953. Contra Dordevit Appeal Brief, para. 228{a). 
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as required by the law" .1182 The Trial Chamber further found. that Dordevic: (i) did not ensure that 

these umts possessed basic combat training; (ii) did not in fact conduct any background checks; and 

(iii) upon learning of the commission of crimes in Podujev~odujeve by the Scorpions, chose to 

:immediately redeploy the unit 1183 The Appeals Chamber recalls that the Trial Chamber concluded 

that f)ordevic contributed to the JCE with. the required intent based on numerous factors, including 

bis role in the concealment of bodies,· bis senior position in the MOP, and the fact that he ex;ercised 

effective ·control over the MOP forces that committed the crimes in Kosovo. m 4 It was in this 

context that the Trial° Chamber also found that the deployment of the reservists constituted a 

contribution to the JCRms Based on the findings considered by the Trial Chamber and the context 

in which the deployments occurred, the Appeals Chamber is satisfied that Dotdevic has failed to 

show that no reasonable trier of fact could have foun4 that he contn"buted to the JCE through the 

deployment of the reservists. 

357. In relation to Dordevic's assertion that the Trial Chamber "failed to· consider evidence , . - -

demonstrating that checks were indeed undertaken and caine back negative", 1186 the Appeals 
' -

Chamber observes that individuals within the Scorpions unit sent to Kosovo did in fact have 

criminal records at the time they were deployed.1187 When an investigati.01:1 into· their backgrounds 

took pla~ after they were recalled from Kosovo following the events in Podujevo/Podujeve in May 

1999, it was detemiined that -there were "criminal types in their ranks, problematic people".11118 

Given Dordevic's clear legal obligation to en~ure reservists did not have a criminal record,1189 and . . 
the fact that upo~ a proper background check the criminal record of the reservists was in fact 

· revealed, 1190 the Appeals Chamber is satisfied that the Tri.al Chamber reasonably concluded that 

Dordevic failed to ensure that adequate background checks into the criminal past of the reservists, 
. . 

including members of the Scorpions unit.. who were deployed to Kosovo were undertaken. 

358. Turning to Dordevic's submission· concerning the issuance of the order to "clear up" 

Podujevo/Podujeve,1191 the Appeals Chamber _finds, Judge Tuzmukhamedov dissenting, that 

whether Dordevic issued the · order is irrelevant to the Trial Chamber's conclusion that the 

un Trial Judgement, para.. 1953. Dordevi.c's submission in relation to the 1995 massacre of Tmovo also fails (see 
Appeal Heating, 13 May 2013, AT. 63). 

1183 Trial Judgement,. paras 1955, 196_6. 
1184 See su.pr~ paras 166-169, 209-210. See alsoT:rial Judgement, paras 2027·2035. 
ms See Trial Judgement; paras 2154-2155. . 
u 86 See ~or&vi6 Appeal Brief, para. 228(c); Appeal Hearing, 13 May 2013, AT. 64-65. 
1187 Trial Judgement, para. 1954. . 
ms Trial Judgement, fn. 67~, referring to Aleksandet: Vasiljevic, S JlJil 2009, T. 5666-5667. 
l18!1 'rrial Judgement, para. 1955. 
1190 Trial Judgement, para. 1954. 
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deployment of. the reserve forces to Kosovo constituted a contribution to the JCE. The Trial 

Chamber considered Dordevic' s decision to deploy the Scorpions in the context of bis senior role 

within the · .government, bis order to · engage paramilitaries and volunteers, and his additional 

contributions to ·the JCE.1192 Considering_ that Dordevic's contribution to the JCE included, i-nter 

alia, the deployment of the Scorpions, the Appeals Chamber considers the fact that the direct order 

to the Scorpions was not issued by Dordevic to be irrelevant The Appeals Chamber further recalli 

that the order to "clear up" the town was issued by the leader of the Scorpions and that it was 

Dordevic' s decision to incorporate and deploy this unit to Kosovo.1193 The Appeals Chamber is also 

not convinced by Dordevic's submission that "[tJhe most likely explaniltion was that a fraction of 

the 128 SAJ reservists [ ... ] went off on a horrific frolic", 1194 or that the withdrawal of the 

Scorpions, ·disarmament of reservists, or administration of first aid following the murder of civilians 
. . 

in Podujevo/Podujeve in any ,vay negates the Trial Chamber's finding that Dordevic deployed the 

individilllls that committed the crimes.1195 These submissions are rendered moot, in any event, by 

Dordevic' s decision to authorise "the re-deployment of members of the same unit to Kosovo a few 

_days" after the atrocity.1196 

359. In relation to Dordevic's contention that the Trial Chamber "placed _an unfair burden on 

[him] in relation to the iovestigation of [the] atrocity",1197 the Appeals Chamber recalls that the 

Trial Chamber found that despite being informed about the crimes at Podujevo/Podujeve on the day 

of their occurrence, f)ordevic failed to take any action against police officers who failed to include 

the crimes in their report.1198' The Trial Chamber also found that the bodies of the victims laid in the 

courtyard until 30 March 1999 when an initial investigation by an investigatiye judge took place. 11951 

The investigation report, however, named only one of the victims, made no mention of ethnicity of 

any of the victims, did not reference the perpetrators, and resulted in no apparent follow up 

measures. uoo The Trial Chamber further found that a subsequent report of 13 May 1999 concerning 

the engagement of the reserve forces with the SAJ, which was provided to Dordevic, failed to 

outline any measures that had been taken against members of the reserve unit and, rather than 

1191 Dordevic Appeal Brief, para. 229. 
1192 Tri.al Judgement, paras 2154-2158. 
1193 See Trial Judgement, para. 1238; Exhibit P493, para.. 46. . . 
Il!I{ Dordevit Appeal Brief, para. 229. - · -
ms See Dord.evic Appeal Briof, para. 230. The Appeals Chamber is also not convincea that the medical assistimco 

provided by a different unit, and not the Scorpions, has any .impact on the Trial Chamber's conclusions conreming 
the actions of the Scorpions (see Trial Jud~ para. 1253; contra Dordevic Appeal Brief, fn. 389). 

1196 See Trial Judgement, para. 2155. See also Trial.Judgement, paras 1947-1948. 
m, Don1evic Appeal Brief, para. 231. · 
ll9B · See Trial Judgement. p3138 1258, 1958, 1963. 
11~ Trial Judgement, para. 1959. See also Trial Judgement, para. 1258. 
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punisbiri.g any of the alleged perpetrators, discussed their llilllJ,ediat.e redeployment.1201 Wbile the 

filing of a criminal report, dated 23 May 1999, did result iii the. temporary detention of two 

· members of the Scorpions for ~ period of 10 days. 1202 the Trial Chamber found that these 

individuals were not in fact prosecuted or co~victed and that .. [d]lillllg the entire period o~ 

[Dordevi6's] tenure as Chief of the RIB, no person was prosecuted for the crimes committed in 
. . ' ' 

Podujevo/Podujeve."1203 - In light of these findings. the Appeals Chamber is satisfied, Judge 

Tumnik:baroedov dissenting, that the Trial Chamber did not place an unfair burden on Dordevic and 
r~sonably concluded. that be "was fully aware of the lack of investigation and. anned with that 

knowledge, he nonetheless authorised the re-deployment of members of the same unit to Kosovo to 

participate in further operations".1204 

360. Turning to. Dordevic' s fifth submission. the Appeals Chamber observes that .the Trial 

'Chamber explicitly acknowledged that so~ of the suspect.ed . perpetrators of crimes in 

Podujevo/Podujeve had been removed from the Scorpions prior to b~ing redeployed. 1205 The 

Appeals Chamber finds, however, Judge Tuzmukbaroeclov dissenting, that a findmg that some 

members of the unit had been purged bas no bearing on, the Trial Chamber's conclusion that the 

redeployment of the unit :further displayed ;tus contrib~on to the furtherance of the JCE.1206 The 

Appeals Chamber recalls, moreover, that no meaningful investigations were, in fact, commenced 

:iinmediately following the atrocity.120! The Appeals Chamber, Judge Tuzmukbamedov dissemi.ng, 

.is therefore satisfied that the redeployment of the majority of the unit, immediately following the 

commission of the atrocity and in:. the absence of any meaningful criro,ioal investigations, ·supports 

the. Trial -Chamber's :finding that the deployment of paramilitaries was done in furtherance of the 

JCE.1201 

361. The Appeals Chamber also finds Dordevi6's contention that the Trial Chamber failed to 

establish that any crimes were committed by the Scorpions following their redeployment to· be 

1200 Tri~ Judgement. para.1960, refeiring to Exbtlrl1D441. 
1201 Trial Judgement, para.1961, refen:ing to Exhibit 0442. 
1202 Trial Judgement, para. 1962, referring to ExhibWi P1S92, P1593. . 
1203 Trial Judgement, para. 1962. The Appeals Chamber notes that tho Trial Chamber also found that a trial ag1UI1St Sasa 

Cvetan eventually started in the Prokllplje District Court and was- transferred to the Belgrade dislrict court as it 
became clear that pressure was being put on those who were giving evideDCe (Trial Judgement. para. 1962, 

iefcm.ng to. Exhibit P493, paras 83-88, Goran Stoparic, 26 Mar 2009, T. 2845-2849, 2867-2868, Exhibits P40, 

P41). . ·· 
ll04- TrialJudgement, para.1966. 
l20S Trial Judgement, para. 1946. 
1206 See Tri.al Judgement, paras 1946-1948. 
17117 See Trial Judgement, para. 1966. 
1108 See Trial Judgement, paras 1948, 1966. See also TtiaI Judgoment, paras 2154-2158. 
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without merit.1209 The Tri.al Chamber considered their redeployment to farther emphasise its finding 

that no meamngful crimin.a.l investigation into the events at Podujevo/Podujeve was conducted by 

Dordevic.1210 In any event, and~ contrast to Dordevic's contention that tl:;tese ~vents should have 

~ "alleged and proven", 1m the Tri.al. Oram.her considered the testimony of Witness Goran 
' 

Stoparic ('0Witness Stoparie') that the redeployed Scorpion members worked in cooperation with. 

both VJ and MUP forces to· drive out "Albanian terrorists, and to seize loc~ villages and hamlets, a 

process he described as 'cleaning'".1112 

362. Accorclingly, the Appeals Chamber :finds that Don1evic has failed to show any error with 

respect to Trial Chamber's :finding that Dordevic contributed to the JCE by the deployment of the 

Scmpions and in :finding him responsible for the crimes committed in Podujevo/Podujeve. 

3. Alleged error in finding that Dordevic was responsible for other parnmjli.~es operating 

in.Kosovo 

(a) Introduction 

363. The Trial Chamber found that ''paramilitary group_s present in the field in Kosovo [ ... ] 

work[ ed.] in concert mainly with MOP units in order to supplement the forces"_ 1213 The Trial 

Ch.amber concluded that Dordevic "acted to implement a decision to engage volunteers and 

paramilitary units by sending a dispatch to all _SUPs in Serbia requesfu;t.g them to establish complete 

control ·over volunteer and paramilitary units and their membe~."1214 In re~ching this fi;nding, the 

Trial Chaniber considered: (i) the deployment of the Scorpions . to Podujevo/Podujeve;1215 

(rl) Dordevic's knowledge of paramilitaries operating in Kosovo;1i 16 and (iii) numerous dispatches, 
. . . 

:including an 18 February 1999 dispatch ("Dispatch") that demonstrated Dord:evic' s intent "to 
. . 

engage paramilitaries in anti-terrorist operations prior to the start of the war" .1217 · 

= Dordevic Appeal Br:id, para. 232. 
1210 See Trial Judgement, paras 1948, 1964-1966_ 
1211 See E>ordevic Appeal Brief, para. 232; Dordevi6 RL-,ply Brief;para.. 73. Sec supra, para. 293. 
11.1.2 Trial Judgemc.nt., para. 1948. . . . 
1213 Trial Judgement, para. 1927. · 
1214 Trial.Judgement, para."2155. 
1215 Trial Judgement., para..1928. 
im Trial Judgement. para. 1928. 
1111 Trial Judgement. para. 1929, fn.. 6616. 
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(b) Arguments of the parties 

364. Don1evic submits that the ''Trial Chamber unjustifiably extended [bis] involvement in the 

deployment of the 'Scorpions' to en,_tail criminal responsibility for the acts of all paramilitaries 

operating in Kosovo" and that its fin<liJ?.gs concerning the role of various paramilitary groups in 

Kosovo do not show that these groups were "'used by' J~E membe_rs as required in order for 

criminal responsibility to attach to [bim]".1218 Dordevic contends that: (i) outside of bis deployment 

of the Scorpions, there was no basis to conclude that paramilitaries were incorporated into the ranks 

of the RIB; (ii) even if the Dispatch were cons1r1;1ed against~ there was no evidence to suggest 

that paramilitaries were incorporated into and used by the MUP and VJ; and (iii) the findings with 

respect to the paramilitary groups known as Arkan~ s Tigers, 1:he White Eagles, arid the Pauk Spiders 

~e :inadequate and do not show that these groups were ~ed in the commission. of crimes.1219 

Dontevic further argues that "the Trial Chamber was not entitled to construe [the Dispatch] against 

him" became it failed to consider the evidence of Witness Cvetic that the Dispatch "was ·understood 
. . 

by the SUP~ s to be an order to prevent the introduction of volunteers". 1220 

365. The Prosecution responds ~ the Trial Chamber "had a sound evident:iary basis upon· 

which to conclude that paramilitaries were incorporated into the MOP and VJ and used by 

them".1221 The Prosecution argues that: ·(i) the Trial erui:mber· relied on the e~i.dence of several 

witnesses to establish that p~tary groups were active in Kosovo;1222 (ii) Dordevic's arguments 

are un~upported, va:gue, and u.Iideveloped;~213 {iii) the JCE members "used [paramilitary groups] to 

carry out the actus reus of crimes fonning part of the commo~ criminal p~se";1224. (iv) the . . 

Dispatch and other documents show. that it was a joint decision to "engage paramilitaries together 

with .MUP forces . in Kosovo";1225 ·(v) the Trial Chamber properly considered Witness Cvetic's 

evide~; 1226 and (vi) the Trial Ch~ber reasonably conclu,ded that Dordevic contributed to the JCE 

in the deployment of the paramilitaries based on the totality of the eviden.ce.1227- · 

1218 Dor&vic Appeal Brief, para. 234. 
1219 Dordevic Appeal Brief, para. 234. · 
i:un Dordevic Appeal Brief, para. 235; f>ordevic Reply Brief, para 75. 
mt Prosecution Response Brief, para. 198. 
1222 Prosecution Response Brief, para. 198. 
1223 Prosecution Response Brief, para. 199. 
1224 Prosecution Response Brief, para. 200. 
IW" Prosecution Response Brief, para. 202. 
l:ll6 Prosecution. Response Brief, para. 203. 
1227 Prosecution Response Brief, paras 203-204. 
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(c) Analysis 

366. - At the outset, the Ap~ Chamber rejects Dordevic' s argument that "there was no 

evidenti.acy basis"1228 for the Trial Chamber tc, conclude that paramilitary groups worked "in 

concert mamly with MUP units in order to supplement the :forces". 1-229 In reaching thls conclusion. 

the Trial Chamber consideJ;-ed witness testimony and relevant documentary evidence that various 

paramilitary groups! specifically Ar]am's Tigers,1230 the White Eagles,1231 and the Pauk. Spiders,1232 

played an active part in the joint operations of the MUP and VJ.1233 This :included evidence that . · 
these paramilitary units. contributed men to the RDB and that they carried RD:S identification 

badges. m 4 The Appeals Chamber further recalls that the Trial Chamber found that Dordevic 

deployed the Scorpions, a paramilitary group, as reservists to tpe Serbian forces in Kosovo.1235 In 

light of the above, the Appeals Gbamber finds that Dordevic has failed to show that no reasonable 

trier of fact could have reached t1ie same concl~sion as the Trial Chamber, and as sU:ch ~ failed to 

show that the Trial Chamber erred in concluding that paramilitary units worked in. concert with, and 

at times wete included in the plans of, MUP and VJ forces within Kosovo. 

367. The Appeals Chamber further observes that Dordevic's contention that the Dispatch was 

intended •1o preclude the wide~ead incorporation of parai;oilitarles into Kosovo, consistent with 

preventative s~ps Dordevic took in 1998"1236 is a restatement of his position at trial.1237 Dordevic 

has failed to show why the Dispatch was an instruction ~'to prevent the use of paramilitaries and 

vol~s operating in Kosovo". rather than ·"quite clearly an· instruction'' to engage volunteers as 

found by the Trial Cha:mber.123s In its analysis, the Trial Cham.b~ considered the plain language of 

the Dis~h incl~g the need to "establish complete control over volunteer and paramilitary units 

· 12211 Sec E>ordevi.6 Appeal Brief, para. 234. 
1229 Trial Judgement, paras 194, 1927. 
1230 Trial Judgement, paras 209-210, refeml!-g to, inter aZia, Nm Peraj, 18 Feb 2009, T. 1211, Nike Peraj, 20 Feb 2009, 

T. 1266, Adnan Merovci, 13 Mar 2009, T. 2210-2211, Sada Lama. 24 Apr 2009, T. 3698, Ale1ciander V as:iljevi6, 

8 Jun 2009, T. 5668•5670, 5681, Balon Haxbiu. 18 Jun 2009, T. 6226, K89, 26-Aug 2009, T. 8547, 8567-8568, 

Exhibits P283, p. 4, _P313, paras 38, 80, P416, pam. 44, P6fil, pp 2·3, P793, p. 7086, P798, p. 2, P884, p. 1, P1274, 

- pp 9127, 9224--9225, Pl 400, para. 15, P994, pp 6092, 6133. 
1231 Trial Judgement,, paras 212,. 214, referring to Nike Peraj, 20 Feb 2009, T. 1258, Hys:oi Krye.zi.u, 5 Jun 2009, 

T. 56CJ7•5608, Bajran Bucaliu, 25 Ma.y 2009, T. 5054, Exhibits P313, paras 17, 9S, P420, p. 4, P512, para. 35. 
1232 Trial Jlldgem.fm. para. 216, referring to Aleksander Vasilje-vic, 8 Jun 2009, T. 5663, 5680, Alcksander Vasiljevic, 

11 Jun 2009, T. 5908, 5921, Exhibits D723, pp 19778-19780, P884, p. 1. . 
1233 °Trial Judgement, paras 208-216 (and references iherem). · 
1234 Trial Judgement, para. 209, referring to AlekEandec Vasiljevil, 8 Jun 2009, T. 5669-5670, Exhibit P884, p. 1. 
123' See supra, para. 351. · 
1236 Dordevic Appeal ;B~. pm. 235. 
~ 7 See Dordcvic □osing Brief, para. 101. 
1238 Trial Judgement, para. 2021. 
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and their members"1239 and a subsequent dispatch. :issued by Minister Stojiljkovic, which referenced 

the Dispatcp. and concerned "the anticipated engagement of paramilitary units in. Kosovo". 1240 1be 

Trial "Chamber also considered evidence of government meetings, at which Dordevic was present, 

in which the integration of volunteers into the MUP was discussed, as well as Do¢evic's personal 

and direct involvement in deploying the Scotpions to Kosovo in March 1999.1241 

368. Accordingly, the Appeals Chamber, Judge Tuzniuk:bamedov dissenting, is satisfied that the 

Trial OJ.amber did not err in relying on the content of the Dispatch or .Dordevic' s role in the 

deployment of the Scorpions to reach its conclusion that he intended to en.gage, and not limit the 

involvement of, paramilitaries in the operations of the MUP in Kosovo. 

369. The Appeals Chamber also finds that the Trial Chamber reasonably interpreted 

Witn~ss Cvetic' s testimony.1242 In GOn1rast to Dordevi6' s contention. the Appeals Chamber 

observes that Witness Cvetic clearly stated that 'the paramilitaries and volunteers were to be placed 

"wider control''. 1243 Moreover; this staie~ent was considered by the Trial Chamber in the context of 

additional evidence that a number of paramilitary groups were operatin~ in Kosovo, in concert with 

MOP forces, throughout the Indictment period,1244 that Dordevic was aware of these units, 1245 and 

that he and Minister Stojiljkovic issued dispatches requiring the MOP to establish '"complete control 

_ over volunteer and paramilitary units" and to deploy them as necessary .1246 In light of these 

findings, Dordevic has failed to provide any basis for his contention that the Trial Chamber's 

findings "fall short'' of showing that JCE members used par~tary forces-in the commission of -

crimes.1247 

1239 Trial Judgement, fn. 6616, referring to ExbibitP356. 
UAO Trial Judgement, fn. 6616, referring to ExbibitP702. 
1241 Trial Judgement, para 1928. 
124l Contra. Dordevi.c Appeal Brief, para. 235. 
1143 See Trial Judgement; fn. 6616; Ljub:ink:o Cvetic, 1 Jul 2009, T. 6679: 
12« Trial Judgement, para. 194. . 
1245 Trial Judgcnent. paras 1927-1929. . 
1.24fi Trw Judgement, fii. 6616. The Appeals Chamber observes that lhe Trial Chamber considered additional evidence 

·:indicating the MUP' s control over the unit&. This included the Trial Chamber's reVJeW of the minu~ from a 

meeting of the Pristina!Pri.sh~ MUP sW'f on 17 February 1999 and foimd within the report a quote from Minister 

Stojiljk°'-i6 sta.i:ing "[alpproach mid engage volunteers carefully, linking their engagement through the reserve 

police force when assessed as necessary"-(Trial Judgement, para. 195). 11w following day, Dordevic sent a dispatch 

to the RDB and all the SUPs in Serbia with a similar underlying message (Trial Judgement, para.195). 

Furthermore, on 24 M3I'Cb 1999, Stojiljlcovic sent another dispatch to the chief of the RDB, the headquarters of. the 

RDB organizational llllits, all the SUPs., MUP staff ill Pri.stina/Prish:tint and all the traffic police stations reqncsting 
them to "register all volunteers and paramilitary units and their members to keep them under control in case you 

might need to engage them" (Trial Judgement, para. 195). 
m 7 See Dortlevic Appeal Brief, para. 234. , 
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370. In light of the foregoing analysis, the Appeals Chamber is sati.sfi:ed that the Trial Chambec 

reasonably concluded that paramilitary groups were integrated in.to, and acted in concert with, MOP 

forces during the commission of crimes in Kosovo throughout the Indictment period. 

4. Conclusion 

371. Accordingly, the Appeals Chamber, Judge Tuzmukhamedov dissenting, is satisfied that 1he 

Trial Chamber reasonably concluded that Dmdevi~ was involved. in, and aware of, the deployment 

of paramilitary units to Kosovo, including the deployment of the Scorpions to Podujevo/Podujeve, 

in concert with MUP and RIB forces, and that this formed part of bis significant contribution to the 

JCE.1248 The Appeals Chamber therefore dismisses sub-ground 9(F) in its entirety: 

G. Sub~grpund 9{G): alleged errors in relation to Dontevic"s role in the concealment of . 

crimes 

1. Introduction 

372. Toe Trial Chamber found that, as of March 1999, a plan existed amongst senior members of 

. the FRY government, including Dordevic, to conceal the crimes committed against Kosovo 

Albanian civilians by Serbian forces in Kosovo, through the conceahnent of bodies.1249 The Trial 

Chamber concluded that Dordevic played a direct and leading role in the concealment 

operations.1250 It further found that this plan was "strong evidence that killings were .Part, of the 
. - . 

common plan to terrorise a significant part of the Kosovo Albanian population into l~ving Kosovo 

[ ... ] [and] further evidence of ~e collusion and shared purpose held by Milosevic, Stojiljkovic, [ ... ] 

Dordevic and •Markovic to use. inter alia, the forces of the MUP to commit crimes and to conceal 

the evidence of such". 1251 

373. In concluding that a plan to conceal bodies eJP,sted, the Trial Chamber considered that the 

crimes committed by m~mbe.rs of the VJ and MUP against Kosovo Albanian civilians were neither 

reported nor investigated.1252. It found that "'the Jack of reporting and investigations into the 

commission of crimes by members of the MUP and VJ against Kosovo Albaman civilians alone is 

indicative of a plan to conceal these killings" .1:zs3 The Trial Chamber further considered the official 

1241 Trial Judgement. para. 2158. 
114!"i Trial Judgement. paras 1980-1981, 2117. See also Trial Judgement, para. 1967. 
l2.'ill Trial Judgement, paras 1972, 2211. 
1251 Trial Jadgement, para. 2025. 
rm Trial Judgement, para. 2111. · 
m3 Trial Iudgemont, para. 2111. 
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notes of a work:iri.g group ("Working Group Notes" and "Working Group", respectively) convened 
. ' 

by the Serbian government in 2001.1254 The Working Group Notes included evidence suggesting 

that Dordevic, during a meeting held in March 1999, •'raised the issue of 'clearing'up the terrain' in 

Kosovo"'1255 and that. during a subsequent MUP Collegi~ meeting in March 1999, an order was 
given to Dordevic to remove evidence of ·civilian ~ 1256 The Trial Chamber found that 

. -

~'clearing the terrain" referred to "the concealment of bodies of persons. killed by Serbian forces 
. . . 

during anti-terrorist operations, including persons taking no active part in hostilities" .1257 

.374. Un~ sub-ground 9(G), Dordevic raises three main arguments. He submit~ that the Trial . 

Chamber erred in: (i) finding that the concealment of the bodies contributed to the JCE;1258 (ii) its 

consideration of the Working Group. Notes and its conclusion that a plan existed to conceal 

bodies;1259 and (iii) applying an unfair standard with respect to inferences about his role in the 

concealment opetations.1l60 The Appeals Chamber will address each argument in tum. · 

2. Alleged error in concluding that the con_cealment of bodies contributed to the JCE 

(a) Arguments of the parties 

375. Dordevic submits.that the Trial Chamber erred in concluding that the concealment of the 

bodies constituted a contribution to the JCE.1261 He also argues that the con~ealment of the bodies is 

an ex post facto action which cannot contnoute to an earlier crime.1262 He contends that the Trial 

Chamber's findings concerning the conceahnent of bodies could gi.ye rise to superior responsibility 

pursuant to Article 7 (3) of the Statute. but do not support the conclusion that bis actions constitnted 

a contribution to lhe JCE pursuant to Article 7(1) of the Statute.1263 Dordevic contends that such a 

finding .. blurs" the distinction between the two modes of liability.1264 

lffl_Trial.Judgement, paras 1289, 2112. . 
1253 Trial Judgement, para. 2112. See also Tri.al Judgement. para. 2025. 
1256" Trial Judgement, paras 2025. 2112. 
1257 Trial Judgement, paras 2025, 2116. 
1251 Dardevi6Appes1Brief. paras 237-2f!7. 
1259 E>oroevi6 Appeal Brief, paras 244-251. 
12611 E>ordevic Appeal Brief, paras 252-267; Dcmievic Reply Brief, para. 80. 
l26l Dordevi.6 Appeal Brief. para. 240; Dordevic Reply Brief, para, 77. 
w:i Dordevic Appeal ~rief. para. 240. . · · . 
1263 f>mdevic Appeal Brief, para. 240. Dordevic observes· that actions may aid and abet m earlier crime if an • 

accomplice "a.greed in· advance with lbc physical perpetmtor that such assistance would be provided" (Docdevic 

Appeal Brief, para. 240, refeiring to Aleb-ovski Trial Judgemetit. para. 62, Blagojevic and Jol::M trial JudgellJellt, 
paras 731, 745). . · · · · 

1~ Dordevic Appeal Brief, para. 240. 
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376. Dordevic further submits that there is a missing evidenti.ary link between the concealment 

actions and the JCE1265 because: (i) contrary to any concealment plan, the Trial Chamber's findings 

demonstrate thatm.vestigations were undertaken regarding the discov~ of the refrigerated truck in 

the Danube Rive:r;1~6 (ri) the Trial Chamber was "imable to make specific findings against 'other 

specific senior political, MUP and VJ officials'" concerning the concealment of bodies;1267 and 

(iii) the Trial Chamber's finding that a '" conspiracy cif silence' existed at all levels of the MUP and 

VJ" is negated by its other :findings.1268 In Dordevic' s view, the only exception to bis submissions is 
' 

the. "suggestion of a March 1999 meeting'' based on the '"highly unreliable evidence of the Working 

Group"_ 1269 

377. The Prosecution responds that the Trial Chamber reasonably concluded that the 

concealment of bodies furthered the JCE.1270 It submits that Dordevic "erroneously ch~terises the 

concealment operation as assistance after the fact" while the evidence shows that the_ plan was 

already in place QY the start of NATO attacks.1271 The Prosecution also argues that in ~laiming that 

attempts were made _to investigate the crimes, Dordevic ignores the Trial Chamber's findings and 

evidence that he frustrated. any investigation into the concealment of bodies.1272 

(b) Analysis 

2084 

378. The Appeals Chamber is not persuaded by Dordevic's submission tbat the concealment of 

the crimes in this case is an ex post facto action _that cannot, therefore, contribute to an. earlier 

crime.1273 Al!, discussed in detail below, the Trial Chamber held that there was a plan to conceal the· 

crimes as early as March 1999.1274 The Trial Chamber found that: 

[t}he plmming fOI" the concea1ment of hundreds of bodies of Kosovo Albanian civilians killed 
during joint VJ-MUP actions is strong evidence that bllings w= part of the common plan to 
terrorise a sig?ificant part of the Kosovo Albani.an population into leaving Kosovo. u75 

i2ti.'I Dordevic Appeal Brief, para. 243. . 
Uu6 Dordevic Appeal Brief, para. 242, referring to Trial JurlgemeJit. paras 1293-1296. 
1267 Dordevic Appeal Brief, para. 243, referring to Trial Judgement, para. 2119. 
ll(ii Dordevic Appeal Brief, para. 241, referring to Trial Judgement, para. 2108. 
u@ Dordevic Appeal Brief, patll,- 243. Dordevi,c also argues that if the plan had been to '"tra::rorise a significant part of 

the Kosovo Albani.an popu]ation into leaving Kosovo', the more reasonable inference was that the bodies would 
have been left where they fell" (Dor&vic Reply Brief, pa,ra. 77. reforring to Prosecution Response Brief. 
para. 209). 

1270 Prosecution Response Brief, para. 209. 
1271 Prosecution Response Brief, para 210, referring to Dor&vic Appeal Brief, para 240. 
i:i.n Prosecution Respoose Brief, para. 211. 
127' Bordevic Appeal Brief, para. 240. 
127"- Trial Judgement, para. 2118. 
ms Trial Judgement, para. 2025. 
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The Trial Cb.amber also found that this planning was further evidence of the shared purpose of 

f>Qrdevic and other members of the JCE '<m commit crimes and to conceal the evidence of 

sucb".1276 In reaching these conclusions, the Trial Chamber relied on a series of meetings in 

March 1999 between · senior government officials and members of the · JCE, during which: 

(i) Dordevic raised the issue of "clearing up the terrain";1277 (ii) President Milosevic ordered 

M.inister Stojiljkovic to take measures to remove all traces of evidence that could indicate crimes 

were committed _ in Kosovo; 1278 and (rii) Minister Stojiljkovic assigned the responsibility for 

:implementing the task of "clearing up the terrain" to Dordevic and Ilic,· with the objective of 

.. removing civilian victims who could potentially become the subje.ct of investigation by t;be Hague 

TribUDa.l''.1279 The Trial Chamber ultimately concluded that these meetings concerned the removal 

of bodies of.Kosovo.Albanians killed by VJ and MUP forces.1280 The Tri.al Cb.amber also 'found that 

the pattern of failure to investigate the crimes was :indicative of a plan. to conceal the killings1281 and 

considered co.rrobora:dve evidence concerning the ·concealment of the bodies.1282 The Appeals 

Chamber is satisfied that the Trial Chamber reasonably reli~ on these findings, including its 

interpretation· of the phrase ''clearing up the terrain", to conclude that Dordevic' s role in the 

concealment of bodies was part of the coordinated plan ''to remove evidence of crimes by Serbian 

forces against Kosovo .Albanians in Kosovo during the lndic1ment peciod." .1283 

379. Furthermore, ·the Appeals Chamber observes that Dordevic's · involvement m the 

concealment of bpdies and failure to investigate crimes occurred contemporaneously with or, in 

some instances, prior to th~ commission of additional crimes by Serbian · forces in Kosovo, 

incl~g mass kilJings.1284 For example, the Trial Chamber found that after 1!1-e discovery of the 

bodies m: Tekija, in early April 1999, and their subsequent removal and burial, 1285 296 Kosovo· 
. . ' 

Albanians were killed by. Serbian forces on 27 and 28 April 1999 during the joint VJ and MUP 

action code-named "Operation Reka" .1286 The Trial Chamber also fm.1~d that rather than 

investigating these killings, coordinated efforts were taken by Serbian authorities to conceal the 

!Z76 Trial Judgement. para. 2025. 
UTT Trial iudgement, para. 1373, refeningtoExhlbitP387, p. 3 
ms Trial Judgement, para. 1373, referring to ExbihitP387, p. 3. 
i:m Trial Judgement,. para. 1373, refer.ring to Exhibit P387, p. 3. 
izso Tri.al Judgement, paras 2025, 2117. . 
1281 Trial Judgement, para. 2111. 
i:zu See Trial Judgement, paras 2113-2116.- · . 
1213 Trial Judgement. paras 2126, 2156. 2158. See also supra, paras 373, 378. 
l.7.!14- See Trial Judgeme,m, paras 1%7-1982, 2099-2103, 2146. 
12110 Trial Judgement,. para. 1287. C • , 

Jlllo Trial Judgement,. paras 2099, 2146. 
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crimes through the removal an~ clandestine burial of the bodies of th.e victims.1287 The Appeals 

Chamber considers that the Trial Chamber's firulings show that Dordevic' s invoivement in the 

~cealment op~ti.on occurred i;i.t the same time as, or prior to, the commission of the crimes.1238 

The Appeals Chamber therefore finds that these actions directly refute Dordevic' s assertion that the 

acts were merely ex post facto. 

380. The Appeals Chamber is also not convinced by Dordevic's assertion that the fact that a 

municipal investigative judge, deputy municipal prosecutor, and coroner were called to the scene 

and the district prosecutor was informed following the discovery of bodies in~ .Danube River, is 

contrary to a plan to conceal 1he killings.1289 Dordevic ignores the Trial Chamber's-findings that the 

municipal judge and prosecutor declared themselves incompetent when a large number of cmpses 

were found in the truck and bad no further involvement in the ·investigation.1290 He also ignores the 

fact that while the district investigative judge and district prosecutor were called, they did not attend 

the scene.1291 Dordevic further disregards that bis actions were in fact clirected tQ obstructing any 

investigation.1292 In particular, the Trial Chamber fmmd that. pursuant to £>ordevic' s instructions, 

the bodies found in the refrigerated tmck in the Danube River were· transported to Belgrade and 

bnri.ed. in mass graves at the Batajnica SAI Centre in an effort to conceal the discovery of the 

bodies, as well as their ethnicity and origin, and to obstruct any further investi~tion into the deaths 

of these individuals.1293 It further noted that Dordevic instructed SUP Chief Caslav Golubovic 

("Golubovic....,) not to make the case public and to have the refrigerated truck destroyed once the 

bodies were removed. 1294 In light of the above, the Appe.ak Chamber finds that Dordevic has failed 

to show that no reasonable trier of fact could have reached the same conclusion ~ the · Trial 

Chamber, and as such has failed tq show that the Trial Chamber erred in concluding that a plan 

existed to conceal.the bodies of Kosovo Albanian civilians.· 

381. In addition. the Appeals Chamber is not persuaded that the Trial Cllamper's decision to not 

make specific findings regarding the involvement of other senior political, MUP and VJ officials in 

im Trial Judgement. paras 2099, 2146. While the Trial Chamber noted that the evidence does not idai.tify where the 

bodies were trnnsfcrred to. the remams of 295 of the victims of "Ope.ration Reka" WCl."e exhuincd from mass graves 

at the Batajni.ca SA! Centre in 2001 (frial Judgement. para.: 2099). 
12111 See supra, para. 378. 
12119 See Dordevic Appeal Brief. para. 242,. i:efeJ::ring to Trial Judgement, paras 1293-1296. 
12911 Trial Judgement, pan. 1321. 
JZ!ll Trial Judgement, para, 1321. 
l2.9l Trial Judgement. paras 1321. 1324. 
1293 Trial Judgcmont. paras 1324, 1329, 1333, 1970. 
lZ!l4- Trial Judgement, paras 1302, -1313, 1970. The Trial Chamber also noted that Dordcvic acknowledged that the order 

to destroy the 1ruck was lllilawful (Trial Judgcmeot, fn. 6790, rdca:ing to Vlastimir f>ordevic. 11 Dec 2009, 

T.10002). 
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the concealment of bodies demonstrates that there is "a missing evidentiary link as to how [the 

concealment plan] was an agreed pru;t of the JCE".1295 The Appeals Chamber notes that the Trial 

Chamber considered the concealment of crimes in its analysis on whether a joint criminal enterprise 

existed and on Dord.evic' s contribution to it.1296 

382. · As discussed above, the Trial Chamber reached its conclusion on the plan to conceal crimes 

in Kosovo based. i.nter alia; on its analysis ~f the conduct of several JCE members involved in the 

operation, i.e. President Milosevic, Minister Stojiljkovic, and Ilic.1297 The Trial Chamber explicitly 

found that the operation regarding the concealment of the bodies was conducted "under the-
- . . 

direction. of [Dordevic], vri.th Dragan Ilic, on direction of Mlnister Stojiljkovic, and pursuant to an 

· order of President Milosevic" .1298 The Trial Chamber chose not to make more specific fi.ndi:rigs 

regarding the involvement of other senior political, Ml.JP, and VJ officials in the concealment of 

bodies. 1299 It reasoned ~ based on the evidence, however, it was .. likely that a n.umber persons 

had direct involvement in, or at least had knowledge of, the concealment of bodies."1300 

Considering that the Trial Chamber was only concerned with Dordevic'"' s contribution., the Appeals 

Chamber is satisfied that the Trial Chamber n;i.ade the necessary findings in relation to "other 

specific senior political, MUP and VJ o:fficials"1301 to support its conclusion that a plan to conceal 
- . 

_ the crimes existed and·that Doroevic's participation in this plan was part of. his contribution in 

furtherance of the JCE. In light of the above, the Appeals Chamber finds that Dordevic has failed to 

show that no ·reasonable trier of fact could have reached the same conclusion a.s the Trial Chamber. 

383. Finally, tl;le Appeals Chamber is not persuaded by Dordevic's unsubstantiated assertion that 

the Trial -Chamber negated its own findings concerning a •:conspiracy of silence".1302 Dordevic 

argues that the Trial Chamber contrailicted itself because it found that written records of the 

activities and progress in Kosovo, including the concealment of crimes, were· not kept or were 

destroyed. but in the same paragt;lph also found that there was _reporting, oral and/or written,. of the 

activities and progress in Kosovo.1303 A reading· of the full paragraph of the Trial Judgement, 

however. shows "that there is no contradiction in the Trial Chamber's reasoning. The Trial Oiamber 

found that there was an "almost complete absence of any reports,' records or minutes of meetings" 

1295 E:>o:rdevic Appeal Brief, para. 243. . 
1296 Trial Judgement, paras 19~1, 2025-2026, 2154-2158. 
1= See supra, para. 378; Tri.al Judgement, paras 2112-2116. 
1298 Trial Judgement:, pl!Ill.. 1980. See also Trial Judgement, paras 2117-2118. 
1299 Trial Judgement, paras 2119-2120, 
1300 Tri.al.Judgement, para. 2119. 
1301 Trial.Judgement, para.. 2119. 
1302 See Tri.al Judgement, para. 2108; Dordevic Appe.al.Brief, para.. 241. 
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on the actions and progress of the MUP and the VJ in Kosovo.1304 It further held that '.'it was not 

feasible to accept that these subjects, which were critical to the very survival . of tb.e Serbian 

government ~d natio~ [ .. _.] went umeported''.1305 The Tri.al Chamber therefore reasoned that there 

was oral and/or written reporting on these matters but that "either a1i written records [had] been 

destroyed, or th.ere was a very dete.rmined effort at all levels to avoid written records so that there 

could be nothing on which int.emational investigations could proceed, or both."1306 It found that this 

inference was supported by the few written records that were foun~ as well as conduct that 

evidenced kno~ledge of these events at the most .. senior Serbian levels".1307 The Appeals Chamber 

does not find the Tri.al Chamber's reasoning to be contradictory. Dordevic's assertion is, therefore, 

dismissed. 

2080 -· 

384.. In light of the foregoing, the Appeals Chamber, Judge Tuzmulhamedov dissenting, ~ . 

-that Dordev:ic has not demonstrated that the Tri.al Chamber erred in concluding that the conceabnent -

of bodies. and Dordevic's role therein. constituted a contribution to the JCE. Consequently, _ 

Dordevic's argument that his conduct should rather have been analyseo. in the context of 

Article 7(3) liability is dismissed. 

3. Alleged errors with re~ect to the Working Group Notes 

(a) Introduction 

385. Based on the Working Group Notes, the Tri.al Chamber {ound th.at two meetings were held 

in March 1999, during which the issue of the concealtnent of bodies of Kosovo Albanian civilians 

was discussed.1308 The first meeting was held- in President Milosevic' s office and attended by, 

aniong others, the President himself, Dordevic, Minister Stojilkovic, and the then Chief of the RDB, 

Marlcovic. 1309 The Tri.al Chamber found that, during this meeting, Dordevic "raised th~ i~sue of 

'clearing up the terrain' in Kosovo" and that in this respect, ."President Slobodan. Milose,ic ordered 

Minister Stojiljkovic to take measures to remove all traces which could indicate the existence of 

evidence of 'the crimes committed' there".1310 The Tri.al Chamber also relied, in'tet alia, on the 

13Dl See Trial Judgement. para. 2108; Bordcwic'. Appeal Brief, para. 241. 
~ Trial Judgement, paia. 2108 (emphasis added). 
l'.!115 Trial Judgement. para. 2108. · 
1906 .Trial Judgement. para. 2108. 
130'1 Trial Judgement, para, 2108. ' 
1301 Trial Judgement, paras 2112, 2117. The Appeals Chamber will refer to 1hcse two meetings as the March 1999 

meeting and tbf: subsequent MUP Collcgimn meeting. 
1309 Trial Judgement. para. 2112, ref~ to Exhibit P387, p. 3. 
1sio Trial Judgement. para.. 2112, referring tn Exhibit P387, p. 3. See also Tri.al Judgement, paras 2113-2117. 
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-Working Group Notes in finding that at a subsequent MI.JP Collegium meeting, Minister 

Stojiljkovic is~ed an order to Dordevic and Ilic to perform the task of "'clearing up the terrain' in 

Kosovo with the aim of removing evidence of civ:ilj.an ·victims who could potentially become the 

subject of investigations. by the Tribunal" .1311 

386. Dordevic submits that the Trial Chamber ened in·fi~1..ding that there was a plan to conc~al 

the bodies of Kosovo Albanian civilians "when it placed substantial weight-on the Working Group 

[Notes]'' evidence regarding tb.e March 1999 meetings.1312 In particular, Dordevic: (i) challenges 

the reliab~ty of the Working Group Note~;1313 and (ii) argues that 0the Trial Chamber placed undue 
.. 

emphasis on the Working Group Notes in reaching the conclusion that a ·plan to conceal the bodies 

e:xisted.1314 

(b) Reliability of the W orlcing Group Notes 

a. Arguments of the parties . 

387. Dordevic contends that-the Working Group Notes are unreliable and should not_be given 

· any weight considering the lack of: (i) reference nunibers, dates, places of interview. and signatures; 

and (ii) any· opportunity for the individual :interviewed to review the information. 1315 Additionally, 

• Dordevic submits that the Trial Chamber erred in identifying the date of both tlie establishment of 

the Working ·awup_ and the publication of its repor:t. 1315 According to Dordevic these errors 

'"undermine the deference which the Appeals Chamber might otherwise pay a Trial Chamber :in its I . 
discretion to assess the evidence b~foreit".1317 

388. Tq.e Prosecution responds that the Trial Chamber provided a reasoned opinion regarding the 

reliability of the Working Group's evidence. 1318-It further submits that any alleged error concerning 

tbe date of the Working Group's estab~ent is_immaterial.1319 

1311 Trial Judgement, para 2112, refen:ing to Exlnbit P387, p. 3, Trial Judgement, paras 1289, 1387-1394. See also 

Trial Judgement, paras 2113-2117. . · 
1312 E>ordevic Appeal.Brief, para.. 244; Appeal.Hearing, 13-May 2013, AT. 86-87. 
1313 E>ordevic AppoalB~ para. 247; Appeal Hearing, 13 May 2013, :AT. 86-87. 
1314 Dordevic Appeal Brief,. para. 251. · · _ 

l:!li Dordevi.6 Appeal Brief. para. 247, refiming to K84, 12-Mar 2009, T. 2123-2128, T. 2132 (closed session). 
DIG Doroevic Appeal Brief, para. 246: -
m, f>ordevic Appeal Brid, para. 246. . -. . 
1318 Prosecution RespoDSe Brief. para. 216, referring to Trial Judgement, paras 2113-2116 (regarding the Tri.al 

Chamber's reference to other evidew:e). 
1319 Prosecution Response Brief, para. 215, refei:ring_tQ Dordevic Appoal Brief, para. 246. 
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b. Analysis 

389. The Appeals Chamber is not convinced that the Trial Chamber erred in it~ consideration of 

the relative indicia of reliability of the Working Group Notes. The Appeals Chamber observes that 
' . 

the Trial Chamber acknowledged Dordevic's arguments at trial and, in this context, noted that the 

~ orking Group Notes needed to be approached with. caution. 1320 The distinct question of whether 

the contents of the Working Group Notes were coritradicted. by witness testimony, their probative 

value, and the Trial Chamber's· consideration of the evidence in the context of the plan to conceal 

the .bodies, will be considered later in this secti.on.1321 

390. With respect to. identifying the -dates on which the Working Group was established and 

issued_ its reports, the· Appeals Chamber observes that the Tri.al Chamber, in_ two instances, 

incorrectly stated that the Working Group existed in 1999 when,· in fact, .the Working Group was 

not established until 2001.1322 In particular, it erred in :finding that an indictment by this Tribunal 

against Slobodan Milosevic was issued •'.just days" prior to the press ~onference held by the 

Working Group;1323 and that a member of the Working Group approached Dordevic in May 

1999 .132~ Apart from these two errors. the Tri.al Chamber, in all other instances, correctly refeued to 

the date ot'the Working Group's establishment and publication of its first report as May 2001.1325 It 
' . . 

would thus a:ppear that at least on one occasion, the reference to May 1999 was a simple clerical 

error.1326 Moreover. the Appeals Chamber observes that the two instances.in which the date of the 

Working Group ·was wrongly reported have no bearing on any of the substantive findings of the 

Tr:W. Chamber.1327 A~ordingly, the Appeals Chamber finds that these errors had no effect on the 

Trial Chamber's fim.tings with respect to the Werking Group's evidence. 

1320 Trial.Judgement. para. 1289, fn. 4974. 
ini See infra.. paras 395-399. 
1322 Trial Judge:m.ent, pants 1371, 1982. 
1323 Trial Judgement, para. 1371, fn. 5292. 
1324 Trial.Judgement, para. 1982. . 
ms See Trial Judgeirnmt, paras 1289, 1369, 1371-1372. 
1P-6 See Trial Judgement, para. 1982. · 
ll27 With regard to the date of the indictm.cot against Slobodan M:iloievic,. the Appeal!, Chamber observes that it was an 

additional observation :relating to Bordevie s argumont that the report was hastily wri.ttfln aDd released and, that it 

was made in the cont.ext af other findings by tho Trial Chamber (see Trial Judgement, paras 1370-1373). 
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(c) Alleged error in relying on the Working Group Notes 

a. Arguments of the parties 

391. Dordevic submits that ~e Trial Chamber erred in relying on the Working Group Notes to 

conclude that a plan existed to conceal bodies.1328 He argues that ~ Working Group Notes' 

"suggestion that these two meetings [m March 1999] took" place rested on the flimsiest of 

foundations" and that no reasonable trial chamber could ba.ve concluded that "these meetings either 

occurred or as to what happened at them" .1329 He contends that multiple witnesses challenged the 

contents of the Worlcirig Group Notes and testified that the Working Group "expressed pressure on 

them to falsely incrin:rina.te Dordevic'". 1330 

392. Dordevic further submits that the prejudicial effect of the Working Group Notes, an.sing m 
part due to the lack of any primary sources used during their creation, far outweighs their probative 

value.1331 Specifically, he argues that while the W ork:ing Group Notes primarily rely on a statement 

by the Chief of the RDB, Markovic, to members of the RDB, the Working Group did not in fact 

have this statement while corupili.ng its report and, additionally, that the secondary notes used by 

the Working Group, in lieu of this st.atement, were not admitted into evidencl? at trial.1332 Dordevic 

contends that while hearsay evidence is admissible before.the Tribunal, no reasonable trial chamber 

could have found that the Working Group Notes were reliable in light of the deficiencies, including 

the lack of an original statement made by Markovic.1333 He submits that the question ·of the 

probative value of the Working Group Notes is especially important because it is the only evidence 

. of the alleged March 1999 meeting in President 1£1osevic' s office and the subsequent MOP 

Collegium me.eting.1334 

393. Finally, Dordevic argues that the Trial Chamber erred in relying on Witness K84's 

testimony because: (i) "neither [Witness K84] nor the Working Group found any evidence to 

indicate that the removal of bodies from Kosovo was discussed at any MUP Collegium or any such 

132& Dordovic Appeal Brief. para. 244. 
1329 Dorde-vic Appeal Brief. para. 251. 
mo E>ordevic Appeal Brief. para. 248. 
1331 Dordevic Appeal Brief, para. 249. . 
13'll Dardevic Appeal Brief, para.. 249: Appeal Hearing, 13 May 2013, AT. 86-87. 
1333 E>ordevi.c Appeal Brief, P!IflL 251; Appeal Hearing, 13 May 2013, AT. 86-87. 
1334 E>ordevic Appeal Brief., paras 244, 249; Appeal Hearing, 13 May 2013, AT. 86. The Appeals Chamber notes that 

Dordevit mistakemy refers to the date of this release as May 1999 in para_ 249 (but see Trial Judgement, pm.. 245, 
stating May 2001 as Im correct date). · 
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meeting with. :M:ilosevie';1335 and (ii) Witness K84 testified that Dordevic"'s chef de cabinet,_ 

Slobodan · Borisavljevic, never said that the conceal:inent of bodies was discussed at any MUP 

Collegiums.1336 

394. The Prosecution responds that f:!ie Trial Chamber properly relied on the Working Group's 
, 

evidence in drawing its concln.sions regarding the two meetings in March 1999 .1337 The Prosecution 

asserts that Dordevic's arguments fail on the merits as he has not demonstrated how the Trial 

Chamber's eval~on of this evidence was unreasonable. 1338 The Prosecution further submits that 

the Trial Chamber did not rely solely on this evidence in finding that the meetings occurred.1339 

b. Analysis 

395. Toe Appeals Chamber recalls that "it is settled jurisprudence of the International Tribunal 

that it is the trier of fact who is best placed ~ ass~ss the evidence in its entirety as well as the 

~eanour of a witness".1340 The Appeals Chamber further re:calls · that it is within the discretion of 

a trial chamber to ·resolve inconsistencies in the evidence, "evaluate whether evidence taken as. a 

whole is reliable and credible and to accept or reject fundamental features of the evidence". 1341 The· 

Appeals. Cham.bet will defer to a trial chamber's judgement on issues of credibility and "will only 

find an error of fact-if it determines that no reasonable trier of fact could have made the impugned 

finding".1342 In this context. the Appeals Chamber recalls that 1he Trial Chamber acknowledged 

Dprdevic' s chaD:enge to the contents of the Working Group Notes, explaining that: 

[i]t is the Defence position that the Prosecution lllljustifiably seeks to place considerable value on 
some of [the Working Group] Notes for the truth of their contents [ ... ]. [O]ne pf the wimesses, 
K87, challenged the content of almost the entirety of the [Working Group Notes] compiled of bis 
interview, claiming that it was full of untruths and inaccuracies. Another wi1ness, K93, ciaimed 
that when interviewing him, the Working Group zpplied pressure by suggesting to him that it must 
have been Dontevic who was involved. While conscious of 1he positions these two and other 
witnesses have ~n with respect to the contents of the [Working Group] Notes of t):icir respective 
interviews, t.ru.: Chamba- also observes that, as set out earlier, it bas difficuhy accepting :in 

1335 Dordevi6 Appeal Brief, para. 250, referring to ExhiW: !1390, K84, tO Mar 2009, T. 2019 (closed session), K84, 
11 Mar 2009, T. 2049-2050 (closed session), K.84, 12_Mar 2009, T. 2160-2173 (closed session), T. 2177-2178 
(closc::d session), T. 2186 (closed session), T. 2193-2195 (closed session), Adnan Merovci,, 13 Mar 2009, T. 2208. 

in,; Dordevic Appeal Brief, para. 250, referring to K84. 12 Mar 2009, T. 2168-21~9 (closed session). 
1337 Prosecution Raponse Brief, para. 213. ✓ -

l338 Prosecution Response Brief, paras 214-215. 
1339 Prosecution Response Briet para. 216, referring to Trial. Judgement.. paras 2113-2116 {regarding the Trial 

Chamber's reference to ofucr evidence), 
1340 I.imaj et aL Appeal J~t, para 88, citing Kordic and Cerkez Appeal Judgement, p~ 21, fn. 12. 

. . i 
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1341 Mu-,,:yakav. Appeal Judgemen, para. 51, citing Simba Appeal Judgement, para. 103; SetohJ Appeal Judgement, -
para. 31. See also Haradinaj et al. Appeal Judgement, paras 129-130. · 

:84:i See supra, para. 16. Sec also Setako Appe.al Judgement, para. 31, refemng to &nzalw Appeal Judgement. 
para. 355. Gacumbitsi Appeal Judgemeni, para. 70; Karua Appeal Judgement, para. 173; Nahima.na et al. Appeal 
Judgement. para. 428. · 
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particnlar the evidence of K87 and K93 in this trial with respect to critical aspects- con'ccming the 

role of the Accused in the events. Where a vntness has given specific evidence about the content 
and accuracy of the [Working Group Notes] of the witness's inlerview, !he Chamber has weighed 
this evidai.ce in the context of !he entirety of the evidence of that wi~s, as well as otba: relevant 
evidellce before the Chamber.1343 · 

2075 

The Appeals Chamber observes that the Trial Chamber made its findings regarding the :interviews 

provided in the Working Group Notes on the basis of the entirety of the evidence and expressly 

addressed the concerns raised by Dordevic with respect to the_ Working Group Notes.1344 In this 

respect, the Trial Chamber prefaced its discussion of the :Working Group Notes by stating that the 

lack of reporting and_ investigations into the crimes committed by Serbian forces was, in and of 

· itself, aJready "iitdicative of a_ plan to conceal" the killings.1345 It then went on to consider other 

evidence which corroborated the_ Working Group Notes, including: (i) an Official N:ote recording 

that an.individual telephoned Dordevic and asked for instructions or infOI?Jfilion concerning the 

arrival of a trock containing bodies at the 13 Maj Bata.jnica Centre in April 1999, to Which 

Dordevic responded that ''the territory in Kosovo was· being mopped qp". the truck "was to be put 

away on our premises", it was a "number one secret", and that Dordevic was to inform President 

Milosevic about this issue; 1346 (ii) a written statement by Dordevic' s chef de cabinet, Slobodan: 
. -

Borisavljevic, ~cussing a decision to clear up the battlefields in Kosovo;1347 (rii) the testimony of 

-Witness Zi.vko Trajkovic ('"Witness Trajkovie') regarding a conversation he had. with Dordevic in 

June 1999 about the decision to bury bodies at the Batajnica SAJ Centre, which.Witness Trajkovic 

understood to have been taken .. with regard to the sanitation and clearing up of the terrain", and 

Witness Trajkovic's view that Ilic was in charge of this kind.of operation;1348 and (iv) the minutes 

of a Joint Command meeting held on 1 June 1999, recording that Dordevic informed those present 

at the meeting that Ilic was unable to attend ·the mee~g as he was busy "attending [to] some tasks 

that had to do with sanitation and pygiene.measures in the field". 1349 The Appeals Chamber also 

observes that the Trial Chamber explained why it preferred the evidence of one witness over 

1343 Trial Judgement, para. 1289 (citations omitted). 
im See Trial Judgeme-nt, para. 1289. The A-ppeals Chamber further observes that the Trial Chamber "carefully weighed 

the differing observations by the persons interviewed about the procedures followed during the :interview of each 

witness md [ ... ] regarded the_ coment of each Official Note with much care and caution before, in some cases, 
being prepared to accept what is contained therein" (I'rial Judgement, fn. 4974). -

1345 Trial Judgement, para:2111. - · 
l3-16 _ Trial Judg~ para. 2113, refening to Confidential Annex (Exhibit P413 (confidential), p. 1). 
1347 Trial Judgement. para. 2114, tefeiring to Exhibit P390 (confidential), K84, 10 Mar 2009, T. 2024-2025 (closed 

session), K84, 12 Mar 2009, T. 2172 (closed session). . 
13411 . Trial Judgeme-nt, para. 2115, referring to Zi.vko 'Irajkovic, 29 Sep 2009, T. 9126-9127, 9129-9130, 9138. 
1349 Trial Judgement, para., 2116, tjting Aleksandar Varujevic, 8 Jun 2009, T. 5694 (private session), 5702. See also 

Exhibit P885. 'The Trial Chamber noted that this is :in con~ to Dordevic' s testimony that ''Ilic told rum on 2 June 

1999 that he had gone to Kosovo to provide S{Ws with inslru.ctions on how to improve the work of on-site 
invt:81::i.gati.oos during war time conditions" (Irial. Judgement, para. 2116, referring to Vlastimir Dordevic, 7 Dec 

2009, T. 9747, V1astinrir Dardew; 11 Dec 2009, T. 9987). 
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another when it was presented with conflicting evidence.1350 The Appeals Chamber is· therefore 

. satisfied that the Trial Chamber carefully considered the differing positions, weighed the . 

evidence, including additional corroborating evidence that supported the existence of a plan to 

conce:al the bodies, ~d appro~hed the Yv orking Group Notes Vii.th · caution. 1351 The Appeals 

Chamber therefore finds that Dordevic has failed to demonstrate that the Trial Chamber erred in 

its consideration of the evidence when it decided to not rely on witness testimony that contradicted. 

the Working Group Notes. 

396. Turning to E>cirdevic's contention that the Trial Chamber's conclusions concerning the 

March 1999 meetings were not supported by the Wailing Group Notes, the Appeals Chamber 

observes that I)ordevic is correct :insofar as he asserts that the Working Group did not have access 

to a direct statement concemin.g the existence of the meetings.1352 The Trial Chamber, however, 

recognised this issue and, while it .placed considerable emphasis on the Working Group Notes, it did 

so cautiously and in the context of corroborating evi~e: 
. . 

[w)hile it is well aware that the evidence of the meetings in March of 1999 is not first hand, the 
CbariJ.ber is also aware that there are a munbcr of pieces of evidence which tend, in combiDation. 
to confum their underlying truth. The Chamber considers, on the basis of the entirety of tbe 
evidence viewed together, that it iB established that at one ar more meetings in March_ 1999 and 
1he.rea&r tho· ''clearing of the terram" in the context of concealing the bodies of victims killed by 
Serbian forces in Kosovo was discussed.1353 . -

397. The Appeals Chamber recalls that a trial cha:mber bas "the discretion to cautiously consider 

and rely on hearsay evidence" .1354 While Dordevic correctly asserts that the Working Group Notes 

provides the only evidence of the March 1999 meetings, the Appeals Chamber is satisfied that the 

Trial Chamber considered the probative value of the Working Group Notes with sufficient c~tion 

and reasonably concluded, based on the totality of the evidence, that a plan existed amongst senior 

government leaders to conceal the bodies of Kosovo Albanian civilians JciJJ.ed by Serbian forces.m5 

While the additional ~gs of the Trial Chamber refer to events subsequent to the Marc;h 1999 

mee.tings,1356 they display a clear and consistent :intent on the part of Dordevic to put into effect a 

_ plan to conceal the bodies of Kosovo Albanian civilians and strongly corroborate the Wo~g 

1350 Tml Judgement. ms 1210, 7278, 7280. 
1351 Trial Judgement, para. 2112. The Appea]ll Chamber therefore considers that Dordevic. in contending that the 

llil[eliability of 1he Working Group Notes is of paramount importance because they are the only evidence of the 
March 1999 meetings, miRstatcs the fin.dings of the Trial Chamber {l)ordevic Appeal Brief, paras 244, 249). 

1352 See Dordevic Appeal Brief. pm.. 249. · . . · 
1353 Trial Judgement, para. 2117. See Tri.al Judgement., para. 2113. 
13~ Murryakazi Appeal Judgement, para. 77, citing Kalimanzira Appeal Judgement, para. 96; Kar-era Appeal · 

Judgement, para. 39; Nahimana et al. Appeal Judgement, para. 831. See also Naletilic and Martuwvic"Appea]. 
Judgement, para. 217. 

nss Trial Judgement, para. 2117·. 
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Group Notes. These conclusions were further rcin:forced by· the Trial Chamber"s finding that the 

complete lack of investigations :into crimes constituted evidence of a plan to conceal bodies.1357 

398. The Appeals Chamber is also not convinced by Dordevic's assertion that the Working 

Group did not find any evidence to indicate the removal of bodies. 1358 The Appeals Chamber 

observes that, contrary to Dordevic's submissio~· the Working Group did obtain evidence that the 

concealment of bodies was discussed at the meetings, namely the statement of Markovic.1359 

c. Conclusion 

399. In light of the above, the App~ Chamber finds that Dordevic has failed to show that n9 

reasonable trier of fact could have reached the same conclusion as the Trial Chamber and, as such, 

has failed to show that the Trial Chamber erred in relying on the evidence of the Working Group in 

concluding that a plan to con~ bodies existed. 

· 4. Dordevic' s role in the concealment of bodies 

(a) Introduction 

400. The Trial Chamberfound'tbat Docdevic played a leading role in the MUP efforts to conceal 

the bodies of Kosovo Alb~ans by giving orders concerning· the handling, transport, and reburial of 

bodies.1360 It relied, inter alia, on .his involvement in the burial ope.rations of bodies tr~ 

from Kosovo to various locations in Serbia which •~as undertaken as part of a coordinated 

operation to remove evidence of crimes" .1361 

401. Dordevic submits that the Trial Chamber·erred by inflating t:J:ie extent of bis responsibility in 

concealment operations.1362 In particular, he submits that the Trial Chamber erred in its findings 

concerning; (i) the concealment of approximately 80 bodies discovered on 4 Apr:il 1999 in the back 

of a refrigerated truck in the Danube River near the village of Tekija, the subsequent transfer to and 

burial of these bodies at the Batajnica SAJ Centre. and a number of -subsequent reburials at 

1356 See Trial Judgemont, paras 21ll-2117. 
19S'1 See Trial Judgement, para. 2111. . 
1358 See Dorllcvic Appeal Brief. para. 250. 
1959 See Dorde'vic AppealBrief. paras 249-250. See also Trial.Judgement, para. 2114. 
1360 Trial Judgemcat, pares 1969, 2156. · 
1361 Trial Judgement, paras 1969, 2156. . • 
1362 Dordevic Appeal.Brim. para. 253; Dordcvic Reply Brief, paras 76, 80; Appeal &aring. 13 May 2013, AT. 88-89 .. 
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Batajnica;1363 (ii) the two d~liveries of bodies at the Petrovo Sela PIP Centre in April 1999;1364 and 

(iii) the burial of bodies next to Lake Peru.cac. 1365 

402. The Prosecution responds that the Trial Chamber reasonably concluded that Dordevicr 

played a leading role in actively concealing evidence of widespread murders of Kosovo 

Albanians.1366 The Prosecution argues, in gene~, that Dordevic misstates ·the Trial Cha.mper's 

findings, repeats submissions made during trial, and f~s to show that any other reasonable 

inferences were availahle.1367 

(b) Alleged error in finding that Dordeyic participated in the reburial of bodies of ·Kosovo 

Albanians found in a refrigerated truck in the Danube River 

a. Introduction 

403. The Trial.Chamber found that in early April_ 1999, Dordevic arrangoo for the transport of 

the bodies of Kosovo Albanians found in a refrigerated truck in the Danube River near Tekija to the 

Batajnica SAJ Centre1368 and ins~ that the l?odies be buried there in mass graves:1369 The Trial 

Chamber noted that '"[ w ]hlle none of the evidence demonstrates clirectly that he had knowledge that 

the specific location to where these bodies were to be brought was the Bata.jnica SAJ Centre [ ... ] 

the only inference to make is that he had such knowledge."1370 The Trial Ch~ber concluded that 

Dordevic "was the initial, and primary, point of contact" and that it was "clear that [Dordevic] gave 

orders with respect to the secret handling, t;ransport and reburial of bodies" .1371 

b. Arguments of the parties 

404. Dordevic submits that the Trial Chambcr: erred in concluding that he participated in the · 

concealment operations conce~g the 80 bodies discovered. on 4 April 1999 in the back of a 

refrigerated truck in the Danube River near the village of Tekija.1372 In particular, he argues that the 

Trial Chamber erred.in concluding that he had knowledge "that the specific location to where these 

bodies were to be brought was the Batajriica SAJ Centre" given that it previously had found that 

1363 Dordevic:AppeaIBrief, parl!ll.252, 255-258. 
~ Dordevic Appeal Brief, paras 252, 262-263. 
1365 Dordevic Appeal Brief, paras 252, 259-261, 263. 
1366 Prosecution Response. Brief, para. 217. 

· 1361 See Prosecution Re.spa~ Brief, paras 217-231. 
136! Trial Judgement, paras 1301-1324, 1969. 
1369 Trial Judgement, paras 1325-1352, 1969. 
mo Trial Judgement, para. 1347 . 

. 1311 Trial Judgcmem. para. 1969. 
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"none of the evidence demonstrates dire.ctly" t11at· he had such kliowledge.1373 He also contends that 

bis .. smprised and delayed reaction'' when contacted about the bodies fow:id near Teki..ja shows that 

he did not have prior knowledge of the bodies:1374 Dordevic farther claims that the Trial Chamber 

mischaracterised the evideiice when it found that he contacted Witness K87 and told him in advance 

flQOut the arrival at the Batajnica SAJ Centre of additional trucks driven by MUP · employees 

carrying bo~es in April and likely into May 1999. 1375 Dordevic also submits that the Trial Chamber 

failed to take into ac.count bis. •·repeated requests to the Minister Stojiljkovic to investigate ·the 
. . -

discovery of bodies at Tekija", and that. even if bis requests did not result in judicial investigations, 

there was also ·no finding that he precluded such investigations or that be could have done sq.1376 

I 

405. · The Pros~ution responds that the Trial Chamber did not err in finding that Dordevic 

"played a leading and crucial role in the clandestine re-burial operation of bodies at lf?.e Batajnica 
- -

SAJ Centre" .1377 It submits that Dordevic ignores and misstates the evidence demonstrating that he 
. . 

ammged for the transport of bodies from: Tekija to the Batajnica SAJ Centre in early April 1999. 1378 

According to the Prosecution, althbugh there was no direct evidence that Dordevi.c knew that the 

bodies found in Tekija had been taken to the Batajnica SAJ Centre, the only reasonable inference in 

the context of the events was that Donte,>ic had such ~owledge.1379 The Prosecution: further 

contends tbat the Tri.al Chamber rejected Dordevic's claim at trial that he ~epeatedly made requests 

to Minister Stojiljkovic to investigate the discovery of bodies in Tekija and that Dordevic fails to 

show an error in this regard. 1380 

c. Analysis 

406. The Appeals Chamber observes that Dordevic is c~t in asserting that no direct evidence 

was considered by the Trial Chamber which established that he knew the bodies -would be taken to 

the Bata.joica SAJ Centre.1381 The Trial Chamber, however, prmrided a detailed explanation of the 

circumstantial evidence demonstrating Dorde,ic's role in coordinating the delivery of· trucks 

carrying bodies and mass burial op~rati.ons at the Batajoica SAJ Cen~ 1382 which included 

mz Dordevic Appeal Brief, paras 252, 255-258. 
1373 Dordevic Appeal Brief, para. 256, refca:ing to Trial Judgement. para. 1347. 
1374 Don1evic Appeal Brief, para. 255. · 
D?S Docdevic Appeal Brief, para. 257, referring to Trial Judgement, para. 1337, fn. 5145. 

,. m 6 E>ordevic Appeal Brl.ef. para. 258. · . 
n77 Prosecution Response Brief. para. 219. 
1378 Prosecution Ros.ponsc B~ para. 220. 
1379 Prosccnti.on Response Brief, para. 222 
mo Prosecution Response Brief, para. 224. 
1381 See Dordevic Appeal Brief. para. 256-
13112 See TrialJudgement., paras 1325-1347. 
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evidence th.at: (i) on 6 April l999, SUP Chief Golubovic contacted Dordevic and informed him of 

the bodies discovered in the refrigerated truck in the Danube; 1383 (ii) Golubovic, as in~tructed by 

Dordevic, ~sisted in organising the loading and transfer of most of the bodies in a truck to 

Belgrade; 1384 (iii) Dordevic made plans for a second truck to transport the remainder of the bodies 

to Belgrad.~;1385 (iv) Dordevic met with Witness K87 at some point around 6 April 1999, but before 

9 April 1999. and informed Witness K87 that there were two trocks at the Batajnica SAJ Centre 

cont:aming bodies and that these bodies should be buried ar ~e Batajnica SAJ Centre;1386 and . 

(v) additional trucks contmning bo~es arrived shortly after the first bodies were buried and that 

Dordevic arranged for the burial of these bodies as well.1387 The Appeals Chamber recalls that a 

trial chamber may draw inferences to establish a fact on which a conviction relies based on 

circumstantial evidence as long as it was satisfied that the inference was the only reasonable one. 
. . . 

available. 13&8 In light of the evidence presented, demonstrating Dordevic's significant role in 

arranging the transport and burial of the bodies found in the Danube· River, fue Appeals Chamber 

finds that the Trial Chamber reasonably concluded that the only av!!ilable inference was that 
. -

Don1evic knew that these bodies were to be brought to the Batajnica SAJ Centre. Given the nature 

and extent of the evidence corroborating Dordevic's knowledge, the Appeals Chamber is also_ not 

convinced that Dordevic' s surprise upon learning about the discovery of the bodies suggests that 

another reasonable inference remained.1389 

407. With respect to Witness K.87, the Appeals Chamber notes that regarding the tin:iing of 

- Dordevic informing him about the trucks he testified that: 

[t]he first time it was after it arrived. And the other times I think it was before it arrived. I don't 
know exactly. I really cannot say now. But I know that the first time it was once the tmck: bad 

· ed.1390 · · amv - - . 

1383 Trial Judgement, paras 1301, referring to Exhibits ?352, p. 3, P353, pp 7405-7406, 7408, Caslav Golubovit. 3 Mar 
2009. T. 1741. See also Trial Judgement, para. 1347. 

1394 Trial Judgement, paras 1307-1308, referring to, inter aUa., E,;.hibits,P352. p. 4, P353, p. 7449. See also Pro~ecntion . 
· Response Brief, para. 220, . . 

13ts Tri.al Judgement, paras 1307 (referring_ to Ex:brbits P352, p. 4). 1312 (referring to, inter alia, Exlubit P359, 
pp 745~7454, Bosko Radojkovic, 4 Mar 2009, T. 1846, Confideotial Annex). See also Prosecution Response 
Brief, para. 220. . 

1386 Trial Judgement, para. 1329, rnferring to Exhibit P1414 (confidential), paras 12-13, 24, K87, 17May 2010, 
T.1415&-14161, 14164. SeealsoProsecuti.onResponseBrid,.para. 221. 

1387 Trial Judgement, para. 1337, refe.a::ing to Confidential Annex,. Exhibits Pl415, para. 21, P370.A, para.. 31, K.87, 
. 17 May 2010, T. 14174-14175. See also Trial Judgement, paras 1338-1342; ProsecutiQnResponse Brief, para. 221. 

ll8II Galic Appeal JuiJ~ent, para. 218; StaJd.t Appeal Judgement, para. 219; Celebit!i Appeal Judgement, para. 458; 
Ku.pre.fide et a.l. Appeal Judgement, para. 303. 

131!!1. Contra. Dordevic Appeal Brief, para. 253. 
lY.lO KB7, 17 May 2010. T.14175. 
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In bis witness statement, Witness K.87 similarly ·stated that he was info~ about the trucks after 

they had aniveq _ at the Bat.ajnica- SAJ: Centre.1391 To. light of this evidence, which the Trial 

Chamber relied on. the Appeals Chamber observes that the Trial Chamber incorrectly found that 

Witness K87 was told by Dcm1evic in advance about the anival of additional trucks, because 
r • . • 

Witness 'K87' s testimony suggests that at least on the first occasion Dordevic informed 

_Witness K87 about the truck after it arrived.1392 The Appeals Chamber, however, finds that 
' . 

whether Dordevic contacted Witness K87 before or after the trucks arrived ~ the Batajnica SAJ 

· Centre neither has an impact on the Trial Chamber's conclusion that Dordevic was involved in the 

burial operations at this location nor calls into question the findings of the Trial Chamber. 

408. With respect to Dordevic' s submissions concenring_ his request for judicial investigations, 
' . 

the Appeals q:iamber observes that the Trial Chamber ~licitly considered_ and rejected 

Dordevic's claims that~: (i) made repeated requests to Minister Stojiljkovic to investigate the 

discovery ofboclies in Tekija.;1393 (tl) did not preclude investigations and could not have done so;1394 

and (iii) did not expose what bad happened because Minister Stojiljkovic threatened bis life.1395 The . 

Trial Chamber instead found that Dordevic did in fact take step~ to preclude investigation into the 

discovery of these bodies by coordinating the transport of the bodies and through bis involvement in 

the clandestine burial of the bodies in mass graves at the Bata.jnica SAJ Centte.1396 The Appeals 

Chamber finds that Dordevic has failed. to show how the Trial Chamber erred in its assessment of 

this evidence. Considering that the Trial Chamber explicitly ,addressed these arguments; and in light 

of the substantial evidence considered by the Trial Chamber concerning Dordevic' s knowledge of 

and involvement in the concealment operations, as well as the lack of any evidence provided by 

Dordevic in support of bis statements, the Appeals Chamber finds that Dordevic has ~ed to show 

that no reasonable trier of fact could have reached the same conclusion as the Trial Chamber. 

Dordevic has therefore failed to show that the Trial Chai:nber erred in rejecting these arguments. 

409. The Appeals Chamber therefore finds that Dordevic has failed to demonstrate that the Trial 

Chamber erred in its assessment of the evidence concerning his involvement in the concealment of 

the bodies found in Tekij'a and conclusion that his involvement furthered the JCE. 

1391 Exhibits Pl 415, para. 21; P1414 (confidential), para. 21. 
1392 See Trial Judgement, para. 1337. 
13!ll Trial Judgement, Pill1L -1970. See also Doraev:ic Oosmg Brief, paras 556-551; Vlastimi:f Don1evi6, 7 Dec 2009, 

T_ 9723; Vlastimir E>mdevic, 11 Dec 2009, T. 10002·10003, 10009; Closing Arguments, 14 Jul 2010, T. 14500, 

14506-14507. 
13~ Trial Judgement, para. 1970. Sec also Vhstinrirf>ordevic, 11 Dec 2009, T. 10002-10003, 10009. 
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(c) Petrovo Selo PJP Centre 

a. Introduction 

410. The Trial Chamber found that in addition to the delivery of bodies to the Batajnica SAJ 

Centre, "two further deliveries of bodies were made to the Petrovo Selo PJP Centre", where they 

were buried in mass graves.1397 The Trial Cha:i:nber found that numerous sirniliri.ties were present 

among the concealment operations at these two sites and concluded that these were all undertaken 

as part of a coordinated operation under Dordevic' s direction, along with Ilic, ·'on the direction of 

Minister Stojiljkovic, and pursuant to an order of President Milosevic"'. 1398 The Trial Chamber 

furfuer found that Dordevic knew of the bodies transported from Kosovo to the Petrovo Selo PJP 

Centre in April 1999.1399 

b. Arguments of the parties 

411. Dordevic submits that the Trial Chamber erred in concluding that he knew of the re~urials 

at the Petrovo Selo PJP Centre.1400 He argues, in particular; that the Trial Chamber erroneously: 

· (i) relied on the "connecting features" between the events at the Batajnica SAJ Centre and the 

Petrovo Selo PJP Centre but then ignored that the bodies discov~red at Tekija were transported 

. much farther ~way;1401 (ii) discounted that different individuals planned the concealment;1402 and 
' . 

(iii) relied on bis involvetnent in the arrest and transfer of the Bytiqi brothers to the Petrovo Selo 

PJP Centre and bis visit to that location "s~time before July 1999", after the Indictment 

period.1403 

412. Toe Prosecution responds that the Trial Oiambe~ "reasonably found that the mass grave 

sites at the Petrovo Selo PJP Centre were components of the same plan to conceal evidence of 

ms Trial Judgement. para.. 1971. See also Vlastimir E>ordewS, 11 Dec 2009, T. 99.75-9977, 10012; Vlastimir Dordevic, 
12 Dec 2009, T. 10095--10097. 

1396 Trial Judgement, para. 1970_ 
1397 Trial Judgement, para. 1356. See also Trial Judgement.. paras 1353-1355. 
1398 Trial Jµdg'ement, paras 1976-1980. 
13119 Trial Judgement, para. 1981. 
1400 Dordevic Appeal Brief. paras 252, 262-263. 
1401 Dordevic Appeal Brief, para. 262. Doroevic contends instead that the events in each. location bad different featores, 

suggesting that there was no ovcrarcbing plan (f)ordcvic Appeal B~ para.. 263). · · 
1402 Dordevic Appeal Brief, para. 262. · · 
1403 Dordevic Appeal Brid, para. 263~ Borde.vie Reply Brief, para. 79. In bis :reply, Dordevic submits that lhe 

Prosecution improporly relies on the case of the Bytiqi brothers in its response, as it "relates to Serbia proper" after 
the Indictment period and does not demonstrate control over Kosovo (Dordevic Reply Brief, para. 79). The 

. Appeels Chamber notes that in this respect Doraevi6 appears to misconstrue the Prosecution's response on Ibis 
issue given that it submits that tho Bytiqi brothers case relates to Doroevic' s coDJJJJ.aDd over tbe police personnel at. 
the Petrovo Scio PJP Centre (see Prosec::ution ~espouse Brief., para. 231). · · 
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large-scale crimes and that Dordevic played a leading role in ?Jis plan".1404 It argues that the Trial 

Chamber correctly lllferred Dordevic's knowledge of the concealment. operations at the Petrovo 

Selo PJP Centre based on the obvious similarities and overlap between these operations and those 

co-ordinated by Dordevi¢ at Batajnica and Lake Peru.cac.1405 Finally, the Prosecution responds that 

Dordevie s arguments merely seek to substitute bis evaluation of the evidence for that of the Trial 

Chamber, w~anfug S1lIIllllfil)' dismissal.1406 

C. Analysis 

413. The Appeals Chamber is satisfied that in light of the striking similarities and connections 

between the. different concealment operations and Dordevic's direct role in coordinating the 

concealment of bodies at the Batajnica SAJ Centre and Lake ,Pemcac, the Trial Chamber reasonably 

concluded that the only reasonable inference available from the evidence was that Dordevic knew 

about the similar concealment operations at .the Petrovo Selo PJP C~. The Appeals Chamber 

refers to the Trial Chamber's findings, inter alia, that: (i) the bodies buried at the different locations 

came from Kosovo and the dead were persons of Kosovo Albanian etbnicity;1407 (ii) there were 

similarities in the type of transportation used and manner in which mass graves were ~epared.;14011 

(in) some of the same equipment and personnel. were used in the concealment operations at the 

different sites;1409 (iv) both the SAJ training ground in Batajnica and the PJP training ground in 

Petrovo Selo fell within Dordevic's responsibility as the Chief of the RIB; and (v) MUP personnel 

who were subordinates of Dordevic were :involved in the concealment operations.1410 The Trial 

Chambet further found that Dordevic's involvement in the arrest and transfer of the Bytiqi brothers 

"demonstrate[ d] his effective command over the MUP personnel at the [Petrovo Sela PJP] 
·, 

. Centre",1411_ and that he visited the Petrovo Selo PJP Centre sometime before July 1999.1412 The 

1404 Prosecution Response Brief, para.. 229. 
14os Prosecution Response Brief, para.. 229. 
14,Dli Prosecution Response Brief, para. 231. 
1407 Trial Judgement, para. 1976. . 
l,f(J~ Trial Judgement. para. 1976. For_ example,-thc Trial Olamber noted that an abandoned refri._geratoo truck and a 

truck compamp.ent contrining bodies were found floating m the Danube· and Lake Perucac, :respectively, .and that a 
. similar type of plastic lining was used in a grave at the Batajnica SAJ Centre and Petrovo Selo PJP Centre (Trial 

Judgenwn~ para. 1977). 
1409 Trial.Judgement. paras 197&.1978. 
1410 Trial Judgement. para. 1978. For example, the Trial Chamber noted that according to the evirumre Peter Zekovic, a 

subordinate of Dordevic in the MUP and Assistant Minister, gave instructions -for the collection of the bodies in 
Kosovo and their subsequent transport to the Batajnica SAJ Centre and Petrovo Sela PJP Centre (Trial Juclgeme.Dt. 
para.-1979). 

1411 Trial Judgement, para. 1978. The Trial Chamber also found that Dordevic coDfinned :in his testimony before the 
War Crimes Olambl7 of the Belgrade District Court that the duty officer at the Centre, Sreten Popovic, whom he 
spoke with in July 1999, "was 'most certainly' obliged to cmy out the task which the Accused had entrosted to 
him'' regarding the Bytiqi brother,;. (Trial Judgement, para. 1978). The Trial Chamber further noted tµBt Dontevic 
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Appeals Chamber is satisfied that., based on this evidence, especially in light of a clear pattern of 

conduct by Dordevic in concealment operations, it was open to the Trial Chamber to conclude that 

the only reasonable inference: was: that the concealment operations were "consistent in timing, 

execution and purpose" with President ·Milosevic' s direction in March 1999 to Minister Stojiljk:ovic 

to "clear the terrain" and remove evidence of crimes committed in Kosovo, as well as the Minister's 

subsequent delegation of the responsibility for implementing the necessary measures to Dordevic 

and Ilic.14n 

414. Furtb.ermore, the Appeals Chamber is not convinced that the fact that the bodies found in 

· Tekija, which is very close to the Petrovo Sela PJP Centre, were taken to the mnch further ·Batajnica 

SAf Centre "strongly suggests" that clifferent individuals were involved. in the events .at 1:he Petrovo 

. Selo PJP Centre.1414 In light of the strength of the circumstantial evidence on the record. as set out 

above, the Appeals Chamber is satisfied that the Tri.al Chamber's findings regarding the similarities 

between the operations~ and the conclusion that Dordevic was involved in those operations was the 

only reasonable inference notwitbstanding the fact that the bodies from Tekija were transported 

much farther away. Turning to the arrest and detention of the Byti.qi ·brothers. the Appeals Chamber 

observes that the Trial Chamber found that they were transferred to the Petrovo Selo P1P Centre 

upon Dordevic' s instruction and concluded that this was relevant to Dordevic' s "effective command 

over tb.e MUP personnel at the [Petrovo Selo PJP] Centre" .1415 The Appeals Chamber recalls that, 

even though they occurred after the Indictment perio~ it was within the discretion of the Trial 

C~ to consider these events1416 as additional corroborating evidence that the Petrovo Selo PJP 

Centre ''fell under the responsibility" of f)ordevic',:1417 Dordevic, therefore; has failed to 

demonstrate any error by the Trial Chamber in its evaluation of the evidence regarding the Petrovo 

Selo PIP Centre. Rather, be seeks to· substitute bis evaluation of. the evidence for that of the Trial 

Chamber. 

415. In light of the above, the Appeals Chamber finds that Dordevic has failed to show that no 
. ' 

~onable trier of fact could have reached the same conclusion as the Trial Chamber and. as sue~ 

conceded that he beard that the bodies of the three brothern were ~ exhumed from a m.ass grave at the Petrovo 
Selo PJP Centre (Trial Judgement, para. 1978, refening to Vlastimir Dordevic, 11 Dec 2009, T. 9975, 
10016-10017, Exhibits Pl508, :PP 3-7, 10-11, P815, pp 31-35). 

1412 Trial Judgement, para. 1978, 
1413 See Trial Judge:mrnt, para. 1979. 
14-14- Canu-a Dordev:ic Appeal Brief, p~a. 262. 
1415 Trial Judgement, pa:ra. 1978. 
l4l 5 See Sta/de Appeal Judgement, para. 122. See also supra, para. 278. Contra I>ord.evic Appeal Brief, para. 263. 
~417 Trial Judgement, para.. 1978. · 
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has failed to show that the Trial Chamber erred in concluding that Dordevic kne:w about the 

concealment operations at 1he Petrovo Selo PJP Centre. 

( d) Lake Perucac 

a. Introduction 

416. The Trial Chamber found that local police discovered the bodies of Kosovo Albanians in a 

refrigerated truck in~ Perucac in mid-April 1999 and that, under Dordevi6's supervmon, these 

bodies were buried next.to Lake Perucac.1418 The Trial Chamber noted that .Dordevic conceded that 

he was aware that the burial of these bodies was -unlawful and that he took no investigative 

measures in relation 1o· these bodies.1419 The Trial Chamber concluded that Dordev:ic ''knew that 

these were, yet again, bodies of ethnic Kosovo Albanians killed in Kosovo during the Indictment 
. -

period" and that the "instinctive reaction was to ensme that the bodies would not be discovered or 

further investigated" .1420 

b .. Arguments of the parties 

417. Dordevic submits that the Trial Chamber erred in relying on the evidence of Witness Dorde 

· Keric ("Witness KeriC'), Head of Uzice SUP in Serbia, that Do.rdevic ordered the burial of bodies 

next to Lake Perucac because the witness' evidence was inconsistent 1421 Ip. particular, Dordevic 

argues that: (i) the first time Witness Keric claimed that Dordevic gave_ such an order was during his 

testimony at trial and that Witness Keric bad n9t made any such suggestion in bis previous 
' . 

evidence~ 1422 ari4 (ii) the "fililDller" in which the Trial Chamber accepted certain parts of . 

Witness Keri.e's evidence is ~lear.1423 Specifically, Dordevic points out that while the Trial 

14i"s Trial Judgement.,~ 1359-1366. 
1419 Trial.Judgement, para.1366, referring to Vlas.timir Dordevic, 11 Dec 2009, T. 10002. 
l-420 Trial Judgement, para. 1366 (citations omitted). . . 
lill "Dord.evi.c Appeal Brief, pan. 259. The Appeals Chamber notes that Dordevic additiomilly submits that the 

uncertainty in the number of bodies exbwned at Lake Pe.rucac should have been resolved in his favour (Don1evic 
Appeal Brief, fu. 431). The Appeals Chamber observes that the Trial Chamber addressed the discrepllllcy between 
1hc Serbian authorities and the Office for Missing Persons and Forerisics ("OMPF') with respect to the number of 
bodies exhumed at Lake Perocac end it chose to rely on 1k OMPF figures. In doing so, the Trial Chamber 
explemed that the following faclor& may explain the discrepancy: (i) the Serbian authorities' report omitted the 
rema:iru, from two of 1m grave sites at BatajDi.ca; (ii) the reports on 1w Serbian work re.fer to 'complete bodies' 
notwithstanding that in many mstances there were only partial rem.ams of bodies; and (ili) inconsistencies between 
the labelled and ru:tnal contents of body bags that were repe.triated to Kosovo which included commingled body · 
parts (Tri.al Judgement, paras 1460-1461. See also Prosecution Response Brief, fn. 711). The Appeals Chamber· 
finds that Dordevic bu failed to demonstrate that no reasonable trier of fact could have relied on the OMPF 
number, rather then those of the Serbian authorities, under these circums~s. 

1412 Dardevic Appeal.Brief, pan. 259. 
1423 Dordevic Appeal Brief. para. 260. 
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Chamber noted that Witness Keric' s evidence may have been influenced by a concern not to 

implicate himself in criminal conduct, it failed to explain why he would instead implicate himself in 

criminal conduct before the War Crimes Chamber ofthe Belgrade District Court.1424 

418. Dordevic also argues that the Trial Chamber erred in concludm.g that he knew that the 

bodies discovered at Lake Peruca.c were those of ethnic Kosovo Albanians killed in Kosovo during 

the Indictment periocl 1425 He asserts that_ there was no evidence establishing that he knew, or was 

. on notice of, the identity of the victims at the time1426 and argues that Witness Keric testified that he 

did not know or inform Dordevi6 of, the on.gin of the bodies and instead testified that he thought the 

oodi~s originated from Bosnia and Herzegovina. 1427 

419. The Prosecution responds that the Trial Chamber reasonably concluded that the bodies 

found in mid-April 1999 in a refrigerated truck in Lake Perncac were buried by the. local police 

under Dordevic's supervisi,on.1428 It submits that Dordevic fails to demonstrate that no reason.able 

trier of fact could accept-Witness Keric' s testimony that Dordevic ordered the burial of the bodies 

found at Lake Perucac'.1429 The Prosecution contends that the Trial Chamber carefully assessed 

.- Witness Keri6's evidence.1430 

420. The Prosecution further argues that Dqrdevic erroneously alleges that absent direct evidence 

as to the identity of the victims, the Tpal Chamber erred in concluding that the victims were from 

Kosovo and that Dordevic; knew tbis.1431 According to the- Prosecution, the Trial Chamber's 

findings were "reasonable inferences ~wn from the totality of the evidence".1432 Toe Prosecution 

also responds that Dordevic seeks to substitute bis evaluation of the evidence for that of the Trial 

Chamber.1433 

. -

1424 ·Dordevic Appeal Brief, para. 260. Wrth respect to Witness Keric's account given to mvesti.gative Judge_Dilparic of 
the War Crimes Olamber o( tho Bc],grade District Court, the Trial Chamber exp.l.ained that "[w]hat Kerit said then 
is strikingly void of references to the Accused being involved at all in the decisi0ns concerning 1M recovery of 
bodies and their burial at the dam" (Trial Judgement, para.. 1364). Witness Keri6 furthm "suggested tha! the 
decision_to ~ove the bodies from Lake Perucac and bury them in the vicinity of the lake's dam was made by 
himself and Zoran Mmicevic" (frial Judgement, para. 1364-, referring to Exhibit D316). 

1~25 Dordevic Appeal.Brief, para. 261, referring to Trial Judgement, para. 1366. _ 
1426- Dordevic Appeal Brief, par.a.. 261. 
1427 Dordevic Appeal Brief, para.. 261, referring to Dorde Korie, 21 Jul 2009, T. 7763, Dorde Keric, 22 Jul 2009, 

T. 7822. 
i..m Prosecution Response Brief, para. 225. 
1429 Prosecution Response Brief, para. 226. 
1430 Prosecution Response Brief, para. 226. 
1431 Prosecution Response Brief, para. 121. 
1432 Prosecution Response Brief, para. 227. 
1433 Prosecution Response Brief, para. 228. -
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C. Analysis 

421. The Appeals Chamber observes that Witness Keric gave three accounts regan;ling the burial 

of bodies next to.Lake Perucac: (i) in a written statement to the Working Group in 2001; (ii) in a 

statement given under oath to Judge Dilparic of the War Crimes Cb.amber in Belgrade_ in 2005; and 

(iii) during bis t~sti.mony at trial.1434 The Tri.al Chamber explicitly considered the discrepancies 

between Witness Keri.c' s testimony at trial and bis previous account to the War Crimes Chamber in 
- - . 

Belgrade in 2005.1435 It noted .that_ in bis 2005 account before investigative Judge Dilparic, 

Witness Keric made no reference to Dordevic's involvement in any- decisions regarding the 

recovery and burial of the bodies -at Lake Perucac.1436 Rather. he claimed that the decision to 

recover and bury the bodies was made by himself and Zoran Mitricevic.1437 The Trial Ch.amber also 

considered that Witness Kedc's written statement given to the Working Group in 2001 appeared to 

have more similarities to bis testimony at- trial.1438 In a~sessing Witness Keric.~'s evidence, the. Trial 

Chamber considered that certain factors, such as the effect of the passage of time ori · bis 

recollection. the fact _th.at he was still serving as a MUP officer when he gave his first statement to 

the Working Group but bad ret,ired by the time he gave evidence in 2005, and a concern not to 

implicate himself in criminal conduct, may have mfluenced the various .accounts provided by 

Witness K.eric. 1439 

422. Despite the various inconsistencies, the Trial Chamber ultimately found Witness Keri.e's 

testimony at trial that Dordevic instructed him in relation to the burial of the bodies recovered at 

Lake Perucac, and that he spoke with Dordevic several times to obtain further instructions, to be 

convincing.1440 The Appeals Chamber r~alls that a trial chamber "has the discretion to accept a 

witness's evidence, notwithstanding inconsistencies between the said evidence and bis or her 

previous statements;'1441 and, further, that a trial chamber has the main responsibility for resolving 

any inconsistencies which may arise within or among wimesses' _testimony.1442 In consid~ ~e 

testimony of Witness Keric, the Tri.al Chamber considered that no investigation concerning the 

recovery and burial of the bodies was undertaken by Witness Keric at the time and that it appeared 

1434 T:dal Judgement, paras 1357, 1364. 
1435 Trial Judgement, paras 1357-1358, 1364--1365. 
J.43fi Trial Judgement, para. B64, referring to Exhibit D3 l 6. 
1437 Trial Judgmtent, para. 1364, fn. 5252, referring to Exhibit D316. 
1-m Trial Judgc:ment,. para. 1357. 
1439 Trial Judgement. para, 1358. 
l44-0 Trial Judgement, paras 1364-1365. . 
1441 Rubmdo Appeal Judgement, para. 86, referring ta Kajelijeli Appe:al Judgement, para. 96, &taganda . Appeal 

Judgement, para 443, MusemaAppealJu.dg~m:, para. 89. · 
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· · that "'such a grave disregard of bis duty by Keric would only have occurred if Keric was acting 

under orders".1443 The T~ Chamber additionally noted that. contrary to Dordevic's submission, 

Witness Keric' s account to the MUP Workm.g Group in 2001 was similar. to what he testified at 

trial 1444 In that account, he stated that Dordevic ordered that measures be taken for the "'clearing up 

of the terrain", which at trial Witness Keric explained he understood to relate to the retrieval and 

burial of the bodies from Lake Perucac, and informed Witness Keric that MUP representatives 

would be sent to the location for coordination purposes.1445 The Appeals Chamber further observes 

that Witness Keri.e's evidence conformed to a pattern of :involvement by Dordevic in burial 

operatio;i,s.1446 In light of the careful consid~ati.on undertaken by the Trial Chamber of Witness 

Keric' s evidence. the Appeals Chamber finds that it was witlrin the discretion of the Trial Chamber 

to accept Witness Keric' s testimony despite prior inconsistencies. 

4 23. The Appeals Chamber is also not convmced that the Tri.al Chamber erred in concluding that 

Dordevic knew that the bodies found at Lake Pe.ru.cac were Kosovo Albanians.1447 The Trial 

Ch!!Dlber noted the testimony of Keric, who stated that at the time the bodies were discovered, there 

was a public speculation that the bodies might have been victims of the NATO airstrikes, or bodies 

exhumed from mass graves in Bosnia and Herzegovina, but that "nobody thought that the bodies 

were from Kosovo" .1448 The Trial Chamber further noted, and fom::id unconvincing, Keric' s 

evidence that he "did not dwell" on the origin of the bodies as he had other priori.ti.es at the time.1449 

The Trial Chamber later found that it could be "reasonably inferred" that Dordevic knew that the 

bodies w~re of ethnic Kosovo Albanians killed in Kosovo during the Indictment period, 1450 based 

on evidence that: (i) Dordevic conceded th.at he was aware that the burial of the bodies found in 

Lake Perucac was unlawful; (ii) he did not take any investigative action regarding these bodies; and 

(ill) shortly before the discovery of the bodies in Lake Perucac. Dordevic was notified that what 

appeared to be the bodies of Kosovo Albanians were discovered fl.9ating in a refrigerated truck in 

I#'J.· Murtya/razi Appeal Judgemen~ para. 71, referring to RenzaJw Appeal Judgement, para.. 355, Rukurnki A~ 
JudgemeDt, :para. 207, Simba Appeal Judgement, para. 103. 

1443 Trial Judgement, para. 1366. The Trial Chmtber fmther elaborated. that: "[n]o reason fur him to fail so gravely in 
his dnty in tbis respect is appare.at, other than superior orders, md no motive of se1f.-in1erest or otherwise would 
lead Kerlc to act in this way, other than superior orders" (Trial Judgement. para.. 1366, citing Dorde Keric, 22 Jul 
2009, T. 7850). _ . 

1444 Tri.al Ju,;lgement, para. 1361. See also Dordevic'Appe.al Brief. para.. 259, ch!iming that.none of Keri.Cs evidence-
prior to his testimony at trial suggests that Dordevic ordered lhe burial of 1he bodies at Lake Perucac. 

l44S Trial J-adgcment, para. 1361, referring to Exlribit Pl212, Dorde Keric, 22 Jul 2009, T. 7863. 
1446 See supra, paras 378-384, 406-408, 413-414, 421-425. 
1447 Contra Dordevic Appeal Brief, para. 261, referring to Trial Judgement, para. 1366. 
14411 Trial Judgement, para. 1363, 
144g Trial Judgement, para.. 1363. 
1450 Trial Judgement, para. 1366. 
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the Danube River; and (iv) equally no inv~tigation was undertaken with respect to these bodies.1451 

The Appeals Chamber is satisfied lb.a!: in light of the pattern of conduct and the _ clear 

acknowledgement by Dordevic that this behaviour was unlawful the Appeals Chamber is satisfied 

that it was reasonable to infer that he knew that the bodies recovered from Lake Perucac were 

Kosovo Albanians. In ibis regard, the Appeals Chamber refers to the Trial Chamber's findings 

concerning Dordevic's involvement in the discovery of Kosovo Albanian bodies only a few weeks 
, - 1452 pnor. _ 

424. The Appeals Chamber therefore finds that Dordevic has failed to demonstrate that the Trial 

Chamber erred in concludmg that he had knowledge of ao.d played a significant role in the 

concealment of the bodi¥s from Lake Peru.tac; 

( e) Conclusion 

425. In light of the above, the Appeals Chamber finds_ that Dordevic bas failed to show that no 

reasonable trier of fact could have reached the same conclusion as the Trial Chamber and, as such. 

bas failed to ·show that the Trial Chamber erred in overstating l)ord:evicis role in- the concealment 

operations in relation to the B~tajnica SAJ Centre, Lake Perucac, and the Petrovo Selo PJP Centre. 

5. AJleged error in the assessment of Dordevic' s role in the concealment of the bodies 

( a) Arguments of the parties 

426. Dordevic submits that the Trial -Cb.amber applied an unfair standard in assessing his 

involvement in.· the concealment of bodies.1453 In particular, he argues that wpile the Trial Chamber 

acknowledged the possibility that he acted pursuant to Minister Stojiljkovic' s orders to conceal the 

bodies, it failed to give Dordevic the benefit of this finding, despite absolving "Keric for not taking 

further actipns because he was 'under superior ·orders'".145:4 He further argues that the Trial 

Chamber erred in failing to consider whether it was within Dordevic' s power to take any further 
action.1455 Dordevic contends that bis call for investigations and e~pression of stuprise upon hearing 

about the bodies discovered in Tekija would be illogical if a general "conspiracy of silence" 

exisfe?d.1456 He al.so argues that his '"involvement was strictly limited to a subsequent cover-up" and 

1451 Trial Judgement, para. 1366, fn. 5260. 
im See supra., para. 406. 
1453 Dordevic Appeal Brief, para. 264-. 
1454 Dordevic Appeal Brief, para. 264. 
1455 Dordevic.Appeal Brief, para. 265. 
1456 Dordevic Appeal Brief, para. 266. 
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-that the Trial Chamber overstated bis role in the concealment operations because he did not 

participate in the initial botched attempt_ to move bodies out of ~osovo.1457 

427_. The Prosecution responds that Dord.evic merely repeats arguments that failed at trial without 
' . . 

showing that the Trial Chamber erred 1458 The Prosecution further submits that even if Dordevic 

acted pursuant to an illegal order of the Minister, he remains liable for such actions.1459 

(b) Analysis 

2060 

428, The Appeals Chamber is not convinced by Dordevic's submission that be acte.d pursuant to 

Minister Stojiljkovic's orders and.made repeated requests to Minister Stojiljk:ovic to investigate the 

discovery of the bodies in Tekija. The Appeals Chamber finds that the Ttial Chamber reasonably 

concluded that the evidence demonstrated that Dordevi6 himself gave orders with respect to the 

clandestine handling, transport, and reburial of bodies. 1460_ In r~bing this conclusion, the Trial 

Chamber relied on the evidence set forth in Chapter VII of the Trial Judgement, concenring the 

discovery of bodies near the village of Tekija and Lake Perucac.1461 f>ordevic essentially reasserts 

his argnment rejected at trial that he was merely a conduit to convey information. to the Milµster, 1462 . 

but has failed to identify any error on the part of the Trial Chamber. The Appeals Chamber is thus 

. satisfied that the Trifil Chamber did not apply an unfair standard and reasonably concluded that the 

evidence established that Dordevic "was the initial, and primary, point of contact for both the. 

respective SUP chiefs Caslav Golubovic and Horde Ker:ie'.1463 Accordingly, the Appeals Chamber, 

1457 Dordevic Appeal Brief, para. 253. • · · 
1458 Prosecution Response Brief, para. 232, referring to Trial Judgement, paras 1969-1971. 1980-1982, Dordevic 

Closing Brief, paras 556-561, 564, 572, 602, 604. 
u59 Prosecution Resp0ll8e Brief, para.. 232, refc:rr.ing to Article 7 (4) of the Statute. . 
l'itiO See Ttial Judgement, paras 1969-1970. The Appeals Chamber further notes that Dordevic's assertion'that the To.al 

Chamber absolved Keric for not takmg • further actions becans_e be was acting pursuant to superior orders 
misconstrues the Trial Chamber's reasoning, AB discussed above, the Trial Chamber noted that the only apparent 
reasou for Witne&S Keric' s failme to un.dertake an :investigation at Lake Perucac was tha1 he was acting pursuant to 
rnpcrioc orders in assessing whet:he.r bis evmence was conv.incing (see supra. paras 416, 421-424. the Trial 
Chamber, t:be::refore, did not make my findings absolving Witness Keric of any responsibility (see contra Dordevic 
Appeal Brief. para.. 264). 

1461 Tri.al Judgoment, paras 1357-1366, 1969. 
1462 See Trial Judgement, para. 1969.See also Trial Judgement. paras 1301, 1316. 
l-'lfil See Trial Judgement, para. 1969. With.respect to Dordevic" s assertion that he did not issue any orders to Golubovic 

concerning the bodies before infonning the Minister oi what Golubovic bad told him, the Trial Chamber uoted that 
this assertion is contradicted by f>ardev:ic"'s o'lll'D. statement in a letter to the ''Nedeljini Telegraph"'in 2004. In this 

. letta, he stated that be gave Goluba-vie instructions on how to proceed regarding 1he bodies immediately upon 
learning of them and that he infOim.ed the Minim:er of it afterwards (Tri.al Judgement, para. 1315, referring to 
Exhibit Pl 474, p. 7, Vlastimir Dordevic, 10 Dec 2009-, T. 9967-9968), 
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recalling its finding that Dordevic knew of and was involved in the concealment operations on 

numerous occasions,1464 dismisses Dordevic' s contention. 

429. Tl;1e Appeals Chamber is also not persuade.d that the Trial Chamber erred in finding that 

Dordevic failed to take measures to ensme. the investigation of crimes or punishment of those who 

committed them. Contrary to Dordevic' s cl~ the evidence clearly established that Dordevic took 

actions to obstruct investigations by giving orders to Golubovic to bury the bodies discovered in 

Tekija, ensured that the media was not informed,. and destroyed the refrigerated truck after the 

bodies were renioved.1465 

430. With regard to Dordevic's submission that his actions contradicted the existence of a 

"conspiracy of silence", the Appeals Chamber recalls its finding that Dordevic failed to demonstrate 

that the Trial Chamber erred in its assessment of his alleged investigative efforts.1466 Dordevic's 

repeated assertion that he was surprised when hearing _about the discovery of the bodies in Tekija 

does not establish that the Trial Chamber erred in its overall conclusion~ based on the totality of the 

evidence, that a plan to conceal the bodies of Kosovo Albanian civilians killed in Kosovo during the · 

Indic~t p~od existed and that Dordevic took an. active role .in the c·oncealment operations.1467 

The Appeals Chamber is satisfied that the Trial Cb.amber reasonably concluded that the evidence 

established that Dordevic was actively involved in the concealment operations. ' 

431. Fm.ally, the Appeals Chamber is not convinced by Dordevic's assertions that two separate· 

cover-ups existed and that bis role was limited to an additional,_ or separate, plan to conceal the 
, 

bodies. The Appeals Chamber recalls that Dordevic played a central role in the concealment 

operations and · further recalls its finding that a p~ existed, amongst senior leadership. to 

implement these operations.1468 

432. In light of the above, the Appeals Chamber finds that Dordevic has failed to show that no 

reasonable trier of fact could have re.ached the same conclusion as the Trial Chamber and, as such, 

has failed to show that the Trial Chamber erred in assessing bis involvement in the concealment of 
- . 

the bodies. 

1464 See supra, paras 406-408, 413-414, 421-423. · · 
1465 See TriaIJudgement; para. 1970. See also Trial.Judgement paras 1301-1302, 1307, 1313. 
1466 See supra, para. 408. 
1467 See Tri.al Judgement, paras 1967-1982. 

_ 1461 See f;Upra, paras 400-430. 
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6. Conclusion 

433. For the foregoing reasons. the Appeals Chamber dismisses Dordevic's sub-grounc:t 9(G) in 

its entirety. 

H. Sub-ground 9(ID: alleged errors in relation to Dordevic's failure to take measures to 
' ' . 

ensure the investigation of crimes 

1. Introduction 

2058 

434. The Trial Chambl?f found that there was a pattern involving a general lack.of reporting and 

investigation of crimes committed by Serbian forces in Kosovo against Kosovo Albanian civilians 

between 1998 and at least the end of the NATO campaign in June 1999.1469 The Tri~ Chamber 

found that., rather than conducting investigations, there was "'a consistent pattern of conduct 

involving MUP personnel, and at times VJ, by_ which complex efforts were ma.de to prevent the 

-discovery of killings, ~d to frustrate their investigations" .1470 It held that as a result of the non- · 

·reporting, lack of investigations, and concealment operations, the killings and other grave crimes 

established in the Trial Judgement, for the most part, were not investigated and the perpetrators of 

such crimes were not prosecuted. 1471 

435. · The Trial Chamber found that Dordevic "contributed significantly to the campaign of terror 

and extreme violence by Serbian forces against Kosovo Alba.nial,ls which had the purpose of 

changing the demographic composition' of Kosovo".1472 It further found. that he had knowledge of 
- ' 

the crimes committed by Serbian forces_ in Kosovo and that he acted with the requisite intent when 

he, inter alia: (i) failed to ensure the investigation ?D-d sanction of MUP personnel for crimes 

committed in Kosovo; (ii) acted to conceal these crimes;1473 and (iii) deployed paramilitary units in 

Kosovo. 1474 

1469 Trul Judgement, para.. 2102. See also Trial Judgement, paras 2081~2101. 
1470 Trial Judgement,. para. 2103. 
147~ Trial Judgement. para. 2105. 
1472 Trial.Judgement, para. 2158. · 
1473 Trial Judgement. para. 2158. See supra, paras 372-373. 
1474 Trial Judgement, para. 2158. See sripra, para. 351. · 
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2. Arguments of the parties 

436. Dord.evic submits that the Trial Chamber erred in finding that he did no~ take any measures 

to eD5Ufe the investigation of crimes committed by MUP forces and that this failure formed part of 

his significant contribution to the JCE.1475 

437. Dordevic challenges the Trial Chamber's finding that the lack of reporting and investigation 

. of crimes between 1998 and at least June 1999 demonstrated a pattern in relatipn to the JCE.1476 He 

submits that the pattern consisted primarily of mcidents tha,t occurred between 1998 and early 

1999, 1477 wbich were not listed in MUP Staff reports, 1478 and which were investigated by local SUP 

or VJ organs.1479 He also notes that the Tri.al Chamber, in assessing Exhibit D888 (a collection of 

"thousands of summaries" of offences committed in Kosovo from July 1998 to June 1999) failed to 

consider that this exhibit was part of a larger volume of documents which was not admitted into 

evidence in its entirety due to its "sheer volume". 1480 According to E>ordevic, the "sheer volume" of 

this• document undermmes the. Trial Chamber's :findmg of a general pattern. of a lack of reporting 

and investigations .1481 · 

438. Dordevic also argues that there is no evidence showing th.at he knew or had reason to know 
' . . 

of incidents not listed in MUP or Sl.lP reports and .as such. he could not have had a duty to 

:investi.gate.1482 Dordevic•furtb.er cwms that the Trial Chamber made "vague findings of a duty to 

investigate all crimes"1483 in light of its finding th.tt he had 'effective control' and should have 

I 
I 

I 
j. 

! 

I 

! 
i 
' 

punished crimes" .1484 He asserts that the investigative measures required of him should have been ' 

those "within bis material possibility" .1485 He argues in this regard that the Trial ·Chamber failed to 

consider the hierarchy of the MOP and which inve~tigations and punishments were within bis actual 

1475 Dordevic Appeal Brief, para. 268, referring to Trial Judgement, paras 2154-2158. 
l<-76" Dordevic Appeal Brief, para. 269. 
,,m DordevicAppeal Brief, para. 272, referring to Trial Judgement, paras 2083-2085, 2178-2179, 2182. 
14711 Don1evic Appeal Brief, para. 'Xl2, referring to Trial Jndgeme.nt, paras 2093, 2097-2098, 2100. 
1479 Dordevic Appe.al Brief, para. 272. Don1evic refers to 1he following sites in support of this assertion: 

Podujevo/Podu.jeviS, Tmje/I'e:a:nje, Izbica/Izbice, Pusto Selo/Pastaselle, and Kotlina/Kotliru\ (Dordevic Appeal 
Brie.f, fn. 469, referring to Trial Judgement, paras 1959, 2091, 2092, 2094, 2096). 

1480 Dordevic Appeal Brief, para. 269, refcmng to Hearing. 2 Mar 2010, T. 12180, 12182-12184, 12187 (closed 
session); Dordevic Reply Brief, para. 82. -

. 1481 Dordevic Apperu Brief, para. 269. 
1412 Dorclevic Appeal Brief, para. 272. 
1483 Dordevic Appeal Brief, para. 270, refemng to Trial Judgement, paras 2191, 2194. 
l4t-( Dordevic Appeal Brief, para. 270, refoning to Trial Judgement, paras 2174-2185, 2191; Dordevic Reply Brief, 
· para. 82. I>oi:devic i;i.otes Cha1 a full appeal regarding bis liability pursuant to Article 7(3) is not available to him 

since no conviction under this Article was entered (Dordevit Appeal Brief. fn. 464). 
1485 Dordevi6 Appeal Brief, para. 271, referring to Boikoski. and . Tarculovsld ~al Judgement, para. 230, 
· Hadii.hasanovic and Kubura Appeal Judgement, para. 154, Strugar Trial Judgement, para. 373, limaj et al.· Trial 

Judgement. paras s26-s21. · 
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authority. 1486 In particuJa:r, Dordevic submits that the Trial Chamber failed to consider that once the 

· judicial organs were involved, the MOP had no further influence on investigations and 

prosecutions.1487 Dordevic further claims that the Trial Chamber appeared to assess the quality of 

investigations rather than "any attempt at investigation" .within his actual authority, and has failecl to 

consider the effect of the plight of wartime conditions on the ability to carry out investi.gations.1488 

439. Dordevic additionally submits that the only findings on bis active obstruction of 

:investigations were made in relation to bis ]iability for aiding and abetting, and that these findings 

are "seemingly'' based only on the incidents_ of concealment of crimes addressed in sub~ 

ground 9(G) of his appeaL 1489-

440. The Prosec~tion responds that Dordevic' s submissions should be dismisse.d as he merely 

- repeats arguments made at trial with.out demonstrating that the Trial Chamber erred. 1490 It argues 

that the Trial Chamber reasonably found that there was a pattern of non-reporting and non

investigation with respect to crimes committed by Serbian forces. against Kosovo Albanian 

civilians, as well as efforts to frustrate such investigations, based on a careful assessment of the 

evidence.1491 Toe Prosecution ~r claims th.at the Trial Chamber reasonably found that Dordevic 

significantly contributed to· the JCE by failing to ensure the investigation and punishment of MUP 
members for crimes cori:rmitted in Kosovo. in spite of bis knowledge of such crimes. 1492 

441. As to Dordevic;s assertion regarding Exhibit D888, the Prosecution points out that Dordevic 

did not seek to admit the exhibit in its entirety.1493 It further asserts that the Trial Chamber 

14l!G f>ordevic Appeal.Brief, para. 273. 
14t1 E)ordevic Appeal Brief, para. 273. 
14H Dordevic Appeal Brief., para. T13 (emphasis in origi.nal), 
1489 Dordevic Appeal Brief, para, 27 4. See supra, paras 372-432. 
la!90 Prosecution Response Brief, para. 234, noting the campmson between Dornevic Appeal Brief, paras 268, 270-273, 

and Dordevit Closing Brief, paras, 413-429, 447. _ · · 
iA9I Prosecution Response Brief, para. 235, referring to Trial Judgement, paras 2081-2107. The Prosecution also notes 

that the Trial Chamber found the. systematic lack of reporting to be con!ristent with the pattern to conceal such 
c:rimes (Prosfx:uti.oo Response Brief, para. 238, referring to Trial Judgement. para. 1985). 

M!ll Prosecution ~onse Brief, para. 234, refen:ing to Trial Judgement, paras 2157-2158, The Prosecution asserts that 
while recognising that the MUP i-eports sent to Belgrade did oot mcluc!e serious crimes committed by MUP forces 
against Kosovo Albanian civilians, the Trial Chamber found that Dordevic was informed of CIUD:es through other 
means (Prosecution Response Brief, para, 238, referring to Trial Judgement, paras 1985-1998). 

l-19! Prosecution Response Brief, para. 236, refe:a::ing to 602, 5 Mar 2010, T. 12440 (closed session). Contra Dordevic 
Appeal Brief, para. 269. 
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reasonably admitted and relied only on those portions of the document "which were shown to a. 

witness" .1494 

t,. 

442. The Prosecution asserts that while recognising that the:MUP reports sent to Belgrade did not 

inclnde serious crimes co:mmi~ by MUP forces against Kosovo Albanian civilians. the Trial 

Chamber found that Dordevic was informed of .crimes tbroµgh ot;b.er means.1495 The Prosecution 

also notes that the Trial Chamber found this systematic lack of reporting to be consistent with the 

pattem to conceal such crimes.1496 The Prosecuti~ further responds that Dordevic fails to show that 

the Trial Chamber erred in its assessment of bis role in the· investigation and punishment of 

crimes.1491 According to the Prosecution. Dordevic had the authority apd obligation. as Head of the 

RIB. to prevent the commission of crimes by bis subordinates, punish offenders, and set up 

investigative bodies or comm.issions.1~98 

3. Analysis 

(a) Alleged errors regarding the pattern of lack of reporting and investigation of crimes committed 

by Serbian forces 

44;3. AB set out above, according to Dordevic, the Trial Chamber erred· in concluding that there 

was a pattern of a general lack of reporting and investigation of crimes committed by Serbian 

forces1499 because 1:h,.e evidence relied on consisted. primarily of· incidents: (i) which occurred 

between 199~ and early 1999 and therefore were not relevant to his actus reus in 1999;1500 (ii) that 

· were not included in M1JP staff reports and as such, he did not know or have reason to know about 

1:hem;1501 and (iii) for w~h on-site investigations were conducted.15~2 

444. With respect to .Dordevi.c"s first submission, the_ A~ Chamber recalls _that it is within 

the discretion of a trial chamber to consider evidence of events that occurred prior to the indiciment 

' . 
wi4 Prosecution Response Brief, para. 236. referring to 2 Mar 2010, T. 12179-12187 (closed sessi~n), 602, 4 Mar 

2010, T. 12324 (closed session), 6D2, S Mar 2010, T. 12440 (dosed session), 17 Mar 2010, T. 12954, Trial 

Judgement, paras 279, 301, 310, 314, 384, 431, 548. ' 
1495 Prosecution Response· Briof, para. 238, referring to Trial Judgement. paras 198S-1998. 
1496 Prosecllfion Response Brief, para. 238, referring to Trial Judgement. para. 1985. . · 
1497 Prosecution Response Brief, para. 239. The Prosecnti.on not.es that despito Bordcvies ·awareness of widespread 

crimes coIIDiri:ttfld by MUP forces in Kosovo, ho failed to take any measures to ~ lhe investigation of crimes 

or punishment of those m.vol.ved dming !he Indictment period oc thereafter while he was still serving as the RJB 
Cbmf (Pmse.cuti.on Response Brief, para. 237, rcfccring to Trial Judgement, paras 21S7, 2191). 

l-'l!lB Prosecution Response Brief,. para. 239, refettingto Trial-Judgement, paras 1999, 2174-2175, 2187. 

l-'IW See Trial Judgement, para. 2102. See also Trial Judgement, paras 2083-2101. 
1500 E>or&vic Appeal.Brief, para. 272, refecringto Trial Judgcm.ent. paras 2083-2085, 2178-2179, 2182. 
1501 E)ordevic Appeal Brief. para. 272, xefecring to Trial Judgement, paras 2093, 2097-2098, 2100. 
1502 Dordevic Appeal Brief, para. 272, refctring to Trial Judgement paras 1959, 2091, 2092, 2094, 2096. 
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period as long as such evidence is found to be relevant and of probative value. 1503 The Appeals 

Chamber notes that the Trial Chamber found that the evidence of events in 1998 and the first half of 

· 1999 demonstrated "a pattern of excessive use of force by the Serbian forces in Kosovo and an 

absence of action to investigate and sanction the perpetrators of crimes committed against Kosovo 

Albanians" .1504 It similarly found that "by the end of March 1999, a pattern of non-investigation of 

incidents involving the killings of Kosovo Albanian civilians had already been· established" and.that 

"this pattern continued tbrough the end of the Indictment period and thereafter" .1505 The Appeals 

Chamber is therefore satisfied that the-evidence of incidents pre-dating~ Indictment period is 

relevant to, and probative of, the general pattern of the failure to report. investigate, and punish 

crimes committed by Serbian forces in Kosovo against Kosovo Albanians during the Indictment 

period. The Appeals Chamber, therefore, finds , that it was within the discretion of the Trial 

Chamber to consider the evidence of events which occurred prior to the Indictment period. 

445. As such. Dordevic bas failed to show that the Trial Chamber erred in this respect. 

446. As to Dordevic' s second sub.mission, the Appeals Chamber recalls that it has upheld the 

Trial Chamber's finding that Dord~vic remained inform~ of MUP operations during the 

Indictment period. 1506 Specifically, the Trial Chamber found t1iat while serious crimes committed 

2054 

· by MUP forces against Kosovo Albanian civilians during 1998 and 1999 were not included in MOP 

reports, such crimes were reported to Dordevic "through other means".150? fu particular, the Trial 

Chamber considered that: (i) Dordevic bad personal contact with a number of SUP chiefs; (ii) the 

Head of MUP Staff, Lukit, was present on the ground on several occasions; and (Iii) that reports 

were relayed orally to him by his subordinates over the telephone.150s In light of such other mearu . 

by which Dorµevic was informed of the crimes, the Appeals Chamber foun~ that the Trial Chamber 

1303 See supra, para. 295. 
ISO( Trial Judgement, para. 2083. 
1505 Trial Judgement, para. 2086. 
lsM See supra, paras 247-252. See also infra, para. 492. 
1507 Trial Judgement, para. 1985. See also Trial Judg=nt, paras 1986-1998. The Trial Ch.amber further explained that 

rather than constituting evidence of a lack of knowledge of crimes on the part of Bordevic, the systematic lack of 
reporting by the MUP is consisteIJt with the pattern of concealment within the MUP of crimes collllDitted against. 
Kosovo Aibm:ri.an civilians (Tri.al Judgement, para. 1985). The Appeals Cham.her further notes that the Trial· 
Chanµ,er considered and rejected Bordevic's argument· that investigations. were not conducted with respect to 
certain inci4enra relied on by the Trial Chamber because they were not reported. For example, with regard to tire 
killing of K.oso-vo Albanian civilians on !he night of 1-2 April 1999 by MUP f~ the Trial Chamber explained: 
The notion tba1 the 1cillings of a mge mn:nber of civilians and the bmning of houses in the centre of 
Dakovica/Gjakove., during an opera.lion involving a large numbe:r of police, would go un-investigated if not 
fomially reported by Kosovo AThani.an eye witnesses to the event, cannot be taken seriollSly (Trial Judgemart, 
para. 2093. See f)ocdevic Appeal Brief. para. 272, fu. 468, referring to Trial Judgement, para. 2093, :in support of 
bis assertion that there is"no evidence that he knew of incidents not fu:ted in MUP reports). 
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dld not err in concluding that Dordevic had knowledge pf crimes notwithstanding that they were not 

included in SUP. and MUP reports.1509 Therefore, the Appeals Chamber finds that Dordevic has 
. . 

failed to show that no reasonable trier pf fact could have reached the same conclusion as the Tri.al 

Chamber, and as such has failed to show that the Trial Chamber erred by relying on incidents not 

included .in the SUP and MUP reports to assess his contribution to the JCE. 

447. With respect to Dordevic's third submission, the Appeals Chamber observes that the Trial 

Chamber considered and rejected bis argument that on-site investigations into crimes committed 

against Kosovo Albanians were carried out by· the· MVP. 1510 The Trial Chamber found tl;iat the 

· evidence presented by the Defence concerning on-site investigations condu~ by the MUP on 

.killings of Kosovo Albanians "reveal[ ed.] that tor . the most part, these investigatiqns were 

manipulated to present the false view that the victims concerned were members of the KLA who 

were-killed in combat".1511 Moreover, contrary to Dordevic's submissions, the Trial Chamber found 

that the evidence demonstrated that neither proper investigations were conducted nor were reports 

completed concerning the crimes committed in Podujevo/Podojeve (30 March 1999). Tmje/Terrnje 

(last week of March 1999), Izbica/Izbice (28 March 1999), Pusto Selo/Pastaselle (31 March 1999), 

and Kotlina/Kotline (9 and 24~h 1999).1512 The Appeals Chamber finds that Dordevic has 

failed to demonstra~ any error by the Tri.al Chamber in this respect. 

448. In relation to Dordevic' s argument regarding the .. sheer volume" of the compilation from 

which Exhibit D888 was_ tiken., 1513 the Appeals Chamber notes that the Trial Chamber admitted 

only those portions of the document that were shown to Witness 6D2.1514 Furthermore, when 

tendering this document, the Defence expressly stated that it did not intend "to tender into evidence 

the entire document. but just the parts that th~ witness can talk about based on bis direct 

experience ... 1515 The Appeals Chamber recalls that it will in principle take into consideration only. 

evidence referred to by a trial chamber in the body of the trial judgement or in a related footnote. 

evidence witlrin the trial record and referred to by the parties, and, where applicable, additional 

1501 Trial Jud~ paras 1985-1987. The Appeals Chsmber notes that Dordevic' s submissions ri:gard.ing these ''other 
ro.eam;" are addressed by the Appeals Chamber in rel.ati.on to bis umth ground of appeal (see infra. paras 485-504). 

1509 See supra, para.. 250. Sec; ;µso infra, para. 492. · C 

1510 Trial Judgement, para. 2102. See Tri.al Judgement.. paras 2086-2100. See also Bordevit Appeal Brief, para. 272. · 
1511 Tri.al Judg=.ent, para. 2102. . : _ -
1512 See TrialJudgement:. paras 1!159-1966 (Podujevo/Podujeve), 2091 (fmje/ffurnje), 2092 (Izbtca/Izbice), 2094--2095 

(Pusto Selo/Pasta.selle). 2096.(Kotlinal'.Kotline). See also Bordevic Appeal Brief, para. 269, fu. 469. 
ISU Dordevic Appeal Brief, para. 269. · 
ISl( See 602, S Mar 2010, T. 12440 (closed session). See also Prosecution Response Brief, para. 236. 
1515 6D2. 2 Mar 2010, T. 12186 (closed session). See also 6D2, 5 Mar 2010, T. 12440 (closed session). 
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evidence admitted on appeal 1516 The Appeals Chamber, therefore, finds that the Trial Chamber 

reasonably considered only the portions of Exhibit D888 that were admitted into evidence. 

Accordingly, the Appeals Chamber will not consider the porti~ of this document that were not 

admitted into evidence and, thus, will not make any findings with. respect to the '"sheer volume" of 

the larger document from which Exhi:bit D888 was taken. 

449. In light o~ the foregoing, the Appeals Chamber-finds that E>ordevi¢ has failed, to demonstrate 

that the Tri.al Chamber erred in concluding that there was a pattern of a general la.ck of reporting 

and investigation of crimes committeq. by Serbian forces a~ Kosovo Albanian civilians in 

Kosovo between 1998 and at least the end of the NATO campaign.in June 1999. 

(b) Alleged errors regarding the duty t.o investigate 

2052 

450. The Appeals Chamber observes that the Tri.al Chamber did not. as asserted by Dordevic, 

"make [ ... ] vague findings of a duty to investigate all crimes related to Dordevic in light of an 

Article 7(3) command responsibility liability".1517 Rather, it carefully assessed whether E>otdevic 

took the necessacy and reasonable measures to prevent crimes ancl~or punish the· perpetrators, 

refening to- specific incidents \Yhere Dordevic failed to do so.1518 Furthermore. in contrast to · 
. . 

_ Dordevic' s submission, the Trial Chamber made clear :findings. that E>ordevic exercised de jure 

power and effective control over the police in Kosoyo within th.e context of bis participation.in the 

common plan of the JCE. "had detailed knowledge of th!! events on the ground", and "play_ed _a key 

· role in coordinating the work of the MUP forces in Kosovo in 1998 and 1999" .1s19 Dordevic ignores 

the Trial Chamber's findings that be actively concealed crimes committed by Serbian forces and 

ensured that they would.not be investj.gatecl 1520 E>ordevic's conduct. therefore, went beyond merely 

failing to take any measures to ensure that crimes were investigated. Accordingly, the Appeals 
. . 

Chamber finds that Dordevic fails to show that the Trial Oiamber erred in making such findings. 

• -= 

451. With respect to :E>ordevic' s argument that the Tri.al Chamber failed !o consider_ the hierarchy 

of the MUP, as well as whether investigations ·and punishment were within bis actual authority in 

relation to the incidents for which investigations were conducted, the Appeals Chamber notes that 

the only incident Dordevic relies on in support of this 3:&sertirin is the ?iscovery of the bodies near 

1516 See supra, para. 15. · · 
1s17 See Dordevic Appeal Brief, para. 270, citing Trial Judgement. paras 2174--2185, 2191, 2194 (citation& omitted). 

ms See Trial Judgemem;. paras 2185-2192. 
15l9 Trial Judgeipeilt, para.. 2154. -
1520 Trial Judgement. paras 1969-1982. See slso Trial Judgewmt, paras 2154-2158. See also supra, paras 344-349, 

400-431. 
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the villag~ of Tekija. 1521 He argues that the Trial Chamber failed to consider that the MUP' s 

responsibi)ity ended. once the investigative judge and prosecutor were contacted.1522 The Appeals 

Chamber, however, observes that the Trial Chamber found that Dorl1evic in fact took steps to 
. . 

ensure that no proper investigation into the circumstances surrounding the discovery of these bodies 

could be conducted.1523 The Appeals ChamC)y.f finds that even if a hierarchy had existed limiting 

Dordevic's ability to ensure that the crimes were investigated. bis obstructionist c·onduct and, in 

particular, bis role in transporting the bodies and their clandestine burial demonstrates that bis 

conduct in relation to Tekija and other locations went beyond a breach of bis duty to investigate.1524 

The Appeals Chamber further notes the T.qal. Chamber's finding that the investigations that were 

carried out were, for the most part, manipulated to present the false view that the victims. concerried 

we:re members of the-KLA who were killed.m combat1525 Contrary to Don1evi('s suggestion, the 

Trial Chamber did not therefore hold him responsible for- ''the standard of [ ... ] work" carried out by 

the investigative judge and prosecutor with respect to investigations,1526 but reasonably considered 

bis conduct when · finding that he failed to take any measures to ensure that crimes were 

inv:estigated.15~7 

. ' 

452. In light of these findings concerning Dordevic's active role in the concealm.e~t of crimes 

and obstruction of inve~tigations_. the Appeals Chamber :fjnds his further submission - that the -

investigative measures required of him should have been ~se within bis materiiµ ability and that 

the duty to punish may be fulfilled., in certain circumstances, by reporting the matter to 'the 

. competent authorities -. to be unpersuasiye.1528 For the same reas~m:, the Appeals Chamber also 

finds Dordevic' s claim that the Trial Chamber ignored the effect of the plight of wartime conditions 

on the ability to effectively conduct investigations to be unsubstantiated. 1529 

453. In light of the above, the Appeals Chamber finds that Dordevi.6 has failed to show that no 

reasonable trier of fact could have reached the same conclusion as the '.Trial Chamber and, as such. 

has failed to show that the Trial Chamber med in concluding that Dordevic failed to ensure that 
(• 

investigations were canied out in relati9n to crimes committed in Kosovo by Serbian forces. 

· 1511 See Dordevic Appeal Brief, para.. 273. 
1522 Dordevic Appelll Brief, para. 273. _ 
1523 Trial Judgement, para. 1970, See supra, para. 408. . 
l5U Trial Judgement, para. 1970. See Trial Judgement,' paras 2154-2158. See also ni:pra, paras 406-408, 413-414, 

421-423. 
ms Trial Judgement. para. 2102. · 
1526 See Dordevic Appeal Brief, para. 273. 
152' See Trial Judgement, paras 2156-2157. 
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(c) Alleged errors regarding the contribution to the JCE 

454. Finally, the Appeals Chamber finds unpersuasive £>ordevi.c' s suggestion that the Trial 

Chamber made no findings in relation to how any lack of investigations could be lipked to the JCE 

and "much less construed as a 'significant contribution"' to the JcB.1530 The Appeals Chamber 

. observes that the Trial Chamber clearly and explicitly found that Doruevic's conduct in'concealing 

the crimes of Serbian forces in Kosovo and failure to ensure the investigation and punishment of 

MUP personnel for crimes committed in Kosovo, contributed significantly to the JCE.1531 The Trial 

Chamber also considered the non-reporting, lack of investigations, and concealment operations to 

be part of the overall effort to remove evidence of crimes committed by Serbian forces against 

Kosovo Albanian civilians during the Indictment period.1532 It specifically found that Dor<levic's 

role in the concealment of the bodies of the Kosovo Albanian civilians killed in Kosovo by Serbian 

forces ensured that the bodies were not the subje~t of investiga(ions at the time, and that the 

perpetrators were not pllllished despite bis duty under the law to properly investigate the.discovery 

of the bodies.1533 

2050 

455. The Appeals Chamber further observes twt, in contrast to Dordevic' s submission that "the . 

only findings [on him] 'actively trying to obstruct' are referred to in relation to aiding and abetting 

liability", the Trial Chamber referred to its findings concerning Dordevic's ''leading role" in the 

MOP concealment efforts and bis orders. to preclude investigations in its assessment of his . 

participation in the JCE.1534 F~ermore, m relation to Dord:evic' s contention that these fmdings 

were "seemingly" based only on the incidents of conceaJment address~ in bis . sub-ground of 

appeal 9(G), he ignores that the Trial Chamber found that his role in obstructing investigations was · · 

directly related to the overall plan to conceal the bodies of Kosovo Albanian civilians killed by 

Serbian forces in Kosovo. 1535 Dordevic fails to articulate any error by the Trial Chamber in this 

respect 

ms See Dordevic! Appeal Brief, para. 271. See also Dordevic Appeal Bmf, para. 268. The Appeals Chamber funher 

finds this argument to be underdeveloped (see supra, para. 20) · 
1519 See Dordevic Appeal Brief, para. 273. 
mo See DordevicAppealBrief, paras 268,275. . 
1531 Trial Judgement, para. 2158. 
1532 Trial Judgement, parns 2111, 2156-2158. See also Trial Judgement, paras 2083-2105. 
1.s33 Trial Judgi::nwnt, para. 2156-2157, • . 
15~ Trial Judgement, para.' 2156. See also E>ordevic Appeal Brief, para. 274. 
ms See Trial Judgement, para. 2156; Elordevic Appeal Brief, pan. 274. 
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456. In light of the-above, the Appeals Chamber finds that Dordevic bas failed to show that the 

Trial Chamber erred in conclucling that bis failure to ensure the investigation and punishment for 
. - . 

crimes committed in Kosovo constituted part of bis significant contribution to ~ JCE. 

4. Conclusion -

457. For the foregoing reasons, the Appeals Chamber finds that Dordevic has failed to 

demonstrate that the Trial Chamber erred in finding that he failed to take any measures to ensure the 

investigation of crimes and that this constituted part of bis significant contnbuti.on to the JCE. The 

Appeals Chamber theref~ dismisses Dordevic' s sub-ground 9(H) in its entirety. 

L Conclusion· 

458. In sum. the Appeals Chamber has found .that Dordevic has failed to show that the Trial 

Chamber erred in concluding that the creation of the Minis~rial Staff by the Minister's Decision 

·_ did not terminate Dordevic's involvement in Kosovo or alter his fonner· role and power over the 

MOP Staff in Pristina/Prishtine.1536 The Appeals Chamber has upheld the Trial Chamber's findings 

that Dordevic remained involved and- active in Kosovo throughout 1999 and retained de jure 

authority an~ effective control over the MUP forces, inclucling the PJP and SAJ units deployed to 

Kosovo, during the Indictment period. 1537 Toe Appeals Chamber is also satisfied that the Trial 
) . . 

Chamber reasonably concluded that anti-terrorist operations were '?scussed at the :Ministerial 

Collegium meetings, that Dordevic remained an active member of the Joint Command tbroughbut 

1999, and that be had knowledge of the events occuning in Kosovo throughout the lndictment 

period_1s3s 

459. The Appeals Chamber also found that the Trial Chamber reasonably concluded that 

Dordevic was de jure responsible for ·the disarming of Kosovo Albanians and knew that Serbian 

civ:ili.ans :were being armed.1539 Furthermore, the Appeals Chamber, Judge Tuzmukhamedov · 

dissenting. found that the Trial Chamber did not err in relying on the Racak/Rar;ak.. incident as 

evidence of the co'?nlinated action of MUP and VJ, in the context .of Dordevic's contribution to the 

JCE. 1s40 

1536 See supra. paras 226-230. 
1537 See nipra, paras 235-239, 242-243. · 
lS38 See mpra., paras-247-252, 269~271, 283-290. 
lD!I See supra, paras 304-309, 315-323. 
u 4o See supra., paras 331-335. See also supra. 338-340, 344-349. 
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460. The Appeals Chamber, Judge Tuzmukhamedov partially dissentin~, further found that the 
. ·-

Trial Chamber did not err in concluding that: (i) Dordevic was involved in and aware of the 

d~loyment of paramilitary units to Kosovo including the Scorpions to Podujevo/Podujeve, and that 

this formed part ofhls sign:ificant contribution to the JCE; (ii) there was a plan to concealthe crimes 

committed by Serbian forces against Kosovo Albanian civilians; (iii) Dordevic was directly 

involved in the conc~ent of these crimes; and (iv) D~vic failed to ensure and/or actively 

obstructed; investigations into the crimes committed by Serbian forces.1541 

461. The Appeals Chamber, Judge Tuzmukham.edov partially dissep.ting, therefore finds that the 

Trial Chamber reasonably relied on these .findings to conclude that Dordevic acted in furtherance of 
. . 

the ICE. The Appeals Chamber accordingly finds that Dordevic has failed to show that the Trial 

Chamber erred in concluding, based on the above factors. that he was a · member of, acted in 

furtb.eran.~ of, and substantially contributed to the ICE. 

462. The Appeals Chamber therefore dismisses Dordevic's ground of appeal 9 in its entirety. 

154-l See supra. paras 355-362, 366-370, 378--384, 389-390, 395-399, 406409, 413-4-15, 421-425, 428-4-32, 443-457. 
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XI. DORDEVIC'S TENTH GROUND OFAPPEAL: ERRORS OF LAW AND 

FACT WHEN FINDJNG THAT DORDEVIC SHARED THE NECESSARY 

INTENT FOR LIABILITY UNDER JOINT CRIMINAL ENTERPRISE 

A. Introduction 

463. · The Trial Chamber found that Dordevic ·participated in th~ JCE1542 and that the crimes of 

murder, deportation, other inhmrume acts (forcible transfer), and persecutions were the "'means by. 

which the purpose of this JCE was to be achieved" .1543 It also found that Dordevic shared the intent 

with the other members of the JCE.1544 The Trial Chamber further found th~ alternatively, had it 
- . 

not been satisfied that Dord~c acted with the requisite intent to estabfuh liability pursuant to the 

first category of joint criminal ent.exprise, it would have been satisfied that he_ was aware that the 

crimes •'might be committed by Serbian forces in Kosovo and willingly took this risk", which is the 
- -

requisite stan~d for the third category of joint crimjnal enterprise.1545 It further found that 
Dordevic aided ~d abetted these crimes.1546 

- 464. Under hi~ tenth ground of appeal, Dordevic submits that the Trial Cha-moor committed 

several errors of _law and fact in assessing bis mens rea and request.s that bis convictions be 

quashed.154rDordevic contends that the Trial Chamber erred in failing to make the necessary 
. ' . 

:finclings and in making findings that wer~ impermissibly vague.1548 Do.rdevic further argues that the 

Trial Chamber's assessment of bis mens rea was unreasonable as it ''ignored the other reasonable 

inferences that w_ould suggest that Dordevic did not possess the requisite :iµtent" to establish bis 

responsibility under ilif? first categmy ~f joint criminal.entei-prise.1549 

465. The Prosecution responds that the Trial Chamber reasonably assessed the totality of the 

ew:Jence. 1550 It argues that Ik>rdevic"s submission is an attempt to sub~titute his evaluation of the 

I 

i 

---1 

1542 Trial Judgement, paras 2127-2128, 2158, 2193. See also Tri.al Judgemait. para. 2213; supra, para. 461. 

lS4l Trial Judgement, paras 2193, 2213. See Trial Judgement, paras 2131-2152., 2158. i 
1544 Trial Jndgmncnt, paw 1999, 2158. I· 
1545 Trial Judgement,. para. 2158. 
lS46 Trial Judgement,. paras 2164, 2194. 
isc.7 Bordevic Appeal Brief, paras 276-295. . 

LWB I>ordevic Appeal Brid, paras 276-278, 28l, 
lS49 f>mdevic App~al Brief, paras 280, Z82-295; Dordevic Reply Brief, para.. 86. See also Appeal Hearing, 13 May 

2013, AT. 61. . 
1550 Prosecution Response Brief, para. 244. 
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evidence for that of the Trial Chamber, and should be summarily dismissed because it is based on 

arguments that he raised at trial or in other grounds of appeal.1551 

B. Alleged error in failing to make the necessary :findings or in making impermisSI'bly vague 

findings 

1. Arguments of the parties 

466. Dordevic first argues that the Trial Chamber erred as it failed to make "explicit :findings that 

[he] intended to expel Kosovo Albanians on a peon.anent basis" which. he submits, were required 

for a conviction on the basis of joint criminal enterprise liability. 1552 Second, Dordevic submits that 
the Tri.al Chamber's mens· rea finding that "he acted with the requisite intent'' was impernri.ssibly 

vague as· it was made without any consideration of whether he intended the crimes in- the 

In-dictment.1553 Specifically, he argUes that the Trial Chamber failed to find the necessary intent to 

sustain a conviction for persecutions under the first category of joint criminal enterprise.1554 He 
. . i 

asserts that in order to enter $1.ICh a conviction, the Tri.al Chamber was required to make findings not 

only that he shared the general iritent to commit the underlying offence, but also that he .. shared in 

the discriminatory policy" and "had consciously intended to discriminate" .1555 Third,' Dordevic 

submits that the Trial Chamber confused the matter further in finding that he aided and abetted the 

established crimes and in making an alternate finding on Dordevic' s mens rea for the third category 

of joint crimina.l enterprise.1556 

4'57. Toe Pros_e.cution responds that the Trial Chamber applied the correct legal standards and 

made the necessary findings.1557 In particular, the Prosecution responds that E>ordevic's argument 

concerning persecutions should be sllIDlrulri.ly dismissed because he ignores relevant findings.1.m It 

further argues that the Trial Chamber correctly stated and applied the law on persecutions, including 

. the requirement of discrimina.tocy intent. and made all the necessary findings underpinning 

tisi Prosecution Response Brief. piira. 245. See also Prosecution Response Brief, paras 247,251, 254-255, 259-262. 
1552 Dordevi.c Appeal Brief, para. 27 6. See also Dordevic Reply-Brief, para. 84. 
im Dordevit Appeal Brief, para. '],77, referring to Tri.al Judgement, para. 2158. See also Dordevic Reply Brief, 

para. 85. 
1554 Dordevic AppealBru-f, paras: 277-281. . . 
1555 Dordevic Appeal Brief, para. 281. -
1556 Dordevic Appeal Brief, paras 277-278; Do:rdevic Reply Brief, para. 85. Dorde-vic argues that three distinct fovels of 

mens rea we:re found in the Trial Judgement --,- namely intention. :recklessIIB&s and awareness - but these findings 
do not provide a reasonable opinion that establishes beyond a reasonable doubt the necessary mental elements for 
any of these modes of liability (Appeal Hearing, 13 May 2013, AT. 108-109, referring to Trial Judgement, 
paras 2158, 2163, 2194). · -

1557 Prosecution Response Brief, para. 246, referring to Trial Judgement. paras 1859-1868. 
1558 Prosecution Response Brief, para. 250, referring to Krajiinik Appeal Judgement, para. 18. 
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I)ordevic's · conviction for persecutions.1559 In addition, the Prosecution -responds that the Trial 

Chamber's :findings on Dordevic' s mens rea are not vagae.156° Finally, the Prosecution argues that 

the Trial Chamber reasonably concluded that Dordevic's conduct satisfied the legal elements of 

both committing and aiding and abetting. and made :findings on bis intent under both modes of 

liability_ 1s61 

2. Analysis 

. . 
468. The Appeals Chamber recalls that the mens rea required for liability 1m.der the first category 

. . 

of joint criminal enterprise is that the accused· shares the intent with the other participants to carry 

- out the crimes forming part of the· comm.Qn purpose.1562 The Appeals Chamber observes that the 

Trial Chamber correctly set out the ·1'.1-w on joint criminal enterpri.se1563 and discussed in detail ~ 

underlying facts in relation to the existence of the JCE and its objective.1564 With regard to _ . 

Don1evic' s mens. rea, the Trial Chamber was satisfied, based on E><xdevic' s conduct at the relevant 

time coupled with his knowledge of the crimes that were committed by Serbian forces in Kosovo, 

-that he "acted with the requisite intent'', which was shared by the other participants, to commit the 

cµmes that fell within the JCE.1565 The Trial Cb.amber specifically found that the crimes of 
. . 

deportation, other inhumane acts (forcible transfer), murder. and persecutions were the means 

through which the purpose of the JCE was acbieved.1566 Considerin~ that the Trial Chamber clearly 

identified the crimes _that were part of the JCE and then found that Dordevic shared the requisite 

intent for these crimes, the Appeals Chamber finds that Dordevic has failed to show that the Trial 

Chamber's finding on his mens rea was made without any consideration of whether he intended the · 

crimes charged in the Inclictmen"l 1567 

469. Further, to the extent Dordevic suggests that there is a legal _requirement to find that he 

intended to permanently expel the Kosovo Albanian population when assessing bis mens rea in 

respect of the JCE, the Appeals Chamber finds that he is mistaken~ The Appeals Chamber recalls 

1559 ProsecutionResporu:eBrief, para. 250, roforringtD Trial Judgement. paras 1755, 2149, 2158. 
1560 Prosecution Response Brief, para. 246. 
1561 Prosecution Response Brief, para. 247, 
u62 Tame Appeal Judgement, paras 220, 228; KraJisnik Appeal Judgement. para. 707. 
1563 Trial Judgement, paras 1864-1865, reforring to Tadic Appeal Judgement, paras 202-204, 220, 227-228. 
1564 See Trial Judgement, paras 2000-2157. , · · 
1565 Trial Judgement, parai; 2154-2158. See also Tri.al Judgement, paras 1999, 2128, 2193. 
1566 Trial Judgement, parns 2135-2152, 2193. · 
156? Contra Dordevi6 Appeal Brief, para. 277. 
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that the mens rea of the crimes of deportation and other inhumane acts (forcible transfer) does not 

require intent to displace on a permanent basis.15611 Dordevie s submission is therefore disnµssed 

. . 

470. With regard to Dordevic's submission that the Trial Chamber failed to find 1he necessary 

intent to sustain a conviction for persecutions under tbe first category of joint criminal enterprise, -

the Appeals Chamber recalls that the mens rea for the crime of persecutions requires an intent to 

discriminate on political. racial. or religious grounds.1569 The Appeals Chamber notes that the Trial 

Chamber did not make separate :fin.clings on Dordevic' s intent in relation to each of th~ crimes that 
. . 

were within the JCE. Although this would ha'.ve been preferable. the Appeals Chamber nevertheless 

considers that the Trial Chamber's :finding that Dordevi6 "act.ed with the requisite intent'' for the 

crimes within the JCE, in tliis instance,· must be understood to include the finding that he also 

possessed the discriminatory. intent required for pers~tions.1570 The App~ Chamber considm 

. that the Trial Chamber clearly found that "the cr4lles of forcible transfer. deportation and mmder 

amounted to the crime of persecutions (as a crime against humanity) agaJnst the Kosovo Albanian 

popitl.ati..op." and were part of the JCE.1571 The Trial Chamber also found that persecutions through 

destruction or damage to Kosovo Albanian religious sites was part of the comm.on plan.1572 In the 

view of the Appeals Chamber, the essence of the ICE - the common purpose of which was to 

modify the ethnic balance of Kosovo in order to establish Serbian ~ontrol1573 - was clearly 

discriminatory. Dordevic has therefore failed to show that the Trial Chamber failed to find the 

necessary intent to sustain a conviction for persecutions under the first category of joint criminal 

enterprise. 1574 His sub~ion is therefore dismissed. 

471. The Appeals Chamber now turns to Dordevic's submissions concerning the Trial 

Chamber's altemative :finding on bis mens rea pursuant to the third category of joint criminal . . 

enterprise, and its ap.diti.onal finding in relation to aiding and abetting.1575 · 

472. After :finding that Dordevic participated in the JCE.1576 the Trial Chamber held that: · 

1568 Brdonin Appeal Judgement. para. 206; Stakic Appeal Judgement, paras 278. 307; Krajiinik Appeal Judgement. 

para. 304. Sec also supra, para. 154. • . 
1.56!1 Kordir! and Cerkez Appeal Judgement, para. 111; Blas"kii Appeal Judgement, para. 164; Kvoclca et al. ~ 

Judgement, para. 109. . . · 

lSill Trial Judgement, paras 2149, 2152. See also Trial Judgement, para. 2193. 
lSll Trial.Judgement, paras 2149, 2152. See also Trial)udgem.ent, para. 2193. 
1Sl2 Trial Judgement, para. 2151. 
J57l Tri.el Judgement, paras 2128, 2158, 2193. See also Trial Judgement, para. 2213. 
m4_ Contra Doxdevic Appc:al Brief. paw 277-281. 
1575 See Dor&vic Appeal Brief, para5 277-278; Dordevic Reply Brief, para. 85. 
l.S76 Trial Judgmnent, para. 2158. See supra, para. 461. 
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[a]~t:emativcl.y, had the Chamber been not able to be satisfied that the. Accused acted with the -

requisite int.ent, n would have been satisfied that the Accused acted with the intent to further the 

campaign of terror and extreme violence by S~bian forces against Kosovo Albanians and that be· 

· was aware that the crimes established in [the Trial] Judgement might be committed by Serbian 

focces in Kosovo and willingly took this risk.ITT1_ ·. · 

2043 

473. Dordevic argues that by entering these :findings,· the Trial Chamber "confused the matter 

further" in a manner which rendered the mens rea findings pursuant to the first category of joint 

criminal enterprise "'impermissibly vague". 1578 

474. In the view of the Appeals Chamber~ the Trial Chamber's wording could be read as 

ambiguous. A plain reading may suggest that the Trial Cham.bey made ·a finding on Dordevic~s 

responsibility pursuant to the third category of joint criminal enterprise independent of a mens rea 

finding in relation to the first categocy of joint ·criminal enterprise. However, the Appeals Chamber 

recalls that the mens rea in relation to the third category of joint r:rlroinat enterprise is two-fold A 

finding_that an accused possessed the requisite mens rea to commit the crimes which were not part 

of the common plan must be accompanied by a finding of intent under the first category of joint 

- criminal enterprise. 1~79 The Trial Chamber"s additional findings phrased in third category. of joint 

. crirrrinal enterprise language does not detract from the Trial Chamber's clear finding that Dordevic 

participated in the · first category of joint crimma1 ~n~rise with the necessary intent 1580 The 

Appeals Chamber does not consider that th~ Trial Chambers mens rea :findings pursuant to the first 

category of joint criminal enterprise are impeonissibly vague as it made the required findings. 

475. As for the Trial Cb.amber's finding that Dordevicwas also guilty of aiding and abetting the 

.established crimes, 1581 the Appeals Chamber considers that the fact that the -Tri.al Chamber was 

satisfied that Doro:evic' s mens rea met the reqaired standard for more than one ~ode of liability 

does not detract from its finding that Dordevic shared the necessary intent for the ICE. 

476. In light of the above, the Appeals Chamber considers that the Trial Chamber's alternative 

:finding that Dordevic' s ~ rea also met the requirements for liability pursuant to the third 

categocy of joint criminal enterprise and its additional finding· on aiding and abetting · neither 

impacts on, ·not raises any vagueness with respect to the Trial Chamber's me.ns rea finding pursuant 
to the first category of joint criminal enterprise. 

1m Trial Ju~t, para. 2158. - - . , 
1578 Dor&vit AppealBrief. para. 277, refemng to Trial Jud.gem.en!, para. 2158. . 
1579 See Tadic Appeal Judgement, paras 204, 228; Kvocka et al. Appeal Judgemmt, para. 83. as referred to in Trial 

Jud.gemc.Dl, para.1865. . _ 
15~. See Trial Judgement. para. 2193. See also Trial fadgemeru. paras 2158, 2213. See supra, paras 463, 468. 
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477. Dordevic has therefore failed to show that·the Trial.Chamber erred in failing to make the 

necessary mens rea findings pursuant to the first category of joint crimi,nal enterprise, or that it 

made impermissibly vague finclings. The Appeals Chamber will now con.sider Dordevic' s 

arguments relating to the reasonableness· of these findings. 

C. ~eged errors in the assessment of Dord:evic's mens rea 

478. The Trial Chamber found that Dordevic "acted with the requisite intent" on the basis of his 

know ledge of the crimes combined with his conduct.1582 The Trial Chamber found that Dordevi.c 

was aware of the crimes being committed by MOP forces against Kosovo Albanian civilians1583 

b8$ed on several factors,1~114 including: (i) reports of crimes that were made to Dordevic ''through 

other means" than regular reports, such as by telephone or personal contact;1585 (ii) orders that 

Dordevic issued in 1998 and 1999, deploying MUP forces to K.osovo;1586 and (iii) the Serbian 

· media and Human -Rights Watch reports. 1587 With this knowledge, the Trial Chamber found that 

Dordevic: (i) was :involved in the deployment of -members of a paramilitary unit to assist SAJ forces 

during anti-terrorist operatioos~1588 (ii) parti<?ipated. in operations~ conceal the bodies of Kosovo 

Albanians killed throughout Kosovo;1589 and (Iii) failed to establi~ a commission or body to 

mvestigate allegations of ~s committed by MUP forces in Kosovo.1590 The Trial Chamber 

concluded that Dordevic shared the intent with the other members of the JCE that "the crimes be 

perpetrated. and ~ they remained without investigation".1591 

479. Dontevic submits ):hat there was no direct evidence that be shared the intent to further the 

JCE.1592 Specifically, he argues that the Trial Chamber erred in: (i) faili_ng to consider p~ of his 

isn S~ Trial Judgement, pare. 2194. Whether the Trial Chamber med in en:ter.ing concunent convictions will be dealt 

with later in this Judgement (see infra. paras 825-834). _ _ 
1512 Trial Judgement.. pa:raB 2154-2158. See also Trial Judgement. paras 1983--1999. 
1583 Tri.al Judgement, paras 1983-1999. -
1™ Trial Judgement,, paras 1985-1998. In addition to 1he factors· listed in the main text. the Trial Chamber also 

considered, for example, Dordevic' s attendance. at Joint Comm.and meetings and his knowledge of Security 

Council Resolution 1160 of 31 March 1998 condemmng. int.er alia, the ·use of excessj.ve force by Serbian police 

forces agmnst civilians (Trial Judgement, paras 1988, 1990) .. 

tsBS Trial Judgement, paras 1985-1987. See supra. para. 250. 
1586 Trial Judgement., para. 1989. 
l5B1 Trial Judgement. paras 1996-1998. 
ISU Trial Judgement, para. 1993. 
1589 Trial Judgemmt, para. 1994 . 

. 1~ Tr:ialJudgemen~ para.1999 .. 
im Trial Judgement. para. 1999. 
15n E>ordevre Appeal Brief, pmi.. 279. 
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testimony at trial; 1593 (ii) assessing his knowiedge of the crimes; 1594 and (iii) inferring intent from 

bis conduct 159~ 

480. _The Prosecution responds that, in reacbi.rig the findings on Dordevic' s · intent., the . Trial 

Chamber relied on both. circumstantial and direct ·evidence and correctly assessed the weight to be 

given to each piece of evidence in light of the totality of the evidence.1596 

l _ Alleged failure to consider parts of Dordevic' s own testimony at trial 

(a) Arguments of the parties 

481. Dordevic submits that the Trial Chamber failed to analyse parts of bis testimony at trial. 

which constituted direct evidence that ~ had no knowledge of any plan to expel the Kosovo 

Albanian population. from Kosovo. 1597 Dordevic points to two statements he made during bis 

testimony at trial, namely that he: (i) "never heard either the minister or any top people issue any 

tasks that would call for crimes again.st the [Kosovo] Albanian civilian population, that would incite 

MOP personnel to commit crimes or to the effect that their crimes would be tolerated";1598 and -

(ii) .. did not hear from a single politician of any intention or of any plan or of any activity or of 

anyone who was supposed. to carry out that plan if th.ere was any such tlring in relation to the 

expulsion of Albanians from Kosovo and Metohija" _1599 Dordevic argues that instead of considering 

this direct evidence, the Trial Chamber relied only on inferences. 1600 In this regard. he 
acknowledges that while the jurisprudence provides that a "state of mind can be found by inference, 

it must be the only reasonable inference on the evidence". 1601 However, he argue_s that the Trial 

Chamber instead ignored th,e "other reasonable inferences that would suggest that [he] did not 

possess 1he requisite intent of JCE r•. 1602 

482. .. The Prosecution responds that it was within th.~ Trial Cba;rr;_ber' s discretion to dis:reg"ard 

· Dordevic's testimony at trial and further asserts th.at Dordevic fails to explain why the Trial 

1593 Dorl'.ievic Appeal Brief, paras 279-280. 
15514- Dordevic Appeal Brief, parllil 282:-28 8. 
1595 See Dordevic Appeal Brie.(paras 289-294_ 
15!16 Prosecution Response Brief, paras 248-249. _ 
im Dordevic Appeal Brief, para. 279, referring to Vla.stimir Dordevic, 27 Jan 2009, T. 238, Vlastim±r Dordevit, 

14 Dec 2009, T. 10145. 
l5!1B Dordevi:c Appeal Brief, para. 279, refea:ing to Vlastimir Dordevic, 27 Jan 200!}, T. 238. . 
1m Dordevic Appeal Brief, para. 279, ~erring to Vlastimir Dordevic, 14 Dec 2009, T. 10145_ 

' 1600 Dordevic Appeal Brief, para. 280. ' . 
1601 E>ordevic Appeal Brim, para. 280, referring to Brdanin. Appeal Judgement, para. 429. 
um. Dordevic Appeal Brief., paras 279-280 (emphasis omitted), refcnin.g to Kvoc'J:a et al. Appeal Judgement, para. 237_ 

See also Dordevic Reply Brief. paras 83, 86. 
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Chamber should have preferred the evidence he cites in his appeal brief to the "detail~d and 

.consistent circUIDBtantial evidence of his intent upon which it based its :findings" .1603 

(b) Analysis 

483. Toe Appeals Chamber notes that Dontevic correctly observes that the Tri.al Chamber, in 

assessing bis mens rea for the JCE, did not specifically. analyse the two st.atemerits he made at 

trial 1604 Ho~ever, the Appeals Chamber recall~ that a trial chamber has discretion in weighing and 

assessing the evidence1605 and is not obliged to cite to every piece of evidence on the record.1606 

The Appeals Chamber farther notes that., in arguing that the Tri.al Chamber -relied only on 

inferences, Dm:devic misrepresents the Trial Chamber's reasoning and findings.· In assessing 

Dordevic's mens rea, the Trial Chamber did. in fact, copsi.der ample evidence, both direct and 

circumstantial, including rel_evant parts of Dordevic' s ovro testimony. 1607 In particular, it considered 

bis testimony that .. [ e ]v:erything that was happening [in] the organs of the interior was for the most 

part brought to [his] attention through regular channels or in some other way".1608 The Trial 

Cti.amber found this evidence as a whole to be indicative of Don1evic's knowledge of the situation 

on the ground, including crimes that were being committed by MUP forces against Kosovo 

Albanian. civilians.1609 ·In light of this evidence, together with all of the other evidence concerning 

Dordevic's participation in the JCE, the Trial Chamber concluded that he "acted with the requisite 

intent"_ 1610 

484. For these reasons, the Appeals Chamber finds that Dqrdevic has failed to show that the Trial 

Chamber erred in failing to con&ider parts of his own testimony at trial when assessing his mens 

rea. 

1603 .Prosecution Response Brief, para. 249. · . 
lfiD4- See Dardevic Appeal Brief. para. 279. referring to Vlasti.mir Dordevic, 27 Jan 2009, T. Z,8, Vlastimir Dordevic, 

14 Dec 2009, T. 10145. 
lfflS See e.g. Boilwsld an4 TarcuJovski Appeal Judgement, para. 14; Kupreskic e:t al Appeal Judgemtmt, paras 30-32; 

Nduimihigo Appeal Judgement, para. 47. . 
IllOli See e.g. Kvoc"ka e.t aL Appeal Judgement, para. 23; Cel.e.b{ci Appeal JndgemBDt, para. 498; Ku.preside et al .AppeBl 

Judgement, para. 39; Kordi.6 and CerkezAppeal Judgement; para. 382. · . _ -
1007 Trial Judgement. paras 1984-1999. See e.g. Trial Judgement, paras 1986, (referring to Vlasfurrlr Dordevic, 7Dec 

2009, T. 9703, Vlasti:mir Dordevif, 14 Dec 2009, T. 10087), 1987 (referring to Vl.astimir I;lor&vic, 7 Dec 2009, 
T. 9735-9739, V1astimir Dordevic, 11 Dec 2099, T. 10020). . 

t60i Trial Judgement,. para. 1986, referring to Exhibit P1508, p. 5 (f)ordevic' s testimony before the Belgrade Court). 
See Vla&timnDordevic, 14Dec2009, T.10086-10087. 

1609 Trial Judgement, paras 1983-1999, 2154-2158. See also supra, -para. 478. 
1610 Trial Judgeimmi. para. 2158. See also Trial Judgement, paras 1983-1999, 2154-2157. 
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485. The Tri.al Chamber's conclusion that Bordevic had knowledge of the crimes- committed by 

MUP forces against Kosovo .Albanian civilians was based on several factors, including: (i) reports -

of _crimes that were provided to him tlrrough'various ~;1611 [ri) orders that he issued in, 1998 

and 1999 deploying MUP forces to Kosovo;1612 and (iii) the information he received from the 
/ . 

. 
Serbian media and Human Rights. Watch reports.161~ 

(b) Argument.s of the parties 

486. Dordevic supmits that the Trial Chamber improperly emphasised his knowledge of-events in 

1998 to conclude that he bad knowledge of the crimes committecJ in 1999.1614 Specifically,' with 
' . 

regard to ''reporting strucrures", Donievic argues that the Tri.al Ch~ber imprpperly .relied on 

circumstances concerning 1998 "to assume what infonnation would'be av~lable in 1999".1615 He 

submits that the Tri.al Oiamber thereby failed to adequately 'weigh: (i) the lack of reporting of 

crimes through regular channels and the :inability to travel or use phone lines during the Indictment 

peri.od;1616 (ii) certain orders tbathe issued.;1617 and.(iii) the media sources available to him.1618 

487. Toe Prosecution responds that Dordevic's submissions wammt SUll1lllaiy dismissal_as he· 

••repeats failed trial submissions and substitutes bis evaluation of the· evidence for that of the 

Chamber_ without showing an error''. 1619 Further; the fu>secution ar~es that th~ Tri.3:l Chamber· 

reasonably found, based on numerous soi;rces, that I>ordevic had knowledge of the full extent of the 

· crimes against civilians by Serbian forces in Kosovo in 1998, and that he knew of the risk that these 

forces would commit further crimes. if redeployed in 1999.1620 

um Tri.al Judgement, paras 1985-1987. 
1612 Trial Judgement para. 1989. . 
1613 Trial Judgement, paras 199&1998, 
161-4- £>or&vi.6 Appeal Brief, para.. 282. 
ms Trial.Judgement, para. 283. Seesupra, para. 293. See alsoAppealHearing.13 May 2013. ~T .. 80-81. 
1616 Dordevic Appeal Brief, pmtS 283-286. 
1617 · Dordevit Appeal Brief, para. 287: See also Appeal Hearing. 13 May 2013, AT. 173. 
1618 Dordevic Appeal Brief, paras 283, 288. . · 

.151!1 Prosecution Response Brie(para. 251 (eitatioru; omitted). · 
1620 .Proseculion Response Brief, paras 252--253. Dordevic replies that 1hc Prosecution's argument that he was aware of 

"the risk" of fmthel' crimes in 1999 based on crimes committed in 1998 is mare akin to liability wider .tb.e third 

caregory of joint criminal enterprise, ""but conttadicts the Prosecution's ~gument that a JCE I plan was doliberately 

:implementirl to pccpetrate aimes against Kosovo Albanians.'' (Dordevic Reply Brief, p,ara. 87). 
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488. The Appeals Chamber will now address Dordevic's individual arguments relating to bis 

· overall submission that the Trial Chamber erred in ~g that he possessed knowledge of the 

crimes. 

(c) Analysis 

a. Lack of reportiit~ 

489. The Tri.al Chamber found that Dordevi.c was informed of the situation on the ground in 

Kosovo 1998 an,d 1999 through, amongst other means, telephone calls from his subordinates and 

personal con~t with a number of SUP chiefs in Kosovo and Head of the MUP Staff, Lukic.1621 

490. Dordevic submits that the Trial Chamber's finding implies that he was not aware of the full 

extent of criminal acts in Kosovo, because communication systems were severely hampered after 

24March 1999, th~ date when the NATO bombing started,1622 He also submits that, even in relation 

to the period befo~ the bombardment, the Trial Chamber made "complete assumptions of how and 
what inf~:cmation was· delivered to [him]".1623 

49L The Prosecution responds. that, in finding that crimes were reported to Dordevic "through 

other means", the Trial Chambe,r relied on, inter alia, Dordevic's own testimony, which was 

"carefully considered" alongside the testimony of a number of other witnesses.1624 

492. The Appeals Chamber bas previously found, in the context of the analysis on the reporting 

system within the MUP during the Indictment period, that the Trial Chamber made a reasonable 

finding based on the totality of the evidence that Dordevic remained infonned of the MUP 

operations during that time.1625 The Appeals Chamber therefore reje<?ts Dordevic' s argument that he 

was not aware of. the full extent of criminal acts in Kosovo due to all cominunication systems being 

severely hampered after 24 March 1999. 

l(lll Trial Judgement,, para. 1987. . . 

im Don1evlt Appeal Brief, paras. 284-285, refCJring to Trial Judgement, paras 1985-1987. See also sr.ipra., para. 251. 
1613 £>ordevic Appeal Bx:id. para. 286. As an example, ho argues ·that there are no findings as to what knowledge he 

obtained '"through other means" and as to how Luki6. the head of the MUP Staff, "consistently reported" to him 

(f)ordevic Reply Brief, para. 88). . . · 
lli.l.4 Prosecution Response Brief, paras 253-254, refcrr.ing to Trial Judgement., paras 1897, 1986, fn. 6502, Vlastimir 

£>ordevic, 14 Dec 2009, T. 10086. 
lli2! · See gupra. -para. 252. 
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b. Orders issued by Dordevic 

493. In assessing Dordevic's knowledge of the situation on the ground in Kosovo, the Trial 

Cbamber also considered certain "orders" that Dordevic issued thtougb.out 1998 and 1999, 

deploying MUP forces to Kosovo.1626 

494. Dordevic submits that the "orders" the Trial Chamber considered relevant to bis mens· rea 

were only "dispatches" and neither indicate specific plaaning or acts on the ground in Kosovo, 

contain any specific tasks, nor suggest a criminal purpose. 1627 _ 

495. Tiie Prosecution responds that Dordevic' s submission is in.apposite, as the evidence supports 

the Trial ~ber' s finding that his knowledge regarding the situation ori the ground is reflected in 

these orders.1628 

496. The documents referred to as ·•oroers" by the Trial Chamber include information about 

deployment of MUP forces to Kosovo during the Indictment period and were sigr:ied by 

Dordevit.1629 The Appeals Chamber considers it reasonable for the Trial Chamber to have found on 

this basis that Dordevic was aware of the content of these "orders". Dordevic is correct in noting 

that these docume11ts are "dispat~hes" and not "orders" and that they do not explicitly contain 

instructions that crimes be committed.1630 However, the Appeals Chamber finds tha~ Dordevic 

otherwise misinterprets the evidence ro. this regard. It notes that tbese "orders" were considered by 

the Trial Chamber, along with o1her relevant evidence_. in order to determine Dordevic' s knowledge 

1·•-•. 
I. 
! 

I: 
! 

of the situation on the ground in 1999, including the crimes.1631 The Trial Chamber's· condusion on 1 

Dordevic's mens re.a was based on such lrnowledge combined with evidence of bis acts.1632 · i 
Therefore, Dordevic has failed to show that the Trial Chamber committed an error in assessing 

these docutnents. 

lli:26 Trial Judgement, p~ 1989, referring to Exhibits P136: P711, P1182, Pll85, Pl1B9. See also Exhibits P1193, 
Pll95, Pll96, Pl487, P14-88. . 

1627 Do.rdevic ApPeal Brief, para. 287. See also Appeal Hearing, 13 May 2013, AT. 173. . 
16211 Prosecution Response Brief, para. 256. Se.e also Appeal Hearing, 13 May 2013, AT. 119-120. 
1629 Exlnoits Pl36; P711; Pl182; Pll85; Pl189. 
1630 . Erjribits Pl 36, P71 l, Pl182, P1185, Pll 89 are all MUP "dispatches" regarding the deployment of PIP units. 
1631 Trial Judgement, paras 1983-1999. 
m:z Tri.al Judgement, paras 1983-1999, 2154-2158. 
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c. Serbian media and international reports 

497. The Trial Chamber found that-the Serbian media was a source of knowledge for Dordevic of 

the crimes committed by Serbian Forces.1633 It further found- that the-Serbian media had denied 

claims of crimes committed by Serbian forces in Kosovo.1634 Based on these findings, the Trial 

Chamber concluded that. even if E>ordevic had merely confined bis reading to Serbian. sources in 

1999, as be testified at trial, he would at least have been aware of the accusations reported in the 

media.1635 The Tri.al Chamber further found that in 1998 and 1999. Human Rights Watch is~ 

reports and st:atements concerning crimes committed by MUP forces. which were disseminated by 

email to, inter alia, the MUP.1636 In light of this, and considering Donievic's position within the 

MUP, the Trial Chamber was unable to accept his testimony that be knew nothing of the 

accusations against the MUP by Hmnan Rights Watch in 1998 and 1999.1637 

498. Dordevic submits that the Trial Chamber "bizarrely" relied on international media and 

human rights groups in order to establish his· mens ~ea.1638 Specifically, he ar~es that:· (i) the 

Internet was not widely available at that time; (ii) be does not understand any English;· 

-(iii) Witness Frederick Abrah~ (''Witness Abrahams") of ~ _Rights Watch admitted that 

there was no confirmation of delivery or receipt of Human Rights Watch reports sent to the MUP, 

which did not even have an email address at the time,. and that none of them were addressed to 
' -

Dordevic; and (iv) he read local newspapers on a daily basis during the war, which did not suggest 

-that crimes were committed in Kosovo.1639 

499. The Prosecution responds that in establishing Dordeviq's mens rea, the Trial Chamber 

relied on extensive evidence obtained. from a variety of sources, including the media and Human 

Rights Watch reports.1640 Fmther, it responds that the Trial Oiamber's reliance on Human Rights 

Watch reports as a source of l>ordevic's n:otice of crimes was reasonable.1641 It argues that 

regardless of whether E>ordevic was the addressee, in light of the evidence that Human Rights 

Watch sent these· reports to the MUP offices where Doidevic was based, the Trial Chamber 

11533 Trial Juclc,<>ement, para. 1996. · 
l04- Trial Judgement. para. 1996. - . 

i~s Trial Judgement,, para. 1996, refcn:ing to Vlastimir Dordcvic, 11 Dec 2009, T. 9981, Vlastbmr Dordev:ic, 14 Dec 

2009, T.10078. SeeaI.soVlastimirDordevic, 14Dec2009, T.10079-10082. 10og1~10089. 
1636 Trial Judgement. para. 1997. 
l63"/ Trial iudgement, para. 1997. See V1astimir Dordevic, 11 Dec 2009, T. 9981-9982. 
1~ 1 £1ordevic Appeal Brief, para. 288; Dordevic ~ply Brief, para. 88. 
1199 £>or&vit Appeal Brief, para. 288. 
1640 Prosr;cution Response Brief, para. 257. · 
l64-l Prosecution Response Brief. para. 258, rc:ferr:ing to Trial Judgement,, para. 1997. 
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reasonably -rejected his assertion that he knew nothing of the accusations againsfthe MUP by 

Human Rights Watch. 1642 

500. The Appeals Chamber notes that, as Dordevic correctly argues, there is no confirmation of 

delivery of Human ~ghts Watch reports to the MUP and there is no evid~nce, or Trial Chamber 

:findings, that he personally received or read. such reports.1643 The Appeals Chamber considers that 

no re~onable trier of fact could have inferred from the simple fact that reports were sent by Hum.an 

Rights Watch to the MUP tliat Bordevic had personal knowledge of them, since reports from 
. . 

international human rights groups were not part of the established intemal reporting system within 

the MUP .1644 In addition, the Appeals Chamber takes into account Dordevic' s arguments that the 

Intern.et was not ·widely available in 1999 and that he does not understand any English.1645 The 

Appeals Chamber therefore finds that the Trial Chamber committed an error in inferring Dordevic' s 

knowledge of the crimes from reports issued by Human Rights Watch.1646 

501. The Appeals Chamber finds, however, that despite this error of fact it was reas~:maple for the 

Trial Chamber to conclude that Bordevic had knowledge of the crimes. As outlined above, the Trial 

Chambers conclusion was based on several factors, including" Dordevic's: position within the . . 
MUP; role in negotiations with international bodies; participation at Joint Command and MOP 

- - . 

Collegimn meefugs; presence on the ground while certain operations were carried out; personal 

contact with. Lukic; involvement in the deployment of paramilitary units and in. operations to 

conceal crimes; and the reporting system within the MUP.1647 

502. Further, the Trial Chamber considered the media as an additional source of Dordevic' s 

knowledge of the crimes.1648 In ·light of the Trial Chamber's findings on E>m;devic's role in the 

events in Kosovo, the fact that he was reading about accusations of crimes in Kosovo. in the local 

Serb media was relevant for the Trial Chamber to consider as an indicator of bis knowledge of the 

crimes. The Appeals Chamber finds that the Trial Chamber reasonably relkd on this evidence. 

503. Dordevic' s submissions in relation to the media !fild international reports are therefore 

dismissed.. 

1642 Prosecution Response Brief, para.. 258. . 
1643 Se.e Trial Judgement, para.. 1997; cf. DOldevic Appeal Brief., para. 288. 
Hi# See supra, paras 247, 249. 
1645 See supra, para 498; Dordevic Appeal.Brief, para. 288. 
1646 See Trial Judgement, para. 1997. 
1647 See Trial Judgement, paras 1983-1999. 
I64B Se.e Trial Judgemen~ para. 1996. 
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(d) Conclusion 

504. The Appeals Chamber has found above that the Trial Chamber did not err in assessing the 
. ' 

evi~ence on: (i) the reporting 11ystem in 1999; (ii) the '"orders" Don1evic issued m ~998 _and 1999; 

·and (ill) the information on the crimes provided by the Serbian media.1649 The Appeals Cham.her 

notes that this evidence was considered by the T~al _ Chamber, along with other evidence, in 

establishing that Dordevic bad full knowledge of the events in Kosovo in 1999, ther.eby including 

the crimes that were c~mmitted by Serbian forces.1650 The Appeals Chamber considers that the Trial 

Chamber's finding on Dordevic's knowledge of the crimes was based on several cumulative factors 
. . 

and on the totality of the evidence. The Appeals Chamber therefore finds that Dordevic has not 

shown that-no reasonable trier of fact could not have reached the conclusion the Trial Chamber did. 

~- Alleged errors in finding that Dordevic's actions showed that he possessed~ requisite intent 

(a) Introduction . 

2034 

505~ Toe Triai Chamber reached the conclusion on Dordevic' s mens rea on the basis of bis 

kno\.Vledge . of the crimes,. combine.cl with his condnct.1651 Specifically, it considered: 

(i) his invqlvement in operations to conceal the bodies of Kosovo Albanians killed throughout 

~osovo during the relevant time; (ii) bis failure to investigate crimes committed by MUP forces in 

Kosovo; and (iii) bis involvement in deploying n;iembers of param,ilitary units to Kosovo.1652 

(b) Arguments of the parties 

506. Dordevic submits that the Trial Chamber erred iri inferring his iritent to further the JCE 

from: (i) the commission of ex post facto acts, including the conceaJment of the crimes of Serbian 

forces and the failure to ensure the investigation and sanction of MUP personnel for crimes in 

Kosovo; an_d (ii) the deployment of paramilitary units to Kosovo.1653 Dordevic argues that the 

evidence of his "participation in the concealment of bodies was of impromptu reactions on the basis 

of lack of prior knowledge" and, as such, "did not reveal a cohesi_ve common pm:po_se shared by 

bim".1654 Further, he argues that the Trial Chamber failed to take into.account evidence that he was 

1649 See supra, paras 492, 496, 501~ 
1~ 0 Trial Judgement, paras 19BS-1998. 
ICi.'!l Trial Judgement, paras 2154-2158. See also Trial Judgement, paras 1983-1999. 
1652 Trial Judgement, pa:ras 2154-2158. · 
16s3 Dordevi6 Appeal Brief, paras 289-294. See also Appeal Hearing, 13 May 2013, AT. 85-90, 172. 
lfi.54- Dordevic AppeafBrief, para. 291. . · , 
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"surprised" when he was contacted about the :finding of the bodies in Serbia,16~5 as well as that he 

·had.requested an investigation, but that these efforts were blocked by the Minister of Interior.1656 

With respect to the involvement of paramilitary units, Dordevic argues that the Trial Chamber erred 

in inferring bis intention mi the basis that he deployed "members of a known paramilitary unit to 

[Podujevo/Podujeve] to assist the SAJ forces" and claims that.the evidence was limited and did not 

establish the conclusion that be intended the Indictment crimes.1657 

2033 

507. The Prosecution responds that the Trial .Chamber did not err in finding that Dordevic 

intended to participate in the JCE,1.658 and contends that Dordevic repeats previous argwnents 

outlined elsewhere in his Appeal Brief and Closing Brief.1659 The Prosecution submits that the Trial -

Chamber carefully assessed Dordevic' s involvement in the operatic~ to conceal bodies, which 

showed that he took an active and direct role in it.1660 It further argues that this eyidence, combined 

with the Tri~ Chamber's previou,s findm,g that Dordevic had knowledge of the crimes committed 

by Serbian forces, led the Trial Chamber to reasonably conclude that he also shared the intent to 

further the common purpose.1661 Witb. respect to iri.vestigations, the Prosecution contends that 

Do~devic's request for investigations was not block.ed1662 and that the Trial Chamber's findings on 

Dordevic's failure to inv.~stigate were reasonable and based on a thorough review of the 

evidence. 1663 In light of this, the Prosecution ar~es that the Trial Chamber properly concluded that 

Dordevic' s failure to· investigate crimes committed by MUP forces in Kosov·o was «compelling 

evidence that he. shared the intent with the .other JCE members''. 1664 Furthermore, the Prosecution 

argues that it was within the Trial Chamber'nliscretion to assess the veracity of Dord:evic's denial 

of his knowledge of th~ crimes and that, in light of other clear ~vidence contradicting his testimony, 

the Trial Chamber's rejection of ~s testimony was reasonable.1665 With respect to the deployment 

of par~tary units, the Prosecution reiterates the Trial Chamber's fuidings that: (i) Dordevic 

· deployed paramilitary units, including the Scmpions, to Kosovo, without ensuring basic screening 
. ' 

despite the fact that therr members were widely-known to haye a criminal background; (ii) the 

1655 Dordevic Appeal Brief; para.. 291. ref ming to Trial Judgement. para.· 130 l, Caslav Golubovic. 2 Mar 2009, 
T. 1706-1707, Ca.sl.a.v Golubovic, 3 Mar 2009, T. 174&-1749. 

1656 Dordevic Appeal Brief, para. 291, referring to, inter alia, Trial Judgement. para. 1970, Vlastimir Dor~~vic, 7 Dec 
2009, T. 9723-9724, 9729-9730, Vlastimir Dordevic, 11 Dec 2009, T. 9977, 10002-10003, 10009-10010. 

·1657 Dorde-vic Appeal Brief, para. 293, referring to Trial Judgement, para... 1993. See supra, para. 353. 
1658 Prosecution Response Brief, paras 259-262. · 
165~ Prosecution Response Brief, paras 259-262. 
1660 Prosecution Response Brief, para. 259, referring to Trial Judgement, Section VII, paras 1967-1982. , 
1~ 1 Prosecution Response Brwf, para. 259, :refening to Trial Judgement, para. 2158. 
1662 Prosecution Response Brief. para. 260. See also Prosecution Response Brief, para. 232. 
ioe ProsecutionR.csponm; Brief, p(ll"a. 261. See also Prosecution Response Brief. paras 234-242. 
16M ProsecutionResporu;e Brief, para. 261, referring to Tri.al Judgement, para. 1999. 
lo65 Prosecution Response Brief,plll"a. 261, referring to Trial Judgement, paras 1985-1999. 
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members of this unit. lcilled 14 women and children in Podujevo/Podujeve on 28 March 1999; and 

(iii) Dordevic not only failed to ensure any proper investigations into these murders, but also 

authorised the redeployment of the Scorpions.1666 

(c) Analysis 

508. The Appeals Chamber observes that Dordevic's submissions largely reiterate previous 

arguments outlined in bis ninth. ground of appeal.1667 The Appeals Chamber recalls its_ findings 

upholding the Trial Chamber's conclusions that Dordevic: (i) concealed crimes of Serbian ~orces 

against Kosovo Albanian civilians; (ii) failed to investigate and sanction MUP personnel for crimes 

in Kosovo;· and (iii) was involved in and aware of the deployment and engagement of paramilitary 

units to Kosovo.1668 

509. To the extent that Dordevic argues that the concealment of crimes, the deployment of 

paramilitary units to Kosovo, and the failure to investigate crimes constitute ex post facto actions, . 

the Appeals Chamber finds that he is mistaken. The Trial Chamber found that: (i) as of March 1999, . 

a plan existed among senior members of the FRY govemment. including Dordevic, to conceal the 

crimes committed against Kosovo Albanian dvilians by Serbian forces :ii:t Kosovo, through the 

concealment of bodies; 1669 (ii) in the context of a general pattern of the failure to report, investigate 

and punish crimes committed by Serbian forces .in Kosovo throughout the Indictment period, 

Dordevic failed to ensure investigation and obstructed those investigations that were initiated;1670 

and (iii) Dordevic was involved in the deployment of paramilitary units to.Kosovo from Febmary 

1999.1671 ~e Appeals Chamber has already upheld these :findings1672 and observes that Donievic's 

conduct as described above occurred prior to and/or during the commission of the crimes.1673 In this 

regard, it further notes that the first crimes for which the Trial Chamber convicted Dordevic were 

1665 Prosecution Response Brief, pan. 262, referring to Trial Judgement, paras 1956, 1966, 1993, 2188, See also 

Appeal Hearing, 13 May 2013, AT. 118-122. . 
161i7 See supra. peras.353, 364,404, 436-439, 454. 
1668 See supra., paras 355-362, 366--371, 378-384, 390, 395-399, 406-409, 413---415, 422-425, 428-433, 443457. 
1669 Sec supra., paras 372-433. See Tri.al Judgement. paras 1980-1981, 2116-2117. 
lfi71l See supra, paras 325-350, 434-457. See also $Upra, paras 380-429. 
1671 See . .!'upra, para. 363. See also supra, paras 351-371. · 
um. See S"f'ra, paras 372-433 (concealment), 325-350, 434-457 (failure to investigate), 351-371 (deployment of 

pmrrnilit&ries). . . 
1673 See mpra, para. 379. See Trial Judgement, paras 2099. 2146. The Trial Chamber found that after the discovery of 

the bodies in Tekija and subsequent remo:val and buri.al of these bodies, 296 Kosovo Albanians were killed by 

Serbian forces on 27-28 April 1999· during the joint VJ and MlJP action code-named "OpflI'B..l:i.on R.cb." (Trial 

Judgement, para. 2099). The Trial Chamber further found that rather than investigating these killings, cocrdinated 

efforts were Wren by SOibian authorities "to conceal the crimes through the removal and clandestine burial of the 

bodies of the victims (Trial Judgement, paras 2146, 2163). · 
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committed on 20 and 21 March 1999,1674 which •is after or simultaneous to Dordevic's conduct 

relied on _ by the Trial Chamber -to infer bis intent. Therefore, Dordevic' s actions concerning the 

concealment of crimes, the deployment of paramilitary units to Kosovo, and the failure to 

investigate crimes were not ex post facto, as Do.rdevic argues. His -argument in this regard is 

dismissed. 

510. Moreover,, Dordevic's submissions concerning the Trial Chamber's failure to consider some 
. - . . -

2031 

evidence relating to the burial of bodies and investigations of crimes coID?ti.tute a mere repetition of 

arguments he has already raised at trial, and are unsubstantiated.. The Appeals Chamber first 
' . . 

observes that the Trial Chamber considered and dismissed the evidence that Dordevic was 

"surprised" when he was contacted about the discovery of the bodies in Serbia. 1675 ~ Appeals 

Cham.bet also observes that the Trial- Chamber found that Dordevic was '"the initial, and primary, 

point of contact", that he !11-ade decisions ·and gave orders on his own initiative with respect to the· 

"secret handling, transport an'-! reburial of bodies"," arid that he was "not a mere conduit pipe for 

. orders from the Minister".1676 _Second, -with regard to Dordevic' s testimony that bis efforts to 

investigate were blocked by the Minister, the Appeals Ch.amber not.es thaS while the Trial Chamber 

left open this pogs;bility, 1677 it nevertheless found that Do.rdevic gave orders to the SUP chief to 
. . 

bury the bodies at the scene, keep the media out, and destroy the refriger_ated ~ck used for moving 

the bodies, tb.us acting in breach of his .duty to conduct investigations.1678 The Trial Chamber 

concluded that this conduct constituted "the first steps in ensuring that no i~vestigation into these 

bodies col.tld take place" .1679 The Appeals Chamber finds this conclusion to be reasonable. 

511. Finally, with regard to the deployment of paramilitary units, including the Scorpions, to 
. . . 

Kosovo, the Trial Chamber considered Dordevic' s direct role in the· deployments. along with other 

evidence indicating that although he had knowledge of crimes committed by members. of these 

1614 Trial Judgement., para. 1702. see·a1so Trial Judg___ement, para. 1639. See i,ifra, para. 619. 
1675 See Trial Judgement, para.1301, referring to Caslav Golubovic, 2 Mar 2009, T. 1706-1707, Caslav Golubovic, 

. 3 Mar 2009, T. 1748:.1749. · 
1616 Trial Judgement, para. 1969. See also supra, para. 428; 
um Trial Judgement, para. 1970, rc.femng to Vla.stinrlr Dordevic,' 7 Dec 2009. T. 9723-9724, 9827. l'fil, Trial Chamber 

stated that "[w]lrile it must be left open that, as suggested by the Accused, the Minister instructed him to concoal 

the bodies·in ordm to prevent NATO from using the discovery for 'propaganda purposes' and told him that no 

further measures should be taken to establish the origin of the bodies- and how they were killed, [ .. ,] this does not 

absolve the- Accused af his duty to investigate this :incidrnl'' (Tri.al Judgement, para. 1970). Contra. Dordevic 
Appeal Brief. para. 291. · 

1611 1'rial Judgement. para. 1970 .. 
1619 Trial Judgment, para. 1970. 
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units, he took no steps to investigate these crimes and. instead. authorised the redeployment of these 

units to Kosovo.16ao 

512. The Appeals Chamber recalls that the mens rea . for participati.or1; in a joint criminal 

enterprise may be infenro from knowledge combined with continuing participation.1681 The 

Appeals Cb.amber observes that, in reaching its conclusion on Dordevi6's contribution to the JCE, 
- ' . 

the Tri.al Chamber relied on its combined findings, that (i) Dord:evic was fully aware of the 
. -

situation on the ground in Kosovo in 1998 and 1999, including the crimes that were being 

2030 

committed by Serbian forces;1682 and (ii) Dordevic's conduct, considered in its totality as detailed in j 

the Trial Judgement ...:. including his actions of concealing crimes, failing to ensure investigations, I 

-and deploying paramilitary umts to Kosovo - contributed to the JCE.1683 Based on these :findings, 
the Trial. Oiamber conciuded that Dordevic '"acted with the requisite intent'' when he concealed the 
crimes by Serbian forces, failed to ensure investigation and sanction of MUP personnel, and 

deployed paramilitary units to Kosovo.1684 

513. The Appeals Chamber finds that Dordevic has failed to show that no reasonable· trial 

chamber could have come to the conclusion that he possessed the mens rea for the ICE based on 

these findings. 

Ii. Conclusion 

514. In light of all the foregoin~, the Appeals Chamber dismisses Dordevic's tenth ground of 

appeal in its entirety. 

1610 Trial Judgement. paras 1966, 1993, 2155. See supra, pai:as 353, 358-'.360. -
1681 See Krajiinik Appeal Judgement, pm.. 697, upholding the Krajilrdk Trial Chamber's finding on Krajilnik' s mens 

rea (see Krajiinik Trial Judgement, para. 890).' · - · · 

16112 Trial Judgement, para.. 2154. See also Trial Judgement, paras 1983-1999. See supra, paras 483,489,493, 495-496. 
1611.1 Trial Judgement, paras 2154-2157. See supra, pens 209, 351, 356, 362, 366-433, 440, 454. 
laM See Trial Judgement, para. 2158. , 
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XII. DORl>EVIC'S TWELFTH GROUND OF APPEAL: 

DEFINITION OF CIVILIAN-

A. Introduction 

515. The Trial Chamber found that Serbian forces cattied out attacks against Kosovo Albanian 

civilians, which resulted in the commissiop. of the crimes of murder as a violation of the laws or 
. ' 

customs of war. and crimes against humanity, as well as 4eportation and other inhumane acts . 
(forcible transfer) as crimes against humanity.1685 With respect to the crime of.murder, the Trial 

Chamber found that nearly all killed were -unarmed and in the custody of Serbian forces. 168(i It 

concluded that there was '"an outright intent [by J · the Serbian forces to kill male Kosovo 

Albanians". 1687 With respect to the crimes of deportation and forcible transfer, the Trial Chamber 

found that "what caused the civilian population (if not murdered) to leave their homes and join 

masses of other similarly displaced, were the specific attacks by Serbian forces against Kosovo 

Albanians" and that this "campaign conducted against Kosovo Albanian civilians by .. Serbian 

forces" was the "dominant and compelling" caus"e of the displaceme~t of Kosovo Albanians, 16811 

B,_ Arguments of the parties 

516. Dordevic submits th.at the Trial Judgement is unclear as to whether the armed conflict was 

characterised as internal or :international.1689 He argues that the Trial Chamber•s reliance on 

Additional Protoc<?l II suggests that it cqnsidered the standards applicable to the conflict between · 

. the FRY and the KLAto be those relevant to internal armed conflicts.1690 In his ~ew, this raises 

two questions of principle.1691 

517. First, ~ordevic submits that the Trial Chamber incorrectly concluded that the presumption 

of ·civilian status applies equally to int.emal and international armed conflicts.1692- He argues that 

based on this error, the Trial Chamber applied an "over-expansive definition of civilian whereby . 

individuals were presumed to tie cl vilians when they should not have been'', 1693 He argues that as a -

1685 Trial Judgement, p8I!!S 1697, 170i-1704 (doportation and otherinhmnane acts (forcibie transfer}}, 1753 (murder). 
1616 Trial Judgement. para. 1707. . -
11587 Trial Judgement, para. 1707. 
1681 Trial Judgement, para. 1697. 
1689 Dordevic Appeal Brief, para. 305. 
lli9D Dordevic Appeal Brief, para. 305, 
fC6l Dordcvic Appeal Brief, para. 306. 
Jti92 Doroevit Appeal Brief, paras 307-309. _ 
11593 E>ordevit Appe.al. Brief, para. 308. See also .Dorde.vic Appeal Brief, paras· 315, 319; Dardevic Reply Brief, 

paras 91-92, 95. ' 
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result the Trial Chamber- incorrectly found that attacks by Serbian forces were directed against the 

civilian population causing the population to _flee.1694 He· argues that the Trial Chamber thereby 

reversed the burden of 'proof and erroneously convicted him' for the crimes of deportation. other 

inhumane acts (forciJJle transfer), and murder.1695 

518. Second. Dordevic contends that the Trial Chamber erred in concluding that incliyiduals were 

actively participating in hostilities only if they had a "con6:nuous combat function"1696 and that ·the: 

Trial Chamber's reasoning ·•was polluted by its suggestion that an individual is pro~ted in~ 

inte~al armed conflict unless their continuous function is to take a direct part in hostilities" .1697 He 
· submits that the Trial Chamber placod "great emphasis'' qn th~ clothing of the victims but argues 

-

that such evidence does not establish that_ the victims were necessarily civilians rather than KLA 

casualties.1698 He also asserts that, in de~mrining y.rhether the attack was proportionate,. the Trial 

Chamber should have ~onsidered the presence of large numbers of individuals assisting the KLA, 

who did n~t have a "continuous combat function". 1699 ~ co~tends that expecting "a cleat 

distinction _between civilians and combatants in a conflict characterised by terrorists, insurgents and 

irregular forces is unreali~tic'' .1700 

519.· Dordevic submits that these errors.jeopardise "the conclusions that a JCE existed and that 

the FR Y's attack was indeed directed agairistcivilians rather than legitimate military targets".1701 

· 520~ The Prosecuti.9n responds that Dordevic misrepresents the Trial Chamber's findings and 

_that bis submissions warrant summary dismissal.1702 It.argues that Dordevic's submissions pertain 

to .. observati9D-s on the law'' that were not decisive to the Trial Cham.bet's conclusions.1703 Further, 

th.e Prosecution responds ·.that the Trial Chamber did not. presume individuals to· be- ci~ans.1704 

2028 
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i 

I 

I 

Rather, it found that Serbian forces did not even attempt to distinguish. civilians from KLA . ! -

1694 Dordevi.c Appeal Brief, pa.ra:s 308, 316. He further submits that this approach led to the application of too strict a 

standard ofmilil"ary targeting (Dordevic Appeal Brief, para. 316; Dorde~ Reply Brief, paras 93, 95). 
16~5 Dordevic Appeal Brief, paras 305-307, 316-318; I>oclevic Reply, paras 92--93. 
1695 Don1evi6 Appeal Brief, para. 310. 
iw, Dordevic Appeal.Brief, para. 311. 
lli!ill Dordevi.6 Appeal Brief, paras 312-313. . 
ll!l~ Dordevi.6' Appeal Brief, para. 314; Dordevic Reply, paras 93-94. 
1700 Dordevi.c Appeal Brief, para. .312-
l"llll_ Dordevic Appeal Brief, parL 315. 
lill2 Prosecution Response Brief, paras Z75, 291. . 
1703 ProsecutiOJ;l Response Brief, pani.s 276-277, 284. 'The Prosecution further elleges that the presumption of civ.ilim 

sl:Btll& should al.so apply in n:on-intemational armed conflicts (Prosecution Response Brief, paras 281-282). 
1704 Prosecution.Response Brief, para. 280. , . 
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members 1705 and it was entitled to rely upon evidence of the clothing of the victims to establish their 

'vili' tatus 1705 CI ans . 

C. Analysis 

52:1. The Appeals Chamber notes that while the Trial Chamber concluded that an armed conflict. 

· existed betwee1:1 the KLA and Serbian forces in Kosovo, it did not.explicitly establish the nature of 

the anned conflict.1707 By contrast. it explicitly defined the conflict between the FRY and NATO as 

international in nature.1708 The Trial Chamber, however, applied the law relevant to intemal armed 

conflicts1709 and separately found that "the KL.A po~sessed sufficient characteristics of an organised 

armed force to be able to engage. ili ~ internal armed conflict''. 1710 The Appeals Chamber recalls in 

this respect that an intemal anned conflict may exist· alongside an intematirn;ial armed conflict, 1711 

and is satisfied that the Trial Chamber therefore considered the conflict between the KLA and 

· Serbian force~ to be an internal armed ~onflict.1712 

522. The Appeals Chamber turns to ~orde,ic's contention that the Trial Chamber erred in its 

definition and application of an individual) civilian status in an intemal armed con:ffi.ct Dordevic 

argues that the Trial Chamber reversed the burden of proof when it considered that the presumption 

of civilian status, as set out in Article 50(1) of Additional Protocol I. applied to internal anned 

coriflict despite its absence from the text of Article 13 of Additional Protocol II.1713 The Appeals 

· Chamber recalls that the principle. contained in Article 50(1) of Additional Protocol I, that in cases 

of doubt a person shall be considered a civilian, is limited to the expected conduct of a member of 

the military.1714 In contrast, where the criminal resporuibility of an accused is at issue, the 

Prosec~tion bears the burden of proof concerni.n.g the civilian status of victims.1715 Dordevic's 

submissions fail to acknowledge these two different standards. AB a result, he misrepresents two 
' ' ' 

' 
. 

, distinct sets of findings made by the Trial Chamber: (i) the finclin.gs made in relation. to the 

17D.'i :&o&ccution Response Brid, pBillS 279-280 .. 
1706 Prosecution Response Brief, para. 290. 
17111 Trlal. Judgement:, paras 1578-1579. 
1708 See Trial Judgement, para. 1580. 
1709 See Trial Judgement, paras 1530, 2066. 
ma Trial Judgement. para. 1578. 
im Tadic Appeal Judgement, pera. 84. 
1712 Cf. D. Milosevic Appeal.Judgement, para 23. 
17u Trlal. Judgement, para. 2066, fn. 7110. 
1714 Kordit! and Cer/rez.. Appeal Judgement. para.;, 41!, refcn:ing to Blaikic Appeal Judgement, para. 111. See also 

D. Miwsevit! Appeal Judgement, para. 60. . · . . · 
im D. Miloswit Appeal Judgement, para. 60; Kordic and Cerkez. Appeal Judgement. para. 48, referring to Blas'1cic 

Appeal Judgement, para. 111. 
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disproportionate use of force by Serbian forces as an indic~tor of the existence of the JCE17~6 and 

(ii) the findings made in relation to the commission of crimes by these forces. 1717 In discussing the 

first set of findings and determining whether the drsproportionate use of force by the VJ and the 

MUP was "a further indication that the purpose of the operations was to pe:rpetuate the crimes 

established",1718 the Trial Chamber stated that, in an intern.al armed conflict, in case of doubt an · 

individual should be presumed to be a civilfan..1719 It considered that this principle entailed, at a 

minimum, that attacking forces assess and determine whether there is any doubt as to the status of 

the target.1720 It then concluded that the Serbian _forces• excessive use ·of force showed that no such 

assessments were-made.1721 Accordingly, the Appeals Chamber is satisfied that the Trial Chamber 

did not relieve the Prosecution of its burden to prove that the victims were civilians or otherwise 

protected persons under IHL. nor did it apply an "over-expansive definition,. of civilian.17µ The 

Appeals Chamber will now consider whether the Trial Chamber propedy applied the burden of 

proof in finding that Serbian forces committed the crimes of murder, deportation, and other 

inhumane acts (forcible transfer). 

523. With respect to the crime of murder, the Trial Chamber correctly recalled that Common 

Article 3 of the Geneva Conventions is applicable to internal armed conflicts and protects persons 

not taking active part in hostilities.17.1.3 _ The Appeals Chamber recalls that persons taking no active 

part in hostilities include persons in.' detention1724 and that the •'well~establishedjurisprndence of the 
Tribunal has repeatedly affirmed that the body proper of the Geneva Conventions cannot be 

interpreted in such a way as. to afford lesser protection to individuals than that which is afforded by 

common Article 3,.; .1725 The Appeals Chamber observes thaf the Trial Chamber performed an 

extensive analysis of the circumstances surrounding the killings and took into account numerous 

factors in reaching its findmgs that the great majority of the victims were detained, unarmed, or 

otherwise taking no active part in hostilities at the time of their death.1726 Accordingly, the Appeals 

1716 Trial Judgement, paras 2064-2069, 
m 7_ Tri.el Judgement, para. 17ITT. 
ms Trial Judgement, para. 2069. 
im Trial Judgement, para, 2069, fu. 7110. 
1720 Trial Judgement, para. 2066. 
1721 Tri.al Judgement, para. 2066. 
1722 See infra. paras 523-526. 
1723 Trial Judgement, para. 1530. 
1™ Common Article 3(1) of the Geneva Conventions. 
ms frosec_utor v. Radovan Karad!!i4, ;Case No, IT-95-5/18-AR72.5, Decision on Appeal of Trial Chamber's Decision 

on Preliminary Motion to Dimriss Count 11 of the Indictment, 9 July 2009, :para. 23. . 
1726 The Appeals Chamber finds that Dordevic' s claim that the Trial Chambl:ll" erred in relation to specific crimes sites is. 

not supported by the evilknce (f)ordevic Appeal Brief, para. 318). The Ttlal Chamber reasonably concluded that 
the indi.vidnals were detained or otherwise not actively taking part in hostilities at the time of their death: In Bela 

Crkva/Bc:Il.acerke, the Trial Cb.ember found that on 25 March 1999, MUP forces killed U Kosovo Albanians, 
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Chamber, Judge Tuzmukhamedov partially dissenting, finds that the Trial Chamber reasonably 

concluded that the victims were entitled, to protection under Common Article 3(1) and Article 13(2) 

of Additional Protocol II. Dordevic has therefore failed to show that the Trial Chamber erred in 

reaqhing this conclusion. 

524. The Appeals Chamber is further _satisfied that the Tri,al Chamber reasonably concluded· that 

Serbian forces committed the crimes of deportation and other inhumane acts (forcible transfer). The 

Appeals Chamber finds that the Trial Chamber reasonably found that no evid~nce suggested that 

the shelling, shooting, and burning of houses by the Serbian forces were directed at military targets. 

By contrast, it found that the Serbian forces intentionally targeted protected persons.1727 In 

among t:bcm three women. and seven children, who had attempted to flee from the MUP. A two year old boy wes 
the only survivor of the shooting (Trial Judgement, paras 464-466, 13 93~ 13 94, 1710). After assessing the totality of 

tbe evidence, the Trial Chamber concluded that these persons were not taking active part .in hostilities (Trial 
Judgement, para. 465). Ako in late March 1999. the bodies of six Kosovo Albanian men were found in a channel 

close to Belaja Bridge. The Trial Chamber found that no evidence suggested that these six men were armed et the 

time o:fthe shootings; actively participating in the hostilities; or membem of the KI.A, It found that they were shot 

by the Serbian police who had, shortly earlier, killed captured Kosovo Albanian men at the Belaja Bridge and 

stream (Trial Judgement. peras 468, 473, 1712). In relation to Mala K:rusa/Kmse--e-Vogel, see the Appeals 

Chamber finding lat.er in this Judgement (i,ifra, paras 662-667). In Meje/Meje, contrary to Dordc:vic' s allegation, 

the Trial Chamber did detennine the civiliBn &tatas and the individual circumstances of the 281 murder ,ictims 
during Operation Reka on 27 and 28 April 1999, finding that groups of Kosovo Albanian men were taken out of a 

convoy by Serbian forces and then shot, and that there was no evidence that any of these men were m:med at the 
time or Wcing an active part in hostilities, or that there was fighting between the Serbian forces and the KLA in the 
area at that time (Trial Judgement, paras 962-96\ 1739). Similarly, the Trial Chamber found that thm: was no 

evidence that Kol6 Duzbmani was a member of the KLA when he was shot during the Operation Reka. Rather, it 
found iliat he was detained at the time of bis killing (Trial Judgement, para. 1737). In Vucitrn/Vushtrri 

municipality, the Trial Chamber found that during the night of 2 and 3 May 1999, Serbian forces killed four 

detamed Kosovo Albanian men (Trial Judgement, paras 1187, 1742), In Kotlina/Kotline, the 'llial Chamber held

tlll!1 on 24 March 1999, at least.22 unarmed and imprisoned Kosovo Albanian men were killed by Serbian forces. 
The Trial Chamber based this fi:n,ding on tbr; account of eye-witness Hazbi Loku, after having attentively -

considered pis credibility and his evidence that th= men "were .forced to go to the wells to be beaten there and 
eventually thrown in before explosive devises in the wells were set off' (Trial Judgement, paras 1125, 1431, 1744). 

In Slatina/Slatin~ and Vata/Vataj, contrary to Don1evic's submission, the Trial Chamber based its finding that four 
Kosovo Albanian villagers were detained by VJ soldim on 13 April 1999, .wd later killed, not only on the hearsay 

evidence of Sada Lama. Rath~, it found that bis hearsay evidence was confumed by: the location where their 

bodies were found; the mutilation of two of them; the civilian clothes they were found in; and the fact that they 

were uruum.ed (Trial Judgement, paras 1138, 1747). 
1727 For example, in Bela Crkva/Bellacfu'ke the Trial Chamber found that MUP and VJ forces caused Kosovo Albanian 

villagers to flee, that men were separated from women and children, and that about· 65 of these men were shot 

(Trial Judgement, paras 1617-1618). In Mala Kruiia.!Krushi5-e-Vogel, the 'rrial Chamber found that 400-500 
Kosovo Albanian residents were forcibly transferred on 25 March 1999 after the village had been shelled, houses-

- looted and set on fire, and maw residents killed (Trial Judgement, paras 482-483, 1619-1620). In Velika 

Krusa/Krushe-e Madhe, a village very close to Mala Krnsa/Knlsbe-e-Vogel, the Trial Chamber found that about 

3 ,000-4,000 residents fled because of the increased menacing presence of· the Serbian forces surrounding tho 
village, later the Serbian forces burnt houses and destroyed the mosque (Trial Judgement, paras 503-506, 1622), 

The Appeals Chamber notes that paragraph' 1622 of the Trial Judgement refers to "Velika Krusa/Krushe-e-Vo.ger' 
rather !ban ''Velika Krusa/Krushe-e Madhe". However, baBed on the facts described in the paragraph, 1he Appeals 

Chamber is satisfied that the Trial Chamber was dii.cussing the events that occurred _in Velika Knisa!Krusbe-e 

Madhe). In Celina/Celine, the Trial Chamber held that Serbian forces shelled the village, killed residents, burned 
houses and forcibly transferred Kosovo Albanian. resident'l on 25 March 1999 (Trial Judgement, paras 517-522, 

1623). The Trial Chamber made explicit findings · that the shelling was not d:irect:fXl at .military· targets (frial 

Judgement, paras 533, 1623) and that the victims were unarmed and not taking pert in hostilities (Trial Judgement, 
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particular, the Trial Chamber found that no KLA troops were seen in the area where some of the 

crimes occurred. 1n 8-Further, where the evidence established KLA presence and activities, the Trial 

Chamber carefully considered whether the Serbian forces were legally combating the KLA.1729 
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para 522). In Landovica/Landovice, the Trial Chamber found that the VJ shelled and burned the village on 
26 March 1999 which ca.used lhe residents to flee. Eleven of the 13 villagers who were killed were women and 
children (Trial Judgement, paras 588-594, 1628). In Leo~ine, Brocna/Bmoje an4 lzbica/Izbice, the Trial 
Chamber found that Kosovo Albanian villagers were forcibly transferred in late March 1999 after Serbian forces 
had taken positions in Brocna/Buroje and shelled Leocina/Ley.ine and Izbica/lzbice, with no evidence that the 
shelling was directod agwnst military targets. Also, Serbian forces were burning houses on their way, and women 
and children were ordered to leave then- home villages and go to Albania (Trial Judgement, paras 607, 1630-1631). 
In Kl.ademica/Kilademire, the Trial Chamber found that 10,000 to 12,000 Kosovo Albanians, mainly women l!D-d 
children. fled the slwllin.g of tbc village on 12 April 1999. Serbian forces separated 300-400 men and ordered the 
rest of the people to go to Albania (Trial Judgement, para& 647, 1634). In Turicevac/Turiqec and Tosilje/Tu&biTh, 
the Trial Chamber held that Kosovo Albanian resioents left the villages m late March/early April 1999 due to the 
acts of Serbian forces; that they were escorted by the police and that J!len were separated for questioning (Trial 
Judgement, paras 635-639, 1632-1633), some were released and some were killed (Tri.Bl Judgement, para. 639). In. 
Pecane/Peqan. the Trial Chamber expressly considered that while virtually every household had a family member 
in the KI.A and that the KLA was active in the area, the displacement was caused by the Serb forces shelling and 
that this shelling was not directed at any military target (Trial Judgement. paras 704-706, 1639). In 
Belanica/Be11ani.ce, the Trial Chamber held that Serbian forceg killed three men m the village on 1 April 1999; set 
houses on fire; threatened the people; and killed livestock (Tri.al Judgement, par11S 715, 1641); the Trial Chamber 
further follDd that the Kl.A had withdrawn from the area (Trial Judgement, pan. 712) that the popuhtion tried to 
surrender to the Serb forces and that it was the Se:rb forces that directed the convoy to the Albanian. border (Trial 

Judgement, paras 714, 716, 718, 1641). In Zabarell.habar, the Trial Chamber held that thousands of Kosovo 
Albanian residents were deported on 17 April 1999 after the shooting of Serbilm forces with machine gum, and that 
specific orders to leave were given by the ·MUP tci the population (Trial Judgement, paras 1647-164&). In 
Vladovo/Lladove, the Trial Chamber found that Kosovo Albanian ri,sideuts were forcibly transferred after they had 
left the "\-'illage because of Serbian military presence nearby; that villagern who attempted to return - including one 

woman - were killed by Serbian forces; and tha1 villagers who had not fled were ordered by VJ soldiers to leave the 
village which they did (Tri.al Judgement, para 1661). In NosaljetNosalje, the TrialChatnber held that Kosovo 
Albanian residents were attacked by Serbian forces and forcibly transferred in April 1999 (Trial Judgement, para. 
1662). In Mirosavlje/Mi:rosale, the Trial Chamber found that 4,000 Kosovo Alba.mans .were deported by Serbian 
farces in early April 199~. by fear· caused by acts of Serbian forces in the village end in neighbouring villages 

-(Trial Judgement, para. 1667). In Kotlina/Kotline, the Trial Chzmber found that on 24 March 1999, shelling by 
Serbian forces caused the male population to flee, and women, children and elderly men were put on military trucks 

and driven to the to'M!- of Kac~anik. The Trial Chamber found that Serbian forces had blown up 22 men 
captured in wells that had been mined. Out of fear, the remaining 4B villagers left the village. In addition, Serbian 
forces specifically ordered women and children to leave (Tri.al Judgement. para. 1669). In Kacanik/K~ the 
Trial Chamber held that Kosovo Albanian residents were forced to leave the town. on 27 and 28 March 1999 due to 
shelling and shooting carried out by Serbian forces, and ultimately deported. There was no evidence of return fire. 
A pregnant woman died after being shot while wa.lkin.g through the courtyarq of her house (Trial· Judgement, 
paras 1127-1130, 1670). In Donja Sudimlja/Stadime.e-Poshtme, the Trial Chamber found that Kosovo Albe.nian 
villagers le.ft the village in late Merch 1999 because of shelling by Serbian forces, that SerbiBn police told the 
remarning residents to leave the village within 15 minutes and that shooting was directed at civilian houses (Trial 
Judg¢i.ent, para. 1676). . . _ . 

1711 In Velika Krusa/Kmshl}-e-Vogel, the Trial Chamber found- that 3,000-4,000 Kosovo Albanians were forcibly 
transferred on 25 March 1999 (Trial Judgement, para. 1622) .. In Pirane/Pirane, the Trial Chamber held that 2;100 
Kosovo Albanians were forcibly transferred on 25 March 1999 (Trial Judgement, paras 582-5S6, 1628). In 
Pecane/Peqan. t.he Trial Chamber found that the Kosovo Albanian population of. this village was displaced in 
March 1999 (Trial Judgement., paras 704-707, 1639). fu Vata/Vataj, the Trial Chamber held that the Kosovo 
Albaman residents of the village were deported in April 1999 (Trial Judgement, para. 1671). 

rm The Trial Chamber found in relation to the Serbian forces' presence in Vesekovce/Vesekoc and their shelling of 
Sla.k:ovce/Sll.ak.ovc on.1 May 1999, that on the following day, n.o less than 30,000 Kosovo Albanians headed 
towards Vucitm/Vushtrri in a convoy which came under Serbie.n sru:lling. Shortly thereafter, Serbian forces 
specifically directed the convoy to the Agricultural Cooperative in Vucitm/Vushtrri town. The Trial Chamber 
considered that the KLA, who were prosent m the area, had told tile villagers that they could no longer protect 
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A.dditionally, Dordevic merely notes in.stances of shelling of towns and villages, but fails to provide 

any examples of when an "over-expansive" definition of civilian was applied. 1730 In light of the 

overwh~~g evidence that entire towns and villages were displaced, the pattern of the attacks, and 

the coordinated action of the Serbian forces involved, the Appeals Chamber finds that Dordev:ic bas 

failed to show that the Trial Chamber erred in c6ncluding that Serbian forces targeted Kosovo 

Albsnian civilians. and that these attacks were the "do~t and compelling" reason causing the 

civilians to flee, resulting -in the crimes of deportation and other inhumane acts (forcible 

transfer).1731 

525. The Appeals Chamber 1s also not convmced by Don1evic's assertion that the Trial 

Ch~ber's assessment of "targeting" was "polluted" by the notion of a continuous ~mbat 

function.1732 Dordevic alleges that, based on this notion, the Trial Chamber erroneously considered 

the presence of civilian, clothing in determining the status of an individual.1733 The Appeals 

Chamber, however, finds that the Trial Cham~r reasonably took into account Aumerous factors, 

inclucling but not limited to the presence of civilian clothes, in concluding that those killed had no 

com.bat function at the time of their deatb..1734 Dordevic also has not shown that the Trial Chamber 

them. but that if was' the Serbian force& who had ordered theni to go to Vucittn/Vushlni town, shelling the convoy 

end killing some men (frial Judgei:nent, par2.: 1677). 
1730 See Dordevi6 Appeal Brief, para. 316. 
1731 See mpra, pa:ras 173-176, 19-4-207. 
m2 See Dorde,'ic Appeal Brief, paras 310-311. · 
1713 E>ordevic Appeal Brief, paras 312-313. · - · · · · 
113-1- See supra, paras 522-523. The Appeals Chamber has previously accepted a Trial Chamber's reliance on the clothes 

of a victim when detennimng that he was not actively pl!Iticipating in hostilities at the time of his death (see 

Boskoski and Tarculovski!Appeal Judgement, para. 81) ("The Appeals Chamber considers that the-Trial Chamber's 

conclusion that Rami Jusufi. had been an 'unarmed civilian' not taking part in the hostilities at the time of his death 

was based on its careful evaluation and analysis of the evidence. The Trial Chamber explained [ .. ,] its reasons for 

its reli,ance on certain pieces of evidence [ ... ], finding inter alia that Rami Jusufi was in civilian clothes at the time 
of bis death" (citations omitted),) Dordevic also does not show that the Trial Chamber erred .in considering the 

·relevant evidence in the following municipalities. Slatina/SlatiM; the Trial Chamber found that Mahmnt Caka, 

Hebib Lami. Brahim La.mi and Rraman Lami. were captured by VJ soldiers and killed on 13 April .1999; tlmt two of 

the bodies had been mutilated; and that they werr, 1marmed (Trial Judgement, paras 1138, 1747), Izbica!Izbice: the 
Trial Chamber hcl.d that forensic evidence proved that the victims who were killed on 28 March 1999 and later 
exhumed at Petrovo Sela PJP Cenll:e, were detained by Serbian forces at the time of their death (Trilll. Judgement, 

pares 627, 633-ti34, 1727). Meja/Meje and Korenice/Korenica: the Trial Chamber found that no evidence 
suggested that the victims who were murdered on 27-28 April 1999 were armed at that time, or taldng an active 
part m the hostilities, or that there was fighting between Serbian forces and the KLA (Trial Judgement, 
paras 990-991, 1738-1739). The fo:W- civilians who were mrrrdered during the Operation Reita in a village ~xt to 
Ramoc were found to be hostages in the captivity of Serbian forces (frial Judgement. paras 976, 992, 1738-1739). 
Tmje/I'errnje: the Trial Chamber found that the victims were not armed or taking an active part iu the hostilities 
when they were killed m March 1999 (Trial Judgement, paras 708-709). Bela Crkva/Bellaccrlre: the Tri.al Chamber 
held that about 40 um1rmed victirru were murdered at _the Belaja Bridge in late March 1999 (Tri.al Judgement, 
paras 472, 527, 1711). ~ the Trial Cbember found that 20 to 24 of the about 45 victims appeared to 
have. been shot from a close range on 15 January 1999; 'that one victim had bec:n decapitated; and that there were 
women and a child among the victims (Trial Judgement, paras 416, 1920). Danube River: The Trial Chamber 
· considere.d that many of the bodies that were found in a truck that was floating in the Danube showed the signs of 
blunt objects end large blades; that the hands of one: :individual were tied; and that there were 10 women and two 
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erred by not considering the ''large numbers of individuals who fought for_ or assisted the Kl.A, but 

who did not have a continuous combat function".1735 Contrary to Dordevic's assertion, the Trial 

Chamber did in fact acknowledge that the KLA was ·composed of both perm.anent members and 

othe; supporters, 1736 but found that the vast majority of crimes occurred in situations in which there 

was little or no KLA activity.1737 The Appeals Chamber considers that the Trial Chamber 

reasonably concluded that any difficulties in distinguishing between suspected KLA members and 

civilians could not explain the deportation and forcible transfer of entire villages of Kosovo 

Albanians.1738 Accordingly, the Appeals Chamber is ·satisfied that the Trial Chamber did not err in 

its determination of the protected status of individuals or in its assessment of the proportionality of 

the attack. 17~9 

526. Finally, the Appeals Chamber is also not convinced by Dordevic's assertion that.the Trial 

Chamber's findings with respect to the definition of civilian "jeopardises the conclusions that a JCE 

existed".1740 As described above, tlie Appeals Chamber considers that the Trial Chamber did not 

apply an overly broad definiti.CJ? of civilian. It therefore did not err in its determination of the 

protected status of victims and assessment of the proportionality of the attacks.1741 In this context, 

the Appeals Chamber notes that Dordevic did not identify any specific error with respect to the 

JCE. His argument is therefore dismissed. 

D. Conclusion 

527. For the foregoing reasons, the Appeals Chamber dismisses Dordevic's twe1fth ground of 

appeal in its entirety. 

children among them CTrial, Judgement, paras 1300, 1305, 1311). Suva Relca/SuharekE: The Trial Chamber 
considered that Jashar Berisha was murdered when he was lJllllilll.ed and detained by members of.the Serbian forces 
(Trial Judgement, paras 678, 683, 1720, 1723). Furthermore, contrary to Dordevic's submission (f)ordevic Appeal 
Brief, para. 313, fn. 532), the Trial Chamber did not hold him responsible for the murder of the following victims 
who. were found to have been killed in civilian clothes: Milirim Loku and E~ Kuci. (Ti;ial Judgement, 
paras 1111, 2096; Trial Judgement, Annex H). Furthermore, contrary to Dordevic's submission, the Tri.el Chamber 
did not find E>ordevic guilty of having murdered: (i) victims in. Prizren municipality (Trial Judgemmt, paras 1268-, 
1270, 1705); (ii) individuals who he.d their bodies disinterred by Witness K72 in Dakovica/Gjak.ove municipality 
(Trial Judgement,_paras 1277-1278, 1281-1282, 1285); (iii) individuals who were buried in two mass grave sites at 
the Petrovo Selo PJP Centre m April 1999 (Trial Judgement, paras 1353, 1355, 1507, 173()..1741, 1753); 
(iv) individuals who were murdered in Celina/Celine (Trial Judgement, paras 532, 1705); and (v) individuals who 
were found dead in a tra.c:kin the Orahovac/Rahovec area (Trial Judgemprt, paras 553, 1705, 1714-1719, 1753). 

1735 Dordevi6 Appeal Brief, para. 314. . 
rm Trial Judgement,, para. 2058, referring to Trial Judgement, pmas 1539-1540. See al.so Trial Judgement, paras 2059-

2061. . . 

rm Trial Judgement, para. 2065. 
1738 Trial Judgement, pf!Ia. 2067. _ 
m9 See also supra, paras 93; 97-99, 102, 107-109. 
1740 Dordevic Appeal Brief, para. 315. 
1141 See supra, paras 522-525. 
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XIII .. DORDEVIC'S THIRTEENTH GROUND OF APPEAL: ALLEGED 

ERROR WITH REGARD TO THE CRIME OF DEPORTATION 

A. Introduction 

- r. J.· 

2021 

528. The Trial Chamber convicted Dordevic for the crimes of deportation (Count 1) and 

persecutions through-the acts of deportation (Count 5) as crimes against humanity.1742 The Trial 

Chamber concluded that from 24 March to 20 June 1999, at least 200,000 Kosovo Albanians were 

_ deported from a number of towns and villag~s in Kosovo to locations in Albania, FYROM, and 

Montenegro, 1743 In reaching its conclusion, the Trial Chamber found. inter alia, that the 

displacement of Kosovo Albanians from Pec/Peje on 27 and 28 March 19991744 and from Kosovska 

Mitrovica(Mitrovice on 4 April 19991745 to Montenegro constituted displacement across· a de facto 

border and thus met _ the requirement for deportation. 1_746 The Trial Chamber also found that 

numerous other individuals, who did not cross the de facto border, were victims ·of other inhumane 

act.s (forcible µ-ansfer) and that these acts were of a similar gravity to the acts of deporta.tion.1747 

. B. Arguments of the parties . 

529. Dordevic submits that the Trial Chamber erred in concluding that individuals who were 

displaced from Kosovo to Montenegro· crossed a de facto border as required for the crime of 

deportation.1748 He ar~es that the crime of.deportation only applfus to instances where persons are 

forcibly dispia_~ed to another country or occupied territory1749 and challenges the Trial Chamber's 

assertion tbat "the Tribunal's jurisprudence has fi,nnly established that the offence of deportation 

may be established if there is a displacement across a de facto border". 1750 Dorde"ic contends that 
-

the essence of deportation is that_individuals,be forcibly displaced to the tenitory of another country 

and, in the present ·case, the FRY merely moved citiz.ens within its own border.s.1751 , He further 

asserts that the Trial Chamber: (i) e.q-oneously considere.d a number of factors in determhnng that a , 
' . 

1742 Trial Judgement, paras 1700-1701, 1704, 2193-2194, 2230. 
1743 Trial Judgement, para. 1700. 
1144 Trial Judgement, paras 1642, 1701. 
ms Trial.Judgement., paras 1646, 1701. 
17-46 Trial Judgement, para. 1683. 
1747 Trial Judgement, paras 1702--1703., 
1741 Dordeyic Appeal Brief, paras 320-328. · · 
1749 Dordcvic Appeal Brief, para. 321; Appeal Hearing, 13 May 2013, AT. 95-97, referring to Static Appeal 

Judgement, para. 300. 
pso Dordevic Appeal Brief, para. 322, citing Trial Judgement, para. 1683. 
1751 Dordcvic ~ply Brief, paras 97, 99. See also Dordevic Appeal Brief, para. 328; Dordevk! Reply Brief, paras 97, 99; 

Appeal Hearing. 13 May 2013, AT. 95, referring to Staldc Appeal Judgement, para. 300. 
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de facto border existed_inclucling serious hardship and ease of ~ontrol over Kosovo;1752 (ii) failed to 

take into account that the FRY, which consisted of the Republics of Serbia and Montenegro, was a 

sovereign nation;1753 and (iii) erred~ law when determining that the crime of deportation can be 

satisfied by the displacement of individuals across a de facto border.1754 Dordevic submits that the 

Trial Chamber's error should result in the reversal of his convictions of 1he crime of deportation 

(Cqunt 1) and _the crime of persecutions (Count 5) to 1;he extent that they relate to displacements 

from Kosovo to Monteriegro.1755 

2020 

530. The Prosecution responds that the forced displacement of individuals from Kosovo to 

Montenegro. constitutes dep~tion.1756 It con~nds that the Tri.al Chamber's factual findirigs 

support its conclusion that the boundary between Kosovo and Montenegro constituted a de facto 

border and thereby satisfied· the requirement for a finding of deportation.1757 The Prosecution, 

maintams that,· although th~ Assembly of Serbia officially revoked Kosovo's autonomous ·status m · 

1990 and Kosovo failed to obtain international ·recognition as a sovereign entity, it remained a de 

facto autonomous region tbroµghout the 1990s. 1758 The Prosecution further contends that the same . 

underlying act.s also constitute the crimes of other inhumane. acts (forcible transfer) and 

persecutions. m 9 It therefore argues, in the al~ative, that if Dordevic's ground of appeal is 

granted, the Appeals Chamber should enter a conviction for the crimes of other inhumane acts 

(forcible 1ransfer) and persecutions.1760 Moreover, tbe_Prosecution points out that it is_immat.erial 

for the purposes of the crime of persecutions whether the underlying act amounts'to depbrtation or 

forcible transfer~ long as the act was carried out with the requisite discriminatory intent, which 

was established in this case.1761 

531. Dordevic replies that the Indictment neither charges the crime of other inhumane acts 

(forcible transfer), nor the crime of persecutions in relation to the displacement of the population 

115,. F.>ordevic Appeal Brief, para. 326. · -
1753 F.>ordevic Appeal Brief, paraB 324-326; Dordevic Reply Brief, para. 97; Appeal Hearing, 13 M11.y 2013, AT. 97-98. 
175~ Bordevic Appeal Brief, par11.._322. SeeBorcicvic Appeal Brief, paras 320-321, 327. 
1755 Dordcvic Appeal Brief, para. 328. . 
1756 Prosecution Appeal Brief, paras 292, 294. · 
1757 Prosecution Response Brief, para. 295, referring to Trial Judgement, paras 21-30. See a.lBo Prosecution Appeal 

Brief, paras 293~294. 
1751 Prosecution Response Brief; para. 295. __ 
1759 Appeal Hearing, 13 May 2013, AT. 134. · 
1760 Appeal Hearing, 13 May 2013, AT. 133-134, referring to Stald.c Appeal Judgement, para. 321. 
1761 Appeal Hearing, 13 May 2013, AT. 134, refen:ing to Naletilit! and Martinovit_ Appeal Judgement, para. 154.-
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from Kosovo to Montenegro.1762- He therefore submits that he should not be convicted for these 

crimes. 1763 

C. Analysis 

532. 'fhe Trial Chamber correctly observed that the crime of deportation can be established, in 

certain circumstances, by the displacement of individuals across a de facto state border. 1764 The . . . 

Appeals Chamber in StaTdc deter:min~ that ''whether a particular de facto- border is sufficient for_ 

the purposes of the crime of deportation should be examined on a case by case basis in light of 

customary international law" .1765 

533. ·Toe Appeals Chamber observes that the Trial Chamber recognised the tenito.rial 

sov~eignty of the FRY and the lack of a ·de Jure bor:der between Monten~gro and_Kosovo.1765.In 

reachlng its conclusion that a de facto border existed between Montenegro and Kosovo, the Trial 

Chamber considered: (i) the degree of autonomy enjoyed by Kosovo; (ii) Montenegro•s status as a 

~epublic within the FRY; and (iii) th~ existence of-"an armed conflict between forces of the FRY 

and Serbia on one hand and the KLA on the other".1767 The Toal Chamber also considere<ftbat the 

displacement of Kosovo Albanians from Kosovo to Montenegro would have the same effect of 

"serious hardship" as the displacement across a state border~ and that the displacement of Kosovo 

Albanians out of Kosovo would have made it easier for FRY and Serbian authorities to control · 

K.osovo.176R 

534. However, in findmg that a de facto· border existed between Montenegro and Kosovo1 the 

Trial Chamber failed to articulate the basis in customary inkrnational law upon which it found that 

a de facto border could be established in these circumstances.1769 The Appeals Chamber considers 

this to constitute an error of law. Conseg:uently, the Appeals Chamber will assess whether, in light 

of customary international law, the crrcumstances of thiB case support the finding that a de facto 

border existed within the territory of the FRY, between Kosovo and Montenegro. 

I,t.i Appeal Hearing, 13 May 2013, AT. 169-170. 
1763 Appeal Hearing, 13 May 2013, AT. 169-170. 
1764 Trial Judgement, para. 1604, citing StakM Appelll Judgement p!!IBS 278, 288-303, .K,ajismk Appeal Judgement, 

para. 304. · 
1765 Stalcit Appeal Judgement, para. 300, See Tri.al Judgement, para. 1604. 
1766 See Trial Judgoment, para. 1683. 
111u Trial Judgement, para. 1683. . 
176g Trial Judgement, para. 1683, 
1769 Trial Judgement, para. 1683. See Stakic Appeal Judgement, para. 300. 
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535. The Appeals Chamber in Staki.c previously undertook a survey of customary international 

law pertaining to the crime of deportation. The various sources considered in Stakic, however, do · 

not provide any· examples of an inst.ance in which a displacement of persons from an autonomous 

region within a federal state to. another republic within the same f~ral state constituted 

-r deportation. 1770 Additional ·studies of customary international law regarding the crime of 

deportation were also undertaken in Judge Schomburg' s Partly Dissenting Opinion in the Naleti.lic 

and Martinovic Appeal Judgement and Judge Sbahabuddeen's Partly Dissen~g Opinion in the 

Sta/de Appe.al Judgement.1771 The a:utb.ori.ties cited in these opinions, however. also do· not address 

~ issue of forcible displacement of individuals within the confines of a sovereign state by the 
. -

government of that state but, instead. involve the pres~ of an occupying power or a contested 

border between two states. 1772 The Appeals Chamber observes that the presence of m occupying

power ot of a contested border between states· is not at issue in the present case.1773 The Appeals 

Chamber has found no support in customary international law for the prOl,)Osition that a de facto 

border can be fo~d wi~ the -confines of a sovereign state even where a certain degree of 

autonomy is exercised by portions of that state. Accordingly, the Tri~ Chamber's :findi.D:g that a de 
. 

-

fac_to border existed based qn the degree of autonomy enjoyed by Kosovo's orMontenegro's status 

as a republic within th~ state of the FRY finds no support in customary intemational law. m 4 

536. · In addition, the other factors considered- by the Trial Chamber do not support ,a finding on 

the existence of a de facto border in customary international law. The Appeals Chamber does not 

intend to diminish the importance oi the "serious hardship"1775 placed upon Kosovo Albanians 
~ i I 

forcibly displaced. from Kosovo to Montenegro, as considered by the Tri.al Chamber, nor does it 

deny the presence -of an armed conflict or the· conclusion by the Trial Chamber -that the 

displacement of Kosovo Albanians from Kosovo would have made it easier for FRY and Serbian 

1770 See Stald6 Appeal Judgement, paras 290-302. The Appeals Chamb« instead defined a de facto border in the · 

- negative, concluding that "constantly changing frontlines [ ... ] a:re neither de ju.re state borders Dor the de facto 

bord~s of occupied tm:itory, either of which would automatically be sufficient: to amount to deportation under 

customary intemational law" (Stakic Appeal Judgement., para.. 301) (citations omitted). . 
1771 See Naletilii and Marti.novic Appeal Judgement. Separate and Partly Dissenling Opimon of J:udge Schomburg, 

paras 3-33; Sta/de Appeal.Judgement, Partly Dissenting Opinion of Judge Shahabuddebn. parasl9-76. 

nn See Na!.etilir! and Martinuvic Appeal Judgement, Separat.e and Partly Dissenting OpinioDc of Judge Schomburg, 

pB.Ia. 12, citing the RuSHA case, pp 126-127, 139. The Appeals Chamber further observes that Judge 

Shahabuddeen. in his Partly Dissenting Opinion, refers to the Cyprus v. Turkey case t.o suggest that !hi i::rossing of 

a front line could constitute deportation within customary international law (Stakic Appeal Judgement. Partly 
Dissenting Opinion of Judge Shahabuddeen. para. 23, citing Cyprus v. Turkey, European Commission of Human 

Rights, European Human. Rightx Reports, Vol 4 (1982), pp 482,.528 ("Cyprus v. Turkey case''), p. 520). The 

Cyprus v. 7'.urkey case, however, also involves occupying forces which distinguishes it from the present case (see 

Stakic Appeal Judgem1mt, Partly Dissenting Opinion of Judge Sbahabuddeen, para. 23). 
im -S~ Trial Judgement, para. 1683. . 
1774 See Trial Judgement, para. 1683. 
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authorities to control K.osovo.17715 However, the Appeals Chamber finds no basis in customary 
. ' 

international law, including in any of the materials considered by the Stakic Appeal Judgement or in 

the Partly Dissenting Opinions of Judge Sch<:1mburg and Judge Shahabuddeen,to infer the presence 

of 'a de f~to border in these circumstances.1777 

537. The Appeals Chamber is therefore_ not satisfied that Kosovo Albanians crossed· a de facto 

border during their forced dj.splacemertt from Kosovo to Montenegro and finds that the Trial 

Chamber erred in concluding that the crime of deportation was committed. The Appeals Chamber 

therefore overturns the Trial ~ber' s findings on Dordevic' s responsibility for the crimes of 

deportation (Count 1) and 'persecutions through deportation (Count 5) with respect to the 

displacements of individuals to Montenegro from Pec/Pej~ o~ 27 and 28 March 199917:e. and from 

Kos9vska Mitrovica/1\lfittovice on 4 April 1999 .1779 · 

· 538. The Appeals Chamber now turns to the Prosecution's submission that, in the event the 

Appeals Chamber grants Dordevic's thirteenth ground of appeB.4 it should find that the 

displacement of m.dividuals from Kosovo to Montenegro amounts to the crime of other inhumane 

acts (forcible transfer) and the crime of persecuti.ons.17&0 'The Appeals Chamber recalls that forcible 

transfer, like deportation, "entail[ s] the forcible displacement of persons from the area in which they 

are lawfully present, without grounds permitted under international law''1781 but that it does so in 

the context of-the displacement of individuals within national boub.daries.1782 · 

539. The Appeals Chamber, however, observes that the Indictment with regard to incidents of 

other inhumap_e acts (forcible transfer) in paragraph 73 refers e";cl1JSively and explicitly to 

displacement within the territory of Kosovo. 1783 Accordingly, the Appeals Chamber finds. that the 

forcible displacement of individuals from Kosovo to Montenegro was not pleaded in the Indictment 

as other inhumane acts (forcible transfer) (Count 2). The Appeals Chamber therefore cannot enter a 

convic~on for the crime of other inhumane acts (forcible transfer} (Count 2). 

1775 Tri.al Judgement,. para. 1683. 
1776 See Trial Judgement, para. 1683. 
1777 See supra, para. 535. · 
1718 See Trial Judgement,.para.& 1642, 1701. 
1779 Trial Judgement,. paras 1649, 1701. · · 
mo Appeal Hearing, 13 ~ay 2013, AT. 133-134. See supra. para. 530. 
1781 Krajii~k Appeal Judgement, para. 308. 
nn Staldt Appeal Judgement, para. 317. _ 

· ·1713 "With respect to those Kosovo Albanians who were internally displaced within the territory of Kosovo, !he 
Prosecutor re-alleges and-incorporate.'J by reference paragraphs 16-33, 60-64, and 71-72 [of the Indictment]" 
(lndic1D:J.ent, para. 7'J) (emphasis added). 
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540. - With regard to the c.rinie of persecutions, _ the Appeals Chamber considers that the 

underlying act of forcible rn,splacement committed "With a discriminatory intent m.ay constitute the 

crime of.persecutions.17g4 The Indictment alleges the crime of persecutions through forcible transfer 

and deportation as underlying acts in relation to· all of the locations set out in paragraph 72 of the 

Indictment.1785 The Indictment does not in: this regard contain an explicit limitation of forcible 

transfer to displacements "within the territory of Kosovo" as it does in relation to the crime of other 

inhumane acts (for.cible transfer) (Count 2).1786 

541. While the Indictment makes a general reference to displacements to Albania, FYROM, and 

Montenegro in paragraph 29, 17&1 it contains no explicit reference to Montenegro in relation to any 

of the listed locations.1788 Furthermore, this general alkgation w~ not elaborated in ·re~ation to 
. . 

Montenegro in the Prosecution Pre-Trial Bnef.1789 The portions ot" the Indictment relevant to 

Pec/Peje and Kosovska Mitrovica/Mitrovice, for which the Trial Chamber found displacements to 

Montenegro are para~phs 72(e) and (f) of the Indictment.1790 These paragraphs describe 

displacements to the Albanian border, but do not refer to any displacements to Montenegro, ~or do 

. they contam a general reference to displacements outside of Kosovo.1791 The Appeals Chamber 

therefore considers that the Indictment do~ not set out the material facts with regard to any 

displacement to Montenegro. The Appeals Chamber therefore considers that displacement to 

Montenegro was not charged. The Appeals Chamber notes that the jurisprudence provides that the . . 

"final° trial brief or closing arguments may assist in some :instances in determining to what extent the 

l7S4 See Deronjic Judgement on Sentencing Appeal, para. 109; Kvocka et al. Appeal Judgement, paras 320, 454; 

BlaJkic Appeal Judgement, •pare.. 131; Krrwjelac Appeal Judgement, para. 1~5; Vasiljevic Appeal Judgement, 
para. 113. 

1785 Indictment, paras 76-77. See irifra, paras 692-694. 
1786 Indictment. paras 76-77. Cf. Indictment, para. 73. 
1787 Indictment, para. 29. Relevant part of paragraph 29 of the Indictment provides: 

· Some of tl:i.ese internally displaced persons remained inside the province of Kosovo throughout the 

time period rclevmt to this indictment and in.H.ny persons died as a consequence of the harsh 
· weather conditions, :insufficient food, inadequate medical attention and exhaustion.. Others 

eventually crossed over one of the Kosovo borders into Albania, Macedonia, Montene~; or 
crossed the provincial boundary between Kosovo and Serbia. Forces of the FRY and Serbia 
controlled and coordinated the movements of many internally displaced Kosov:o Albanians until 
they were finally expelled from Kosovo. 

171111 Indictment. para. 29. Relevant parts Of plll"agraph 29 of the Indictment provides: 
S01D,e of these intemally displaced persons remained :inside the province of Kosoyo throughout the 
time period relevant to this indicllp,ent and many persons died as a consequence of the harsh 
weather conditions, :in.sufficient food, inadequate medical attantion and exhaustion. Others 
eventually crossed over oru: of the Kosovo borders :into Albania., Macedonia, Montenegro, or 
crossed the provincial boundary between Kosovo and Serbia. Forces of the FRY and Serbia 
controlled and coordinated the movements of many intern.ally diKplaced Kosovo AlbBlW!Il8 until 
they were finilly expelled from Kosovo. . · 

17119 See Prosecution Pre-Trial Brief, pl!Ias 230-231. 
1790 See Tri.al Judgement, paras 1642, 1646, 1701. 
rm Indic1ment, paras 72(e) and (f). 
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accused was .put on notice of the Prosecution's_ case".1792 Although Dordevic mentioned the 

·displacement of t,he Kosovo civilian population to. inter _alia, Monten~gro. in his Final Trial 

Brief1793, he did s0 in order to challenge the existence of any common plan to "modify the ethnic 

balance" in Kosovo, and his involvement thereir.t.1794 In these circumstances, the Appeals Chamber 

finds that there is no indication that Dordevic was on notice that he was charged with the crime Qf 
. . 

· deportation to Montenegro. 

D. Conclusion 

542. In_ light of the foregoing, the Appeals Chamber grants Dordevic's thirteenth ground of 

Appeal and overturns the Trial Chamber's findings regarding Dordevic' s responsibility for· tht: _ 

crime of deportation (Count 1) and persecutions-through deportation (Count 5) with respect to the 

displacements of individuals to Montenegro from Pec/Peje on 27 and 28 March 1999, 1795· and from 

Kosovska Mitrovica!Mitrovice on 4 April 1999.179~ The impact of these findings on sentencing, if 

_ any, will be considered later in this Judgement 1797 

1792. Simba Appeal Judgement. par:a. 64. 
1793 E>ordevi6 Closing Brief, paras 690-694. 
n,4- E>ordev:i.c Closing Brief, para.. 692. . 
1195 See Trul Judgement, paras 1642, 1701. 
179fi See Trial Judgement, para. 1646, 1701. 
1197 Sec infra, paras 976-980. 
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XIV. DORDEVIC'S FOURTEENTH GROUND OF APPEAL: ALLEGED 

ERRORS CONCERNING THE AmNS REA FOR MURDER 

543. The Trial C~ber found that the crime of murder both as a crime against humanity 

(Count 3) and as a violation of the laws or customs of war (Count 4) was established.1798 The Trial 

Chamber articulated and applied the following elements for the crime of murder pursuant to both , 

Articles 3 and 5 of the Statute: 

a) the death of a victim (actus reus), although it is not necessary to establish that the body of 
the deceased person hBB been recovered; 

b) that the death was the result of an act or an omission of the perpetrator; it i& sufficient that 
the "perpetrator's conduct contributed substantially to the death of the person."; and 

c) that the perpetrator, at the time of the, act ar onrission. _intended to kill the victim or, in the 
absence of such a specific intent, in the knowledge that death was a probable consequence of the 
act or omission (mens rea). It bas been found that negligence and gross negligence do not form 
part of indirect intent !1!1!1 

A. Arguments of the parties 

.544. Dordevic submits that- as a matter· of law the element of premeditation is required to 

establish the mens rea for murder under Articles 3 and 5 of the Statute.1800 He submits that there is a 

discrepancy between the use of the term ''murder" :in the English version of Article 5. of the Statute 

and "assassinat'' :in the French text.1801 Accord.mg to Dordevic, this discrepancy should be resolved 
' . 

by adopt;ing the approach of certain ICTR trial chambers which required premeditation in order to 

establish murder as a crime agamst humanity.180'2 :Dordevic contends that the same standard should 

apply by analogy to murder as a "war crime".1803 He concedes that premeditation was found by the 

. Trial Chamber in relation to a number of crimes sites, but submits that it has not been established in 

relation to certain other crime sites.1804 Accordingly, he requests that the Appeals Chamber quash 

1798 Trial-Ju.dg~ment, para. 1753. See Tri.al Judgement, paras 1709-1752. 
1.79!1 Trial Judgement, para, 1708 (citations omitted). · 
1800 Dordevi.6 Appeal Brief, paras 330-331. See Dordevic Appeal Brief, paras 332-342; Dordevic Reply Brief. 

para. 101. 
1001 Dordevic Appeal Brief, paras 330--331. -
rnn Don1evic Appe.al Brief, parru. 335-337, 341; referring to Kayishema and Ruzindana Trial Judgement, 

paras 137-140; Muhimana Trial Judgement, para. 569; Semanz.a Trial Judgement, paras 334--339; Bagilishema Trial 
Judgement, para. 84. 

1603 Dordevic Appeal Brief. para. 331. 
1604 Dordevic Appeal Brief, 11aras· 342-343. 
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bis convictions in relation to those sites where premeditation was not established and reduce·his 

sentence: 1805 

5:45. The Prosecution responds that the jurisprudence ·of the Tribunal does not require 

premeditation in order to satisfy the mens rea for murder under Articles 3 and 5 of the Statute.1806 It 

contends that the Appeals Chamber has not disturbed a "significant number" of trial judgements · 

. which have not required premeditation to establish the crime of murder under Article 5(a) of the 

Stamte.1807 Although some ICTR trial chambers ~ve .included 'premeditation as a requirement of 

the mens rea for murder as a crime against humanity, the Prosecution submits that Dordevic neither 

demonstrates an error in law nor provides convincing reasons for the Appeals Chamber to depart 

from the jurisprudence of the Tribunal. umg 

B. Analysis 

546. At the outset, the Appeals Chamber notes that both the ICTY and ICTR Statutes include the 

crime of murder as a crime against humanity.1009 Articles 5 and 3 of the French versions of the 

ICTY and ICTR Statutes, respectively, list "assassinat" as one of the underlying acts constituting a 

cmne against humanity, while the English versions specify "Ipurder".1810 The Appeals Chamber 

recalls that the term ''assassinaf' has ''a very precise meaning in French national law" requiring 

premeditation. mi whereas the term murder is "clearly understood and well defined in the national 

law of every State'' and requires no further explanation.1812 Tu.ming to_ murder as a violation of the 
. -

laws and cµstoms of war, the Appeals qiamber notes that Article '4. of the !CTR Statute probjbits 

1805 Dori1evi6 Appoal Brief, paras 342-343. E>ordevic argues that there was no evidence of premeditation in relation to 
the following crimes sites: (i) Bela Ctkva/Bellarerke on 25 March 1999; {ii) Mala Krosa/Kruse-e-Vogel on 
25 March 1999; {ili) Suva Reka/Suhareke town on 26 March 1999; (iv) £Jakovica!Gjakov!5 on 1-2 April 1999; and 
(v) Koremca/Korenic!! and Meja/Meje on 27-28 April 1999 (l)mdevic Appeal Brief, para. 342). 

1806 Prosecution Response Brief, paras 296, 298, 302. 
1807 Prosecution Response Brief, paras 299-300. 
1801 Prosecution Response Brief, pBr11.. 302. 
1809 Aricle 5 of the IcrY Statute; Article 3 of the ICTR Statute. 
mo Aricle 5 of the ICTY Statuw; Article 3 of the ICTR Statute. 
mi_Bl.aildc Trial Judgement, para. 216; fn. 414, citing Article 221-3. of the French Criminal Code which refers to 

"assassinat' as "meurtre c0mmi.r avec prhne.ditation". . 
1812 1996 ILC Report. p. 4B. See Kupreski6 et al. Trial Judgement, fn. 821, para. 560; BLaskic Trial Judgement, 

pan. 217; KordiL and Cerkez Trial Judgement, fn. 315. The Appeals Chamber notes the.t the drafting biKtory of the 
IMT Charter reveals that the French delegation did not suggest the inclusion of the tenn "assassinaf' when 
negotiating the jurisdiction of the IMT (see "Observations of the French Delegation on American Draft, I= 28, 
1945", in Robert H. Jackson, Report of Robert H. Jackson, United States Representative to International 
Conference on Military Trials (U.S. Department of State, 1949) (''Jackson Report"), pp 89-91; ''Draft Article on 
Definition of "Crimes", Submitted by the French Delegation, July 19. 1945" in Jackson Report, p·. 293; "Revised 
Defurltion of "Crimes", Prepared by British Delegation wid Accepted by French Delegation, July 28, 1945" in 
Jackson Report. pp 390-391), 
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"violence to life [.:.], in particular murder", an:d the French version uses the term "meurtre",1813 

Article 3 of !:he ICTY Statute, on the other hand, does not explicitly list murder as one of the 

violations of the laws or customs of war.1814 It is however firmly established in the jurisprudence of 

the Tribunal that Article 3 of tl:ie ICTY Statute encompasses murder.1815 

54 7. Toe Appeals Chamber notes that the terms "meurtre" and "assassin.at" have been expressly 

considered by a number of early trial judgements.1816 For instance, the Jelisic Trial Chamber 

conclu~ that it was appropriate to adopt the term; ''murder'• in the English text "as the accepted 

tenn in international custom".1817 It reached this conclusion after considering the Akayesu case, 

Article 7(1)(a) of the ICC Statute, and Article 18 of the International Law Commission Code of 

Crimes Against the Peace and Security ~f Mankind; all of which refer to the term murder 

("meurtre").1818 After considering the same sources, theBlas'1dcTri.al Chamber similarly concluded -

that it is murder. and not premeditated murder, that constitutes the underlying offence of a crime 

against hwnanity under the ICTY Statute.m9 In Kordic and Cerke.z, the Trial Chamber, referring to 

the Blas"kic case, stated that: 

[e.]lthough there has been some controversy in the International Tribunal's jurisprudence as to the 

meaning to be attached to the discrepancy between the use .of the ward "murder" in the English 

text of !:he Statute and the use of the word '.'assassinar in the French text, it is now settled that 

premeditation ·is not required, 1820 

548. While the Appeals Chamber has not expressly considered the ternis "meurtre" and 

"assassinat'', tho case law of the ICTY has been consistent in not requiring premeditation as one of 

the elements of the crin1e of murder either as a violation of the laws or customs of war or as a crime 

against humanity.1821 The elements of the crime _of murder as a war crime pursuant to Article~ of 

the Statute have been established by the ICrY Appeals Chamber as follows: (i) the death of a 

victim taking no active part µi hostilities; (ii) the death was the result of an act or omission of the· 

1813 Article 4 of the ICI'R Statute. 
1814 Article 3 of the ICTY Statute. 
1815 See Cele:bici Appeal Judgement, para. 136; Tadi6 October 1995 Appeal Jurisdiction Decision, paras 87, 89. The 

Appeals Chamber observes that Article 2 of the ICTY Statute lists· "wilful killing" as one of the grave breaches of 
the Geneva: Conventions of 1949 prohibited under the Statute, which is translated in the French version as 

"homicide intentionel". 
J81ti. Kordii and Cerkez Tr;i.al Judgement, para. 235; BlaJki.c Trial Judgement, para. 216; Jelisitf Tri.al Judgement, 

para. 51; Krstic! Trial ludgeme.nt, paras 484-485, fn. 1119; Brdan.in Trial Judgement, para. 386, fus 911-912. 
1a17 Jeli:ncTrial Judgememt, para. 51. . . 
me Jelisi6 Trial Judgement, para. 51, referring to Akayesu Trial Judgement, pilTa. 5B8, ICC Statute, Article 7(1)(a), 

Draft Code of Crimes against the Peace and Security of Mankind, in 1996 ILC Report, Article 18. 
tsl!l Blas'7dtTriaI Judg~t, para. 216. See also Kardit and Cerkt:z Trial Judgement, paras 235~236. · 
182° Kordic ood Cerkez Trial Judgement, para. 235, referring to Blastcic Trial Judgemo.nt, para. 216. See also Korriic and 

Cerkez Tri.al Judgement, para.. 236, · · 
1821 D. Milosevic Appeal Judgement, paras 108-109; Kvocka et al. Appeal Judgement, para. 261; Kardirf and Cerkt:z 

Appeal Judgement, paras 37, 113; Celebici Appeal Judgement, para. 423. 
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perpe~ator(s) or of one or more persons for whom the accused is criminally responsible; and 

(iµ) the perpetrator intended to kill the victim or wi1fully harm or inflict serious in}l!Y with 

reasonable knowledge that the attack was likely to result in death. a22 These elements have be.en 

established tp be identical to those required for murder as a· crime against humanity under Article S 

of the Statute, with the exception that the general chapeau requirements for each be met. 11129 

549. The Appeals Chamber further notes that it has consistently upheld convictions for murder 

where, the relevant trial chambers have not required premeditation in order to satisfy _the elements of 

murder ·both undet Articles 3 and 5 of the Statute.1824 Contrary to ·Dordevic' s assertion, the Appeals 

· Chamb~ in Kupres/de et al. also affirmed cpn.victi.ons of murder as a crime against humanity on the 

basis of mens rea not requiring premeditation.1825 The Trial Chamber in Kupre.fkic et ~l. articulated 

that the "constituent elements of mut~ under Article 5(a) of the Statute are well known"1826 and 

further stated thaf "the requisite mens rea for murder under Article S(a) is the intent to kill or the 

_intent t~ inflict serious injury in reckless disregard of human life".1827 While setting out the legal 

elements, the Trial Chamber in J:.upresldc et aL noted that intentional and prem~tated killing had 

been articulated by the Trial Chamber in Kayishema. 1828 However, it did not require premeditation 

when it applied the legal standard of murder under Article 5 of the Statllte.1829 

550. The IC1R Appeals Chamber has established the same elements.as those articulated by the 

ICTY Appeals Chamber in relation to the crime of murder· as a violation of the laws or customs of 
. -

war.1830 Premeditation is, therefore. not an element of murder as a war crime under Article 4 of the 

!CTR Statute.1831 The ICTR Appeals C~ber has, in some cases, affinned convictions for murder 

as a crime against humanity under Article 3 of the ICTR Statute without requiring 

1= Kvocka et al. Appeal Judgement, para. 261; · Kordic and Cerkez Appeal Judgement, para. 37; Celeb1ci Appeal 
Judgement, para. 423. · 

11123 · See Kordic Q.nd Cerkez Appeal Judgement, para.. 113, citing Kordic and Cerkez Trial Judgement, para. 236. 
11124 See e.g; D. Milo1ffVi6 Appeal Judgement, p. 128; D. Milosevic Trial Judgement, plll"a, 931; Korditf and Cerkez. 

Appeal Judgement, pp 295-297; Kordir! and Cerkez. Trial Judgement, para. 236; Stakic Appeal Judgement, p. 142; 
Stakic Trial Judgement, para. 587; Mrksi.c and Sljivanlantn Appeal Judgement, p. 169; Mrklii et al. Tri.al 
Judgement, para. 486; Kvocka et al.. Appoal Judgement, p. 242; Kvocka. et al. Trial Judgmnent, para. 132; 
Kupreskic et al. Appeal Judgement, pp 170-171; KM.pres"kic et al Trial Judgement, paras 560-561; Krstic Appeal 
Judgement, p. 87; Krstic Trial Judgement, para. 485; li.maj et al. Appeal Judgemmit, p. 116; I.i.maj et-al Trial 
Judgement, para. 241. · 

im Kupre!kic et al. Appeal Judgement, pp 170-171. 
1826 Kupreskic et al. Trial Judgement, para 5 60. 
um Kupreikic et aL Trial Judgement,. para. 561, citing Kayishema and Ruzindana Trial Judgement, para. 139. 
18211 Kupreskit et al. Tri.al Judgement, para.. 561, citing Kayishema and Ruzindana Tri.tl Judgement, para. 139. 
11129 KupreJJ-ic et al. Trial Judgement, paras 818, 820, 822. See aloo Krmiit and Cerkez Tri.al Judgement, para. 235 

(:including references). · 
Jlj3(] Setako Appeal Judgement. para. 257. 
1831 See Setako Appeal Judgement, para. '157 -
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premedita.tion.11132 In other cases, however, it has upheld convictiom based on a standard requiring 

premeditation. 1633 -While there is indeed a difference in the approach of some early trial judgements· 

of the ICTR, the Appeals Chamber recalls that it is not bound by decisions of trial chambers_1834 

Although Dordevic suggests that a mens rea standard requiring premeditation be adopted, the 

Appeals Chamber considers that Dordevic has failed to show any cogent reasons to depart from the 

existing case law of the Tribunal which has consist.ently upheld convictions for murder without the 

requirement of premeditation under both Articles 3 and 5 of the Statute. 

551. In light of the foregoing, the Appeals Champer finds that the case law of the Tribunal does 

not require premeditation to satisfy the mens rea element fm; murder as a violation of the laws or 

customs of war under Article 3 or as a crime against humanity under Article S(a) of the Statute. 

C. Conclusion 

552. In the absence of any cogent reasons put forward by Dardevic to depart from the 

juris:r;m1dence of the Tribunal, _the Appeals Chamber confi.nns it.s previous jurisprudence that 

premeditation is not a required element for the crime of murder. Considering there is no legal 

requirement of premeditation,. Dordevic's submissions challenging the Trial Chamber's assessment 

of premeditation in relation to specific crime sites are therefore dismissed, Dordevic's fourteenth 

ground of appeal is dismissed. 

Lsn For instance, the Appeals Chamber in theAkayesu case did not disturb Akayesu's conviction for murder as a crime 
against humanity (Akaye.ru Appeal Judgement, p. 143) which was based on a standard not requiring'premeditation 
(see Akayesu Trial Judgement, para. 588, where the Trial Chamber states that: "Cu.8tomary International Law 
dictates that it is the a.ct of 'Murder' that co!llltitutes a crime against humanity and not •Assassin.at'"). The Appeals 
Chamber in Rutaganila quashed Rumganda' s conviction for murder as a crime against humanity on the basis of that 
same standard (Rutaganda Appeal Judgement., p. 168, See also Ru.tagcmda Tri.al Judgemrot, paras 79-81, 426, 
433). _In Musema, the Appeals Chamber did not disturb the Trial Chamber's finding that Mµsema was not guilty _of 
murder as a crime against humanity on the basis of this same :standard (Musema Appeal Judgement, para.. 958, 
p.130. See Musema Trial Judgement:. para. 955, See also Musema Trial Judgement, paras 214-215 where the Trial 
Chamber, referring to the Akayesu and Semo.ma Trial Judgements, articulated that customary international law 
dictau:s that the offence of "murder", and not "assassf.nat", constitutes a crime against humanity). 

im The Appeals Chamber in Muhima:na end Semanza affumed. convictions for murder as a crime against humanity on 
. the basis of a st.a.ndard reqwring premeditation (Muhimana Appeal Judgement, para. 228, p, 81; Semanz.a Appeal 
Judgement, p. 126). The Trial Chamber in Muhimana. coacwred with the Trial Chamber in Seman.r.a that 
premeditated murder (i.e. assasinat)"oonstitutes a crime against humanity, MuJiimana Trial Judgement, para. 569, 
citing Semanw Trial Judgement.. para. 339. See also Semanza Trial Judgement, paras 334-338. The Appeais 
Chamber notes that in B4gilishema, 1he Appeals Chamber affirmed Bagilishema's acquittal based 011 the Trial 
Cliember's standmd requmng premeditation (Bagiltshema Appeal Judgemeirt, p, 57. See Bagilishema Tri.al 
Judgement, paras 84-85, p. 340), The Ka:yishema and Ruzindana Trial Chamber d.etc:r:mined that the concepts of 
murder and assassin.at should be considered together Wld that the ru.nderd of mens rea :required for murder a8 a 
crime against humanity is intentional and premeditated killing (Kayishema and Ruz;in.dana Trial Judgement, 
para. 13&. See Kayishema and Ioo.iru!an.a Trial Judgement, para. 137, 139--140). In Kayishema and Ruzindana, the 
Trial Chamber found however ~ IIIUidcr BS a. crime against h.omanity was fl.illy subsumed by the counts brought 
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XV. DORIJEVIC'S FIFTEENTH GROUND OF APPEAL IN PART: 

ALLEGED ERRORS CONCERNING DESTRUCTION OF RELIGIOUS OR 

CULTURALLY SIGNIFICANT PROPERTY 

A. Introduction 

2009 

553. The Trial Chamber found that the crime of persecutions through destruction of religious or 

culturally significant property was established in relation to the mosques in Celina/Celine, Bela 

Crkva/Bellacerke, Landovica/Landovice, Suva Reka/Suhareke (White Mosque), Dakovica/Gjak:ove 

(Hadum Mosque), Rogovo/Rogove, Vlastika/Llashtice, and Vucitm/Vush1rri (Charshi Mosque) 

· (''Eight Mosques"). 1835 

554. Dordevic submits that the Trial Chamber · erred :in law with regard to the mens rea 

·requirement for the crime of persecutions through destruction of religious sites and erred in fact in 

relation to its m{!ns rea findings relevant to the Hadum Mosque, the Charsbi Mosque, and the . 

mosques in Vlastica/Llashtice and Landovica/Landovice ("Four Mosques").18l 6 He further submits 

that the Trial Chamber erred in its application of the requirement that acts of persecutions must be 

of an equal gravity or severit:y as thi? other crimes enume~ted under Article 5 of the Statute.1837 

B. Mens rea for persecutions through wanton destruction 

1. Arguments of the•parties 

555. Dordevi6 submits that the Trial Chamber erred in law by holding that an act of destruction 

or damage carried out with recklessness is "sufficient for persecutory wanton destruction". 1838 He -

under AI1icle 2 of theICTR Statute (Genocide) and did not therefore enter convictions for murder (Kay/.shema and 
Ruzindana Trial Judgement, paras 576-578). · · 

11134 Alelcsovski Appeal Judgement., para. 114. · · 
ms Trial Judgement. para. 1854. See alsq Tri.al Judgement, paras 1811, 1819, 1825, 1832, 1837, 1841, 1850. The 

mosque iI;I. Suva Reka/Suhareke. is also known fill Xhamia-e-Bardhe Mosque (frial Judgement, paras 690, 1820). 

The mosque in Dak.ovica/Gjakove is also known as Xhmnia et Hadumit or Mosque of Hadum Suleiman Age. (Trial 
Judgement. para. 863). The market mosque complex in Vuci.tm/Vushtrri is also known B.li Charshi Mosque, Xhamia 

e Carshlse or Tash Xhamia. (Trial Judgement, pere.. 1849). . . 
1836 Dordevic Appeal Brief, paras 344-347. Dordevic's additional submission !hat the Tri.al Chamber failed 1D liru: any 

· destroyed mosques to a widespread and systematic attack directed against the civilian population or to the JCE (see 
Drndevic Appeal Brief, paras 344, 350), is addressed in connection with ground of appeal 7 (see supra, 
paras 198-200, 204, 207). His challenges ccmcei;n:ing the evidence underlying rhe Trill! Chamber's :findings on the 

destruction of the mosques in Landovica/Landovicl!, Dakovica/Gjakov!! (Hadum Mosque), :in Vlastica/Llashtice 
(see Dordevi6 Appeal Brief, para. ~47) are addressed in relation to ground of appeal 17 (see infra, paras 80:,.:815, 

8M~~- . . , 
11137 E>ordevic Appeal Brief, paras 344, 348-3 49. · 
1838 Dor-devic Appeal Brief, para. 345, referring to Trial Judg~ent. par~ 1773 .. 
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submits that there appears to be confusion in the jurisprudence between destruction of property as a 

war crime and persecutions through destruction of property as a crime against humanity under 

Articles 3 and 5 of the Statute, respecti.vely.1839 'Yhl1e the Brdanin Trial Chamber foun~ that the 

mens rea requirement for Arti~le 3 crimes is satisfied by "reckless disregard'', Dordevic asserts that 

this does not apply to Article S(h).1840 He argues that the crime of persecutions requires "specific 

intent'' and, therefore, must be ~omm.itted with the ~tention to discriminate.1841 He asserts that the 

Trial Chamb~r failed to apply this .. requirement''.1842 Dordevic further submits that the Trial 

Chamber's application ot: the ~klessness standard in relation to the Four Mosques implies that "it 

was unable to establish whether the perpetrators specifically targeted the mosque[s]".1843 

556. The Prosecution responds that (i) the Trial Chamber did not apply a recklessness standard; 

(ii) Dordevic ignores relevant findings; and (iii) bis submissions warrant summary di~missal.1844 . 

Further. it submits that even if the evidence concerrring the Four Mosques satisfied only a 

"recklessness., standard, tj)e Trial Chamber correctly found that the mens rea requirement was met 

for the crime of persecutions through the destruction of fuese mosques.1845 It argues that acts 

.undertaken :in "awareness of the probability of the substantial likelihood of damage or destruction 
, . . 

of cultural property" can satisfy the mens rea element of the crime of destruction or wilful damage 

under Artick3(d) of the Statute.1846 D_ordevi~, according to the Prosecution, fails t~ show why a · 

different standard should apply to the same crime under Article 5(h) of the Statute.1847 

1~ 9 Dordevic Appeal Brief, para. 346. See also Dordevic Reply Brief, para. 102. . 
1840 Dordevit Appeal Brief, para. 346, referring to Brdanin Trial Judgement, .paras S99, 1021 ° 1024, Dordevic notes that 

the Trial Chamber referenced the Krajiinik Trial Judgement to support that reckless disregard met fue mens rea 
requirement for destruction of religious sites as an underlying act of the crime of pc:rsecutions (Dordevic Appeal 
Brief, para.. 346, referring to Krajisnik Trial Judgement, para. 782). However, he argues that none of the authori.iies 
cited" by Krajisnik suggest that recklessness is a suitable standard for persecutions through destruction under 
Article 5(h) .but instead "highlight the need to find 'the requisite discriminatory intent"' (Don1evic Appeal Brief, 
para. 346, referring to Kordic and Cerkez Trial Judgement, paras 206-207, 362, Stakic Trial Judgement, 
pares 765-7 67, Brdanin Trial Judgement, paras 599, 1021, 1023, Strugar Trial Judgement, paras 308-311). 

1841 0ordevic Appeal Brief, para. 345; Dordevic Reply Brief, para. 102. I>orc1evic further submits tha1 while the 
, Prosecution relies on the Strugar Trial Judgement, "a comparison with that case is instructive. Had one of the shells 
bit a church in the Old Town of Dubrovnik, or started a fire which spread and engulfed a church, a conviction for 
religious persecution would not necessarily follow'' (Dordevic Reply Brief, para. 103). He further submits that ''the 
Prosecutor would need to also show tbii,t the ch.In'Ch was struck with the intention to discriminate mi. ·one of the 

· prescribed grounds'' (f)o.rdevic Reply Brief, para. 103). 
n 42 Doroevic Reply Brief, para. 105. . . 
1843 Dordevic Appeal Brief, para. 347; Dordevic Reply Brief, paras 104, 106. 
iM4 Prosecution Response Brief, para. 303, referring to Trial Judgement, paras 1817-1819, 1830-1832, 1838-1841, 

1848-1850, 2025, 2151. 
1845 Prosc,cuti.on Response Brief, para. 304. 
1146 Prosecution Response Brief, para. 304, referring to Strugar Appeal Judgement, para. 271. . 
1847 Prosecution Response Brief, para. 304, referring to Kordic a.nd Cerke-i. Appeal. Judgement, para. 108, BlaJlcic 

Appeal Judgement, paras 144-149, Kordic and Cerkez Trial Judgement, para. 206. 
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2. Analysis 

557. The Trial Chamber set out that the crime of persecutions consists of an act or omission that: 

(i) discrimina~s in fact and denies or infringes upon a fundamental right laid down in international 

customary or treaty law (actus reus); and (ii) is carried· out deliberately with the intention to· 

discriminate·on one of the listed grounds, specifically race, religion, or politics (mens rea).1848 It 

further held that the mens rea for the underlying act of destruction of religious sites is met when the 
. -

perpetrator 11acted with the intent to destroy or damage that property or in the reckless disregard of 

the substan?al likelihood of the destruction or damage" .1849 

558. . By arguing t}lat the mens rea · standard for persecutions through destruction of religious or 

culturally significant property is specific (cfo:criminatory) intent, Dordevic appears to overlook that 

the mens rea for the crime of persecutions is twofold: it requires both the requisite mens rea for the 

underlying act and the specific intent to discriminate on political. racial,_ or religious grounds.1850 _In 

order to establish the crime of persecutions through des~ti.on of religious or culturally significant 

property, a trial chamber thus must be satisfied that: (i) the mens rea for destruction of religious or 
I 

culturally significant p_roperty is met; and (ii) the destruction is carried out with discriminatory 

intent. 

559. The Appeals Chamber considers destru(;:tion of religious or culturally significant property as 

an unde.J;lying act of the crime of persecutions to be the same as "'destruction or wilful damage done 

to institutions dedicated to religion., [or other cultural property]"; a violation of the laws or customs 

of wat enumerate<i'tinder Article 3(d) of the Statute.1851 Contrary to f)ordevic's assertion, the mens 
. . ' 

rea element for both acts is the same.1852 The Appeals Chamber recalls th.at the mens rea element 

for destruction of institutions dedicated to religion or other .cultural property_ under :Article 3(~) "is 

[ ... ] met if the acts of destruction or damage were wilfully, i.e. either deliberately or through 

recklessness. directed against" the property.1853 Dordevic has· therefore failed to show that the Trial 

Chamber erred in law in holding that reck1essness is sufficient to satisfy the mens rea element for 

destruction of religious or culturally signific.ant property as an underlying act of persecutions. 

1841 Trial Judgement, para. 1755 . 
. 1849 Trial Judgement, pare.. 1773. 
1~ Stakic Appeal Judgement, para. 328, . · ~ . • · _ 
· 1151 q. Trial Judgement, paras 1770-1771, referring to Kordic and Cerkez Trial Judgement,. para. 206. Article 3(d) of · 

the St:atuto :refers to the "destruction or wilful damage done to institutions decli~ted to religion, charity and . 
education. the arts and sciences, his1mic monuments and works of art and science", 

- 1= Kraji§nik Triill Judgement, para. 782; Stakic Trial fodgement, paras 765-767; Brdnnin Trial Judgement,. 
paras 596-599, 1021, 1023. See also Trial Judgement, para. 1773. 

IKSl Strugar Appeal Judgement, para. 277, with further references. 
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Consequently, his argument that the perpetrators must have ••specifically targeted" the mosques 

cannot· hold. Dordevic' s argument that the Trial Chamber erred in applying the recklessness 

standard in relation to the Four Mosques is therefore dismissed. 

560. The Appeals Chamber will now address Dordevic's argument that the Trial Chamber failed· 

to apply the element of specific intent required for persecutions.1854 The Trial Chamber correctly set 

out that the crime of persecutions requires specific intent, i.e. the intent to discriminate on political, 

racial or religious grounds.1855 It subsequently made a general finding that the "widespread 
. . 

destruction {of Kosovo Albani.an religious sites] was co~tted with persecutory intent as symbols 

of Kosovo Albanian heritage and 1.dentiti.1856 Toe Trial Chamber also specifically addressed the 

element of discriminatory intent with regard to the mosques in . Celina/Celine, Bela 

Crkva/Bella.cerke, and R.:ogovo/Rogove.1857 It subsequently found for e_ach of these mosques that the 

crime of persecutions. through ~anton destruction was· established. 1858· With regard to the Four 

Mosques and the White Mosque in Suva Reke/Suhareke. while it did not specifically discuss the 

element of discriminatory intent in relati~ to each mosque, 1859 the Trial Chamber equally 

concluded that the crime of persecutions was established through their destruction or the dam.age 

they sustained.1860 

561. As noted above, the Tri.al Chamber made a general finding on wh~ther 1:}le wanton 

destruction or damage of religious sites was committed with discriminatory intent.1861 ru this 

finding relates to all of the damaged mosques, the Ap~ Chamber considers that the Trial 

Chamb_er was not required to discuss separately, in relation to each mosque, whether it was 

destroyed with discrimin.a.tory intent. However, it would have been preferable if the Trial Chamber 

had taken a consistent approach rather than providing a discussion in relation to so_me of individual 

mosques and not in relation to others. The Appeals Chamber considers that the placement of a legal· 
. . 

finding in a trial judgement is immaterial and a matter withln a trial chamber's discretion provided 

it is clear that the finding is overarching. 

1854 Dordevi.6 Appeal Brief, para. 345; Dordevic Reply Brief, para. 105. 
im Trial Judgement, para. 1755. 
1156 Trial Judgement, para. 2151. This fueling is located in the section of the Trial Judgement discussing whether the 

crimes established in the Trial Judgement were part of the cOIIlDlOn plan (Trial Judgement,. Section XII.B .2(b)). 
us, Trial Judgement, paras 1810, 1836. This discussion can be found in the section of the Trial Judgement concerning 

pe:rsecutioD.& through wmton destruction or damage to religious property (frial Judgement, Section XlC.2( d)). 
1858 Trial Judgement, para.B 1811, 1837. · 
m9 See Trial Judgement, Section XIC.2(d). 
1860 Trial Judgement. paras 1819, 1825, 1832, 1841, 1850. See also Trial Judgement, para. 1854. 
1861 Trial Judgement, para 2151. · , 
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. 562. In these circumstances, the Appeals Cb.amber is satisfied that the Trial Chamber made the 

re~ed findmg that the destruction. or damage to the mosques was carried out with discriminatory 

mtent: Dordeyic has therefore failed ~o show that. the Tri.al Chamber erred, and his argument is 

dismissed. 

C. Equal gravity 

1. Argwnents of the parties 

563. Dordevic submits that the Trial Chamber erred :in finding that the destruction of the Eight 

Mosques ~ounted to persecutions 88 it misapplied the equal ~avity test.1862 Dordevic a~s with 

the Trial Chamber that the natµre !Pld the extent of an act of destruction determine whether such an . 

act sati.~fies the equal gravity requirement1863 He argues that wee the Trial Chamber "recognised 

tl:;at the destruction of a religious site 'may' (not must) amount to an act of persecutions":1864 it 
- . 

should have determined whether the equal gravity !eqmrement. was met in relation to- each 

individp.al mosque.186s In bis view, the Trial Chamber should have assessed "the importance of the 

place of worship to a particular comm.uni:tf", and its failure to do so co~sti.tu~s an err6r. l866 

564. The Prosecution :responds that it is clear from the Tri.al Chamber's reasoning that t1ie·equa1 

gravity requirement is satisfied when a building is dedicated to religion, with.out the need to further 

demonstrate the value of the building to the community.1867 

2. Analysis 

565. In setting out the law on ·the crime of persecutions through destruction of religious or 

culturally significant property, the Trial Chamber held that: 

[w]hetber the des1ruction of property meets the equal gravity req~ent depends on the nature 

and ex.tent of destruction. A number of Trial Chambers have not.ed that tho destruction of religiomi 
property am.omits to 'an attack on the very religious identity of a people• and as ruch manifests 'a 

nearly pure expression' of the notion of crimes aglllll&t humanity. [ .. ,] The Intcmational Military 
Tribunel., the 1991 IL<;! Report, and national colll'lx, inter al!a. have singled out the destruction of 
religious buildings as a clear case of persecution as a crime against humanity. In the view of the 

1862 Dordevic Appeal Brief, paras 348-349. · 
. 1863 Dor~evic Appeal Brid, para. 348, refwing to Tri.al Judgement, para.. 1771. 

185+ Dardevic Appeal Brief, para.. 348. . 
11115 Dordevic Appeal Brief, paras 348-349. 
1866- Dordevic Appeal Brief, para. 349. 
11157 Prosecution Response Brief, par~ 310. 
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Chamber, therefore, the des!ruction and wilful damage to Kosovo Albanianrelirous sites, coupied 
with the requisite discriminatory intent, may amount to an act ofpersecution.1116 . 

566. The Trial Chamber found that, in general the nature and extent of the destruction of property 

determine whether it meets the equal gravity requirement 1869 It then analysed the des~ction of 

· religious property and found that the destruction and wilful damage to Kosovo Albanian religious _ 

sites "may" amount t_o an ~ct of persecutions.1870 By use of the modal verb j•may", the Trial 

Chamber recognised that. while the destruction of religious sites satisfies the requirement of equal 

gravity ~ the crimes listed in Article 5 of the Statute, it does not automatically amount to the crime 

of persecutions as a crime against humanity. Additional requirements must be met, which the Trial 

Chamber set out in the subsequent param:aphs.1871 

567. The Appeals Chamber has not previously addressed the issue of equal gravity specifically in 

relation to persecutions through destruction of religious or culturally . significant property. Toe 

Appeals Chamber finds that the des_tructi.on of religi~us property- meets the equal. · gravity 

requirement as it amounts to "an attack on the very religious identity of a people" and as_ such 

-manifests "a nearly pure e:x.pression" of the notion of crimes against humanity, as al.so found by 

several trial cha.mbers.1872 Proof that a building is dedicated to religion satisfies the equal gravity 

requirement without requiring an assessment of the value of the specific religious prqperty to a 

particular community_ m3 It is different in that respect to the destruction of private property which 

may not necessarily have a sufficiently severe impact to constitute a crnne against humanity .11174 

568, In light of .the foregoing, the Appeals Chamber finds that it was not necessary for the Trial 

Chamber to assess for each mosque individually whether its destruction satisfied the equal gravity 

requirement In these circumstances, Dordevic has failed to show that the Trial Chamber erred and 
. ' . . 

his argument therefore must fail. 

IIKiB Trial Judgement, para. 1771 (emphasis added; citations omitted). 
ieli9 Trial.Judgement, para. 1771. · 
mo Trial Judgement, para. 1771. See MiluJinovic et af. Trial Judgement. voL I, paras 204-205; Kordic! and Cerkez Tri.al 

Judgement.. paras 202. 206-207; StakicTrlal Judgement, paras 766-768; KrajisnikTrialJud.gem.ent., paras 780-783. 
1171 Trial Judgement, paras 1772 (property destroyed must not ha.ye been used fur~ purposes), 1773 (general 

elements of crimes against lmmsnity; specific mens rea for pelrsecution; actUB reu9 and m.en.r rea for destruction of 
religious sites). See llko Trial Judgement, para. 1770. · · 

IS'll See T~ Judgement, para. p?l; Milutin.uvic et al. Trial Judgement, voL 1, para. 205; Kordi6 and Cerkez Trlal 

fodgcment. paras 202, 206-207; Strikic Trial Judgement; paras 769,-768; Krajisnik Trial Judgement. paras 780-783. 

The 1991 ILC Report lists the destruction of religious buildings as an example of persecutions as a crime agajnst 
lmmani.ty (1991 ILC Report, vol II, part, 2, p. 104). Similarly, post-WWII judgements have con&idered the 

destrllCtion, of religious buildmgs as perBCCUtiom as a crime against humanity ([MT Judgement, pp 248., 302; brael 

11. Adolph Eichmann, District Court of Jerusalem, Judg~ of 12 December 1961, 36 Internatirmal uiw 
Reports 5, para. 57). · -
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D. Conclusion 

569.- In light of the foregoing, the Appeals Chamber dismisses Dordevic's :fifteenth ground of 

appeal, in part.ms 

11173 See Kordic and Ceruz Trial Judgement, paras 202. 206-207; Stak:ic TriBl Judgement. par~ 766~76B; Krajiinik 
Trial Judgement, paras 780-783. 

1874- See BlaJkic Appeal Judgement, para. 146, citing and agreeing with Kupre.Ildt et al. Trial Judgement, para. 631. _ 
1875 The Appeals Chamber will address the. remainder of this ground of appeal in the part dealing with ground of 

appeal 17. See infra, Oiaptcr~ IX and XIX. 
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XVI. DORDEVIC'S SIXTEENTH GROUND OF APPEAL: ALLEGED 

CONVICTIONS BASED ON CRIMES NOT PLEADED IN THE 

~ICTMENT 

A. Arguments of the parties 

570. Dordevic submits that the Trial Chamber erred in convicting him of crimes not alleged :in 

the Indictment.1876 He argues that several of his convictions in relation to the crimes of deportation, 

other inhumane acts (forcible transfer). persecutions as crimes against humanity~ and murder~ a 

violation of the laws or customs of war as well as a crime against humanity, should be quashed 

since certain locations or events in relation to these crimes were not alleged in the Indictment.1877 

He requests that bis sentence be reduced accordingly. ms 

571. The Prosecution responds that: (i) this ground of appeal should be summarily dismissed as 

Dordevic raises it for the first time on appeal, and by not objecting to the evidence when it was 

introduced during the trial he has waived the ri.gb_t to raise the issue on app~al;187~ (ii) Dordevic 

received farr notice of the material facts, 1880 arguing that the Indictment includes all the locations 

and crimes which Dordevic challenges;1881 and (iii) the Appeals Chamber should not automatically 

quash the relevant convictions ~ the event that it finds that certain incidences were not alleged in 

the Indictment, 1882 bilt should also consider whether th~ defects were cured by the provision of 

clear, consistent, and timely information by the Prosecution in its Pre-Trial Brief and.Rule 65ter 

witness summaries, 1883 the disclosed evidence, J BS4 and Dord:evic' s own submissions at trial. 1885 

1876 Dord.evic Appeal Brief, para. 352; Appeal Hearing, 13 May 2013, AT. 99-102. -
· • 1877 £>ordevi6 Appeal Brief, paras 352-'360, referring to Kordi6 and Cerkei. Appeal Judgement, Renzaho Appeal 

Judgement. See Dordevic Reply Brief, paras 110-111. 
1878 Dordevi6 Appeal Brief, para. 361. 
11179 Prosecution Response Brief,. para. 313. See also Prosecution Response Brief, paras 320, 322. 325, 327-328, 333, 

335-336, 340-344, 346-347; Appeal Hearing, 13 May 2.013, AT. 150--151. 
·tslHI ProsecµtionResponse Brief, para. 314; Appeal Hearing, 13 May 2013, AT.149-151. 
1881 Prosecution Response Brief, paras 314-315, 319, 321, 323-324, 326, 328-332, 334, 336-339, 341, 343-344, 

347-348; Appeal Hearing, 13 May 2011, AT. 149-157. , . . 
1882 Prosecution Response Brief, para. 316, referring to BlaJldc Appeal Judgement, para. 238, Niyitegeka Appeal 

Judgement, para. 195. . 
im Prosecution Response Brief, pEia. 316, refening to Simic! Appeal.Judgement, paras 23-24, Naletillc and Martinovic 

Appeal Judgement, parl!S 26, 33, 61-65, Kvocka et al. Appeal Judgement, paras 34, 44, Kordic and Cerkei. Appeal 
Judgement, paras 142, 165. See also Appeal Hearing, 13 May 2013, AT. 149-150. 

1684 Prosecution Response Brief, para. 316, referring to Kupreskic et al. Appeal Judgement, paras 117-120, N"ryitegeka 
Appeal Judgement, para. 197, Ntaki.rufi.mana and Ntakirutimana Appeal Judgement. para. 48, Gacumhitsi Appeal 
Judgement, paras 57-58. · -

1885 Prosecution Response Brief, para. 316, refe:rri:ng to Simi6 Appeal Judgement. para. 24, Kvocka et aL Appeal 
Judgement, paras 52-53. See al.so Prosecution Response Brief, para. 31.8, where the Prosecution argues that 
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572. Dordevic replies that the question of waiver does not arise since. he only became aware of 

the additional criril.es when the Trial Chamber issued the Tri.al Judgement.1886 He explicitly states 

that he does not argue that the Indictmetj.t was vague.1887 Furthennore, Dordevic invites the Appeals 

Chamber not ~ rely on Rule 6Ster witness i:urornaties . or witness ~ta.tements. claiming that the 

Prosecution seeks to expand the charges against him and hold him responsible for additional attacks 

that were not identified in the Indictment.1888 

B. Analysis 

1. Introduction 

. . 

573. At the outset, the Aweals Chamber· considers that challenges ·pertaining to defects in an 

indictment are normally qealt with at the pre-trial stage by the trial chamber, or, if leave to pursue 
. . . . 

. . 

an interlocutory appeal has been granted, under Rule 72(B )(ri) of the· Rules, by the Appeals 

Chamber.188.9 In the instant case, however, the Appeals Chamber is faced with a different scenario, 

in .that Dordevic' s submission is made at the appellate stage and concerns crimes that he claims 
. -· . . 

were not alleged in the Indictment and of which he only became aware of when the Trial Judgem<;:nt 

was issued.11190 Therefore, this sub.mission can ·orily be considered in relation to the cri:plinal. conduct 

for which Dordevic was ultimately convicted.1891 Consequently, in. the present circumstances it is 

irrelevant whether Dordevic raised any objections before the Trial Chamber, since the issue of 

waiver is ~ot applicable in this context 1892 However, as Dordevic raises defects in the· Indictment 

for the first time on appeal, he bears the burden of proving that his abilio/ to prepare bis. defence 

was materially impaired.1893' 

Dordevic "cross-exanrl=d witnesses about the incidents he challenges and has not demonstrated any material 

im.pa::inncn.t in bill defence". 
1816 l>ordevw Reply Brief, para. 100 .. 
1887 Dordevic Reply Brief, para.. 108. . 
11118 l;)ordevic Reply Brief, para. 109, refea::ing to Muvunyi JI Appoal Judgement. para. 28. The Appeals Chamber not.es 

that the reference to the Muvunyi II Appeal J-µdgement appears to be erroneous and understands it instead to be a 

reference to the Mu.wmyi I Appeal Judgement. 
18119 See K,upres"'kic et al. Appeal Judgement, para. 79. 
lHD See Dordevic Appeal Brief, paras 352, 354; Dordevic Reply Brief, para. 107. 
1891 See Kupresld6 et al. Appeal Judgement, para. 79. · · 
11192 Contra Prosecution Response Brief. pare.. 313. Se.eDordevic Reply Brlo.f, para. 107. · · 
1893 See Mrksic and Sljivancanin. Appeal JudgCJ]JCJlt, para. 142; Simic Appeal Judg=ent, para. 25; Kvocka et al. 

Appeal Judgement, para. 35'; NtageTUrtl et al, Appeal Judgement, pirra. 31; Niyit.egeka Appeal Judgement, 

_para. 200. See also Gtlcwnbitsi Appelll Judgement, pare.. 5'1. · 
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574. The Appeals Chamber recalls that a trial chamber can only convict an accused for crimes 

which are charged in an indictment lB9"4 It is well established in the jurisprudence ·of the Appeals 

Chamber, in accordance with the Statute of the Tribunal, that the charges against an accused and the 

material facts supporting those charges must be pleaded with sufficient precision in an 

indictment.1895 The !CTR jurisprudence has, howevyr, clarified that whether a crime is charge<! in 

an indictment and whether an indictment is vague in the manner it sets out the alleged material facts 

of a crime are two separate issues.1896 Indeed, a distinction is to be drawn between ''counts or 

charges",· and "material facts" .189: Defects· arising from an omission of a .. count or a charge" from 

an indic1ment can on1y ·be remedied through formal amendment under Rule 50 of the Rules.1898 

However, defects concerning vagueness in. an indictment, such as the omission of a material fact 

underpinning a charge can 1?,e cured in certain circumstances and through the provision of timely, 

clear and consistent information in post-indictment documents such as ·the pre-trial briefs, 

Rule 65ter -witness su.mmaries and witness statements .1899 When challenges to an indictment are 

raised on appealr the Appeals Chamber must determine whether the error of trying the accused on a 

defective indictment "invalidat[ed] the decision" to convict, as the indictment can no longer be 

amended.1900 

1894 NaletJlic and Martinovi6 Appeal Judgement, para. 26; Kvocka et aL Appeal Judgement, para. 33; Mrmyakati 
Appeal Judgement, para. 36; Kali.manzira Appeal Judgement, para. 46; Muvw.yi I Appeal Judgement, para. HI; 
Ntagenua et al.-Appeal Judgement, pari 28. 

189' Martic Appeal Judgement, para. 162; Simic Appeal Judgement, para. 20; Naletilic and. Martin011ic Appeal 
Judgement, para. 23; Kvocka et al, Appeal Judgement, para. 27; Kupresld[et al. Appeal Judgement, para. B&; 

· Ntabakw.e Appeal Judgement, para. 30; Bagosora and Nsengiyumva Appeal Judgement, para. 96; Ntaldrutimana 
Appeal Judgement, para. 5 8; Myitegeka Appeal Judgement, para. 200; Article 21 of the Statute. 

1896 Ntabakuze Appeal Judgement, para. 30, refemog to Bagosora and Nsengiyumva Appeal Judgement, para. 96, 

Ntawukulilyayo Appeal Judgement, para. 189, Ntagerura et al. Appeal Judgement, para. 32. 
1897 ~ Prosecutor v. Bagosora et al., Case No. ICTR-98-41-AR73, Decision on Aloys· Ntabakuze' s Interlocutory 

Appeal on Questi,ons of Law Raised by the 29 June 2006 Trial Chamber I Decision on Motion for Exclusion of 
Evidence, 18 September 2006 ("Bagosora Decision of 18 September 2006"), para. 19, referring to The Prosecutor 

· v. Tharcisse Muvunyi, Case No. ICIR-00-55A-AR73, Decision on Prosecution 1n4:rlocutory Appeal Against Trial 

Chamber IT Decisi,on of 23 February 2005", 12 May 2005 ("Muvurryi Dc:cision''). "The count or charge is the legal 
characterisation. of the material facts which support that count or charge. In pleading an indictment, the Prosecution --

is required to specify the alleged legal prohibition infringed (the count or charge) and the acts_ or omissions of the 
Accused that give rise to that allegation of infringement of a legal prohibition (material facts)" (M1mmyi Decision, 
pata 19). · · _ 

1898 Ntabab.z.e -Appeal Judgement, para. 30; Bagosora and Nsengiyumva Appeal Judgement, para. 96; Bagosora 

Decision of 18 September 2006, para:. 29; -Karera Appeal Judgement, paras 295-296. See Rentaho Appeal 

Judgement, para, 128; Kordic and Cerkez Appeal Judgement, paras 1027-1028; Ntagerura et al. Appeal 
Judgement. para.. 32; Rule 50 of the Rules. . · 

IQ.99 See ~-K· Marne Appeal Judgement. para. 163; Simic Appeal Judgement, para. 23; Naletilic and Martirwvi.c Appeal 

Judgement, para. 26; Kvocka et al. Appeal Judgement, p1tra. 33; Kuprdkit et al. Appeal Judgement, pm-a. 114. 
1900 Article 25( l)(a) of~ Statute; Kvocka et aL App~ Judgment, para. 34. 
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575.. The Appeals Chamber recalls that whether or not a fact is considered material depends on the 
• • I • • 

nature !)f the Prosecution's case.1901 The Prosecution's characterization of the alleged crl.min~ 

conduct and the proximity of the accused to the llll.derlying crimes aie decisive factors in 
. . 

determining the degre~ of specificity with w~ch the Prosecution mu.st plead the material facts of it.s 

case in the indictment in order to provide the accused with adequate notice.1902 Where the scale ~f 

the alleged crimes prevents the Prosecution ftom providing all the necessa,ry material facts, less 

:information inay be acceptable. 1903 However, even wher~ · it is impracticable or imp~ssible to 

,, provide full detirlls of a material fact, the Prosecution must indicate its best understan~g of the 

case against the accused and the trial should only proceed where the right of the accused to know 

the case against him and to prepare his defence bas been assured.1904 The Prosecuti.01:1 is expected to 

know its c~e before proceeding to trial and may not rely on the weaknesses of its own investigation 

in ord~r to mould the case against the accused as the trial progr~sses.1905 

576. An indictment which fails to set forth the specific material facts underpinning the charges 

against the accused.is defec~ve.1906 The Appeals Chamber has held: "[a]n indictment may also be 

defective when.the material facts are pleaded without sufficient specificity,.such as, unless th~ are 

special circUIDBtances, when the times refer to broad date ranges, the places are only generally 

indicated, and the victims are only generally identified."1907 As stated above, the prejudicial eff~t 

of a defective indictment may only be "remedied" if the Pro~ecution provided the accused with 

timely. clear and consistent infonnati.on that resolves- the ambiguity or clarifies the vagueness, 

1901 Naletilic and Martinovic Appeal Judgement, para. 24; Kvo&a. et al. Appeal Judgement, para. 24; Kupresidc et al . 

. Appeal Judgement, para. 89; 1'arera Appeal Judgement, para. 292; Nahimana et al. Appeal Judgement, para. 322; 

. Ndindabahizi Appeal Judgement, para. 16; Ntagerura et al. Appeal Judgement, para. 23; Kamuhanda Appeal 

Judgement, para. 17. _ . 
19D2. Naktilic and Martinovic Appeal Judgement, para. 24; Kvocka et al. Appeal Judgemf!nt, para. 28; KupreI/dc et al. 

Appeal Judgement, par.a. 89. Where it is alleged that the ~sed. planned. instigated, ordered, or aided and abetted 

the alleged crimes, the Prosecution is reqlrired to identify the "particular acts" 01 '"the particular course of conduct'' 

on the part of the accused which forms the basis fm the chl!Iges in queslion (Naletilic! and Marli.novic Appeal 
Judgement, para. 24); Kupreildc et al. Appeal Judgement, para. 89; Blalkitf Appeal Judgement, para. 213; Renzaho 

Appeal Judgement, para.. 53; Karera Appeal Judgement, para.. 292; Seromba Appeal Judgement, para. 27, citing 

Ntageru:ra et al. Appeal Judgement, para. 25. · · 
1900 The Appeals Cham.bet has held that ":in ccrt.ein circumstances, 'the sheer scalo of alleged crimes makes it 

impracticable to require a high degree of sp~city in such llUl.ttcrs as the identity of the victims and the dares of 

the commission of th~ crimes'" (Kupreikit! Appeal Judgement, para. 89; Muhimana Appeal Judgement. para. 79, 

citing Gacumbitsi Appeal Judgement, para. 50 (citations omitted)). -
19~ Kvocka et al. Appeal Judgement, para. 30. . 
tM Kvocka et al. Appeal Judgement, para. 30; Kupresldt! et al. Appeal Judgement, para. 92. · · 
1906 Kvoc7ca et· al. Appeal Judgement, para. 28; Kupreskic et al.. Appeal Judgement, para. 114; Ren1,aho Appeal 

Judgement', para. 55;. Ko.rera Appeal Judgement, para. 293; Ntagtm.1.ra et ·a1. Appeal Judgement, para. 22; 

Niyitegeka Appeal Judgement, para. 195; Munyakazi Appeal Judgement, parJI.. 36; Kalimanzira Appeal Judgement, 

para. 46; Rukundo Appeal Judgement, para. _29. 
!!107 Kvocka et al. Appeal Judgement, para. 31. 
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-thereby compensating for the failure of an incli_ctment · to give proper notice of the charges.1908 

- However; in some circumstances, the provision o{ material facts only through post-indictment 
. ' . 

infonnation may impact upon the ability of the accused to know the case-against him or her ~d to 

prepare bis or her defence.1909 AB such, the possibility of curing the omission of material facts is not 

unlimited. For example,- an expansion· of charges through the introduction of new material facts 

· should not lead to a "radical trallsformation'' of the Prosecution's case which may result in 

~aimess and prejudice to an accused. 1910 _ In such circUIDBtances, "if the new mat¢al facts are 
such that they could on their own, support separate charges", 1911 a formal amendment pursuant to 

Rule 50 of_ the Rules is req~.19n In this· regard. the Appeals Chamber considers that when an 

indictment is very specific in pleading certam crimes - for example, by giving an exhaustive list of 

locations ~d indicating a precise· time period of incidents occurred within those locations - the 
. . 

additioi;i of new material facts by the Prosecution; such as an incident occurred in a location and/or 

in a time period that was .not specifically alleged in an indictment, constitutes an expansion of 
· charge which may lead fo prejudice to the accused.1913 

577. In order to determine whether the Trial Cliamber erred in entering convictions, ~e Appeals 

Chamber will consider whether the incidents challenged by Dordevic formed part of the 

. Prosecution ··s case. Accordingly, the Appeal-Chamber will assess whether: (i) the Indictment was 
defective; (rl) the defect was curable _and, if so, whether it was cured; and (iii) E>ordevi6 suffered 

prejudi~. Contrary to Dordevi~' s claims, 1914 the Appeals·_ Chamber may rely on. inter alia, the 

information contained. in the Prosecution Pre-Trial Brief and ·Rule 65ter witness summaries and 

statements for" this purpose. 1915 

578. The Appeals Chamber will consider Dordevic' s submissions with respect to each cri:ine in 

the following order: {i) deportation and other inhumane acts (forcible transfer); (ii) murder; and 

(iii) persecutions. 

is,ow See e.g. ·Martic Appeal Judgoment, para. 163; Simit Appeal Judgement, para. 23; Naletllic and Martinovirf Appeal 

Judgement, para. 26; Kvocka et aL Appeal Judgement, para. 33; Kupreildc! et al. Appeal Judgement, para. 114. 
1'® &nzaho Appeal Judgement, para. 128. · . 

ma See Bagosora Decision of 18 September 2006, pm.. 30, referring to Kupres'1dc et aL Appeal Judgement, pai;a.. 121, 

Ntaki.rutimana Appeal Judgement, para.. 28. · 
1911 Bagosora Decision of 18 September 2006, para. 30, refea:ing to Mu-vunyi Decision, paras 33, 35. 

1'1l Bagosora Decision of 18 September 2006, para. 30; Muvueyi I Appeal Judgement, para. 20. See also Karera 
Appeal Judgement, para. 296; Muvunyil Appeal Judgement, para.. 16L 

1913 See e.g. Muvunyi I Appeal Judgement, paras 89-100. 
1914 Dordevi.c'& l_leply Brief, para. 109. · 
1915 Supra, pan. ~74. · · 
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2. Pt:porta.tion and other inhumane acts (forcible transfer) as crimes against humanity 

579. The Trial Chamber found Dordevic responsible for deportation (Count 1) and other 

inhumane acts (forcible transfer) (Count 2) as crimes against humanity, carried out by Serbian 

forces against Kosovo Alb?IDan . civilians in re~on to incide~ts in thirteen municipalities in 

Kosovo.1916. 

580. Dordevic challenges his convictions for deportation and/or other inhumane acts (forcible 

transfer), with Ilil-spect to incidents in specific sites located in nine of the municipalities, 1917 0~ the_ 

· basis that these locations were not pleaded in the Indictment.1918 The Appeals Chamber will address 

his ·submissions with. regard to the respective municipalities. 

(a) Prizren mmricipality 

581. With regard to Prizren municipality, Dordevic challenges bis_ convictions for deportation in 

relati,on to incidents in Dusanovo/Dushanove1919 ~d -Srbica/Serbica;1920 and for oth~ inhumane 

acts (forcible transfer) in Landovica/L~ovice.1921 · 

a. Dusanovo/Dushanove 

582. The Trial Chamber found that "on 28 March 1999, Serbian forces entered tbe 

. neighbourhood of Dusanovo/Dushanove of Prizren" and forcibly displaced some 4,000 to 5,000 

residents across the border to Albania.1922 It further found that Dµsanovo/Dushmove is a suburb of 

Prizren town, located to the north of the town centre.1923 

583. The Indictment alleges that from 28 ~ch 1999, Kosovo Albanians were ordered to leave 

"the city of Prizren,., and were forced to the Albanian border.1924 

1910 Trial J udgem.en~ paras 1703-1704. The Trial Chamber fonnd Elordevic responsible for crimes c~~ in the 

mllDicipalities of: Orahovac/Rahovec; Prizren; Srbica/Skcnderaj; Suva Reka/Suhareke; Pec/Peje; Kosovska 

Mitrovica/Mitrovice; PriS:tina/Prishtin~; Dak:ovica/_Gjakove; Gnjilane/Gjilan; Uroseva.c/Ferizaj; Kac~ 
Decani/D~an; and Vuc.i.tm/Vushtni (Trial Judgement, _paras 1615-1702). · 

im Elordevic Appeal Brief, paras ·357-358. E>ord.evic's submlss:ions relate to the municipalities of: Prizren; 

Srbica/Skenderaj; Dakovica/Gj.akovc; Suva Reka/Suhsreke; Gnjilane/Gjilm; Urosevac/Feriza.j; Orahovac/Rahovec; 

Pec/Peje; and DecanifDe9an. 
1911 E>o.rdevi6 Appeal Brief, paras 352, 356: • 
1919 Dordevic Appeal Brief, paras 356, 357(a)(i), referring to 'Iiial Judgemcn~ paras 1626-162.7, 1701, 1704 .. 

mo I>ordevic Appeal Brief, paras 356, 35'7(a)(ii), referring to Trial Judgcmont. paras 1629, 1701, 1704. 
1921 I>ordevic'Appeal Brief.paras 356, 358(b), referring to Trial Judgement, paras 1628, 1702-1704. 
im Trial Judgement, para. 1626. · · · 
1923 Trial Judgement. para. 565. 
1914 Incli.ctment;para. 72(b). 
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584. The Appeals Chamber notes th~i.t the term "suburb" generally refers to an "outlying part of a 

city'\ a "community adjacent to or within commuting distance of a city'', or "the area belonging to a 

town or city that lies immediately outside its walls or boundaries" .1925 The Appeals Chamber notes 

that the Trial Chamber clearly considered Dusanovo/Dushanove to be part of the 'City of Prizren 

''located to the north of the town centre" and that Dordevic does not challenge this finding on 

appeal.1926 Specifically, the Appeals Chamber also notes the evidence of Witness Rexhep Krasniqi, 

who testified that Dusanovo/Dushanove and Prizren we~ "merged together". 1927 

. 585. In light of the above, the Appeals Chamber is satisfied that Dusanovo/Dushanove is part of 

the town of Prizren. Considering th.at the Indictment alleges the material facts underlying the charge 

of deportation from the "city of Prizren", the Appeals Chamber therefore finds that deportation 

from Dusanovo/Dushanove is alleged in the Indictment. Dordevic has failed to show that the Tri.al 

Chamber erred in entering a conviction for the crime of deportation in relation to 

Dusanovo/Dushanove on 28 March 1999. 

b. Srbica/Serbica 

586. The Trial Chamber found that some villages ~ Pri7ien municipality were attacked between 

-25 and 30 March 1999, causing the villagers to flee to Srbica/Serbica, fyom where they were later 

deported, between 9 and 16 April 1999, to the Albanian border,1923 It fmmd that the crime of 

deportation from Srbica/Serbica was established between 9 and 16_April 1999.1929 

587. The Indictment alleges that· on 25 March 1999, some villages in the Prizren municipality 

were attacked and, as a result, some of the villagers fled towards Srbica/Serbica. 1930 It continues: 

"_[f]orces of the fRY and Serbia then launched an offe~sive in the area of Srbica/Serbica and 

ms See Merriam-Webster Dictionary Online, Unabridged (Men:iam-Webster, Incorporated, 2013); Oxford Engli$h 
Dictionary Online (Oxford University Press, 2013). 

l!IZCi Trial Judgement, para. 565. The Appeals. Chamber notes that in support of this statement, the Trial Chamber cites -
the stateIIlCllt of Witness Hysni Krye:ziu. who refers to the "village" of Dusanovo/Dushanove in !he commune of 
Prizren (Exhibit PB76, p. 2). The Appeals Chamber: further notes that iD. describing the events, Witness Kramiqi 
clearly considers Dusaoovo!Dushanove as part of Prizren: "[a}bout 4 or 5 thousand people were forced out of our 
town. There was a convoy of people, like a chain, for 16 km., from Prizrem [sic] to the border." (ExhibitP848, 
~~ . 

m 7 See Trial Judgement, para. 565, fn, 2088, refm:ing to Exhibit P850, p. 4922. 
1928 Trial Judgement, paras 599, 1628-1629. 
1929 Trial Judgement. para. .1629. 
1930 Indictment, para. 72(b). ' 
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shelled _the villages of Donji RetimljeJR.eti e _ li1et, Reti.mle/R.eti. and Randubrava/Randobrave. 

Kosoyo Albanian villagers were forced from their homes and sent to the Albanian border.''1931 

588. The Appeals Chamber recalls that ·the Indictment should be read as a whole.1932 
' . . 

Accordmgly, the App~als Chamber considers that the In~ctment alleges the material facts relating 
. ' 

to the deportation of Kosovo Albanians from the area of Srbica/Serbica foll.owing the attack on that. 

· village which ~as subseq~nt to the attacks on some villages in the Prizren municipality a few days 

earlier, from which the Kosovo Albanians had fled. The findings in the Trial Judgement are . ' 
consistent with this allegation. 

589. The Appeals ~ber finds that Dordevic has failed to show that the Trial Chamber erred 

in entering a: _ conviction for the crime of deportation in relation to incidents in Srbica/Serbica 

betw~ 9 and 16 April 1999. 

c. Landovica/Landovice 

590. The Trial Chamber found that the crime of other inhumane acts (forcible transfer) was 

established on the basis of events that occured on 26 March 1999, when the residents of 

Lan.dovica/Landovice fled north-west and south-west as a result of an attack by Serbian forces on 

the village.1933 

591. The -Indictment alleg~s that on· 25 March 1999, the villages_ of Pirane and 

~dovicaiLando_vice in the Prizen mUDicipality were shelled and bumed.1934 More specifically, it 

alleges that "[i]n the town of Landovica/Landovice, an old mosque was burned and heavily 
. . 

damaged by forces of the FRY and S.erbia.''1935 The following passages ~ead: "[s]ome ot' the 

· · Kosovo Albanians fleeing toward Sr~ica/Serbica were ·.killed or wounded by snipers";1936 "[f]orces 

of the FRY and Serbia then launched an offellBive in the area of Srbica/Serbica";1937·and 1'Kosovo 

Al~anian villagers were forced from their homes and sent to the Albanian harder" .1938 Further. 

paragraph 72 alleges that an atmosphere of fear and oppression was created to facilitate· e~pulsions 

and displacements through "the use of force, threats of force and acts of violence" described in 

1931 Indictm.e~t, eara. 72.(b). , . . 
1931 Mrklic and STjivancanin Appeal Judgcrne11t, para. 138, referring to Gacwnbitsi Appeal Judgement, para. 123 • 

.1933 Trial Judgement, para. 1628. 
1934 Indictment, para. 72(b). 
1935 Indictment, para.·72(b). 
1936 Indi.cbnent, para. 72(b). 

1H
37 Indictment, para~ 72(b). ·_ c.c.r_,_·' • 

1~ 8 Indictment, para. 72(b ). /-- . • 
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detail in_ paragraphs 25-32 of the Indictment as, inter alia, "the burning and destruction of property,. 

including[ .. ,} cultural monuments and religious si~s".1939 

592. The Appeals Cb.amber considers that the material facts relating to the crime of other 

inhumane acts (forcible transfer) at Landovica/Landovice are alleged in the Indictment The 

allegation concerning Landovica/Landovice should be viewed in context of the Indictment as_ a 

whole. which describes a chain of events starting with attacks on villages through.out the Prizren 

municipality on 25 March 1999, leading to the forcible transfer of the Kosovo Albanian villagers 

towards Srbica/Serbica. 1940 The Trial Chamber's ~cling that the forcible transfer occurred on 

26 March 1999 1s1 therefore, consistent with the Indictment The Appeals Chamber further notes 

that Landovica/Landovice is located in the Prizren municipality, 1941 which is specifically mentioned 

in the Indictment as one of the villages attacked and shelled on 25 March. 1942 Further, the 

· destruction of the mosque in Landovica/Landovice was described in the Indictment as one of the 

"acts of violence'' that were used to ''facilitate expulsions'' from the municipality.1943 

593. The Appeals Chamber therefore finds that Dordevic · has failed to show that the Trial 

Chamber erred in entering a conviction for the crime of other inhumane acts (forcible transfer) in 

relation to Landovica/Landovice on 26 March 1999. 

(b) Srbica/Skenderaj municipality 

594. With regard to the Srbica/Skenderaj manicipality, Dordevic challenges bis conviction for 

deportation on the basis of incidents in Klademica/Kllademice, between 12 and 15 April 1999;1944 

and bis convictions for other inhumane acts (forcible transfer) on the basis of incidents in 

Brocna/auroje, betwe~n 25 and 26 March 19991945-and Tusilj~tTusbile, on 29 March 1999.1946 

1939 Indictment, para. 72. See.Indictment, paras 25.32 
1940 IndMmeot, para. 72(b). 
1941 Trial Judgement, para. 588. See Exhibit P349. 
~ Indictment, pare.. 72(b). 
1943 Indictment, pare.. 72. . -
19# Dordevic Appeal Brief, para. 357(b), referring to Trial Judgement, paras 1634, 1701, 1704; _Appeal Hearing, 

13Ma.y 2013, AT. 99. See s,).so Appeal Hearing, 13 May 2013, AT. 10}-102. 
1945 Dordevic Appeal Brief, para. 358(c)(i), referring to Trul Judgement, paras 1631, 1702-1704; Appeal Heapng, 

13 May 2013; AT. 99. See also.Appeal Hearing, 13 May 2013,AT. 101-102. 
1946 E>ordevic Appeal Brief, para. 358(c)(ii), referring to Trial Judgement, pare.s 1632, 1702-1704; Appeal Hearing, 

13 May 2013, AT. 99. See also Appeal Hearing. 13 Ma.y 2013, AT. 101-102. 
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a. Kladernica/Klladernice 

595. The Trial Chamber found that as a result of attacks launched between 25 and 26 March 

1999 on villages in the Srbica/Slcenderaj municipality, ~luding the vi;llage cif 

Klade:rnica/Kllad&nice, a group of 5,000 Kosovo Albanians sought refuge in Izbica/lzbice. from 

where the women and children were sent away in the direction of Albani.a.1947 The Trial Chamber 

held th.at the crime of other inhumane acts (forcible transfer) from Izbica/lzbice was establi~hed on 

28 March 1999, but it was not satisfied that the crime of deportation was established, as the 

· evidence did not demonstrate that the women and children reached the border with Albania.1948 The 

Trial Chamber further found that on 12 April 1999, Kladernica/Klladernice was ag~ shelled, 

causing ·10,000 to 12,000 villagers to take refuge in the village school.1949 The villagers were then 

ordered by Serbian ;orces to go to Albania.1950_ The Trial Chamber held that the crime of deportation 

in relation to Kl~ca/Kllademic~ was established on 12 April 1999.1951 

' 
596. Dordevi6 only ·challenges bis convicti.~n_ for deportation from_ Kladernica/Kllademice on 

12 April 1999.1952 

597. The Indictment alleges that .a number of villages in the Srbica/~kenderaj municipality, 

including Klademica/Klladetnice, were attacked and .destroyed ''beginning on or about 25 March 

1999".1953 It further ~lieges that following the attacks, "[o]n or about 28 March 1999, at least 4,500 

Kosovo Albanians from: these villages gathered in the village of Izbica/Izbice."1954 The women and 

children were forcibly moved by· Serbian forces . towards Klina/Kline, Dakovica/Gjakove and 

even~y to the Albanian border.1955 

598. The Appeals Chamber finds that the Indictment contains the material facts relating to other 

inhumane acts (forcible transfer) and deportation of Kosovo Albanians from villages in the 

Srbica/Skenderaj municipality t;esulting from attacks. beginning on or about 25 March 1999. The 

A_ppeals Chamber however notes that the findings in the, Trial Judgement ori. Kladet:Qi.ca/Kllademice 

relate to two specific scenarios resulting from ~a separate incidents: (i) the forcible trans_fer from. 

1947 Trial Judgement, paras 1630-1631. 
l!il48 Trial Judgement, para. 1631. 
~~ Trial Judgement, para. 1634. 
1950 Trial- Judgement, pm:a. 1634 . 

. 1951 Trial Judgement, para. 1634. 
1952 Dorclevic Appeal Boo, para. 357(b),· referring to Trial Judgement, paras 1634, 1701, 1704; Appeal Hearillg, 

13 May 2013, AT. 99. See also Appeal.Heming, 13 May 2013, AT.101-102. 
1!153 Indictment, p11ra. 72(c). · 
I.9'S~ Indictment, p11ra. 72(c). 
1~ 5 Indictment, para. 72(c). 
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Izbica/Izbice on 28 March 1999, which was caused by attacks launched between 25 and 26 March 

1999 on several villages,. ~luding _Kladernica/Kllademice; and (ii) the deportation from 

Klademica/Kllademice on 12 April _1999, which ·-resulted from a further attack launched on 

Kladernica/Kllademice about three weeks later .1956 In the view of. the Appeals Chamber the 

allegation in the Indictment only covers the Trial Chamber's finding on other inhuman~ acts 

(forcible transfer) of approximately 5,000 Kosovo Albanians from Izbica/Izbice ori 28 March 1999, 

1992 

_ but not. the finding on the deportation of 10,000 to 12,000 Kosovo Albanians from 

Klademica/Kllademice on 12 April. which occurred in different circumstances and was caused by a · 

subsequent attack by Serbian forces on the village. ., 

599. Furthermore, contrary to the Prosecution's suggestion, the Appeals Chamber finds that · 

merely pleading a general pattern of events throughout Kosovo is insufficient to support the charge 

of deportation at Klademica/Klladernice.1957 The Appeals Chamber therefore considers that while 

~e material facts in relation to the first scenario were properly pleaded; the material facts of the 

second scenario were not pleaded with sufficient specificity. The Indictment is therefore defective 

with regard to the deportation of 10,000 to 12,000 Kosovo Albanians from Kladernica/Kllademice 

on 12 April. 

600. The Appeals Chambers notes that the Rule 65ter witness summaries and statements provide 

· certain information· relating to one witness's account of an attack on the village of 

Klademica/Klladernice, after 28 March 1999, following which displaced people who had found 

refuge in a school were forced to leave, all the way to the Albanian border. around 15 April 

1999.1958 However, the Appeals Chamber considers that the content of the witness summaries and 

statements relating to this witness alone was not sufficient to have informed Dordevic in a timely, 

clear and consistent manner of the new material facts that the Prosecution intended to prove at 

trial.1959 The defects in the Indictment were therefore not cured by the provision of post-indictment 

l!IS5 Compare Trial Judgement, paras 1630-1631 (refening to 5,000 Kosovo Albanians &eeking refuge in Izbica/Izbice. 
after attaclcs on various villages between 25 and 26 March 1999) with Trial Judgemen~ para. 1634 (referring to 

10,000 to 12,000 villagers seeking refuge in the school ofKlademica/Klle.demice following an attack launched on 
Kla.dernica/Kllademice on that same day). · · · 

lYSI See Prosecution Response Bri~, para. 321,' fn. 1069. In support of its argument that tbe : deportation from 
Kladernica/Kllade¢ce is covered by paragraph 72(c) of.the Indictment, the Prosecution argued that paragraphs 
25-30 of the lndk.tment "set out a. pattern of events in Kosovo: following m attack on a Kosovo Albanian village 
by Serb forces, villagers end displaced persons were expelled in convoys that moved towards Kosovo'& borders. 

[ ... J These paragraphs were incorporated into both the deportation e.nd forcible transfer counts (Counts 1 and 2)" 
(Prosecution. Response Brief, para. 321, fn. 1069). See also Appeal Hearing, 13 May 2013, AT. ·151. 

tm 65terWitness List No, 45; ExbibitP. 281 (Sadik Januzi.), p. 2; ExbibitP. 282 (Sa.clik.Januzi), p. 7-8. 
195~ See sup_r.a, para. 576. · 
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documents. Accordingly, the Appeals Chamber finds that Dordevil has shown that his ability to_ 

prepare his defence wa~ materially impaired and that he suffered prejudice as a result. 

601. For these reasons, the Appeals_ Chamber finds that the Trial Chamber erred in convicting 

Dordevic for the crime of deportation on_ the basis of_ the incidents in Klademica/Kllademice 

between 12 and 15 April 1999. 

b. Brocna/Buroje and Tusilje/l'ushile 

602. The Trial Chamber found that the crime of other inhumane acts (forcible transfer) w~ 

carried out by Serbian forces in Brocna/Buroje and Tusilje/l'ushile between 25 and 26 March and 

on 29 ~arch 1999, respectively.1960 Brocna/Buroje and Tusilje/I'ushile are· part of the 

SrbicaiSkenoeraj municipality.19fii 

603. The Indictment alleges with regard to Srbica/Skenderaj municipality, that "[b]eginning on 

or about 25 March 1999, forces of the ~y and Serbia attacked and destroye_d-fue villages of 

Vojnike{V ocnjak. Leocina/Lecine, Klademica/Klla.demice, Turicevac/Tori~ and Izbica/Izbice, by 
- - . 

shelling and b1ll11ing" and that "[ o ]n or about 28 March 1999, at least 4;500 Kosovo Albanians from 

these villages gathered in the village of Izbica/Izbice [from where] [t]he women and chlldren were 

~orcibly moved."1962 

6Q4. The Appeals Chamber notes that the Indictment is specific in identifying the villages .in 

Srbica/Skenderaj municipality that were attacked and from where the villagers fled to Izbica/Izbice. 
. -

The Indictment gives an exhaustive list which does not mention the vU]ages of Brocna/Buroje or 

Tusilje/l'usbile.1963 It also does not include a general allegation of attacks and expulsions 

"throughout the municipality", or ·indicate that the locations identified were only examples of 

villages in Srbica/Skenderaj municipality that Were attacked. ui54 Thus. the Indictment is defective. · 

. 605. The Appeals Chamber notes that the allegation of forcible traiisfer at Brocna/Buroje is 

nowhere to be found either in the Prosecution Pre-Tri~ Bnef or in the 65ter Witness Ll.st With 

regard to Tusilje/Tushile, Rule 65ter witness summaries contain some information about a wilness 

who escaped to TusiljefI'ushile after the Serb fo!ces shelled her village, on 26 March 1999. and ~he 

1~60_ -Trial Judgement, paras 163()..1632. · 
ml See Trial Judgement, paras 604-644, 1630-1634. 
1962 lnd,ictment, para. 72(c). 
l!lii3 Sec Indictment, para. 72(c). 
l!IM-. See Indicbnent, para. 72( C ). 
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was subsequently forced, along with the other villagers who had gathered in Tusilje!Tusbile, _ to 

leave in the direction of Klina, and then to Dak.ovica.1965 Notwithstanding this information, the 

Appeals Chamber is of the view that it is not possible to cure the defect in the Indictment with 

respect to Brocna/Buroje and Tus:ilje/Tushile. In this case, the Rule ·65ter witness summaries 

expand the charges plea~ in the Indictment. Toe introduction of a new material fact in relation to 

a village other than those specifically mentioned in the Indictm~nt, l~ads to a .. radical 

transformation" of the Prosecution's case. Accordingly, the Appeals Chamber finds that Dordevic 

has shown that his ability to prepare bis defence was materially impaired and that he suffered 

prejudice as a result. 

606. For these reasons, the Appeals Chamber finds that the Trial Chamber erred in convicting 

Dordevic for the crime of other inhumane acts (forcible transfer) in relation to incidents in 

Brocna/Buroje between 25 and 26 March 1999, and Tufilje/Tusbile on 29 March 1999. 

( c) Dakovica/Gjakove municipality 

607. With regard to Dakovica/Gjakovice municipality, Dordevic challenges bis convictions for 

deportation and other inhumane acts (forcible transfer) on the basis of incidents in Zub/Zhub, in 

early April 1999 and from 27 to 28 April 1999.1966 

608. The Trial Chamber ·found that the crime of other inhumane acts (forcible transfer) was 

established with respect to several villages in Dakovica/Gjak.ovice municipality, including 

Zub/Zhub, in early April 1999, when ·Serbian for~es went door to ·door in several Kosovo Alb.anian 

villages "telling the people to leave within two ho~s".1967 The_ Trial Chamber also found that the 

crime of deportation was established on 27 and 28 April 1999 with respect to, among other villages 

in the municipality, the village of Zub/Zhub. 1968 

: 609. The Indictment alleges deportation.and other inhumane acts (forcible transfer) for the period 

of 2 · to 4 April 1999 with regard to "thousands of Kosovo Albanians living in the town of 

Dakovica/Gjak.ovice and neighbouring villages".1969 In addition, it sets out that "during late March 

1965 65ter Wl.l:ness List No. 32. 
1966 Dordevic Appeal Brief, paras 365, 357(c); 358(d), referring to Trial Judgement. paras 1655, 1701-1704. 
1967 Trial Judgement. para. 1655. . 
1968 Trial Judgement, paras 984, 1656-1657, where the Trial· Chamber found that the crime of deportation was 

established in: Junik, Dobros!Dobrosh, Ramroc, Meja/Meji:, Orize, Korenica/Korenice, Guska/G-1.islre, "and ofuer 

villages ill thill · area"; Trial Judgement, para. 1701, also listing Zub/Zhub among the locations in 
E>akovica/Gjakovice mmri.cipality where the crime of deportation was established. 

1969 Indictment, para. 72(h)(i). · 
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and April 1999 forces of the FRY and Serbia forcibly expelled the Kosovo Albanian residents of 

~y villages in the ~akovica/Gjakovice municipality, including the villages of Dobros/Dobrosh, 

Korenica/Korenice and Meja/Meje".1970 it further describes that many of these residents were 

ordered or· pemtltted to return to their homes only_ to be expelled again on or about 2? April 

1999.1971 . -

610_ The Appeals Chamber notes that Zub/Zhub is located soutb._of Dakovica/Gjakove town, in 

Dakovica/Gjak.ovice municipality.1972 The Appeals Chamber considers that deportation and other 

inhumane acts (forcible transfer) of the residents from Zub/Zhub, in early April-1999 arid on i? and 

28 April 1999, is alleged in the Indictment by the reference to forcible expulsions of_ "Kosovo 

Albanian residents of many villages .in the Dfl,k.ovica/Gjak:ovice municipality''.1973 The Indictment 

did not provide an exhaustive list of locations, since the villages listed are only exarµples of 

locations where the crimes were allegedly committed within the municipality. 

611. For these reasons, the Appeals Chamber finds that Dordevic has failed to show that the Trial 

Chamber erred .in entering a conviction for the crimes of deportation from 27 to 28 April 1999, and 

other inhumane acts (forcible transfer) in early April 1999. in relation to Zub/Zhub. 

( d) Suva Reka/Suhareke municipality 

612. With regard to Suva Reka/Suliareke municipality, Dordevic challenges his convictions for 

other inhumane acts (forcible transfer) on 3 April 19991974 and deportation between 7 and 21 May 

1999, 1975 in relation to Suva Reka/Suhaieke towni and bis conviction for other inhumane acts 

(forcible transfer) in relation to incidents in Pecane/Peqan, between 21 and 22 March 1999.1976 

a. Suva Reka/Suhareke town 

613. ' The Trial Chamber found that the crime of other inhumane acts (forcible transfer) occurred 

as a result of killings and destruction of buildings in Suva Reka/Subareke town on two occasions·: 

1970 Indictment:. para. 72(h)(ii). · . · · . 

mi Indictment, para. 72(h)(ii): The Indictment alleges that [a]round the mooring hours of 27 April 1999, a Dlll8Sive 

attack was then launched in the area, including agai~t "the remaining residents of the aforementioned villages. -

[ ... } Through.out the entire day, villagers under ctirect threat from the forces of the FRY and Serbia left their homes 

and joined several convoys ofrefugees [; .. ] and eventually crossed into Alballia" (lndiclment, para.. 72(h)(:ii)), 
1972 Trial Judgenwnt, para. 935. . 
1973 Indictment, para. 72(h)(ii). · · · 

l974 E>ordevidA.ppeal Brief, para. 358(e )(i), refcIIing to Trial Judgement, paras 1637. 1702-1704. 
1975 E>ordevi6 Appeal Bri.c.f, pera. 357(d}, refemng to Trial Judgement, paras 1638. 1701, 1704; Appeal Hearing, 

13 May 2013, AT. 99. See also Appeal Hearing, 13 May 2013, AT.101-102 
1.!l16 Dordevic AppeBl Brief, para. 35g(e)(ii), referring to Trial Judgement, paras 1639, 1702-1704. 
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first, from 27 to 28 March 1999, following the killing of at least 41 ;members of the Berisha family 

and the destruction of the mosque in the town; and second, on 3 April 1999, following shooting and 

~urning of houses in the Gasbi neighbourhood of Suva Reka/Stihareke town.1977 The -T#al Chamber 

further found that on 7 May 1999, Serb forces retamed to _Suva Relca/Suhareke town and looted and 

burnt houses.1978 On 21 May 1999, the residents were ordered by Serbian forces to l~ve in a 

convoy c:rossing into Albania; which the Trial Chamber found constituted deportation., 1979 

614. The Indictment. alleges that on the morning of 25 :rv.i:-arch 1999, the town of Suva 

Reka/Suhareke was. surrounded by Serbian forces, and "during the following days" police officers 

threatened, assaulted and killed Kosovo Albanian residents and forcibly removed many of them 

from their homes1980 and that Kosovo Albanians from ·suva Reka/Suhareke town were "forced to 

· flee, :making their way in trucks, tractors and trailers towards the border with Albania", 1981 

' 
·615. The Appeals Chamber c?Usiders that the material facts underpinning other inhumane acts 

1988 

(forcible transfer) and deportation from Suva Reka/Suhareke town are alleged in the Indictment as 

part of the overall campaign aimed at the e~pulsi.on of the ic_osovo Albanian. villagers from the Suva 

Reka/Suhareke municipality.1982 The Appeals Chamber however notes that, while the Indictment 

refers to these events as having been carried out during the days following 25 March 1999, when. 

Serbian. forces surrounded the town, the findings :in the Trial Judgement clearly distinguish between 

two specific scenarios, resulting from separate incide~ts which occurred with an interval of over 

one month. First, the Trial Chamber found that forcible transfer from Suva Reka/Suhareke town 

took place from 27 to 28 March1983 and on 3 April 1999,1984 following attacks by Serbian. forces on 

the town. Second, it found that deportation was carried out between 7 and 21 May 1999, when the 

Serbian forces returned to Suva Reka/Srihareke town with the purpose of telling the remaining 

residents to _leave in the direction ·of Albania.1985 Therefore, considering the broad lapse_ of time 

between these two events, the Appeals Chamber :finds that the allegation in the Indictment n;ferring 

l<J17 TrialJudgement,paras 1635-1637. See also Trial Judgement, paras 687-695. 
im TrialJudgement,para. 1638. · · 
197~ Trial Judgement, paras 1638, 1701. See also ':['rial Judgement, paras 700-702. The Tri.al Chamber further found that 

the displacement constituting deportation of Kosovo Albanians from Suva ·Reka/suhareke town on 21 May 1999 
"was caused by specific orders of the Serbian forces to the population to leave 8.Ild by fear ca11Set;l by B.Cts of the 
Serbian forces in the previous days" (Trial Judgement, para. 1638). The Trial Chamber ultimately concluded that 
the crime of deportation in relation to Suva Reka/Suharekl5 town occurred "between 7 and 21 May 1999" (Trial 

Judgement, para .. 1701). 
1980 Indictment, para. 72( d) • 

. ml Indictment, para. 72(d). 
1982 See Indictment, para. 72(d). 
l983 Trial Judgement, paras 1635"1636. 
1984 Trial Judgement, para. 1637. 
iru TriBl Judgement, para. 1638. 
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.1987 

to attacks and expulsions on 25 March 1999 and days thereafter covers the Trial Chamber's first 

_ · finding of forcible transfer from 27 to 28 March 1999 and on 3 April 1999. However, it_ does not 
- . 

reasonably encompass the_second finding of deportation between 7 and 21 May 1999. 

616. Therefore, the Appeals ~ber finds that the Indictment is defective with regard to the 
' . 

deportation from Suva Reka/Suhareke between 7 and 21 May 1999. 

617. The Pre-Trial Brief and Rule 65ter witness summaries contain information from a male 

Muslim witness, residing in Suva Reka/Suhareke at the relevant time, and who was told by Serbian 

police to leave bis home in the direction of Albania, on 21 May 1999.1986 However, !he Appeals 

Chamber considers that~ information provided was not sufficient to inform Dordevic in a timely, 

clear and consistent IDB?ner of the new material facts that the Prosecution intendod to prove at 

trial.19117 'The defects in the Indictment.were.not cured. Accorclingly, the Appeals Chamber also finds 

~t Dordevic has shown that his ability to prepare his defence was materially impaired and that he 

suffered prejudice as a result. 

618. For these· reasons, the Appeals Chamber finds that the Trial Chamber erred in convicting 

Dordevic for the crime of deportation between 7 and 21 May 1999 from -Suva Reka/Suhareke town. 

b. PecaneJPeg,an 

619. The Trial Chamber found that as a result of attacks by Serbian forces on many villages in 

the Suva Reka/Suhareke municipality between 20 and 21 ·March 1999, most_.of the c~vili~ wh<? 

had left their home.s gathered in Belanica/Bellanice.1988 Specifically, it found that the village of 

·Pecane/Peqan was shelled by Serbian forces between 20 and 21 March 1999, with the pmpose of 

displacing_ the population of the village; and as a result, the civilian population. was displaced. 1989 

620. The Indictment alleges that "[b]y 31 March 1999, approximately 80,000 Kosovo Albanians 

displaced from villages · in the Suva Reka/Suhareke municipality gathered near 

Bela.nica/Bellanice. "1990 

621. The Appeals Chamber -considers that the Indictment alleges displacement from villages in 

the Suva Reka/Suhareke ip.unicipality .1991 It further notes that the village of Pecane/Peq~ is located 

1986 65ter Witness List No. 10. 
1917 See supra, para. 576.· 
1'°" Trial Judgement. para. '1640 . 
.1919 Trial Judgement. para.1639. 
lt911 Indictment, para. 72(d)(i). 
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1986 

in Suva Reka/Suhareke municipality, approximately two kilometres from Suva. Rek.a/Suharelce · 

town.1992 

622. Therefore, Dordevic has failed to show that the Trial Chamber erred in entering convictions 

for other inhumane acts (forcible transfer) from Pecane/Peqan, between 20 and 21 March 1999. 

( e) Gnjilane/Gjilan municipality 

623. With regard to Gnjlane/Gjilan municipality, Dordevic challenges bis conviction for 

deportation at Vlasti.ca/Llashtice, on 6 April 1999 .1993 

624. The Trial Chamber found that on 6 April 1999, members of the Serbian forces entered the 

village of Vlastica/Llashti.ce, forced the inhabitants out of their homes, looted, and set the houses on 

:fire.1994 The m~sque was also heavily d~g~c,l, a:n_d its library des:troyed.1995 Between 6 and 

11 April 1999, the inhabitants were forcibly displaced across the border with Serbia and eventually 

· to FYROM.1996 The Trial Ch.amber found that this constituted deportati.on.1997 

625. The Indictment alleges several attacks and forcible expulsion~ of Kosovo Albanians carried 

out by Serbian forces in different locations throughout the municipality of Gajilane/Gjilan. starting 

on or about 6 April 1999.1998 fu. particular, it is ajleged that "[t]hroughout the entire municipality of 

Gnjlane/Gjilan, forces of the FRY and Serbia systematically burned and destroyed houses, shops,. 

cultural monuments and religious , sites belonging to Kosovo Alba.mans, including a mosque in 

Vlastica/Vlastica''. 1999 The Indictment further alleges that many of the displaced persons from 

Gnjilane/Gjilan crossed Kosovo's boundary with Serbia before eventually entering FYROM.2000 

Additionally, it alleges at paragraph 72, referring to paragraphs 25-32 of the Indictment, that "[t]o 

facilitate the expulsions and displacements, forces of the FRY and Serbia deliberately created an 

atmosphere of fear and oppression through the use of fqrce, threats of force and act~ of violence", 

1991 See Indictment, para. 72{d)(i). 
11191 Toal Judgement, pma. 704. . 
1993 .Dordevic Appeal Brief, para. 357(e), referring to Trial Judgement, paras 1663, 1701, 1704. 
1994 Tri.a.I. Judgement, pera.. 1663 · 
ms Trial.Judgement, para. 1663. _ 
1996 Trial.Judgeme;nt,paras 1054-1061~ 1663. 
im Trial Judgement, para. 1663. · 
1998 lndicbnent, para. 72(i). · 
1999 Indictment, para. 72(i). 
woo Indictment, para. 72(i). 
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such as uth.e _burning and destruction of property, _including [ ... ] cultural monuments and religious 

sites".2001 

626. The Appeals Chamber considers that deportation from the municipality of Gnjlane/Gjilan is 

pleaded :in the Indictment, which refers to displaced Kosovo Albanians crossing the border to Serbia 

as a result of various attacks carried out by Serbian forces throughout the municipality. Further, 

with regard to the attack on the mosque in Vlasti.ca/Vlastica, the Appeals Cb.amber consider~ this as 
. . 

an example of the "acts of violence" directed to "[t]o facilitate the expulsio~s and displacements", 

as alleged in the Inclictment.2002 

627. For tb.e:se reasons, the Appeals Chamber finds that Dordevic has failed to show that the Trial 

Chamber erred in entering a conviction for th~ crime of deportatioD:_ from Vla.stica/Llashtice ·on· 

6 April 1999. 

(f) Urosevac/Ferizaj municipality 

628. · With. regard to Urosevac/Ferizaj municipality, Dordevic challenges his conviction for 

_deportation in relation to Urosevac/Ferizaj town on 27 April 1999.2003 

629. The.Trial Chamber found that the crime of_ deportation was est.ablished on 27 April 1999, 

when the Kosovo ~bani.ans present in Urosevac/Ferizaj left the town i~ the· direction of FYROM, 

"because it was too dangerous to remain_ in Urosevac/Ferizaj" and therefore they •'had no genuin~ 

choice'' but to go towards the safest location, which was FYROM, across the border. ~ 04 

630. The Indictment alleges that, as a result of attacks carried out between 24 March and 

14 April 1999 on villages in the municipality of Urosevac/Ferizaj, "[t]he displaced persons went to 

·the town of Urosevac/Ferizaj, where most boarded trains which carried them to tJ:ie Macedonian 

[FYROM] border crossing."2005 

631. The Appeals C~ber notes that the deportation from Urosevac/Ferizaj town is alleged in 

the. Indictment as a consequence of the attacks carried out throughout the municipality. between 

2001 Indictment, i,aras 26, 72. See also ln.dictment, paras 25-32. 
2001. Indictment, para. 72(i), refacing to lndictment, paras 25-32. 
200~ Dar&,1~ Appeel Brief. para. 357(f), refemng to Trial Judgemc:nt. paras 1665, 1701, 1704. 
2DD4- Trial Jm!gement, paras 1665, 1668. 

· 2005 Indictment, para. 72(,j). 
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24 March and 14 April 1999, and considers that this allegation is consistent with the Trial 

Chamber's finding that the deportation from Urosevac/Feri.z.aj occurred. on 27 April 1999.2006 

632. For these reasons, the Appeals Chamber finds that Dordevic has failed to show that the Trial 

Chamber erred in convictirig him for deportation on the basis of the even.ts in Urosevac/Ferizaj 

town on 27 April 1999. 

(g) Orahovac/Rahovec municipality 

633. With regard to Orahovac/Rahovec municipality, Dordevic challenges his convictions for 

other inhumane acts (forcible transfer) from Bela Crckva/Bellacerkve,2007 Mala Krnsa!K:ruse-e

Vogel, 2008 and Velika Krusa/Krushe2009 on 25 March 1999. 

634. The Trial Chamber found that, as a result of attacks carried out by Serbian forces in the 

villages of Bela Crckva/Bellacerkve, Mala Krosa/Kruse-e-Vogel and Velika Krusa/Krusb.e, on 

25 March 1999, the Kosovo Albanian residents were forced to leave these villages and that this 

constituted other inhumane acts (forcible transfer).2010 

1984 

635. The Indictment alleges that on 25 March 1999, attacks were c~ed out on villages in_ 

Orahovac/Rahovec municipality. which resulted in the forcible expulsions of the ,illagers over the 

following days "throughout the entire municipality'.2011 In addition, and specifically with reg~d to 
. . 

Bela Crckva/Bellacerkve and Velika Krusa/Krushe, the Indictmei;it further alleges that "[iJn the 

course of the expulsions, throughout the entire municipality of Orahovac/Rahovec, forces of the 

FRY and Serbia systematically burned houses, shops, cultural monuments and religious sites 

belonging to Kosovo Albanians."2012 Among the~e acts of violence was the destruction of the 
. . 

mosque in Bela Crckva/Bellacerkve and in Velika Krusa/Krushe, on or about 25 March 1999.2013 

636. The Appeals Chamber notes that Bela Crckva/Bellacerkve, Mala Kmsa/Krose-e-Vogel, and 

Velika- Krusa/Krushe are located in the municipality of 9r'ahovac/Rahovec. The Indictment alleges 

forcible expulsions "throughout the entire municipality" which. therefore, includes these villages . 

. 2006 See Trial Judgement, paras 1665, 1668. · 
2007 Dordevic Appeal Brief, para. 358(a)(i), ~ferring to Trial Judgement, paras 1618, 1702-1704. 
:mos Dordevic Appeal Brief, para. 358(a.)(ii), referring to Trial Judgement, paras 1619-1621, 1702-1704, 
2009 Oordevi.6 Appeal.Brief, para. 358(a.)(iil), referring to TriBI Judgement, para.s 1622, 1702-1704. 
2010 Trial Judgement, paras 1618-1620, 1622. 
2011 Indiclm.eilt, para. 72{a)(i). 
2012 ·Indictment, para. 72{a)(i). 
2013 Indictment, para. 72(a)(i). 
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637. -The Appeals Chamber finds that Dordevic has failed to show that Trial Chamber erred in 

convicting him for the crime of other inhumane acts (forcible transfer) from these locations. 

(h) Pec/Peje municipality 

638. With regard to Pec/Peje municipality, -Dordevic challenges his conviction for other 

inhumane acts (forcible transfer) from Cuska/Qyusbk. on 14 May 1999.2014 

-
639. The Trial Chamber found that on 14 May 1999, Serbian forces forced the Kosovo Albanian 

women and children to board tractors and sent them to Pec/Peje froni the village of Olska/QyU:shkj 

and that it constituted the crime of other inhumane acts (forcible transfer).20 t5 

640. The Indictment reads: 

Pec/Peje: On or wout 27 and 28 March 1999, in the city of Pee/Pe}~. forces of the FRY and Serbia 
went from house to house forcing Kosovo Albanians to lee.ve, Some houses were set on fire. 
Soldiers and police were stationed along every street di:recting the Kosovo AJbanians toward the 
town centre. Once the people reached the centre of town, those without cars or vebicles were 
forced to get on buses or trucks and were driven to the town of Prizren and then on towards the 
Albania borde:r. Outside Prizren, the Kosovo .Alban:iBD& were forced to get off the buses and trucks 
llll:d walk approximately 15 kilometres to the Albanian border where, prior to crossing the border, 
they were ordere.d to l1JID. tbcir identification papers over to forces of the FRY and Serbia. 2016 

641. The Appeals Chamber ~otes that the allegation iri the Indictment concerning the 

municipality of Pec/Peje does not refer to the village of CU.Ska/Qyushk, but only to the city of 

Pec/Peje.2017 However, the Prosecution asserts that the criine_ of other inhumane acts (forcible 

transfer), based 01:1 the events in Cuska/Qyus~ is charged in-paragraphs 25 to 32 and 72(e) of the 

Indictment. as Count 2 (other inhumane acts (forcible transfer)) and Count 5 (persecutions) 

incorporate these · paragraphs. 2018 Further, it argues that Dordevic received timely, clear, and 

consi~tent notice from the Rule 65ter witness summaries and the witness' prior ·testimony that 

evidence of events in Cuska/Qyusbk. would be offered in support of paragraphs 25 to 32 of the 

Indictmeiit.2019 

:wi4 Dordevic Appeal Brief, para. 35S(f), referring to Trial Judgement, paras 1643-1644, 1702-1704; Appeal Hearing, 
13 May 2013, AT. 99-100. See also A)'Peal Hearing, 13 May 2013, AT. 101-102. . . 

:WIS Trial Judgement, pans 1643-1644. · 
2016 Indictment, para. 7'U_e) (emphasis added). 
2017 See Indictment, para. 72(e). 
wis Prosecution: Response Brief, para, 334, referring to Indictment paras 73-76. The Prosecution further claims that 

"notice of forcible transfer as an underlying act of persecutions would thus suffice for notice of the charge of 
unlawful transfer, and vice. verso:· (Prosecu.tion Response Brief, para. 334, citing Naletilic and Martinovic Appeal 
Judgement, para. 54). See also Appeal Hcarmg, 13 May 2013, AT. 153. 

21119 Prosecution Response Brief, para. 334. . 

1983 
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642. The Appeals Chamber notes that Count 2 incorporates. by reference, paragraphs 25 to 32 of 

the Jndictment.2020 However, these paragraphs do not_ allege crimes at Cuska/Qyushk. nor 
. -

throughout the municipality of Pec/Peje. The Indictment also generally all~ges widespread and 

system.a.tic expulsions and displac:ements "across the entire province of Kosovo". 2011 The Appeals 

Chamber, however, considers this allegation to be too broad and general to provide Dordevic with 
- . 

notice. The Appeals Chamber also notes that there is over one month's difference between the date 

provided in the Indictment in relation to Pec/Peje municipality and the Trial Cb.amber's findings 

concerning Cuska/Qyusbk..2022 Therefore. the Appeals Chamber finds that the Indictment is 

· defective with regard to other inhumane acts (forcible transfer) from ·Cuska/Qyu.sh.k. 

1982 

643. The Appeals Chamber notes that Rule 65ter witness summaries provide infonnation concerning 

events at t~ska/Qyu.sbk. around mid-May 1999 ~bich is iru;licative, inter alia, of the forcible transfer 

can::ied out by Serbian forces.2023 The summaries refer to Serbian forces attacking the village on or 

about l4 May 1999, by firing. weapons and burning houses, and separating men from women. 2024 By' 

. introducing new ma.teri.al facts regarding the events in Cuska/Qyusbk in May 1999, the Prosecution 
- ,· 

expanded the charge. Notwithstanding this information, the Appeals Chamber is of the view that it 

is not posSl.ble to cure the defect in the Indictment with respect to Cµska/Qyusblc. The introduction 

of a new material fact in relation to a village other than those· specifically ·mentioned in the 

Indictment, leads to 11 "radical transformation" of the Prosecution•s case. Accordingly, the Appea.1.B 

Chamber finds that Dordevic has shown that bis ability to prepare bis defence was materially 

impaired and that he suffered prejudice as a result. 

644. . In these circumstances, the Appeals Chamber finds that the Trial Chamber -erred in 

convicting l>ordevic for the crime of other inhumane acts Jforcible transfer) in relation to the events 

occurred at Cuska/Qyushk, on 14 May 1999. 

·2020 Sec Indictmenl, para. 73, alleging that: "[w]ith respect to those Kosovo Albanians who w= internally displaced 

within the territory of Kosovo, the Prosecutor re-alleges and incorporates by reference paragraphs 16-33, 60-64, 

and 71-72"; Indictment, para. 76, alleging that "'[t]he Prosecutor re-alleges and incorporates by ·reference 

paragraphs 16-33, 60-64, 72 and 75." 
2011 Indictment, para.. 25. 
2!'22 Tri.al Judgement, paras 1643-1644. 
20'l3 Rule 65tuUstNos. 11, 73. 
2D24- Rule 65terList.Nos. 11, 73. 
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(i) Decani/De&an municipality -

645. With regard to Decani/De~.an municipality, Dordevic challenges· bis conviction for other 

inhumane acts (forcible transfer) from Drenov:acJDrenoc, on 26 M.arch 1999.2025 

-646. The Trial Chamber found that Serbian. fo~ attacked Drenovac/Drenoc on 26 March 1999, 

resulting in the villagers of Dreno".ac/Drenoc fleeing to the neighbouring village of Beleg._2026 This 

constiru.ted other inhumane ~ts (forcible transfer).202"7 It further considered that the village of 

Drenovac/Drenoc is located in the central part (!f Decani/Deyan municipality, in the pr~xin?ity of 

Beleg.2028 - -

647. The .relevant passage in the Indictment alleges various attacks by Serbian forces on the 

village of Beleg and "other surrounding village~ in the -D~~an municipality" _1.DZ9 It .further 

. alleges that following these attacks, villagers we.re told to leave their houses, which were ~n 

looted and burned. 2030 Several men, women, and children gathered in a nearby fieid in the village of 

Beleg.2031 

648. Considering that Drenovac/Drenoc is located in the central part of Decani/De~ 

mUDicipality,20~2 the Appeals Chamber ~~l~es that the off~nce of o~ inhumane acts (forcible 

' 
transfer) of villagers from Drenovac/Drenoc, as found by the Trial Chamber, is covered by the 

allegation in the Indictment that attacks on "other surrounding villages" in Decan.i/Deyan 

municipality caused the villagers "to leave their houses" .2033 

649. For these reasons, the Appeals Chamber finds that Dordevic has failed to show that the Trial 

--Chamber erred in entering a conviction for the crime of other inhumane acts (for~ble transfer) in 

relation to the events at Drenovac/Drenoc on 26 March 1999. 

3. Murder as a violation. of the laws or customs of war and as a crime against humanity 

650. The Trial Chamber found Dordevic responsible for mnrder, both as a violation of the laws 

or customs of war and as a crime against humanity (Count~· 3 and 4), for killings of Kosovo 

2025 Dordevic Appeal Brief; para. 358(g), referring to Trial Judgement, paras 1672, _1702-1704. 
2026 Trial Judgement, paras 1144, 1672. 
2027 -Trial Judgement, para. 1672. 
2028 Trial Judgement, para. 1142. 
2029 Indictment, para. 72(1). 
l03ll Indictment, para. 72(1}, 
2031 Indictment., para. 72(1). 
2031 Sec Trial Judgement, paras 1142, 1144. 
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Albanian civilians carried out by Serbian forces in various locations covering seven municipalities 

in Kosovo.2034 

65L "f)orde,ic submits that the Trial Chamber err~ in entering convictions for murder: in relation 
. ' 

to four specific crime sites: (i) Dakovica/Gjakove town, on 1 April 1999; (ii) Podujevo/Podujeve 

town, on 28 March 1999; (iii) Mala Krusa/Kruse-e-Vogel. on 25 March 1999; and (iv) Suva 

Reka/Suhareke town, on26.March 1999-.2035 

(a) Dakovica/Gjakove town in Dakovica/Gjakove municipality 

652. The Trial Chamber found Dordevic responsible for the murder of 20 Kosovo Albanian 

civilians at 157 Milos Gilic/Millosh Giliq Street and four members of the Cana faraV.y at 80 Milos 
Gilic/.Millosh Giliq Street in Dakovica/Gjakove town, carried out by ~ forces on the night of 

-1 April 1999.2036 

653. Dordevic challenges bis conviction for the murder of the four members of tb,e Cana family 

at 80 Milos Gilic/Millosh Giliq Street2037 

. ' 

654. The Indictment aiteges that an operation was launched dn the evening of 1 April 1999 

againBt the Que.rim district of Dakovica/Gjakove, during which Serbian forces "forcibly entered the 

houses of Kosovo Albanians in the -Qu.erim district. killed the occupants and set fire to the 

buildings''.2038 It further states that "over 50 persons were killed" and as an example referred to~ 

murder of 20 Kosovo Albanians; listed in Schedule G of the Indictment. ·in a house located at 
. . 

157 Milos Gilic/Millosh Giliq Street.2039 

655. The Appeals Chamber noteS; that the In~ctment alleges that .over 50_ persons were killed in 

various "houses of Kosovo Albanians in the Querim district" on 1 April 1999. Thus, it considers 

that although Schedule G only lists 20 persons killed at 157 Milos Gilic/Millosh Giliq Street. the 

zan Indictment, para. 72(1). . 
W4 Trial Judgement; paras 1753, 2193-2195. These locations are: Bela Ckva/Bellaccrkc. and Mala Krusa/Krus~e

Vogel (Orahovac/Rahovec municipality); Suva_ Reka/Suhatekc municipality; Izbica/Izbice (Sbrica/Skenderaj 

mwricipality); E>ako'vica/Gjakovl:I and MejaJMeje (E>ak:ovica/Gjakove municipality); Vucitrn/Vushtni municipality; 

Kotlin.a/Kotlinc, Sla.timi/Slatin!5, Vata/Vataj, and pubrava/Llsnaje (Kacanik/Kafanik municipality);- Podl).jevo/ 

. Podujevemunicipality (see Trial Judgement, paras 1709-1752). 
21135' I>ardevic Appelll:Brief, para. 359, referring to Trial Judgement, paras 1715, 1719, 1721, 1732, 1734, 1751-1753, 

· 1956, 2143. In relation to the murders atlodujevo and·Maia. Krusa/Kmse-e--Vogcl. see Appeal Hearing, 13 Me.y 

2013, AT. 100. Se.e also Appeal Hearing, 13 May 2013", AT. 101-102. . . 
2Pl6 Trial Judgement, paras 1732, 1734, 1753, 2193-2195. See else Trial Judgement, pans 886-889, 891-892. . 
,m7 f)ard.evic Appeal Brief, para._ 359(a). -

:ma Indictment, para. 7S(g). 
21139 Indictment, para. 75(g). 
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reference to the "over 50 persons" killed in the Querim district includes the m~ of members of 

the Cana family at 80 Milos Gilic/Millo~ G:iliq Street, which is also located in the Querim district 

656. rhe Appeals Chamber finds that Dordevic has failed to show that the Tri.al Chamber erred 

in entering a conviction for the murder in relation to the four members of the Cana family, .at 
. - ' 

· 80 Milos Gilic/Millosh Giliq Street, on 1 April 1999, _ 

(b) Podujevo/Podujeve town in Podujevo!Podujeve municipality 

657. The Trial Chamber found f)ordevic responsible for the murder of two elderly Kosovo 

Albanian men, Ham.di .Duriqi and Selmon Gashi, in Poduje-vo/Podujeve town, on 28 Match 

1999 .2040 It found that the two elderly men were shot by Serbian forces at a coffee shop outside the 

courtyard where, a little later, 14 women and children were shot dead. 2041 The Trial Cham~ . 

acknowledged that the nBIIleS of the two elderly men were ''not specifically listed by name in the 

Indictment", 2042 but nevertheless found that these killings fell within the same set of events alleged 

to have occurred at the courtyard on ~8 March 1999.2043 

658. The Indictment alleges the killing of "at least 14 members bel~nging to the Bogujevci. 

Duriqi and Llugaliu families, all women and children, in 1:J?.e courtyard of a house m. the town of 

Podujevo/Podujeve" on 28 -March 1999.2044 The Indictment further states i:bat "[t]hose · persons 

killed wb,o are known by name are set forth in Schedule L. "2045 Schedule L lists the ruuries of 

14 victims, all of which were women and cbildren.2046 

659. The Appeals Chamber notes that the Trial Chamber found that the killing of the two elderly 

men, whose names it acknowledged were not listed in the Indictment, was part of the events alleged 

to have occmred at the courtyard in Poduj~vo/Podujeve on 28 March 1999, since the evidence 

established that this incident occurred outside the courtyard where women and children were later 

killed by Serbian forces, on the same day.2047 The Appeals Chamber however notes that the 

Indictment is specific in alleging· that the killing in the courtyard of a house in Podujevo/Podujeve 

l04ll Trial Judgement, paras 1751-1753, 1956, 2143. 
2041 Trial Judgement, paras 1751-1753. 
2042 Trial Judgement, para. 1751. 
Z043 Trial Judgement, para..1751. 
2044 Se; Indictment, para. 75(1). 
Z045 Indictment, para. 75 (1). , 
2046 Indictment, Schedule L, Persons Known by N l!lilfl Killed-at Podujevo/Podujev! - 28 March 1999. 
2047 See.T:rlal Judgement, :para. 1751 (The Trial Chsmber folllld thl!1 the two men ''were shot and killed by Serbian 

forces at a coffee shop outside the courtyard where, a. little later, the 14 women end chil<lren were &hot and killed"). 
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on 28 March 1999 involved "all women and children" and that no killing of men is menti.oned.2048 

Considering that the Indictment is specific about the gender and age of the victims, in the view of 

the Appeals Chamber, the killing of two elderly men is not alleged. The Indictment is therefore 

defective. 

660. The Prosecution Pre-Tri.al Brief and Rule 65ter witness summaries contain information 

about the alleged events at Podujevo/Poduje~e on 28 March 1999, based on the testimony of three 

witnesses.2049 However, in. the view of the Appeals Chamber, tbis information is not specific 

enough to give notice about the murder the two elderly men. For example, Witness Saranda 

Bo~jevci referred to her ''brother" and "other relatives" being shot,2050 but since neither the age 

nor the sex of the "other relatives" were specified in her testimony, the possibility remains that 

these were women or children, which would be consistent with the allegation in the Indictment. 

Similarly, Witness Stoparic referred to killings taking place at Podujevo/Podujeve, the victims of 

which were "almost all" women and children, but did not give an indication as to the time period of 
. . 

these events.2051 Considering that the Indict:ment is very specific with regard to this allegation-~ 

referring to the killing occurred in the courtyard of a house in Podujevo/Podujeve on 28 March 

1999 inv~lving "all women and cbildren"2052 - the Appeals Chamber cannot conclude that the 

information provided by the Prosecution :iri the Pre-Trial Brief was sufficient to inform Dor4evic in 

a timely, clear and consistent manner of fue new material facts that the Prosecution intended to 

prove at trial. regarding the tilurder of two elderly .men.2053 Therefore, the defects in the Indictment 

were not cured. Accordingly, the Appeals Chamber finds that Dordevic has shown that bis ability to 

prepare his defence was materially impaired and that he suffered prejudice as a result. 

66L The Appeals Chamber therefore finds that the Trial Chamber erred in convicting Dordevic 

for the murder of two elderly Kosovo Albanian men, Hamcli Duriqi and Selmon Gashi, at 

Podujevo/Podujeve, on 28 March 1999. 

(c) Mala Krusa/Kruse-e-Vogel in Orahovac/Rahovec municipality 

662. The Trial Chamber found that during the day of 25 March 1999, nine Kosovo Albanians 

who refused to leave their homes following an attack by Serbian forces were burnt to death in their 

2048 Indictment, para. ·75(1). 
2049 Pre-Trial Brief. para.. 240, referring to witnesses Fatos Bogujevci, Saranda Bogujevci and Goran Stopaiic. 
2ll:iO Rule 65ter LlstNo.15; Prosecution Pre-Tri.al Brief, para. 240 .. 
zosi Rule 65ter List No. 115; Prosecution Pre-Trial Brief. para. 240. 
2052 Indictment, pera. 75(1). · 
2053 See supra. para. 576. 
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houses m Mala Krusa/Kruse-e-Vogel.2054 It also found that Serbian forces·then assembled a large 

group of Kosovo Albanian men in the B atusha barn, located at the outskirts of Mala Krusa/K:ruse-e

Vogel, where they were either shot dead or burned to death when the ham was set on fue.2055 This 

operation resulted in 104 deaths. zos6 

1977 

663. The Indictment alleges that on or about 25 March 1999, Serbian forces attacked 1he villages 

of Mala Krusa/Kruse-e-Voge1 and Velika Krusa/Krushe-e-Madhe, systematically looting and 

burning houses.2057 Subsequently, the villa.gers took refuge in the house of Sedje Batusha, located 

on the outskirts of Mala Krusa/Kruse-e-Vogel.2058 On the mo~g of 26 March 1999, Serbian 

forces located the villagers, separated the men from the women and children and assembled the men 

and boys into the house.2059 As a result of shooting and fire, the Indictment alleges that 

approximately 105 Kosovo Albanian men and boys ~ere killed. 2060 

664. The Appeals Chamber notes that in making its finding on the killing · of the nine men, the 

Trial Chamber acknowledged that this killing did not-occur at the Ba.tusha barn, as alleged in the 

Indictment. N evertbeless, it found that the killing was carried out in the course of the attack by · 

Serbian forces on ~e village of Mala Krusa/Kruse-e-Vogel on 25 March 1999.2061 However, the 

. Appeals Chamber considers that, while the Indictment clearly charges the killings of approximately 

105 persons on 26 March 1999, there is no mention of any killings occurring on 25 March during 

the attack by Serbian forces on the villages of Mala Knisa/Kruse-e-Vogel and Velika · 

Krusa/Krushe-e-Madbe.2062 Only looting and burning of houses are alleged to have occurred on 

. 25 March 1999.2063 

665. The Appeals Chamber further considers that three of the nine men who were found ro·have 

been killed on 25. March 1999 were listed in Schedule C of the Indictment as victims of the .incident 

occurring. on 26 March 1999,2064 but not on 25 March 1999. Thus, in the view of the Appeals 

Chamber, these three men are alleged to have been part of the approximately 105 victims of the 

2054 Trial Judgement, paras 485, 1715. 
zos-~ Trial Judgement, para. I 717. 
ws6 Trial Judgement, para. Pl 7. 
2051 Indictment, para. 75(c). 
zcsi Indictment, pBI'a. 75(c). 
:ws9 Indicbnent, para. 75(c) .. 
11160 Indictment, para. 75(c). 
2Dlil Trial Judgement, para. 1715, See also Trial Judgement, para. 485. 
2062 See Indictment, para. 75(c). 
2063 Indictment, para. 75(c). . 
20~ See Trial Judgement, para. 485 (referring to Sali Shehu, Demir Rasbkaj and Nexhat Shelm), fn. 6121 (refe:rring to 

Trial Judgement, Schedule: Victims Chart); Indicb:rumt, Schedule C, Persons Known by Name Killed at Mala
Krufa-e-Vogel- Velika Krufa-e-Mahde- 26 March 1999. 
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. killings which occurred at the Batusha barn on 26 March 1999, but there is no indication in the 

. Indictment that. they were alleged to have been killed on 25 March 1999 during the attack by 

Serbian forces on the villages of Mala Krusa/Kruse-e-Vogel and Velika Krusa/Krushe-e-Madhe. As 

such, ~e Indictment is defective with regard to the killing of the nine men in Mala Krusa/Kruse-e

Vogel on 25 March 1999. 

666. While the Prosecution Pr~Trial Brief and the Rule 65ter.Witness List refer to the killing of 

over a hundred Kosovo Albanian men and boys in the Batusha barn, no information is to be found 

in relation to the killing of 9 Kosovo Albanian men in their house in :Mala Krusa/Krus&-e-Vogel on 

2? March 1999.2065 Therefore, the defects in the Indictment were not cured. Accordingly, the 

Appeals Chamber finds -that_ Dordevic has shown that his ability to prepare his defence was 

materially impaired and .that he suffered prejudice as a result. 

667. Accordingly. the Appeals Chamber finds that the Trial Chamber committed an error in 

convicting Dordevic for the murder of the nine men in Mala Krusa/Kruse~e-Vogel on 25 March 

1999.2066 

( d) Suva Reka/Suhareke town in Suva Reka/Suhareke municipality 

- 668. The Trial Chamber found that on 26 March 1999, six members of the Berisha family were 

·killed by MUP forces in the vicinity of· the Berisha family compound in Suva Reka/Suhareke 

town. 2067 It also found that two elderly members of the Berisha family were shot by MUP forces 

while running away from these killings.2068 

669. Dordevic challenges his conviction for the murder of the two elderly members of the 

Berisha family. 2069 · 

670. The Indictment refers to the killing of at least 47 civilians during an action carried out on 

26 March 1999 _by Serbian forces, whereby these forces surrounded the "vicinity of the Berisha 

family compound in the town of Suva Reka/Suhareke".2070 Specifically, it alleges that: six members 

of the Betj.sha family were killed outside their house; the remaining family members along with 

' __ · w6S Prosecution Pre-Trial Brief, para. 224. 
'21l65 See Tri.el Judgement, parllS 1715, 1717. 
206'1 Trial Judgement, para. 1721. 
211!il! Trial Judgement, para. 1721. 
2069 Dorl1evi.¢ Appeal Brief, para. 359(d). 
2070 Indictment, para. 75(d). 
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"three extended Berisha family groups" were killed insi~e the coffee shop; and "[a]n additional 

family member was Iaier also brought to the coffee shop and shot dead."2071 

671. The Appeals Chamber notes that the killing of the two elderly me.i:nbers of .the Berisha 

family, as found by the Trial Chamber occurred • at the same time and location described in the 

Indictment, which alleges that "[a]t least 47 civilians" were killed during the action c~ed out by 

Serbian forces in the vicinity of the Berisha family .compound.2072 Therefore, it.is immaterial that 

the In~ctment did not specify the circunistances of these particular killings as found in the Tri~ 

Judgement; n.atnely, that the two elderly men were killed while ~g away from the sJ.te of the. 

killings. 2013 . 

672. The Appeals Chamber finds that Dordevi6 has failed to show that the Trial Chamber erred 
. -

in entering a conviction for the murder of two elderly members of the Berisha family in the vicinity 

of the Berisha compound on 26 March 1999. 

4. Persecutions 

673. The Trial Chamber found Dordevic responsible under Count 5 for persecutiqns as a crime 

_ against humanity, committed by Serbian forces against Kosovo Albanian civilians in Kosovo during 

the Indictment p~riod, through the underlying acts of: forcible ~ansfer; deportation; murder; and · 

destruction of religious or culturally significant property.2074 

674. Elordevic submits that the errors of the Trial Qlamber in the context of the crimes of 

deportation, other inhumane acts (forcible transfer), and murder also apply to convicti_ons entered 

· for the crime of persecutions committed through these underlying acts. 2075 He also makes three · 

additional claims arguing that the Trial Chamber erred in: (i) convicting him for persecutions by 

way of the murder in Pusto Selo/Pastaselle;2076 (ii) adding to Count 5 murders not alleged in 
. . 

2011 Indicbnent, para. 75(d). 
2012 Indictment, para. 75(d). 
W13 Tri.al Judgement. para. 1721. · 
2074 Trial Judgement, para 1856. See also Trial Judgement, paras 1774-1855, 2193-2195. 
2fJ7S Doidevic Appeal Brief., para. 360(a), referring to Trial Judgement. pm-as 1774-1783, 1789-1790, 1856. 
wG Dordevic Appeal Brief, para. 360(b), referring to Trial Judgement, -paraa 541, lT/9-1784, 1790, 1856; Do:rdevic 

Reply Brief, para. 111. 
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Counts 3 and 4;2077 and (iii) convicting him of persecutions by way of forcible transfer as it was not 

alleged in the Indictment 2078 . 

675. The Prosecution requests the Appeals Chamber to summarily dismiss Dordevic's addition.al 

claims as undeveloped and without merit.2079 

(a) Alleged .errors in entering convictions .for persecutions in, relation to locations that were not 

charged in the Indictment 

676. The Appeals Chamber notes that the material facts pleaded in support of the allegation of 

persecutions committed tl:µ'ough the underlying acts of deportation, forcible transfer; and murder 

(Count 5) are the same as the material facts pleaded in support of the allegation of the crimes of 

deportation (Count 1), other inhumane acts (forcible transfer) (Count 2), and murder (Counts 3 

and 4).2080 Accordingly, the convictions entered for the crime of persecutions committed through 

the said underlying acts are based on the same material facts as the convictions entered for the 

crimes of deportation, other· inhumane acts (forcible transfer). and murder.2°81 ln this regard, the 

Appeals Chamber recalls its findings that the Trial Chamber erred in entering convictions for the 

crimes of: (i) deportation in relation to Klademica/Kllademice2082 and Suva Reka/Suhareke;2083 

(ii) other inhumane acts (forcible transfer) in relation to Brocna/Buroje and Tosilje/Tu.shile,2084 and 

Cuska/Qyushk;2085 and (iii) murder in relati~n to im;:idents in Ppdujevo/Podujeve2086 and_ Mala 

Krus_a/Kruse-e-Vogel. 2087 · The Appeals Chamber considers these errors automatically have an 

impact on the conviction for the cri.~ of persecutions, since it was based on the same material facts 

in the lnclictment. 

677. On the basis of the same :reasoning, the Appeals Chamber therefore reaffirms and applies 

these findings to the convictions entered by the Trial Chamber for persecutions through the same 

2077 Dord.evic Appeal Brief, para. 360(c), referring to Tcial Judgement, paras lZ64, 2232, fn. 4872. 
207l! E>ordevic Appeal Brief, para. 360(d), refenmg to Trial Judgement, paras 1763, 1775-177B, 1856; Dordevic Reply 
. Brief, para. 112. . · . 
w9 Prosecution Response Brief, para. 345. See Prosecution Response Brief, paras 346-348. 
2080 See Indictment, paras 77(a) and (b) (In support of the charge of persecutions through deportation, forcible trsnsfer 

and murder. in Count 5, the Indictmen,t refers to the same paragraphs pleaded in support of Count 1 (deportation), 
Count 2 (other inhumane acts (foro"ble transfer)), Counts 3-4 (murder)). 

· wei See Trial Judgement, paras 1774-1790, 1856. 
2082 See supra, paras 595-601. 
2083 See supra, paras 613-61&. 
2084 See supra, paras 602-606. 

· l08!I See mpra, paras 638-644. 
2086 See supra, paras 657-661. 
2087 See supra, paras 662-667. 
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underlying acts. The Appeals Chamber therefore finds that the Trial Chamber committed an error in 

convicting Dordevic for persecutions with respect to· the abovementi.oned incidents. 

(b) Alleged error in convicting for persecutions by way of the murderiri Pu.sto Selo/Pastasell~. in 

Orahovac/Rahovec municipality 

1973 

678. Dordevic submits that the Trial Chamber erred in including incidents in Pusto 

Selo/Pastaselle in its _finding with regard to the crime of persecutions through the underlying act pf 

murder.20ss. 

679. The Prosecution asserts that the murders m Pusto Selo/Pastaselle were relevant to the charge 

of persecutions in Count 5. 2089 It further submits that, in any event, Doi:<ievic received proper notice 

of these murders through the Rule 65ter witness summaries and statements, and he did not objec_t to. 

tlris evidence at trial. 2090 

680. The Trial Chamber found that on 31 March 1999, 106 men were .killed by Serbian forces in 

the village of Pusto Selo/Pastaselle in Orahovac/Rahovec municipality.2091 While acknowledging 

that these murders were not alleged in the Indictment, the Triiµ Chamber nonetheless considered 

them as ''relevant to other issues and to the charge of persecutions contained m Count 5".2092 

Accordingly. it included the events at Pusto Selo/Pastaselle on 31 March 1999 in its findings on 

persecutions through mltrd~r. based on evidence of discriminatory conduct by Serbian forces in 

connection with the :killings. 2093 

681. - The Appeals Chamber considers that the killings at Pusto Selo/Pastaselle on 31 March 1999 

were not alleged in the Indictment either under murder (Counts 3 and 4),2094 or under persecutions 

(Count 5)2°95, as the Trial Chamber acknowledged. The Indictment is therefore defective. 

682. However, the Appeals Cham~r obseryes that with. regard to murder (Counts 3A) and· . . 

persecutions (Count 5), the l:Q.dictment clearly provides a non-exhaustive list of incidents of mass 

2088 Don1evic Appe~ Brief, para.. 360(b), referring to Trial Judgenwnt, paras 541, 1779-1784, 1790, 1&56; Appeal 
Hearing, 13 May 2013, AT. 100. See also Appeal Hearing, 13 May 2013, AT. 101-102. 

2099 Prosecution Response Brief, para. 346; Appeal Hearing, 13 May 2013, AT. 154. 
20911 Prosecution Response Brief, para. 346; Appeal Hemng, 13 May 2013, AT. 154--155. 
2091 Trial Judgement, paras 541, 546. -
2092 Trial Judgement, para. 541, referring to Trial Judgement, para. 1784. The Trial Chamber used the phrase "not 

charged", however, in order to be consistent with its terminology, the Appeals Chamber prefers "not alleged". 
w 3 Trial Jurlgcmeot, paras 541, 1779-17 84, 1790. 
2ll94 Trial Judgement, para. 541. See Indictment, paras 7 4-75. 
2095 S~e Iruliclment, paras 76-77, · 
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killings which allegedly occurred throughout the Indictment period.2096 It further note& th.rt the 

Rule 65ter Witness Llst 'and some witness statements provide detailed and consistent information 

concerning ,kil.lings of 106 Kosovo Albanian men in Pusto Selo/Pastaselle on 31 March 1999.2097 

The Appeals Chamber considers that this information was sufficient to infonn Dordevic in a timely, 

clear and consistent manner of the new material facts that the Prosecution intended to prove at trial 

Any prejudice caused to Dordevic was remedied by the post-indictment documents and therefore 

the defects were cured. 

683: For these reasons, the Appeals Chamber concludes that the Trial Chamber did not err in 

. finding Dordevic responsible for persecutions through murder based on the. killings at Pusto 

Selo/Pastaselle on 31 March 1999. 

( c) Alleged error in adding murders to Count 5 

684. Dordevic submits that the Trial Chamber "'erroneously and unjustifiably" added to the

persecutions allegation in Count 5 "other murders beyond those in Counts 3 and 4", claiming that 

these additional murders were not alle)-ged in the fudictment.2098 Dordevic refers to the Trial . . 

Chamber's finding that ''killings [were] committed by Serbian forces in at least 14 municipalities 

throughout Kosovo during the Indictment period". 2099 

685 .. The Prosecution responds that Dordevic ove;rlooks that Count S expressly incorporates 

specific allegations concerning the JCE in paragraphs 16-33 of the fudictment and the general 

allegations of widespread and systematic a¢ts of violence, including killings, against Kosovo 

Albanians throughout Kosovo.2100 

686, Dordevic replies that the Prosecution "appears to want a blank.cheque whereby any murder. 

or for that matter ,any other crime, could be said to fall within Count 5''. 2101 

687. The Appeals Chamber-notes that the Trial Chamber's finding challenged by Dordevic, that 

killings were committed in at least 14 municipalities throughout Kosovo, was made in the context 

of the "Concealment of Bodies".2.102 This finding was not used as a basis for the legal findings on 

2096 Indictment, para. 75. See al.so Indictment, _paras 76-77, which incorporate by reference, inter alia, para. 75. 
2097 Rule 65 ter List Nos. 76, 89; Exhibits P908; P987; P988; D226. See also Rule 65ter List No. 35. 
2991 Dordevic Appeal Brief, para. 3 60( c ). referring to Trial Judgement, paras 1264, 2232, fn. 4872. · 
20!19 Trial Judgement, para. 1264. 
noo- Prosecution Response Brief, para. 347. 

· 2.Wl Dordevic Reply Brief. para; 111. 
21111 Trial Judgement, para. 1264. 
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. murder2103 or persecutions through mnrder.2104 Dordevic was ultimately convicted for persecutions 

through murder in Count 5 only for killings specifically alleged as murder in Counts 3 and 4. The 
' ' 

only exc~ption is the incident at Pusto Selo/Pastaselle. oil 31 March 1999, which has already been 

discusse.d above. 2105 

688. Furthermore, the Appeals Chamber understands Doroevic to argue that the -Trial Chamber 

also coi:n:mi.tted errors.in adding victims to the ''Victim Charts';.2106 The Appeals Chamber finds this 

reference inapposite. If Dordevic intended to use this finding in support of bis claim that the Trial 

Chamber "erroneously and unjustifiably" added murders to Count 5 beyond those set out in 

Counts 3 and 4, he should have identified particular incidents or victims, which he claims were not 

listed in the Indictment, as he bas done in relation to other submissions in this ground of appeal 2107 

Instead. by solely referring to this general statement in the. Trial Judgement, he fails to challenge 

any specific factual finding and does not articulate the Trial·Cbambers' alleged error.2108 The 

Appeals Chamber therefore dismisses this claim. 

689. In light of the foregoing, the Appeals Chamber finds that the Dordevic has failed to show 

that the Trial Chamber committed an error in entering convictions for persecutions through murder · 
' . 

in Count 5 of the Statute. 

( d) Alleged error in entering convictions for persecutions through forcible transfer 

690. · Dordevic submits that the Trial Chamber ~rred in entering a conviction for the crime of 

persecutions through forcible transfer.2109 In support of his submission, Dordevic argues that 

paragraph 77(a) of the lndictment includes paragraph 72 (depo:rtation/110 by reference but does not 

2103 See Trial Judgement, priras 1709-1753. 
2104 See Trial Judgement, paras 1779-1790. 
:2.105 See supra, paras 678-683. . 
:z.iOli Dordevic Appeal Brief. p!IIll.. 360(c), referring to Trial Judgement, para. 2232. "The Trial Chamber added two 

:further camgories of victims to the Victims Charts, other than victims whose names are alleged in the Indictment. 

These cawgories ere: 'Victims known by name end not liste.d in the schedule of tho Indictment', and 'Victims not 

known by name and not listed in the Schedule of the Indictment'" (fr:ial Judgement, para. 2232). 
2107 See Dordevic Appeal Brief, paras 357,359, 360(a-b), . . 
21°' See supra, para. 2-0. · 
2109 Dordevic Appeal Brief, para. 360(d). 
ma See Prosecution Response Brief, fn. 1148. The Prosecution notes that paragraph 360(d) of Dordevi6 Appeal Brief 

oontllins a scrivener's error, m that instead of "paragraph 7" it should have referred to ''paragraph 7'};'. The Appeals 

Chamber notes that Dordovic'. • Reply Brief is silent on this issue. 
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include paragraph 73 (other inhumane ~ts (forcible transfer)).21_11.He claims that the Trial Chamber 

''ignored this limitation". 2112 

691. The Prosecution responds that Dordevic's argument is incorrect, because paragraph 77 

alleges persecutions by_ means of both forcible transfer and deportation, and includes the paragraphs 

setting forth the material .facts, namely paragraphs 25-32 and 72. Accorclingly, it. argues that 

''[n]otbing requires the Indictment to have incorporated by reference the legal characterization of 

the facts supplied by Count 2 ·(forcible transfer) and paragraph 73, which itself incorporates by 

reference, among others, paragraphs 25-32, and 72."2113 

692. The Appeals Chamber notes that paragraph 77(a) of the Indictment alleges the crime of 

persecutions through forcible transfer and deportation.2114 With reg~ to the material facts pleaded 

in support of this c~ge, paragraph 77(a) refers to, among others, paragraph 72 (deportation) but 

not paragraph 73 (other inhumane acts (forcible transfer)). Nevertheless, the Appeals Chamber 

observes that the material facts pleaded in paragraph 72 in support of Count 1 (deportation)2115 are 
the same as those pleaded in paragraph 73 in support of Count 2 (other inhumane acts (forcible 

transfer)) since paragraph 73 itself incorporates by reference paragraph 72. 2116 . 

693. The Appeals Chamber notes that, paragraph 77(a) of the Indictment alleges the crime of 

persecutions through ''the forcible transfer and deportation by forces of the FRY and Serbia of 
J 

approximately 800,000 Kosovo Albanian civilians".2117 In any event, the Appeals Chamber recalls 

that the crime of persecutions requires that an. "act or omission" - not a "crime"2118 - which 

infringes upon a fundamental right laid down in customary intemati.onal law, be committed with 

d.iscrinrinatory. intent.2119 The Appeals Chamber also notes the finding in Krnojelac Appeal 

Judgement that "acts of forcible displacement underlying the crime of persecution punishable under 

mi Dord.evic Appeal Brief, para. 360(d). 
in2. Dordevic Appeal Brief, para. 360(d). 
1113 Prosecution Response Brief, para. 348. 
2114 Indictment. para. 77(a), allegjng "[t]he forcible transfer and deportation by forces of the FRY IIIld Serbia of 

approximately 800,000 Kosovo Albanian civilians as described m paragraphs 25-32, and 72." 
m~ Indictment, paras 71-72. "The Prosecutor re-alleges and incorporates by reference paragraphs 16-33 and 60-64." 

(Indictment, pare.. 71). 
1116 Indictment, para. 73, stati.Dg that "[w]ith respect to those Kosovo Albanians who were internally displaced within 

the territory of Kosovo, the Prosecutor re-alleges and ini::orporates by reference paragraphs 16-33, 60-64, end 
71-72." 

2.m IndictmeDt, para. 77(a). . 
:ms Kvocka et al. Appeal Judgement, paras 322-323; Brdonin. Appeal Judgement, para: 296. 
2119 Deronjic Judgement, para. 109; Kvocka et al. ·Appeal Judgement, paras 320, 454; Blasid6 Appeal Judgement, para. 

131; Kmoje"lac Appeal Judgement, para. 185; Vasiljevic Appeal Judgement, para. 113. 
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- Article S(h) of the Statute a:i-e not limited to displacements across a national border".2120 The 

Appeals considers that paragraph 77(a) of Indictment therefore refers to "forcible transfer" and 

"deportation" as general terms in order to cover the acts of .. forcible displacement". 2121 The lack of 

reference in paragraph 77 to paragraph 73 of the Indictment does _ not- affect the allegations. 

Accordingly, the Appeals Chamber considers that the material facts pleaded in relation to the crime 

of persecutions are set out in detail in paragraph 72 of the Indictment. 

694. Therefore, the Appeals Chamber finds that Dordevic has failed to demonstrate that the Trial 

Chamber erred in entering a conviction for persecuti.om in relation to those acts of displacement 

that weye charged in the Indictment 2122 

C. Conclusion 

. . 

695. In light of all of the foregoing, the Appeals Cb.amber grants, in part, Dordevic's sixteenth 

ground of appeal, with respect to: 

- ·Deportation (Count 1) at 

■ Klademica/Klladernice, in Srbica/Skenderaj municipality, between 12 and 

15 April 1999;2123 and 

• · Suva Reka/Suhareke town, between 7 and 21 May 1999;2124 

- Other inhumane acts (forcible transfer) (Count 2) at: 

■ Brocna/Buroje and Tusilje/Tusb:ile, in Srbica/Skenderaj mµnicipality between 

25 and 26 March and on 29 March 1999,' respectively;2125 and 

• Cuska/Qyushk, in Pec/Peje municipality, on 14 May 1999;2126 

- Murder as a violation of the laws or customs of war and as a crime against humanity 

(Counts 3 and 4) in relation to: 

:mo Krnojelac Appeal Judgement, para. 218. 
2.ui See Kmojelac Appe.al Judgement, paras 213-216. , 
2122 The Appeals Chamber recalls that all the Trial Chamber's findings in relation to persecutions through acts of 

dispiacemeot are based on acts char~d in the Indictment., with the exception of a few locations that were discussed 
in detail above, see .supra, paras 595-601, 602-606, 613-618, 638-644, 657-661, 662-6(}7. 

21Z3 See supra, paras 595-601. · 
2124 See supra, paras 613-618. 
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■ the two elderly Kosovo Albanian men at Podujevo/Podujeve tow.ri, in 

Podujevo/Podujevemµnicipality, on 28 March 1999;2127 

■ the nine men at Mala Kru.sa/Kruse-e-yoge4 in Orahovac/Rahovec 

municipality, on 25 March 1999;2128 

• Persecutions (Count 5) committed through: 

• deportation at Klademica/Kllademice, in Srbica/Skenderaj 

municipality, between 12 and 15 April 1999;2129. and Suva 

Reka/Suhareke town, between 7 and 21 May 1999;2130 

• forcible transfer at Brocna/Buroje and Tusiljeffusbile, in 

Srbica/Skenderaj municipality between 25 and 26 March and on 

29 March 1999, respectively;2131 and Cuska/Qyusbk, in Pec/Peje 

municipality, on 14 May 1999;2132 

• murder in relation to the two elderly Kosovo Albanian men at 

Podujevo/Podujeve town, in Podujevo/Podujeve municipality, on · 

28 March 1999;2133 the nine men at Mala Krusa/Kruse-e-Vogel, in 

.Orahovac/Rahovec municipality, on 25 March 1999.2134 

696. The Appeals Chamber overturns the Trial Ch.amber's ~clings on Dordevic's responsibility 

in relation t~ the incidents list.ea. above but uph~lds bis convictions for the crimes· of deportation, 
( 

other inhumane_ acts (forcible transfer). murder, and persecutions. The impact on sentencing is 

discussed m the sentencing part of this Judgement.2135 The Appeals Chamber dismisses the 

remainder of Dordevic' s sixteenth ground of appeal. 

2125 See supra, paras 602-606. 
212c; See supra,-paras 638-644. 
m? See supra, paras 657-661. 
2121 See supra, paras 662-667. 

_ :mg See supra, paras 595-601, 676-677. 
2130 See supra, paras 613-61B, 676-677. 
1131 See supra, parll.S 602-606, 676-fll7. 
2112 See supra, paras 662-667, 676-677. 
_1133 See supra, paras 662-667, 676-o77. 
1134- See supra, paras 678-683, 676-677. 
1.m See infra, Chapter XX 
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XVIl. DORDEVIC'S SEVENTEENTH AND PART OF FIFTEENTH 
' 

GROUNDSOFAPPEAL:CRIMESOFDEPORTATION,OTHER 

INHUMANE ACTS (FORCIBLE TRANSFER), MORD~ AND 
. . 

PERSECUTIONS IN RELATION TO A NUMBER OF CRIME SITES 

A. Introduction 

697. The Trial Ch.amber found that the crimes of _deportation (Count 1), persecut.i,ons (tbrou.gh 

·_ deportation, forcible transfer, murder, and destruction of religious or cuiturally significant property) 

(Count 5), other inhumane acts (forcible transfer) as crimes against h~ty (Count 2), and murder 

both as a violation of the laws or customs of war and -a c~ against humanity (Counts 3 · and 4) 

were established. 2136 

698. Dordevic submits that the Trial Chamber erred in concluding that the crimes of deportation. · _ 

persecutions, other inhumane acts {forcible transfer), and murder were established. in a number of 

locati.ons.2137 His underlying argument is that the Trial Chamber erred in failing to consider other 
. . . . ' 

possible inferences and that the Trial Chamber's conclusions were therefore not the only reasonable 

ones.2138 

699. The Prosecution 'responds that none of Dordevic' s c~enges meet the standard of review, 

and that "some arguments warrant summary·dismissal because they are unsupported, undeveloped, 

2136 Tri.Ill Judgement., pacas 1704, 1753, 1856. 
2137 D~vic Appeal Brief, paras 364-379. 
:mt Drn-devic Appw Brief, paras 347(g), 362:-3-79, De.portation: Belaoica/Bellamce in Suva Reka/Subareke 

mumci.pality on 1 April 1999 andVata/Va.taj m Kacanik/Kafam.k: municipality on 14 April 1999. Other :inhumane 

acts (forcible transfer): Leocina/Le¢nc :in Srbica/Skende:raj municipality on 25 and 26 March 1999; Guska/GTisko 

·:in E}akovica/Gjakove municipality on 27 March 1999; Prilepnica/Prelepnice in Gnjila.n~Gjilan municipality on 

6 April 1999; Nosaj.je/Nosalje in Gnjilane/Gjilan municipality on 6 April 1999. Murder: Mala KruWKmse-c
Vogel in Orahovac/R.a.bovec mmrici.pality on 2S and 26 March 1999; Suva Reka/Suharcke town in Suva 
Rek:a/Suharek! municipality on 26 March 1999; Meja/Meja :in Dakovica/Gjakovl:5 mllilicipality on 27-28 April 

1999; Vucilrn/Vushttri -mmtlci.pality on 2/3 May 1999; Kotlina/Kotline in ~ municipality on 

24 March 1999; Vata/Vataj and Slatina/Slatine in Kac~anik municipality on 13 April 1999.-Persecutions: 

Celina/Celine and Bela. _ Crkva/Bellacerke in Orahovac/Rabovec municipality and Rogovo/Rog6v!! in 
Dakovica/Gjakove municipality_ on 28-March 1999; Landovica/Lmdovice on 26 and 27 March; Hadum Mosque in 

f>akovica/Gjakove municipality on 24125 March 1999; and VWtica/Lashtice Mosque in Gnjilme/Gjilan , 

manicipality on 6 March 1999. 
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and vague" .2139 It further responds that Dordevic ignores a number of factual findings, and '))roffers 

his interpretation of the evidence over that of the [Trial] Chamber;' .2140 

B. Analysis 

700. The Appeals Chamber recalls that the applicable burden on appeal is to show that no 

reasonable trier of fact could have reached the original decision based on the evidence beforethe 

trial chamber.2141 The Appeals Chamber recalls that "there is nothing intrmsically erroneous about a 

criminal case being established through proof by circumstantial ~dence".2142 However, where the 

challenge on appeal is to an inference drawn to establish a fact on wbi<;:h a conviction.relies, the 

standard is only satisfied if the inference was the only reasonable one that could be drawn from the 

evidence presented.2143 In. such instances, the Appeals Chamber will determine whether it was 

reasonable for the trial chamber to exclude or ignore other inferences that lead to the conclusion 

that an element of the crime was not proven. 2144 

701. In--support of his argument, Dordevic frequently refers to findings ID: the Milutinovic et aL 

case to show that other reasonable inferences remained open to the Trial Chamber.2145 The Appeals 

Chamber recalls that two reasonable triers of fact may reach different but equally reasonable 

conclusions on the basis of the same evidence.2146 An error cannot be established by merely 

pointing to the fact that other trial. chambers have exerdsed their discretion in a different way.2147 

The Appe$ Chamber will however consider Dordevic' s specific submissions and determine 

whether the Trial Chamber's findings were reasonable on-the basis of the trial record in this case. 

1966 

2139 Prosecution R~i;ponse Brief, para. 351, referring to Dordevic Appeal Brief, paras 365-366, 36&-370, 372-375, . 

376(rii),377. . . 
2140 Prosecution Response Bricl, para. 351, referring to Dordevic Appeal Brief, paras 365-366, 368-370, 372-375, 

376(iii), 377. 
UH See Haradinaj et al. Appeal Judgement, para. 12; Boikoski and Tarcu[CT\Jski Appeal Judgement, para. 13; 

D. Milo!fiiic Appeal Judgement, para. 15; MrkJic and Sljivancanin- Appeal Judgement, para. 13; Kraji.foik Appeal 
Judgement, para. 14; Hadi.,ihasanovii and Kubu.ra Appeal Judgement, para. 10; Halilovre Appeal Judgement, 

para. 9; Limaj et aL Appeal Judgement. para. 12; Brdanm Appeal Judgement, pa:ra. 14; Galic! Appeal Judgement, 
para. 9. · · 

zi42 Gali6 Appeal Judgement, para. 218. See Krstirf Appeal Judgement, para. 83; KupreJJdc et al. Appeal Judgement,, 
para,303. · 

ii43 Staki.c Appeal Jndgc:ment, pan. 219. See also Sta/d.c Appeal Judgement, para. 220; Celebici Appeal Judgement, . 

para. 458. 
zl-4+ Staki.c_ Appeal Judgement, para. 219. See also Celebici Appeal Judgement, para. 458; Kvocka. et al. Appeal 

Judgement, para. 18. 
2145 Dordevic Appeal Brief, pllias 363, 365, 366, 369, 370(ii), 372, 376; Dordevi6 Reply Brief, para. 113. 
2146 See Krnojelac Appeal JTI4gement, para. 12. 
7147 See Krnojelac Appeal Judgement, para. 12. 
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· 1. Alleged errors in relation to the crimes of d@Ortation and other inhumane-acts (forcible 

. transfer) as crimes against humanity 

702. The Appeals Chamber will now tQm to Dordevic' s specific arguments in relation to the 

crime of deportation established in the following locations: {i) Belanica/Bellari.ice in Suva 

Reka/Snhareke municipality; and (ii) Vata/Vataj ID: Kacanik/Ka9anik: municipality.2148 The Appeals 

Chamber will also ad~ess Dordevic' s specific arguments in relation to the crime of othe:r inhumane 
. -· .. 

acts (forcible transfer) in: (i) Leocin~ine in Srbica/Skenderaj municipality; (ii) Guska/Guske in 

Dakovica/Gjakove municipality; (iii) Prilepnica/Prelepnice in Gnjilane/Gjilan ·municipality; and 

(iv) Nosalje/Nosalje in Gnjilane/Gjilan municipality.2149 

1965 

?03. Before addressing Dordevic's particular challenges in relation to the crimes of deportation 

and other inhumane acts· (forcible transfer), the Appeals Chamber will_ consider a number of 

Dordevic;s overarching· arguments touching up~n the legal definition of _these·cri.mes.2iso In su~ort 

of bis submissions ~t the Trial Chamber erred in ignoring other inferences, Dord:evic argues that 

the Prosecution failed to establish that the KIA were not in the viclnity:z.151 and that the attack was 

not legi~tely directed at the ~A.2151 According to Dordevic, the inferen~e remained. therefore, 

that the poJ?ulation fled for legitim~te reasOnS. 2153 

704. The Appeals Chamber observes th.at Dordevic' s submissions will be considered below in . 

light of the finding, upheld by the Appeah Chamber, that a common plan to alter the ethnic balance 

of Kosovo in order to gain Serbian control over the territory existed. 2154 This goal was to be 

achieved by terrorising the Kosovo Albanian population into lea~g, through waging against them 

a campaign of terror which the Trial Chamber found to have been implemented by Serbian forces, 

including mell'.lbers of the MUP and associated forces .2155 The attacks of the Serbian forces were the 

very means used to commit the crimes of d.ePortati.on and other inhumane acts (forcible transfer) in 

accordance with the common :plan.2156 The nature of these attacks by the Serbian forces cannot 

:ma Dordevic Appeal Brief, paras 364-366. 
214t Dordevi.c Appeal Brief, Fas 367~370. 
mo Dordevic raises this argument in relation to the crime of deportation in: Belanica/Bellanice in Suva Reka/Suharek!5c 

mullicipality (Dordevi.6 Appeal Brief, para. 365); Vata/Vata.j in ~anik municipality (Dordevi.6 Appeal 

Brief,-para.. 366). He further' raises this argument in relation to the crime of other inhumane acts (forcible transfer) 

in: L~ in Srbica/Skenderaj mllllicipality (DOidevic.Appeal Brim', para. 368); Prilepnica/Pmlepnicc m 
Gnjilane/Gjilan municipality (Dordevic Appeal Brief, para. 370(i)). 

2-m See e.g. Dordevic Reply Bri.et; para. 115. 
2152 See Dorl'.!ew Appeal Brief, para.: 366. · . . 
:ms See Dordevic Appeal Brief, paras 365-366, 368, 370(i); Dordevic Reply Brief, para. 116. -
2154 Trial Judgement, paras 1683, 2005, 2025. See Trial Judgement, paras 1631, 1641, 1653, 1658; 1662, 1671. 

ms . Trial Judgement. para. 2025. . - -

''" See TJial Judgem.onl; P""" 1697, 2007, 2026, 2131 ·2: 2193, 2213. 2131-2152. See,.,,,., Clmpl,n X-XI.1 
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therefore be viewed in isolation,. but must be seen :in the context of the pattern of excessive use of 

force by the Serbian forces when attacking villages. as-discussed in detail by the Trial Chamber and 

upheld by the Appeals Chainber.2157 Whether legitimate or not, the attacks were the means by 

which the common plan to change the ethnic composition of Kosovo was implemented.2158 

705. The Appeals Chamber further recalls 1:hat the common elements of both deportation and 

other inhumane a91S (forcible transfer) are: (i) the forced displacement of individuals; (ii) who are 

lawfully present in the area from which they are subsequently displaced; (iii) without grounds under 

IHL permitting the d1splaceme~t; and (iv) carried out intentionally.2159 The Appeals Chamber notes 

that the Prosecution is required to prove-the elements of the crime beyond reasonable doubt. which 

includes proving that the displacement was carried out on grounds not permitted under IHL. 

However, it is not a legal reqwement to prove th.at the attack causing the displacement was 

unlawful or that the KIA was not present in the area. Although involuntary displacements may be 

justified under IHL, such· circumstances are Jimited..2160 The Appeals ~hamber will cc;msider these 

findings when addressing Dordevic' s submissions in ~elation to each location and apply at all times 

the legal principle set out above. · 

(a) Belanica/Bellanice in Suva Reka/Suhareke municipality 

706. . The Trial Chamber was satisfied that the crime of deportation was established in relation to 

Belanica/Bellanice in Suva Reka/Suhareke milllicipality on 1 April 1999 by the acts of Serbian 

forces that killed three men in the village. threatened people, set houses on fire and killed 

livestock. 2161 

707, Dordevic submits that. in light of an evacuation order issued by the KLA to the civilian 

population to withdraw with it to the mountains, no reasonable trial chamber could liave attributed 

2151 See supra, parru; 97-98, 173-208, 515-527. 

1964 

im See supra, paras 97-98, 138-139, Chapter X. _ 
21S9" KrojiJni.k Appeal Judgement, para. 304; Staki.t Appeal Judgement, paras 278, 307. See Trial Judgement, 

paras 1604, 1613. Sf,C also supra, paras 532-538. The- Appeals Chamber notes that the Trial Chamber inc=ectly 
stated that the elements of the crime of forcible transfer require that the forcible displacement of persons "takes 
place within national boundaries" (Trial Judgement, para. 1613, referring to Staki6 Appeal Judgement, para. 317, 
referring to KnticTrlal Judgement, para. 521, K'1lojelac Trial Judgement, paras 474, 476). Rather, the case law bas 
established. that the displacement may take place within national boundaries but is not so restricted (see Sta/de 
Appeal Judgement, para. 317). · 

2160 See Staki6 Appeal Judgement, paras 284-285, 287. JHL recognises that displacements may be justified: (i) "for · 
reasons related to the conflict" where inter alia "the security of the civilians involved or mperative military 
reasoru so dooiand" (Article 17 of Additional Protocol m; (ii) where an occupying power undertakes total or 
partial evacuation of a given area if the security of the population or :imperative military reasons so demand 
(Article 49 of Geneva Convention IV); and (iii) when it concerns the removal of prisoners of war out of th~ combat 
zone end into internment facilities~ and subject to namerous conditions (Article 19 of Geneva Convention III). 
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the movement of individuals to the actions of Serbian forces.2162 He further avers that the KLA 

"was in and/or near Belanica". 2163 

708. The Prosecution responds that the evidence supports the Trial Chamber's conclusion that 

the population left Belanica/Bellanice as· a result df the. acts of Serbian forces. 2164 It further responds 

that Dordevic' s arguments should be summarily dismissed as he simply · repeats failed -trial 

submissions and ignores relevant factual findings.2165 

709. In reaching its conclusion, the Trial Chamber explicitly coru;idered evidence suggesting that 

the KLA issued an evacuation order to the civilian population "for security reasons" so that 

civilians ••would not get caught up in the fighting". 2166 However, the Trial Chamber found~ the 

evacuation order was: not o:tJeyed and that instea~ the civilian population surrendered to the Serbian 

forces, who ordered them to join a convoy directed by Serbian forces to the border with Albania or 

be killed. 2167 Dordevic ignores these findings and has failed to demonstrate that the Trial Chamber•~ 

evaluation of the evacuation order was erroneous. The Appeals Chamber finds, for the reasons 

discussed above, that by merely stating that th,e Kl.A was in and/or near Belanica/Bellanice, 

. Dordevic has failed to demonstrate that the Trial Chamber erred. 2168 

710. In_ light of the foregoing, the Appeals Chamber finds that Dordevic has failed to show that 

no reasonable trier of fact could have reached the same concl~ion. as. the Trial Chamber, and 

therefore has failed to show that the Trial Chamber erred in concludmg that the crime of deportation 

was established in relation to Belanica/Bellanicil. 

(b) . Vata/V ataj in Kacanilc/Kacanik municipality 

711. The Trial Chamber found that the crime of deportation was established with respect to 

Vata/Vataj in Katanik/Kar;anik municipality on 14April 1999.2169 The Trial Chamber found that 

Serbian forces arrived in Vata/Vataj on 13 April 1999 and opened fire at the village, thereby . ' 

fri$h-tening residents who first fled out of fear into the Ljuboten Mountains and then to FYROM.2170 

2161 Trial Judgement p8111S 716, 1641, 1701, 1704. See Trial Judgement, pares 710-726. 
lL6l Dordevic Appeal Brief, para. 365. 
ll6J Bordevic Appeal Bne.f, para. 365. 
21M Prosecution Response Brief, para. 352. . 
210s- Prosecution Response Brief, para. 352. 
2,166 Trial Judgement., para. 716. See Trial Judgement, para. 1641. 
:z.167 Trial Judgement, pans 716, 164-L · 
:Z.l6& Sec: supra, paras 700, 704. - . 
:1ia9 Trial Judgement. paras 1138-1139, 1671, 1701, 1704. See Trial Judgement. para. 1747. 
mo Trial Judgement, paras 1138, 1671, 2048. 
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It further found that residents also left out of fear as a result of sighting tbe dead bodies of Mahm~t 

Caka, Hebib Larni, Brahim Lami, and Rnunan Lami, two of which were badly mutilated. zm All 

four victims were found to have ~een captured in Vata/Vataj, detained, paraded through.the village 

earlier that day, and later shot and killed by Serbian forces in Slatina/Slatine.2172 · 

712. Dordevic submits that there. was no evidence that the attack on Vata/Vataj was not 

legitimately directed at the KLA, or that the bodies which the Trial Chamber found to have caused 

· the villagers to flee were the bodies of civilians killed by Serbian forces. 2173 

713. The Prosecution responds that Dordevic's submissions ·.warrant summary dismissal as he 

ignores relevant factual :findings, such as the Trial Chamber's finding that KLA soldiers left 

VataNataj one day prior to the attack on the village by Serbian forces.2174 

714. Dordevic replies· that the ~erence remained that the KLA was present, notwithstanding 

"[t]hat the KLA may have left Vata shortly before Serb forces attacked" .2175 

715.- The Appeals Chamber corurl.ders that by merely stating that th.ere was no· evidence that the 

. attack on VataN ataj was not legitimately direct.ed, at the KI.A, Dordevic does not demonstrate that 

the Trial Chamber erred, Further, the Appeals Chamber emphasises that the attack on VataN ataj 

was one of many which formed part of the common plan to change the ethnic con::i.position of 
Kosovo through, inter ali~, the displacement of Kosovo Albanians. 2176 

716. £>ordevic also suggests that the fom men who were killed were combatants and therefore 

legitimately .targeted.217! He further argues that the inference that the population left out of fear 

cannot be sustained.2178 The Appeals Chamber considers the· question of whether the four 

individuals were civilians or combatants to be irrelevant The mutilated state of the bodies of the 

2171 Trial Judgement., paras 1138, 1671, 1747. . · 

zm Trial Judgement, paras 1671, 1747. The Appeals Chamber notes that Dord.evit challenges the Trial Chamber's 
finding that-these four men were detained when murdered (f)ordevic Appeal Brief, para. 376(iv), referring to Trial 
Judgement, paras 1747, 1138-1139. The Appeals Chamber will address this challenge below (see infra, 

paras 783-790). · 
2173 E>cm1evil Appeal Brief, para. 366. 
2n 4 Prosecution Response Brief, para. 353. 
2175 Dordevic Reply Brief, para. 115. 

1962 

2176 See supra, paras 173 (with references therein), 202-203. . 
2177 See E>ordevic Appeal Brief para. 366; Dordevic: Reply Brief, para. 115. In concluding that the four Kosovo 

Albanian.~ were not taking any active pm:t in hostilities when killed, the Trial Chamber considered evidence that 

they were Kosovo Albanians "dressed in civilian clothes :and had no weapons" (Trial Judgement, paras 113 8-1139), 

The Appeili Chai:nber recalli that the clothing of victims may be accepted when determining whether a particular . 
vie~ was actively participating in hostilities at the time of . death (see Boskoski and Tarculwsld. Appeal 
Judgement, para. 81; see supra, para, 525). 

:mx See Dordevic Reply Brief, para. 115. . 
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men in civilian clothing who had previously been seen alive and paraded through the village, was 

reasonably considered by the Trial Chamber to have contributed to instilling fear in the population, 

causing it to flee.2179 The Ap_peaJ.s Chamber also notes that the sight of the mutilated dead.bodies 
-

was only one of the factors taken into account by the Trial Chamber. In particular, the Trial 

1961 

Chamber found that the civilian population also fled out of fear into the mountains as a result of 

shots being fired by Serbian fo~es upon their arrival in Vata/V ataj .2180 It was therefore reasonable 

for the Trial Chamber to conclude that the civilian population left out of fear as a ~esult of Serbian 

~orces opening fire upon entering VatafV ataj, combined with the sighting of the mutilated dead · 

bodies. 

717. , In light of the above, the Appeals Ch.amber .finds that Dordevic has failed to show that no 

reasonable trier of fact could have reached the same conclusion as the Trial -Chamber, and as such 

has failed to show ~t the Trial Chamber .erred in concluding that the crime of deportation was 

established in VataN ataj. 

(c) Leocina/Les;ine in Srbica/Skenderaj municipality 

718, . The Trial Chamber found that the crime of other inhumane acts (forcible transfer) was 

es~blished on 25 and 26 March 1999 in the village of Leocin~ine, in Srbica/Skenderaj 

municipality, as a result of shooting, shelling, and the burning ~f houses by Serbian forces.2181 

. - . 
719. Dordevic submits that the Trial Chamber failed to consider or eliminate the inference that 

the KLA was present and legitimately targeted by Serbian forces.2182 

720. The Prosecution responds that Dordevic disregards the evidence concernjng the Serbian 

for~s• attack on Leocina/Leyine.2.183 

72L Dordevic replies that since the Prosecution did not prove that the KI.A was not in 

Leotjna/Le~ine or not believed to be there, a reasonable inference consistent wi~ his acquittal 

~mained.2184 

2179 Trial Judgement, paras 113.8, 1671, 1747. The Appeals Chamber notes that Dordevi6's challenges to the Trial 
. Chamber's reliance on. the evidence of Sada Lama for this mcident will be addressed be.low (see infra, 

paras 783-790). -
mo Trial Judgem.C?n1, paras 1137~1138. 
21! 1 Trial Judgement, p!II3S 607, 1630-l!'i31, 1702, 1704. 
2182 Dordevic Appeal Brief, para. 368. 
2113 Prosecutipn Response Brief. para, 355. f·. . 
21114 Dordevic Reply Brief, para. 116. _ 
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722. As discussed above, Dordevic' s mere suggestion that the KL-A was present and legitimately 

targeted does not demonstrate fuat the Trial Chamber erred in excluding the inference that the 
. . 

population in Leocina/Le<;ine fled for legitimate reasons.2185 

723: In light of the foregoing, the Appeals Chamber finds that Dordevic has failed to show that 

no reasonable trier of fact could have reached the same conclusion as the Trial Chamber, and as 

such has failed to show that the Trial Chamber erred in concluding that the crime of other inhumane 

acts (forcible transfer) was established in Leocina/Le~ine. 

(d) Guska/Guske in Dakovica/Gjakove municipality 

724. The Trial Chamber found that the crime of other inhumane acts (forcible transfer) was 

established on 27 March 1999 in Guska/Guske in Dakovica/Gjakove municipality.2186 It found that 

VJ forces "expelled the residents of the village of Guska/Guske and made them join a convoy of 

some 1,000 other Kosovo Albanian people who had been expelled from neighbouring villages".m7 

725. Dordevic sub.mit.s that s1.nce there was no evidence of use of violence or force against the 

.civili~ population in Gu.ska/Guske, the inference remained that these individuals were "evacuated" 

from a combat zone rather than· "expelled". 2188 

726. The Prosecution responds that there is no need to demonstrate that ·violence or force was 

used and that the Trial Chamber reasonably con_cluded that Serbian forces expelled the inhabitants 

of Guska/Guske. 2189 

727. The Appeals Chamber recalls that forced disJJlacement requires, inte: alia, that the victims 

had no genuine choice,2190 which is not "limited to physical force but includes the threat of force or 

coercion, such as that caused by fear of violence, duress, detention, psychological oppression or 

abuse of power against such person or persons or another person, cir by talting advantage of a 

c.oercive envrronment''. 2191 While fear of violence or use of force and other such circumstances may 
. ' . 

. ' 

create an environment where there is no choice but to leave, thus leading to forced displacement, 

21115 See mpra, paras 700, 704. 
2186 Trial Judgement, pm15 1653, 1702, 1704. 
2.m Trial Judgement, pBra. 165°3. See Trial Judgrnn.e.nt. para. 930. 
iiu Dordevic Appeal Brief, para. 369~ Dordevic Rep1y Brief, para. 117. 
2189 Prosecution Response Brief, para.. 356. 
2190 Static Appeal Judgement, paras 279, 282; Krnojelac Appeal Judgement, para.. 229. 
2191 Stakic Appeal Judgement, para. 281, referring to Knwjelac Trial Judgement, para. 475. 
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_the determination as to whether a transferred person bad a genuine choice is one to be made.within . 

the context of the particular case being considered.2192 

. . . 

728. In reaching its conclusion, the Trial Chamber considere4, that Serbian forces initially 

ordered the residents to go to Albania, but later sent them to Korenica/K.orenice, where they stayed 

for one week before they were ordered to leave and j~.in a convoy of approximately 1,000 Kosovo. 

Albaci.ans expelled from.neighbouring villages.2193 This !ollowed the murder of several civilians in 

the neighbouring ~ages pn 25 March by the same forces, which then entered Gaska/Guske on. 

27 March and expelled the villagers. 2194 Dordevic does not point to· any evidence or Trial Chamber 

findings supporting his position, and simply speculates that an alternative inference remained that 

· the inhabitants were "~vacuated" as opposed to "'expelled". Speculation of an alternative inference 

falls short of meeting the applicable stand!:lf(i ofrevie:w-.2195 

729. For these reasonB, the Appeals Chamber~ that Dordevic has failed to show that no 

:reasonable trier of fact could have reached the same conclusion as the Trial Chamber, and as such . 

has failed to show that the Trial Chamber ~rred in concluding that the crime of other ~mane acts 

(forcible transfer) was ei;tablished in Guska/Guske. 

( e) . Prilepnica/Preltmnice in Gnjilane/Gjilan municipality 

730. The Trial Chamber found that the crime of other inhumane acts (forcible transfer) was 

established in the village of Prilepnica/Prelepnice in Gnjilane/Gjilan municipality on 6 April 

1999.2196 It found that all 3,000 Kos~vo Albanian and Roma villagers fled as a result of Serbian 

· forces threatening to mine the village and_ ordering them to leave, while appro~tely five or six 

Serb families remahi.ed in Prilepnica/Prelepnice. 2197 

731. Dordevi!! submits that the ~erence rem_ained that villagers from Prilepnica/Prelepnice were 

"evacuated" rather than "expelled".21.98 He further notes the Trial Chamber's finding that the KLA 

was in the area.2199 

21!12 Stakic .Appeal Judgement, paras 281-2&2. 
2193 Tri.al Judganent, paras 930, 16S3. 
2194 Trial Judgement, paras 927-928, 930, 
219.s See mpra, paras 700, 704. 
21!16 Trial Judgement. paras 1658, 1702, 1704. . · · 

!l.1!17 Tri.al Judgemen~ pams 1015, 1022, 1024, 1658, 1702, 1704. See Trial Judgm.ent, paras 1011?-1023. 
· lt!IS. Dordevic Appeal Brio!. para. 370(i). 
llll!I Dorde,16 Appeal Brief. para. 370(i). 
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732. The Prosecution responds that the Trial Chamber's finding was reasonable.2200 It contends 

that by repeating submissions which were unsuccessful at tri~ Dord:evic has failed to demonstrate 

that the Trial Chamber eried.2201 The Prosecution not.es that the Trial Chamber considered that only 

the Kosovo Albanian and Roma villagers were ordered to leave the village, while the Serb villagers 

stayed in Prilepnica/Perlepnice. 2202 

733. Dordevic replies that the Tri.al Chamber" s finding that Kosovo Albanian and Roma villagers 

were ordered to leave the village while Serb families remained is not decisive_ 2.203 He contends· that 

the inference remained that Kosovo Albanian an~ Roma villagers "offered res.ources and. support to 

KLA in the area''. 2204 

734. The Trial Chamber considered Dordevic's argument at. trial that villagers were moved out of 

Prilepnica/Prelepnice for their own safety. but concluded that there was no e_vidence to support the 

conclusion that the displacement of Kosovo Albanians or ''the mining of the yillage was to be 

carried out on a ~ound permitted under international law".2205 It considered that Serbian f~~s -
threatened to mine the village and that only the Kosovo Albanian and Roma population left the. 

village while "Serb resident families stayed in Prilepnica/Prelepnice" .2206 While displacements may 
be justified to ensure the security of the civilian population. 2.w7 had genuine safety concerns eristed. 
the five or six Serb families- living in Prilep.nica/Pre1epnice would similarly have been 

evacuated. 2208 ·The Appeals Chamber-therefore finds that the Trial Chamber reasonably excluded 

the inference that genuine safety concerns existed for the civilian .population. 

735. Further, the ApJ?ealS Chamber undersiands Dordevic'~ contention that the KI.A was in-the 

vicinity and that those in the .village may have offered resources and support to suggest that the 

placement of the mines was-legitimate, thereby ~tting the displacement of 3,000 inhabitants 

under nn.. and showing that the-Trial Chamber's finding was not reasonable.2209 Dordevic provides 

no support for bis contention. The Appeals Chamber nqtes that even if there were evidence of 

- ! 

i 

civilians offering resources or support to the KLA. this would not automatically change ·the ., 

1.20o Prosecution Response Bri.cf, para. 357. 
2201 Prose.cution Response Brief, par11. 357, refeo:ing to Dordevic Closing Brief, paras 847-848. 
2202 Prosecution Response Brief, para. 357. 
2203 I>oi:devic Reply Brief, pe:ra. 118. 
22D4- f)ordevic Reply Brief, para. 118. 
:zzos Trial Judgement. para. i658. 
22llfi Trial Judgement, paras 1022, 1024. 
22117 Stakic Appeal Judgement, paras 284-285, citing Additional Protocol II, Article 17; 
2208 See Trial Judgement. paras 1015, 1017. 
:i.Q See Dordevif Appeal Brief, pen. 370(i). 
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protection afforded to them. Further, even if some of the villagers were KLA members, in light of 

the reasons diBcussed above, this would not have justified the displacement of 3,000 Kosovo 

Albani.an and Roma villagers from Prilepnica/Perlepnice. 2210 , _ 

736. In light of the above, the Appeals Chamber finds fu.at Dordevic has failed to show that no 

. reasonable trier of fact could have reached the same conclusion as the Trial Charp.ber, and therefore 

has failed to show that the Trial Chamber erred in concluding that the crime of other inhumane acts 

(forcible transfer) was established in Prilepnica/Prelepnice. 

(f) Nosalje/Nosalje in Gnjilane/Qjilan municipality 

737. The Trial Chamber found that. the crime of other inhumane acts (forcible transfer; was 

established on or about 6 April 1999 in the village of Nosalje/Nosalje in Gnjilane/Gjilan 

municipality.2211 It found that Serbian forces attacked NosaljefNosalje causing inhabitants to 

flee.2212 

738. Dordevic submits that "[t]here was no evidence as to what, if _anything, took place" in 

N osalje/N osalje. 2213 

739. The Prosecution responds that Dord:evic misrepresents the trial record in submitting that 
• '\ 0 L ~ 

there is no evidence and asserts that his submissions should be summarily dismissed on the basis 

that he has failed to articulate any ettor.2214 

7 40. Dordevic replies that the Trial Chamber failed to find that the displacement of Kosovo · 

Albania:11.s resulted from the attack on Nosalje/Nosalje and failed to consider "what transpired in 

-that village". 2215 

741. Contrary to Dordevic's contention, the Trial Chamber took into account ample evidence of 

the circumstances in Nosalje/Nosalje when concluding that the crime of other inhumane acts 

(forcible transfer) was established. The Trial Chamber found ):hat VJ, MUP, and paramilitary. forces 

"took part in operations that displaced Kosovo Albanian residents" from a number of villages in 

Gnjilane/Gjilan municipality, including Nosalje/Nosalje between March and early May 1999 and 

2210 See supra, paras 704-705. 
2,211 Tli.al Judgement, paras 1662, 1702, 1704. See Trial Judgement, para. 1042. 
2212 Trial Judgement, para. 1662. . 
2213 Dardevic Appeal.Brief, para. 370(ii); Dordevk: Reply Brief, para. 119. 
2214 Prosecution Response Brief, para. 358, referring ta Trial Judgement. paras 1042, 1662. 
2215 - Dordevic Reply Brief, para. 119. · . 
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· that many' pe~ons were~ by Serbian forces.2216 In. particular, it considered that on or about 

6 April 1999, Serbian forces attacked Nosal.je/Nosalje and the surrounding villages2217 in Vitina/Viti. 

municipality and Vladovo/Lladove in Gnjilane/Gjilan municipality, causing approximately 20,000 

inhabitants to flee to Donja Stubla/Stubell~e-Poshtme.2218 It further considered that 1,500 of those . 

displaced to Donja Stubla/Stubell-e-Poshtm returned to the villages in. -Vitina/Viti municipality, 

while groups of approximately 500 to 1,000 of the remaining Kosovo Albanians fled to FYROM 

each day out of fear of being further attack~ by Serbian forces.2219 It was on this basis that the 

Trial Chamber expressly found "that the inhabitants of these villages were forcibly displaced from -

their homes by the attacks of the Serbian forces'.\ 2220 

742. The Appeals Chamber therefore.finds that Dordevic misunderstands the Tnal Chamber's. 

fmdings insofar as he contends that there was no evidence as to what took place in N osalje/Nosalje 

and that the Trial · Chamber failed to find that the displacement was a result of the attack on . 

Nosalje/Nosalje by Serbian force~. 

743. In light of the above, the Appeals Chamber finds that_ Dordevic has failed to show th.at ~o 

reasonable trier of fact could have reached the same conclusion as the Trial Cpamber, and therefore 

has failed to show that the Trial Chamber erred in concluding that the crim:e of other inhumane acts 

(forcible transfer) was established in Nosalje/Nosalje. 

2. Murder as a violation of the laws or customs of war and as a crime against humanity 

744. Dordevic sub_mits that the Trial Chamber erred in conciuding that the crime of murder was 

estabµshed as a violation of the law.s or customs of war and as a crime against humanity in the -

followiJ:tg locations: (i) Mala Krusa/Kruse-e-Vogel in Orahovac/Rahovec municipality; (ii) Suva 

Reka/Suhareke town in Suva Reka/Subareke municipality; (iii) Meja/Meje in Dakovica/Gjakove 

municipality; (iv) Vticitrn/Vushtrri municipality; ·(v) Kotlina/K.otline in Kacanilc/Ka1tanik 

municipality; and (vi) Vata/V ataj and Slatina/Slati.ne in Kacaoik/Kayanik municipality .2221 

745. Before addressing Dordevic's particular challenges to the crime of murder. the Appeals 

Chamber will a.d&-ess Dorde~c's underlying argument. Dordevic ,suggests ihat the inference 

~ 16 Trial Judgement, para. 2046_ 
22:17 The villages of Rmmik/Ribmk, Gomja Budrika/Bun:ke-e-Eporme 

paras 1042, 1662). 
2218 Trial Judgement, paras 1042, 1662. 
m 9 Trial Judgement, para. _1662_ 
mo Trial Judgement. para.. 1662. See Trial Judgement, para. 1042 
mi Dordclic Appeal Brief, pBI!lS 371-376. 
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remained that the victims were legitimately targeted combatants, by suggesting that tlie victims 

were KLA members and therefore taking active part in the hostilities. 2222 

746. The Appeals Chaml;,er recalls the elements of the crime of murder, namely: (i) the death of a 

victim taldng no acti.ve part in hostilities; (ii) the death was the result of an act or omission of the 

perpetrator(s) or of one_ or more persons for ·whom the accused is criminally responsible; and 

.(iii) the perpetrator intended to kill the victim or wilfully harm or inflict serious injury with 

reasonable knowledge that it would likely to result in death.2223 Since murder can only be 

established where the victim was talcing no active part in hostilities, the status of a victim at the time 

of death is relevant to establishmg the crime of murder.2224 

747. The Appeals Chamber recalls in this regard that in addition to civilians taking no active part 

in hostilities. victims of murder as a war crime under Article 3 of the Statute include any individual 

not taking .active .part in hostilities, "including members of armed forces who have laid down their 

anus and those placed hors de combat by sickness, wounds, detention or any other cause".2225 For . . 

murder as a crime against humanity under Article 5 of the Statute, while the chapeau. requirements 
... 

necessitate proof .that the act of the· perpetrator was part of a widespread or systematic attack· 

"directed· against any civilian population",22Ul this does not mean that the individual victims of 

crimes against humanity must be· civilians.2227 Persons hors de combat may also be victims of 

murder as a crime against humanity, provided that they were victims of a widespread and 

systematic attack against the civilian· population, and that all the elements of the crime were met 2228 

Therefore, even if some of the victims were members of the KLA. as Dordevic suggests, if .they had 

laid down their anns at the relevant time, they were no longer legitimate targets. 

748. The Appeals Chamber will now address Dordevic' s specific argu_ments in relation to the 

crime of murder established at specific locations. 

'22:r.l Dordevi6Appeal Brief, para. 372(i), . 
2223 The Appeals Chamber notes fu~t the el.e.ments of murder as a war crime UIJder Article 3 and as a crime against 

humanity under Article 5 of the 'Statnte are identical. with the exception that the general chapeau requirements for 

each be met (see supra, pam. 548). 
2224 See swpra, para. 548. 
2225 Common Article 3. See also Ce"lebici Appeal Judgement. para. 420. · . 
2226 See Kordic and Cerket Appeal Judgement, paras 93, 95-97; Bla!kit! Appeal Judgement, para. 98; Iumarac et al. 

Appeal Judgement, para. gs. Likewise, the presence of soldiers does .not necessarily deprive a civilian population "Of 

its civilian character (Galic App~ Judgement, para. 144; Blaskic Appeal Judgement, para. 115. See. Kordic and 

Cerkez Appeal Judgement. pera. 50). · · . 

-m:, Martic Appetll Judgement, para. 308. · . , 

:m.s See Martic Appw Judgement. paras 307,311,313; Mrkiic and§ljivancan.in Appeal Judgement, paras 29, 33. See 

also Martic Appeal Judgement, paras 303-3-06, 308, 318-319, 346, 355. 
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(a) Mala Krusa/Kruse-e-Voge1 Orahovac/Rahovec municipality 

a. 25 March 1999 

. 749. The Trial Chamber found that the crime of murder was established with respect to Mala 

Krusa/Kruse-e-Vogel in Ornhovac/R.ahovec municipality.~29 It found that during the course of an 

attack on the village, nine civilian Kosovo Albanians taking no active part in hostilities were burnt 

to death inside their own houses by Serbian police; assisted by local Serb villagers.2230 

750. Dordevic submits that the Trial Chamber erred in concluding that the deaths of the nine 

Kosovo Albanians cons~tuted murder because no evidence was presented as to the circumstances of 

their deaths, whether their deaths were intended. or whether the deceased were members of the 

KLA.2231 . 

751. The Prosecution responds that "Dordevic fails to articulate an error and merely requests the 

Appeals Chamber to prefer bis own inteipretation of the evidence". 2232 

752. The Appeals Chamber _considers this argument to be moot in light of its finding above that 

the Trial Chamber erred in convicting Dordevic for the murder of the nine men in Mala 

Kru.sa/Kruse-e-Vogel on 25 March 1999 2233• 

b. 26 March 1999 

7 53. The Trial Chamber found that during the course of the Serbian forces' attack on_ ~e village 

of Mala Krusa/Kruse-e-Vogel on 26 March 1999, Hysni Hajdari was shot and killed by 11.ruP forces 

either while in the Batusha Barn or after escaping from the Batusha Barn to the mountains.2234 

754. E>ordevic submits that the Trial Chamber erred in inferring that Hysni Hajdari was killed by 

MUP forces since there was no evidence as to the circumstances of his death..2235 

755. The Prosecution responds that Dordevic incorrectly asserts that there was no evidence.2236 

2Zl.!I Trial Judgement, para. 1715. 
2230 Tri.al Judgement, paras 485, 1715. 
2231 Dordevit Appeal Brief, para. 372(i). See Dordevic Reply Brief, para. 120. 
2231 Prosecution Response Brief, para. 3 59. 
2233 See supra, para. 667. 
2DI Trial Judgement, paras 493, 1402, 1718. 
lZ3S Dordevi6 Appeal Brief, pan. 372(ii). The Appeals Cb.amber notes that Dordevic withdrew his appeal in relation to 

the Trial Chamber's finding that Hysen Ramadani and one additional person w.ere killed (Dordevid A_ppeal Brief, 
para. 372(ii), referring to Trial Judgement, paras 1716, 1718). 
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756. The Appeals Cb.amber. Judge Tuzmukhamedov dissenting, considers that Dordevic 

misstates the Trial Chamber's findings. The Trial Chamber found that approximately 114 Kosovo 

Albanian men and young ·boys, including Hysni Hajdari., were forced by ·MUP forces into the 
. ' 

Batusha Bam.2237 MUP forces opened fire -on these men and boys and then set the barn on fire.2238 

Ten of the Kosovo Albanian. men escaped2239 and the re~ainm.g 104 died either as a result of ·being 

shot or burnt in the Batusha Barn.2240 The Trial Chamber further found that two of the men who 

managed to escape the barn as it burned were subsequently shot and killed by MUP forces. 2241 It 

further considered that Mebmet Krasniqi. one of the ten mdividuals who escaped the barn, saw the 

body of Hysni Hajdari, who was unarmed and had sustained a gunshot wound.2242 

757. On the basis ·of these findings, the Tri.al Chamber concluded that the only reasonable 

inference was that Hysni Hajdari died as a result of guruhot ~ounds inflicted by MUP forces while 

he was in the Batusha Barn, or as he attempted to escape.2249 The Appeals Chamber, Judge 

Tuzmukbamedov dissenting, therefore considers that the Trial Chamber reasonably considered 

ample evidence as to the circumstances surrounding Hysni Hajdari's death. In this context, 

Dordevic simply suggests that the inference remained that after escaping the Batusha Barn, Hysni 

Hajdari proceeded to join the KLA on the same day and may have been killed in combat, but fails 

to point to any evidence supporting such theory or otherwise articulate an error. 2244 Dordevic has 

therefore not demonstrated an error. 

758. In light of the ab_ove, the Appeals Chamber, Judge Tuzmukhamedov dissenting, finds that 

Dordevic has failed to show that no reasonable lrier of fact could have reached the same conclusion 

as the Trial Cl:tamber, and t:4erefore has failed to show that the Trial Chamber erred in concluding 

.that Hysni Hajdari was shot and killed by MUP forces. 

(b) Suva Relca/Suhareke town in Suva Reka/Sub.areki5- municipality 

7-59. The Trial Chamber found that the crime of murder was established in relation to Afrim, 

· Arta, Hamdi and Zana Berisha, who were killed by Serbian forces on 26 March 1999 in Suva 

. -
2236 Prosecution Response Brief, para. 360, referring to Trial Judgement, paras 490, 493, 1718, Mehmet Kmsnig:i, 

12 Feb 2009, T. 991, Mehmet Kra&Diqi, 13 Feb 2009, T. 1009, Exhibits P305, p. 14, P312.. 
m 7 Trial Judg=nt, paras 490, 493, 1395. 
2238 Trial Judgement, paras 490,493, 1395, 1717. 
2239 Trial Judgement, para.. 1717. 
mo Tri.al Judgement, paras 490, 1717. 
nn Tri.al Judgement, paras 491, 1718. 
~ Trial Judgement, para. 493. 
224s Trial Judgement, paras 493, 1718. 
2244 See r.upra, PH+1L 700. 
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Reka/Suhareke town in Suva Reka/Suharelce municipality.2245 The Trial Chamber concluded 

"notwithstanding the absence of for~nsic evidence of their causes of death",2246 that lµrim, Arra. 

Ham.di, and Zana Berisha were killed by Serbian forces "[b]ased on the totality of the evidence and 

the pattem of.attack by Serbian for:ces :in Suva Reka/Suhareke".2247 In particular, it considered that 

on 26 March 1999~ police shot and kille.d: (i) Bujar, Nexhat. Faton, Patine, Sedat, and Nexhmedin 

Berisha in the vicinity of their family compound; (ii) an elderly man and woman fleeing the Berisha 

family compound; (iii) 32 members of the Berisha family who fled the Berisha family coml?ound to . 

a pizzeria in the nearby shopping centre; and (iv) Jashar Berisha near the pizzeria 7148 

7 60. Dordevic submits that the Trial Chamber. erred in inferring that Afrim, Arta, Hamdi and 

Zana Berisha were killed by Serbian forces in the absence· of evidence as to the cause of their 

deaths. 2:z49 

761. The Prosecution responds that Dordevic incorrectly submits that no evidence was tendered 

as to the cause of death of the four members of the Berisha family and has failed to demonstrate an 

error _2zso . 

762. Dordevic replies that the victims' membership in the Berisha family .. does not necessarily 

establish that they were murdered along with the other Berisha family members".22.51 

763. The Appeals Chamber recalls that proof beyond a reasonable doubt that a person was 

murdered may "Ile inferred circumstantially from the evidence presented to a trial chamber.2zsz fu 

concluding that Afrim, Arta, Hamdi, and Zana Berisha were killed, the Trial Chamber considered 

that at least 41 other members of the Berisha family, including women, children and the elderly, 

were murdered by Serbian forces on that same day in Suva Reka/Suhareke.2253 _ 

764. In particular, the Trial Chamber found, on the basis .of eyewitness evidence of a survivor, 

that MUP forces awroached Vesel Beri.sha's house on 26 March 1999, called for Bujar Berisha to 

come out of the house, and shot him and five other members of the Berisha family who were fleeing . 

2U5 Trial Judgement, paras 1491, 1720, 1724. 
2246 Trial Judgement, paras 683, 1724. 
1247 Trial Judgement, paras 683, 1724.. · 
7·248 Sec Trial Judgement, paras 672,674,676,678, 683, 1721-1723. 
2249 Bordevi6 Appeal Brief, para. 373. See also Doraevic Reply Brief, para. 121. 
2250 Prosecution Response Brief, para. 361. 
2251 Dordevit Reply Brief, para. 121. 
2252 Sec Kvoc"ka et al. Appeal Judgement, para. 260. 
m 3 Trial Judgement:. paras 672,674,676,678,683, 1721-1723. 
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from the house.2254 The Trial Chamber further found. on th~ basis of another eyewitness, that an 

elderly woman and an elderly man were also shot while fleeing the Berisha family compound.2255 

The shooting intensified and 35 members of the Berisha family fled from the house to a shopping 

centre across the road and entered a pizzeria.2256 Members of the local police then approached the . 

pizzeria, broke-the window, threw two grenades inside and shot at the 35 memb.ers of the Berisha 

family inside the pizzeria, killing all b~t tlJree individuals.2257 The Trial Chamber also found that 

J ashar Berisha was detained by local members of the police, brought to the pizzeria, and then shot 

in the back ~s 

765. Based _on forensic evidence, the Trial Chamber further found that the remains and personal 

items of some of the 41 members of the Berisha family discussed above, as well as those belonging 

to other members of the Berisha family, were later discovered at three locations: (i) the Suva 

Reka/Suhareke cemetery; (ii) the VJ firirig site near Prizren referred to as ''Kraj-I-Popit"; and (iii) in 

a mass grave at the Batajnica SAJ Centre in Serbia. 2259 · The Appeals Chamber notes in this regard 

that the remains of Afrim. Arta, Hamdi, and Zana Berisha were among the remains of 24 members 

of the Berisha family exhumed from a mass grave in Batajnica SAJ Centre~ 2260 Additionally,· some 

of the personal items· belonging to ~ Berisha were also identified :in Kroji-I-Popit, where the 

remains and personal items of other members of the Berisha family killed that day were found. 2261 

The Appeals Chamber therefore considers that the Trial Chamber did not base its conclusion that 

· Afrim, Arta, Ham.di, and Zana Berisha were murdered by Serbian forces solely on.their membership 

in the Berisha family, but reached its conclusion based on forensic evidence, as well as the pattern 

2254 Trial Judgement. paras 669-671. . 
2255 Trial Judgement., pa:ra. 672, The elderly woman and elderly man were left unnamed by the evidence and therefore 

not listed in the Schedule to the Indictment (f rial Judgement, para. 67 2). · . 
Z2Sli Trial Judgement, paras 670, 674. The location of this incident, as noted by the Trial Chamber, is interchangeably 

referred to as the cafe or the pizzeria. While the Trial Chamber beard evidence !hat members of the Berish.a entered 
the pizzeria and locked themselves inside. as well as that they were.told by police to enter the care and sit down. it 
noted this discrepancy to be insignificant in light of the "events that followed and the charges in.the Indictment" 
(Trial Judgemenl:, para. 674) .. 

2157 Trial Judgement, paras 675-676. 
2258 Trial Judgement, para. 678. · 
2259 Trial Judgeme'nt, paras 1403-1406, 1720, 1724. See also Trial Judgement, paras 683-684, 1377, 1484-1491. The 

bodies of members of the Borisha family were collected and traDSported by truck to K:roj-I-Popit, where they were 
buried for a short period of time before being disinterred, leaving behlnd persorutl items identified by two members 
of the Berisha family that accompanwd a British forensic team to the site BB welL The bodies were then reburied in 

· a mass grave e1 the Batajnica SAJ Centre (Trial Judgement, paras 679-681). 
2260 Trial Judgement, paras 1491, 1724. · · 
2261 Trial Judg~t, para. 683. All of the person.al itemB were presented fo family for"identification. many were 

identified as belonging to various members of the Berisha family, and some of the items were identified as 
belonging to members of the Berisha family identified by an eyewitness as being killed at the pizzeria (Trial r-~ pam 68~ 1406). 
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of attack on the Berisha family by Serbian forces in Suva Reka/Suhareke .town on the very same 

day.2262 

766. In light of the above, the Appeals Chamber finds that Dordevic has failed to show ~t no 

reasonable trier of fact could have reached the same conclusion as the' Trial Chamber, and as such 

has failed to show that the Trial Chamber erred in concluding that Afrim, Arta, Hamdi, and Zana 

Berisha were killed by Serbian forces on 26 March 1999 in Suva Reka/Suhareke. 

(c) Meja/11:eje in Dakovica/Gjakove municipality 
• . _ • II 

767. The Trial Chamber found that 281 Kosovo Albanians were shot and killed by 'Serbian forces 

in Meja/Meje in Dakovica/Gjakove municipality as part of a large coordinated joint MUP and VJ 

operation known as "Operati.onReka" on 27-28 April 1999.2263 

1950 

768. Dordevic submits- that the Trial Cb.amber erred in :finding that_ 281 persons were murdered _ 

during "Operation Reka",2264 arguing that in light of the Trial Chamber's finding that the KLA was 

in the vicinity, the inference remained that 1hose._killed were killed in combat.2l65 

769. The Prosecution responds that Dordevic ignores the Trial Chamber's findirigs and fails to 

demonstrate an error.2266 

770. In reaching its conclusion, the Trial Chamber considered that large numbers of Serbian 
. . 

forces entered Meja/Meje on 27 April 1999, started shooting outside houses and ordered inhabitants 

to join a convoy towards Albania.2267 Serbian forces then removed numerous groups of Kosovo 

Albanian men who were travelling in the convoy and shot them _at different locations.2268 The Trial _ 

Cliamber also considered a list of 344 persons, all of whom were reported. as missing and having 

been last seen alive in Meja/Meje on 27 and 28 April 1999, and were listed as victims in 
I 

Schedule H of the Indictment 2269 Of those listed, 15 persons were named by eyewitnesses as having_ 

bee~· killed by Serbian forces after peing removed from· their homes and shot. 2270 The bodies of 

281 individuals were exhumed from a· mass grave in Batajnica_ and identified as those listed in 

2262 See Triil.Judgement, paras 669·683, 1403wl406. 
2263 Trial Judgement,. paras 1738-1739. 
1264 Dordevic Appeal Brief, para. 37 4. 
2265 Dordevic Appeal Brief, pua. 37 4; E>or&vic Reply Brief, para. 122. 
2:26ti Prosecution Response Brief, para. 362. 
7261 See Trial Judgement, paras 958, 961. 
226B Tri.al Judgement, para.. 1738. See Tri.al Judgement, paras 967-979, 985-995. 
2269 Trial Judgement, para. 9.90. 
mo Trial Judgement, paras 955-962,_ 1735.1737, See also Trial Judgement, para. 990. 
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Sch~cle· H of the Indictment.~71 Although forensic evidence determined that only 172 of 

281 victims died as a result of gunshot wounds, no causi; of death could be established for the 

, remain.ing 109 victims.:i.272 · The Trial Chamber nevertheless conclu4ed that the only reasonable 

inference was that those 109 victims were also killed by Serbian forces during "Operation Reka" in 

circumstan~es similar to those established with respect to the 172 victims found to have been shot 

when removed from the convoy.2273 

771. Although Dordevic contends that the inference remained that the 281 men• were killed 

during combat, the Appeals Chamber notes that the Trial Chamber found that th.ere was no evidence 

of fighting between Serbian forces and the KLA in the area at the time of these events in 

Meja/M"eje, ''save for a short unplanned fire fight in the village ofRamoc on:27 April 1999 between 

four KLA fighters and members of a VJ unit".2274 Instead, th.ere was evidence that a large number 

of men in Meja/Meje were forced to join a convoy and many of them were subsequently shot2275 

The Trial Chamber explicitly found that there was no evidence that the indi vidual.s killed in 

MejaJM:eje were armed or taking part in hostilities· at the relevant time,.2276 The Trial Chamber also 

dismissed Dordevic's argument that the Serbian forces directed their actions against terrorist 

activities.2277 In making tbiB finding, the Trial Chamber considered, inter alia, that the exhumed 

victims "where it could be determined - were wearing civilian clotbing";2278 a factor which the 

Appeals Ch_amber recalis may be considered in deteDDinin.g whether a particul;rr victim was· 

actively participating in hostilities at the time of ·death. w 9 

772. · In these circumstances, the Appeals Chamber, Judge G-Qney and Judge Tuzmuk:hamedov 

dissenting, finds that Dordevic has· not shown that bis suggested alternative inference - i.e. that 

Jh.o_se found to have been murdered were killed in combat - was unreasonably excluded by the Trial 

Wl Trial Judgement, para. 990. The Trial Chamber considered evidence that the bodie& of the vktims killed during 

Operation Reka were exhumed from their initial burial sites, transported and re-buried in mass graves at the 
Batajnica SAJ Center (Trial Judgement, paras 985-989). 

2272 Trial Judgement, para. 173B. See Trial Judgement, para. 990. 
2-273 Trial fudgement, para. 1738. The Appeals Chamber observes that the Trial Chamber considered that there was no 

evidence concerning the fate of 48 additional individuals listed as missing from. Meja&feje on the OMPF 
Consolidated List of Missing Persons, and in Schedule H of the Indictment. As a result, the Trinl Chamber was 
unable to ~ a findi.ng that they were murdered although it was of the view that ''it is likely that these persons 

, were also killed in the course of Operation Reka" (fri.al Judgement, para. 993). - · 
2214 Trial Judgemeut, paras 980, 1739. The Trial Chamber also considered Dorde:vic's contention Iha! the actions of the 

Serbian forces were directed.against Kosovo Albllllian terrorists but found that there was no evidence to suggest 
that those killed had participated or we.re participating in terrorist activities (Trial Judgement, para. 1739), 

2275 Trial Judgement, paras 958, 961; 967-979, 985-995, 1738. . · 
2Z16 Trul Judgement, para. 1739. 
im Trial Judgement, para. 1739. · · · · 
217R Trial Judgement, para. 990, The Tri.al Chmnber noted that two of the bodies found in the Batanica lllll.SS grave were 

.female and that the victims were of varying ages. 
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Cbamber_z;iso Dordevic consequently has failed to show that no reasonable trier of fact could have 

reached the same conclusion as the Trial Chamber, and therefore has failed to show that it erred in 

concluding that 281 Kosovo Albanians were shot and killed by Serbian forces on 27-28 April 1999 

in Mej a/Meje during "Operation Reka". 

(d) VucitrnNushtni municipality 

773. The Trial Chamber was satisfied that Hysni Bunjaku, Haki Gerxhali1:1, Miran Xhafa, and 

Veli Xhafa. were detained and murdered by Serbian forces on 2/3 May 1999 while travelling in a 

convoy in VucitrnNushtrri tnunicipality.2281 

774. Dordevic submits that the evidence did not establish that Hysni Bunjaku, Hald Gerxhaliu, 

Miran Xhafa, and V ell Xhafa were detained and notes that •~ Trial Chamber found that KLA 

were in the convoy". 2282 He argues that if these four men were not detained, the inference remained 

that they were legitimately targeted, and that therefore _a finding of murder. should not follow. 2283 

775. Toe Prosecution responds that Dordevit has failed to demonstrate that the findings of the 

Trial Chamber were unreasonable. 2284 It asserts that Dordevic' s submission that the evidence did 
. ' 

not establish that the four individuals were detained is undeveloped and should be dismissed. 2285 

1948 

776. The Appeals Chamber is of the view that the question of whether Hysni Bunjaku, Hald. 

Gerxhaliu, Miran Xhafa, and Veli Xhafa were detained, or whether KLA members were in the 

convoy of displaced persons travelling to Vuci.tmNushtrri, is not relevant in this instance. The 

Appeals Chamber · observes that-. the circumstances in w bich these men met their deaths, as 

considered by the Trial ~hamber, show that all four men were hors de combat, taldng no active part 

in hostilities at the relevant time and therefore were not legitimate targets.2286 For ex.ample, the Trial 

Chamber expressly considered that Hysni Bunjaku was unarmed and driving a tractor in the convoy 

of displaced persons when Serbian forces approached him, repeatedly asked ltim for money, and . 

2279 See supra, para. 525. 
2280 See supra, para. 700. 
mi Trial Judgement. paras 1184-1185, 1191-1192, 1197, 1742-1743: 
:z:m Dordevi6 Appeal Brief, para. 375, referring to Trial Judgement, psras 1197-1199, 1742-1743. 
2283 Elordevit Reply Brief, para. 123. 
nu Prosecution Response Brief, pan. 363. -
:ms Prosecution Response Brief, pe:re.. 363. . 
2286 Toe Appeals Chamber notes that the relevant portion of the Trial Judgement to which Dordevic refers provides that · 

there was ongoing fighting between the KI.A and Serbian forces in Vucm:n/Vushtrri municipality an.d not that the 
KI.A was present in the convoy (Trial Judgement, para. 1199, See Trial Judgement, paras 1197-1199, 1742-1743, 
as referred to in Dordevic Appeal Brief, para. 375). 
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then pulled him off bi~ tractor. 2267 Although his ·father begged the police not to kill him. Hysni 

Bunjaku was shot and killed by S~bian forces. 2288 Toe situation was similar in relation to Ha:ki 

Gerxhaliu and his family.22R9 Hald Gerxhaliu was travelling with bis family ~d was shot by 

Serbian forces as he got off his tractor. 229° Further, the Trial Chamber found that Miran Xhafa, who 
, . 

at the time was 71 years old and unarmed, was dragged away from the tractor on which his family 

was travelling_ in the convoy. as a policeman pointed a machine gun at bis wife.2291 The police fired 

three shots, after which Miran Xhafa fell to the ground, and soon after fired a fourth shot. 2292 The 

Trial Chamber found that Miran Xhafa died during this incident.2293 Finally, the Trial Chamber 

found that the-body of Veli Xhafa was seen lying dead on bis tractor. 22.94 

777. In light .of the above, the Appeals Chamber, Judge Tuzmuk:hamedov dissenting, finds that 
- ' ' . 

Dordevic has failed to show that no reasonable trier of fact could have reached the same conclusion 
. . 

as tl;ie Trial Cbain~r, and as such has failed to show that the Trial Chamber erred iQ. concluding that 

Hysni Bunjaku, Hak:i Gerxhaliu. Miran Xbafa, and Veli Xhafa were murdered 

(e) Kotlina/Kotline in Kacanik/K8£anik municipality 

778. Tb~ Trial Chamber found that on 24 March 1999, Serbian forces detained and·subsequently 

killed at least 22 men at the Kotlina/K.otline wells in Kaca.nildKa~anik municipality.2295 In reaching 

· this conclusion the Trial Chamber relied on the evidence of Witness Hazbi Loku (''Witness Loku"), 

who observed the ~vents froin a hillside less than 600 meters a way through hunting binoculars. 2296 

In particular, it considered bis evidence that Serbian. forces captqred a group of approximately 

20 men and for~· them with their hands above their head to two dry wells.2297 It further accepted 

his account that "he [then] saw all of the men 'executed and massacredrn.2298 

2287 Trial Judgement, para. 1184. 
z.:as Trial Judgement, para. 1 ~84. -
2289 Trial Judgement, para. 1185. 
2290 Trial Judgement, para. 1185. 
2291 Trial J u.dgement, para. 1191. 
2292 Trial Judgement, para. 1191. 
m3 Trial Judgement, para. 1191. 
zm Trial Judgement, para. 1192. · . 
2295 TrialJudgement,paras 1126, 1744. SeeTrialJudgement,paras 1116, 1120, 1428, 1431, 1433-1436. 
2296 Trial Judgmnoot, paras 1115~H16, 1125-1126, 1428, fn. 4336 . 

. 7297 Trial Judgement, paras.1115-1116, 1125-1126, 142-8, fn. 4336. 
me Trial Judgement, para. 1125. 
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779-. Do:i:devic submits that the Trial Chamber erred in relying on the evidence of Witness Loku 

to conclude that the 22 men were detained when killed, considering the distance from which he 

observed the events. 2299 

780. The J:'rosecution responds that Dordevic fails to demonstrate that the Trial Chamber's 

findings ~ere unreasonable. 2300 It further asserts that Dordevic' s submission should be disnµssed on 

the basis that he repeats arguments which failed at trial and seeks to substitute his own evaluatio_n of 

the evidence for that of the Trial Cbamber.2301 

781. The Appeals Chamber recalls that a trial chamber has broad discretion in assessing the 

appropriate weight and credibility to be accorded to the testimony of a witness,2302 and may rely on 

the uncorroborated evidence of a single· witness.2303 The Aweals Chamber notes that the Trial 
. -

C~ber explicitly considered and addressed Dort1evic' s argument at trial that, due to Witness 

Loku's distance from the wells in. Kotlina/Kotline, he could not have seen all that he described in 

relation to the circumstances surrounding the deaths.2304 However, the Trial Chamber found that 

· Witness Loku had an unobstructed view of the wells from a higher position on top· of a billside, and 

that although he could see the events with his naked eye, he also used hunting binoculars. 2305 Toe 

Appeals Chamber finds no error in the Tri.al Chamber relying on Witness Loku' s evidence that the 

22 men had their hands over their heads when killed, especially 'in light of the evidence that Witness 

Loicu used hunting binoculars and that the events · were visible by the naked eye. 2306 Further, the 

Appeals Chamber is of the view that it wa.s reasonable for the Trial Chamber to rely on this 

evidence to establish that the 22 men were unanned, talcing no active part in the hostilities at that 

time of the killings and, "[i]f any. of the~ had be.en members of 'the KLA, they were hors de 

co,,;,bat. ''2307 It is therefore not relevant whether the individuals concerned were members of the 

KLA at the time of the killings. 

782. Based on the foregoing, the Appeals Chamber finds that Dordevic has failed to show that no 

reasonable trier of fact could have reached the same conclusion as the Trial Chamber, and as such 

2299 Dordevic Appeal.Brief, para. 376(iii); 0o;devic Reply Brief, para. 124. 
2300 Prosecoti.on Final Brief. para. 364.· , · 
2301 Prosecution Final Brief, para. 364, referring to Dordevic Closing Brief, para. 871. 
2302 Haradin.~ et aL Appeal Judgement, para. 129_ See also Bikmdi Appeal Judgement, para. 114; Nchamihigo Appeal 

Judgement, para. 47; Nahimana et al. Appeal Judgement., para. 194. · . 
. 2303 Harailinaj et al. Appeal Judgement, para. 219; KupreJki6 et aL Appeal Judgement, para. 33; Alek.wvski Appeal 

· Judgement, para. 62; Tadic Appeal Judgi:,ment, para. 65. . . · 
:IJ04 Trial Judgement, para. 1125, fns 4327, 4336, 4342. See Dordevic Oosing Brief, para. 871. 
nos Trial Judgement, paras 1115-1116, 1J25-1126, 1428, fus 4327, 4336, 4342. 
2306 Tri.al Judgement, paras 1112, 1115-1116, fn.. 4237. 
2307 See Trial Judgement, para.. 1744. 
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has failed to show that the Trial Chamber erred in concluding· that Serbian forces killed at least 

22 men at the K.otlina/Kotline wells in Kacanik/Kac;anilc municipality. 

(f) Vata/Vataj in Kacanik!Kayamk municipality 

783. Toe Tnal Chamber found that Mahmut Cak~ Hebib Lami, Brabim Lami, and Rramant.ami 

from the village of Vata/V ataj were detained, paraded through the village.. and latet shot and killed 

by Serbian forces in Vata/Va~j in Kacanilc/Kac;anik ~unicipality on 13 April 1999.2308 ~ reaching 

its conclusion the Trial Chamber relied on the evidence of Witness Sada uuna ("Witness Lama"), 

as well as forensic evidence that all four men died as a result of gunshot :wounds. 2309 

784. Dordevic submits that the Trial Chamber erroneously placed decisive weight on hearsay 

evidence of Witness Lama to SUpPort the assertion that the four deceased Kosovo Albanians had 

been detained.2310 

785. Toe Prosecution responds that E>ordevic fails to demonstrate that no reasonable trial 

chamber could have relied on hearsay evidence, corroborated by other evidence, to support its 

factual finding.2311 

786. Dordevic replies that the deaths. of these individuals ·ao not corrobo,~te Witness I:ama's 

evidence that they were detained. 2312 

787. The Appeal~ Chamber understands Dordevic's argument to be that the Trial Chamber's 
' 

~g that the four men were detained is vital to the crime of murder, since if the men were not 

detained the inference remained that they were legitimately killed and therefore the killings did not 

constitute murder. 

788. Witness Lama's evidence is comprised of both direct evidence, in which he describes the 

incident as he saw it him.self, and hearsay evidence in respect of what he was told by bis wife, who 

had observed the events from a hicling spot 300 meters away.2313 The App~als Chamber notes that 

Witness Lama's hearsay evidence that the four men were detained was the only evidence presented 

to the Trial Chamber th.at they were detained. The Appeals Chamber notes that the Trial Chamber 

;t3(ll Trial Judgement, para. 1747. See Trial Judgement. paras 1138-1139, 1447. 
23(19 Trial Judgement, paras 1138-1139, 1447-1449, 1747. 
.23ia E>ordevic Appeal Brief, para. 3 7 6(iv). . 
2311 Prosecution Response Brief, para. 365. 
2312 Dopkvic Reply Brief, para. 125. 
2313 Trial Judgement, para. 1138, fn. 4410. 
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found that the four men were hors de combat and taking no active part in the hostilities at the 

relevant time.2314 

1944 

789. For this finding, the Trial Chamber did not only rely on hearsay evidence but rath~ based 

its conclusion on the direct evidence of Witness Lama, who recounted· that he saw the bodies of 

Mahmut Caka, Hebib Lami, Bralrim Lami, and-Rraman Lami on a path above the gorge after they 

had been paraded through the village earlier that day .2315 In particular, Witness Lama further 

recounted that all of the victims were wearing civilian clothing and had no weapons.2316 The 

Appeals Chamber recalls that the clothing of victims may be considered when determining whether 

a particular victim was actively participating m hostilities at the time of death.2317 Therefore, it was· 

reasonable for the Trial Chamber to rely on Witness Lama's evidence to conclude that the victims 
, ' 

were hors de c~mbat and not taking part in hostilities at their time of death. 2318 It follows that, 

whether Mabmut Caka, Hebib La.mi, Bra.him Lami, and Rraman Lami were detained is of no _ 

relevance in this_instance, since the Trial Chamber's finding that they were hors de combat and not 

taking active part in the hostilities, was in any event reasonable. 

790. In light of the above, Dordevic has failed to. show that no reasonable trier of fact could have 

re.ached the· same conclusion as the Trial Chamber, and as ~uch has failed to· show that the Trial 

Chamber erred in concluding that Serbian forces killed M~ut Caka, Hebib Lami; Brabim Lauri, 

and Rraman Lami in Vata/V ataj. 

3. Persecutions as a crime against humanity 

791. ·The Trial Chamber found that the crime of persecutions tbroµgh destruction of religious or 

culturally significant property was established :in relation to the mosques in Celina/Celine, Bela 

O:kvaffiellacerke,"Landovica/ Landovice, Suva Reka/Suhar~ke (White Mosque), Dak:ovica/G_Jakove 

(Hadum Mosque), Rogovo/Rogove, VlastikaJLlashtice, and VucitrnNushtni (Charshi Mosque).2319 

792. Dordevic submits that the Trial Chamber erred in co°'cluding that the crime of persequti.ons 

was established by means of destruction of religious sites in relation to: (i) the Celina/ Celine, Bela 

2314 Trial Judgement, para. 174?. . 
2315 Trial Judgement, para. 1138, fn. 4410. See Sada Lama, 24 Apr 2009, t 3722-3724. 
1316 Trial Judgement, para. 1138, fn. 4410. See Sada Lam.a, 24 Apr 2009, T. 3722-3724. 
2317 See-Baskosld and Tarculavski. Appeal.Judgement, para. 81. See supra, para. 525. 
XllB Trial Judgement, paras 1139, 1747. - - -
xi 19 T:rutl Judgemeut, paras 1811, 1819, 1825, 1832, 1837, 1841, 1850, 1854, 1856, 2033. 
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Crkva/Bellacerke, and Rogovo/Rogove mosques; (ii) the mosque in Landovica/ Landovice; 

(iii) Had.um Mosque; and (iv) the mosque in Vlastica/Lasbti.ce. 2320 

793. Toe Prosecution responds that Dordevic has failed to demonstrate an error.2321 

(a) Celina/Celine and Bela Crkva/Bellacerke mosques in Orah.ovac/Rahoveci municipality and the 

1?1osgue in Rogovo/Rogove in Dakovica/Gjak.ove municii,ality 

794. The Trial Chamber co~cluded that the Celina/Celine and Bela Ctkva/Bellacerke mosques ·in 

Orahovac/R.ahovec municipality, as well as the· mosque in Rogovo/Rogove in Dakovica/Gjakove . 

municipality, were destroyed by explosive devices detona~ by Serbian forces on 28 March 

1999.23~ On the basis of the direct eyewitness evidence of Witness Sabii Popaj ("Witness Popaj'j, 

corroborated by ·the indirect account of Witness Agim Jernini ('"Witness Jemini"), the Trial 

Chamber concluded that Serbian forces entered the mosque in Celina/Celine and detonated. an · 

explosive device causing its destruction., 2323 It further relied.on, inter alia, the evidence of Witness 

Popaj in relatipn to the mosque in Celina/Celin~ to infer that the mosques in Bela Crkva/Bellacerke 

and Rogovo/Rogove were similarly des1royed consecutively, in a matter of minutes, by explosive 

devices laid and detona~ by Serbian forces.1324 

795. Don1evic challenges.the Tri.al Chamber's r:eliance on Witn~s Popaj's evidence on the basis. 
' 

that the witness was ''uncertain when testifying", ''biased as a Kl.A supporter", and that bis 

evidence conflicted with. that of Witness Jemini?325 He further submits that the Tri.al Chamber 

erroneously relied on the evidence of Witness Popaj in relation to the destruction of the mosque in 

Celina/Celine to infer that the Bela Crkva/Bellacerke and Rogovo/Rogove mosques were also 

destroyed by Serbian forces.2326 Dordevic finally submits that there was no eyewitness evid~ce to 

D20 Dordevic Appeal Brief, paras 347(f), 347(g), 377. The finding that destruction of Kosovo Albanian religi.o~ sites 

was. part of the common plan and alleged errors of la.w in regard to the finding of persecutions in relation to the 

mosque in Landovica/Landovice, the Ha.dum Mosque, and' the Vlastica/Lashtici! Mosque, respectively, have been 

addressed under his seventh and fifteenth grounds of appeal. Dordevic, under his seventeenth ground of appeal, 

cblllli:nges only t.he factual basis upon wbicb the octu.r reu.s was satisfied (see supra, paras 198-200, 204; 557-562, 

565-569). . . 
2321 Prosecution Response Brief, paras 366-368. · ' 
23n Trial.Judgement, pa.ras 477,528,931,933, 1804, 180(i, 1808, 1811, 1836-1837. 
2323 Trial Judgement, pa.rL 1804, referring to Agim Jcmini, 21 Apr 2009, T. 3542, 3544, Exhibit P638. 

2-1:u Tri.el.Judgement, paras 478,528,931,933. · . -
2325 Dordevic Appeal Brief; para. 377(a.). 
2326 Dordevic Appeal Brief, para. 377(!!,). 
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support the findings that the Bela Crkva/Bellacerke and the Rogovo/Rogove mosques were· 

destroyed by Serbian forces.2327 

796. The Prosecution responds that Dordevic's challenges to the credibility _of Witness Popaj 

were addressed at trial and that the Trial Chamber ·reasonably relied on his evidence.23211 It further 

responds that Dordevic has failed to_ demonstrate that no reasonable trial chamber could have 

concluded that Serbian forces destroyed the Bela Crkva/Bellacerke and Rogovo/Rogove 

mo·sques. 2329 

797. The Appeals· Chamber notes that the Trial Chamber addressed in detail 1he submissions 

maqe by Dordevic at trial as to the credibility of Witness Popaj, including, inter _ alia, the 
' 

discrepancy between his evidence and that of Witness Jemini, but was satisfied that bis evidence 

concepring events in and around the village of Bela Crk\la/Bellacerke was reliable.2330 The Appeals 

Chamber recalls in this regard that a trial chamber has broad discretion in determining the weight to 

attach to the evidence of any .give~ witness.2331 It further recalls that mino:r inconsistencies m_ay 

commonly occur in witness testimony without rendering such testimony wrreliable.2332 It is within 

-the discretion of a trial chamber to evaluate discrepancies and to consider the credibility of the 

evidence as a whole, without explaining its decision in every detail.2333 

798. The Trial Chamber considered the evidence of Witness Popaj, who testified that from his 

vantage point on the side of the mountain, .he could see the villages of Celina/Celine, Bela 

Crkva/Bellacerke. and Rogovo/Rogove, all of "which were close by".2334 In particular, it considered 

that Witness Popaj saw police entet the mosque in Celina/Celine where they remained for one hour, 

following which he heard a loud explosion and saw that the mosque was destroyed.2335 While 

m.7 Dordevic Appeal Brief, para, 377{a). 
2328 Prosecution Response Brief, para. 366. 

. 2329 Prosecution Respoose Brief, para. 366. 
' 2330 Trial Judgement, paras 456, 528, fn. 1934. See Dordevic Closing Brief, paraB 744, 980. The Appeals Chamber 

notes that £Jordevic challenged at trial Witness Popaj' s evidence that the destruction of the Celina/Celine mosque 
occurred on 2B March 1999 in light of the conflicting evidence of Witness 1 emmi as to the date. Although the Trial 
Chamber heard from Witness Jemini that the mosque wa.s blown up on 30 or 31 March 1999, Witness Popaj 

explained the inaccuracy of this recount as Witness Jemini had not seen the explosion (Trial Judgement, fn. 1934). 
It was on the basis that Witness Popaj viewed the destruction of the mosque and the forces i.D.volved in the village 
of Celina/Celine that the Trial Chamber accepted the date as 28 March 1999 (Trial Judgement, :En. 1934). 

'-'~1 Haradinaj et al. Appeal Judgement, para.. 129. See also Bikindi Appeal Judgement, para. 114; Nchamihigo Appeal 

Judge:.ment, para. 47; Nahimana et aL Appeal Judgement, para. 194. 
2332 Kvocka et al. Appeal Judgement, para. 23, referring~ Celebidi Appeal Judgement, paras 481, 49&, Kupreifdc et aL 

Appeal Judgement,. para. 31. --
:ms Kvacka et aL Appeal Judgement, para. 23, referring to Celebici Appeal Judgement, paras 481, 498, Kupre.s./cic et al 

Appeal Judgement,. para. 31. 
1334 Trial. Judgement, para. 1833. 
2335 Trial Judgement, paras 528, 1804, 1833. 
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Witness Popaj's evidence was ~e only direct eyewimess account that police entered the mosque, 

placed and detonated an explosive device, the Trial Cb.amber also considered the evidence of 

Witness Jemini, "who, _truit evening, saw that the mosque had been completely destr~yed",2336 It 

was on the basis of this evidence that the Trial Chamber concluded that the mosque was destroyed 

. by an explosive device placed and detonated by members of the MUP. 

799. In conciuding that the mosque in Bela Crkva/Bellacerke was similarly d~stroyed, the Trial 

Chamber considered that shortly after the destruction of the mosque in Celina/Celine, 

Witness Popaj heard another explosion from Bela Crkva/Bellacerke, after which he saw that the 

mosque in that village was no longer stan.ding.2337 Witness Popaj then heard and saw the mosque in 

Rogovo/Rogove ex:plode.2338 

800. The Trial Chamber also considered the evidence of Witness Andras Riedlmayer 

("Witn.ess·Riedlmayer") that the minaret of the mosque in Rogovo/Rogove "had been blown up 

with charges placed under the stairs causing its complete destruction" and found it to be consistent 

with the evidence that police laid and detonated explosives inside all three mosques, causing their 

.destruction.2~39 In the Trial Chamber's finding, it was significant that the three n;iosques, all of 

which were located in close geographical proximity, were successively destroyed on the same day, 

and by the same method. 2340 

801. m the context of the pattern of destruction of all three mosques, their close geographical 

proximity, that the destruction occurred s~cessively within minutes, and the evidence of 

Witness Jemini and Witness Riedlmayer, the Appeals Chamber finds that the Trial Chamber 

reasonably inferred that the mosques in Bela Crkva/Bellacerke and Rogovo/Rogove were also 
• - L 0 

destroyed by Serbian forces in a manner similar to the mosque in Celina/Celine. 

802. -In light of the above, the Appeals Chamber finds that Dordevic has failed to show that no 

reasonable trier of fact could have reached the same conclusion as the Trial Chamber, and therefore 

has failed to -show that the Trial Chamber erred in concluding that the crime of persecutions was 

established in relation to the destruction of the mosques in Celina/Celine, Bela Crkva/Bel~cerlce, 

and Rogovo/Rogov~. 

2316 TrulJudgement, para. 1804. 
zm Trial Judgement, paras 471, 1'806, 1833. 
1338 .Trial Judgement, paras 93( 1833. 
2339 Trial Judgement, para. 932. 
2340 Trial Judgement, para. 1836. 
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(b) Mosque in Landovica/Landovice in Prizren municipality 

803. Toe Chamber was satisfied that Serbian forces set fire to the interior of the mosque in 

Landovica/Landovice in Prizren municipality on 26 March 1999, and caused substantial destruction 

to its structure and IDlllaret by use of an explosive device on 27 March 1999.2341 

. 804. Dordevic submits that -no reasonable Trial Chamber could have relied solely upon the 

evidence of Halil Marina ("Morina") _ admitted pursuant to Rule 92quater to conclude that the 

mosque in Landovica/Lan.doV1ce _was set on fir~ by Serbian forces.2342 

1940 

805. The_ Prosecution responds that the Trial Chamber's findirig was not based solely on 

Rule 92quater evidence but was cdl!Oborated by the testimony of Witness Riedlmayer, who saw the 

site after it was damaged.2343 It further responds _that Dordevic repeats arguments which did not . 

succeed at trial without demonstrating that the Trial Chamber erred. 2344 

806. Dordevic replies that the Prosecution. fails to explain how Witness Riedl.mayer' s evidence 

was·corrobora~.ve ofMorina's evidence that Serbian forces caused the damage.234.S 

807. Morina's evidence, which consists of a witness statement and testimony adduced in another 

case, was admitted in this case pursuant to Rule 92quater of the Rules.'.2346 The Appeals Chamber 

recalls in this regard that a conviction may not be based solely or in a decisive manner on the 

evidence of an individual whom the accused has had no opportunity to cross~examine.2347 In Galic, 
' 

the Appeals Chamber determined that where the evidence is pivotal to tb.e Prosecution's case and 

"goes to proof of the acts and conduct of the accused's imri:J.ediately proximate subordinates", it 

must be corroborated.2348 The Appeals Chamber considers Marina's evidence - that Serbian forces 

set frre to the interior of the mosque in Landovica/Landovice causing substanti~ destruction to its 

structure and minaret by use of an explosive device - to be a critical element of the Prosecution 

case and a vital link in demonstrating Don;ievic' s responsibility for the destruction of the mosque 

2.J4l Trial Judgement, para. 1819. . = E>ordevic Appeal Brief, para. 377(b). See Dordevi.c Appeal Brief, para. 347(i). 
2343 Prosecution Response Brief, para. 367. · 
2344 Prosecution Response Brief, para. 367. · 
234s Dordevic Reply Brief, para. 127, referring to Prosocution Response Brief, para. 367. 
1346 Trial Judgement, para.1817, referring to ExhibJJs P283, pp 3-4, P284, pp 896-897. . 
2347 Prosecutor v. l_adran./w Prlic et al., Case No. IT-04--74-AR73.6, Decision on Appeals against Decision Adnritting 
. Transcript of Jadranko Prlic's Questioning into Evidence, 23 Nov 2007, paras ;i3, 58. 
234& GaUc Appeal Decision on Rule 92bis(C) of 7 June 2002, paras 13, 18-19. Toe Appeals Chamber forind the 

statement of the witaess demonstrating tlia.t 11.. shell was fired from a gun manned by a suborclina.te of the accused, 
which caused many casualties, was a vital link. to the Prosecution's ·case and therefore needed to be corroborated 
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committed by Serbian forces. The Appeals Chamber must therefore determine whether the 

conviction for persecutions through the destruction of the mosque in Landovica/Landovice -was 

based'solely or in a decisive manner on the evidence ofMorina. 

808. · In reaching its cqnclusion, the Trial Chamber also · considered the evidence of 

Witness Riedlmayer, who reported on the damage sustained to the mosque, and concluded that his 

evidence on the nature of the damage to the mosque and it.s mechanis~ "is consistent in material 

respects with the observations of [Morina] and provides independent confinnation of his 

account''.2349 The Appeals Cb.amber observes that Witness Riedlmayer's evidence does not directly 

corroborate that of Moriria with respect to Serbian forces having caused the destruction of the 

mosque in Landovica/Landovice. The Appeals Chamber notes, however, that the Trial Chamber · 

found a consistent pattern of attack by the Serbian forces· entering towns and villages on foot, 

begiiming on 24 March 1999, and setting houses 011 fire and looting valuables.2350 Particularly, it 

found that "[t]he same pattern continued in. the following days, on 26 March 1999 in 

Lando~ica/Lan.dovice.''2351 The Appeals Chamber, Judge Tuzmukhamedov dissenting, finds this 

pattern of attack by the Serbian forces to be corroborative of Marina's account in the admitted 

statement and transcript that the Serbian forces set ,fire to the . interior of the mosque in 

Landovica/Landovice. The Appeals Chamber therefore considers, Judge Tuzmukhamedov 

dissenting, that the Trial Chamber's conclusion is not based solely or in a decisive manner on 

Morina's 92quater evidence, as other evidence supports Dordevi6's conviction for the crime of 

persecutions through the destruction of the mosque in Landovica/Landovice,2352 

809. In light of the above, the Appeals Chamber finds, Judge Tuzmukhamedov dissenting, that. 

Dordevic has failed to show that no reasonable trier of fact could have reached the same conclusion 

as the Trial Chamber, and therefore has failed to show that the Trial Chamber erred in concluding 

that the crime of persecutions was established in relation to the mosque in Landovica/Landovice. 

before:: admitted under Rule 92bis of the Rules (Galic Appeal Decision on Rule 92bis(C) of 7 June 2002, 
parBS 18-19), · 

2349 Trial Judgement, paras 181B-1819. The Appeals Chambc:r recalls that hearsay evidence is in principle admissible, 
although in assessing its probative value, the surrounding circumstances must be considered (Blalkic Appeal 
Judgement., ,para. -656, fn. 1374. See Prosecutor v. Z1atko AlebovsTd, Case No. IT-95-14/l-AR73, Decision on 
Prosecutor's Appeal on Admissibility of Evidence, 16 February 1999, para. 15. See also Haradi,naj et aL Appeal 
Judgement, paras 85-86). 

2350 Trial Judgement, para. 2027. 
1351 Trial Judgement, para, 2027. . 
~352 See Popovic et al. Trial Judgement, para. 63. 
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( c) ,, Hadum Mosraue and adjoining library in Dakovica/Gjakove town · 

810. The Trial Chamber found that the crime of persecutions was established in relation to the 

destruction of the Had.um Mosque and adjoining library during the night of 24 to 25 March 

1999.2353 In particular. it found that the Hadum Mosque was destroyed by a fire set by Serbian 

police •~ssibly acting together with paramilitary forces".2354 While the Trial Chamber consider~ 

Dordevic' s argument at trial that the Had.um Mosque was destroyed by a NATO aerial bombing, it 

concluded "that the damage sustained by the mosque . and nearby buildings is inconsistent with 

· damage caused by [NATO] aerial bomb_ing" .2355 

811. Dordevic submits that the Trial Chamber erroneously excluded NATO as the cause of the 

destruction of the mosque on the basis that VJ barracks were·not in the histori~ old town.2356 He 

:fur1her submits that it was unreasonable for the Trial Chamber to rely on the evidence of 

Witness Abrahams that the buildings were set on fire from the mside. 2357 

812. The Prosecution responds that Dordevic's challenge should be dismissed as he repeats 

arguments which failed at trial and ignores the Trial Chamber's reasoning. 2358 

813. .In reaching its conclusion that the historic centre of Dakovica/Gjakove was deliberately set 

on fire by Serbian police, the Trial Chamber carefully considered but nonetheless rejected 

Dordevic's submission that damage to the Had.um Mosque was a resuit of the NATO bombing.2359 

· Contrary to Dordevic's submission, the Trial Chamber did not exclude NATO as the cause of the 

destruction solely on the basis that VJ barracks·were not in t:b:e historic old town.2360 The Appeals 

Chamber notes, that the Trial Chamber considered an MUP staff report indicating that NATO 

aircraft fired missiles hitting the historical centrt? of the city during the night of 24 March and in the 

morning of 25 March 1999, but was ''unable to accept this report as reliable" when weighed against 

the following evidence:2361 (i) war diari~s of VJ units present in the city. which do not record any 

such bambin~ of the old town;2%2 (ii) the fact that none of the relevant witnesses o~ the ground at 

2353 Trial Judgement, para.1831·. See Trial Judgement, paras 870,872. 
2354 Trial Judgement, para.. 1831. See Trialfodgcment, paras 870, 872. 
2355 Trial Judgement, para. 1831. Soc Trial Judgement, paras .870, 872. 
2356 Dm1evic Appeal Brief, para. 377(c) .. 
2151 Dordevi6 Appeal Brief, para. 377(c). 
2358 ProsecutionResporu,e Brief, para. 368, referring to Trial Judgement, paras 866-870, 1830-1832. 

· 2359 Trial Chamber Judgement, paras 865-870, 1830-1832. Sec Dordevi6 Closing Brief, paras 1005-lOOS. 
2360 See Dordevi6 Appeal Brief, para. 377(c). · -
2361 Trial Judgement, p.ira. 866. 
2362 Trial Judgement, para. 867. 
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· the time testified that NATO bombed the ·historic centre or other civilian areas;23~3 (iii) the evidence 
. . 

of Witness Abrahams, a Hmrian Right.s Watch researcher, who observed that the mosque had been 

se~ on fire from the inside as_ the walls remained standing while the roofs of the mosque were 

bumed.;2364 (iv) the evidence of Witness Riedlmayer that ' 1the building interiors were burned out to 

rooflines" and that there were "no signs of _the blast damage'' consistent with an aerial bombing;2365 
"• L < 

and (v) an aerial photograph from the US Department of Defense depicting the Hadum Mosque 

1937 

intact but the adjacent bazaar buming.2366 The Trial Chamber found t:p.at the damage sustained by 
the mosque and adjacent buildings were "inconsistent with damage caused by_aerial bombing".2367 

The Appeals Chamber finds that it was reasonable on the basis of these factors for the Trial · 

. Chamber to exclude NATO as· the cause of the destmction of the Hadum :t_viosque ~d adjacent 

library. 

814. In relation:to J)ordevic's challenge to the Trial Chamber's reliance on the evidence of 

Wj.tness Abrahams,2368 the Appeals Chamber notes that bis evidence ·that the buildings appeared to 

have been set on fire from the inside was consistent with that of Witness Riedlmayer, who reported 

that buildings "were burned out to rooflines" and that "there were no signs of blast damage that 

would have been expected if the bazaar had really been hit by air strikes"?!6~ While ~orroboration 

is not ne~ssary before accepting the evidence of a particular witness, the Appeals. Chamber notes 

that Witness Riedlmayer's evidence not only corroborates 'Witness Abrahams evidence but is 

consistent with the exclusion of NATO as the cause of the destruction.2370 

' 

815. Based on the foregoing, the Appeals Chamber finds that Dordevi4 has failed to demonstrate

that no reasonable trier of fact could have reached the same conclusion as the Trial Chamber and 

therefore Dordevic has failed to show that the Trial Chamber erred -in finding that crime of 

persecutions was established in relation to the Hadum Mosque and its adjacent library. 

(d) Mosque in Vla§tica/Lashtice in Gnjilane/Gjilan municipality 

816. The Trial Chamber was satisfied that the mosque in Vlastica/Llasb.tice in Gnjilane/Gjilan 

municipality was heavily damaged and its library destroyed by Serbian forces_ who set it on fire on 

2363 Trialiudiement, pare.. 868. 
:236<! Trial Judgement. para. 869. 
2Jti!I Trial Judgement. para. 869. · 
2366 Trial Judgement, para. 869. 
2367 Trial Judgement, para. 1831. 
:i.'36& See Dordevi~ ApPeal Brief, para. 377(c). 

_ 2369 Trial Judgement. pllI'a. 869, refea;ing to Exln'bm Pl098, pp 6, ,so, P1137, p. 173, ~1105. p. 1, P1106, Andras 
Riedlmayer, 16 Ju1_2009, T, 7509-7511. · 
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or about 6 April 1999 ._mi The Trial Chamber considered that Serbian forces entered the village and 
. . 

burned houses in the village, with the mosque in Vlastica/Llashtice being the first building that was 

set on fire. 2371 

817. Dordevic submits that the Trial Chamber erred iri finding that the mosque in 

Vlastica/Lashiice was the first building to be set on fire by Serbian forces, based on the 

uncorroborated evidence of Witness K81, who watched events from a distance in the mountains.2373 

818. 'The Prosecution responds that Dordevic's argument w~ts summary dismissal.2374 -

819. The Appeals Chamber notes that the only direct evidence that the mosq~ was the first 
' . 

·building. set on fire by Serbi~ forces was provided by Witness KSl.2375 The Appe~s Chamber 

recalls that a trial chamber may rely ou the testimony of a single witness ?n a material fact without 

the need for corroboration2376 arid has dis~et:ion to assess the appropriate weigp.t and credibility to 

be accorded to the testimony of a witness.2377 The Appeals Chamber notes that Witness K81's 

evidence discloses that be .. was on top of a mountain when he saw the mosque being set on fire ~y 

Serbian forces and that this ~as not explicitly consi~ by the Trial -Chamber. Witness K8_l's 
. . 

evidence, hoW(?Ver, also discloses that he observed the events from a distance which he described as 
. . 

"close enough [that] I could see the activity",2378 and in addition that be had a pan: ofbinoculars.2379 

820. The Appeals Chamber also notes that Witness K81's evidence that the mosque was 

destroyed by a fire is consistent with the eviden~e of Witness Riedlmayer who, on the pasis of the 

examination of a photograph provided by the Islamic community, ,observed that the mosque in 

Vlastica/Llashtice was "heavily damaged" by an int.ense ~.2380 The Appeals Chamber therefore 

finds, based on the vantage point of Witness K81, as well as the· consistency of Witness K81 's 

2370 See Tri.al Judgement, para. 869. 
2371 Trial Judgement, paras 1055, 1841. 
:13?2 Trial.Judgement, paras 1055. 1838. 
1373 . :E>ordevic Appeal Brief, para.. 347(g); Dotdevic! Reply Brief, para. 106(b). 
2374 Prosecution Response Brief. para. 307. · 
" 71 K81, 15 May 2009, T. 4535. See Trial Judgement, paras 1055, 1838 . 

. 2316 Lukic and Lukic APPeel Judgement;para. 37S; H_aradi.n.aj et al. Appeal Judgement. para. 219; Strugar Appe.al 

Judgement, para. 78; limaj et al. Appc:al Judgement. para. 203; Kordic and Cerkez Appeal Judg~t, para. 274; 

Kupreski.c et al. Appeal Judgement, para. 33; Celebic!i Appeal Judgement, para.. 506; Aleb~ski Appeal Judgement, 

para. 62; Tadi6 Appeal Judgement, para. 65. 
2377 l.Mki.c and Lukir! Appeal Judgement, paras 86, 235, referring to Nchiunihigo Appeal Judgement, pBI'ii. 47, Bikindi 

Appeal Judgement, para, 116, Nahimana. et al. Appeal Judgement, para. 194. - · 
23711 ExhibitP791, statement of 30 May 1999, p. 3. 
2319 See K81, 15 May 2009, T. 4535. 
238a Trial Judgement, para. 1838, citing Exhibit Pl 125. 
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evidence with that of Witness ~edlmayer, that it was reasonable for the Trial Chamber in its 
. . 

discretion to rely on the evidence of Witness K81. 

1935 

821. Witness Riedlmayer's evidence does not however corroborate Witness K8l's assertion.that 

the mosque was the fust building set on fire by Serbian forces. The Appeals Chamber not only finds 

corroboration unnecessary in these_ circumstances, but also finds that whether the mosque in 

Vlastica/Llashtice was. the first to be. destroyed has no bearing on the Tri.al Chamber's reasonable 
. .• 

conclusion that the mosque was damaged by a fire set by Serbian forces. 

822.. Based on the forgoing, the Appeals Chamber finds that Dordevic has.failed to demonstrate 

that -no reasonable trier of fact could have reached the same conclusion· as the Trial Ch~ber and 

therefore has failed to demonstrate that the Trial Chamber e_rred in finding that the crime of 

persecutions was established in relation to the destruction of the mosque in Vlastica/Llashti.ce on or 

about 6 April 1999. 

· C. Conclusion 

823. For the foregoing reasons, the Appeals Chamber finds that Dordevic has -failed to 

demonstrate that the Trial Chamber erred in concluding that the crimes Qf deportati~ persecutions, 

other inhumane acts (forcible traruifer) as crimes against humanity, and murder both as.!i violation 

of the laws or customs of war and a crime against humanity, were established. 
. . 

· 824. The Appeals Chamber dismisses Dordevic's seventeenth ground of appeal in its entirety and 
in part bis fifteenth ground of appeal. 2381 

2381 The remain~ of Dordevit' s :filleenth ground of appeal has been dismissed (supra, Chapter XV). 
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XVDI. DORDEVIC'S EIGHTEENTH GROUND OF APPEAL: ALLEGED 

:E;RRORS OF LAW WHEN ENTERING MULTIPLE CONVICTIONS . 

A. Alleged errors of law when entering convictions under ioint criminal enterprise and 

aiding and abetting 

825. The Trial Chamber found E>ordevic guilty of the crimes of murder, deportation, other 

inhumane acts (forcible transfer), and persecutions (through deportation, forcible transfer, murder;, . 

and destruction _of religious or culturally significant property), pursuant to Article 7(1) of the 

Statute, for participating in the JCE2382 and for aiding and abetting the same crimes.2383 The Trial 
-. . 

Chamber further stated that "[t]be modes of responsibility under Article 7(1) ofthe Statute are not 

mutually excl?,sive, and it is possible to convict on more than one mode in _relation to a crime if this 

better reflects the totality of the accused's -eonduct."2384 It furlher stated that the facts of the case 

were ".sufficiently compelling" to maintain the conviction for aiding and abetti?,g the established 
' . 

crimes, in addition to the conviction for participation in the JCE, "in order to fully encapsulate the 

Accused's criminal conduct".2385 • 

1. Arguments of the parties 

826. Do.rdevic subn;rits that the Trial <;ham.her erred in law by convicting him twice for the same 

crimes: once for eommittjng the crimes through participation in a joint criminal enterprise; and 

again for aiding and abetting tb.em.2386 According to Dordevic, such duplicate convictions under 

- Article.7(1) of the Statute are "impermissible and logically incompatible",2387 and blur the carefully 

drawn· distinction between the two forms of liability.2388 Dordevic further submits that the Trial 

·Chamber erroneously r~lied on jurisprudence which neither addresses concurrent convictions for 

•'commission via_ JCE participation'' ·and aiding and. abetting · nor results in concurrent 

convictions.2389 Dordevic _argues that once a :finding of commission by participation in a joint 

2382 Trial Judgement, paras 2193, 2230. Sec also Trial Judgement. para. 2213. 
238l Trial Judgement, paras 2164-, 2194, 2230. See also Trial Judgement, para. 2214. 
2384 Trial Judgement, para. 2194. . 
236 Trial Judgement, para. 2194. · : · 
2386 Bcm1evic Appeal Brief, paras 380-381; Appeal Hearing, 13 May 2013, AT. 103-104, 110. 
2391 DoroevicAppeaJ,Brief, para. 380. See also Appeal Hearing, 13 May 2013, AT. 104. · 
2388 E>ordevic Appe;al Brief, para. 392. See also f.>ordcvi.c Appeal Brief, paras 387-391, 
136 · t,on1evi6 Appeal Brief, para. 382; Appeal Hearing, 13 May 2013, AT. 105. Dordev:i6 argues that the cases referred 

to by the Trial Chamber, namely Nahim,ma. Ndindabahizi., and Kamuhando., ate not instructive as they do not deal 

with joint c:r:inrlnal enterprise (Appeal Hearing, 13 May 2013, AT. 105). Dordcvic also contends that this 

jurisprudence "traces b11.Ck to" the Akayesu Trial Judgement in which the Trial Chamber found that it was not 

justifiable to convict an accused where "one offence charges accomplice liability and the other offence charges 
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- . 
criminal enterprise is made, all of the other charged modes of liability ' 1fall away ... 2390 He asserts 

that it is common sense that "the principal cannot be the accomplice of the same crimes, just as the 

accomplice cannot be the pri.ncipal".2391 Dordevic further argues that the Trial Chamber failed to 

give a reasoned opinion as to why his conviction under two modes of liability would better reflect 

the totality of his criminal conductP:92 In bis view, the lack of clear reasoning on the part of the 

Trial Chamber invalidates the entire Trial Judgement and warran~ a full acquittal or, at the very 
least, bis conviction pursuant to one of the two modes of liability should be quashed, and his 

sentence reduced accordingly.2393 Finally, Dorde,ic submits that be bas been prejudiced by, inter . -

alia, the Trial Chamber's failure to "unequivocally express bis criminal liability'',2394 and the fact 

that.his sentence was increased as a result of this double conviction.2395 

827. Toe Prosecution responds that a person may perpetrate a single crime in more than one way, 

in which case a trial chamber has the discretion to enter concurrent convictions. 2396 It argues that the 

Trial Chamber properly -ex~rcised its ~creti.on in using concurrent convictions to fully characterise 

liability as a principal" in relalion·to the same set of facts (Dordevic Appeal Brief, para. 383; Appeal Heming, 
13 May 2013, AT. 105, citing Akayesu Tri.sl Judgenwnt, para. 468). Dordevic further argues that the Trial 
Chamber's language that bis ''conduct was such as to also render him liable. to conviction and, punishment for 
aiding and abet\ing the offences e~t.a.blished" distinguishes bis _case from the recent Gatete case, where the ICTR 
Appeals Chamber found that "a. mere reference to other modes of liability were not additional convictions'' (Appeal 
Hearing. 13 May 2013, AT.103-104, referring to Trial Judgement, para. 2214, Gatete Appeal Judgement. 
para. 235). · . · . 

2390 Appeal Hearing, 13 May 2013, AT. 106. Dordevi6 points to.recent trial jndgem.ents where trial cbrunbers have 
adopted the practice of declining to convict on· other modes of liability after reaching a :finding on. joint criminal 
enterprise (see Appeal Hellri.ng, 13 May 2013, AT. 106, referring to Stan.isic and '2upljanin Trial Judgement, vol. 2, 
paras 529, 780, GotCJVina e.t al. Trial Judgement, vol. 2, paras 2375, 2587, Tolimir Trial Judgement, p!II'a. 1174, 
fn.4509). · · 

1391 Appeal Hearing, 13 May 2013, AT. 106. See also Appeal Hearing, 13 May 2013, AT. 105, refening to Akayesu 
Trial Judgement, para. 468. · _ 

zm. Appeal Hearing, 13 May 2013, AT. 107-111. In arguing that the Trial Cham.bet did not give a reasoned opinion, 
flordevic refers to the Gotovina and Markac Appeal Judgement, where the Appeals Chamber clearly stated that "a 
finding of a significant con.tri.butio,:i. is not eqnivalent to a substantiBl contribµti.on required to enter a conviction for 
aidmg and a.betting,. (Appeal Hearing, 13 May 2013, AT. 107-108, citing Gotovina and Markal Appeal 
Judgement, para. 149). Dordevic contends that the Trial Chamber ilid not give any explanation B.8 to how the 

. finding that he participated in the JCE "somehow transforms into· one of substantial effect [ .. . J or how he 
substantially assisted" (,A.ppeal Hearing, 13 May 2013, AT. 108, referring to Trial Judgement, paras 2158, 2163, 
2194). . . 

2393 Dordevic Appeal Brief, paras 380, 398. See also Dorc:!.evic Appeal Brief, p!II'a, 393. 
239°' Dqrdevic Appeal Brief, p!II'as 393-395; Appeal Hearing, 13 May 2013, AT. 110, referring to Krsti6 Appeal 

· Judgement, para. 217, Kll.11.arac et al. Appeal Judgement, para. 169. · 
2395 DorOevic Appeal Brief,' paras 396-397; Appeal Hearing, 13 May 2013, AT. 103-104; 110-111. Dordevic argues 

· tha.t he was clearly convicted twice for the same conduct (AppMI Hearing, 13 May 2013, AT. 103-104, referring to 
Trial Judgement, para. 2214). · · . · 

239~ Prosecution. Response Brief, paras 369', 373. See also Prosecution Response Brief, para. 371; Appeal Hearing, 
13 May 2013, AT. 137-139, roforr:ipg to Ndindabahi.zi Appeal Ju.dgemoot, Kamuhanda Appeal Judge:rmmt, 
Nahi.man.a &t al. Appeal Judgement. The Prosecution refers :ln particular to Ndindabahizi Appeal Judgement and 
argues that, contrary to Dorde~' s submission, it is relevant to the present case as it deals with convic1ions _ 
"through tho concurrent modes of commission, aiding and abetting, and instigation" in relation to overlapping 
conduct (Appeal Hearing, 13 May 2013, AT. 138; contra Appeal Hearing, 13 May 2013, AT, 105). 
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Dordevi~' s actus reus and mens rea.2391 The Prosecution also responds that the conduct upon which 

the Trial Chamber found Dordevic responsible is not exactly the same under both modes of 
' . 

·liability.2398 Specifically, the Prosecution submits that the Trial Chamber relied on four types of 

- contributions to the JCE: (i) Dordevic' s role in p~g and coordinating MUP operations; (ii) his 

role in the deployment of the Scorpions and· other volunteer.units; (iii) his role in the concealment_ 

ofbodies; (iv) and his failure to prevent and punish the crimes.2399 However, according to the 

Prosecution, the Trial Chamber only relied on the final three types of contributions in concluding 

that Dordevic also aided and abetted the crimes.2.40□ In the ·Prosecution's view, this sh~ws that the 
. ' 

Trial Chamber focused on this particular aspect of his conduct.2401 Further, it submits that, contrary 

to Dordevic's assertion, the T~ Chamber in fact entered only one conviction for each counf-402-

and that the sentence was based on the totality of bis conduct.2403 A~ordi.n.gly, the concurrent 

convictions had no_ impact on E>on:tevic's sentence.2404 The Prosecuti?n requests.that the Appeals 

Chamber summarily dismiss Dorde,'i.c' s argument "as a theoretical challenge to the law of 

concurrent convictions" .2405 

828. Dordevic replies that an accused person cannot perpetrate a single crime in more than one 

way, if this entails possessing a different mens rea and/or actus reus at the same time.2406 He 

emphasises that bis challenge is indeed substantive, rather than theoretical, since the Trial Chamber 

entered convictions for both modes of liability, which impacted bis sentence.2407 

2-197 Prosecution Respons'e Brief, paras 373-376, 385-386. See also Prosecution Response Brie(paras 370-371; Appeal 
Hearing, 13 May 2013, AT. 136-137, 141. Further, in referring to ,Don1evic's. argument concerning the Akayesu 

Trial Judgei;n.ent, the Prosecution, clmfies tba1 in that case, the Trial Chamber was dealing with cumulative 
convicti.00$ and held that it was inappropriate to _convict both for genocide and complicity to commit genocide, 
· whereas the present case concerns convictions through concurrent modes of liability (Appeal Hearing, 13 May 
2013, AT. 141; contra Dordevic Appeal Brief, para. 383; Appeal Hearing, 13 May 2013, AT. 105-106, citing 
Akayesu Trial Judgement, para.. 468). 

2398 Appeal Hearing, 13 May 2013, AT. 136_ 
2399 Appeal Hellring, 13 May 2013, AT_ 136. 
1400 AJ)peal Hearing, 13 May 2013, A,.T, 136_ 
1401 Appeal Hearing, 13 May 2013, AT. 136_ 
2402 Prosecution Response Brief, parllli 371, 381; Appeal Hearing, 13 May 2013, AT. 139-141. According to the 

· Prosecution, a conviction entered through more than one mode of liability does not result in a double conviction for 
the same cdme (Appeal Hearing, 13 May ·2013, AT. 139, referring to Kamuhanda Appeal Judgement, Separate 
Opinion of Judge Schomburg, pera. 389). - · 

2403 Prosecution Response Brief, paras 371-372, 382-386; Appeal'J-Iearing, 13 May 2013, AT. 140-141, reforring to 
Trial.Judgement, para. 2214. , 

2-4« Prosecution Response Brief, paras 372, 382, 386. 
24fil Prosecution Response Brief, para, 372. See Prosecution.Response Brief, pl!Ills 380-386. -

_ 2Ml!i Dordevic Reply Brief, para. 129, citing Prosecution Response Brief, para. 3 69. 
:u01 Dordevic Reply Brief, para. 131. 
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2. Analysis 

829. The Appeals Chamber observes that the Trial Chamber entered convictions against 

Dordevic for each of the crimes of deportation, other inhumane acts (forcible transfer), murder, and 

persec~tions on the basis of both bis participation in ~ JCF408 and in aiding and abetting the~ 2409 

This is apparent from the language used by the Trial Chamber in making its legal findings24-io and 

from the Disposition in the Trial Judgement.2411 

830. · In determining whether Dordevic could also be held liabl~ for aiding and abetting the 

ctjmes, the Trial Chamber relied on the same underlying conduct which formed the' basis of bis 

·participation in the JCE.2412 It w~s satisfied that f>ordevic' s conduct "had a substantial ·effect on the 

perpetration by M{JP forces of the crimes of murder; deportation and persecutions in Kosovo in 

1999" and that he was "aware that his acts were assisting the commiBsion of these crimes".2413 The 

Trial Chamber further found: 

[i]n this case, the Accused's leading role in the MUP efforts to COD(Xal the killings of Kosovo 
Albwtlan civilians and other persons taking no active part in the hostilities by organising' for the 
clandestine transportation of the bodies of person killed by Serbian farces in Kosovo to secret 
maBS grave sites on MUP property in Serbia, together with bis active steps to prevent any 
investigation into the circumstances of these killing, and his failure to ensure that all offences by 
MUP forces were reported and investigated. taking into accmmt bis position as Chief of the RIB, 
substantially assisted the commission of these- crimes. These facts are sufficiently compelling 1o· 
also maintain the c~viction for aiding and abetting, as well as ~ ~victlon for &articipating as a 
member of the ICE, m order. to fully encapsulate the Ac,-:cused' s criromal conduct 14 _ 

831. The-Appeals Chamber recalls that tnhl chambers are ~ot inherently precluded from entering 

a conviction for a crime on the basis of more than one mode of liability, if this is necessary to 

reflect the totality of an accused's· criminal conduct 2415 The Appeals Chamber considers that the 

2wi Trial Judgement, paras 2159, 2193, 2230. 
2409 Trial Judgement, paras 2194, 2214, 2230. See also Trial Judgement, para. 2164. 
mo In relation to Dordevic' s participation in a JCE. the Tri.al Chamber explicitly stated that it "will enter a conviction 

on this basis" (Trial Judgement, para. 2159). While it made no such statement in relation to aiding and abetting, the 
language used elsewhere in the Trial Judgement clearly indicates that the Trial Chamber intended to also enter a 
conviction for each crime on the basis of this mode of liability: "[t]be Ch.amber is satisfied beyond reasonable 
doubt and finds that Vlastimir Dordevic is guilty of aiding and abetting the crimes of deportation, forcible transfer, 
murder, and persecutions established in this Judgement" (Trial Judgement, para. 2164); "[t]hese facts are 
sufficiently compelling to also maintain. the conviction for aiding and abetting, as well as the conviction for 
participating as a _membeT of the JCE, in order to fully encapsulate the Accused's criminal conducf' (Trial 
Judgement, para. 2194); "[h}owever, as detailed in this Judgement, the ru:cused's conduct was such as to also 
render him liable to conviction and punishment for aiding and abetting the offences established" (Trial Judgement, 
para. 2214). 

2411 Trial Judgement. para. 2230. . . , 
2412 Trial Judgement. paras 2154-2158, 2162---2163. See also Trial Judgement, para. 2194. 
2413 Trial Judgement. para. 2163. · -
241" TrialJudgemenl:, para. 2194. · · · · · · 
2415 See Nahimana. it al. Appeal Judgement, para. 4&3; Ndiruiabahizi Appeal Judgement:. para. 122; Kmnuhanda 

Appeal Judgement, para. 77. See ·a1so D. Milosevic ~ppeal Judgement, para. 27 4, 
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Trial Chamber correctly set out the applicable law in relation to the entering of convictions on the 

basis of multiple modes of liability.2416 The Appeals Chamber further recalls that the scope of a 

convicted person's criminal responsibility must be unequivocally established.2417 and that a trial 

chamber must "identify unambiguously the mode(s) of liability for which an accused is convicted 

and the relation between them". 2418 The Appe·als Chamber emphasises that whether single or 

multiple forms of responsibility are found to be appropriate, it is the crime itself, rather than the 

mode. of liability, for which an accused person is convicted.2419 It follows that any sentence imposed 

by a trial chamber roust correspond to the totality of the criminal conduct of a convicted person, and 

that the convicted person must not be punished more than once for the same conduct. 2420 In this 

regard, the Appeals Chamber is satisfied that the Trial Chamber convicted Bordevic for the crimes 

once, on the basis of two modes of liability, and not, as he contends, twice for the same crimes.2421 

.Accordingly the Appeals Chamber finds that, as a matter of law, it was within the Trial Chamber's 

discretion to enter convictions on the basis o~ more than one mode of liability. 

832. The Appeals Chamber observes, however, that, contrary to the Prose90-tion' s submission. 2422 

the conduct relied upon to establiBh Dordevic' s liability pursuant to aiding an~ abetting is entirely 

encapsulated within the conduct the Trial Chamber relied on to establis~ bis participation in the 

JCE, and that the Trial Chamber made µo distinction between the acts- committed by Dordevic with 

. respect to either form of liability.2423 In these circumstances, the Trial Cbamber•s .conclusion that 

"[t]hese facts are sufficiently compelling to a1so maintain the conviction for aiding and abetting 

[ ... ]in order to fully encapsulate [Dordevic's] criminal conduct" does not provide any explanation 

of the relationship between the two modes of liabili.ty.2424 As a result, the Trial Chamber fails to 

2416 Trial Judgement, para. 2194, citing Naf:umana et al. Appeal Judgement. para. 483; Ndindahahizi Appeal 
Judgement, paras 122-123; Kamulumda Appeal Judgement, para. 77. 

24n Ndindabah.i:d Appeal Judgement, para. 122. . · 
im Ndindabah/.zi Appeal Judgement, para.. 123. See also Ndindabahiri Appeal Judgement, para. 122. 
2419 See Ndi.ndabahizi Appeal Judgement, para. 122. See also Kamuhanda Appeal Judgement, Separate and Partially 

Dissenting Opinion of Judge Shahabuddeen, para. 405. · 
2420 See Ndirulabahizi Apperu. Judgemeni:, para. 122. See also Prose.cutor v. Milorad Krnoje.lac, Case No. IT-97-25-PT, 

Decision on the Defence Preliminary Motion op. the Form of the Indictment, 24 February i999, para. 10. See also 
Kamuhanda Appeal Judgement, Separate Opiriion. of Judge Wolfgang Schomburg, para. 389. 

2421 See Trial Judgement, paras 2194, 2230. Contra Dordevic Appeal Brief, paras 380-381. 
2422 See supra, para. 827; Appeal Hearing, 13 May 2013, AT. 136]. The Appeals Chamber notes that the Prosecution's 

suggestion that the Trial Clwnber relied on a partially cliffetent con.duct m finding aiding and abetting is 
unconvincing. The Prosec11tion refors to one concluding paragraph on Doritevi6' s criminal liability, and ignores the 
Tri.al Chamber's other findings on aiding and abetting (compare Trial Judgement, para. 2194 with Trial Judgement, 
paras 2160-2164). . . 

2423 Compare Trial Judgement., paras 2154-2158 with Trial Judgement, paras 2160-2164. The Appea1s Chamber notes 
in particular the Trial Chamber's discussion bf Dordevic's failure to take steps to prevent any investigation into 
crimes, his acli ve role :in engaging volunteers md paramilitary wtlts, and his leading role in MUP efforts to conceal 
killings (see Trial fodg=ent, paras 2154-2156, 2163). 

l-4l4 See Trial Judgement, para. 2194. 
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articulate why both modes of liability were necessary to reflect the totality of his conduct. 2425 

particularly in light of its explicit finding that Dordevic' s "primary cr~inal liability in this case is 

by virtue of his partici~alion [ ... ) in a joint criminal enterprise".2426 In the Appeals Chamber's view 

this constitutes a failure to provide a reasoned opinion, and amounts to an error of law.2427 

1929 

833. The Appeals Chamber will therefore .consider whether convictions on the ·basis of both I -
aiding and abetting and commission through · the JCE are necessary -to reflect the totality of 

Dordevic's c~mduct. In light of the fact that-the rn•o modes of liability were established based on 

exactly the same conduct, 2428 the Appeals Chamber fin4s that entering a conviction under both 

_ modes is not necessary to reflect the totality of Dordevic' s conduct. In this regard, the Appeals 

Chamber agrees with the Trial Chamber that Dordevic's "primary criminal liability" follows from 

bis participation in the JCE.2429 Accordingly, the _Appeals Chamber finds that the totality of 

Dordevic's criminal ~onduct is fully reflected in a conviction based solely on his participation in the 

·JCE. 

834, The Appeals Chamber therefore grants Dordevic's sub-ground of appeal 18(A) in part and 

reverses the Trial Chamber's findings concerning Counts 1-5 wj._th respect to aiding and abetting, 

and dismisses the remainder of Dordevic's sub-ground of appeal lB(A). In light of this reversal, 

Dordevic's ground of appeal 11, alleging errors in rel~tion to aiding and abetting, is rnoot.2430 The 

impact, if any, of this reversal, and the question of whether his senten~ was increased due to a 

"double conviction", 2431 will be discussed in the Sentencing section of this Judgement.2432 

B. Alleged errors of law when entering multiple convictions under Article 5 of the Statute 

835. · The Trial Chamber entered convictions against Dordevic under Article 5 of the St:3-tute for · 

deportation (Count 1), other inhumane acts (forcible transfer) (Count 2), and murder (Count 3), as 

well as persecutions (Count 5) through those same underlyn;.g crimes.2433 It found that these crimes 

c~ntained materially distinct e11?ments and were thus permissibly cumulative.2434· 

14zs See Trial Judgement., para. 2194. 
2426 Trial Judgement, para. 2213 (emphasis added). 
24-:--7 See supra, paras 14-15. · 
14'-& Trial Judgement, paras 2154-2158, 2162-2163. 
242~ Trial Judgement, para. 2213. 
243D See Dardevic Appeal Brief, pHras 296-303. 
2431 Dordevic Appeal Brief, para. 395. 
14>2. See infra, paras 97 6·980. · · 
2433 Trial Judgement, paras 2202, 2230. See also Trial Judgement paras 2196-2201. 
m 4 Trial Judgement, paras 2198-2201. 
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1. Arguments of the parties 

836. Dordevi.6 submits- that tb.e cumulative convictions entered against him for the crimes of 

deportatio~ forcible transfer, and murder . as well as· for persecutions through the same condqct 

·under Article 5 of the Statute are ~air and prejudicial. 2435 According to ~ "the Trial Chamber 

. did not provide adequate reasoning to show how these crimes are materially distinct or how the 

original counts are not subsumed by. the more sp~c crimes as persecutions". 2436 Dordevic further 

submits that there are ~•cogent rea~ons to review this issue and return to the original jurisprudence 

which would prohibit cumulative Article 5 cqnvictions'' in light of a number of dissenting opinions 

on this matter in Appeals Chamber judgements and a recent judgement of the ECCC ("Duch 1'rial 

Judgement'').2437 Dordevi,( ac.cordingiy requests the Appeals Chamber quash his convictions 

pursuant to Article 5 of the Statute to the extent they are cumulative and reflect the same 

conduct. 2438 

837. The Prosecution ·responds that it w~s within the discretion of the Trial Chamber to enter 

convictions against Dordevic for the crimes of deportation, murder, and forcible transfer and the 
. . 

crime of persecutions through those same acts.2439 It_ further responds th.at the Trial Chamber 
. . 

follow¢ the well-est:ablished juri.sprudenc~ that cumulative convictions are permissible where 

1928 

Article 5 crimes contain materially distinct elements and emphasises that such precedent should not · 

lightly be disturbed.2440 Finally, the Prosecution resp~nds that Dordevic fails· to explain how the 

. Trial Chamber• s analysis was insufficiently reasoned. or how the case law may be characterised. as 

dev~loping, 2441 

24:i:; Bm:devic Appeal Brief, paras 399, 405; Appeal Hearing, 13 May 2013, AT. 110, referring to Stan.ilir! and 

Zupljanin Tri.al Judgement, vol. 2, para. 912. · . _ · · • 
2436 Dordevic Appeal Brief, para. 405~ · • 
2437 E>ordevic Appeal Bi;ief, paras 402-403, referring to Kordic an~ Cerice.t Appeal Judgement, ·Joint Dissenting 

Opinion of Judge Schomburg and Judge GthJ.ey on Cumulative Convictions,· Staldc Appeal Judgement, Opinion 

Dissidente du Juge Giiney sur le cumul de d6clar¢ons de culpabilite, Naktilic an.d Martinovic Appeal Judgement, 

• Opinion dissidcnte conjainte des Juges Guney et Schomburg sur le cumul de ~cl.amtions de culpabilit6, Nahimana 
et al. Appeal Judgement, Partly Dissenting Opinion. of Judge Gtiney. Prosecutor v. Guek •EfrV Kaing al'ias "Duch'', 
Case No. 001/18-07-2007/ECCOTC, Trial Judgement, 26 July 2010, paras 563-565. f.>ordevic contends that the 

underlying crimes of murder, deportation end forcible transfur ure "already encapsulated by a. conviction for · 1 

persecution by those same.crimes" (Dordevit Reply Brief, para. 136). · 
2431 Dordevi.c Appeal Brief, para. 406. · · 
2439 Prosecution Response Brief, para. 387. 
2440 Prosecution Response Brief, paras 3 87-389. 
2'44l Prosecution Response Brief, para. 390, citing Dordevic Appeal. Brief, paras 399, 405. 
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838. Dordevic replies that the practice of entering cumulative convictions "began in late 2004 in 

a narrow 3 :2 decision which reversed ye~s of established' practice" .2442 

2. Analysis 

1927 

839. The jurisprudence of the Tribunal on the is~ue of cumulative convicti.om is well-established. 

The Appeals Chamber in Celebici held that it is only permissible to enter multiple criminal 

convictions under separate statutory provisions to punish the same conduct if "each statutory 

provision involved has a materially distinct element not contained in the other".2443 The test, which 

has been applied by the Tribunal since that case, therefore "focuses on the legal elements of each 

crime that may be the subject of a cumulative conviction rather than on the underlying conduct of 

the accused."2444 In order for an element to be considered inaterially'dist:inct, it "requires proof of a 
fact that is not required by the other" element.2445 The Appeals Cb.amber in Koniic and Cerkez 

opined tha! "[t]he cumulative convictions test serves twin aims: ensuring that the accused is

convicted only for distinct offences, and at the same time, ensuring that the convictions entered 

fully reflect his criminality."2446 Where, in relation to two crimes, tbis test is nqt met, the trial 

chamber should enter a conviction under the more specific ~vision.2441 

840. The Appeals Chamber recalls that cumulativ~ convictions on the basis of the same conduct 

under Article 5 of the Statute have been held to be permissible in relation to the crimes of 

deportation. forcible transfer:_ murder, and persecutions as a crime against humanity.2448 The 

Appeals Chamber in Kordic. and Cerkez concluded that persecutions as a crime against humanity 

has a materially distinct element from deportation, other inhumane· ac:.ts (forcible· transfer), and 

murder as crimes against humanity, in that pers~?ns requires J?rDDf that an act or omission 

discriminates in fact and proof th.at the act or omission was committed with specific intent to 

2«-2 Don!evic Rq>ly Brief, para. 135. · 
2443 Cel,ebici Appeal Judgement, para. 412. See Krajisn.ik Appeal Judgement,· para. 386; Staki.c Appeal Judgement, para. 

355; Kordic and Cerker. Appeal Judgement, paras 1032-1033; Krstic Appeal Judgement. para. 218; Kunarac et al. 
Appeal Judgement. para. 173; Jelisic Appeal Judgement, para. 82. See Gatete Appeal Judgement, para. 259. · 

2444 Krajiinik Appeal Judgement, para. 387, citing Stakid Appeal Judgement, para.. 356. See Kordi.c and Cerker. Appeal 
Judgement, paras 1039-1043. • 

2445 Celebici Appeal Judgement, paras 412--413. See Krajisnik Appeal Judgement, para. 386; Stakic Appeal Judgement, 
para. 355; Kordic and Cerkez Appe.al Judgement, paras 1032-1033; Krstic Appeal Judgement, para. 218; Kunarac 
et al. Appeal Judgement, para.173; Jelisic Appeal Judgement, para. 82. 

~ Kordic and Cerkez Appeal Judgement, para. 1033. . 
2447 Staldif Appeal Judgement, paras 355-356; Kordi6 and Cerkez Appeal Judgement, paras 1032-1033; Krstic Appeal 

Judgement, para. 218; Celebici Appeal Judgement, paras 412-413; Jelisuf Appeal Judgement, psras 78-79. 
2441 KrqjilnitAppeal Judgement, para. 391; Stalt-M Appeal Judgcmient, para. 367. 
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discriminate.2449 The Appeals Chamber is not convinced by Dordevi6's assertion that the Kordic 

and Cerkez Appeal Judgement improperly applies the Celebici test and recalls that the Kordic and 

Cerkez Appeals Chamber "clearly ex.plained the reasons that warranted the departure from previous 

cases".2450 Subsequent Appeal Judgements :in the Stakic, Naletilic and Martino-vie, and Nahimana et 

al. cases confirmed the approach adopted inKordic and_ Cerkez.2451 . 

841. The Appeals Chamber finds unpersuasive Dordevic's suggestion that the "continuing 

dissents on this matter'' and the Duch Trial Judgement constitute "compelling" reasons to revjsit the 

jurisprudence of the Tribunal.2452 In a number of dissenting opinions, including tp the Kordic and 

Cerkez Appeal Judgement, J~dges Schomburg and Giin.ey have argued "that intra-Article· 5 

convictions for persecutions with other crimes against humanity are impenn.issibly cumulatiye.2453 

The Duch Trial Judgement supports their view.2454 The Appeals Chamber notes, however, that 

neither the dissenting opinions nor the Duch Trial Judgement are binding upon it Further, as stateq. 

above, the Appeals Chatr1.ber in Kordic and Cerkez cl~y explained the reasons for its 

inreipretation of the standard set out in Celebici,2455 and subsequent Appeal Judgements have 
. . 

confirmed the &rdic and Cerkez approach. 2-456 The Appeals Chamber_ ~erefore sees no cogent 

reason to depart from its well-established jµrisprudence. 

8:42. The Appeals Chamber is further satisfied that convictions based on the same acts may be 

entered for the crimes of deportation, other inhumane acts (forcible transfer)~ murder, and 

persecutions under Article 5 of the Statute. The Appeals Chamber accordingly finds that the Trial 

Chamber did not err in law in entering cumulative convictions for the~e crimes. 

· 843. In light of the foregoing, the Appeals Chamber dismisses Dordevic's sub-ground of 

appe·al 18(B) in its entirety., 

:z.M-51 KrajiJnik Appeal Judgement, p~as 389, 391; Stakic Appeal Judgement, parru; 359-362; Kordic and Cerkez Appeal 
Judgenwnt. paras 1041-1042. -

245° Krajisnik Appeal Judgement. para. 389, referr:ing to Kordit and Cerkez Appeal Judgement, para. 1040. 
2451 See. Nahimaria et aL Appeal Judgement, paras 1026--1027; Nalctilic and Martinovic Appeal Judgement, 

paras 587p591; Stakic Appeal Judgement, paras 355-367. · 
2452 See Dordevi~ Appeal Brief, paras 399, 403. 
~ 53 See Kordic and Cerkez Appeal Judgement, Joint Dissenting Opinion of Judge Schomburg and Judge Giiney on 

Cumulative Convictions, Stakic Appeal Judgement, Opinion dissidente du Juge Giiney sur le comul de declax'ations 
de culpabilite, Na!etilic-rmd Martinuvic Appeal Judgement., Opinion dissidente c:onjointe des Juges Giiney et 

_ Schomburg sur le cumul de d6clarations de culpabilite, Nahimana et aL Appeal Judgement, Partly Dissenting 
Opinion. of Judge Giiney. 

u 54 Duch Trial Judgement, para. 565. 
2455 Krajisnik Appeal Judgement, para. 389, :referring to Kordic and Cerkez Appeal Judgement. para. 1040. See Krstic 

Appeal Judgement, paras 230-233; Vasilijevic Appeal Judgement, paras 144-146; Krnojelac Appeal Judgement, 
para. 188. - -
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XIX. PROSECUTION'S FIRST GROUND OF APPEAL: RESPONSIBILITY 

FOR PERSECUTIONS THROUGH SEXUAL ASSAULT 

A. Introduction 

844. The Trial Chamber found that-two young women, Witness Kl4 (in_Pristina/Prishtine town) 

and Witness K20 (in Beleg village, Decaoi/D~an municipality), were raped and that sexual assault 

had been established with regard to both women. 2457 The Trial Chamber was not satisfied that any 

other. alleged sexual assaults bad been proven.2458 Farther,_ the Trial Chamber was not satisfied that 

the crime· of persecutions was established with regard to the established sexual assaults as it did n_ot 

find that they -were carried out with th~ requisite discriminatory mtent. 2459 As the Imlictment does 

not charge s~xual assault other than as an underlying act of persecutions, the Trial Chamber could 

not enter convictions against Dordevic for sexual assault.2460 

845. Under its first ground of appeal, the Pro'~uti.on· submits that the Trial Chamber erred in 

failing- to :fuid: (i) sexual assault in relation to a Kosovo Albanian girl2461 in a convoy in 

Pristina/Prishtine municipality and two young ·Kosovo Albanian women in Beleg, Decani/D~an 
' . 

municipality; (ii) the crime of persecutions through the sexual assaults of these three young women 
. . 

and that of Witness ~t4 and Wi13:1ess K20; and (iii) that Dord:evic was_ liable for these crimes under 

._ the third category of' joint criminal enterprise.2462 The Prosecution requests that the Appeals 

Chamber enter a conviction for persecutions through sexual assault as a crime against humanity and 

2456 See Nahimana et al. Appeal Judgement, paras 1026-1027; Naletilic and Martino-vie Appeal Judgement, 

1925 

· paras 587-591; Stakic Appeal Judgement, paras 355-367, . 
24s7 Tri.al Judgement. paras 838, 1151, 1791, 1793. The Appeals Chamber notes that in t:bose findings, the Trial 

Chamber identified the two WOI!lf:n who had been raped as, rospecti.vely, "a young Kosovo Albaman woman [who] 

was taken from her home in the municipality of Pri.&tina/Prishti:ne by policemen to a hotel" and "a young Kosovo 

Albanian who was subjected to multiple rapes-by VJ soldiers [ ... ]in the night of 29/30 March 1999 :in the village . 

of Beleg" (Trial Judgement, paras 1791, 1793), However, it is clrar from the context that the Trial Chamber was. 
referring to Witness Kl4 and Witness K20, respectively (see Triru Judgement.. paras 833, 838, 1151, 1791, 1793, , 

and references cited tlwrem). ·The Appeals Chamber will therefore in this Judgement refer to these two young 

women by their pseudonyms. · 
2451 Trial Judgement, paras 832, 1792, 1794-1795. . . 
2459 Trial Judgement, paras 1795-1797. . 
2'115C1 See Indictment, paras 72-73, 75, 77. The Indiclm.ent alleges, under Count 5, that E>ordevic is responsible for 

persecutions through s:cxual a&&aults coII!lDitted by the farces of PRY and Serbia (.Indictment, para. 77(c)). -
2461 The Trial Chambor maml.y refers to the female in a convoy as a girl. Howevor •. there is no evidence indicating her 

precise age and whether she should be described as a gjrl or a yollILg woman. Toe Appeals Chamber notes: 1hat 

Witness K14's evidence refers to. her both as a girl and as 11. woml!Il (see K14, ~ Sep 2009, T. 8997-8998, 

9024-9025 (closed session); Exhibits P1325 (confidential), pp 3-4; Pl:126 (confidential), p. 1426). The Appeals 

Chambor will maintam the usage of the ward ''girl" in this Jndgem~t, rather than substituting it with ''yollllg 

woman" but stresses that this must iD no way be understood to imply that her treall:lwnt during~ alleged events is 

JDOrc serious. 
lW Prosecution Appeal Brief., paras 1~ 4-56; Appeal Hearing, 13 Mey 2,013, AT. 175-191, 199-206. 
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increase E>ordevic's sentence.2463 Dordevic argues that the Prosecution has failed to show any errors 

in the impugned-parts of the Tri.al Judgement and that, in any event, the Appeals Chamber does not 

_ pos·sess the power to enter ne\\'. convictions or increase a sentence when there is :IJ,O right of a further 

appeal. 2464 Toe Appeals Chamber will address these submissions in tum. 

B. · Alleged errors in :liDdinm, on sexual assault 

1. Introduction 

846. The Trial Chamber found that the alleged sexual assaults of the Kosovo Albanian girl in a 

convoy in Pristina/Prishtine and two young Kosovo Albanian women in Beleg were not established 

due to a lack of direct evidence.2465 

84 7. The Prosecution submits that by requiring cfuect evidence, the Trial Chamber erroneously 

considered tb.e evidence before it- to be insufficient to prove· these sexual assaults, 2466 The 

. Prosecution contends that the only reasonable conclusion to be drawn from the evidence is that the 

Kosovq Albanian giri in_ a convoy ·and the two young women in Beleg village w~e ~exually 

assaulted and that the Trial Chamber therefore erred when it.found othe.mrise.2467 · 

848. Dordevic responds that the ·Prosecution "simply restates the evidence" without showing how 

the Trial Chamber failed to take it into consideration.2468 He contends that the Trial Chamber acted 

within its discretion when it declined to rely solely on cm:umstantial or indirect evidence.246~ 

849. In this sub-secti.6n, the Appeals Cb.amber w.ill first set out the elements of sexual assault. It 

will subsequently address the submissions with regard to _the alleged sexual assaults of the girl ~ ~ 

convoy in Pristina/Prishtine municipality and the two y01mg women in Beleg. 

2. Definition and elements of sexual assault 

850. The Appeals Chamber notes that the definition and elements of sexual assault have been 

discussed, in vmious degrees o~ detail, by several trial cbambers.2470 Trial chambers have held that 

2463 Prosecution Appeel Brief, para. 56; Appeal.Hearing, 13 May 2013, AT.178, 206. 
246'.'- Dordevi~ Response Brief, paras 3-6, 54. 
2465" Trial Judgement, paras 1792, 1794. The Trial Chamber also found that the alleged sexual assaults m the 

mmtlci.palities of Srbica/Skenderaj and P.rizren bad not been proven (I'rial Judgement, para.. 1795). The Prosecution 

has not appealed this finding. 
2466 Prosecution Appeal Brief, paras S, 18. 
2467 Prosecution Appeal Brief, paras S, 18, 22, 24, 34, 39. 
24611 Dorc:levic Response Brief, paras 33, 35. 
2"W9 · See £>o[dcvi6 Response Brief, paras 33-34. 
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sexual assault is broader than rape and encompasses "all serious abuses, of a sexual nature inflicted 

upon the physit:al and moral integrity of a person by m~ of coercion. threat of force or 

intimidation in a way that is humiliating and degrading for the victim's Jii_gnity".2471 The Appeals 

Chamber notes that the Milutinovic! et al. Trial Cb.amber, after· a thorough analysis, identified the 

elements of sexual assault as follows: 

(11.) The physical perpetrator connµits an act of ·a sexual nature on another; this includes requiring 
that other person to perform such an act 

{b) That act mfringes the victim's physical integrity or amoUDts to an outrage tn the victim's 

personal dignity. 

(c) The victiµi does not consCid: to the act. 

(d) The physical perpetrator intentionally commits tbe act. 

(e) The physical petpetra.tor i~ aw.ere that the 11.ct occurred without the consent of the.victim.2472 

8S1. This definition was ad.op~ by the Tri.al Chamber in the present case: 2473 While the Appeals 

Chamber is satisfied that this definition correctly reflects the elements of sexual assault ( other than 
. . ' 

rape), it finds that some further elaboration is useful 

852. It is· evident.that sexual assault req~s that an act of a sexual nature take place. The 

Appeals Chamber notes that the act must also coristi.tute an infringement of the _victim's physi~ or 

_moral ~tegrity.2474 Often the parts of the body commonly associated with sexuality are targeted· or 

involved. Physical contact is, however, not required for an act to be qualified as sexual in nature::-475 

; 

Forcing a person to perform. or witness certain acts may be sufficient. so long as the acts humiliate 

and/or degrade the victim in a sexual manner.2476 Furthermore, the Appeals Chamber agrees with 

the MUutinovic et al. ·Trial Chamber that "it would be inappropriate to place emphasis on the se~ 

gratification of the peipetrator [ .... ]. In the c.ontext of an armed conflict, the sexu~ humiliation and 

uw Sec Milutinovit! et al. Trial J11dgenwnt, vol. 1, paras 195-201; Brdanin Trial Judgement, 0 para. 1012; Stakic Tri.al 

Judgcment, para. 757; FurundiijtJ, Trial Judgement, para. 186. · 
2411 Brdanin Trial Judgement, para. 1012; Stakic'Trial Judgement, para. 757; Furundlija Trial Judgement, para. 186 (:in 

these cases, the definition of sexual assault was not challenged on appeal). See Kvolk.a. · et al. Trial Judgement, 

para. 180, referring to Akayesu Trial Judgement. para. 688 (tho definition of sexual assault was again not 

challenged on appeal). SeeAkayesu Trial Judgement. in which the Trial Chamber held that "sexual violence, which 

includes rape, [is] any act of a. sexual nature which is committed 01,1 a person under circumstances which are 

coercive. [It] is not limitoii to physical. invasion of the human body and may :include acts which do not involve 

penetration or even physical contact'' (AkayeS"u Trial Judgement. para. 688. ·This definition was also not challenged 
~~~ ' . . 

24-n. Milutinovic et al. Trial Judgement, voL 1, para. 201. 

1923 

2473 Trial Judgement, para. 1768. 
2474 See StakicTrial Judgement, para. 757; Furundzija Trial Judgement, para. 186. i 

u,s See Milutinuvic et al Trial-Judgement, v~l. 1, para. 199; Akayesu Trial Judgement. para. 688. · ! 
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_ degradation of the victim is a more_ pertinent factor than the gratification of the perpetrator" as it is 

precisely the sexual h~ation and degradation which "provides specificity to the offence".2477 

With regard to the issue of consent, the Appeals Chamber considers that any form of coercion, 

including acts or threats -·of (physical or psychological) vio1ence, abuse of power, any other forms of 

duress and generally oppressive surrounding circumstances, may constitute proof of lack of conser_i.t 

3:D-d usually is an indication thereof. 2478 In addition. a status of detention. particularly during anned 

conflict, will normally vitiate consent.2479 

3. Kosovo Albanian girl in a convoy in Pristina/Prishtine municipalitt 

853. The Trial Chamber considered Witness K14's evidence that, sometime in April 1999, a 

Kosovo Albanian girl, who was travelling with other displaced- -persons in a convoy from 
' . 

. . 

Grastica/Grashti.ce in the Pristina!Prishtine municipality to tbe town of Pristina/Prishtine, was taken 

off a tractor in Lukare/Llukar by two men, one being a policeman and the other carrying knives and 

dressed in camouflage trousers.2480 The man dressed in camouflage trousers took the girl into the 

woods, while the policeman stood guard.2481 When the man came out of the woods, the policeman 

then went into the woods with the girl.24n The Trial Chamber considered Witness K14's·evidence 

that the girl was heard. from the convoy to be screaming and crying while in the woods, and that 

when she was returned to the convoy about half an hour later, .she was flushed from crying.24&3 It 

also noted that, while she bad been clothed when taken into the woods, "[s]he was barefoot, 

wrapped in a blanket and appeared to be naked" upon return to the convoy. 2484 The "Trial Chamber 

concluded that the ~vidence ~n the allegeo sexual assault of th~ girl in the convoy was insufficie~t 

to satisfy a finding of sexual assault, no_ting in particular the.lack of direct evidence regarding the 

events in the woods.2485 

2416 See Milutirwvicf et al. Trial Judgement. vol. 1, para. 199; Brdatdn Trial Judgement, para. 1012; Stakic Trial 
- Judgement, p11ra. 757; °Furundfi.Ja Trial Judgement, para. 186. · 

2411 Milutinovic et al. Trial Judgement, vol 1, para. 199. 
2478 See Mi1.utirwvic et aL Trial Judgement, vol. 1, para. 200. · 
2479 See Kvocka et aLAppeal Judgement, para.-396; Krmarac et al. Appeal Judgement, paras 132-133; Milutinovic et 

a1. Tri.al Judgement, vol. 1, para. 200. = Trial Judgement, paras 832, 1792. 
24-lll Trial Judgement, paras 83 2, 1792. 
2482 Trial Judgement, para. 832. · 
24113 Trial Judgement, paras 832, 1792. . t 
2484 Trial Judgement, paras 832, 1792. with :furthf'!r references. . 
WIS Trial Judgement, pBias 832, 1792. ' 
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(a) Argume~ts of the partie~ . 

854. . The Prosecution submits that the Trial Chamber erred in finding that the girl taken from~ 

· convoy was not sexually assaulted.2486 According to the Pr~_secution, Witness Kl4 witnessed that 

the girl was sexually assaulted by two men: a policeman and a man carrying knives and dressed in 

camouflage trousers. 2487 It argues that the intent of tbe DIBn was clear when they told the girl she 

was beautiful and dragged her from the convoy into the woods."2481! According to. the Prosecution. 

. the specific circumstances of the· incident further confirm that the girl was subjected to sexual 

assault These circumstances include that the men took twns going into the woods with the girl and 

standing guard, the girl returned wrapped in a blanket and appeared to be naked after the incident 

wbile she had been_ dressed before, and "[~]he showed Iio signs of bruising or bleeding that could 

have accounted for her screams. "2489 

855. Dordevic responds that no one saw what happened to the girl in the woods and _-she did not 

. tell anyone what occurred. 2490 He contends that the only available evidence is Witness Kl4's 

assumption regarding "what may have happened to the girl" taken.from a convoy, and that the Trial 

Chamber acted within its discretion in declining to rely ~olely on her circumst~tial ·evidence to 

. make a finding that sexual assault was not. established. 2491 

(b) Analysis 

856~ · The Appeals Chamber recalls that trial chambers are vested with broad discretion in their 

assessment of the evidence. 2492 Therefore, the Appeals Chamber will not lightly disturb a trial 

chamber's finding of fact. 2493 It will only do so when it considers that no reasonable trier of fact 

could have reached th~ impugned decision.2494 The Appeals Chamber will assess whether no 

2416 Prosecution Appeal Brief, paras 18-24; Appeal Hearing, 13 May 2013, AT. 179. 
248'1 Prosec.utibn Appeal Brief, paras 18, 20. 
24118 Prosecution Appeal Rrief, paras 20-22, reforri.;i.g to Tri.al Judgement, para. 832, Exhibit Pl325 (confidential), 

wu . 
2489 Prosecution Appeal Brief, paras-20-22. The Prosecution :furthor refe.r& specifically to the fact that the girl's sere~ 

could be beard :in tbc convoy and that she was red in the face and -flushed from crying when she returned to the 
convoy (Prosecution App_eal Brief, paras 20-22, referring to Trial Judgement. para. 832, Exhibit Pl325 
(confidential), Kl4, 24 Sep 2009, T. 8997-8998 (closed sessicm). 

2490 :E>ordevic Response Brief, para.. 34. · 
2>191 Dordevit Response Brief, paras 33-34. . · . · 
2492 See e.g. Bofkoski and Tarc_ulovski Appeal Judgement, para. 14. Kupreskic et al Appeal Judgement, paras 30-32; 

Nchamihigo Appeul Judgement, para. 47. 
l4!13 D. Milo1evi6 Appeal. Judgem_ent, para. 15; Mrkiic and S"f,iiwmcan.in. Appeal Judgement, para. 14; Simic Appeal 

Judgement, para. 11; Krrwjelac Appe.al Judgement, para. 11. See also supra, para. 17. · 
2494 Haiodinaj et aL Appelll. Judgement, para. 12; Boikoski and Tarculovsld Appeal JudgClIWnt, para. 13; D. Miloimt · 

Appe!ll Judgement, para. 15'; Mrldic and Sfjivancanin Appeal Jµdgemcnt., para. 13. See also supra, para. 16. 
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reasonable trial chamber could have found that the evidence was insufficient to satisfy a finding of 

sexual assault in relation to the girl in a convoy. 

857. With regard to the lack of direct evidence, to which the Trial Chamber referred, the Appeals 

Chamber recalls that a trial chamber may infer the existence of a particular fact upon which the 

guilt of the accused depends from circumstantial evidence, as long as it is the only reasonable 

. infere~ce that could ~e drawn from the evidence presented.2495 This also means that there js no 

requirerp.ent that an alleged victim personally testify in a case for a trial chamber to make a finding 

that a crl.n?-e was committed. AB regards the alleged sexual assault of the- girl in the convoy, the 

Appeals Chamber considers that the facts that she was heard from the convoy to be screaming ~d 

cryirig, and that when she retmned to the convoy she was flushed from ccying,2496 are clear 

indications that she was subjected to mistreatment at the hands of the two men while in the woods. 

Fwth~r, as the Trial Chamber noted, the girl was dressed when she was taken into the woods. but 

wrapped in a blanket and appeared to be naked when she returned. 2497 The Appeals Chamber 

considers that ~e only reasonable conclusion in a situation where a young girl is taken by men to a 

location out of sight, is heard screaming and crying, and is retupied in a seemingly naked state, is 

that she was subjected to mistreatment that was sexual in nature.2498 This is further corroborated by: 

{i) the suggestive comment made by one of the men when taking the girl fro~ the convoy,2499 

(ii) the fact that the men took turns standing guard and going into the woods to be alone with the 

girl, 2500 (iii) the girl's apparent emotional trauma when she returned to the convoy wbile she did not 

show any visible sign of external violence, such as bruising or bleeding, that could have otherwise 

1920 

2495 Galic Appeal Judgement. para. 218; Stakic Appeel Judgement, para. 219; Celebici Appeal Judgement, para. 458;. 

· Kupres/de et al. Appeanudgement, para. 303; Muhimana Appeal Judgement, para. 49. 
l4!1G See Trial JudgeIIlf:nt, paras 832, 1792. . 

Z4Y1 Tri.al Judgement, paras 832, 1792. . . 
2498 Cf. Muhimcuia Trial Judgement, para. 32, in which the Trial Chamber found that: "[a]ltbough Witness AP was not 

an eye witness to the rape of Goretti and Languida, the Chamber infers that tqe Accused raped them on the basis of 

the following factors: the witness saw the Accused take the girls .into his house; she heard the victims scream, 

mentioning the Accused's name and stating that they 'did not expect him to do that' to them; finally the witnesses 

saw the Accused lead the victims out of bis l!-ouse, stark naked, and she noticed that they were walldng 'with their 

legs apart"' (Muhimana Trial Judgement, para, 32). 'lbfl Appeals Chamber confirmed that, on this basis of this 

evidence, it was reasonable for the trial cbH.mber to have found. that the girls wen: raped (Muhiman.a Appeal 

Judgement, para. 50). The Appeals Ch.amber did not, however,- uphold the finding that the accused personally 

committed the rapes (Muhimana Appeal Judgement, paras 51-52). 
249~ See Exhibits P1325 (confidential), pp 3-4; P1326 (confidential), p. 1426; K14, 24 Sep 2009, T. 8997, 9024 (closed 

-'session). According to Witness K14, one of the men told the giri "Come h::re with me, You're very beautiful'' 

(Exhibits P1325 (confidential), p, 3; P1326 (confidential), p. 1426; Kl4, 24 Sep 2009; T. 8997, 9024 (closed 

session)). Cf. Prosecution Appeal Brief, para. 22. · 
2500 See Trial Judgement, -para. 832, referring to Exhibit P1325 (confi<lential), p. 4, K14, 24 Sep 2009, T. 90~-9026 

(closed session). 
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accounted for her screaming and crying,2501 and (iv) Witness K14's evidence that.the Dian whq

canied. knives and· was· dressed in .green camouflage trousers was known to do "these kinds of 

things" .2502 The Appeals Chamber finds that no reasonable trier ~f fact presented with this evidence 

could have failed to conclude that the only reasonable inference was that the girl was subjected to 

an act sexual in nature that infriµged upon her right to physical integrity and/or amounted to an. 

outrage on her personal dignity. Moreover, the circumstances, including that the girl was "dragged .. 
. . 

into the woods by the men and that she was heard to be screaming, shouting. and crying, confirm 

that the girl did_ not consent and that the two men knew this. 2503 

1919 

858. The Appeals Chamber considers that this conclusion is not undermined by l>ordevic' s 

argument that the only evidenc~ on this assault comes ¥Om Witness K14 without corroboration.2504 

In this regard,_the Appeals Chamber recalls that the testimony of a single witness may be accepted 

without the need for corroboration, even if it relates to a material fact.2505 Additionally, although 

Witness Kl 4 did not directly witness what the men did to the young girl in the woods, the Appeals 

Chamber considers· that Witness Kl 4' s evidence is not simply based on an "assumption" as 

suggested by D~vic.25015 Rathet, it consists of what Witness K14 personally observed and heard 

.immediately prior to, d~g, and after the taking of the girl into the woods.2507 Moreover, ·the· 

Appeals· Chamber observes that the Trial Chamber found Wi1ness Kl4's evidence to be reliable.2508 

Also, Dorde,ic does not raise specific challenges to Witness Kl4's eredibility. 

859. · In .view of these considerations; the Appeals Chamber ~nsiders that no reasonable trier of 

fact could have concluded that the evidence was insufficient to prove the sexual assault of the· 

Kosovo Albanian girl in a convoy by two men. one being a police~. Th~ Appeals Chamber 

therefore finds that the Prosecution has shown that the Trial Chamber erred in its assessment of the 

2501 See Trial Judgement, p~ 832 (referring to Exhibit Pl325 (confidential), p. 4, K14, 24 Sep 2009, T. 8997 (closed 

session)), 1792. According to Witness K14, the girl showed no signs of bruises or bleeding but looked "'quit£; 

cliffercnt" when she was returned back to the convoy, being completely red in the face and flushed, with crying 

(Exhibit P132S (confidential), p. 4; K14, 24 Sep 2009, T. 8997 (closed session)). 
i!.502- Exhibit Pl325 (confidential), p. 4. · 
2503 Exhibit Pl"325 (confidential), pp 3-4; K14, 24 Sep i009; T. 8997 (closed session). 
25°' See Dordevic Response Brief, para. 34. · -
2505 Har,adinaj et al. Appeal Judgement. para. 219; Taditf Appeal Judgement, para. 6S; Alek.rov.tki Appeal Judgemr;nt, 

para. 62; Celebict Appeal Judgement, paras 492, 506; Kayishema and Ruzindana Appeal Jadgement, para. 154. See 

also D. Milosevic Appeal Judgement. para. 215 (expressing that "nothing prombits a Trial Chamber from relying 

on uncorroborated evidence; it has the discretion to decide in the c:ircwnstances of each case whether corroboration 

is necessary or whether to rr;,ly on uncorroborared, but otherwise credible,. witness testimony"). 
2506 See Dordevic Response Brief, para. 34. - - · 
2507 Exhibits P1325 (confidential), P1326 (confidential); K14, 24 Sep 2009, T. 8997-8998, 9024, 9026 (closed session). 
2501 The Tr.i!l. Chamber stated it had taken :into account varlations in the e\ideqce of !be witness on certain issues but 

found that such variation& did not affect the reliability of her evidence (Trial Jud~nt, para. 833, fn. 3209). 
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evidence. The Appeals Chamber will address the Prosecution's submission that this sexual assault• 

constitutes the crime of persecutions in the following section. 2509 

4. Two young Kosovo Albanian women in Bdeg 

860. The two young. Kosovo Albanian women in Beleg were detained on the night of 29 to 

30 March 1999 together with a group of other women and children, including Witness K20 and 

Witness K58.2510 The Trial Chamber found that Witness K20 was raped that night by members of 
. . 

the Serbian forces.2511 In address~g the alleged sexual assaults of the other two young women, the 

Trial Chamber recalled Witness K5 8' s evidence that: 

otm:r young Kosovo· Albanian women Wt:I'e selected and taken away by soldiers, for lengthy 
periods of time throughout the night of 29/30 March 1999 in Beleg. When the young women were 
brought back, they· were cryin:§ and had ifu;hevelled hair. One of them was heBrd telling her 
mother that she had been raped. 11 · 

The Trial Chamber concluded that: "[i]n the absence of further evidence [it was] unable t.o make a 

finding that these two women were subjected to sexual assault. "2513 

(a) Arguments of the parties 

861. The Prosecution submits that the Trial Chamber erred in finding that the two young Kosovo 

Albanian wome!1 were not sexually assaulted cin the night of 29 to 30 March 1999 by failing to 

consider the relevant evidence of Witness K20.2514 It argues that had the Trial Chamber considered 

all of the relevant evidence, including that of Witness K20, it would have found that the two young 

women were sexually assaulted.2515 According to the Prosecution, the evidence shows that the two 

young women were taken to a burnt-out house together with Witness K20,2516 who saw one of the 

_women being taken tci a room by Serl;>ian forces ·and heard both women screaming.2517 The 

Prosecution contends that the conclusion that the two young women were .sexually assaulted is 

2509 See infra, Section XIX.C.3. 
:z.no See Trial Judgement, paras 1149-1152, with further references. 
25u Trial Judgement, para. 1151, 1793. See also infra, Section XIX.C. 
2:S12 Trial Judgement, para. 1794 (citations omitted). See also Trial Judgement, para.. 1152, referring to Emits Pl080, 

p. 6, P1081, p. 74-68, K58, 13 Jul 2009, T. 7299. 
2513 Trial Judgement, para. 1794. -
2514 Prosecution Appeal Brief, paras 5, 34, referring to _Trial Judgement, para.1794. Exhibits P1279 (confidential), 

pp 5-6, P1281 (ccmfidentirl), p. 2S32; Prosecution Reply Brief, para. 10. See Appeal Hearing, 13 May 2013, 
AT. 179, 182. · 

:isis Prosecution Appeal Brief, para. ~4; Prosecution Reply Brief, para. 10. 
2516 Prosecution Appeal Brief, paras 34-3 5. 
2511 Prosecution Appeal Brief, para. 36; Appeal Hearing, 13 May 2013, AT.182. 
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further supported by the fact that during that same night,. other young Kosovo Albanian women 

were sexually assaulted.1518 

1917 

862. Dardevic responds that the evidence presented on the alleged sexual assaults of the two 

young women in Beleg is based on hearsay and uncorroborated.2519 He contends that Witness K58's 

evidence on the incident is hearsay as she overheard one girl telling her mother that she had been 

raped..2520 He adds that Wiµiess K58 did not know the girl who told her mother that she had been 

raped. 2521 Therefore, ·it could have been that Witness K58 overheard Witness K20, for whom sexual 

assault has been established, -telling her mother that she had been raped. is:n Dordevic further argues 

that the two young women both. told Witness K20 that they had not been raped . and that 

Witness K20's assump~on is therefore the only basis for establishing that they were subjected to 

sexual assault.2523 Dordevic submitc! that the Tri.al Chambe.t" acted within its discretion in declining 

to rely sol~ly on this circumstantial evidence to make a finding of sexual assault in relation to this 

incident.1524 

(b) Analysis 

863. In finding that the sexual assaults of the two young women in Beleg were not established, 

the Trial Chamber relied only on the evidence of Witness K58. 2525 The Trial Chamber thereby 

· failed to consider the evidence of Witness K20 on this incident, even though it had previously 

discussed Witnes~ K20's evidence in the context of the description of event~ in Beleg, found her 

credible, and relied on her evidence to find that she was raped. 2526 

864. The Appeals Cha:mber recalls that, while a trial chamber is not obliged to refer to every 

piece of evidence on the record, failure to address evidence that is clearly relevant to a finding 

2511 Prosecution Appeal Brief, para. 37. The Prosecution refers to evidence that during that night, other· women were 

takon away in small groups for lengthy periods by Serbian soldiers, retm:ned crying and with dishevelled hair, and 

one of them-was ovflilward saying that she had bee~ raped (Prosecution Appeal Brief, para. 37, referring to Trial 

Judgement, paras 1151-1152, 1794). See Appeal Hearing, 13 May 2013, AT. 182. 
2519 Dordevic Response Brief, para. 34. 
25111 Dordevic Response Brief, para. 34, referring to Trial Judgement, para. 1794. 
2511 Don1evic Response Brief, para. 34, referring to Ex1nbit P1080, p. 9. 

•· im Dord.evic Response Brief. para. 34. · . 
:zs23 Dord.evic Response Brief, para. 34, referring to Exln"bit Pl279 (c~ntial), p. 6. 
25U Dordevic Response Brief, para. 33. · · . 
2525 Trial Judgement, para. 1?94. The Trial Chamber recalled Witness KSS's evidence that several women were

selected and removed from the room by soldiers during the course of the night and that. when they retumed they 

w:ere crying and bad dishevelled hair, and· one of them was heard telling her mother thai she had been raped. The 

Trial Chamber statc4 tha:t no further evidence bad been presented (Trial Judgement, para. 1794, refening to Trial 

Judgement, para. 1152). . 
2nli TriAl Judgement. perl!fl 1148-1151. 1793, and references cited tbcrein. 
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amounts to an error oflaw.2527 Witness K20 knew the other two y~ung women.252& The three young 

· women were taken together from the room in which they were being held by members of the 

Serbian forces to a nearby house, where Witness K20 was raped and the other two young women 

were allegedly subjected to sexual assault at the same time.2529 Considering the clear relevance of 

Witness K20's evidence to the Trial Chamber's 'finding on the alleged sexual assaults of the other 

two young women. the Trial Chamber's. failure to take this evidence into account constitutes an 

error of law. 

865. In light of this error, the Appeals Chamber will now e~e Witness K20's evidence 

regarding the alleged sexual assaults of the two young women, who were taken to the house along 

with her by m~mbers of the Serbian forces. The Appeals Chamber will deterprine whether it_is 

convinced beyond a reasonable doubt on the basis of all the available evidence that the only 

riasonable inference is that the two young women were subjec~d to sexual assault.2530 

866. On the night of .29. to 30 March 1999, members of the Serbian forces e~tered the room 

where they bad detained the two young women together with a group of other Kosovo Albanian 

w~men and.children.2531 The men indicated that they needed people to help clean and some older 

women volunteered to go with the soldiers.2532 The soldi~rs, however, told them to stay in the 

room.2533 They then "checked the faces of the people in the room using a flashlight" and selected 

Witness K20 and the two other young women to come with them.2534 The three women were Ween 

together to a nearby house, where they were each taken to diff~rent rooms.~35 ·witness K20 started 

2527 K-voc'Jm et al Appeal Judgement, para. 23; Celebici Appeal Judgement, para. 498; Kupreski6 et al. Appeal 
Judgement, para. 39; Korduf a.nd Cerh"{. Appeal Judgement, para: 382. The Appeals Chamber also recalls that it is 
to be presumed· that the trial chamber evaluated all the evidence presented to it, as long as there is no indication that 
tlie trial chamber completely disregarded any particular piece of evidence (Kvocka et al.. Appeal Judgement, 
para. 23). . 

2.5Zll Exhibits P1279 (confidential), p. 4; P1280, p. 4; Pl281 (confidential), pp 2513, 2527. 
2-129 Exhibits P1279 (confidential), pp 4-6;· Pl280, pp 4-6; P1281 (confideO:ti.al), pp 2526-2527, 2558; P12S2 

(confidential), pp 10063-10064; K20, 27 Aug 2009, T. 8494, 8502-8503 (closed session). See also Trial 
Judgement, paras 115()..1151; Exhibits Pl080, p. 6; P1081, pp 7467-7468, 7476-7477; K58, 13 Jul 2009, T. 7299, 
7329-7330, 7343. 

1916 

2.530 See supra, para. 15. CJ Prosecution Appeal Brief, paras 34-39. . · 
2.531 Trial Judgement, paras 1149-1150; Exhibits P1279 (confidential), p, 4; P1280, p. 4; P1281 (confidential), · 

pp 2526-2527, 2558; P1282 (confidential), pp 10063-10064; K20, 27 Aug 2009,"T. 8494 (closed session), See also 
Exhibits Pl080, p. 6; Pl081, pp 7467-7468, 7477-7478; K5B, 13 Jul 2009, T. 7299, 7329-7330, 7343. 

2532- Trial Judgement, para. 1150; Exhibits Pl079 (con:fidenful), p. 6; P1279 (confidential), p. 4; Pl280, p. 4; Pl281 
(confidential), p. 2558; K58, 13 Jul 2009, T. 7299, 7343. · 

2533 Trial Judgement, para. 1150; Exhibits P1279 (confidential), p. 4; Pl280, p. 4. 
-2534 Trial Judgement; paras 1149-1150; Exhibits P1279 (confidential), p. 4; P1280, p. 4; P1281 (confidential), 

pp 2526-2527, 2558; P1282 (confidential), pp 10063-10064; K20, 27 Aug 2,009, T. 8494 (closed session). See also 
· Exhibit! Pl080, p. 6; P1081, pp 7467-7468, 7477-7478; KSB, 13 Jul 2009, T. 7299, 7329-7330, 7343. 
2535 Trial Judgement, para. 1151; Exhibits P1279 (confidential), p. 5; Pl280, p. 5; K20, 27 Aug 2009, T. 8503 (closed 

session). · · 
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scream.mg as a soldier started fo un~s her.2536 However, an Albanian speaking policeman 

standing guard commented: "[w]hy.are you screaming? [A]ren't the other ones girls as well?"2537 

The soldier th.en took Witness K20 to a bathroom where she was ·raped .by several soldiers.2538 

According to Witness K20, while she was· in the house, she could hear the screams of the oth~ two 

women, with the ·screams of one_being particularly clear because she was held in the room next to 

the bathroom where Witness K20 was raped.2539 Witness K20 ·stated that: "[t]he same what 

happened to me, must have happened with them. Their screams were the same as my screams while 

they raped me.''2540 Upon their return to the room where the group of women and children were 

held. one . of the two young women told Witness K20 that she had been clearrlng and both told 

Witness K20 that the soldiers had not done anything to them.2541 'The Appeals Chamber notes that 
• • 

I • 

this is e:xactly ~e same explanation that the soldiers had instructed Witness K20 to give to her 

family· after sh~ was raped.:25~2 The Appeals Chamber further notes that according to Witness K20, 

one· of the girls seemed "a little bit-lost'' after she· returned. and that she heard each of the two 

women screaming while they were :in the house wi.tb. the soldiers.2543 It finds that this evidence 

stands'·in stark contrast to the two women's claim that n,otbing had been done to them..2544 The . 

comment by the Albanian speaking policeman prior to her rape further supports the inference that 

the two women were subjected to the same fate as Wi~ss K20. In. addition, the Appeals Chamb~ 

considers that it is not uncommon for women to r~-from disclosing that th_ey were sexually 

assaulted ~epending _on, inter alia, personal fee11:ngs of shame· or fear, religious :views, sociocultural 

background, and the int~ity and severity of the attack. 2545 

867. The Appeals Chamber further notes that Witness KS&- was held in the same room . as 

Witne~s K20, the two young women, and the group of women and children on the night that these 

2536 Exhibits P1279 (coDfidential), p. 5; P1280, p. S; Pl281 (confide.ntial}, p. 2529. See Trial Judgement, para. 1151. 

2S3'7 Exhibit Pl281 (confidential), pp 2529-2530. Sec Trial Judgement, para. 1151. · 
_ 2531 Trial Judgement, paras 1151, 1793; Exhibits P1279 (confidential), p. 5; P1280, p. 5; Pl281 (confidential), 

pp 2529-2532. . . · 
2539 Exhibits P1279 (confidential), p. 6; P1280, p. 6. 
2540 Exhibits P1279 (confidential), p. 6; P1280, p. 6. 
" 41 Exhibits P1279 (confidential), p. 6; Pl280, p. 6. . 
ZS4z See Exhibits P1279 (co:afidentiel), p. ·5; P1280, p. S; K20, 27 Aug-2009, T. 8504 {closed sesnon). · 
2543 Exltlbits Pl279 (confidenfutl.), p. 5; P1280, p. 6. . 
2544 See Exhibits P1279 (confidentw), p. 6; P1280., p. 6. 
2545 Seo K.G. Weiss, ''Too ashamed to report Deconstructing the shame or sexual victimization", Feminist 

Criminology, VoL 5(3) (July 2010), pp 286-310; S.G. Smith, ''The Process and Meaning of Sexual Assault 

Disclosure", Psychology Dissertation, pa.per 7 (2005), pp 19, 23, 31. See also PL. Fanflik, Victim Responses to 
Sexual A.uault: Counter-Intuitive or Simply Adaptive (National D:isttict Attorneys· Associatton American 

Prosecutors Researchlnsti.rute, Speci.el Topic Serl.es, Aug2007), pp 4-5. Toe·Appeals Chamber also not.es that the 

Trial Chambc,r in Kvocka et aL found lha.t "the: fact that Witness K did nnt mention [her) rape incident in 1993 to a 

journalist [was] irrolevant, particularly in light of the suuaf and intensely personal nature of the crime" 
(Kvocla et aL Trial Judgement, para. S52 (emphasis added)). · - · 
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events occurred.2546 Toe Appeals Chamber observes that Witness K58's evidence is corroborative 

of that of Witness K20. In p¥ticular, ·according to Witness K58, during the course of that night, on 

several occ~ons. ''young girls" were selected and about 20 of them were taken away in small 

groups by !he soldiers for lengthy periods of time; supposedly to clean.2547 Vv'hen the young wonien 

returned they were crying and had dishevelled h.air.2548 The Appeals Chamber ~otes that Witness 

K58 overheard one of the women telling her mother that she had been raped. 2549 The Appeals 

Chamber notes Dordevic's argument that, as Witness K58 did not know the woman whom she 

overheard talking to her mother, it may have been Witness K20. 2550 However, the Appeals Chaiil..ber 

recalls that Witness K58 stated that she heard one mother ask her daughter: "'[w]hat did they do to 

you?' And she answered, 'Mom, they raped us"'.2551 This is inconsistent with Witness K20's 

evidence of what she told her mother. Witness K20 stated that: "[m]y mother must have understood 

what had happened. She asked me: 'How many'. I answered her: 'Four'. This is all I told my 

mother."2552 Therefore, Dordevic's argument does not hold. 

868. In the view of the Appeals Chamber. this evidence supports the inference that, in addition to 

Witness K20, the other two young women were sexually assaulted after being taken to tbe'nearby 

house by the soldiers that night.· Considering the evidence as a whole, the Appeals Chamber finds 

that the only reasonable inference is that the twq young women were subjected to an act sexual in 

nature that infringed upon their right to physical integrity and/or amounted to an outrage to their 

personal dignity. Furthermore, the circumstances, including the fact that the two young women, 

along with Witness K20, were removed by the soldiers from the room where they were detained 

~d taken to another house, where they were heard to be screaming, confirm that they did not 

consent and that the peipetrators of their sexual assaults knew that they did not consent. 

869. The Appeals Cpamber is therefore convinced beyond reasonable doubt that the only 

reasonable inference is that the two young Kosovo Albanian women in Beleg, taken away with 

Witness K20, were sexually assaulted by members of the Serbian forces. The Appeals Chamber 

finds that the Prosecution has shown that the Trial Chamber erred in its assessment.of the evidence, 

2S4li Trial Judgement, paras 1149-1150; Exhibits P1080, p. 6; Pl081, pp 7467-7468; Pl279 (confidential), ·p. 4; P1280, 
' p. 4; P1281 (confidential), pp 2526, 2558; P12.B2 (confidential), p. 10064; 1\58, 13 Jul 2009, T. 7299, 7329-7330, 

7343; K20, Zl Aug 2009, T. 8494 (closed session), 
2547 Trial Judgement, para. 1152. See also Exhibits Pl080, p. 6; Pl081, pp 7467-7468; K58, 13 Jul 2009, T. 7298-7299. 
2548 Trial Judgement, paras 1152, 1794; Exhibits Pl080, p. 6; P108 l, pp 7 468. 
2549 Trial Judgement,paras 1152, 1794, See aha Exhibits Pl079 {confidential), p. 6; Pl080, p, 6; P1081, p. 7468. 
:zsso Dordevic Appeal Brief, para. 34. . 

:zs5t Exhi.bitP1081, pp 7468. . ' 
2552 Exhibits P:1279 (confidential), p. 6; P1280, p. 6. 

V . 
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Whether these acts amounted to persecutions, as alleged by the Prosecution. will be addressed in the 

following section. 2553 

C. Alleged e1Tors regarding findings on persecutions through sexual assault 

· 1. Introduction 

1913 

870. The Appeals Chamber recalls that the Tri.al Chamber found that Wimes; K2a2554 and 

Witness K-14 were raped, 2555 and that sexual assault had been establishe~ in respect of these two 

young women. 2556 Howev~r. the ~nal Chamber found that these acts were nc::-,t committed with 

discriminato:ry intent, and thus did not constitute persecutions.2557 The· Prosecuti,on appeals this 

finding, arguing that Trial Chamber ·erred in law and in fac~.2558 The Appeals Chamber further 

r~alls that it has found th~ the Trial chamber erred in failing to find that the Kosovo Albanian ·girl 

in a convoy in Prutina/Prishtine municipality and the two young Kosovo AJbanian woman in Beleg 

who were detained together with. Witness K.20 were sexually assaulted. 2559 Th_e Prosecutj:on submits -

that these sexual assaults were also carried out with the intent to discriminate and amounted to acts 

of persecutions.2560. 

871. The Appeals Chamber will first address the alleged error of law. 

- . 
2. Alleged error of law in the evaluation. of relevant evidence in assessing the discriminatory intent 

regarding the rapes of Witness K20 and Witness K14 

(a) Introduction 

872. The Trial Chamber stated that: 

[n]o spe.cific evidence has been presented with respect to either of .the incidents that the 

perpetrators [ of the sexual assaults of Kl 4 and K20]. acted with intent to discriminate. While ·the 
victims in each of these incidents were Kosovo-Albanians and the _perpetrators were members of 
the Serbim forces, comrldering the limited numbfll" of incidents relied on to support this underlying 

act of-persecutions, the Chamber finds that the ethnicity of the two victims alone is not a sufficient 
basis to establish that the perpetrators acted witb,discrimma.tory m~ 2561 -

2553 S~ infra. Section XIX.C.3. 
2554· TrlelJudgement, para. 1793. See also Trial.Judgement;. paras 1150--1152. 
2555 Trial Judgement. para. 1791. See also Trial Judgement. paras 833-838. 
zs,; Trial Judgement. paras 1791, 1793. 
2557 Trial Judgement. paras 1796-1797. . 
zm ProsecutionAppealBrief,paras 1, 4-6, 8-17, 25-33, 40-41, 56. 
2559 See supra. paras 859, 869. - · 

2S"IIO Prosecution Appeal Brief, paras 1. 18--24, 34-39. 
2561 Trial Judgement, para. 1796. · 
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(b) Arguments of the parties 

873. The Prosecution submits that the Trial Chamber erred in law in evaluating the sexual 

assaults of Witness K20 and Witness Kl.4 in isolation and thus only considering a subset of the 

relevant evidence.2562 It argues that, contrary to the Trial Chamber's conclusion. "the ethnicity of 

the victims was not the only evidence presented to establish th.a~ the perpetrators acted with 

discriminatory intent''.2563 'fi?-e ·Prosecution submits that, by concluding that "[n]o specific 

evidence'.' had been presented that the perpetrators of the sexual assaults acted with specific intent, 

the Trial Chamber "unduly limited ~e ~cope of evidence it deemed relevan.t''.2564 The Prosecution 
. . 

asserts that it is settled case law that evidence of discriminatory int~nt goes beyond the specific 

facts of the crime in isolation, and that relevant evidence includes the context and circumstances in 

which the crime occurred.2565 It contends that by failing to view the sexual assaults within the. 

broader context in which they occurred, namely a campaign of persecutory violence against Kosovo 

Albanians, the Trial Chamber th.us committed an error of law.2566 

874. The Prosecution further submits that the Trial Chamber failed to consider the context and 

circumstances of the -sexual assaults, while it did take such contextual factors into account as 

evidence of discriminatory intent with· regard to qtber underlying acts· of persecutions.2567 

According to the Prosecution, · the Trial Chamber also erred in law when jt relied on the limited 

number of incidents in finding that the crime of persecutions was not established. 2568 

875. ·l)ordevic responds that the· Trial Chamber reasonably found that the evidence was 

irumfficient ti;> find that Witness K20 and Witness Kl 4 were sexually assaulted with discriminatory 

intent2569 He submits that the error alleged by the Prosecution "~ppe;u-s to lie only in its repeated · 
. ' 

claim" that .. the Trial Chamber artificially separated. the incidents and considered them in 

2562 Pro~cutionAppeal Brief, paras 40--41. 
2563 Prosecution Appeal Brief, para. 40. 
:;t.'164 Prosecution Appeal Brief, para. 40; AppealHearin.g, 13 May 2013, AT. 119. · 
2:5fiS Prosecution Appeal Brief, para. 41; Appeal Hearing, 13 May 2013, AT. 1'79, .191, referring to Krnojelac Appeal 

Judgement, paras 184, 188. According to the Prosecution, if the circumstances surrounding the specific crimes are 

consistent with the broader discriminatory attack, discriminHf.ory :iD.tent may be inferred from COI1textual factor& 
(Appeal Hearing, 13· May 2013, AT. 191). 

2565 Prosecution Appeal Brief, paras 40-41; Appeal.Hearing, 13 May 2013, AT. 179. See also Prosecution Appeal 
Brief, paras 1, 4, 6, 8, 17, 25, 33; Prosecution Reply Brief, para.. 2. . · . · 

25157 Prosecution Appeal Brief, para 41; Appeal Hearing, 13 Me.y 2013, AT.· 179-183, 189-190, 200-201, 204, 206, 
. referring to Trial Judgement, p&rllll 618, no, 824, 1192, 1701, 1751, 1774, 1777, 1781, 1783-1789, 1855. 

2•61! Appeal Hearing; 13 May 20L3, AT. 177, 183-184, 205. The Prosecution submits that there is no legal reqwement 

that a certain numerical threshold be proven in order for acts to amounts to persecutions and that a single act may 

qualify as persecutions (Appeal Hearing, 13 May 2013, AT. 177, 183-184, referring to Kordic and Cerkez Appeal 
Judgement, para. 102, Blas"kic Appeal Judgement, para.. 135, Ku.narac et al. Appeal Judgement, paras 153, 155). 

nw l>o<drn! Response Brief; puas J 0-11, 24; Appe,J H<aring, 13 May 2013, AT. 192-196. . l 
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isolati.on.2570 According to Dordevic, discriminatory intent can only be inferred from the context of · 

an attack characterised as a crime against humanity if it is' substantiated by the surrounding 

circ~tances of the crim.e.2571 H~ argues th~t an assessment of.a perpetrator's subjective intention 
' 

depends on more than the smrounding context of an attack and it is clear from the Trial Chamber's 

findings that it examined all the relevant facts.2572 Dordevi.6 contends that the Prosecution has not 

shown that the Trial Chamber failed to consider the overall context of each situation when finding 

that it was not proven that the pei-petrators sexually assaulted the women "because they were 

Kosovo Albanian."~257~ Dordevic further responds that overall, th~ evidence pres~nted fa:ilB to 

support ~e conchisilJil that the alleged five sexual assaults were committed with discriminatory 

intent.2574 He argµes that the Prosecution merely seeks to "infer intent derived from the entirety of 
-. . 

the conflict instead of the specific intentions behind the actual sexual assaults".2S7s Dordevic further 

contends that "a coincidence of etbnic;ity and a crime did· not, on the facts of these :incidents. 

·establish that the !ndividuals w~ raped because oftbeir.etbnicity''.2576 

(c) Analysis 

876. The. Appe~s Chamber recalls that the crime of persecutions "requires evidence of a specific 

intent to discriminate on: political, racial. or religious grounds -and that it falls t(? the Prosecution to 

prove that the ~levant acts were committed with the requ;isite discriminatory intent".2577 The Trial 

Chamber correctly stated that the requisite discriminatory intent cannot be inferred directly from the 

general discriminatory nature of an attack characterised as a crime against' humanity, however, it 

"may be inferred from such a context of the attack so long as, in view of the facts of the case, 

circUinstances surrounding the commission of the all~ged acts substantiate the existence of such 

· mo Dordevi<! Response Brief, para. 18. 
· 7571 Dordcvi6 Response Brief, paras 19-20. refetring to Naleti.lic and Martirwvic Appeal Judgement, para. 129, Kvocka 

et al. Appeal Judgement, para. 460, Blaildc Appeal Judgement, para. 164, Kmojelac Appeal JudgOinent, para, 184. 

Dordcvil asserts that the cases referred to by the Prosecution are distinguishable from tl;ie CllITent case since in 

those cases the c:ircamst.ances involved crimes against prisoners on the basis of their ethnicity or religion and "it 

was the pa.ttem. of multiple pe.tpe1ratots iµil.ong the same group that showed a· disccimumtory intent'' (Dordevic 
Response Brief, para. 20, refcrting to Prosecution Appeal Brief, fn. 140). 

2.Sn Dar~vic Response Brief, para. 22; Appeal Hearing, 13 May 2013, AT. 1_94-196. Dorl1evic argues in particular i:bat 
-.. the Trial Chmnber's reference to the ''limited number of incidenfs relied on lo support" the allegatic;>n of 

persecutions through sexual assalllt clearly indicates that it exmwned all the :i;elevant facts (Dordev16 ·Response 

Brief. para. 22). _ · 
2rn E>ordevic Response B:de(paras 21-22 (empha.sis .in original). 
2574 See E>ordevic Response Brie.f, paras· lQ-11, 35; Appeal Hearing, 13 May 2013, AT. 193. 
2575 Dordevic Response Brlaf, para. 21. 
25711 Dordevic Response Brief, para. 22 (empham in origiilal). J_. . 
2.m Kmojelac Appeal Judgc;ment, para. 184. Ji.. 
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:ihtent''.2578 Circumstances that may be taken into consideration include the operation of a prison (in 

particular, the systematic natare of the crimes committed against a racial or religious group within 

that prison) and the general attitude of the alleged perpelrator of the offence as seen through his or 

her behaviour. 2579 The· Appeals Chamber further recalls that, if out of a group of per.sons selected on 

the basis of racial, religious, o:r political grounds, only certain persons are singled out and subjected 

to mistreatment. a reasonable trier of fact may infer that this mistreatment was · carried out on 

discriminatory grounds. 2580 

877. fu making its finding on· discriminatory intent, the Trial Chamber stated that "no specific 

e,idence" had been presented and that, "considering the limited number of incidents", "tb,e ethnicity 

of the two women al.one" was an insufficient. basis to establish discriminatory intent.2581 The 

Appeals Chamber finds that, in so considering, the Trial Chamber fa.fled to evaluate the surrourn;ling 

circumstances of \Vitness K20's and Witness K14's sexual assaults and the broader context in 

which these crimes occurred. 2582 For e_xample, the· Trial Chamber failed to consider that th~e 

• crimes occurred in . the course of th~ forcible displacement of the Kosovo Albanian population 

carried ~ut by the Serbian forces pursuant to the JCE.2583 It further failed to take into account that 

the JCE was implemented.through a systematic campaign of terror and violence, aimed at forcing 

the Kosovo Albanians to leave· Kosovo to ensure Serbian control over_ the ·province. 2584 In · the 
. . 

Appeals Chamber's .view, the Trial Chamber's failure to consider these factors. together with its 

statement that «specific evidence" was required, shows that the Trial Chamber incorrectly applied 

the relevant legzj_ standard and thereby committed an error oflaw, 

ms Trial Judgement, paras 1759-1760. See Blaski.6 Appeal Judgement, para.. 164, citing Kmojela{: Appeal Judgement, 

para. 184. See also Kordic and Cerkez Appeal Judgement, para. 110. . . 
25?!1 Krnojel.ac Appeal Judgement, para. 184. There, the Appeals Chamber focnd that in a situatiun when only the· non

Serb detainees in a pmon were subjected to beatings and forced labour, it was reasonable to conclude that these 

acts were committed. because of the political or religious affiliation of the victims, and that they were committed 

with the requisite discriminatory intent (Kmojelac Appeal Judgement, paras 186, 201-202, see also paras 236-237-

regarding forcible displacement). · · . 
2580 Na1etili6 and Martinovic Appeal JudgelDf:Ilt, para. 57'1., referring to Kordic a.nd Cerke"l.. Appeal Judgement, where 

the Appeals Chamber found that in a. situation in which all libe guards belong to one ethnic group and all the 

prisoners to another, it could :reasonably be inferred that the latter group was being discriminated against (Kordic 

and Cerkez Appeal Judgement, para. 950); Kvoc"ka. et al. Appeal Judgement, where the Appeals Chamber stated 
that since almost all_~e detainees in the camp belonged to the non-Serb group, it could :reasonably~ concluded 

that the reason for their detention was membership of that group and that the detention was therefore of a 

discriminatory character (Kvocka et aL Appeal Judgement. para. 366). · 
2581 Trial Judgement, para. 1796 (emphasis added). · 
1582 AF, recalled above, provided that it is substantiated by the circumstances surrounding !he acts. allegedly underlying 

tho crime of persecutions, the discriminatory intent may be mferred from the context of the attack: (see Naletilic and 

Marti.twvic Appeal Judgement, para. 129; Bias"kic: Appeal Judgement, para, 164; Krnojeiac Appeal Judgement, 
para. 184). · · · 

2583 See Trial Judgement, paras 817-832, 834-835, 1142-1160, 1617-1679, 1791, 1793, 2007, 2034-2035, 2126, 

2128-2130, 2136. 
2584 See Trial Judgement, poias 2007, 203-S, 2126, 2128, 2130-2131. See also supra, paras 1~6-120,153-159. 
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878. In light of this legal error, the Appeals Chamber will apply .the correct legal standard to the -

evidence and determine whether it is itsC?lf convinced beyond reasonable doubt- that the sexual 

assaults of Witness K20 and Witn~ss Kl 4 were committed with discriminatory intent and 

constituted persecutions as a crime against humanity. 

879. In this regard, the Appeals Chamber also re.calls'thatit has previously found that the Kosovo 

Albanian girl in a convoy in Pristina/Prisht:ine municipality and the other two young Kosovo 

Albanian women in Beleg were sexually assaulte~ 2585 and notes the Prosecution's subnri.ssion that 

these sexual assaults also constituted persecutions. 25116 

880. The Appeals Chamber will therefore consider the 'sexual assaults of these five young 

women together and detennine whether it is convinced beyond_reasonable doub; that these acts 

coru:tituted persecutions. 

3. · Whether the sexual assaajts constituted persecutions 

(a) Arguments of the parties 

881. With respect to Witness K20, the Prosecution argues that the Trial Chamber erred when it 

ignored ~e context in which she was raped and overlooked direct evidence of discriminatory 

intent.2587-It submits that Witness K20' s sexual assault was commi.1:ted in the course of the forcible 

expulsion of Kosovo Albanians from Beleg, during which they were robbed, beaten, killed, 

detai.Md, and subjected to many discriminatory acts by Serbian forces.2588 The Prosecution further 

submits that the Trial Chamber ignored direct evidence of discriminatory intent, namely persecutory 

remarks made by the perpetrators.2589 

882. With respect to Witness K14, the Prosecution contends that the Trial Chamber erred in fa,ct 

when it concluded that no specific evidence had been presented to establish the discriminatory 

intent of the perpetrators of her rape.2590 The Prosecution submits that leading up to her assault; 

Witness Kl 4 endured a series of p~rsecutory acts because she was Kosovo Albanian. 2591 It notes 

that Witness Kl 4 and her family were among the Kosovo Albanians in Pristi.na/Prishtine town who 

2-'il!S See supra, paras 859, S69. 
~ 86 See supra, para. 870. · • 

· 2;;,n Pr~cution Appeal Brief. paras 25-3 3; Appeal Heming, 13 May 2013. AT. 179-180. 
2SB11 Prosecution Appeal Brief, paras 25-26, 28, 33; Appeal Hearing, 13 May 2.013, AT. 180. 
2589 Prosecution Appeal Brief, paras 25, 28'-29, 31-33; Appeal Hearing, 13 ,May 2013, AT. 180-182, 204. · 
1590 Prosecution Appeal Brie.f, para. 8. See Prosecution Appeal Brief, paras 9-17. t 
2m Prosecution Appeal Brief, paras 10-11, 15-17; Appeal H~ 13 May 2013, AT. 182-183. _ 
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were forced fI:om their homes and escorted from the town by Serbian forces, that she :and ?er family · 

were repeatedly fo~ from one village to another in order to seek safety from the Serbian forces' 

attacks against Kosovo Albanians, .and that ultimately, following her rapei Witness K14 and her 

sister fled to FYROM out of fear.2592 According to the Prosecution. Witness K14's rape "cannot be 

divorced from the chain of discriminatory acts" she endured prior to her flight.2593 

" -

883. With regard to the two young Kosovo Albanian women in Beleg, who· were detained 

together with Witne!';s K20, and the Kosovo Albanian girl in a convoy, the Prosecution submits that 

their sexual assaults also took place during, and as part of, the campaign of persecutory violence by 

Serbian forces with th~- aim of forcing the Kosovo Albanian population to leave Kosovo, and 

amounted to persecutions.2594 It submits that it would be ."simply wrong" to sepa;rate the acts of 

sexual violence from the other persecutory acts _these young women endured.2595 The Prosecution 

submits that the sexual assaults of the two women in Beleg were committed in the course of the · 

forcible expulsion of Kosovo Albanians from Beleg, during which they were robbed. beaten,.k:illed, 

detained.. and subjected to many discriminatory act.s by Serbian forces.2596 During these events, 

women, such as the two women in question, were .particularly vulnerable as they were separated 

from the men . before being detained.2597 -The Prosecution also points to direct evidence of 

discriminatory intent, namely persecutory remarks made by the perpetrators of the sexual· assaults 

. of these two women. 2598 With respect to the Kqsovo Alb~an girl in a convoy, the Prosecution 

notes in particular that Serbian forces created an atmosphere of terror that caused . Kosovo 

Albanians, including the girl in question, to flee in convoys. 2599 According to the Prosecution, in 

these circ~stances the displaced persons were vulnerable to mistreatment by Serbian forces, who 

continued to harass and abuse displaced persons, including those fleeing in the .same convoy as the 

girl.2600 In such circ~tances, ''Kosovo Albanians girls were easy targets."2601 

15~2 Prosecution Appe.al Brief, p~u 10-11, 15; Appeal Hearing 13 May 2013, AT. 182-183, 
2593 Prosecution Appeal Brief, para. 16. 
259-f. Prosecution Appeal Brief, paras 6, l!l., 23-24, 38; Appell! He!IIlllg, 13_ May 2013, AT, 179-180, 182, 184. 
ms Appeal Hearing, 13 May 2013, AT. 182-183, 190. 
7.596 Prosecution Appeal Brief, para. 38. See also Prosecution Appeal Brief, para. 26; Appeal Hearing, 13 May 2013, 

AT. 180, 182, 201. 
:i59'1 Prosecution Appeal Brief, para. 3 8. 
259s Prosecution Appeal Brief, paras 25, 28-29, 33. 
1599 Prosecution Appeal Brief, para. 19; Appeal.Hearing, 13 May 2013, AT. 183. 
260D Prosecution Appeal Brief, paras 20, 23. · j 

. 2601 Prosecution Appeal Brief, para. 23. /l. _ 
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884, The Prosecution also argues that even if the motivation of the pelJ)etrators of the sexual 

assaults was entirely sexual, this does not weclude a finding that they acted -with discriminatory 

intent. 2602 

1907 

88~. Dordevic responds that the sexual assaults ofWitness·K20 and Witness K14 were not linked 

to any "persecutory plan" but committed by "criminals operating in the theatre of war under the · 

cover of night". 2603 He further responds that, while the Trial Chamber did not address Witness 

K20's evidence on the persecutory statements of the perpetrators, it is clear from the Trial . 

Judgement tbµ.t it thoroughly considered Witness K20's e"\-idence in making its findings on the 

crimes in Be-leg, and thus also "would have considered" her evidence on these statements. 2604 He . 

also submits that "all references [ which ·according to the Prosecution show discriminatory intent] 

were merely to 'NATO' (an alliance army) planes flying overhead and the 'U<;K' (a .terrorist 

organizatio~) and not persec~tory statements with regard to an ethnicity'' .2605 

(b) Analysis 

a. Discriminatory intent 

i. Introduction 

886. In order to find that the sexual assaults of the five young women amount to the crime of 

persecutions, the Appeals Chamber must be satisfied- that .the only reasonable inference is that the • 

sexual assualts were carried out with the intent to di,scriminate on political. racial, or religious 

grounds.2606 In this . respect, the Ap~eals Chamber recalls th.at the requisite discrirrrinatory intent 

cannot be inferred directly from the general discriminatory nature of an attack characterised as a 

crime against humanity .2607 It may nevertheless be inferred from the context- of the attack ~o long 

as, in the light of the facts of the case, ·circumstances surrounding the commission of the crime 

2602 Appeal Hearing, 13 May 2013, AT. 184, 189, 206, refen:ing to Kunarac et al. Appeal Judgement, paras 153, 155. 

I:a general, the Prosecution argues that scxu.w 11Ssault should not be treated differently from other violent acts 
simply because of its sexual component (Appeal Hearing, 13 :May 2013, AT. 176). · 

= E>ordevic Response Brief, paras 25-30. Dotdev:i.c also submits that it is not sufficient for an accusoo to be aware 
that he or she is, in fact, acting in any way that is dii:crimiuatory, but must consciously intend to discriminate 
(Appeal Hearing, 13 May 2013, AT, 193-194, referring to Tri.al Judgement, pate.. 1759, Brdanin Trial Judgement, 
para. 996, Kordic a.nd Cerkez Trial Judgement, para. 217), · 

2.li04 Dcm.1evi6 Response Brief, pm. 29, referring to, inter alia, Trial Judgement, fns 44634480. 
u,o,s Dordevic Response Brief, para. 28 (cit:atiollll omitted). _ 
261l~ Deronjic Judgement oa. Sentencing Appeal, para. "109; Bl.a,s7dtf Appeal Judgement, para. 131; Kmojelac Appeal 

Judgement, para. 185. See Trial Judgement, para.1755. . 
2607 See Kvocka et al. Appeal Judgement, par~ 366. See also Blastd6 Appeal Judgement, para. 164, citing Kmojelac 

_Appeal Judgement, para. 184; Kordi6 and Cerkez Appeal Judgement, para. 110. 
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substantiate the existence of such intent.2608 Furthermore, the case 1.aw sh9ws that the fact that 

crimes o~urred while th~ victims were - on discriminatory grounds - deported or ~etained prior to 

deportation, has been considered in order to infer discriminatory intent from the circumstances.2.609 

887. The Appeals Chamber further recalls that personal motive does not preclude a perpetrator 

from also having tl).e requisite specific intent 2610 The Appeals Chamber emphasises that the same 

applies to sexual crimes, which in this regard must not be tr_eated differently from other violent acts 

simply b~ause of their sexual component. Thus, a perpetrator may be motivated by sexual desire 

but at the same time also possess the intent to discriminate·· against bis or her victim on political, 
I 

racial, or religious grounds. 26H Furthermore, the Appeals Cruµnber recalls that, although the crime 

of persecutions often refers to a series of acts, a single act may qualify as persecutions as long as it 

discriminates in fact and is carried out deliberately with the intention to discriminate on one of the 

listed grounds.2612 

888. As recalled earlier, the Trial Chamber found that a joint criminal enterprise existed, which 

bad the discriminatory common purpose of modifying the ethnic balance of Kosovo to ensure Serb 

control over the province.2613 The Appeals Chamber observes that the Trial Chamber f~und· that, in 

the context of the JCE, in the period between :March and June 1999, Serbian forces carried out "a 

campaign of terror and extreme violence in Kosovo directed against 1the] · Kosovo Albanian 

people".26_14 It found that' "deportations, murders-, forcible transfers and. persecutions were typical 

features of [this] campaign" and that the actions of the Serbian forces: "were.directed to terrorizing 

the Kosovo Albanian population. killing large irnmbers of them and making the: remainder leave 

~Dll See K'VOcka et al. Appeal Judgement, para; 366. See also Blaski<! Appeal Judgement. pw:;a. 164, citing Kmajelac 
Appeal Judgen;i.ent, para. 184; Kordi6 and Cerkez Appeal Judgement, para. 110. 

:ui09 Knwje/.ac Appeal Judgement, paras 185-186; Kordic arid Cerkez Appeal Judgement, para. 950; Kvocka et al. 
Appeal Judgement, paras 462-463; Nal.etelic and Martino-vie Appeal Judgement, para. 572. 

261° Kvacka et al. Appeal Judgement. para. 463; Kmojelac Appeal Judgement, para. 102; Jelisic Appeal Judgement, 
para. 49. · 

2511 See K-voc'ka et al. Appeal Judg=t, para. 370 (wlmre the Appel$ Chamber considered that the Tri.al Chamber 
reasonably conclude that Ra.die acted with the required discriminatory intent when he committed rape and sexual 
violence against non-Serb women ''notwithstanding his personal motives for committing these acts" (Kvocka et al. 
Appeal Judgement, p\U'3.. 370), See also Kunarac et al, Appeal Judg=ent, para. 153 (where the Appeals Chamber 
held that even if the perpetrator's motivation is entirely sexual, it does not follow that the perpetrator does not have 
the intent to commit an act of torture (Kunarac et al. Appeal Judgement, para. 153)); Jelisic Appoal Judgement, 
para. 49 (whae the Appeals Chamber held that a perpetrator of the crime of genocide may act to obtain personal 
econonric benefits, or political advantage or some form of power, but this doe& not preclude him or her from also 
having the specific intent to commit genocide (Jelisic! Appeal Judgeinent, para. 49)). 

2612 Kort:lit and Cerkez Appeal Judge=nt, para. 102, citing Blaikic Appeal Judgement, para. 135; Va.siljevic Appeal 
Judgement, para. 113. · · . 

2613 Trial Judgement, para. 2007. See also supra, para. 86. 
· 261.' See Tri.al Judgement, para. 2130. See also Tri.al Judgement, paras 1597-1601, 1617-1679, 2007, 2027-2029, 

2034-2035, 212.6, 2128-2130. , 
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Kosovo, so that ultimately the whole, or a substantial proportion of the population of Albanian 

ethnicity would no longer live in Kosovo'', 2615 The, Trial Chamber found that this campaign was 

also carried out in the Decani/Devan and ~tina/Prishtine municipalities where, in the same time 

perio~ the five sexual assaults at issue took place.2616, The Appeals Chamber will now look at these 

sexual assaults in turn to assess whether they were carried out with the required dis~atory 

intent. 

ii. Witness K20 and the other two young Kosovo Albanian women in Beleg 

889. The sexual assaults of Witness K20 and the other two Kosovo Albanian women took place 

in Beleg in Decani/D~an municipality.2617 The Trial Chamber found that, on 29 March 1999~ 

Kosovo Albanians in Beleg were vio~ently forced from their homes, subjected to_ searches and 

beatings, forced to relinquish their identification documents, rounded up and detained under guard 

overnight, and ultimately deported to Albania by Serbian forces on 30 March 1999._ms. The Trial 

Chamber also found that Serbian forces looted and set fire to the homes of Kosovo Albanians 

during these events in Beleg.2619 

1905 

890. Witness K20, along with her family, and the other two young women were among_ the 

people who were targeted by Serbian forces in Beleg.2620 Witness.K20 gave evidence that in the 

early morning of 29 March 1999, she and her family were forced from their home and into a 

basement together wirh other families.2621 While detained in this basement. members of the Serbian 

forces made comments to the group including: "[y]ou asked for NATO, riow they will c?me and 

save you. Do not cry, there is no wedding without meat, you asked for this yourself' and "[y]ou 

shouldn't cry. You should have thought earlier, because now you're at war with the state. But 

NATO will come and help you."26:;,.2 Later in the day, Witness K20 was brought to another p.ouse 

where she was again detained by Serbian forces together with her mother, sisters. and a group of 

other Kosovo Albanian women and children., including Witness K58, and ¢-e other two young -

261~ Trial Judgemen.t, paras 2035, 2130. . · 
2616 Trial Judgement, paras 817-832, 834-835, 1142-1160, 1649-1650, 1672-1673, 1791, 1793, 2027, 2029, 2034-2035, 

2129-2130; supra, paras 859, 869. · . 
2617 Tml Judgement. para. 1793; supra, paras 866-869. 
2618 TmUudgement. paras 1144-1149, 1153-1156, 1159, 1673, 1774. 2027. 
2619 Trial Judgement, parai:: 1148, 1155, 1160, 2027. · 
26211 Trial Judgement, paras 1145-1153; Exhibits P1279 (confidential), pp 2-6; P1280, pp 2-6. 
zw Exhl.bits P1279 (confidential), pp 2-3; Pl2BD, pp 2-3. See Trial Judgement, pa;s,. 1146; K20, 27 Aug 2009, 

T. 8490-84-92. . 
2022 Exhibits P1279, p. 3 {confidential.); Pl280, p. 3; P1281 (confidential), pp 5221-2522. See Trial Judgement, 

para, 1146. · 
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women.2623 Late at night, members of the Serbian forces took Witness K20 and the other two 

· women to a courtyard under the pretence that they needed women for cleaning. 2624 While the three 

young women stood in the courtyard. soldiers cursed NATO planes that flew overhead saying 

"[f]uck NATO's mothers" and pointed their thumbs to the planes.2625 Witness K20 and the other 
262-6 . 

two women were then taken to another house. Witness K20 became very scared as she "knew 

what was going to happen" hav:ing heard that ''the Serbs were raping the Kosovar girls and 

wo.Dien".u1~ Indeed, as found by the Trial Chamber, Witness K20 was· i:aped by several Serbian 

· s9ldiers. 2628 When she screamed, one of the soldiers threatened her, telling her not to scream or he 

would "fuck [her] mother".2629 During Witness K20's ordeal, the same policeman who had expelled 

Witn~s K20 and her family from their home earlier in the day stood guard in the doorway of the· 

room and she could see soldiers waiting in the hall behind bim.2630 The policeman commented to 

her afterwards: "[t]he [KLAl did worse than they are doing.· You can handle them."2631 The Appeals 

Chmnber has found that like Witness K20, the other two young women were also ~exually assatilted 

by members of the Serbian forces that same night while detained, 2632 Furthermore, there is evidence_ 
' . 

that on the same night, some twenty young Kosovo Alb~ women in Beleg were systematically 

selected and removed by soldiers from the room where Witness K.20 and the group of women and 

children were being held. 2633 When they returned to the room they ·were crying, had disheyelled 

hair, and one was overheard telling her m~ther that she had been raped.2634 Toe next mo.pling, 

_Witness K20, Witn~s K58, the o~e.c two women, and the group of women and children were 

2623 Exhibits P1079'(confidential), pp 5-6; .P1080, pp 5-6; P1279 (confidential), p. 4; P128□, p. 4; P1281 (confidential), 

pp 2525-2526. See Trial Judgement, para. 1149; supra, paras 866-867. . 
2liU K20, 27 Aug 2009, T. 8494 (closed session); Exhibits P1279 (confidential), p. 4; P1280, p. 4; P1281 (confidential), 

p. 2527. See also Trial Judgement, _para. USO;, K58, 13 Jul 2009, T. 7299; Exhibits P.1079 (confidential), p. 6; 

Pl080,p. 6. 
26:ls ExhibitP1279 (confidential), p. 4; Pl280, p. 4, 
Z626 Exhibit P1279 (confidential), p. 4; Pl280, p, 4. 
2627 Exhibit P1279 (confidential), pp 4-5; P12&0, pp 4-5. 
2628 Tri.al Judgement, para. 1151, 1793. See Exhibits Pl279 (confidential), p. 5; Pl280, p. 5; P1281 (confidential), 

p. 2529-2532. , , 

Ui29 Exhibits P1279 (confidential), p. 5; Pl280, p. 5. 
2630 Exhibits Pl279 (confidential), pp 4-5; P1280, pp 4-5. 
2631 Exbibib! ?1279 (confidential), p. 5; P1280, p. 5. 
2.m See supra, para. 869. , · 
2633 Trial J1]dgement, para. 1152; K58, 13 Jul 2009, T. 7298-7299; Exln'bits P1079 (confidential), p, 6; PlOSO, p. 6; 

P1081, pp 7467-7468;. - · 
=.i. Trial Judgement, paras 1152, :i794; Exhibits Pl079 (confidential), p. 6; Pl080, p. 6; Pl081, p. 7468, 
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ordered to leave for Albania2635 and were told: "America is waiting for y~u. you will live like in 

America. "2636 

891. In addition to these specific circumstances, the Appeals Chamber also.takes into account the 

broader context of the sexp.al assaults. In this respect, it considers that Witness K20' s rape took 

place in the ·context of the systematic campaign of terror and violence invo_lving the commission of 

numerous persecutory- ~cts ag~st Kosovo Albanians2637 with the aim to . force the Kosovo 

Albanians out of Kosovo.2638 Witness K20 was sexually assaulted just prior to her expulsion.2639 

The Appeals Chamber further notes that Witness K20 was Kosovo Albanian and that the 

perpetrators were members of the Serbian forces, who also carried out the general attack on the 

Kosovo Albanian population. 2640 

892. The Appeals_ Chamber finds that Witness K20' s direct evidence of her rape as set out above 

and in the Trial Judgement, considered in conjunction with the circumstances surrounding her rape 

and the context in which it occurred, clearly supports the finding that Witness K20 was targeted · 

because of her ethnicity and that her rape was carried out with discrimmatory intent In this respect, 

tM Appeals Chamber, Judge Tuzmukhamedov dissenting, considers that, even if .it were to be 

assumed that the perpetrators also were motivated by sexual desire when they raped Witness K20, 

· their decision to do so arose out of a will to discriminate against her on the basis of ethnic grounds. 

893. As set out above, the other two young women from B~leg were.held in the same house as 

Witness K20 and Witness K58, and were taken to a nearby house together with Witness K20 on the 

evening of the se:x:ual assault.2641 The circumstances surrounding the sexual assaults of the other two 
. ' 

women are therefore the same as those regarqing Witness K20' s rape. Tiris includes, in particular, 

evidence regarding: (i) the clear disc~atory nature of comments made by members of the 

Serbian forces to the three women as they were standing in the courtyard. (ii) comments made to 

the group of W<?men and children,· (iii) the' fact that the perpetrators were members of the Serbian. 

2isss K58, 13 Jul 2009, T. 7300; Exhibits P1079 {confidential), p. 7; P1080, p. 7; Pl279 (confidential), p. 6; Pl280, p. 6; 
Pl281 (confidential), p. 2533. See Trial Judgement., para. 115:l 

2636 Exhibit Pl279 (confidential), p. 6; P1280, p. 6; Pl281 (confidential), p, 2533. Witness K58 stated that they were 
told "[g]o to Albania. You have asked for NATO." (Exhibit.s Pl079 (confidenti..w.),· p. 7; Pl080, p. 7; K58. 13 Jul 

2009, T. 7300). . . 
25370See Trial Judgement, pBrllS, 1145cll54, 1672-1673, 1777-1778, 1781, 1783, 1790, 18ll,'1819, 1825, 1832. 1837, 

· 1841, 1850, 1854-1856, 2027-2035, 2129-2i30, See supra. Sections XVI.B, XVILB. The Appeals Chamber notes 

that the Trial Chamber found that during this campaign, Kosovo Albanisns were specifically targeted on the basis 
of their ethnicity (see Trial Judgement, paras1649-1650, 1777-1778, 1781, 1783). 

1631 Trial Judgement, paras 2007, 2035, 2126, 212.8-2130, 2143-2144. . 
2639 Trilll Judgement, parw, 1151, 1153, and references cited therein. 
U40 Trilll Judgement, paniE li51, 1597-1598, 1601, 1791, 1793, 2027-2029, 2036-2051. 
2641 See su:pra, paras 866, 890. 
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forces who were also involved in the forcible traruifer of Kosovo Albanians, (iv) the fact that both 

women were Kosovo Albanian, and (v) the fact that their sexual assaults took place in the context 

of th~ forcible transfer. 2642 The Appeals Ch.amber, ·Judge Tuzmukham~ov dissenting, therefore 

finds that the only reasonable inference that can be orawn from the evidence is that the perpetrators 

acted with discriminatory intent when they sexually assaulted the other two yciung women. Like for 

Witness K20's perpetrators, the fact that they may have also been motivated by personal. motives, 

does not affect the conclusion that they acted with the intent to discriminate. 

iii.. Witness K14 

1902 

.894. Turning now to Witness K14, this witness and her family were amongst the many Kosovo 

Albanians who were forcibly expelled from their homes and from the town of Pristlna/Prishtine by 

Serbian forces in late March 1999.2643 At the end of March 1999, they fled on a convoy to. 

Grastica/Grashtice. 2644 Serbian forces swore at Kosovo Albanians in the convoy and told them to go 

to their ·"brothers in Albania" and ask NATO for help.2645 After two or three weeks, Witness K14 
.. 
~d her family had to flee yet again in a convoy, together with many other Kosovo Albanians, and 

returned to Pristina/Prishtine, hoping to find safety.2646 Serbian forces were standing along the road 

to Pristina/Prishtine as 1he· convoy passed.2647 After returning to Pristina/Prishtine, one morning in 

May 1999, six Serbian policemen came to the house where Witness K14 and her family were 

staying.2648 They gave Witness K14 and her family green cards to fill out, and told them they would 

return the next day to take the family to the Bozhur Hotel to get their papers stamped.2649 

Witness K~4 and her family became frightened upon hearing this since the Bozhur Hotel was 

known as a place where people were mistreated.2650 The next day, two of, the same policemen, 

accompanied by a third man, returned and forced Witness Kl 4 and her· sister to come outside with 

them to their car.2651 While Witness K14's sister was then· allowed to return to the house, 

Witness K14 was taken to the Bozhl;Ir Hotel.2652 Many people of Kosovo Albanian ethnicity we~ 

queuing. at the hoteL2653 Witness K14, however, was taken to a separate room in the hotel where she 

2li42. See supra, paras. 866-869, 889-891; Trial.Judgement, paras 1150-1151. 
2:64! Trial Judgement, paras 823-824, and references cited therein. 
2644 Trial Judgement, paras 823-824, and references cited therein. · 
2645 Trial Judgement, para,; 823-824, and references cited therein. 
2646 Trial Judgement, para. 824, end references cited therein. 
l&\.7 Trial J udgeme:rit, para. 824, and references cited therein. 
264B Trial Judgement, para. 833, and references cited therein. 
2649 Trial Judgement, p&ra. 83 3, and references cited therein. 
2650 Exhibit P1325 (confidential), p. 4. 
2651 Trial Judgement, para. 834, and references cited therein. 
2652 Trial Judgement, para.. 834, and references cited the.rein. 
uss Trial Judgomcnt, para. 835; Exhibit P1325 (confidential), p. 5. 
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was raped by one of ~ tw~ policemen. 2654 A second policeman tried to come into the room. but 

was prevented by the :first policeman after Witness Kl 4 promised to come out 'wi~ him again and 

bring her. sister for the other policeman. 2655 In the subsequent days, the policemen continued to 

harass and intiridate Witness K14 ·8:M 'her family.2656 Out of fear of further sexu:ai assault, 

Witness K14 and her sister fled to FYROM shortly thereafter o.r;i. 24 May 1999.2657 

1901 

895. The Appeals Chamber considers that Witness K14's rape, like those ofWitness·K2o and the 

two other young women in Beleg, took place in the context of a systematic campaign _of terror and_ 

violence involving the commission of numerous persecutory acts against Kosovo Albanians,2558 and 

aimed at creating conditions of terror and fe3! so as to frn.:ce the Kosovo Albani~ out of 

Kosovo.2659 The Appeals Chamber notes that Witness K14 1actually fled as a result of her rape, 

fearil;lg further sexual harassment. 2660 The Appeals Chamber further notes that Witness Kl 4 was 

Kosovo Albanian and the perpetrators of her sexual assault were persons in a position of authority 
- ' 

and members of the Serbian forces who also carried out the general attack on the Kosovo Albanian 

people.2661 Given the specific and contextuai circum.s~es surrounding Witness Kl4's rape, the 

. Appeals Chamber, Judge Tuzmukhamedov dissenting, is satisfied that the only reasonable inference 

is that the perpe!rators acted with discriminatory intent. In- this regard, the Appeals Chamber, Judge 

Tuzmuk:ham.edov dissenting, c~nsiders that, even if it were to be assumed that the policemen were 

also motivated by sexual desire, the decision to rape Witness Kl 4 arose out of a will to discriminat.e 

against her on ethnic grounds. 

iv. Kosovo Albanian girl in a convoy in Pristina/Prishtine municipality 

896. The Appeals Chamber notes that the Kosovo Albanian girl in a convoy was fleeing with 

other displaced Kosovo Albanians in convoys from Grastica/Grashtice towards · Pristina/Prishtine 

town in ~ effort to find safety. 2662 As they ~veiled, the girl and those in the convoy with her W'?'e 

2654 Trial Judgement., para. 835, andreferences cited therein. 
265!1 Trial Judgement, para. 835, and references cited therein. 
2656 Tri~ Judgement, para. 838, and references cited therein. The days after the mcident, the policemen drove past 

Kl4's house severlil times honking the carhom (Trial Judgement, para. 838). 
26S7 Trilil Judgement, para. 838, and references cited therein. . 
:im See Trial Judge.inent, p&as 817-832, 1649-1650, 1777-1778. 1790, 1811, 1819, 1825, 1832. 1837, 1841, 1&50, 

1854-1856, 2027.:2035, 2129-2130; supra, paras 866-869, 8897891. See mpra, Sections XVIB, XVII.B. The 

Appeals Chamber note& that the Trial Chamber follil.d that dm:ing tbi8 campaign. Kosovo Albanians were 

specifically targeted on the basis of their ethnicity (see Trial Judgement, paras 1649-1650, 1777-1778, 1781, 17 83). 
26511 Trial Judgement, paras 1649-1650, 1791, 1793, 2007, :?,03S, 2126, 2128-2130, 2143-2144. 
2tlill Trial Judgement, parll.!i 838, and references cited therein. 
2661 Trial Judgement, pllI'iiS 834-835, 1597-1598, 1601. 1791, 1793, 2027.2029, 2036-2051. 
lM1 Trial Judgement, paras 824, 832, and references cited therein. 
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targeted and harassed by Serbian for~es on the basis of their ·etlmicity.:i.663 Serbian forces stood_ 

along the road when the convoy with the girl passed, they stopped and beat som~ Kosovo 

Albanians, and confiscated vebicles.2664 The Appeals Chamber further notes Witness Kl4's 

evidence that she heard that Kosovo Albanian women were taken out of the convoy by members of 

the Serbian forces.2665 As the Appeals Chamber-has aJready ·found. the Kosovo Albanian girl was 

similarly take~ out of the convoy and into the woods, where she was sexually assaulted by a 

policeman and anotQ,er man, who carried knives and was dressed in green camouflage trousers. 2666 

1900 

897. The Kosovo Albanian girl's sexual assault took place in the context of. the systematic 

campaign of terror and violence involving the commission of numerous persecutory· acts against 

Kosovo Albanians, 2657 and aimed at forcing them out of Kosovo.Z668 The girl in a· convoy was 

sexually assaulted while she and other Kosovo Albanians sought safety, and were travelling in a 

convoy along a road lined with Serbian forces. 2669 The Appeals Chamber, Judge Tuzmukhamedov 

dissenting, finds that the specific and contextual circumstances surrounding the commission of this · 

-sexual assault demonstrate that the only reasonable inference was that it was carried out with 

discriminatory intent. Whether· the perpetrators also acted out of sexual desire does not alter this . 

conclusion. It particularly notes that the girl was travelling in a convoy with. other fleeing Kosovo 
' . ' 

Albanians, .who were systematically harassed by Serbian forces standing along the road while the 

convoy passed. The girl's sexual assault cannot be viewed separately from these c:ircumstances. 

- 898. Having concluded that the sexual assaults of the five women were carried out with 

discriminatory intent, the Appeals Chamber now turns to consider whether the other elements of 

persecutions as a crime against humanity are satisfied. 

2663 Trial Judgement, paras 824, 832, and references cited therein, 1776-1778, 2136; supra, paras 856-859; Exhibits 
Pl325 (confidential), p. 3; Pl326 (confidential), pp 1421-1425; K14, 24 Sep 2009, T. 8993-8996, 9016, 9022-9023 
(closed session). The Appeals Chamber a1so·notes. generally that in Prutina/PrishtiD.e, as previously described in the 
context of the sexual assault of Witness K14, Kosovo Albanians were forcibly expelled from their homes and 

subje.cted to violence and abuse by Serbian forces (Trial Judgr,ment, paras 805-84;0, 1649, :2029; see supra, 
paras B94-895). . _ 

2664 Trial Judgement, paras 824, 832, and references cited therein. See also Exhibit P1325 (confidential), pp 3-4. 
2665 Exhibit P1325 (confidential), p. 4. 
2666 See supra, para. 859. Sr,e also Trial Judgement, para. 832; Exhibit P1325 (confidential), pp 3-4. 
2~67 See Tri.al Judgement, paras 817-832, 1649-1650, 1777-1778, 1790, 1811, 1819, 1825, 1832, 1837, 1841, 1850, 

1854-1856, 2027-2035, 2129-2130; supra, para. 859. See supra, Sections XVI.B, XVII.B •. The AppeeJs Chamber 
not.es that the Trial Chamber found that during this campaign, Kosovo Albanians were specifically targeted on the 
basis of their ethnicity (see Trial Judgement, paras 1649-1650, 1777-1778, 1781, 1783). 

26611 TrielJudgement, parall 1649-1650, 1791, 1793, 2007, 2035, 2126, 2128-2130, 2143-2144. 
2669 Trial Judgement, paras 817-832, 1597-1598, 1601, 1792, 2027-2029, 2036-2051; supra, paras 857, 859. 
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b. Chapeau reqµirements and equal gravity 

899. The Appeals Chamber recalls that the Trial Chamber found that, at the time the sexual 

assaults took place, an armed conflict existed and there was a system.a~c attack against the Kosovo 
. . 

Albanian civilian. population. 2670· With regard to the nexus requirement;· the Appeals Chamber finds 

that the evidence discussed above, viewed as a whole and together with the Trial Chamber's 

fmclings, 2671 establishes that all five sexual assaults. were part of a widespread and systematic attack 
. . 

against the Kr;,sovo Albanian civilian population, and that the perpetrators knew that their acts were 

part of this attack. 

900. The Appeals Chamber finth.er recalls that in order ror underlying acts to amount to 

persecutions as a crime. against humanity, they must be of equal gravity" or severity as other acts 

enumerated under Article 5 of"tbe Statute.2672 In this regard, tb.e_Appeals Ch~~ notes that the 

Trial Chamber found that Witness K2() and Witness Kl4 were raped, which is listed as a crime 

against humaruty under Article S(g) of the Statute.2673 The Appeals Chamber found that the Kosovo 
' . 

Albanian girl in ij convoy and the two young women in Beleg were sexually assaulted,2674 which is 

not listed in the Statute ~s a crime against humanity. The Appeals cliamber, however, recalls that 

sexual assault may be punishable as persecutions under international criminal law, "provided that it 

reaches the same level of gravity as the other_crim.es against humanity enumerated in AI1-icle 5 of 

the Statute·~.2675 The Appeals Chamber also recalls that sexual assanlt by definition constitutes an 

infringement of a person's physical or moral integrity.2676 Furthermore, it notes that the sexual 

26711 Trial.Judgement, paras 1595-1600. · · 
2611 See Trial Judgement, paras 1595-1601, 1649-1650, 1672-1673. With respect to Witness K20, Dordevic argues that 

her sexual assault was "not condoned" by Serbian forcei and that it has not been shown that the perpetrators "were 

attempting to pecsecutc as part of a plan", submitting that instead ''they were cr.imina..Is operating in the theatre of 

war under the cover of night" (Dordevic Response Brief; paras 27-30). Regarding K14, Dordevic sahmits."that the 

circumstances of her assault "does not pom.t to persecutory intent, rather the ccime appears to have been peipetrated 

by opportuJJistic criminals" (Dordevic Response Brief, para. 25). In SllJ>Port of this conmntio:n, he poinu to 

· evidence that the perpetrator of hf,r rape paid the "Roma" who had helped the perpetrator take Witness K14 to the 

:aozhur Hotel where she was rapeii. notes that the description of_ the perpetr~r• s car does not coincide with a 

regulation vehicle •for MUP forces, and argues that the Trial Chamber failed to fully analyse whether the 

individuals, including the man who later raped her, and who came to Witness Kl 4' s house the day: prior to her rape, 

were indeed "leg!.timare" Serbian forces in light of Witness KI4's difficulty in identifying uniforms (Dordevic 

Response Brief, para. 25). E>orde'7'.l6 merely repeats arguments raised and rejected at trial without raismg any new 

issues- or demonstrating any error (soe E>ordevic Closing Brief, paras 951-952, 957-974). · 
2672 • Sim.it!· Appeal Judgemcn~ para. 177; Blasidc Appeal Judgement, para. 135; Kmojelac Appeal Judgement, 

paras 199,221. 
2673 Trial.Judgement, paras 1791, 1793. · 

26'14 See 'supra, paras 859, 869. - . 
2615 Brdanin Trial Judgement, para. 1012. See Brdanin Appeal Judgement, para. 296; Simic Appeal Judgement, 

para 177; Naletilic and Martinovit! Appeal Judgement, para. 574; Bla!kit Appeal Judgement, para. 135; Kordi.c 

and Cerkez Appeal Judgement, paras 102--103. · . 

"'' Sec '"I'"" puu 850--852. i 
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assaults· in question were committed against young women, by multiple perpetrators, · and in a 

general context of fear, ·intimidation, and harassment.2677 Therefore, the Appeals Chamber is 

satisfi~ that these sexual assaults reach the same level of gravity as other crimes lis~ in Article. 5. 

(c) Conclusion 

901. Based on all the foregoing, the Appeals Chamber finds that the crime of persecutions as a 

crime against humanity has been established through the sexual assaults ~f Witness K20 and the 

other two young women in Beleg, Witness K14, and the Kqsovo Albanian girl in a convoy. 

D. Dordevic's responsibility 

1. Introduction 

902. . The Trial Chamber found that a common plan existed among. the political, military, and 

· police leadership of the FRY and Serbia aimed at modifying the ethnic balance in Kosovo.2678 It 

further found _that Dordevic significantly contributed to this common pl~ and that he shared the 

intent to :implement it.2679 The Appeals Champer has upheld ~se findings of the Trial Chamber.2680 

. . 

Further, the Appeals Chamber bas overturned the Trial Chamber's finding that the sexual assaults 

of Witness K20 and Witness K14 did not constitute persecutions as a crime against humanity.2681 

The Appeals Chamber bas also found that the sexual assaults of the Kosovo Albanian girl in a 

convoy and the other two Kosovo Albanian wo~en in Beleg amounted to persecutions as a crime 

against humanity .2682 

903. Before addressing the Prosecution's submission that Dordevi~ should be convicted pursuant 

to the third category of joint crimmal enterprise for persecutions through sexual assaults as a crime 

against humanity, 2683 _ the Appeals Chamber will first address two legal issues Dord:evic raises in his 

response with regard to the third category of joint criminal enteil)rise. 

26TI See Trial Judgement, paras 824,832, 1145-1156, 1649-1650, 1673. _ 
2678 Trial Judgement, paras 2007-2008, 212&-2130. 
2679 Trial Judgement, paras 2154-2158, 2193. See also Trial Judgement, para, 1981. 
2680 See supra, Chapters IV-VII, X-Xl. 
2osi See supra, paras 877. 901. 
u;n See supra, para. 901. 
2683 See infra, Section XIX.DJ. 
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2. Legal issues raised by Dordevic 

(a) Mens rea standard for crimes under the third categ:ory of ioint criminal entewnse 

a. Arguments of the parties 

904. Dordevic submits that the Prosecution suggests an inconect standard for criminal liability 

under the third category of joint criminal enterprise.2684 He contends that the Prosecution applies an 

overly expansive standard in arguing that he was aware that sexual assaults "nnght". be 

committed.2685 Instead, D~rdevic subrits that the requisite mens rea for the tbird category of joint 

criminal enterprise liability requires that the possibility that a crime could be committed is 

"sufficiently substantial as to be foreseeable.to· a.ii accused".2686 

905. · The Prosecution replies that Dordevic misstates the foreseeability standard for the third 

category of joint crimmai enterprise liability, ·and attempts to raise the standard from possibility to 

substantial possibility .u87 

b. Analysis 

906. The Appeals Chamber recalls that under the· third category of jomt criminal enterprise, an 

accused can be held responsible for a crimi; outside. the· common purpose if, under the 

_ c4'cumst.ances of the case: (i) it was foreseeable that such a crime might be perpetrated by one or 

more of the persons used by him (or by any other member of the joint criminal.enterprise) in order 

to carry out the actus reus of the crimes forming part of the common purpose; and (ii) the accused 
. . 

2684 Dm:devic Response Brief, paras 37, 39-40. See also Dordevic Response Brief, paras 49, 53, 
2685 D,ordevic Response Erief, paras 39-40, referring to Prosecution Appeal Brief, para. 42, Karadiic Appeal Decision 

on Third Category of Joint Criminal Entel'prise Foreseeability of 25 June 2009, para. 18. See also E>ordevic 
Response Brief, para. 49. E>ordevic reiterates his general objections to the 1hird category of joint criminal enterprise 
as a mode of liability applied by the Tribunal,· arguing that-it is not supported by custo.mmy international law 
(Dordevic Response_ Brief, para. 41; see also Dordevic Appeal Briel p)!Tas 68-71). Doitlevic also repeats bis 
challenge to the application of the third category of joint criminal enterprise to specific intent crimes (Dordevic 
Response Brief, para. 38; see also .Dordevic Appeal Brief, para. 155). The Appeals Chambe-r has dismissed these 
argmnents under bis second and eighth. ground of appeal and therefore will not address them here (see supra, 
Sections ill. C. III. E. · · . 

2686 Dordcvi6 Response Brief, para. 39, refenin.g to Karadfi.c Appeal Deci..sion on Third Category of Joint Criminal 
Enterprise Foreseeability of 25 Jl.Dlfl 2009, para. 18. 

2.687 Prosecution Reply Brief, paras 13-15. According to the Proseculioo. such an elevated standard is closer to the 
"probability" standard or the "substantially likely to occur'' stmdm-d which have previously been rejected by the 
Appeals Chamber (Prosecution Reply Brief, para. 14, referring to Karadl,ic Appeal Decision on Tlrird Category of
Joint Crimmal Enterprise Fomseeabilityof25 June 2009, paras 15-18, B'fas"'kic Appeal Judgement., para. 33). 

' , 
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willingly took _that risk (i.e. the accused participated in the jomt criminal enterprise with the 

awareness that.such crime was a possible consequence thereof)~2688 

907. The Appeals Chamber recalls that the mens rea standard for the third category of joint 

criminal enterprise liability does not require awareness of a "probability" that a crime would be 

co~tted.2689 Rather, liability under the tb:rrd category of jomt criminal enterprise may ~ttach 

where an accused is aware that the perpetration of a crime is a possible consequence of the 

implementation of the common purpose.2690 J-Iowever, the Appeals Chamber recalls that the 

"possibility standard": 

is not satisfied by implausibly remote scenarios. Plotted on a spectrum of likelihood, the ICE III 
mens rea standard does not require an un.derstanding that a deviatory crime would probably be 
co:mm:ittoo.; it does, however, re~e that a crime could be committed is sufficiently substantial as 
to be foreseeable to an accused. 91 · 

908. The Appeals Chamber will therefore apply this standard when determining whether 

Dordevic is liable for the crime of persecutions through sexual assaults pursuant to the third 

category of joint criminal enterprise. 

(b) _ Link between the JCE and the direct perpetrators of the foreseeable crimes 

a.. Arguments of the parties 

909. Dordevic submits that. in order for a crime to be :imputable to him pursuant to the third 

category of joint criminal enterprise liability, it must be proven that one of the members of the JCE 

used the physical perpetrator(s) to commit the foreseeable crimes in furtherance of the common 

lan 2692 p . 

910. The Prosecuti_on submits that Dordevic's argument that the physical perpetrators were not 

used in· order to commit ~exual assaults misunderstands the Prosecution's appeal. 2693 It argues that 

1688 Brdanin Appeal Judgement, paras 365, 411; Kvocka et aL Appeal Judgement, para. 83; Blas'kic Appeal Judgement, 
2ara, 33; Va.riljevi6 Appeal Judgement, pera. 101; Tadic Appeal Judgement, para. 228. . 

268~ Sa.irwvic et al.. Appeal Ju~gement, paras 1061, 1272, 1525, · ~557-1558; Karadiic Appeal Decision on Third 
Category of Joint Criminal Enterprise Foreseeability of 25 June 2009, para. 18. See also _Brdanin Appeal 
Judgement, paras 365, 411; KvocKJJ et al. Appeal Judgement, para. 83; Bla.r'1dc Appeal Judgement, para. 33; 
Vasiljevic Appeal Judgement, para. 101; Tadic Appeal Judgement, para. 228. · 

lfi90 Bntanin Appeal Judgement, paras 365,411; Kvocka etaL Appeal Judgement, para. 83; Blas"kic Appeal ~udgement, 
para. 33; Vasiljevic Appeal Judgement, para, 101; Tadic Appeal Judgement, para. 228. · 

26511 Karad'f.ic Appeal Decision on Third Category of Joint Criminal. Enterprise Foreseeability of 25 June 2009, para.. .18 
{emphasis in original). See ~ainovic et al. Appeal Judgement. paras 1081, 1538, 1575, 

26'}2 Dordevic Response Brief, paras 42-45, referring to Brdanin Appeal Judgemen~ para. 413, Limaj et al, Appeal 
Judgement. paras 119-120, Tad.it! Appeal Judgement, pm:a. 220. · 

2693 Prosecution Reply ;Brief, para. 20. 
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Dordevic wrongly suggests that the Tribunal's jurisprudence requires that a member of a joint 

criminal enterprise use a pe:rp~trator in order to commit a trurd category of joint criminal enterprise 

crime.2694 

b. Analysis 

911. The Appeals Chamber recalls that under the third category of joint criminal enterprise, an 

accused may incur ~rim.inal responsibility for crimes committed by non-members of the joint 

criminal enterprise. 2695 It has been establis_hed that in such circumstances: -

the accused may be found responsible provided that he participated in the common criminal 
purpose with the requisite intent and that, in the circumstances of the case, (i) it was foreseeable 
that such a crime might be pe.rpetrateq by one or-more of the persons used by him (m by.any other 
member of the JCE) in order to carry out the actur reus of the crimes forming part of the common 
purpo&e; and (ti) the accused willingly took that risk. The Appeals Chamber thus hcld that 
members of a JCE could be held liable for crimes committed.by principal perpetrators who were. 
not members of the JCE providc;,d that it had been shown that ~ crimes could be imputed to at 

least one member of the JCE and that this member, wben using a principal perpetrator, acted in 
accordance with the common plan.2696 . _ _ 

912. On this basis, the Appeals Chamber rejects Dordevic's argument that persecutions through 

sexual as~ults cannot be imputed to him as a natural and foreseeable consequence of the JCE for 
' . 

lack of showing that one of the JCE members used the direct perpetrators to commit the sexual 

assaults in furtherance of the JCE.2697 In the case of crimes carried out by non-members of a joint 

criminal ·enterprise, it must be shown that one or more joint criminal enterprise members. (in 

furtherance of the joint criminal enterprise) used the non-member to commit the actus reus of the 

crimes forming part of the common purpose.2698 Should the non-members used by one or more 

members of the joint criminal enterprise commit crimes outside the common purpose, these crimes 

may also be imputed to members of the joint criminal enterprise, provided they were a natural and 

foreseeable conse.q~nce of the joint criminal enterp~se.26:9 In such circumstances, the n~essary 

link has been established and members of the joint criminal enterprise may incur liability, pursuant 

· to the third category of joint crimina1 enterprise, for the perpetration: of such extended crimes.2700 

2694 Prosecution Reply Brief, paras 20--22. • · 
2695 Martic Appeal Judgement, para. 168; Brdnni.n Appeal Judgement, paras 411, 431. 
.e6 Martic App~ Judgement, para. 168 (citations omitted). See also KrajiJrdk. Appeal Judgement, para. 225; Brdanin 

Appeal Judgement, paras 365,411,413,430. ' 
2fS1 See Dordevic Resporu;e Brief, paras 42-45. 
2698 Brdanin Appeal Judgement, paras 410,_ 413. See also Martic Appeal Judgement, para. 168; Krojimik Appeal 

Judgemen~ para, 225. 
2699 Martic Appeal Judgement, para. 168; Brdanin Appeal Judgeme11t, para. 411. 
zioo Martic Appeal Judgement, para. 168; Brdanin Appeal Judgement, para. 411. 
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913. In the instant case, the Prosecution requests the Appeals Chamber to convict Dordevic for . 

. the crime of persecutions through sex.ual ~ssaults under the third category of joint criminal 

enterprise.2w1 It does not allege that the sexu:al assaults were part of the common plan. Therefore, 

the Prosecution is not required to prove that one of the JCE members used the perpetrators in order 

to commit persecutions through sexual assaults. Rather. it must be shown that these crimes were 

committed by a person who was used by one of the JC? members to carry out the actus reus of 

crimes that were part of the common purpose. Whether this requirement is fulfilled will be 

addressed :in the following secti.on.2702 

3. · Dordevic' s alleged re§pOnsibllity for persecutions through sexual assaults under the third 

category of joint criminal enterprise 

( a) Arguments of the parties 

· 914. The Prosecution submits that Dordevic should be convicted for persecutions through sexual 

assaults as sexual assaults were a natural and foreseeable consequence of the JCE. DordeviC was 

aware· of this, and be willingly accepted this risk when he participated in the JCE and furthered its 

common purpose. 2703 

1894 

915. The Prosecution submits that it was foreseeable that crimes that were not part of the 

common purpose, including sexual assaults, might be committed in the context of the campaign of 

terror and extreme violence by the Serbian forces against the Kosovo Albanian population.2704 It -
r 

further argues that it need not be established that sexual crimes were prevalent in order to be a 

natural and foreseeable consequem:e of the common purpose. 2705 Further, the Prosecution contends 

that it is a matter of common knowledge and a historical fact that women suffer sexual assaults 

during such violent, persecutory campaigns,2706 

2701 Prosecution Appeal Brief, paras 42-56, The Appeals Chamber notes that the Inqicnrumt does -include persecutions 
through. sexual assa.ult among the crimes that were part of the JCE_ (fudictmen1, Count 5, paras 21, 'Xl, 72, 76-77), 

2702 See infra. para. 927. · 
z703 See Prosecution Appeal Brief, pantB 42-55; Appeal Hearing, 13 Ma.y 2013, AT. 178, 184-188, 201. 
2704 Prosecution Appeal Brief, paras 42-43, 45-46; Prosecution Reply Brief, paras 13-15: Appeal Hearing, 13 May 

2013, AT. 185, 187-188, 201-202. The Prosecution argues that the Tribunal's case law confums the relevance of 

these factors in assessing the foresee$]ity of crimes (Appeal Hearing, 13 May 2013, AT. 187, refon:ing to Krstic 

Trial Judgement, para. 616: Krstic Appeal Judgement, para. 149, Kvoc'1i:a Trial Judgement, para. 327, Sta/de Appeal 
Judgement, paras 93, 95; Stan.We and Zupljanin Trial Judgement, vol 2, paras 525-526, 776). Furthermore, it 
submits that the Trial Chamber relied on these same factors when it made its altemative finding that murder was a 
Illl;ttlral and foreseeable consequence of the JCE (Appeal Hearing, 13 May 2013, AT, 187-188, referring to Trial 
Judgement paras 2139, 2141, 2145). - . . 

2705 Appeal Hearing, 13 May 2013, AT. 177. 
2706 Prosecution Appeal Brief, para. 44. 
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916. Regarcling whe~er the sexual assaults were forese~able to Dordevic, the Prosecution 

submits that he was a crucial member of the JCE. 2707 It further contends that be was aware of the 

massive displacement of civilians, as well as killings and other violent crimes against Kosovo 

1893 

· Albanians committed during the course of the Serbian forces' campaign as a result of his position of 

authority, his direct involvement in ·operations and presence on t:Q.e ground, and reports from various 

sources. 2708 According to t_he. Prosecution, Dordevic was aware of the commission of such violence 

against Kosovo Albanians as early as 1998 and remained well-informed in 1999.2-709 The 

Prosecution submits that given these circumstances, Doi-devic was aware of the possibility that, 

during this persecutory campaign, Kosovo Albanian women might be se~ually assaulted.2710 It 

contends that he willingly took that risk when. with such awareness, he participated in the JCE.'2711 

917. Dordevic responds that the sexual assaults were not foreseeable to bim..2712 He contends that 

notice of the commission of general crimes in 1998 does not establish foreseeability on bis part th.at, 

sexual assaults in particular were a "sufficiently substantial possibility".2713 Dord.evic also submits 

that there is no evidence that, during the relevant time period, he was informed of the ordering or 

occurrence of sexual assaults, which would have made bim aware of the possibility that these 

crimes would occur.2714 

918. In reply to Dordevic's argument that notice of general crimes was not sufficient to make 

him aware of the possible perpetration' of sexual assaults, the Prosecution submits that the Appeals · 

Chamber has never held that crimes are foreseeable to an accused only if he knows of prior, similar 

2707 Prosecution Appeal Brief, pa:ra. 42. 
Z108 Prosecution Appe;al Brief, 'paras 44, 47-50, 53; Appeal Hearing, 13 May 2013, AT. 185-186. 
2709 Pro&ecution Appe-111 Brief, paras 47-53; Appeal Hearing, 13 May 2013, AT. 186. 
2710 Prosecution Appeal Brief, paras 44, 46, 51; Prosecution Reply Brief, paras 13-15; Appeal Hearing, 13 May 2013, 

AT. 185-186. The Prosecution adds that for sexual assaults to be foreseeable to Dontevic, it is not required that he 
had prior knowledge of the same types 11C-ts previously being commit,ted (Appeal Hearing. 13 May 2013, AT. 202). 

:nu ·Prosecution Appeal Brief. paras 7, 42, 46, 52, 55; Appeal Hearing, 13 May 2013, AT. 188. · 
:mi E>ordevic Response Brief, paras 36, 46-52, 54; Appeal Hearing, 13 May 2013, AT. 196, 198; He argues that the 

cases referenced by the Prosecution to support a finding of foreseeability must be distinguished from the current 
case since they are camp cases ?t relate to the specific situation of Srebrenica (Appeal Hearing, 13 May 2013, 
AT. ~6-197). . 

2m Dardevic Response Brief, para. 46. See also Do:('devic Response Brief, para. 47. Dordevie further submits that 
"general knowledge of the potential for crime in war is not sufficient to meet the specific intent rest of persecutory 
intent'' (Dordevic R~ponse Brief, para. 46) . 

. 2714- Bor&vic Response Brief, para. 50; Appeal Hearing, 13 M.(l.y 2013, AT. 198-199. He argues thaJ: ''[r]ape is a 
possibility in all wm:s- and, indeed, in peacetime too such that isolated incidents of sexual assault do not on thei:r 
own establish that repeat rapes are a: subrtlmtial possibility'' (£)ordevic Response Brief, para. SO (citations omitted); 
see also .t,.ppeal Hearing, 13 May 2013, AT. 196). Don1ev:ic further submits that neither of the sexual BBsaults at 
issue we:rci "sanctioned, approved, allowed or even known by superior office;rs" but.rather "took place in secretive 
or bigb1y irregular circamstances", and thus were not foreseeable {Dordevic Response Brief, para. 51). 
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crimes.2715 The Prosecution further replies that the elements of the third category of joint ~riminal 

enterprise are satisfied as the sexual assaults were perpetrated by members of the ~erbian forces 

who were controlled and used by the JCE m~bers in the implementation of the·com:mon plan. 2716 

(b) Analysis _ 

919. The Appeals Chamber recalls that the thlrd category of joint criminal enterprise entails 

responsibility for· crimes committed beyond the common purpose but which are nevertheless a 

· natural and foreseeable consequence of that common purpose. 2717 'The Appeals Chamber further 

recalls that where the alleged foreseeable crime is a ·specific intent crime such as persecutions, it 

must be established that it was foreseeable to the accused that the crime might be committed,2718 

though it need not be sh9wn that the ~~sed possessed specific intent 2.7i9 

920. In order to assess the foreseeability of sexual assaults, the Appeals Chamber, will first 

consider the overall context in which these acts occurred. It will then address the evidence relevant 

to the determination of whether it was foreseeable to Dordevic, in particular, that sexual assaults 

were a possible consequence of the implementation of the JCE. 

1892 

921. The Jrial Chamber found that ·a comm.on plan ~xisted among the leadership of the FRY and 

Serbia aimed at modifying the ethnic balance in Kosovo.2720 It further found that: "[a] core element 

of the comm.on plan was the creation of an atmosphere of violence and fear or terror among the-

. Kosovo Albanian population such that they would be driven, by their fear, to leave [ ... ] 

Kosovo."2721 Typically; Serbian forces shelled the area of a village and/or fired at houses causing 

the population to flee and theri. entered the village ori. foot, setting houses ori fire,· damaging 
I . • I 

property, looting1 killing residents, forcibly expelling people from their horn.es, and threatening and 

physically harassing the populati.on.2722 In some cases, in addition to killing large numbers of men 

and boys, women were also targeted and killed with the intent to instil fear among the Kosovo 

:ms Prosecution Reply Brief, para. 16; Appew.. Hearing, 13 May 2013, AT. 185, referring to Krstic Trial Judgement, 

paras 616-617, Krstic Appeal Judg=cnt, para. 149, Kvocka Trial Judgement, para. 327; Kvoc"1co. Appeal 
Judgement, pare.. 86. See also Prosecution Reply Brief, paras 17-18. 

2716 Prosecution Reply Brief, paras 21, 23. · 
'1717 Kvocfca et al. Appeal Judgement, para. B3; Tadi6 Appeal Judgement, para, 204. · 
:ms Sai.novic et aL Appeal Judgement, para. 1456; K.aradiii Appeal Decision on Third Category of Joint Criminal 

Enterprise Foreseeability of 25 June 2009, para, 18. See clso Brdanin. Appeal D~ion of 19 March 2004, 

~aras 5-6. ._ . 
2719 Sainovic et al. Appeal Judgement, para, 1456; Brdanin Appeal Decision of 19 March 2004, paras 5-6. See also 

supra, Section ill. E. · 
27lll Trial Judgement, parlll: 2007, 2126-2130. . 
wt Trial Judgement, para. 2143. See also Trial Judgement, paras 2007, 2035, 2152. 
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Albanian population and to force them to leave. z723 Forced from their homes and fearing for their 

lives and w.elfare, massive·columns or convoys of displaced Kosovo Albanians left their towns and 

villages and headed to Albania or FYROM, often directed and escorted by Serbian forces, who 

continued to intimidate and abuse them.2724 In thes.e circumstances, the Appeals Chamber considers 

that Kosovo Albanians were left highly vulnerable, lacking protec~on, and exposed to abuse and 

· mistreatment by members of the Serbian forces. 

922. The Appeals Chamber notes that, Kosovo Alpanian ~en were frequently separated from the 

women and children. 2725 On several occasio;ns. after being separated, the men were then killed by 

Serbian forces.272.6 In some instanaes, women and children were detained by Serbian forces 

separately from the men. prior· to their forced displacement 2727 The Appeals Chamber considers 

that, separated from their male relatives, Kosovo Albanian women were r~dered especially 

vulnerable to being targeted and_ subjected to violence by Serbian forces on the basis of their 
' ' . . 

ethnicity. including violence of a sexu~ nature as one of the most degradjng and humiliating 

forms. z72l! Defenceless Kosovo Albanian civilians were confronted ·with Serbian forces, who knew 

that they could act \vith ne~ impunity. The Appeals Chamber has no doubt that in such an 

environment, sexual ~saults were a natural and foreseeable consequence. 

1891 

923. To be held liable for persecutions through sexual assaults pursuant to the third category of 

joint crimina~ enterprise, the sexual assaults, however, must have been foreseeable to.Dordevic in 

particular.zn9 The Trial Chamber foillld that, as "one of the most senior MVP- officials, he had 

detailed knowledge of events ~n the ground and played a key role in coordinating the work of the 

2722 See Trial Judgement, paras 1617-1624, 1626-1674, 1676-1679, W27, 2029, See also Trial Judgement, 

paras 2133-2137. · 1 

1723 See Trial Judgement, pans 1636, 1652, 2137, 2139-2140. Se.e also Trial Judgement, paras 2143-2145. 
2724 Trial Judgement, paras 1626, 1633, 1646, 1649, 1652, 1656, 1657, 1659, 1668, 1677, 2030-2031. 
2ns Trial Judgement, paras 1617, 1619, 1624, ,1630, 1634, 1643, 1656, 1669, 1678-1679, 2028. See also Trial 

Judgement, paras 2136-2137. . · 

:zn6 Trial Judgement, paras 1617-1620, 1630, 1643, 1656, 1669, 2028. See also Trial Judgement, paras 2136-2137; 

3upra, paras 770, 772. . 
1721 See Trial Judgement, paras 1149, 1153. 
:im The Appeals Chamber also notes the evidence of Witness K20 that, when she was taken by the members of the 

Serbian forces, she "knew what was going to happen[ ... ] as [she] had beard that the Serbs were raping the Kosovar 

girls and women'' (Exhibits Pl279 (confidential), pp 4-5; Pl280, pp 4-5). It further notes Witness K14's evidence 
that the :man canying k:aives ,and dressed in camouflage trousers who took the Kosovo Albanian girl "was known 

for doing these kinds of things" (Exhibit Pl325 (confidential), p.4); that she heard from othc:rs that "they took more 

women out'' from the convoy (Exhibit P1325 (confidenlial), p.4); md that, when, on the evening of her own rape, 

Witness Kl 4 told a friend what happened to her, she confided in Witness Kl4 that •~ same tbing had happened to 

her.[ ... ] [S]he was raped by four men and that she was brought back after two days" (Exhibit Pl325 (confidential), 

pp~. . . . . . 
2729 See Karadiic Appeal Decision on Third Category of Joint Criminal Enterprise Foreseeability of 25 June 2009, 

para. 18; Brdan.in Appeal Decision of 19 March 2004, para. 6. See also Erdanin Appeal Judgement, p~a. 365; 

Stakic Appeal Judgement, para. 65; Kvocka et al, Appeal Judgement, para. 86. 
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MUP forces in Kosovo in 199~ and 1999".2730 In particular, the Trial Chamber noted that Dordevic: 

(i) was a member of the Joint Command and of the MUP Collegium, and ·regularly attended 
. . 

meetings of these bodies as well as MUP Staff meetings; (ii) had direct and immediate contact with 
. . 

Lukic, Head of the MUP Staff, and several SUP chiefs in Kosovo; (iii) participated as part of the 

Serbian delegation in international negotiations, and (iv) was present on the ground in Kosovo in 

1998 and 1999, including during VJ and MUP operati.ons.2731 

924. · Through bis role and involvement in the operations in Kosovo, Dordevic was well informed 

not only of the conduct of operations and overall security situation on the ground in Kosovo, but 

also of the commission ·of serious crimes. such as looting, torcl,nng of houses, excessive use of 

force, and murder (includm.g of women and children) by Serbian forces during the course of . . . 

operations in both 1998 and 1999.2732 Moreover, with the knowledge that some units had coIIlIIlitted 

violent crimes. against Kosqvo Albanian civilians in 1998 and 1999, and that such crimes bad gone 

unpunished, Dordevic authorised the redeployment of some of the same units in· 1999 into the 

volatile situation.2733 

925. The Trial Chamber found that Dordevic shared the intent of the JCE with the common 

purpose to change the ethnic balance. of Kosovo. 2734 It found that as a member of the JCE, he was 

fully aware that this common purpose was to be achieved by creating an atmosphere of terror and 

fear to induce the Kosovo Albanians to leave, including by subjecting them to pers~utions through 

a variety of means. 2735 Furthermore, the Trial Chamber found that he_ was aware of the massive 

· displacement of Kosovo Albanian civilians on the basis that he witnessed thousands of displaced 
. . . 

persons in 1998 and that he received regular MUP reports. throughout March to June 1999 that 

reported on the increasing_numbers of Kosovo Albanians crossing the borders from Kosovo into 

Albania or FYROM.2736 He also knew about the humanitarian situation as well as killings and other 

violent crimes against Kosovo Albanians through other sources, including the media?737 

926. Under these circumstances, the Appeals· Cb.amber finds that it was foJ:;eseeable to Dordevic 

that crimes of a sexual nature might be committed. The Appeals Chamber recalls that thousands of 

2730 Trial Judgement, para. 2154. . · · 
2731 Trial Judgement, paras 1B97-1898, 1900-1903, 1916-1917, 1919, 1925, 1985-199B, 2154, 2158, 2162, 2178. 
27n See Trial Judg~ent, paras 1900-1907, 1918, 1920-1924, 1957-1958, 1961, 1963. 1981, 1985-1995, 2154-2158. 

See also Trial Judgement, paras 2178-2184. 

1890 

zm Trial Judgement, paras 1258, 2155, 2179-2180, 2185. See also supra, paras 355-357, 360-362. 
i 734 See Trial ludgement, para. 2158. See also Trial Judgement, paras 1999, 2128, 2130, 2154-2157, 2193; supra., · 

Chapter XL . 
ms Trial Judgement, paras 2127-2128, 2130, 2135-2137, 2143, 2151-2152, 2158. 
2736 Trial Judgemenl:4 paras 1903, 1990, 2178, 2182. See supra, paras 247-252, 489-492. 
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Kosovo Albanian civilians were being forcibly displaced and mistreated on a massive scale by 

Serbian forces who could act with near impunity. and that women ·were frequently separated from 

the men and thereby rendered especially vulnerable. The Appeals Chamber, Judge_ 

Tuzm.ukhamedov dissenting, finds '!hat in such environment, the possibility that sexual assaults 

might be com,mitted . was sufficiently substantial as to be foreseeable to Dordevic and that he 

willingly took the risk when he participated in the ICE. The · Appeals Chamber, Judge 

Tuzmukbamedov dissenting, is further satisfied that, in light of his knowledge of the persecutory 

natur.e of the campaign, it was also foreseeable to Dordevi.¢ that such sexual assaults might be 

carried out with discriminatory intent. 

927. The Appeals Chamber• has· found that the Trial Chamber did not err in concluding that 

Serbian forces were used by members of the ICE to implement the actus reus of crimes that were 

within the common purpose of the JCE.2738 These same Serbian forces sexually assaulted Witness 

K20, th~ other two young women in Beleg, and Wi~ess Kl4.2739 With ~gard to the girl in the 

convoy, the Appeals Chamber notes that the identity of one the perpetrators, i.e. the man carrying 

knives and dressed in green camouflage trousers, is .unclear.2740 However, bis id~nti.ty is less 

relevant since it has been found that the other man who sexually assaulted her was a policeman and 

· thus a member of the Serbian forces.2141 Therefore, the Appe~s Champer,.Judge Tuzmukhamedov 

dissenting, is satisfied that the required· link between the crimes and Dordevic as a member of the 

JCE has been established. Under these circumstances, the Appeals Chamber finds that thes~ crimes 

can be imputed to Dordevic. 

928. Finally, in light of tpe above finding, the Appeals Chamber recall,; that, contrary to 

Dordevic's contention, 2742 the Appeals Chamber may enter new convictions at the appellate stage. 
. . 

Article 25(2) of the Statute provides that the Appeals Chamber ".rpay_ affirm, reverse or revise the 

decisions taken by· th~ Trial Chambers". Moreover, the Appeals Chamb~r has exercised its 

2'!37 Tri.a1 Judgement, paras 1996-1998, 2183. See supra, para.B 497-501. 
2738 See supra. para. 171. . · 
m 9 See supra. paras 866-869; Trial Judgement, paras 1150-1151, 1791, 1793. 
1740 The man was identified as "cenying kmves and [ ... ] dressed in a black sleeveless slrirt and green camouflage 

trousers. He had a shaved head tied with a scarf and three earrings in one ear." (Trial Judgement, para. 832). 

Elsewhere the Trial Cham.bet found that "[t]here were also other men am911g the Serbian .forces [ stanrung along the 

road to Pmtina/Prishtm,e where the convoy passed], who were dressed in green trousers, had bandannas on tl:)eir 
shaved heads and wore knives. Evidence conslrlered elsewhere in this Judgement, :indicates that such dress is 
consistent with some Serbian paramilitary units, bµt the evidence is not sufficient to enable a positive' finding about 

· the identify of these troops" (Trial-Judgement, para. 824). 
1.741 See supra, para. 859. See also Tri.al Judgement, paras 832, 1792. 
2742 E>ordevic Reponse Brief, para. 4. 
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discretionary authority to enter new convictions on several occasions2743 and Dordevic has not 

offered any cogent reasons to depart frDm: this practice.Z744 

E. Conclusion 

929. Tue Appeals Chamber has found that: (i) the Trial C~amber erred in finding that the sexual 

assaults of the Kosovo AJ.banian gid in a convoy and two young Kosovo Albanian women in Beleg 

were not 'est:ablished;2745 (ii) the Trial Chamber erred in finding that the· sexual assaults of 

Witness K20 and Witness Kl4 wer~ not carried out with discriminatory int.ent;2746 (iii) the sexual -

assaults of Witness K20, the other two women in Beleg, Witness Kl 4, and the girl in a convoy were 

in fact carried out with such intent and amount to persecutions as a crime against humanity, 2747 and 

(iv) these acts were foreseeable to Dordevic and that be willingly took this risk when he participated 

in the JCE.2748 In light ~f the foregoing, the Appeals Chamber, Judge Tuzmuk:hamedov dissenting, 

finds that Dordevi6 is responsible for persecutions through se~ assaults as a crime against 

humanity pursuant to the third category of joint criminal enterprise and enters a conviction thereon. 

Therefore, the Appeals Chamber grants the Prosecu,tion's first ground of appeal in full. The impact 

of this :finding, as well as_ the remainder of the Prosecution's first ground of appeal, will be 

addressed separately in C~pter :XX.2749 

2-74~ See e.g. Mrksit! and Slji-vancanin Appeal Judgement, para. 103, p. 169; Kmoje.lac Appeal Judgement., par~- 172, 

180, 188, 2fJ7, 247, p. 114; Setako Ap~ Judgement, paras 262, 301; Gacumbit;ri Appeal Judgelll(mt., paras 124, 

207. 
1144 Dordevi6 submits that bis right to appeal bis conviction would be violated if tm! Appeals Chamber were to enter 

new convictions against him. referring ill support to the Dissenting Opinion of Judge Pocar to the $Ijrvancanin 

Review Judgement (Dardevit Response Brief, para. 4). Dordevic does :riot raise any argument& that have not been 

considere.d before (see e.g. Mrhi.6 and Sljivancanin Appeal Judgement (compare majority opinion, para.103, 

p. 169, witl;l Partially Dissenting Opinion of Judge Pocar, para. 2); Setako Appeal Judgement (compare· majority 

opinion, para. 262, p. 85 with Partially Dissenting Opinion of Judge Pocar, para. 2). Tbe Appeals Chamber further 

recalls that dissenting opinions are not binding upon it (see supra, para. 841), -

_ :z.745 See supra, paras 859, 869. 
n46 See supra, paras 877~~8, 892, 895. 
:z.747 See :;upra. paras 892-893, 895, 897, 901. 
:ms See mpra, paras 926-927. 
:z.w, See i,ifra. Chapter XX. 
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XX. SENTENCING 

A. Introduction 

-930, . The Tri.al Chamber sentenced Dordevi6 to a single sentence_ of 27 years imprisonment for 

bis convictions for deportation (Count 1), other :inhumane acts (forcible transfer) (Count 2), murder 

(Count 3), and persecutions (through deportation. forcible transfer, murder, and destruction of 

religious or culturally significant property) on racial grounds (Count 5), as crimes against humanity; 

and murder (Count 4), as a violation of the laws or customs of_ war.2750 Both Dordevic· and the 

Prosecution appeal E>ordevic's sentence.2751 The Appeals Chamber will set outtbe applicable law, 

before addressing E>ordevic's and the Prosecution's grounds of appeal. The Appeals Chamber 

recalls that it has overturned a number of the Trial Chamber's findings and entered a finding of guilt 

with respect to the crime of persecutions through sexual assault2752 and will accordingly assess the 

impact on Dordevic' s sentence. 

. -
_B.- Applicable law and standard of review 

931. Pursuant to Article _-24 of the Statute and Rule 101 of the Rules, m· determining the 

appropriate sentence a trial chamber must consider: the gravity of the offence; the. individual 

circumstances of the convicted person; the general practice regarding sentencing in the courts of the 

former Yugoslavia;•-aggravating factors; and any mitigating circumstances.2753 Due to its obligation 

to individualise penalties ~o fit the circumstances of the accused and the gravity of the crime. a trial 

chamber is vested with broad discretion in detennining an appropriate ~entence.2754 

932. An appeal against sentencing is reviewed stricto sensu; it is corrective in nature and is not a 

- ., ' ... 

1· 

i 

trial de no-vo.2155 The ·Appe~s Chamber will not revise a sentence unless the trial chamber . i 

2-7sc Trul Judgement, paras 2230-2-231. 
2-m E>ordevic Appeal Brief, paras 407-426; Dordevic Reply Brief, paras 137-143; Prosecution 'APJleltl Brief, 

paras 57-96; Prosocu.tiori Reply Brief, paras 25-33. 
2-752 See supra, paras 542, 695, 834, 877-878, 901. 
1153 Article 24 of the Statute; Rule lOl(B) of the Rules. . 
:i754- See D. Milofo1ic Appeal Judgement, para. 297; KaUmanz.ira Appeal Judgement, para. 224; Bikindi Appeal 

Judgement, para. 141; Nchamihigo Appeal Judgelilflnt, para. 384; Mrksi6 and Sl}fvG11Canin Appeal Judgement, 

para. 352; Kareta A_ppeal Judgement, para. 385; Strugar Appeal Judgement, para, 336; Hadzihasanovic wul_ 
Kubura Appeal Judgement, para. 302; Blagojf!'lic and Jokic Appeal Judgement, par!IB 137, 321; Nahirnana et al.. 

Appeal Judgement, para. 1037; Simba Appeal Judgement, para. 306; Ntag(!rura et al. AppeafJudgement, para. 429; 
Semam.a Appeal Judgement, para. ·312; Blas"kic Appeal Judgement, para:. 680. See also Harodinaj et Q!.. Appeal 

Judgement, para. 321, citing Krajisnik Appeal Judgement, para. 734; M. Jokic Judg=ent on Sentencing Appeal, 

para. 8. . -
:ms Haradinaj et al.. Appeal Judgement, para. 321, referring to Krajifr:ik Appeal Judgement, para. 734. 
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committed a "discernible error" in exercising its discretion or failed to follow the applicable law. 2756 

It is for the party challenging, the sentence to prove that the trial chamber made a discemible

error. 2757 In doing s01 ~ appellant must show that the trial chamber: gave weight to extraneous or 

irrelevant considerations; failed to give sufficient weight to relevant considerations; made a clear 

error as to the facts upon which it exercised its discretion; or, its decision was so unreasonable or 

plainly unjust that the.Appeals Chamber can infer that the Trial Chamber did not properly exercise 

its discretion.2758 

C. l)ordevic's nineteenth ground of appeal: alleged errors iri. relation to sentencin2 

1886 

933. Dordevic raises four arguments.2759 He submits that the Trial Chamber erroneously: 

(i) considered bis position of authority as an aggravating factor; (ii) ignored several mitigating 

circumstances; (iii) assessed his role in relation to those accused in Milutinovic et al.; and (iv) failed_ 

to consider the sentencing practices of the FRY.2760 The Appeals Chamber will address each 

argument in ttnn . 

. 1. Alleged errors in considering Dordevic's position of authority as an aggravating factor 

"(a) Arguments of the parties 

934. Dordevic submits that the Trial Chamber erred in iaw by "double-counting" bis role and 

position as Chief of the RJB.2761 He argues that the Trial Chamber erred by considering his role and 

position as an aggravating factor while using the same findings: (i) to serve as the basis for bis 

. conVIction; and (ii) in. its assessment of the gravity of the crimes.2762 He contends that a 

circumst.ance which has been considered as an element of an offence or in assessing the gravity of 

the crimes cannot also be regarded as an aggravating factor. 2763 He further submits that his high 

rank or position alone does not justify an increased sentence and argues that only where an abuse of 

position is demonstrated can there ''be a 7(3) aggravation ~ased on position or role in the 

nii> Haradinaj et al. Appeal Judgement, pera. 321, citing KrajiJnik Appeal Judgement, para. 734. 
1157 Haradinaj et al. Appeal Judgement, para. 321, referring to Krajisn.ik Appeal Judgemont, pani. 734. 
vss Haradinaj et al. Appeal Judgement, paras 321-322; D. Milosm.c Appeal Judgement, pare.. 297. 
2759 Dori1evi6 Appeal Brief, paras-407-426. 
2160 Dordevw Appeal Brief, p;mtS 40~-426. 
2761 Dordevic Appeal Brief, paras 407-408; Dordevic Reply Brief, para. 139. See Dordevic Appeal Brief, 

para. 409-411. · · · 

1-7& Dordevic Appeal Brief, paras 407-411. See also Dordevic Reply Brief, paras 137-139. 
2763 Dordevic Appeal Brief, para. 408, referring to Galic! Appeal Jud.gem.em, para. 408, Kordid and Cerkez Appeal 

Judgement, para. 1089, Deronjic Judgement on Sentencing Appeal, para. 206, Luki.t and Lukic Trial Judgement, 

pera. 1050, Milutirurvi.6 et al. Trial Jurlgement, vol. 3, para. 1149. See e.lso Dordevic Reply Brief, para. 139, 

referring to Trial Judgement, para. 2210. · 
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commission of a 7 (1) mode of liability". 2764 Dorde"i6 asserts that the Trial Chamber did not assess 

wheth~ Dordevic abused bis position.2765 

935. The Prosecution responds tl;iat the Trial Chamber correctly assessed Dordevic's position of 

authority only as an aggravating factor and "did not 'double count' this factor by using it as a basis 

for both his conviction and the assessment of the gravity of the crimes''.2766 It contends that the 

Trial Chamber entered a conviction Only unde~ Article 7(1) of the Statute and did not therefore 

"double count'' bis role as the basis for his conviction.2767 The Prosecution further responds that the 

Trial Chamber's reference to Dor&vic1 s •'leading and grave role" in it.s assessment of the gravity of 

the crimes relates to bis "actions and contributions to the JCE, and not to his superior position".2768 

Jbe Prosecution also submits that Dordevit' misrepresents the Tribunal's case law on abuse of 
- ' 

authority. 2769 

(b) Analysis 

936. The Appeals Chmnber recalls at the outset that double-counting for sentencing purposes is 

impermissible.2770 In th.at regard. a, factor considered by a trial chamber as an element of a crime 

cannot also be consider¢ as an aggravating circumstance.2771 Similarly, a factor taken into account 

by a trial chamber in its assessment ''of the gravity of the crime cannot additionally be taken into 

te tin• • n-..+n~~ d ' " 2772 account as a sepata aggrava g C1ICL1.Uu.=e. an vice versa . 

2764 Dordevic Appeal Brief, paras 408,410,411, Elordevic argues that ''[o]n the contrary, it was only by virtue of his 
position that be was found to have met the actus rew of JCE participation at all." @ordevic Appeal Brief, 
para. 410). The Appeals Chamber has already dealt -with this argument under Dordevic's. ninth ground of appeal 
(see supra, paras 225-230, 235-239, 242-243, 257-265, 275-277, 315-324, 355-362, 366-370, 372-433, 454-456). 
See also 0ordevic Reply Brief; paras 137-138. 

z7e Dordevic Appeal Brief, para. 41 l. 
2766 Prosecution Response Brief. paras 391-393, 397. 
m 7 Prosecution Response Brief, paras 391-392. - , 
z755 Prosecution Respon.se Brief, para. 396, referring to Trial Judgement, paras 2195, 2220, 2214 (citations omitted). 
2769 Prosecution Response Brief, para. 395. It contends that a trial chamber may consider an accused's superior position 

as an aggravating factor "[w]here both article 7(1) and 7(3) responsibility are alleged under the same 001mt, and the 
legal requirements of both forms are met'' but will enter a· conviction based on Article 7(1) alone (Prosecq.tion 
Response Brief, para. 395, referring to Bla!ki6 Appeal Judgement, para. 91, Kordic and Cerkez Appeal Judgement, 
para. 34, D. Milosevic Appeal Judgement, pora. 302, fn. 873). 

mo Limaj et al. Appeal Judgement, para. 143; Deranjic Judgement on Sentencing Appeal, para.. 107; D. Milosevic 
Appeal Judgement, paras 306, 309, · . 

1771 Galic Appeal Judgement, para. 40&; Kordit and ~rkez Appeal Judg=ent, para. 10B9; Bla.llic Appeal Judgement, 
para. 693. . 

zm (). MiloJevic Appe.al·Judgement, paras 306, 309, citing M. Nikolic Judgement on Sentencing Appeal. para. 58; 
Deronfit Judgement on Sentencing Appeal, para. 107; li.maj etaL Appeal Judgement, para. 143. 
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937. The Appeals Chamber first notes that Dordevic was convicted for bis participation in the 

JCE pursuant to Article-7(1) of the Statute.2773 While bis role and position were relevant to the Trial 
. . 

Chamber's assessment of his conduct and its conclusion that he· contributed significantly to the 
' ' 

JCE,277~ the Appeals Chamber recalls that the role and position of an accused is not-an element 

required to establish criminal liability for participation in a joint criminal enterprise. 2775 It was 

therefore within the discretion of the Trial Ch~er to consider his · role and position -as an 

aggravating factor. 

938. In relation to the· assessment of the gravity of the offences, the lrial Chamber considered 

that Dordevic's "ac;tions and conduct" as a member of the JCE.1776 In assessing the gravity of the 

offences, the Trial Chamber noted that Dordevic's actions, "were in support of, and° vital. to,· the 

common enterprise". 2777 The Trial Chamber, ultimately concluded that it was bis "leading and grave 

role in the JCE" which "warrant[ed] punisbment".2778 The Appeals Chamber therefore finds that the 
- . 

Trial Chamber considered E>ordevic' s leading role and his contribution to the · JCE as a factor 
. . 
relevant to the assessment of the gravity of the offence. 2779 

939. The Appeals Chamber will now address Don1evic's argum~nt that the Trial Chamber 

erroneously relied on hls position without assessing whether he· abused such authority. 2780 In -

entering a conviction against Dordevic for ·bis participation in the JCE, the Trial Chamber correctly 

articulated ~at "[w]here both Article 7(1) and Article 7(3) are alleged under the same count, and 

where the legal requirements are met, a trial chamber should enter a conviction on the basis of 

Article 7(1) only, and consider the accused's superior position as an aggravatip.g factor in 

:i.m Trial Judgement, paras 2164, 2193-2194, Although the Trial Chamber also found Dordevic liable pursuant to 

Article 7(3) of the Statute, it correctly entered a convicl:ion on the basis of Article 7(1) (T:rial Judgement, para. 

2195). · . · 
2774 Trial Judgement, para. 2158. See Trial Judgement, para. 2154-2157. See also supra, paras 209-461. 
2775 The Appeals c_;:hambcr roc:alls 'its previous finding that the Trial Chamber correctly set out the elements of joint 

criminal enterprise (supra, para. 468. referring to Trial Judgement, paras 1864-186§, citing Tadi6 Appeal 

Judgement, paras 202-204, 220, 227-228). See Galic Appeal Judgement, para. 408. 
znr,, Trial Judgement, para. 2210. The Trial Chamber considered that Dordevic "had a direct and leading role in efforts 

to conceal the crimes for wbich the joint c:dminal enterprise wu- responsible, and he failed to fulfill ms -
responsibility to· cmure that crimes committed by MUP forces in furtherance of the joint crimmaJ enterprise were 

reported and investigated" (Trilll Judgement, para. 2211). 
2-rn Trie.l Judgement, para. 2210. · 
2771 Trial Judgement, para. 2214. See also '.frial Judgement, paras. 2211, 2213. 
2779 Trial Judgement, pam. 2210. The Trial Chamber considered that Dordevic "had a. direct and Ieadmg role in efforts 

to conceal the crimes for which fbe j oiµt criminal enterprise was responsible, md he failed to fulfil bis 

responsibility to CDSllre that crimes committed by MUP forces in furtherance of the joint crimmal enteq¢.se were 

ri,ported and investigated" (Trial Judgement, para. 2211). 
2710 See Dordevi{Appeal Brief, para. 410; Dordevic Reply Brief, para. 138. 
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sentencing."2781 The TD:al Chambt:r co~dered as an aggravating factor, inter alia, '1:he role of 

[Dordevic] who, as Chief of the RIB, was m. a position of command and effective control of the 

MOP forces, except the RDB, who were among the actual perpetrators".2782 In the Sente~cing 
. ' .. . 

section of the Trial Judgement, however, the Trial Chamber failed to articulate that the case law 
establishes that it is not the superior position in itself which constitutes an aggravating factor, but 

rather the abuse of &11ch position which may be considered as an aggravating factor.2783 

940. In failing to can:y out the assessment on whether or not Dordevic abused his position pf 

authority, the Trial Chamber made a discern.able error.2784 This led the 'rrial Chamber to ~nsider 

extraneous matters in its assessment of the aggravating factors applicable in this particular case. 
. . 

This error will be addressed by the Appeals Chamber in making a final detettnination on the• 

sentence to be imposed on Dordevic. 

- 2. Alleged failure to consider mitigating factors 

(a) Arguments of the parties 

941. Dordevic submits that the Trial Chamber erred in f~g to properly consider as mitigating 

factors: (i) his behavior at trial and in detention; (ii) bis cooperation with the Prosecution, work 
' . 

· undertaken in establishing agreed facts, ·and the assistance provided in his testimony before Serbian 

courts; (iii) bis expre~sions of remors·e and sympathy for the victims; (iv) the impact of superior 

orders in a situation of duress; and (v) the "'har~h environment" of aaned conflict.2785 

942. The Prosecution responds that the Trial Chamber took into account the relevant mitigating 

circumstances, and that Dordev:ic fails to show any error in the Trial Chamber's approach.2786 It 

argues that' Dordevi6 did not advance any specific mitigating factor at trial and raises these matters 

for the first time on appeal, which is not the appropriate forum. 2787 Fu.rthetmore, the Prosecution 

2781 Trial Judgem~t, para. 1891, citing Blaksic Appeal Judgement, para. 91, Kordic and Cerkez A,.ppeal Judgement, 

para. 34. See A!ekrovski Appeal Judgement, para. 183; Celebitfi Appeal Iudgemcnt. para. 745. See also Trial 
Judgement, paras· 2192, 2195. · · 

2712 Trlal Judgement, para. 2220. 
2783 Trial Judgement, paras 2217-2224; Hadii.hasa:novic and Kubura Appeal ~udgelfil\nt, para.. 320; Stak:ic Appeal 

Judgement,. para. 411; Babic! Judgement on Sentencing Appeal; para. 80; · Kamuhanda Appeal. Judgement, 

.para. 347; Alebovski Appeal. Judgement. para. 183;. N_takirutimana and Ntakirutimana Appeal Judgement, 

para. 563; Simba Appeal Judgement, para. 285; Kayishema and Ruzindana Appeal Judgement, paras 358-359. 
21" See supra, paras 931·932. · · 

. 2715 Dordevic Appeal Brief, para. 414. 
27Bfi Prosecution Response Brief, para. 398. 
2787 Prosecution Respome Brief, pm.. 399. 
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responds that Dordevic fails to demonstrate that the consideration of the mitigating circumstances 

he proffers would have resulted in the reduction of bis sentence.27S8 

943. Dordevic replies that a trial chamber is ·required to take account of .mitigating circumstances· 

and that •~ jurisprudence shows that this_ is done routinely even if the parties have not raised any 

or all" of them. 2789 

(b) Analysis 

944-. The Appeals Chamber recalls that "neither the Statute nor the Rules exhaustively define the 

factors" whfoh may .be considered in mitigation of a sentence2790 and that a trial chamber. enjoys a 

considerable degree of discretion in determining what consti,tutes a mitigating circumstance and the 

weight, if any, to be accorded to that factor. 2791 The Trial Chamber found: 

in the Accused's favour, by ,irtue of the-position be held in 1bc MOP, [that] the Accused had oot 

previously been convicted of any serious offence and that he had been of good character prior to 

the events that are subject_ of the Indictment No other matter is advanced as wammting mitigation 
of this sentence. :i:m · -

945. Toe Appeals Chamber further recalls that Rule 86(C) of the Rules provides that sentencing 

submissions shall be addressed during clQsing arguments. 2793 Rule 85(A)(vi) of the Rules provides· 

that a trial chamber will consider any relevant information that may assist it in determining an 

appropriate sente~e;2794 however, case law establishes that a trial chamber is not "under an 
obligation to hunt for information that cotmsei did not put before it at the appropriate time ... 2795 In 

addition, appeal proceeclings are not the appropriate forum to raise such matters for the first 

. time.2196 

1788 Prosecution Response Brief, para. 400. 
1789 Dordevi6 Reply Brief, para. 140, referring to D. Milosr:vitf Triel Judgement, para. 1003; Haradi.na,j et al. Trial 

Judgement, para. 495; Bosko:rki. and Tarcul.uviki Truil. Judgem.Mt, para. 601; Milutinovic et al. Trial Judgement. 

vol. 3, paras 1178-1179. · 
:ma Babid Judgement on Sentencing Appeal, para. 43. 
2791 L.ddrf and Lukit Appeal Judgement, para. 647; Ntabakuze Appeal Judgement, para. 264; K\IO&z et al. Appeal 

Judgement, para. 715, referring to Celebici. Appeal Judgement, plllll.. 780. 
2791 Trial Judgement, para. 2224. 
2793 Rule 86(C) of the Rules. 
2794 Rule 85(A)(vi) of the Rules. · · · . 
1795 Kupreikirf et al. Appeal Judgement, para. 414. See Kvocka et al. Appeal Judgement, para. 674. 
2796 See Kupreikit et al, Appeal Judgement, para. 414. See also Kvocka et aL Appeal Judgement, pllill., 674. t 
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946. The Appeals Chamber considers that Dordevic has failed to show that the Trial Chamber -

~ommitted a d:iscemible error in not considering the five mitigating circumstances, which he 
' - ' 

. advanced for the first time on appeal. 2-797 

3. Alleged error in assessing Dordevic' s role in comparison to those sentenced in 

the Milutinovu! et al. case 

(a) Arguments of the parties 

947. Dordevic submits that his sentence of 27 years is "capricious and excessive" when 

compared to those sentenced for 22 years in Milutirwvic et al. case for participating in the same 

JCE.279R He argues that the Trial Chamber failed to reason why it found bis role more significant in 

comparison to the participants of the same JCE warranting a more severe sentence. 2799 Dordevic 

contends that the Trial, Chamber failed tq provide a reasoned opinion as to how it conc~uded that bis 

role was ''more significant" than the accused in the Milutinovic et aL case, and argues that the . 

evidence demonstrates that he had a much less significant role.2800 

\ 

948. The Prosecution responds that the Trial Chamber correctly took into consideration the 

sentences imposed by the Trial Chamber in Milutinovic et al., and that Dordevic fails to show that it 

was unreasonable in :imposing upon lrim a higher sentence in comparison.2801 It contends that 

,_ similar c_ases do not serve as a legally binding pattern of .sentences, but rather _can be of assistance in 

sentencing if they involve the commission of the same offences in substantially similar 

circumstances. 2802 The Prosecution argues that Dordevic' s role was not peripheral compared to that 

of the accused in Milutinovi.t et al;2803 rather, bis contribution was crucial for the acbieveDl.ent of the 

JCE.2804 According to the Prosecution, Bordevic fails to· demonstrate how the Trial Chamber 

ventured outside its discretionary bounds in imposing a sentence of 27 years.2805 

· z797 See also supra, }lara.s 941-943. - - _ · 
2798 Dordevic Appeal Brief, paras 416-418, referring to Trial Judgement, para. 2227; DordevitR.q,ly Brief, pllia..142. 
2799_ Dordevic Appeal Brief;paras 416, 420. See also Doroovic Reply Brief, para. 141. 
2-&00 Dordevic Appeal Brief, paras 419-420. See also Dordevic Reply Brief, para: 141. 
2801 Prosecution Response Brief, paras 402, 404. -
um. Proseculion R.e&-ponse Briet; para. 401, referring to Strugar Appeal Judgement,· para. 348, Martic Appeal 

Judgement,. para. 330, Furundzija Appeal Judgement, para. 250. 
2803 Prosecution Response Brief, para. 403. 
2804 Prosecution Response Brief, para. 403. The Prosecution asserts that Dordevic: (i) · wa.s on the ground in Kosovo in 

1998 and 1999, playing a direct :role in MUP operations; (ii) participated at the highest level :in the planning of 
MUP opere.tions; (iii) deployed the PJP and the SAJ in Kosovo; and (iv) orchestrated the concealment of the crimes 
of the JCE by hicling tbe bodies of Kosovo Albanian civilians in Serbia. (Prosecution Response Brief, ·para. 403). 

'"' Prosecution ROSponso BrieJ; para. 405. _ . , J -· 
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(b) Analysis 

949. The Appeals Chamber recalls at the outset that trial chambers may consider sentences 

previously imposed by the Tribunal in similar cases.2806 It was therefore within the discretion of the 

Trial Chamber to take into consideration µie sentences imposed by the Milutinovic et al. Trial 

__ .Chamber, in light of the fact that that case concerns similar crimes in substantially similar 

circumstances. S~ntences imposed in previous cases, however, are not binding on subsequent trial 

c~bers, as each sentence must be tailored to fit the individual ~~um.stances of a case.2807 

Further, the disparity between sentences rendered in similar cases niay be considered "capricious or 

excessive", hence warranting the intervention of the Appeals Chamber, only "if it is out of 

reasonable proportion with a line of sentences passed in similar. circumstances fot the same 

offences". 2808 

1880 

950. The Trial Chamber carefully considered the sentences of the five accused in the Milutinovic 

et al. case and noted that they were convicted for "their differing roles in essentially the same 

· off~nces" as Dordevic.2809 It also considered that no other member of the JCE; including those -

previously convicted in Milutinovic et al., made a more crucial contribution to the achievement of 

the ICE than Dordevic.2810 The Appeals Chamber further notes that, the Trial C~ber, in the 

present case, additionally convicted him for the murder of 1~ Kosov0_ Albanian women and children 

in P~ujevo/Podujeve.2811 The Trial Chamber further found, inter alia, that he had effective ccintrol 

over the forces coIIllllitting the crimes.2812 lt therefore concluded that his role was more significant 

and called for a more severe sentence.2813 -Tbe Appeals Chamber considers that the Trial Chamber's 

comparison with the Milutinovic et aL case, assisted it in distinguishing Dordevic role. In light of 

the above, the Appeals Chamber finds that the disparity between the sentences . is not- out· of 

reasonable proportion and that the comparison with Milutinovic et al. assisted the Trial Chamber in 

exercising a uniform sentencing practice. 

2BtlS Mrlcsi6 and Slftvanlani.n. Appeal Judgement, para. 376, referring to Strugar Appeal Judgement, para. 348; I.inw.j et 

. aL Appeal Judgement, para. 135; Dragan Nikolic Judgement on Sentencin_g- .Ap£eal. para. 19, Kvo&a et al. Appeal 
Judgement, para. 681; Furundzija Appeal Judgement, para. 250, See also Celebici Appeal Judgement, para. 721. 

2807 See Mrksic and YljiWIJ2Canin Appeal Judgement, para. 376, referring to Strugar Appeal Judgement, para. 348; 
Lima.j et al. Appeal Judgement, pani.. 135, Blagojevic and Jokic Appeal Judgement, para. 333; Dragan Nikolic 

Judgement on Sentencing Appeal, p31;3.. 19, Kvocka et al. Appeal Judgement, para.. 681; Fururuli;i.ja Appeal 
Judgement, para. 250_; Celebici Appeal Judgement, paras 719, 721. See also Muse.ma Appeal Judgement,. para. 387. 

;i110s Limaj et al Appeal Judgenumi, para. 135 (emphasis added); Dragan Nikolic Judgement on Sentencing Appeal, 
para. 19; Kvocka Appeal Judgement, para. 681; Jelisic Appeal Judgement, para. 96. 

l\lO~ Trial Judgement, para. '1227. 
'ZlllD Trial Judgement, para. 2211. See Trial Judgement, para. 2213. 
2m Trial Judgement, paras 2188, 22'27. See supra, paras 351, 362, ~71. 
2812 Trial Judgement, pares 2210-2211. 
:zai3 Trial Judgement, para. Zl27. 
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951. In the-se circumstances, the Appeals Chamber finds that Dordevic has failed to demonstrate 

that the Trial Chamber's committed a dis~ble error in excising its discretion. 

4. Alleged error in relation to the sentencing practices of the FRY 

952. In determining Dordevic'·s sentence the Trial Chamber took in.to account the general 

sentencing practices of the FRY, and in particular that the maximum sentence for crimes committed 

before 2002 is 20 years imprisonment.2814 

(a) Arguments of the parties 

9 53. Dordevic submits that the Trial Chamber failed to properly consider the sentencing practices 

of the FRY by imposing a sentence exceeding the maximum. penalty of 20 years.2815 He further 

argues that the Trial Chamber failoo to explain why it di verged from the sentencing practices of the 

. FR.Y.2816 Dordev:ic also contends that the Trial Chamber erroneously referred to the mong statutory 

provisions concerning the sentencing practices of the FRY. 2817 

954. The Prosecution responds that the Trial Chamber _properly considered the sentencing 

practices of the FRY. 2818 It further responds that the Trial Cb.arri.ber was not :t,ound by the 

sentencing practice of the law of the FRY.2819 and that trial chambers may impose greater sentences 

than those app~cable under.that law.2820 

(b) Analysis 

955. Article 24(1) of the Statute and Rule lOl(B)(iii) of the Rules provides that a trial chamber is 

required to take into account the general practice regarding prison sentences in the courts of the 

FRY. A trial chamber is however not bound by the general sentencing practices of the courts of the 

2814 Trial Judgement. paras 2225-2226, referring to SJ;<RY Criminal Code, Article 3 8. 
"2815 Dordevit Appeal Brief, pan. 422. · 
llli6 Dordevic Appeal Brief, paras 423-424. 
2811 Dordevic Appeal Briel. para. 425. 
2818 Prosecution Response Brief. para. 406. 
ui, Prosecution Response Brief, para. 407. 
281-0 Prosecution Resporue Brief,· para. 407. 
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FRY.2821 The Appeals Chamber notes that the Trial Chamber expressly considered the sentencing 

.practices of the FRY, taking into account both statutory provisions and case law.2822 . 

956~ 'When taking into account the sentencing praeti.ces of the former Yugoslavia, the Trial 

Chamber noted the penalties provided for in the applicable articles of the SFR Y Criminal Code and 

observed that tbe maximum ·penalty could not exceed 15 years· unless the crime was considered 

eligible for the death penalty, in which case the sentenc~ could be. up to 20 years.2823 The Trial_ 

Chamber also expressly took into ac.count that there were "no precise equivalents to the offences" 

for which Dordevic was sentenced and considered "a n~ber of offences of a similar character".2824 · 

The Appeals Chamber finds that the Trial q-1amber gave due consideration· to the general 

sentencing practice· of the former Yugoslavia and that it was within its discretion to impose a 

sentence which exceeds the maximum penalty of 20 ye8!8 provideci in the SFRY Criminal Code. 2825 

957. Dordevic has failed to identify any discernible error on the part of the Trial Chamber in its 

consideration. of the general sentencing practice· of the foriner Yugoslavia. Dordevic' s arguments in 

this regard are dismissed. 

5. Conclusion 

958. The Appeals Chamber has found that the Trial Chamber made a discern.able error when it 

considered E>ordevic's position of authority as an aggravating factor. rather than the abuse of such 

power. 2826 Therefore, the Appeals Chamber grants, in pari Dordevic' s nineteenth ground of appeal. 

The impact of this fmding, if any, will be considered later in this J1.:1dgement.28+7 The Appeals 

Chamber dismisses the remainder of Dordevic' s nineteenth ground of appeal. 

.. 
2821 See Boslwski and Tarcukwski Appeal Judgement, para. 212; Blas7dt Appeal Judgement. para. 681; Krojilnilc 

Appeal Judgem.oo.t, para. 811; M. Jokic Judgement on Sentencing A~al, para. 38; Stakic Appeal Judgement, 

· para. 398; Dragan Nikolic Judgement on Sentencing Appeal. para. 69; Celebici Appeal Judgement, para. 813 See 

also Bikindi Appeal Judgement, para. 154; Nahima.na et aL Appeal Judgement, para. 1063. 
2m See Trial Judgement. pe:ra.. 2226, fn& 7433-7434. Since the same 20-year maximum. penalty, as suggested by 

Dordevic, w111 considered by the Trial Chamber, the Appeals Chamber finds whether the Trial Chamber 

erroneously cited the SFRY Criminal Code as oppo~ed to the FRY Criminal Code to be immaterial (see Elordevic 

Appeal Brief. para. 425; Trial Judgement, paras 2225-2226). 
2823 Trial Judgement. para. 2226. · · 
2824 Trial Judgement. paxa. 2225, referring to SPRY Criminal Code, Articles_ 141-145, 151. Don1evic contends that the 

Trial Chamber erred in referring to the ''Republic of Serbia Criminal Code" which he alleges did not deal with the 

. type of crimes alleged in this case (Dordevic Appeal Brief, para. 425). · 
21125 See Celebiti Appesl Judge:r:nent, para. 816; Krstic Appeal Judgement, para. 262; BlaJki6 Appeal Judgement,. 

para. 681; Staki.c Appeal Judgement, para. 398; Krajimik Appeal Judgement paras 749-750. · 
2826 See supra, para. 940 · · 
2827 See infra, Section XX.E. 
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D. Prosecution's second ground of appeal: Dordevic's sentence of 27 vears is manifestly 

inadequate 

1. Aiguments of the parties 

959. The Prosecution submits that the Trial Chamber erred in the exercise of its discretion by· 

imposi?-g a sentence that failed to reflect the seriou~ness of the crimes and Dordevic's role and 

degree of particip~tion.2828 It argues that the sentence is manifestly inadequate and requests that a 

life sentence be' imposed by the Appeals Chamber upo_n flordev:ic. 2829 

960. The Prosecution contends that the crimes committed in the implementation of _the JCE were 

systematic in nature. massive in sc'\1-e, and ranged over a broad . geographical and temporal 

scope. 2830 It further argues that the crimes· were particularly heinous 1?ecause they were based on 

ethnic intolerance and, moreover, were committed in an "exceptionally cruel" manner.2831 In 

addition to the hundreds of thousands or J{osovo Albanians who were forcibly transferred :fyom 

· their homes,2832 the Prosecution highlights the m~ders of 724 unarmed_ men, women, and 

children. :zu3 The Prosecution asserts that the resulting impact of these crimes is grave and. for those 

who survived the violence, includes physical, psychological. social, and economic suffering.2834 

961. The Prosecution argues that Dordevic's.crncial high-level government positions gave him · 

both. de jure and de facto· powers to coordinate MUP operations in Kosovo and exercise effective 

control over the primary. perpetrators of crimes.283s Furthermore, Dordevic acted in dereliction of 

bis duties when he orchestrate.a the secret disinterment, transportation, and re-burial of Kosovo 

Albanians in Serbia. 2836 

ms Prosecution Appeal Brief, paras 59, 96. 
2829 Prosecuti.onAppealBrief, paras 59, 75, 96-97. 
2930 Prosecution Appeal Brief, paras 57, 60, 62. . 
1831 Prosecution Appea1 Brief, paras 64-65. · The Prosecution provides three examples illustrating -the particularly 

heinous nature of the crimes (Prosecutic;m Appeal Brief, paras 68-74). 
2832 Prosecution Appeal Brief, paras 58, 61. 
2833 Prosecution Appeal Brief, para. 61, referring to Trial Judgement, paras 171S, 1717, 1728, 1731. 
2~ Prosecution Appeal Brief, para. 75. · 
21t1s Prosecution Appeal Brief, pera. 83, The- Prosecution cites exampies of how Dordevic' s used his high-level 

government position.& as Head of the RJB and an Assistant M:inisre:r of the Interior to further the JCE. Dordevic 
:integrated a notorious p!lramilitary group, the Scorpions, into the S.AJ, and then later had them removed from the 
jurisdiction after they mnrdered 14 · women and children, therefore protecting the unit from :investigation. 
Additionally, Dordev'ic was a member of both the MUP Colleip.um and the Joint Command, whereby he met 
regularly ~th other members to plan the MUP and VJ actions in Kosovo {Prosecution Appeal Brief, paras 83-86). 

2835 Prosec:ution Appeal Brief, para, 87 .. Dordevic played a key role in creating clandestine operations to transport 
Kosovo Albanian corpses to !DBSS gravesi::tes at the Bar.ajnica SAJ Centre and Petrovo Selo PJP Centre (Prosecution 
Appeal Brief, paras 89, 91). 
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962. The Prosecution notes that the Trial ·Chamber considered the se1;1tences imposed in the case 

of Milutinovic et aL when determining Don1evic' S _ sentence. 2837 lt ·asserts that. if the Appeals 

Chamber were to increase the sentences in that case, it shouid also increas_e Dordevic's sentence in 

order to "maintain the'relafio~p to t.Qose sentences".2838 

963. · Dordevic responds that the Prosecution's ground of appeal should be dismissed in its 

en.tirety.2839 He asserts that the request itself is not consonant with the principles. of sentencing in 

IHI.2840 and that the Appeals Chamber does not pos_sess the power to increase a sentence when there 

is ~o right ·of further appeal. 2841 Further, be submits that the Prosecution failed to show any error or 

abuse in the Trial Chamber's sentencing disctetion.2842 Rather, he states t:1iat the Prosecution merely 
. -

highlights findings of fact thai: the Trial Chamber considered when determining the sentence.2843 

1876 

964. Dordevic also contends that the Prosecution's argument to increase the sentence based 1;1.pon -

. the seriousness of the crimes does not "appreciate" all the factors the Trial Chamber considered 

when determining his sentence.2844 He further asserts th~t by requesting a life sentence on appeal, 

the Prosecution does not bear in mind that the Trial Chamber is required to tailor a sentence based 
I 

on the individual circumstances of the accused.2845 Furthermore, the -sentence of 27 years reflects a 

''very serious sentence".2846 

. -

965. As to his· alleged role in the JCE, Dordevic insists that the Prosecution made '.'incorrect 

assertions'', particularly in reference to: bis.authority t_o the RIB; bis kno~ledge of the crimes being 

committed by the MUP; bis inclusion in the MUP Collegium and Jomt Command; the facts of the 

:podujevo incident; and, the facts of the concealment of the bodies.?:847 Dordevic reiterates that he 

was found not to have planned or ordered any of the crimes, nor was he a direct perpetrator. 2848 He 

further maintains that the Trial Chamber found that his _primary criminal liability- lies in bis 

21137 _Prosecuti.on Appeal Brfof, para. 94, referring to Trial Judgement, pl!Ill.. 2227 (stating that in the Milutinovic et.al. 

case, five of the accused were found guilty _for their differing roles in some of the Slilllf) offences for which 

Dordevic was charged. The Trial Chamber detemtined_ that f>ontevic's role was more significant t:baJi that of the 

accused in the Milutinovic et al. case and, therefore, deserved a higher sentence than the sent.ences imposed in that 

case). 
2.113s Prosecution Appeal Brief,. para. ~4. 
m9 E>ordevic Response Brief, para. 81. 
!l.B4D Dordevic Response Brief, paras 76, 78. 

_ 2841 Dordeyic Response Brief, para: 4. 
2m Dordevici Response Brief, para. 60. 
2843 Don1evic Response Brief, paras 59, 63, citing D. Milaiwic Appeal Judgement, para. 323. 
2144 Dordevic Response Brief, para. 69. · · · 
2845 Dordevi6 Response Brief, para. 69, referring to D. Miloievi6 Appeal Judgemem, para. 327. 
28441 Dordevic Response Brief, paras 68-69. 
2847 Don1evic Response Brief., para. ~2. . 
2841 Dordevic Response Brief, para. 74 (citatlo~ omitted), refomng to Trial Judgement, pans 2167-2168, 2213. 
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participation in a joint criminal enterprise with other Serbian leaders and authority figures and that 

holding a position of authority does not itself require a harsher sentence. 2849 

966. Finally, Dordevic challenges the Prosecution's "peremptory call for a raise of sentence 

based on a contingent raise of sentence(s)" in the case of Milutinovic e.t al,2850 He submits that any · 

· increase in sentence should be made_ only at trial. with an available review mechanism, and only 

based on facts presented to that µier of fact 2851 

967. -The Prosecution ~lies that the Appeals Chamber may increase a sentence without further 

appella.te review.2852 Moreover, the Prosecution contends that it can use the Trial Chamber's 
' ' ' 

:findings on both the gravity of the crimes and Dordevic's role to ·demonstrate the manifest 

inadequacy of the present sentence.2853 Finally, the Prosecution states that Dordevic fails to rebut its 

arguments and refutes Dordevic.'s challenge of assertio:p.s made in the Prosecution Appeal Brief. 2854 

2. Analysis 

968, At_ the outset, the Appeals Chamber recalls that a discernible error may be. found with 

respect to a trial chamber's determination of the sentence even where the factual findings of a case 

are left undisturbed. 2855 

.969. The Trial Chamber correctly noted that the gravity of an offence is a primary consideration 

.in the determination of a ~entence.2856 It further remarked that a trial chamber may consider the 

nature of the crime, the scale and brutality of the. crime. the role of the accused, and the overall 

impact of the crime upon the victims and their families.:2857 

2B49 Dordevic Response Brief, para., 7 4. See Dordevic Appeal Brief, paras 407-411. 
2aso Dordevic Response Brief, pare.. 80, r_efcrr:ing to Prosecution. Appeal Brief, para. 94. 
2BS1 Dordevi6 Response Brief, para. 80. · · 
w 2 Prosecution Reply Brief, para. 1, referring to Article 25 of the Statute. The Prosecution also provides examples of 

cases where the Appeals Chamber-has increased sentences: Galu! Appeal Judgement, p. 185 (disposition); 
KrnojeT.ac Appeal Judgement, para. 264; Aleksovski Appeal Judgement, para. 186, p. 80 (disposition) (Prosecution 
Reply Brief. para. 1). 

ZID Prosequti.on Reply Brief, pm.. 26; -referring to D. Miloievit Appeal Judgement, para. 297, Galic Appeal 
Judgement, para. 455. . 

i8:54 Prosecution Reply Brief, para,i: 28-29, See also Prosecution Iu,ply Brief, paras 31~32. 
ws See Galic Appeal Judgemen~ para. 455 (stating that "[a]lthough the Tri.al Chamber did not err in its factual 

findings and correctly noted the principles govea:iin.g sentenciDg, it committed an error in finding that the sentence 
imposed adequately reflects the level of gravity of the crimes committed by Galic and bis degree of participation''), 

2KS6 Trial Judgement, para. 2207, referring to M. Nikolic Judgement on Sentencing Appeal. para.. 11; Aleks~ski Appeal 
Judgement, para 182; Celebici AppeulJu.dgem.ent, para. 731; Kupres/de etaL Appeal.Judgement, para, 442; Jelisic 
Appeal Judgement, para. 101; Blaikic Appeal Judgement, pera, 683. _ 

w, Trial Judgement. para. 2'1IJ7, referring to Raj~c Sentencing Judgement, paras 83-95, See Aleksovski Appeul 
· Judgement, para. 182; Blaskit Appeal Judgement, para. 683. 
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970. The Trial Chamber co11sidered that the common plan of the JCE to alter the ethnic balance 

of Kosovo w.as implemented through a "systematic campaign of terror and violence'\ and found that · 

the crimes committed in furtherance of such plan were grave.2858 In doing so it considered the 

violent and peremptory manner in which the Serbian forces attacked the Kosovo Albanian villages, 

the hardship, deprivation, and harassment suffered by the Kosovo Albanians who were expelled 

from their homes, as well as the beatings, ill treatment. and killing of men, women and· chµ.dren. 2859 

971. The Trial Chamber determined the crimes had significant _and, at times, irreparable' 

corisequences· for the vi.ctims.2860 It deemed these to be "absolute" for the hundreds. of victims who 

lost their lives, while those who survived were left to cope with 1he loss of loved ones.2861 It 

weighed not only the physical violence endured by Kosovo· Albanians, but also the considerable 

mental and financial suffering. 2862 The Appeals Chamber is satisfied that the Trial Chamber duly · 

considered the gravity of the crimes committed and therefore finds that the Prosecution fails to 

show that the Trial Ehamber erred in its assessment of the seriousness of said crimes, 

972. As for Dordevic' s role and participation in the commission of the crimes, the Appeals 

Chamber recalls that a trial chamber may cqnsider a person's positi?n-of authority in assessing the 

gravity of offence, and the assigned sentence should reflect the perpetrator's degree of 

responsibility for those crimes coromitted.2863 The Appeals Chamber notes th.at the Trial Cb'amber 
. . 

found that besides Slobodan Milosevic and Stoljijkovic, no other member of the JCE "made a more 

=6 Trial Judgement, paras 2210, 2212. 
2859 Trial Judgement, para. 2212.. The Trial Chamber found that Serbian forces expelled Kosovo Albanillllli, often by 

way of violence. Kosovo Albamans would leave their homes ol.II: of sheer fem- for their lives. As a result, many 
Kosovo Albanians were displaced within Kosovo, or were forced ttJ cross tho borders to Albania, FYROM -or 
Montenegro. During this forced migration across the borders, Serbian forces subjected Kosovo Albanians to 
harassment, beatings, and killings. In consequence of this conduct by Serbian forces, Kosovo .Albanians endured 
great hardship and deprivation. The Trial Chamber also took into consideration that some 724 Kosovo Albanian 
residents were murdered and hundreds of thousands were displaced within Kosovo or across the borders. The 
typical method of achieving these ends was by Serbian forces attacking predominantly Kosovo Albanian 
neighborhoods, villages, 11I1d towns using tanks and other heavy weaponry. Then; after the VJ shelled these areas, 
MUP forces would enter and drive out the reS:idents from their b.omes and set fire to houses and other buildings. In 
some cases, Serbian forces·would destroy or damage mosques and othc:r culturally significant sites. Additionally, 
the Trial Chamber considered 1:ruI1 on multiple occasions, Serbian forces - particuJm-ly the PJP and SAJ - would 
separate the male residents from the women and children, then abuse i:he males before eventually killing toom. At 
times, Serbian forces also killed women and cbildre.n. (Trial Judgement para. 2212) . 

. Z860 Trial Judgement, pare.. 2215. See also Trial Jud.gem.em:; para. 2212. 
Z&ol Tri.al Judgemont, para. 2215. · 
2&62 Trial Judgement., para. 2215. 
2863 Strugar Appeal Judgement, para. 353; Naletilic and Martino-vie Appeal Judgement, paras 609-613, 625-6Z6; 

Musema Appeal Judgement, par~ 382-383; Krajifnik Appeal Judgement. para. 774; Nahimana et aL Appeal 
Judgement, para. 1038; Lima} et aL Appeal Judgement, para.. 133; Gal-ic. Appeal JudgelD.CJ!.t. para. 409; Stakic 
Appea+ Judgement, paras 375, 380; Drag(IJI.Nikolic Judgement on Sentencing Appeal, para. 18; Munyakazi Appeal 
Judgement, para: 185. 
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crucial contribu~on to the achievement of its objective'~ than Dordevic.2864- It also took, into account 

Dordevic's command over MUP forces (who were the principal perpetrators of the crimes), bis 
-

leading role in the efforts to conceal the crimes, and his failure to report and investigate crimes 

committed by _the MOP forces. 2865 Thus, the Appeals Ch.amber is satisfied that the Trial Chamber 

sufficiently considered Dordevic' s role and degree of participation in the crimes and _finds that the 

Prosecution fails to show that the Trial Chamber erred in its assessment 

973. The Appeals Chamber also notes that the Trial Chamber correctly took into consideration 

the sentences imposed in other cases before this Tribunal, including the Mijuti.novic et aL case.2866 

-The Appeals Chamber however fin.M that ~ change in the sentencing in the Milutinovic et al. case 

cannot show an error on the part of the Trial Cb.amber's ex~cise of its discretion. since each case is 

to be examined on its own facts. 2867 

. . ' 

974. As a final point, the Appeals Chamber notes that a sentence of 27 years imprisonment is "a 

vecy serious sentence", especially in light of Dordevic' s age2868 and considers it to be reflective of 
. . ' . 

the grave crimes for which Dordevic is responsible. Additionally, contrary to the Prosecution's 

submission,2869 the Appeals Chamber is satisfied that the sentence mirrors the outrage of the 
. . 

international community and is sufficient to act as a deterrent for other siriiil.ar crimes in the future. 

Therefore, the sentence is not manifestly inadequate. . 

3. Conclusion 

975. Accordingly, the Appeals Chamber finds that the Prosecution has failed to_ show that the 

Trial Chamber erred in the exercise of its discretion by imposing a manifestly inadequate sentence. 

The Appeals Chamber dismisses the Prosecution's second ground of appeal 

2864 Trial Judgement, para. 2211. The Trial Chamber noted thai Dordevic was not the physical perpetrator of the crimes; _ 
rather, 1w liability was based on his participation in the JCE, the purpose of which was to alter the ethnic balance· 
of Kosovo (Tri.al Judgement, para. 2213). · 

:211ti5 Trial Judgement, paras 2210, 2211, 2214. 
2866 Trial Judgemcmt, pari 2227. 
2867 See Mrmyakazi Appeal Judgement, para. 186. 
21161 See Krajisnik Aweal Judgement, para. 782. The Appeals Chamber observes that Dordevic was 62 years old when 

he was sentenced to a term of 27 years 'imprisonment ff he serves bis entire tenn, and tllking into comideration his 
time served, he will be 85 years old upon.release (see Dordevic R~ponse Brief, para. 68). 

llW Pros~utionR.eplyBrief,para. 31. 
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E. lnipact of the Appeals Chamber's :findings on Dordevic's sentence 

976. The Appeals Chamber recalls tha~ by granting the Prosecution's first ground of appeal, it 

has found Dordevic responsible for persec~tions through the sexual assault of five women as a 

crime against humanity(Count 5) pursuant to the tbird category of joint criminal enterprise.28~0 

1872 

977. The Appeals Chamber also recalls that, as a consequence of the arguments raised in relation 

to Dordevic' s thirteenth and sixteenth grounds of appeal, it has overturned· the Trial Chamber's 

findings concerning Dord:evic' s responsibility for committing the crimes of: (i) deportation as a 

crime against humanity (Count 1) from Kladernica/Klla.dernice in Srbica/Skenderaj municipality. . . . 

between 12 and 15 April 1999, Suva Reka/Suhareke town between 7 anct·21 May 1999, Pec/Peje on 

27 and 28 March 1999, and Kosovska Mitrovica/Mitrovice on 4 April 1999;u71 (ii) other inhumane 

acts (forcible transfer) as a crime against humanity (Count 2) in_ relation to Brocna/Buroje and · 

Tusilje/Tusbile, in Srbica/Ske:nderaj municipality between 25 and 26 March and on 29 March 1999, 

respectively, and Cuska/Qyushk, in Pec/Peje municipality, on 14 May 1999;2872 (iii) murder as a 

violation of the law or customs of war and_ a crime against humanity (Counts 3 and 4) of the two 

elderly Kosovo Albanian men· at Podujevo/PoduJeve town in Podujevo/Po~ujeve municipality on 

28 March 1999, and of the rune· men in Mala Krusa/Kruse-e-Vogel on 25 March 1999;2873 

(iv) persecutions as a crime against humanity (Count 5) through: (a) murder b3;Bed on the killings of 

the two elderly men at Podujevo/Podujeve town. in Podujevo/Podujeve municipality on 28 March 

1999, and the nine men in Mala Krusa/Kruse-e-Vogel, in Orab.ovac/Rahovec municipality on 

25 March 1999/874 (b) deportation from Pec/Peje on 27 and 28 March 2009, from Kosovska 

Mitrovica/Mitrovice on 4 April 2009, from Klad~rnica /Kllademice, in Srbica/Skenderaj 

municipality between 12 and 15 April 1999, and from Suva Reka/Suha,reke town between 7 and 

21 May 1999;-2875 and (c) other inhumane acts (forcible transfer) at Brocna/Buroje _ and 

Tusilje/Tusbile, in Srbica/Sken.deraj municipality between 25 and 26 and on 29 March 1999, 

respectively, and Cuska/Qyushk, in•Pec/Peje municipality, on 14 May 1999.2876 

978. As a consequence of Dordevic' s arguments raised in his eighteenth ground of appeal, the. 

Appeals Chamber bas also overturned all the Trial Chamber's :fin~gs concerning Dordevic' s 

2870 See supra, para. 929. · 
21171 See supra, paras 541-542, 69S-696. 
wz See supra, paras 695-696. 
zim See supra, paras 695-696. 
2174- See sUpra, paras 695-696. 
2815 See supra, paraB 541-542, 695-696. 
2!17~ See supra, paras 695-696. 
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responsibility for aiding and abetting the crimes of deportation (Count 1), other inhumane acts 

(forcible transfer) (Count 2), murder (Count 3), and persecutions (through deportation, forcible 

transfer, murder, and destruction of religious or culturally sigai.ficant property) (Count 5), as crimes 

against ];mmanity; and murder (Count 4), as a violation· of the laws or cu~toms of war. 2877 

979. The Appeal~ Chamber further recalls that it has found that the Trial Chamber committed a 

°discemable error when it conside.i;-ed Dordevic' s position of _authority as an ~ggravating factor, 

. rather than the abuse of such position. 2878 

980. In light of the above, the Appeals Chamber finw: that a reduction in Dordevic' s sentence is 

appropriate. ·In particular. the Appeals Chamber considers that the convictions entered by the Trial 

Chamber _which have now been overturned on appeal, outweigh the new convictions entered by the 

-App~als Chamber - not only in terms of number of victims but also by way of Dordevic' s level of 

respons.ibility.21179 By this, however, the Appeals Chamber by no means intends to suggest that the 

crimes for which Dordevic has been convicted on appeal are not grave. Gonsidering the foregoing, 

and in the circumstances_ of this case, includmg Dordevic' s age, the Appeals Chamber reduces bis 

sentence. by 9 years and imposes a sentences of 18 years' imprisonment. subject to credit being 

given under Rule 10 l(C) of the Rul~s for the period already spent in d~tention.. 

2m See supra, para. 834. 
21711 Seo mpra, paras 940, 958. . 
21179 The Appeals Chamber not.es in mspect of the·new convictions that Dordevi.c has been found criminally responsible 

on the basis of the tlrlrd category of joint criminal enterprise. 
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xn. DISPOSillON 

981. For the foregoing reasons, THE APPEALS CHAMBER, 

PURSUANT TO Article 25 of the Statute and Rules 117 and 118 of the ~ules; 

NOTING the respective vnitten submissions of the parties and the arguments they presented at the 

appeal hearing of 13 May 2013; · 

SITTING in open session; 

WITH RESPECT TO DORDEVIC~s APPEAL: 

GRANTS Dordevic's Thhteenth Ground of Appeal, and REVERSES his convictions for 

deportation (Count 1) and persecutions through deportation (Count 5) with respect to the 

displacements of individuals to :fyfontenegro :from Pec/Peje on 27 and 28 March 1999, and from 

Kosovska M:itrovica/Mi.trovice on 4 April 1999; 

GRANTS. in part, Dordevic's Sixteenth Ground of Appeal, and R;EVERSES his convictions, in so 

far as they relate to: 

Deportation (Count 1) at KlademicaiK.uademice, :in Srbica/Skenderaj municipality, 
. . 

between 12 and 15 April 1999 and Suva Reka/Suhareke town, between _7- and 21 May 

1999; 

O~ inhumane acts (forcible transfer) (Count 2) at Brocna/Buroje and Tu~ilje/Tusbile, 

in Srbica/Skenderaj municipality between 25 and 26 March and on 29 Mmch 1999, 

respectively and Cuska/Qyus~ in Pec/Peje municipality, on 14 May 1999; 

Murder, as a crilp.e llgainst humanity and as a violation of the laws or customs of war 

(Counts 3 and 4), of· the two elderly men -at Podujevo/Po<;lujeve' town, in 

Podujevo/Podujeve mllllicipality, on 28 March 1999 and of nine men at Mala 

K:rusa/Kruse-e-Vogel, in Orahovac/Rahovec municipality, on 25 March 1999; 

Persecutions (Count 5) committecf through: 

• deportation at Klademic~ernice, in Srbjca/Skenderaj municipality, between 

12 and 15 April 1999 and SuvaReka/Suhai;eke town. between.? and 21 May 1999; 

• forcible transfer at Brocna/Buroje and Tusilje/Tushile, in Srbica/Skenderaj 
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municipality between 25 and 26 March and on 29 March 1999, respectively .and 

Cuska/Qyusbk. inPec/Peje municipality, on 14 May 1999; and 

1869 

-• murder of the two elderly men at Podujevo/Podujeve town, in Podujevo/Podujeve 
. -

·municipality, on 28 March 1999 and of nine men at Mala Krusa/Kruse-e-Vogel, in 

Orab.ovac/Rahovec municipality,_on 25 :March 1999; and 

G~'TS, in part, Dordevic' s Eighteenth Ground of Appeal, REVERSES bis convictions for 

Counts 1 to 5 on the b~s of aiding and abetting, ~d consequently DECLARES MOOT 

Dordevic' s Eleventh Ground of Appeal; 

GRANTS, in part, Dordevic's Nineteenth Ground of Appeal and finds that the Trial Chamber erred 

in considering Dord:evic' s position of authority as an aggravating factor; 

DISMISSES the remainder of Dordevic's appeal Judge Giiney dissenting with respect to 

Dordevic's Seventeenth Ground of Appeal, in part, and Judge T~ukhamedov dissenting with 

respect to Dordevic's Sub-GrollilW! 9(E), (F), and (G), and, in part, Twelfth, Fifteenth, and 

Seventeenth Grounds of Appeal; 

AFFIRMS all other convictions pursuant to Coµnts 1 to 5; 

. WIT~ RESPECT TO THE PROSECUTION'S APPEAL:· 

GRANTS, Judge Gtiney and Judge Tuzmukhamedov dissenting in part, the Prosecution's First 

Ground of Appeal, and FINDS Dprdevic guilty, pursuant to Articles 5 and 7(1) of the Statute, of 

the crime of persecutions through sexual assaults as ~ crime against humanity (Count 5), pursuant to 

the third category of joint criminal enterprise, in relation to the sexual assaults of Witness K20 and 

the other two young women in Beleg, Witness K14, and the Kosovo Albanian grrl in a convoy, and 

REVISES Dordevic's ,conviction with respect to Count 5 accordingly~ 

DISWSSES the Prosecution's Second Ground of Appeal; 

SETS ASIDE the sentence of 27 years of imprisonment and IMPO~ES a sentence of 18 years of 

imprisonment, subject to credit being given under RulelOl(C) of the Rules for the periQd already 

spent in detention; 

- ORDERS, in accordance with Rules 103(C) and 107 of the Rules, that Dordevic is to remain in the 

custody of the Tribunal pending the finalisation of arrangements for his transfer to the State where 
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bis sentence will be served. 

Judge Giiney appends a Partially Dissenting and Separate Opinion. 

Judge Tuzmukhamedov appends a Dissenting Opini~n. 

· Done in English and French, the English text being authoritative. 

L'. 

·~. ~ 
-~ 

Judge Carmel ~gins, Presiding 

I 
iudge Patrick Robin~on 

Judge Mehmet Giiney Judge Khalida Racbid Khan Judge B 

Dated this 27th day of January 2014, 
At The Hague, 
The Netherlands. 

Case No.: IT-05-87 /1-A 

[Seal of the Tribunal] 
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. XXII. PARTIALLY DISSENTING AND SEPARATE OPINION OF 

JUDGE MEiiMET GUNEY 

1867 

1. I respectfully disagree with the following conclusions contained in the Appeal Judgement 

(i) upholding the finding that the killing of 281 Kosovo Albanians during the Operation Reka 

amounted to murder as a crime against humanity; 1 (ii) entering new convictions on appeal regarding 

the crime of persecution through sexual assaults.2 I would also like to file a separate opinion 

regarding the Appeals Chamber's c;onclusi,;ms: {i)_ that the Trial Chamber was not required to 

eXfill'!hle the individual actions or scrutinize the intent of the other JCE members;3 (ii) the dismissal 

ofDordevic's submissions regarding cumulative convictions under Article 5 of the Statute.4 

1. The Killing of 281 Kosovo Albanians during Operation Reka 

2. The Trial Chamber found that 281 Kosovo Albanians were shot and killed by Serbian· forces 

in MejaJM:eje in Dakovica./Gjakove municipality as part of a large coordinated joint MUP and VJ 

operation known as- "qperat:ioil.. Reka" on 27-28 April 1999.5 It based its conclusion ~n the 

followmg evidence: (i) that the bodies were buried in mass graves in Batajnica SAJ Center;6 (ii) that 

the victims were wearing civilian clothes at the time of their death;7 · that they had been killed by 

gunshot wounds. 8 The Majority upholds this finding on the basis that: (i) the Trial Chamber found 
' . 

that there was no evidence of fighting between Serbian forces and the KLA in the area at the time of 

these events in Meja/Meje, "save for a short unplanned fire fight in the village of Ram:oc on 

27 April 1999 between four KLA fighters.and members of a VJ unit";9 (ii) there was evidence that a 

large number of men in Meja/Meje were forced to join a convoy and many of them were 

subsequently shot;10 (iii) it was reasonable for the Trial Chamber to dismiss Dordevic's arguments 

1 Appeals Judgement, para. 772. 
2 Appeals Judgement, para, 9St 
~ Appeals Judgement, paras. 138-144. 
4 Appeals Judgement., para. 843. 
5 Trial Judgement, paras. 1738-1739. 
6 Trial Judgement, para.. 991. 
7 Trial Judgement.. para. 990. 
8 Trial Judgement, para. 991. 
9 Trial Judgement, paras. 980, 1739. The Trial Cbmnber also c;onsidered Dordevic's contention that the actions of the 
Serbian forces were directed against Kosovo Albanian terrorists but found that there was no evidence to suggest that 
those killed had participated or were participaring in terrorist activities. (Irial Judgement. para. 1739). 
10 Trial Judgement, paras. 958,961, 967-979, 985-995, 1738. . -
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that . the Serbian. forces directed their actions against terrorist activities based on the forensic 

evidence that the exhumed victims were wearing chilian clothing.11 

3. I respectfully disagree with this conclusion. A£. noted by the Majority, in, the context of 

establishing criminal responsibility, the burden to prove that the ~ctims were civilians or hors de 

combat at the time of their' deaths lied with the Prosecution.12 In my view, the circumstances 

surrounding the death_of those individuals remain in the sphere of speculation:13 In my '?ew, the 

circumstantial evidence relied upon to conclude that all 281 victims were civilians or combatants 

hors de combat allows for other alternative conclusions, and therefore the one rea~hed. by the Trial 

Chamber was not the only reasonable. inference. 

4. Indeed, as convinci?gly argued by my Colleague Jud~ Tu.zmukb.amedov in bis dissenting. 

opinion, in: light of the evidence that (i) the victims ~urned from that mass grave were males who 

originated from Dak.ovica/Gjak.ova;14 and (ii) that it w~s acknowledged that the Albanian 

paramilitary :fighters were biding within the civilian population, wearing· civilian clothes, which was 

a tactic adopted by the Kl.A throughout the conflict,15 I believe that it was reasonably open to a trial 

chamber,_ in its application of the correct legal standard, to conclude tha~ in absence of other 
- . 

evidence in this regard, the 281 victims in question buried in the Batajni~ mass grave could have 

been legitimate military targets at the time ·of their death. I would have therefore reversed the 

convictions in relation to these victims. 

2. New Convictions on Appeal related to the Crime of Persecution through Sexual Assaults 

5. The Trial _Chamber acquitted Dordevic of the crime of persecµtion through sexual assaults 

as a crime against humanity as charged in the Indict:inent due to lack of evidence of discriminatory 

intent nece;sary as a basis for persecution.16 The Appeals Chamber, by majority, grap.ts the 

u Appeals Judgement, para.. 771. 
r1- Appeals Judgement, para. 5ZZ: citing D. Milosevic Appeal Judgement, para. 60; Kordic and Cerke.r.. Appeal 

Judgement, para. 48-, referring to B"/as'1dc Appe.el.Judgement, para. 111. , 
1~ Toe Tria.1 Chamba relies on (i) the forensic reports of 109 of the 281 exh\JID.ed victjms concluding that the.vi.cl:ims 

died following gunshot wounds; (ii) that 15 victims also exhumed in :Satajnica mass grave were killed by Serbian forces 

aft.er havmg been removed from their homes and shot See Trial Jodgement, paras. 955-962, 173S-1737. 
14 Trial Judgement, para. 990. Except.f~ two victim& that were identified as being female. 

1,.5 Trial Judgement, para. 944 .. I note in particular that evidence to the effect that 200 KLA combatants were posing as 

displaced persons in villages :!n this area. 
16 Tri.al Judgement, paras.179.1-1797, 2230. Indictment. para. 77 (c). 
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Prosecution ground of appeal ·and reverses the acquittals.17 I note that the same approach was 

preferred by majority in the corresponding Sainovic et aL case, 18 

6. I maintain my position taken in the Sainovic et al. case that, considering the charges and the 

circumstances of this case, those convictions should not be entered on appeals. Indeed, the Appeals 

· Chamber is endowed with the discretion to enter or not new conviction in the ·verdict on appeals, 

and I believe that, in the circumstances of this case, those convictions should be noted, but not 

entered as new convictions.19 L therefore, respectfully disagree with the majority on this issue. 

3. Cumulative Convictions Regarding Arj:icle 5 

7. As I have stated several times in the past, I maintain my position that a conviction for 

persecution, _a crime against humanity pursuant to Article 5 of the Statute, cannot be "cumulative to 

another conviction under Article 5 of the Statnte, if both convictions are based on the same criminal 

conduct. 20 However, I also accept that it is now part of th(? applicable jurisprudence of this Tribunal, 
' . 

1865 

and will not fannally dissent from the APPeals Chamber conclusion upholding the Trial Chamber · 

entering convictions based on the same acts for the crimes of deportation, other inhuman acts . . -

(forcible transfer), murder and persecutions under Article 5 of the Starute.21 

4. Other JCE Members-

8. The Appeals Chamber concluded that "the Trial Chamber was not required to examine the 

individual actions or scrutinize the intent of each member of the JCE."22 While l agree that this 
¢nciple has been consistently applied by the Tribunal, I believe that, in the circumstances of this 

case, the results are regrettable ~d could have been avoided. 

9. First, I consider the Milutinovic et al. case file to have been very different, and presumably 

more complete, regarding some of those "other -JCE membet_s", including Lazarevic and Ojdanic, 

than the. case file before the Dordevic Tri.al Chamber. One cannot expect Dordevic to have 

presented the same defense evidence filed by Lazarevic and Ojdanic in their own trials .. This 

17 Appeals Judgement, paras. 929, 981. 
18 Sainovic et al. Appeal Judgement, para. 600. 
JJ See Sainovic et al. Appeal Judgement, para. 1604. · 
20 See Kordi6 and Cerkez Appeal Judgement, Joint Dissenting Opirrlon of Judge Schomburg and Judge Giiney on 
Cumulative Convictions, Stakic Appeal Judgemcn.t, Opinion dissidente du Juge Goney sur le cumul de decJaration.s de 
culpabilite, Naletilic and Martinavit Appeal Judgement, Opinion dissidente conjoime des Juges Giiney et Schomburg 
sur le cumul de declw;ations de ca.lpabill.te, Nahimana et al. Appeal Judgement, Partly Dissenting Opinion of Judge 
Giiney .. 
!ll /1,.ppeal Judgeme.Dt, para 846. 
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situation, in my view, led inevitably the two trial chambers to reach different conclusions different 

results. 

10. In my view, the fact that the Dordevic· Tri.al Chamber was not obliged to "scrutinize" the 

actus reus and mens rea of the other JCE members, can lead to the following regrettable 

consequences: (i) following an asses~ment of the evidence concerning the mens rea and actus reus,_ 

Lazarevic/Ojdanic were acquitted for crimes related to the ICE in their own trials;23 on the other 

hand (ii) the Dordevic 1:'rlal Chamber reached a finding "out of reasonable doubt" that Lazarevic 

and Ojdanic were members of the JCE, but without having to legally and explicitly assess whether 

Lazarevic/Ojdacic had the requisite ~ns rea and actus reus;24 (1ii) Dordevic can be held criminally 

responsible for the acts perpetrated by Lazarevic/Ojdanic for which they themselves were found not 

guilty after a trial chamber scrutinised_ their mens rea and actus reus. I therefore agree with the 

submissions ofE>ordevic that this amounts to applying a double standard. 

11. In order to avoid this situation, at least within the jurisdiction of this Tribunal, I believe•it 

would have been advisable for the Dordevic Trial Chamber to take into account the fin.dings of the 

Mi.lutinovic et al Trial Chamber. In my view, though not bound by the findings of the Milutinovi.t et 

al. Trial Chamber, the Dordevic Trial Chamber was not precluded from-considoong them either. And, 

indeed, for obscure~• it, at times, di~ 25 I believe it would have been fair to :rule on this issue prior to the 

commencement of the trial and maintain a consistent approach towards the Miluti.rwvi.c et al Trial Judgement, 

so to ensure consistenq throughout the Dordevic Trial Judgement and to ·avoid potential unnecessary 

contradictions _within the ICIY jurisdiction. However. since the ultimate finding is whether Dordevic acted in 

concert with others, the acquittals of µzarevic and Ojdanic do not undemrine the Trial Chamber conclusion, . 

. 22 Appeal Judgement, paras. 138. 
23 See Milutinovic et al Trial Judgement, vol 3, paras. 1209, 1211. 
24 Trial Judgement, para: 2127. . 
15 For mstance, see Trial Judgement, para. 2120 where the Trial Chamber specifically refrafu:ed from making finding& 

i I 

·-, 

"a.bout the mvolvement or knowledge of General Strewn Luldc in the concea:lement of bodies." It noted that Lulic was · · 

before the Tribunal regarding the same evcnt'l and his appeal was pending. See also Trial Judgement, para. 2211 where 
the Trial Chamber also considered the Milutinovic et al case Judgement as a whole and opined that "no other member of 

the joint criminal enterprise [other than Dordevic] mB.de a more crucial contribution to the achievement of its 

objective." 
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Done in English and French. the English text being authoritative. 

Done this 27th day of January 2014 at The Hague, The Ne~erlands. 

[Seal of the Tribunal) · 
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XXIII. DISSENTING OPJ1'1:0N OF JUDGE TUZMUKHAMEDOV 

A. Introduction 

1. In this Judgement, the Appeals Chamber upholds Dordevic' s _convictions, pursuant to ICE I, 

for deportation, other inhumane acts (forcible transfer), murder, and persecutions (through 

deportation, forcible transfer, murder, .at1d destruction of or damage ~o pl"OJ)erty of cultural and 
. . 

religious significance) as crimes against humanity, as well as murder as a violation of the laws and 

customs of war.1 Furthermore, the Majority finds that the Trial Chamber erred in acquitting 

Dordevic of persecutions through sexual assaults as crimes against humanity, committed by Serbian 
-

forces against ~ve Kosovo Albanian women, and enters new convictions against him for these 

crimes pursuant to JCE ti±:2 . 

2. I respectfully disagree in part with the Majority's reasoning and conclusions regarding 

Dordevic's contribution to the comm.on plan. Moreover, I consider that certain underlying crimes of 

murder as crimes against humanity and violations of the laws or customs of war and persecutions 

through the destruction of or damage to religious property as crimes against humanity could not 

have been reasonably attributed to Dordevic. I also cannot agree with the Majority that there is a 

sufficient basis to hold Dordevic _responsible for persecutions though sexual assaults as crimes 

against humanity. 

B. Dordevic's contribution to the common plan 

3. For the following reasons, I take issue with the Majority's reasoning and conclusions in 

relation to the allegations that Dordevic contributed to the common plan, thus incurring c~ 

liability pursuant to JCE, through bis involvement in the deployment of paramilitary uriits _ to 

Kosovo and help in the concealment of crimes of Serbian forces. 

1. Ikployment of paramilitaries 

4. "In ~sessing Dordevic's participation _in the common plan, the Trial Chamber found that he 

contributed to the deployment of paramilitary units to Kosovo in 1999, 3 In this context, the Trial 

· Chamber observed that, in February 1999, Dordevic ''acted-to implement a decision to engage 

1 See Appeal Judgement., paras 458-462, p, 381. 
2 See Appeal Judgemc:.nt, paras 846---929, p. 381. 

· 3 Trial Judgement, para: 2155, 
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volunteers arid paramilitary units by sen~g a dispatch to all SUPs in Serbia requesting -them to 

establish complete control over volunteer and paramilitary units and their members".4 It further 

considered that Dordevic was personally and directly involved in the incorporation of members of 

the Scmpioru into the MOP reserve force, their formal attachment to the SAJ, and their deployment_ 

to Podujevo/Podujeve.in.March·1999; and tb.atE>ordevic subsequently authori~ the re-deployment 

of members of the same unit to Kosovo.5 

-S. ·The Majority dismisses Dordevic's challenges to these findings -in .their entirety.6 I 

_ respe.ctfully disagree with this decision because in my view the Majority bas not paid. sufficient 

attention to the fact that the question of '3/'hether Dordevic made a significant contribution to the 
. . 

common plan through bis involv~nt in the deployment of paramilitaries to Kosovo should be -

resolved in light of 1;he Tribunal's jurispmdence on imputing liability to JCE members for crimes 

committed by non-JCE members. In the following, I will first briefly recall thi~ jurisprudence and 
·- . ,; . 

explain why it is pertinent to the allegations against Dord:evic. I will then specifically address 

whether a reasonable trier of fact could have concluded t;hat Dordevic was involved in the 

deployment of paramilitary 1l:lrits .(other than the Scorpions) ~o Kosovo and that he significantly 

contr!buted to the common plan by deploying and re~deploying the Scorpions. 

(a) General observations: coniributi.on to a common plan by deplo)'ing non-JCE members 

6. Th~ JCE doctrine demat?-ds that the accused make a significant contribution to the crimes for 

which he is convicted.7 The Trial Chamber made no finding that the paramilitary units operating in 

Kosovo during the Indictment period were members of_ the JCE. 8 In my yiew, this fact is crucial to 

the assessment of whether the Trial Chamber could ~ve reasonably concluded that Dordevic 

signi~cantly contributed to the common plan through his involvement in the deployment of 

paramilitaries. I submit that for such a conclusipn to stand, i~1had to be·shown that: (i) paramilitary , 

units committed crimes which were attributable to the members of the JCE because the members 

"used" these units for the commission of crimes in furtherance of the common plan; and (ii) through 
- . 

his involvement in deploying the paramilitaries, Dordevic- either personally ''used" these units to 

co~~ crimes in furthenmce of the common plan or contributed to such use :in another significant 

way~ Unless the first :z;equirement was met, the conduct of para.mpitaries in Kosovo at the relevant 

4 Trial Judgement, para. 2155. · 
5 See Trial Judgement, para. 2155. See also ibid., paras 1934-1943, 1953. 
6_Sce Appeal Judgement, paras 351-371. - . · · 
7 See, e.g., Krajisnik Appeal Judgement. para. 215; Brdanin Appeal Judgement, para. 430. 
8 See Trial Judgement, pans 2126-2128. See-also ibid.~ paras 191-2.16, 
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time had no tangible effect on the accomplishment of the common plan and, for this reason alone. 

could not have been relevant to Dordevic'-s liability pursuant to JCE. If the second requirement was 

not fulfilled, it could not have been reasonable for the Trial Chamber to conclude that Dordevic' s 

significantly contributed to the common plan through his involvement in the deployment of 

paramilitaries to Kosovo. 
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7. According to the Tribunal's jurisprudence, crimes comµtltted by non-members of the JCE 

may be imputed to all members of the JCE if at least one of them "used" the physical perpetrators to 

commit the ~e in question ~din doing so acted in accordance with the COIDJ?lon plan.9 The. 

exis~ce of this link must be assessed on a case-by-case basis.1° Factors which may be taken into 

account in this respect include whether any JCE member closely co-operated with the principal 

perpetrators in order to further the common plan or whether the principal perpetrators knew. of the 

existence of the JCE.11 The requisite link can also follow from the fact that a JCE member explicitly 

or implicitly reqµested a: non-JCE member to commit a crime, or instigated, ordered, encouraged. or 

otherwise availed ~elf of the non-JCE- merq.ber to commit the crime.12 In my opinion. this 

jurisprudence is also relevant to the question under which circumstances an accuse~ such as 
, 

Dordevi6, may be considered to have significantly contributed. to the common plan through bis 

involvement in operations of non-JCE members. 

(b) -Dordevic' s involvement in the deployment of paramilitary units other trum the .Sco;rnions 

8. Both the Trial Chamber's conclusions on Dordevic's participa~on in the common plan as 

previously set out and the Majority's reasoning m this Judgement create the impression that 
Dordevi.c was involved in the deployment of several paramilitary units to Kosovo during the 

Jndictment period.13 The underpinning evidence is Dordevic's dispatch of 18 February 1999, which 

9 See Brtian.in Appeal Judgement, paras 413, 430. See also Krajifnik Appeal Judgement, paras 225, 235; Martic Appeal 
Judgement, paras 171-172. · 
10 Brdanin Appeal Judgement, para. 413; Krajiinik Appeal Judgement, pBI'a.. 226. 
11 Brdanin Appeal Judgement. para, 410. · -
11 Krajiffru1c Appeal Judgemon.t:., para. 226. I further note that the authority and control of a. JCE member over non
membeni of the JCE has been considered to be a primary factor in determining whether the crimes of non-members 
could be attnbuted to .the :mc:rri.bers of the JCE. See Kraji!nik Appeal Judgement, paras 238-282; Martic Appeal 
Judgement, pa.taB 187, 192,195,200,205,210. 

, 13 See Trial Judgement, paras 2155, 2158; Appeal Judgement, para. 371 (concluding tfuit the Trial Chamber reasonably 
found that Dordevi6 ''was involved in, and aware of, the deployment of paramilitary units io Kosovo, including the 
deployment of the Scorpions to Podujevo/Podujeve, m concert with Mup and RIB forces, and that this formed part of 
his significant contribution to the JCE.") (mtemel citations omit-red; emphasis added). 
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called for the need to "establish complete control over volunteer and paramilitary units and their 

members".14 

9. I note that the Trial Chamber found that various paramilitary groups operated in Kosovo 

_during.the Indictment peri.od.15 It observed that such groups were "used" by the VJ and MUP;16 that 

the MUP reserve forces "included'' many members of paramilitary groups, 17 and that paramilitaries 

regularly "served'' in ;Kosovo at the relevant time.18 Specifically with respect to .. ~kan's Tigers", 

the Trial Chamber noted that members of this paramilitary unit were attached to and th.us 

"associated with" the RDB, and that they ''played an active part" in joint operations of the MOP and 

VJ in Kosovo. 19 In relation to the "White Eagles", the Trial Chamber considered that this 

paramilitary unit was "associated'' with the deputy prime minister of Serbia, Vojislav Seselj. and 

that its in.embers "participated in coordination" with the MUP in operations in Kosovo in 1999.20 

The Trial Chamber also observed that the paramilitary unit "Pauk Spiders" was "absorbed into the 

Vf'.21 

1859 

10. However. I cannot clearly dis~ from the re~oning in the Trial Judgement whether the 

paramilitary units in question were actually deployed as a result of Dordevic's dispatch of 

18 February 1999.22 The Trial Judgement further lacks any indication that Dordevic personally co

operated with the paramilitary units during .the Indictment period, issued specific instructions to· 

them regarding the commission of crimes, or had authority over such groups. Under these 

circumstanc~. I consider that the Trial Chamber failed to adequately explain why it considered that 

Dordevic made a significant contribution to the cm:pmon plan through his involvement in the 

deployment of paramilitary units to Kosovo (o~r than the Scorpions).23 Unfortunately. the 

Majority does not address this issue even though Dordevic advances arguments to that effect 24 

Instead, the Majority repeats the Trial Chamber's interpretation of Dordevic' s dispatch of 

14 See Tri.al Judgement, paras 195, 926, 1929 (fit 6616), 2021, 2155; Appeal Judgement, paras 363, 367. 
15 See Trial Judgement, paras 195•216. · 
16 Trial Judgement, paras 195• 196. 
17 Trial Judg~ent, para. 196. 
lS Triel Judge:m.ent, para. 202. , 
1.9 See Trial Judgoment, paras 209•210. 
zo See Trial Judgement, paras 212, 214. 

· 11 Triel Judgetrumt, para. 216. · 
22 I note that the Trial Chamber- concluded that Minister Stojiljkovic .and Dordevic prepared for the inclusion of 

. paramilitary units into MUP units in early 1999, and that Dordevic's dispatch of 18 February 1999 "was qmte clearly an 
:instruction to implement tbe Minister's order to 'engage volllllteer6'". See Trial Judgemc;nt. panu; 196, 2021. See also 
ibid., para. 1929, where the Trial Chamber found that Dardevic "had knowledge of, and shared in, an intention of the 

· MOP to engage paramilitaries in anti.-torrorist operations prim to_ the start of~ war". 
23 See Trial Judgement, paras 2155, 2158. 
24 Sec Dordevic Appeal Brief, para. 234. See also Appeal.Judgement. para. 364. 
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18 February 1999, refers to evidence on which the Trial Chamber relie_d in finding only that 

Dordevic was aware that paramilitaries operated in Kosovo in 1998 and 1999, and recalls 

conclusions in the Trial Judgement that paramilitary groups worked in concert with MUP units in 

Kosovo and that Dordevicdeployed the Scorpions to Podujevo/Podujeve,25 

(c) E>ordevic's involvement in the deployment of the Scorpions 

11. As indicated above, the Trial ~ber concluded that Dordevic made a significant 

contribution to the common plan by deploying members of the Scorpions to Podujevo/Podu.jeve on 

28 March 1999 and re-deploying the Scorpions elsewhere in Kosovo shortly thereafter. 26 I recall my 
- . 

prior observation that the Trial Chamber made no finiling that paramilitaries, including the 

Scorpions, which operating in Kosovo during. the Indictment period were members of the JCE. 

Accordingly, it ~ to be established that the Scorpions or units to which they were attached 

committed crimes which were attributable to members of the JCE and that Dordevic either 

personally "used" these individuals to commit crimes in furtherance of ~e common plan or in 

another. significant way contributed to such use. 

12. The Trial Chamber concluded that the Scorpioru. killed 14 women and children in a 

courtyard in Podujevo/Podujeve on 28 March 1999· and convicted Dordevic pursuant to JCB I in 

relation to this event for murder as a vio~tion of the laws and customs of war and as a crime against 

humanity,27 It could be argued that this fact, taken together with the Trial Chamber's conclusion 

that Dordevic was_personally and directly involved in the Scorpions' incorporation into the MUP 

reserve force, their formal attachment to the SAJ. and their deployment to Kosovo,28 implies that, in 

the Trial Chamber's view, he ·•used" the Scorpions to commit the murders at Podujevo/Podujeve on 

28 March 1999 or at least contributed to such use. 

13. However, as Dordevic points out on appeal there is no evidence that he gave orders to the 

Scorpions to commit crimes in Podujevo/Podujeve.29 Rather, the Trial Chamber noted th.at en ·,oute 

25 See Appe!ll Judgemeµt, paras 366-3o7. . 
16 See Trial Judgement, paras 2155, 2158. In this context, it might be informative to recall thi!l according to evidence 
before the Trial Chamber, the SAJ unit which operated in Podnjevo/Podujeve on 28 March 1999 comprised, lllllOng 
other.individuals, former members of tfu: Scorpions. See, in particular, Trial Judgement, paras 1238, 1934-1945. The 
Trial Chamber further concluded that the Scorpions were subsequently re-deployed to Kosovo with Dordevic's 
a~roval. See Tri.al Judgement, paras 1946-194B. · 
z See Trial Judgement, paras 1243~1245, 1247-1252, 1750, 1944, 2155, p. 8B3. Si::e also ibid., para. 1258. I observe 
that the Appeili Chamber finds that the Trial Chamber erred in holdmg Hordevic responsible for the additional killing 
of two elderly men by Serbian forces in Podujevo/Podujeve on 28 March 1999 because these incidents were not 
g';petly pleaded jn the Indictment. See Appeal Judgement, paras 659-661. . 

See Trial Judgement, para. 2155. . 
29 Dor&vic Appeal Brief, para. 229; Dor&vit Reply Brief, iraras 69-70. See also Appeal Judgement, para. 353, 
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to Podujevo/Podujeve these individuals were tasked to "clear up'' parts of the town.3° The Trial 

Chamber further accept~ that Dordevic was informed . about the crimes perpetrated at 

Podujevo/Podujev~ only after they were perpetrated.31 While the Majority brushes these issues 

aside as irrelevap.t, 32 I consider them to be important because they call into question whether ~ 

reasonable trier of fact could have concluded that Dordevic acted in furtherance of the comm.on 

plan when he decided to deploy~ Scorpions to Podujevo/Podujeve. 

14. Regarding the re-deployment of the· unit to which the Scorpions were attached._ I note that 

the Tri.al Chamber accepted that: (i) an on-site investigation into the .killings at Podujevo/Podujeve 

was conducted on 30 March 1999;33 (ii) the unit was initially withdrawn in light of what had 

happened at this location;34 (iii)- Dordevic ordered Zivk.o Trajkovic, then commander of the SAT,35 

to bring the unit back to Belgrade, disarm its members and send them home;36 and (iv) Dordevic 

requested Trajkovic to provide a·reporf on the events at Podujevo/Podujeve, which was submitted 

by Trajkovic on l3 May 1999 and forwarde~ by Dordevic to Minister Stojiljkovic.37 

15. The Majority declares these facts to be "moot" because Dordevic subsequently authorized 

-the re-deployment of the Scorpions to Kosovo.311 The Majority also points to .findings in the Trial 

Judgement that the perpetrators of the crimes in Podujevo/Podujeve were not prosecuted or 

convicted.39 The Majority further suggests that the Trial Chamber's conclusion that the re

deployment ''further displayed [Dordevic's] contribution to the furtherance of the JCE" was not 

affected by the fact that some of the perpetrators of the crimes in Podujevo/Podujeve may have 

been removed from the unit before it was re:deployed. 40 

16. However, the fact that members of the Scorpions were eventually re-deployed to Kosovo 

.alone does not necessarily show that Dordevic personally ''used" these individuals to commit 

crimes in furtherance of the common plan or contributed to such use in another significant way. . . 

Furthermore, I consider it to be relevant in this context whether Dordevic took bona fide measures 

to address what happened in Podnjevo/Podujeve on 28 March 1999. Unlike the Majority, I tend to 

~ See Trial Judgement, paraB 1238, 193&. See also ibid., para.. 2144; Appeal fudgement. para. 358. 
31 Trial Judgemmt, paras 1258, 1943. 
32 See Appeal Judgement, para. 358. 
33 Trial Judgement. paras 1258, 1261, 1959. 
34- See Trial Judgement, paras 1943, 1963. 
35 Trial Judgement, para. 1260. · 
36 Trial Judgement, p.ara.s 1943, 1945, 1963. 
37 Trial Judgement, paras 1260, 1961. 
38 Appeal Judgement, para. 358. 
39 Appeal Judgement. para. 359. 
40 Appeal Judgement, para. 360. 
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think that whether the pel.J)etrators of the killings at this location were removed from the unit before 

it was re-deployed is relevant to the question-of whether a reasonable trier of fact could have 

concluded that Dordevic acted in furtherance of the common plan when arranging for the re

deployment.41 Accordingly, it should have been·directly addressed in this Judgement whether it was 

reasonable for the Trial Chamber to reject evidence suggesting that all pel.J)etratars of the crimes 

committed at Pod~jevo/Podujeve on 28 ¾arch 1999 were removed from the unit in question before 

it was re-deployed.42 Moreover, since I cannot discern from the Trial Judgement that Dordevic bad_ 

any influence on judicial proceedings at the re1evant time, I am not convinced that he could have 

reasonably been faulted for a lack of p~secutions in relation.to the events at Podujevo/Podujeve.43 

(d) Conclusion 

17. In light of the above, 1 cannot subscribe to the Majority's decision to dismiss Dordevic's 

submission that the Trial Chamber erred in finding that he made a significant contribution to the 

common plan through bis involvement in the deployment of paramilitary units to Kosovo.44 

2 .. The Racak/Raiyakincident 

18. In assessing Dordevic's participation in the common plan, the Trial Chamber observed that 

he played "a leading role in the efforts of the MUP to limit any independent investigation of the 

killings of not less than 45 rp_en in Racak/Ra~ak in January .1999••,45 The Majority dismisses 

Dordevic' s challenges to this finding.46 For the following reasons, I am unable to agree with this 

decision. 

19. _ The Trial Chamber observed that the operation in Racak/Rac;ak started at 0600 or 0700 

hours on 15 January 1999 with the VJ firing into the village.47 Subsequently, white the VJ 

41 Contra Appeal Judgement, pan. 360. 
42 See Trial Judgement, para. 1964. 
43 Contra Appeal Judgement, para. 359. -
44 Contra Appeal Judgement, paras 362, 371. . 
45 Tri.Bl Judgement, para. 2154. The Trial Chlllllber found elsewhere that Dordevic had full infonnati.on -about the 
operation at Racak/R~ak on 15 January 1999 and "took fill organising role regarding the action& of the police on ilie 
ground." See-Trial Judgement, para, 1923. See also ibid., para. 425. However, sincethl,se findings. are notmentionedm 
the conclusions Oll· Dordevic"s participation _in the JCE (see Trial Judgement, paras 2154-2158), I understand that the 
Trial Chamber ultimately did not consider that Dordevic contributed to the JCE by playing a role in the Racak/R¢ 
incident as such. Nonetheless, I submit that my explanations in the following also indicate that no reasonable trier of 
fact could have found that there was sufficient evidence to conclude that Dordevic took an active part in the actual 
operation e.t Rae~ For theses reasons, I believe that the assessment of the R.acak/R.¢ incident is related the 
ellegation that Dordevic contributed to the coIIlillon plan by concealing crimes. _ 
46 See Appeal Judgement, paras 344-350. -
47 Trial Judgement, paras 257, 1920. The Trial CbambE:I considered that coordination activities by tb.e MUP related to 
the opi,ratlon occurred :in nearby pofu:e stations as early as 0630 to 0700 hours. See Trial Judgement, para. 397. · 
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bombardment was still ongoing, the MUP entered the village- and conducted a house-to-house 

search.48 The Trial Chamber was satisfied that Dordevic arrived at the Stimlje/Shtime police station 

(about a kilom~tre away from Racak/Ragak) at about 0830 or 0900 hours, that he stayed there for 

over one hour and, during that time., received two brief phone calls from Deputy Prime Minister 

Nikola Sainovic.49 The operation appears to have 1<:lsted until 1500_ or i600 hours, and the Trial 

Chamber considered that the close coordination between the VJ and MUP forces indicated that they 

were "controlled by a single. commander on the ground".5° Furthermore, the Trial Chamber 

considered later denials about VJ involvement in the operation to be false.51 

20. The Trial Chamber further considered that KVM observers started investigations in 

Rac~ak on the mqming of 16 January 1999.52 The KVM observers noticed police and VJ in 

the area.53 In the village, the KYM observers were shown about 45 bodies of Kosovo Albanian 

civilians who appeared to ·have been ex~uted.54 Later in the day, villagers moved the.bodies into, 

the mosque of Racak/Ra,;ak. 55 Around the same time, investigating Ju~ge Marinkovic made several 

unsuccessful attempts to enter R.acak/Ra~ak in.order to conduct investigations •. all _of which failed 

because she and her team were fired upon. 56 . 

21. . Judge Marinkovic finally gained access to Racak/Ra9ak on 18 January 1999, in the 

company of the d~uty public prosecutor and SUP inspectors.57 Shortly before, she met with 

Dordevic at the Stimlje/Shtim.e police station.58 The Trial Chamber no1:00 that while in 

Racak:/Rai;ak, Judge Marinkovic was instructed by police that there were bodies in the mosque. 

When she went there, she found· 40 bodies, :ill but one male, wearing shoes which looked like 

military boots and other military attire.59 

22. The Trial Chamber ultimately concluded that the scene presented to Judge Marinkovic was 

staged by the MUP and that. in particular, Dordevic person.ally incurred "ultimate responsibility" 

48 Trial Judgement, paras '157, 1920. · 
49 Trial Ju.dgement;para.s 398, 1921. 
50 Tri.al Judgement, paras 257, 397, 1920. 
51 Tri.al Judgement, para. 406. 
S2 Trial Judgement, para. 405 
~ Trial Judgement, para. 407. 
54 Tria1 Judgement, paras 405,407. 
55 Trial Judgement, para. 408 
56 See Trial Judgement, para. 411. 
57 Trial Judgement, para. 412. 
58 Trial fudgenient, para. 424. 
59 Trial Judgement para. 412. 
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and led the efforts for covering up the use of excessive _force· by the police during the Racak/R.aiak 

• 60 
operation. 

23. I note that the Trial Judgement does not mention any evidence on what happened in 

Racak/R89ak between the visit of the KVM observers on 16 January 1999 and Judge Marinkovic's 

arrival two days later. Rather, the Trial Chamber's conclusion that the MUP and specifically 
. . 

Dordevic arranged for the scene presented to Judge Marinkovic was based on circumstantial 

evidence and thus had to be the only reasonable inference available.61 

24. In this respect., I observe that the Tri.al Chamber_ appears to have accepted that, in addition to 

"police" forces·.·tb.e VJ was present in the surround:i:dg area-of Racak/Rac;ak o~ 16 January 1999,6:,. 

and that there was ·an overt KLA presence at this· location on 17 ._Jan~ -1999.63 T~s e"\iidence 

indicates that the MUP was not the only ·force operating in the vicinity of R.acak/Ra9ak at-the time. 

In my view, it was therefore incumbent upon the Trial Chamber to explain on which basis it 

oonsidered it to be proved beyond reasonable doubt that the MUP staged the scene presented to 
Judge Marinkovic and that Dordevic was behind such activity. 

25. _ The Trial Judgement does not contain an explanation as to how exactly the Trial Chamber 

~ved at the co~clusion that the MUP was responsible for presenting the altered evidence to Judge 

Marinkovic.64 Moreove~, in finding that Dordevic was personally involved m the concealment of 

the crimes committed at this location, the Trial Chamber merely reasoned that Dordevic' s "presence 

at Stimlje/Shtime police station on· at least 15 January 1999 confinns bi~ awareness of the joint VJ · 

and MUP operation in Racak/Ra~ak on 15 January and its ~portance; and rev~ his ultimate 

responsibility for what occurred in Racak/Ra9ak; including the staged misrepresentation of bodies 

and other circumstances presented to Judge Marinkovic' s team and the international representatives 

and ·the media on 18 January 1999" .65 

26. However, the Trial !udgement _does not mention evidence OIL· what exactly Dordevic did 

during bis one-hour stay at the Stimlje/Shtime police station in the morning of 15 January 1999. 

The Tri.al Chamber did not find that. he gave any instructions to MOP forces regarding their 

611 See Trul JudgemcDt. paras 415, 425, 1924, 2084. 
61 See Luki~ QJU]. Luki.c Appeal Judgement, para. 149; Bo1koski and Tarculovsld Appeal Judgement. para. 99. 
62 See Trial Judgement, para,; 407. · · · 
63 See Tri.el Judgement, para. 410. The Trial Chamber also appears to futve accepted that the KYM warned Judge 

Marinkovic on 17 January 1999 tba1 it could not guarantee her safety if she insisted on entering Ra.cak/R¢ with e. 

heavy MUP presence. See Trial Jurlgement, para. 410. 
64 See, in particular, Trial Judgement. paras 415, 425_. 1924. 
65" Trial Judgement,. para. 425. i--·. 
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participation i':1 the operation at Ra.caklR.ai;ak. 66 Although Dordevic had two brief telephon~ 

conversations with Sainovic while at the Stimlje/Shtime police station. there appears to be no 

evidence as to what they discussed. 67 In particular, there is no indication, and the Trial Chamber did 

not establish, that the decision to conceal crimes committed. in the course of the Rac~ak 

· operation had a1ready been made at that time. 61 _Neither does the Trial Judgement mention evidence 

showing how. when, and by what conduct Dordevic subsequently arranged for the ultimate 
- d'' 

concealment of such crimes;69 

27. In light of the above, I consider that no reasonable trier of fact could have safely concluded, 

based on the evidence discussed in the Tri.al Judgement, that the MUP staged the scene presented to 

Judge Marinkovic and that Dordevic was behind such activity. Unfortunately. instead of directly 

addressing these issues, the Majority essentially repeats observations :inade by the Trial Chamber irl 
relation to the events at Racak/R~ak, and reca& finding~ in the Trial 1udgement on the "general 

pattern_ of disproportionate use of force by the Serbian forces in joint MUP and VJ 'anti-terrorist. 

operations"" and the "pattern of lack of investigations and conceahnent of crimes in 1998 and 

1999~' .70 On this basis, the Majority finds that Dordevic ·has failed to show that no reasonable trier 

of fact could have conclll_ded that he took a l~g role in efforts "to conceal the excessive use of 

force-by the Serbian forces during jo~t opera~ons".71 However. in making_these broad statements 

with respect to E>ordevic's role in the general cover-up of criminal conduct of Serbian forces in 
. ' 

Kosovo, the Majority leaves open whether it was reasonable-for the Tri.al Chamber to conclude that 

he was personally responsible for the events at Racak/Ra~ak. I therefore respectfully dissent from 

the Majority's reasoning and conclusion on this matter. 

·515 In tbis respoct, I recall that the operation was already underway when Dordevi6 a:rdved at the StimljeJShtime police 

station. See Trial Judgement. paras 257, 397, 1920-1921. 
67 See Tri.el Judgement, paras 398, 1921. · _ 
611 I note that the Trial Chamber elsewhere found that "the body concealment operation was phumed from the very 

beginning of the op3l'ations by Serbian forces in Kosovo on 24 March 1999." .see Trial Jndgement, para. 2118. When 

discussing the evidence in support of this fincling, tho Trial Chamber did not refer to the events at ~a¢<: in -

January 1999. See Trial Judgeme;nt, paras 2109-2117. . 
69 In this respect, I uote that, while the Trial Chamber rejected. Dordevic's testimony that he was in meetings at Prizren 

and Pec,'reje on 15 and 16 January 1999 and then went on a skiing trip until 17 January 1999 (se.e Trial Judgement,. 

para. 425), tho Trial Judgement doe! not mention any evidence positively placing Dordevic at anotbf:r location during 

that time, especially not in the vicinity of~ 
10·seeAppeal Judgement, paras 348-349. _ 
71 See Appeal Judgement, para. 349. 
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3. Concealment of crimes 

28. In assessing Dordevic's participation in the common plan, the Trial Chamber found that he 

played a leading role in MOP efforts to conceal the murder of Kosovo Albanian civilians and others 

taldng no ~ctive part in the hostilities during the Indictment period.72 In this context, the Trial 
. . . 

Chamber observed that Dordevic gave instructions for the clandestine burial of bodies found in the 

Danube River and Lake Perucac. 73 It considered that these operations and the transportation of 

bodies from Kosovo to the Batajnica and Petrovo Selo centres were undertaken "as part of a 

coordinated operation to remove evidence of crimes by Serbian forces against Kosovo Albanians in 

Kosovo during the Indictment period",74 

29. On appeal, Dordevic submits, inter alia; that the Trial Chamber's findings on the 

conceahnent of bodies could not have supported its conclusion that bis actions constituted a 

significant contribution to the common plan, ra~er than fulfilling the elements of Article 7 (3) ·of the 

Statute.75 In my view, this contention· would have merited an elaborate analysis. In particular, I tend 

to think that it should have been explained how, from a legal point of view, concealment operation,s 

may constitute a contribution to a common plan, thereby allowing for a conviction for commission 

pursuant to JCE. Moreover, it should bave been assessed whether the Trial Chamber provided 

ad~te reasons as to why it concluded that the .concealment of killings contri.bqted significantly to 

the common plan which consisted of a campaign of terror and violence by Serbian forces against 

Kosovo Albanians with the purpose of changing the demographic composition of Kosovo.76 Since 

the Majority does not address these matters, I respectfully dissent from its decision to dismiss 

Dordevic's appeal on the issue.77 

C. Underlying crimes 

1. Murder 

(a) · Introduction 

30. The Trial Cham.be~ convicted Dordevic for murder as a crime against humanity and as a 

violation of the laws or customs of war in relation to the killing "of not less than 724 Kosovo 

72 Trial Judgement, para. 2156. 
n Trial Judgement, para. 2156. 
74 Tri.al Judgement, pare.. 2156. 
75 See Dordevic Appeal Brief. para 240. See also Appeal Judgement, pora 375. 
76 Trial Judgement, paras WO?, 2131. · · 
77 Can.tra Appeal Judgement, para. 384. 
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Albanians".78 It held that these crimes were committed by Serbian forces in a number of 

municipalities throughout Kosovo between March and June 1999.79 On appeal, Dordevic submits 

that the Trial Chamber erred in finding that the crime of murder was established in relation to a 

number of incidents, essentially maintaining that the~ was insufficient evidence to safely conclude 

that the victims were protected under int.emational h~t.arian law.80 The ·Majority dismisses 

Dordevic's submissions in their entirety,81 For the following reasons, J cannot entirely agree with_. 

the Majority's reaso:rting and'conclusions. 

(b) · Observations on the applicable law 

31. In the Appeals Chambei s understanding, the Trial Chamber considered that a non

international armed conflict existed 1:>etween the KLA md tbe Serbian forces in Kosovo at the 

~elevant time.82 Moreover, the Trial Chamber concluded that, as of May 1998, the Kl.A was an 

"organised armed_ group".83 In order to understand the· impact of these :findings on Dordevic's 
. ' 

convicti~s for murder, I find it useful to make so~e observations on tbe law governing non-

international armed conflicts. 

- . 
32. In international anned conflicts, a member of the armed forces of a party to the conflict is 

co~dered to·be a combatant.84 This status bestows certain protections upon_ the person in question. 

Under intemati.onal humanitarian law, a combatant is allowed to participate in armed hostilities and 

may not be held criminally_ responsible for such participation, provided that be does not breach 

specific rule~, for example by intentionally attacking civilians. 85 Once captured by the enemy, a 

combatant becomes a prisoner of w~ and is entitled to protectiqn under Geneva Convention fil 86 

The corollary for such privileges is that a combatant is also considered to be .a legitimate target of 

attack, unless he has laid down bis arms and expressed a clear intention to surrender or is hors de 

combat. 87 The Tribunal has· accep,ted this to mean that a combatant who is not hors de combat may 

711 See Trial Judgement, para. 2230. See also ibid., para. 2212. 
'l!l See generally Trial Judgenwnt, paras 1709-1752. 
80 See DordevicAppeal Brief, par~ 304-315, 317-376. 
81 See Appeal J11dgement, paras 522-523, 749-790. 
82 Appeal Judgement.. para. 521. · 
83 Trial Judgement, para. 1578. See also ibid.~ para.. 1522. 
14 See Additional Protocol I to the Geneva Convention&, Art. 43(2). 
•s Sec Additional Protocol I to the Geneva Conventions, Arts. 43(2). 44{2). See also ICR.C, Commentary on the 

Additiorial Protocols, para. 1679. · · · 
86 See Geneva Convention m, Art. 4. . 
1-i: Cf.. Additional Protocol I to the. Geneva Conventions, Arts. 43(2), -51(2). 

. -
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be legitimately attacked even if he is un~ed and does not engage in immediate fighting at the 

time of the attack. 88 This equally applies to ~embers of organized resistance groups. 89 

33. In non-international anned conflicts, the protection_ of persons is regulated. by ,¼ticle 3 

common to the Geneva Conventions and Additional Protocol II. Article 3 common to lhe Geneva 
. 

Conventions provides protection to "[p]ersons taking no active part in the hostilities;including 
,-·. 

members of armed forces who have laid down their arms- and those placed 'hors de combat' by 

sickness, wounds, detention, or any other cause." The ICRC commentru:y to Additional Protocol II 

to the Geneva Conventions mentions that those· belonging to organised armed groups "may be 

attacked at any tinie".!1° 'This suggests that. as a general rule, :in nori-intemational armed conflicts, 

members of organised armed groups enjoy protection against wounding and killing similar to that 

provided to combatants in international armed conflicts. Consequently, the killing of members of 

organised armed groups in non-intemational armed conflicts should only amount to a war crime or 

a crime against humanity if it can _be established that the-individuals in question had laid down their 

arms and ex,pressed a clear intention to surrender or were hors de combat at the time of the attack. 

34. The Tribunal's jmispru.dence supports this interpretation. In Strugar, the Appeals Chamber 

explained that "[t]he notion of participation in hostilities [within the meaning of Article 3 common 

to the Geneva Conventions] is· ?f fundamental importance to international humanitarian law and is 

closely related to the principle of distinction between combatants-and civilians.''91 It concluded that: 

[I]n order to establish the existence of a. violation of Common Article 3 lllider Arti.t:le 3 of the 

· Statute, a. Trial Chambc.,i: must be satisfied beyond a. reasonable doubt that the victim of the alleged 

offence was not participating in acts .of war which by their namre or·pµrpose are intended to cause 

actual harm to the personnel or equipment of the enemy' e. mned forces. Such an enquiry must be 

undertaken on a case-by-case basis, having regard to the individual circumstances of the victim at 

the time of the alleged offenc~. AB the temporal scope of an individual's participation in hostilities 

can be intermittent and discontinuous, whether a. victim was llciively participating in th.e hostilities 

at the time of the offence depends on the nexus between the victim's activities at the time of the 

offence and any acts of war which by their nature or purpose arc intmded to ca.use actual harm to 
. !II 

the personnel or equipment of the adverse party. 

In this context, the Strugar Appeals Ch.amber further noted that "it may be necessary for a Trial 

Chamber to be satisfied beyond a reasonable doubt that the alleged offence committed against the 

victim was not.otherwise lawful under international humanitarian law", and that if the victim was a 

811 Blasir:itf Appeal Judgement, para. 114; Kordic and Ce.ricer. Appeal Judgement, para. 51. · 
89 See Blasir:ir! Appeal Judgement, para. 113. The Tribunal's jurisp~ also indicates tha1 ~ killing of a combatant 

who is not "fwrs tk combat does not satisfy the requirements- for murder as a c:rlme against humanity. Se.e Martic Appeal 

Judgement, paras 306-314; Bla.fkic Appeal Judgement, p!II'8S 113-114. See also Appeal Judgement, para. 747. 
90 ICRC, CommentBJ:y on the Additional. Promcols, para. 4789. 

"s,,,,,., Appeal r~ pm. 114 (ompbasio odded). i . 
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combatant, "his injury or death would n~t amount to a violation of international humanitarian. law 

~en if he wa.r not actively participating in hostilities at the time of the alleged offence."93 

35. Finally, I note that it is expressly accepted in the Tribunal's case law that for the purpose of. 

establishing the individual criminal responsibility of an. accused for the crime of murder as a 

violation of the laws or customs of ~ar, the Prosecution bears the burden of proo~ regarding the 

civilian status of the victim.94 In my view, t!tls rule generally leads t0 the following consequences: 
. . . 

(i) where it is clear that a person killed was a civilian, it must be established beyond reasonable 

doubt that he was not actively participating in the hostilities at the tjme of bis death; (ii) where there 

remain doubts as to whether a person was a civilian, rather than a combatant or member_ of an 

organised armed group, the Prosecution has to prove that this person had laid down bis arms tmd 

indicated a clear intention to surrender or was hors de combat when he was killed. ,-

36. I have no doubt that the_ Trial Chamber was_cogcizant of the relevant law.95 However, I 

believe that the Trial Chamber erred in its application of this law with respect to the following 

. incidents. 

(c) Bela Crkva/Bellacerke (Orahovac/Rahovec-municipality) 

. . 
37. The Trial Chamber held I)ord:evic responsible for the killing of Sedat Popaj, lrfan Popaj, 

Hajrulla Begaj, Hysni Zhuniqi, Mhedi Zb.uniqi, and Agim Zhuniqi in the area of in Bela 
. -

Crkva/Bellacerke on 25 March 1999.96 Dordevic submits on appeal that because the Trj.al Chamber 

"relieved the Prosecution of it-s burden of proving [the] civilian status" of these victims, the Trial 

Chamber erred in convicting him for murder as a violation of the laws or customs of war and as a 

crime against humanity in relation to this event.97 The Majority dismisses Dordevic's challenges.98 

91 Strugar Appeal Judgement, para. 178 (internal citations omitted). 
~3 Strugar Appeal Judgement, para. 179 (internal citations omitted; emphasis added). 
94 See D. Milosevic Appeal Judgement, para. 60; Kordu! and Cerker. Appeal Judgement, para. 48. See also Appeal 
Judgement, para. 522. See also Strugar Appeal Judgement, para.. 178, where the Appea1s Chamber held that if a 
reasonable doubt s:ubsi&ted as to the existence of a nexus between the victim and acts of war, an accused could not be 
convicted under Article 3 of the Statute. -
95 l note, in pe:rticular, the Trial Chamber's COJIIIDtmtS .on. the applicable le.w lll the context of ·its assessment of 
Dordevic' s respon&1bility pursuant to JCE. See Trial Judgement, pare.. 2054. In addition, the Trial Chamber often found 
that specific victims wer.e not tald:ng an active part in the hostilities when assessing individual incidents of murder. See. 
e.g., Trial Judgement, paras 1715, 1721, 1723, 1739, 1745, 1751, 1790. See also ibid.., paras 1707, 2065. 
~6 See Trial Judgement.paras 473, 1712. · · · · · -
97 Dordevic Appeal Brief, para. 318. , 
91 See Appelll Judgement, fn. 1726. I note that, unlike the other incidents discussed below, the Majority addresses the 
killing of Sedat Popaj, Irfan Popaj, Hajrulla Bega.j, Hysni Zhuniqi. Mhedi Zhuniqi, .and Agim Zhumqi in relation to 
DordeVIC' s twe.lfth ground of appeal However, I consider that Dordevic' s submissions under this ground of appeal are 
interrelated with. Section. XVII of the Appeal Judgement and should therefore be assessed together. 
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. . 
38. However,_the underlying evideni:efor 1hls killing was provided by Witness Sabri Popaj. He 

testified. that, on 25 March 1999, shortly after the_ shooting of a group of civilians at the Belaja · 

Bridge, Serbian police forces followed the stream in the direction of Celina/Celine.99 Five minutes 

later, the witness heard more gunfire from the direction taken by the police; however, he could not 

see what was happenin~.100 On 28 March 1999, Witness Popaj found the bodies of Sedat Pop~j, 

Jrlan Popaj, Hajh11la Begaj, Hysni Zhuniqi, :Mhedi Zhuoiqi, and Agim Zhuniqi in a channel near the 

Belaja Bridge.101 The Trial Chamber ~onsidered that this location corresponded ·with that from 

which Witness Popaj had heard further shooting on 25 March 1999 and concluded that the six 

in.di vi.duals had been killed by the Serbian police.102 The Trial Chamber also noted that there was no 

evidence to suggest that the victims w~re. armed, taking part in the hostilities or members of the 

KLA at the time of the shooting. 103 

-39. - I note that there is no evidence as to what the victims were doing when they were killed and 

under which exact circumstances they died. In light of these facts, I consider that no reasonable trier 

of fact could have concluded that the only reasonable inference to be drawn from the available 

evidence was that ·these individuals were civilians taking no active part in the hostilities or hors de 

combat when they were attacked. I therefore respectfully dissent from the Majority's decision to 

uphold Dordevic's convictions for murder as a violation of the laws or customs of-war and as a 

crime against humanity m relation to this event.104 

(d) Mala Krusa/Kruse-e""Vogel (Orahovac/Rahovec municipality) 

40. The Trial Chamber held Dordevic responsible for the ~g of Hysni Hajdari, who died 

during the course of an attack by Serbian forces at Mala Krusa/Kruse-e-Vogel on 26 March 1999 .105 

. The Majority dismisses Dordevic' s submissions that because there was insuffi,cient ·evidence to find 

that Hysni Hajdari was killed_ by MUP forces and no proof as to the circumstances of bis death, the 

Trial Chamber erred in finding that the crime of murder as a vio1ation of the laws or customs or war 

~ Trial Judgement., p~ 470. 
100 Trial Judgemellt, para. 470, · 
.1°1 Trial Judgement, para. 473. 'r,-'hile the Trial Chamber mentioned in this context 26 March 1999 as the date of the 
shooting, it appears that the event in fact took place a. day earlier. See Trial Judgement, paras 459470. 
till. Trial Judgement, p!IIa.. 473. · · 
l03 Tri.el Judgement, p!IIIIS 473, 1712. 
104 Contra Appeal Judgement, fu. 17 26. 
111s See Trial Judgement, paras 493, 1402, 1718. j 
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and as a crime agamst humanity had qee~ established.106 For the following reasons, I disagree ~th 

the Majority's conclusions. 

41. In finding that Hysni Hajdari was killed by MUP forces, the Trial Chamber relied the 
' . 

. evidence of Witness Mebmet Krasniqi. This witness was one of 114 Kosovo Albanian men who 

were detained on 26 March 1999 in the Batusha barn on the outskirts of Mala Krusa/Kruse-e-Vogel, 

which was first shot at and then set on fire by· Serbian forces. 107 Witness Krasniqi e~caped this 

situation and testified that be left for the mountains, where he saw the dead body of Hysni Hajd~ 

who, according to the witness, had also escaped from the Batusha bam.~011 Witness Krasniqi further 

testified that ltajdari's body had sustained gun shot woands.109 Based on this evidence, the Tri.al 

Chamber found that, although. Hysni Hajdari • s remains -were never recovered. it was the only 

reasonable inference that he "died as~ result of gunshot wounds inflicted by MUP forces wbilst_he 

was in the Batusha barn, or as a result of being shot by MUP forces, who were in th~ area, as he 

attempted to escape the Batusha barn when it was set on fire by MUP forces:•110 · 

· 42. Since Witness Krasniqi merely testified that Hysni Hajdari was initially detained in the 

1847 · 

- Batusha barn and that he later observed Hajdari.'s dead body in the mountains, there is.no evidence 

as to exactly where, when, how, and by whom Hysni Hajdari.- was killed. Moreover, _the Tri.al 

Chamber made no finding as to whether Hysni Hajd.ari, who according to the sched~e: annexed to 

the Trial Judgment was 21 years old and thus arguably of fighting age, 111 was lwts de combat or a 

civilian taking no active part in the ho_stilities when he died. Under these circumstances, I c·onsider· 

that no reasona9le trier of fact could have concluded that the only reasonable inference to be drawn 

from Witness Krasniqi's testimony was that Hysni Hajdari was killed by MOP f9rces 811d that bis 

killing 8l)lounted to mu~:der as a violation of the laws or customs or war and as a crime against 

humanity.112 

(e) Operation Reka (I)akovica/Gjakove municipality) 

43. The Trial Chamber found that Operation Reka was conducted_in the Carragojs. Ere~ and 

Trava valleys from the early morning of 27 April until the evening of 28 April 1999.113 It concluded 

lDli See Appeal Judgoment,.paras 757-762. · 
_ 101 See TriBI Judgement, paras 490,493. See also ibid., para. 1717. 
• 1118 Trial Judgement, para. 493. See also ibid, para. 1718. · 

1119 Trial Judgement, pm.. 493. See also ibid., para. 1718. 
no Trial Judgmnent,-para. 493. See also•ibid:,paras 1402, 1718. 
111 See Trial Judgement, p. 893. -
u2- Contra Appeal Judgi;mcnt, paras 756-758. . -
113 See Trial Judgment, paras 938, 950. See also ibid., para. 1738. 
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that, in the course of this operation, Serbian forces killed no less than 296 individuals.114 This 

number comprised 15 individuals named.by eye-witnesses as having been killed on 27 April 1999 

in Meja/I\1eje and Korenica/K.orenice, 115 as well as 281 Kosovo Albanians who, according to 

official records, had gone missing "from Meja/Meje" on 27 to 28 April 1999, and whose remains 

were exhumed in 2001 from mass graves at the Batajnica SAJ Centre in Serbia 116 

44. On appeal. Dordevic challenges the Trial Chamber's findings regarding the 281 individuals 

exhumed at .. the Batajnica grave site.117 I disagree with the Majority's reasoning and conclusion to 

dismiss Dordevic' s submissions.118 In my view,. the Majority overlooks that there was no evidence 

regarding the circumstances under which these individuals died. Instead, the Majority primarily 

refers to findings in the Trial Judgement which relate to the killing of the above"menti.oned 

15 victims,119 and the~~ of unnamed individuals as described by several witnesses at trial.120 

Ho~ever, as indicated before, the Tri.al Chamber considered the 281 individuals exhumed at the 

Batajnica grave site in addition to the 15 individuals named by eye~witnesses as having ~een killed 

in Meja/Meje and Karenica/Korenice on 27 April 1999.121 Furthermore, the Trial Chamber made no 

conclusive finding as to whether the other. unname.d victims whose killing was observed. by 

ll4 See Trial Judgement, paras 995, 1741_. . • 
115 See Trial Judgement, paras 955-964, discussing tlm killing of five members of the Malaj and Kabashi families in 
KorenicaJK.oremc!:, the killing of nine members of the Dedaj and Markaj families in. Meja/Meje, and the murder of Kol~ 

Duzhmani in Moja/Meje. 
116 See Trial Judgement. para. 990. See also ibid., paras 992. 995, 1738. 
117 Dordevic Appeal Brief, para. 3 7 4, Dordevic Reply Brief, para. 122. 
118 See Appeal Judgement, paras 77~ 772. 
119 See Appeal Judgement, para. 770. · 
120 See Appeal Judgement, paras ·770-711, referring to Trial Judgement, paras 967 -979, 985-995, 1738. I note that these 

, paragraphs of the Trial Judgement refer specifically to the following: (i) Witness K90' s testimony that, on 27 April 
1999, he observed: (a) Serbian forces talce at least three to four groups of Kosovo Albanian. men from villages in the 
area of Korenica/Korenice, each numbering from five to over ten people, to a compound guarded by PJP forces where 

the victims were shot (ibid., para. 967); (b) at least four dead bodies along the road near the entrance of 

Korenica/Korenioo (ibid., para 968); and (c) police escorting a group of eight to ten men in or near Meja/Meje to a 
compound where they w~ shot (ibid., para. Triel Judgement, para. 969); (ii) Witness Nike Peraj,' s evideo.ce that, on 

27 April 1999, he: (a) saw the dead bodies of fom men in the grasg behind the toilets of the school opposite the 
checkpoint in Meja/Meje (see ibid., para. 970); (b) 'ras told by Kosovo Albanian families about the killing of people 
near the He.Banaj house in Meja/Maje and shortly thereafter found the bodies of 20 dead men laying m the meadow near 

t:his location (see fbid., paras 970, 971); and (c) on his way towards Madanaj village, observed the bodies of elevcu dead 

mcn about 600 metres away from the Sb.yt Hasanaj meadow as well as one dead body laying near the house of Peraj's 
brother-in-law (see ibid., pare.. 973); (ill) Witness K73's evidence that the PlP killed four Albaman civilians taken 
hostage by the VJ (see ibid., paras 975-976); ·ilnd {iv) the testimony of Witness Martin Pnisbi that seven young Albanian 
men wore lined up and shot by Serbian forces· on the Meja/Meje side of the Ura e Traves bridge on 27 April 1999 (see 

ibid., para. 986; see also ibid., para. 966). I note that, in total, the victims of these incidents numbered at least 70 up to 
as many as 97 people. · 
w Trial Judgement, para!i 990;992, 995. 
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witnesses during Operation Reka were among fue 281 individuals exhumed at the Batajnica grave 

site.122 

45. I note that the Trial Cb.amber concluded that in the cour&e of Operation Reka. Serbian forces 

killed all 281 individ~s exhumed at the Batajnica grave site, reasomng that this was the only 

reasonabl~ inference "on the basis of the clear and universal evidence of what occurred in. the area 

on 1hose days, the fact that these bodies were all buried in mass graves in th~ Batajnica SAJ Centre, 

and, where it could be ascertained [ ... ],~tall had been killed by gunshot, wounds". 123 The Trial 

Chamber further observed that, "where it could be determined", the ~ctims were wearing civilian 

clothing. 124 Elsewhere, the Tria1 Chamber emphasized that there was no _evidence that any of the 

Kosovo Albanians killed during Operation Reka were "armed at the time or t.ak:ing an active part in 

hostilities" and that "[i]ndeed, there is no evidence of fighting between the Serbian forces and the 

KLA m the area at the time of these events."125 

46. Respectfully, I am not convinced by this reasoning. The Trial Chamber's general reference 

to "what occurred in the area on those days" is in my view too vague to reasonably establish that the 

victims exhumed at the Batajnica grave site were all killed by Serbian forces and that they were 

civilians not taking an active part in the hostilities or hors de combat when they died. Neither did 

this necessarily follow from the fact that the bodies were buried in mass grave~ at Batajnica or that 

a number of individuals died from gunshot wounds. Moreover, I note that, with the exception of 

two individuals, the bodies found at the Batajnica grave site were n:iales of varying. age and the 

cause of death could only be established for 172 of the 281 victims exhumed.126 The Trial Chamber 

also acknowledged that the VJ was told during Operation Reka that KLA fighters had discarded 
. ' 

their weapons and unifoQD.s and were taking cover among the . civilian population, dressed in 

civilian· clothing.1Z7 It further accepted that the KLA resorted to such measures throughout the 

122 See Trial Judgement, paras 967-979, 985-995, 1738. In particul~, I note that the Trial Judgement-incrodes a list of 
the names of the 281 individuals whose remains were exhumed at Batajnica :in 2001 and that the Trial Chamber in this 
context- stated that it was _ satisfied that, -in addition to its findings on specific killings discussed above, • the liste.d 
individuals were killed during Operation Reita. See Trial Judgeme~t, para. 992. At the same time, the Trial Chamber 
concluded that Serbian forces hlled 296 people in the course of Operation Reka and observed that it could not make a 
positive finding that the rem.Bining 48 victims listed in Scbednle Hof the Indictment wore murdered at the same time. 
See Trial- Judgeimmt. paras 995, 1740-1741. I recall that, in total, the victims of the incidents described in Trial 

_Judgement, paras 967-979, 986, numbered at least 70 up to as"many as 97 people. 
173 Sec Trial Judgement, para. 991. . 
124 Trial Judgemen~ para. 990, 
125 Trial Judgement, para. 1739. · · 
126 Trial Judgement,para 990. See also ibid., para. 1738. / 
117 Trial Judgement, para. 944. . -· 
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conflict in Kosovo.128 Under these circumstances, I believe that it was unreasonable for the Trial 

Chamber to rely on the fact that some of the bodies found at the Batajnica grave site were dressed' in 

civilian clothes as being indicative of their civilian status.129 Similarly, l maintain that whether the 

victims were armed or fighting with the Kl.A occurred at the time of Operation Reka was not 

decisive . 

~ ; 

1844 

. 47. Under these circumstances, I consider that no reasonable trier of fact could have concluded 

that the only reasonable inference was that murder as"- war crime and as a crime against humanity 

in relation to all 281 individuals exhumed at the B atajnica grave site was established. 

(f) VucitrnNushtrri municipality 

48. The Trial Chamber fowid that, on 2 May 1999, Serbian forces killed Hysni Bunjaku, ~;µti 

Gerxhaliu, .Miran Xhafa, and Veli Zhafa, while they were in · a convoy of Kosovo Albanians 

traveling from Slakovce/Llakoc towards to Vucitm/Vushtrri town. 130 Dordevic submits that there 

were KLA members among the people in the convoy and that the evidence did not establish that the 

four individuals killed were detained, thus leaving open the :inference that they were legitimately 

targeted.131 

49.· With respect to Veli Xhafa, I note that the Trial Chamber made only one observation in 

passing, namely that, as the convoy progressed. "a. witness observed seven or eight corpses" and 
' . 

that ''[a]mongst them she recognized ~er cousin, Veli ~a, who lay dead on his tractor.132 In the 

absence of any evjdence as to the circumstances o~ Veli Xhafa' s death, I consider that no reasonl;l.ble 

trier of fact could have concluded that the only reasonable inference was that his killing amounted 

to murder as a war crime and as a crime against humanity and was attributable to Dordevic. I 

therefore dissent from the Majority's conclusion to the contrary.133 

128 See Trial Judgement., paras 1562, 2065. 
129 Contra Appeal Judgement, para. 771. I note that the Majority elsewhere observes that the "Appeals Chamber has 

previously accepted that a Trial Chamber's reliance on the clothes of a victim when determining that. ~ was not 

actively participating in hostilities at the time of his death." See Appeal Judgement, fn. 1737, referring to Bosko:ski and 

Tarculov:ski Appeal Judgement, para. 8,1. However, in my view, this reference is in.apposite because in relation to the 
.incident discussed there, · the Appeals Chamber also accepted the trial chlllnber' s fin.ding that the victim was not a 

member of an organised group (tbeNLA). See Bolkpskl and Tr.uculovski Appeal Judg~ent, para. 81. 
130 See Tri.al Judgement; paras 1180, 1184-1185, 1191-1192, 1197, 1742. 
131 Elordevit Appeal Brief, para. 375;.Dordevic Reply Brief, pera. 123. 
132 Trial Judgement, para. 1192. 
m Contra Appeal Judgement, paras 767-777. 
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50. _ The Trial Chamber held Dordevic responsible for persecutions through destmction of or 

damage to property of cultural and religious signific~ce as crimes a~ humanity in relation to, 

inter _alia, the mosqu~ in Landovica/Landovice (Prizren munidpali~). 134 The _Trial Chamber found 

, that ·serbian forces set fire to the: interior of _the mosque on 26 March 1999 and caused substantial 
' ' 

destruction to the minaret and the structure of the mosque by _an explosive device on 

27 March 1999. 135 In support of these findings, the Trial Chamber relied on evidence of 

Witness Hali1 Marina., -which was tender~d by the Prosecution pursuant to Rule 92 qua~er of the 

Rules, as well as the testimony of Witness Andras Riedlmayer.136 

51. On appeal, Dordevic essentially submits that the Trial Chamber erred in relying solely on 

Witness Marina's evidence in order to. find that the destruction of· the mosque in 

Landovica/Landovice was caused by Serbian fo~ces. 137 The Majority ultimately dismisses 

Dordevic's challenge.138 For the following reasons, I cannot agree with this decision. 

52. Rule 92 quater of the Rules allows. under certain circumstances, for the admission of 

evidence of a person in the form of a written statement or transcript where the person is unavailable 

to testify in court. It is accepted in the Tribunal's case law that crucial evidence admitted pursuant 

to Rule 92 quater of the Rules can be used to support a conviction only if it is corroborated. 139 

- ' 

Evidence pertaining to the acts and conduct of the accused or those of his close subordinates clearly 

is of crucial relevance. 140 

53. I note that. Witness Marina's Rule 92 quater material is the only evidence mentioned in the 

Trial- Judgement which mrectly implicated Serbian forces in the destruction of the mosque in 

Landovica/Landovice.141 By contrast, Witness RiedJmayer merely reported on his observations of 

the consequent damage to the mosque.142 Th~ ~j~rity acknowledges that: (i) a coi:i-viction may not 

be based solely or in a decisive manner on Rule 92 quater materi~ because tho accused must have 

134 Trial Judgement, para. 1819, 2030. 
135 Trial Judgement, para. 1819. -

- 136 See Trial Judgement, paras 1817-1819. · 

"' Sec Elordevi6 Appeal ~rief, paras 347(i), 377(b); Dorde'Vic Reply Brief, pan. 127. See also Appeal Judgement. 

taras 804, 806. · 
! See Appeal.Judgement, paras 807-809. ' · -

199 See Lukic and I.rikr.c Appe~ Judgement., para. 570 with.further references. 
t41l See Galic Appesl Decision on Rule 92 bis(C) of 7 June 2002, paras 13, 15-16. 
141 See Trial Judgement, para. 1817. · V:,, 
141 See- Trial Judgement, para. 1818. Jl...-, 
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the opportunity to cross-examine witnesses providing crucial evidence;143 (ii) Witness Morina's 

Rule 92 quater evidence was . a "critical element of the Prosecution case and a vital link in, 

demonstrating Dordev:ic' s responsibility for the destruction of the mosque committed by Serbian 

forces";144 ~d (iii) Witness· Riedlmayer's testimony "does not directly" CC?J:Wborate 

Witness Mo_rina's account that it was Serbian forces who destroyed_ the mosque in 

Landovi~a/Landovice.145 However, the Majority notes that the Triai Chamber found elsewh~re that 

there was a "consistent pattern of attack by the Serbian forces entering tow~ and villages on foot, 

beginning on March 1999, and setting-houses on fire and looting valuables" in Kosovo, and that the 

"same pattern continued in the following days, on 26 March 1999 in Landovica/Landovice" :146 On 

1842 

. this basis; the Majority concludes that Dordevic's conviction for the destruction of the mosque m·. 

Landovica/Landovice was supported by other ~vidence and that the Tri.al Chamber's decision in this 
. . 

regard was "not based solely or in a ~ecisive manner on Morina' s 92 quater evidence". 147 

54. In my view, the Majority ignores that there is no indication in the Tri.al Jµdgement that the 
-

Trial Chamber relied on the consistent pattern of attacks by Serbian forces throughout Kosovo or 
- . 

specifically in Landovica/Landovice at the time :in deciding whether Witness Marina's 
. . 

Rule 92 quater evidence was sufficiently corroborat.ed. Rather, in this context the Trial Chamber 

reaspned that ·'the nature of the damage to the mosque and its mechanism, as suggested by_Andras. 

Riedlmayer, is consistent in material respects with the observations of. the witness and provides 

independent confi.rmatio~ of his account."148 

55. .However, as explained, above and accepted by the Majority, Witness Riedlmayer did not 

implicate S~bian forces in the destruction of the mo~que in LandovicB!Landovice. I therefore 

consider that the Trial Chamber did not have a reasonable basis for concluding that 

Witness Marina's Rule 92 quater evidence was sufficiently corroborated to support a conviction 

against_ Dordevic for this event Since Witness Morina did not appe~ in court, Dordevi6- was 
ultimately left with.out the opportunity to test the crucial allegation that the mosque was. destroyed 

by Serbian forces. Any cross-examination of Witness Riedlmayer on this issue would have been 

fruitless oecau.se the witness was in no position to comment on the identity of the perpetrators. 

143 See Appeal Judgement, para. ·807.' 
l-«_Appeal Judgement, para. 808. 
145 See Appeal Judgement, para. 808. 
146 Appeal Judgement, para. 808, refemng to Trial Jugement, para. 2f!J,7. · 
147 Appeal Judgement, para. 808. 
141 See Trial Judgement, para. 1819 (emphasis added). 
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56. Moreover, I cannot discern how Dordevic could have successfully challenged, by cross

eYamioiog witness~. the relevance of general circUIDBtantial evidence of a consistent pattern of 

attacks by Serbian forces iri the area at the time to the particular destruction of the mosque in 

Landovica/Landovice. Consequently, I believe that such general · ~widence cannot constitute a 

sufficient form of corroboration for crucial Rule 92 qupter evidence. I therefore think that in relying 

on this evidence, the Majority has obviated Dordevic' s fundiµnental right to cross-examine 

witnesses on 'crucial aspects of the case against hun.1: 9 -

57. In light of the above, I COIIBider that the Trial Chamber erred in convicting Dordevic for the 

destruction of the mosque in Landovica/Landovice and dissent from the' Majority's decision to 

uphold this conviction. 

D. Dordevic"s responsibility for persecutions through sexual assault& 

58. The Indictment charged Dardevic with persecutions through sexual assaults as crimes 

against humanity in a number of locations in Kosovo in 1999.150 The Trial Cliamber concluded that 

Witnesses Kl 4 and K20 '3/ere raped by Serbian forces in Pristina/Prishtine and Beleg, 

respectively.151 However, the Trial Chamber considered that it had not been proved beyond 
. . 

reasonabl~ _ d~mbt that . the physical perpetrators of these crimes acted with the requisite 

discriminatory intent to fulfill the elements of the· crime of persecutions.152 The Trial Chamber 

further found that there was insufficient ·evidence to ~onclude that a Kosovo Albanian girl traveling 

with other displaced persons in a convoy towards Pristina/Prishtine as well as two other Kosovo 
. ' 

Albanian women in Beleg were sexually assaulted by Serbian forces.153 Consequently, the Trial 

Chamber did not enter a ~onviction against Dordevic for persecutions through sexual assaults as 
crimes against hlllrianity .154 

59. The Prosecution challenges these findings on appeal, submitting that the Tri::µ Chamber 

erred in failing to conclude that all five victims referred to above were subjected to sexual assaults 

by.Serbian forces, that these crimes were committed with discriminatory intent, and that they were 

149 Cf Galic Appeal Deci4on on Rule 92 bis(C) of 7 June 2002, para. 13. I note that the Appeals Chamber has accepted 
a trial chamber's reliance on cruci.al Rule 92 quater evidence mtly where the evidence in question was corroborated by 
wi!D.esses who personally appeared in court and could be cross-examined by the accused. See Lukic and Luktc Appeal 
Judgement., para. 570; Galic Appeal.Decision on Rule 92 bis(C) of 7 June 2002, paras 18-20. 
150 lndictment, p2n1. 77(c). See also {bid., paras 27, 72 
151 Trial Judgement, paras 1791, 1793. See lllso ibid., paras 833-836, 1151. 
lS2 Trial Judgement, paras 1796. - · 
is3 Trial Judgement, paras 1792, 17~4. 
154 Trial Judgement, para. 2210. 
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foreseeable to· Dordevic, thus r~quiring convictions under JCE Ill 155 The Majority grants this 

ground of appeal and en~ers new convictions_ against Dordevic for pers~ons through sexual 

assaults pursuant to JCE ill with respect to all five victims.156 For a number of reasons, I 

respectfully disagree with this decision. 

60. First, I ~ issue with the Majority's reasoning and conclusion that it was proved beyqnd 

reasonable doubt that the physical perpetrators of all five sexual assaults acted with discrimmatqry . 

intent 157 In this respect, the Majority relies heavily on the fact that a JCE existed at the time, which 

bad the "'discriminatory common purpose of modifying the ethnic balance of Kosovo to ensure Serb 

control over the province/' and that for this purpose, Serbian forces carried out a campaign of terror 

and extreme violence directed against the Kosovo Albanian population, typical of which were, "inter · 

alia, persecutions, and which was aimed at driving Kosovo Albanians out of the prov.ince.158 

- . 

However, in my view, these observations rather pertain to the general discriminatory nature of the 

attacks agaimt the Kosovo Albanian population at the time· and I note that it is accepted that ~ 

discriminatory intent in relation to a specific crime ~y not be directly inferr_ed from such general 

circumstances.159 

61. In the Majority's opmion. additional specific circumstances exist which allow for the only 
. - . 

reasonable inference that all five vic?W were sexually assaulted because of their etlmicity. With 

respect to Witness Kto and the two other women assaulted in Beleg, the 1'1ajority consid~rs th~t 

these individuals were in ,the detention of Sf?rbi:an forces at the time of their assault, that the assaults 

were. committed by members of the Serbian forces who also carried out the general campaign of 

forcible transfer against the Kosovo Albanian population. and that the crimes occrq:red prior to the 

155 See Prosecution AppealBtief, paras 1-56. 
156 See Appeal Judgement, paras 870-929. 
m See Appeal Judgement, paras 881-903. I note that, withregpectto the rapes of Witnesses Kl4 andK20, the Majority 

concludes tha.t the Trial Chamber committed .an error of la.w in finding that it bad not been presented with ''specific 

evidence" that the physical peipetra.tors of these crimes acted with ~ intent to discriminate becaw;e the Tri.al Chamber 

failed to evaluate in this context "the surrounding circumstaµces" of the crimes as well as the "broader context" in 

which they occmred. See Appeal Judgement, para.. 877, referring to Trial Judge1IW.I1.t, para. 1796. In my opinion, the 

Trial Chamber's statement that "no specific evidence has been presented with respect to either of the incidents that the 

perpelrators acted with intent to discriminate" (see Trial Judg~t, para. 1796) does m;,t as such indica!c that the Trial 

Chamber. did not consider the contextual factors relied upon. by the Maj orlty. Moreover, I consider tha.t, even if it were 

assumed that the Trial Chamber failed to take proper account of such circumstantial evidence, I cannot discem how this 

could be anything other than iui error of fact, which would still oblige the Appeals Chamber to grant a margin of 

deference to the Trial Chamber's ultimate conclusions. In-finding that there was an error of law, the Majority 

conveniently grants itse1f the pn:rogatives of the trier of fact in order to assess whether it is convinced beyond 

reasonable doubt that the crimes were committed with disc:rimioatory intent. See Appeal Judgement, para. 878. · 

J.SB Appeal Judgement, para. 888. See also ibid., paras 891, 895, 897. . 
159 See Kvocka Appeal Judgement, para. 366; Bla.fkic Appeal Judg~nt. para. 164. See also Appeal Judgment., 

para. 886. 
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forcible displacement of Witness K20 and the two other women. 160 In addition, the Majority tajres 

into account several comments made prior to and after the assaults by "members of the Serbian 

forces", "soldiers''. and a policeman who guarded the door when Witness K20 was raped.161 In 

relation to Witness K14, the Majority observes that this victim was Kosovo Albanian and raped by 

persons "in a position of authority" who were members of the Serbian forces that carried out_ the 

general attack· against the Kosovo Albanian population at the time .. 162 Regarding the girl in the 

convoy, the Majority's reasoning is essentially limited to the observation that she was sexually 

assaulted while she and other Kosovo Albanians sought safety. and were traveling in a ·convoy 

along a road lined with Serbian forces.163 

62. I note that the Majority_ repeatedly emphasizes the ethnicity of the victims and perpetrators. 

Indeed, .in relation to Witness I,(.14 and the girl in the convoy, the Majority appears to primarlly rely 

on such considerations, together with general circumstan~es of the overall attack against the 

1{osovo Albanian population at the ti.me. However, b~ed on this approach every crime committed 

during an overall attack against a population as a whole could automatically amount to 

persecution. 164 Regarditig Witness K20 and the two other women· in Beleg, I hav~ no doubt that 

some of the comments referred to by the Majotity were discriminatory. However I note that there is 

no evidence that the specific individuals who sexually assaulted these victims made similar 

remarks. I am also not quite convinced by the Majority's emphasis on the victims' detention. In this 

context, the Majority points to case 1aw165 which con~erns the crimes of unlawful or inhumane 

detention,166 or refers to additional circums~nces which may indicate that detainees ~ere subjected 

to crimes for discriminatory reason.s.167 This jurisprudence does not per se demonstrate that crimes 

committed against a perSOl;J. in detention amount to persecution, even if the detention itself was the • 

result of discrimination. 

100 See Appeal Judgement, paras 890-891, 893. 
161 See Appeal Judgement, para. 890. See also Trial Judgement, para. 1146. 
162 See Appeal Judgement, para.. 895. 
163 See Appeal Judgement, para. 897. 
164 I note that the Trial Chamber expressly considered the ethnicity of Witnesses K20 !I.Ild Kl4 and the fact that the
perpetrators of thcir sexual assaults belonged to the Serbian forces but found that this did not in and of itself show that 
these crimes were committed with persecutory intent. See Tru.l. Judgement, para. 179~. · 
LISS Sec: Appeal Judgement, para. 8B6, fu. 2625. . . 
166 See Kordicf and Cerkez Appeal Judgement, para. 950; Kvolka et al. Appeal Judgement, paras 462-463. 
167 See KnUJjelac Appeal Judgement. para. 186, where the Appeals Chamber noted thai, while the detention facility 
contained 'both Serbillll and non-Serbian prisoner&, only ~e non-Serbian prisoners were subjected to beatings. The 
Appeals Chamber also held in this context that relevant circumstances which may be taken into consideration when 
inferring the discriminatory inrent behind crimes committed during detention "include the operation of the prison {in 
particular, the systematic nature of the crimes committed against a racial or religious group) and the -general attitude of 
the offence' s a1leged perpetrator as seen through bis behaviour." Soe Krnojelac Appeal Judgement, para. 184. Similarly, 
NaletlliC mulMaromwtc Appe,1- pan. 572- 1 . 
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63. Next, and most importantly, I disagree with the Majority that the five sexual assaults can be 

attributed to Dordevic pursuant ~o JCE ill. First of all, the Majority acknowledges that the 
perpetrators were non-members ?f the JCE.168 However, instead of assessing o~ a case-by-case 

basis w_hether there was a link between these individuals and Dord.evi.c or another JCE member/69 

the Majority is satisfied with stating that "Serbian forces were used by members of the JCE'' to 

implement the actus reus of crimes within the scope of the common purpose, and that· "[t]these 

same Serbian forces'' sexually assaulted Witnesses K14 and K20 as well the two other women in 

Beleg.170 In relation to the girl in. the convoy, the Majority observes that the identity of one of the 

· perpetrators is unclear but contends tbat ''his identity is less relevant" since the other perpetrator 

~as "a policeman and thus a.member of the Serbian forces".171 In my view, these generalizing 

statements are insufficient to show that the required link between the perpetrators of the five sexual 

assaults and a JCE member existed. 172 

1838 

64. Moreover, I am not convinced by the Majority's assessment of the foreseeability of the · 

sexual assaults. In relation to crimes co:m¢tted by a nan-member of the JCE, it must be shuwn_tbat 

it was foreseeable to the accused that "such a crime might be perpetrated by one or more of the 

persons used by him ( or by any other me~ber of the JCE) in order to carry out the actus reus of the 

crimes forming part of the common purpose", and that he willingly took that risk.173 In my opinion, 

the Majority does not adhere to this standard .. Rather, the Majority loosely connects a number of 

general facts pertaining to the broader context of the conflict in Kosovo and Dordevic' s position 

within the MUP to conclude that it was foreseeable to him that "crimes of a sexual nature might be 

committed".174 

65. Thus, the :Majority refers. inter alia,. to the Trial Chamber's finding that, as one of the roost 

senior MUP officials, Dordevic had detailed knowledge of events on the ground and played a key 

168 See Appeal Judgement, paras 911-913, 927. _ 
169 Cf. Kraj/Jnik Appeal Judgement, para. 236; Brdanin Appeal Judgement, para. 413. 
170 Appeal Judgement, para. 927. 
111 Appeal Judgement, para.. 927. 
172 For an ex.ample of a detailed examination of this requirement on a case-by-case basjs, see Krafiinik Appeal 
Judgement, paras 239-282; Martic Appeal Judgement, paras 174-212. I note in particular, that in Martic, the Appeals 
Chamber reversed the appellant's conviction for crnninal conduct of unidentified armed Serbs or soldiers, reasonmg 
that ''JM origin of these men and their affiliation remain[ed] uncertain'.' and that "[w]i1hout any further elaboration -on 
the affiliation of these armed men, no reasonable trier of fact could have held that the only reasonable conclusion in the 
circumstances was that these crimes could be imputed to a member of the JCE." See Martic Appeal Judgement, rera. 200. · . 
73 Martic Appeal Judgement, pa:ra. 168: Brdan.in Appeal Judgement, para. 411. 

174 Appeal Judgement, para. 926. 
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role in coordinating the work of the MUP forces in Kosovo in 1998 and 1999.175 it finds. that, 

through his role and.involvement in the operati?ns in Kosovo, Dordevic was well informed about 

the conduct of .operations, the overall security situation in Kosovo, as well as the commission of 

sei;ious crimes by Serbian forces, such as looting, torching, excessive use of force, and murder.116 

The Majority further observes that Dordevi6 shared the intent of the JCE, the common purpose of 

which was to change the ethnic balance in Kosovo by creating an atmosphere of terror and fear 

among the Kosovo Albanian population, and that he was aware of ~ massive, displacement of 

Kosovo Albanians.177 Finally~ the Majority notes that Kosovo Albanians· were forcibly displaced 

and mistreated on a massive scale by Serbian forces who could act with near impunity, and that 

women were frequently separated from the men, thus rendering them especially vulnerable, and 

concludes that, ''in such environment. the possibility that- sexual assaults might be committed was 

sufficiently substantial as to be foreseeable to Dordevic" .178 

66. However, the Trial Judgement mentions no evidence that Dordevic ever received any 

information about sexual assaults either during the Indictment period or before, which could have at 

least alerted him to the proclivity of certain members of the Serbian forces to commit crimes of a 

sexual nature, While the Majority points·to Dordevic's knowledge of looting, torching, excessive 

us.e of force, and murder by Serbian forces in Kosovo, I harbo~ doubts that it is appropriate to infer 

the foreseeability of sexual assaults from these other distinct types of crimes. Moreover, the 

Majority does not point to evidence that Dordevic was aware of factors placing Kosovo Albanian 

women in a vu.1nerable position at the relevant time. Likewise, I am not persuaded by the Majority's 
' 

reliance on the common purpose and Dord~vic' s intent in this regard. These factors. cannot as such 

show that it was foreseeable to Dordevic and that he. willingly took the risk that JCE members or 

persons whom they used to .con;rrnit crimes within the scope of the common purpose might ajso 

perpetrate persecutory sexual assaults. 

1837 

67.- In sum, the Majority appears to assess whether sexual assault as a type of crime was · 

generally foreseeable during the conflict in Kosovo and, on this basis, holds Dordevic responsible 

for five specific sexual assaults. I find this outcome problematic with respect to the principle of 

individual guilt. I also _question. how Dordevic could have successfully defended himself against 

I?5 See Appeal Judgement, para. 923. 
176 Appeal Judgement, para. 924. 
177 Appeal Judgement, para. 925. 
178 Appeal Judgement, ;Para. 926. 
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such generalizations and wonder where the Majority draws the line betwee~ ·crinies th~t were 

foreseeable to Dordevic and those that were not. 

Done in English and French. the English text being authoritative. 

· Dated this 27th day of January 2014, 
At The Hague, 
The Netherlands. 

[Seal of the Tribunal] 
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XXIV. ANNEX A - PROCEDURAL IDSTORY 

A. Appeal proceedings 

1. Composition of the Ap_peals Chamber 

1. On 8 March 7,011, Judgm Patrick Robinson, the then President of.the Tribunal, designa~d 

Judge Mehmet Guney, Judge Fausto Pocar. Judge Liu Daqun, Judge Aru:Ii:esia Vaz, and Judge 

Carmel Agius to form the Appeals Chamber's.bench assigned to this case.1 On 141v,tardi 2011, 

Judge Carmel Agius,_ having been elect.ed as Presiding Judge in this case, .appoint.ed. himself as Pre

Appeal Judge with responsibility for all J?re-appeal proceedings in. the present case. 2 On 7 Mru;ch 

2012, by order of Judge Theodor Meron, President of the Tribunal, Judge Khalida Rachid Khan was 

appointed to replace Judge Fausto Pocar. on the bench before this case. 3 9n, · 27 Sept~ber 2012, 

President Theodor Mero:a. appointed Judge Patrick Robinson, former President of the Tribunal, to 

replace Judge Liu Daqun on the bench before this case.4 On 19 March 2013, by order o~President' 

Theodor Meron, Judge Tuzmukhamedo~ was appointed to replace Judge Andresia Vaz on the 

bench before this case.5 

· 2. Notices of Appeal 

2. · Pursuant to the Pre,.Appeal Judge's deci~ion of 16 March 2011, the time-limit for filing the 

notices of appeal in this case was ex.te~ded by 60 ad~ti.onal days.6 C.onsequently, both parties filed 

their notices of appeal on 24 May 2011.7 

3. Briefs 

3. _ On 27 May 2~11, l>ordevic filed a motiop. seeking an. ex.tension of 60 days to submit the 

appellant's brief and an extension of the word-limit for a total of 60,000 words. 8 By oral decision of 

the Pre-Appeal Judge rendered on 30 May 2011,9 the deadline for filing the appellant's briefs in this 

case was extended by seven days to 15 August 2011 for both parties. Dordevic ~as further granted 

1 Order A&signing Judges to a Case Before the Appeals Chamber, 8 March 2011. 
2 Order Appoinmig the Pre-Appeal Judge, 14 March 2011. 
3 Order Replacing a Judge in a Case Before the Appeals Chamber, 7 March 2012. 
" Order Replacing a Judge in a Case Before-the Appeals Chamber, 27 September 2012. 
5 Order Replacing a Judge in a Case Before the Appeals Chamber, 19 March 2013. 
6 Decision on Vlastimir Dordevre's Motion for an Extension of Time to File a Notice of Appeal. 16 March 2011, 

p.3. . - ' 
7 Prosecution Notice of Appeal, 24 May 2011; Vlastimir Dordevic Notice·of APPCal, 24 May 2011. 
1 . Defence Motion for an Extension of Time and Varia.ti.on of the Word Limit, 27 May 2011. 
9 · Status Co~crence, 30 May 2011, AT. 8. · 
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an extension of up.to 15,000 words for the appellant's brief, allowing him: to file a brief of up to_ , i 
. . 

45,000 words, and the Prosecution was gmnted a corresponding extension of the .word-limit for the 

respondent's brief.10 

4. Doring the Status Conference held on 21 September 2011, Dordevi¢ made an oral request 

for an extension of time by 15 days to submit the brief in reply and an extension of the word-limit 

for a total of 15,000 words for the said brief.11 By oral decision of the Pre-Appeal Judge, the 

deadline for filing of the reply briefs for both parties was extended until 26 October 2011.12 

Dordevic was !tl.so granted an extension of the word-limit for a total of 12,000 words.13 

5. The Prosecution filed its Appeal Brief on 15 August 2011.14 Dordevic filed the respondent's 

brief on 26 September 2011.15 The Prosecution replied on 26 October 2011.16 

6. Dordevic filed his Appeal Brief on 15 August 2011.17 The Prosecution filed the 

respondent's brief on 26 September 2011.18 Don'l:evic replied on 26 October 2011.19 

4. Other Decisions and Orders 

7. On 18 October 2012, by order ?f the Pre-Appeal Judge, any motions seeking a variation on 
. . 

the grounds of appeal following the BCS translation of the Trial Judgement were to be .filed no later 

than 29 November 2012.20 On 29 November 2012, Dordevic filed- a submission drawing a number 

of matters to the attention of the Appeals. Chamber, without seeking .a variation of the grounds of 

a~eal_21 

10 Status Conference, 30May 2011, AT. 8-9. 
11 Status Conference, 21 Sep 2011, AT. 16-17. 

· 12 Status Confarence, 21 Sep 2011, AT. 18. 
13 Status Conference, 21 Sep 2011, AT. 18. 
14 Prosecution Appeal Brief; 15 August 2011 ( confidential; public redact.ed vorsion filed on 17 August 2011). 
15 E>ordevic Response Brief, 26 Sept.ember 2011 (confidential; public redacted version filed on 30 January 2012). 
16 Proseculion Reply Brief, 26 October 2011 (confideqti.al; public redacted version filed on B February 2012). 
11 Dorde~c Appeal Brief, 15 August 2011 (confidential; public redacted version filed on 23 January 2012). See also 

Book of Authorities fcir Vlastmrlr Dordevic' s Appeal Brief, lS August 2011, a.s supplemented on 23 J11Duu:ry 2014 

(see Prosecutor v. Vlastimir Dordevic,.Case No. IT-05-87/1-A, Decision on V1as1imir E>orde\'ic's Request to File a 

Supplementary Authority, 23 January 2014). · 
19 Prosecution Respon&e Brief, 26 September 2011 (confidential; public redacted version filed on 30 January 2012). 

~ Vlastimir Do:rdevic Reply Brief, 26 October 2011 (confidellti.al: reclassified as public on 9 February 2012). 
20 Order Setting Out the Time Limit to File any Motion Seeking a V aria.ti.on of tho Grounds Of Appeal Following the 

Traru.lation of the Trial Judgement into the BCS Language, 18 October 2012. The BCS translation of~ Trial 

Judgei;nent was filed on 17 October 2012 (Prosecutor v. Vlastimir Bordevic, Case No. IT-05-87/1-T, Presuda. 
17 October 2012 (partly confidential). · 

11 Vlastimir Dordevic Submissions Following the .Trausl.alion of tbe Trial Judgement, 29 November 2012. See also 

Statas Conference, S Dec 2012, AT. 42. 
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5. Status Conferences 

8. In accordaiJ.ce with Rule 65bis(B) of the Rules. Status Conferences were held on 30 May 

2011,22 21 September 2011,73 16 January 2012,24 11-May 2012,25 23 August 2012,26 5 December 

2012,27 9 April 2013,2817 July 2013,29 and 13 November 2013.30 

. 6. A~peal Hearing. 

9. On 22 March. 2013, the Appeals Chamber issued a scheduling order for the Appeal Hearing 

in this case.31 On 12 April 2013, the Appeals Chamber issued an ~ddendum informing_the.parties of 

certain modalities of the Appeal Hearing and inviting them to address several specific issues: 32 The 

Appeal Hearing was held on 13 May 2013 in The Hague. 

22 Schedulmg Order, 4 May 2011; Amendment to Scheduling Order, 17 May 2011; Status Conference, 30 May 2011, 
AT.1-10. 

zi Scheduling Order, 24 August 2011; Status Conference, 21 Sep 2011, AT. 11-19. 
14 Scheduling Order, 29 November 2012; Status Conference, 16 Jan 2012;AT. 20-25. 
is Scheduling Order, 29 March 2012; Status Conference, 11 May 2012, AT. 26-30. 
26 Scheduling Order, 10 July 2012; Status Conference, 23 Aug 2012, AT. 31-36. 
27 Scheduling Order, 2 November 2012; see also Amendment to Scheduling Order, 22 November 2012; Status 

Conference, 51)e,c 2012, AT. 37-43. 
28 Scheduling Ordor, 15 March 2013; Stanis Conforence, 9 Apr 2013, AT. 44-52. 
29 Scheduling_Orde:r, 12JUilf)2013; Status Conference 17 July, AT210-215. 
30 Scheduling Order, 14 October 2013; Status Conference, 13 November 2013, AT. 216-220. 
31 Scbe<luli.ng Order, 22 March 2013. 
32 Addendum to the Scheduling Order for Appeal Hearing, 12 April 2013 ("Addendum"). On 8 May 2013, the 

_ Appeals Chamber issued an order amending the Addendum (Order .Amending the Addendum to the Scbcdnling 
Order for Appeal Hearing, 8 May 2013). 
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Emmanuel Rukundo v. The Prosecutor,- Case No. ICI'R-2001-70-A,. Judgement. 20 October 2010 

("Ru/ai:ndo Appeal Judgement") 

RUTAGANDA . 
The Prosecutor v. Georges Anderson Nderubumwe Rutaganda, Case No. ICTR-96-3-T, Judgement, 

6 December 1999 ("Rutaganda Trial Judgement'') 

Georges Anderson Nderubumwe Rutaganda v. The Prosecutor, Case No. ICTR-96-3-A, Judgement, 

26 May 2003 ("Rutaganda Appeal Judgement") 

RWAMAKUBA 
Andre Rwamakuba v. The Prosecutor, Case No. ICTR-98-44-AR.72.4, Decision on Interlocutory 

Appeal R~garding Application of Joint Criminal Enterprise to the Crime of Genocide, 22 October 

2004 ("Rwamakuba Appeal Decision on Joint ~ Enterprise of 22 October 2004") 

SEMANZA 
Laurent Semanza v. The Prosecutor, Case No. ITCR-97-20-A, Decision. 31 May 2000 

'The Prosecutpr v. Laurent Semanza, Case No. ICTR-97-20-T, Judgement and Sentence, 1~ May 1· 
2003 ("Semanza Trial Judgement") 

Laurent Sema.nza v .. The Prosecutor, Case No. ICTR.•97-20-A. Judgement, 20 May 2005 (''Seman.$ 

Appeal Judgement") - , 
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SEROMBA 
The Prosecutor v. Athanase Seromba, Case ~o. ICTR-2001-66-A., Judgement, 12 March 2008 
("Seromba Appeal Judgement'') 

SETAKO 

1823 

Ephrem Setako v. The Prosecutor, Case No. ICTR-04-81-A, Judgement 28 September 2011 _ 
("'Se'tako Appeal Judgement'') 

SIMBA 
Aloys Simba v._ The Prosecutor, Case No. ICTR-O1-76-A, Judgement,, 27 November 2007 ("Simba i _ 
Appeal Judgement")_ i 

ZIGIR.ANYIRAZO 
Protais Zi,giranyiraza v. The Prosecutor, Case No. ICTR-01-73-A, Judgement, 16 November 2009 
("Zigiranyirazo Appeal Judgement") · 

3. Decisions _related to crimes committed during World War II 

Trial of Erich Heyer and Six Others, British Military Court for the Trial of War. Criminals, Essen, 
l&th-19111. and 21st-22nd December, 1945, Law Reports of Trials of \Var Criminals, UNWCC, vol: I, 
Case No. 8 ("Essen Lynching case") 

The United States of America v, Kurt Goebell et al., Records of United S~tes Army War Crimes 
_ Trials, Februmy 6 - March 21, 1946, National Archives Micro.film Publications M1103, 
(Washington: 1980) ("Borkum Island case") -

The United States of America,· the French Republic, the United Kingdom of Great Britain and 
Northern Ireland, and the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics against, Herman Wilhelm Goring et 
al., Judgement, 1 October 194f'?, Trial of Major War Criminals Before the International Military 
Tribunal Under Control Council Law No. 10, Vol. 1 (194 7) ("IMT Judgement") 

The United States of America v. Alstoetter et aL, U.S. Military Tribunal, Judgement, 3 and 
4 December 1947, Trials· of War. Criminals Before the Nuernberg lvlilitary Tribunals Under Control 
Council Law No. 10.(1951), Vol. ill ("Justice case") · 

The United States of America v. Greifelt et al.,. U.S, Military Tribunal, Judgement, 10 March 1948, 
Trials of War Criminals Before the Nuemberg Military Tribunals Under Control Council Law No. 
10 (1951), Vol. V ("RuSHA case") 

The United States of America v. Otto Ohlenfmf et aL, U.S. }..filit:ary Tribunal, Judgement, 8 and 
9 April 1948, Trials of War Criminals Before the Nuemberg Military Tribunals Under Control 
Council Law No. 10, Vol. IV ("Einsatzgruppen case" and "Einsatzgruppen Judgement") 

Review of Proceedings of General Military Court in the case of United States vs. Martin Gottfried . 
Weiss et aL of the Recommendation of the Staff Judge Advocate ("Weiss-et al. case") 

Decision of the Supreme Court for the British Zone against Sch. et al., 20 April 1949 •. 
· Entscheidungen des Obersten Gerichtshofes ftir die Britische Zone, Entscheidungen in Straftachen. 
Walter de Gruyter & Co. (Berlin: 1950), vol. 2("Sck et al. case") 
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4. ICC 

Prosecutor v. Jean-Pierre Bemba Gombo, Castf No. ICG-01/05-01/08, Decision Pursuant to 

Article 61(7){a) and (b)-of ~ Rome Statute on the-Charges of the Prosecutor Against Jean-Pierre 
Bern.ha Gombo, 15 June 2009 

Prosecutor v. Omar Hassan Ahmad Al Bashir, Case No; ICC-02/05-01/09, Decision on the 

Prosecution's Application for a Warrant of Arrest against Omar Hassan Ahmad Al Bashir, 4 March 

2009 

. . 
Prosecutor v. Germain Katanga and Mathieu Ngudjolo, Case No. ICC-01/04-01/07, Decision on 
th.e Con:finnation of Charges, 30 September 2008 · · · 

Prosecutor v. Thomas Lubanga Dyilo, Case No. ICC-01/04-01/06, Decision on the Confinn.ation of 

Charges, 29 January 2007 ("Lubanga Decision on Confirmation of Charges") 

5. STL · 

1822 

The Prosecutor v. Salim Jamll Ayyash et al., Case No.' STI..~ll-Ol/I/AC/R.176bis, Interlocutory 
Decision on the Applicable Law: Terrorism, Conspiracy, Homicide, Perpetration, Cumulative_ 

Charging, 16 February 2011 ("STL Decision of 16 February 2011 ") · 

6. ECCC 

Prosecutor v. Ieng Thirith et aL (Case 002), Case File: 002/19--09-2007-ECCC/OCIJ (PTC38), 

Decision on the Appeals Against the Co-Investigative Judges Order on Joint Criminal Enterprise 
(JCE), 20 May 2010 ('""ECCC Decision on Joint Criminal Enterprise of 20 May 2010") 

Prosecutor v.Guek Eav Kaing alias ''Duch", Case Case File: 001/18-07-2007/ECCetrC, Trial 1: 

Judgement, 26 July 2010 ("Duch Trial Judgement") 

7. ICJ 

North Sea Continental Shelf cases, ICJ, Judgement, 20 February 1969, IO Reports 1969 

· 8. European Commission of Hum.an Rights 

Cyprus v. Turkey, European Commission of Human Rights, European. Human Rights Reports, 
Vol. 4 (1982), pp 482-528 ("Cyprus v. Turkey case") 

9. National jurisdictions 

(a) Australia 

Ivan Timofeyevich Polyukhovi.ch -v The Commonwealth of Australia and Anor, (1991) 172 CLR 501 
("Polyukhovich case") 
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(b) Israel 

Israel v. Adolph Eichmann, District Coqrt of Jerusalem, Judgement of 12 December 1961, 
36 Intem,ational Law Reports 5 

B. Other authorities 

1. Publications 

A. Ca~sese, ''The Proper Limits of Individual Responsibility under the Doctrine of Joint Criminal 
Enterprise", Journal of International Criminal Justice, vol. 5 (2007), pp 109-133 

R. Cryer I H. Friman / D. Robinson/ E. Wilmshurst, An Introduction to International Criminal Law 

and Procedure (Cambridge University Press 2007) 

P.L. Fanflik, Victim Responses to Sexual Assault: Counter-Intuitive or Simply Adaptive (National 
District Attorneys Association American Prosecutors Research Institute, Special Topic Series, 
Aug2007) . 

Robert. H. Jackson, Report of Roberl H. Jackson, United States Representative to International 
Conference on Military Trials (U.S. Department of State, 1949) ("Jackson Report") . 

J.S. Martinez I A.M. Danner. "Guilty Associations: Joint Criminal Enterprise, Command · 
Responsibility, and the Development of International Criminal Law", 93 California Law Review 75 
(2005) 

H. Olasolo, The Criminal Responsibility of.Senior Political and Military Leaders as Principals to 
International Crimes (Hart Publishing, 2009) 

· S.G. Smith. "The Process and Meaning of Sexual Assault Disclosure"; Psychology Dissertation, 
paper 7 (2005) 

K.G. Weiss, "Too ashamed to report: Deconstructing the shame of sexual victimization", Feminist 
Crimilwlogy, Vol. 5(3) (July 2010) 

2. Other documents 

Merriam-Webster Dictionary Online, Unabridged (Meniam-:Webster, Incorporated, 2013) 

Report of the International Law -Commission on the work of its 43rd Session, 29 April-19 July 1991, 
General Assembly Official Records, 46th Session. Supplemep.t No. 10, U.N. Doc. A/46/10 (1991) 

("1991 ILC Report") 

Report of the International Law Commission on the work of its 48th Session, 6 May-26 July 1996, 
General Assembly Official Records, 51st Session, Supplement No. 10, U.N. Doc. A/51/10 (1996) 
('11996 ILC Report") . 

O:iford English Dictionary Online (Oxford University Press, 2013) 
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C. List of designated terms and abbrrnations 

According to Rule 2(B) of the Rules, the masculine shall include the feminine and the singular the 
plural, and vice versa. · 

65ter Witness List 

-Additional Protocol I 

Additional Protocol JI 

Appeals Chamber 

AT. 

D 

Defence 

Dordevic 

Dordevic Appeal 

Dordevic Appeal Brief 

Dordevic Closing Brief 

Dordevic N oti.ce of Appeal 

Dordevic Pre-Trial Brief 

Dordevic Response Brief 

Dordevic Reply Brief 

ECCC 

fn. (fns) 

Case No.: IT-05~87 /1-A 

Annex II to Prosecution Pre-Trial Brief 

Protocol Additional to the Geneva Conventions of 12 August 
1949, and Relating to the Protection of Victims of International 
Aimed Conflicts (Additional Protocol I) of 8 June 1977, 1125 
·U.N.T.S. 3 

Protocol Additional to the Geneva Conventions of 12 August 
1949, and Relating to the Protection of Victims of Non
International Armed Conflicts (Protocol II) of 8 Jlllle 1977, 1125 
U.N.T.S. 609 -

The Appeals Chamber of · the International Tribunal for the 
Prosecution oJ •Persons Responsible for Serious Violations of 
International Humanitarian Law Committed in the Territory of the 
Former-Yugoslavia sin~ 1991 

Transcript page from hearings on appeal :iri the present case 

All transcript page numbers referred to are from the unofficial, 
uncorrected version of the transcript, unless specified otherwise. 
Minor differences may therefore exist between the pagination 
there.m and that of the final transcripts released to public 

Designated ''Defence" for the purpose of identifying exhibits 

Counsel 'for Vlastimir Dord~vic 

Vlastimir Dordevic, the appellant 

Vlastimir Dordevic's Notice of Appeal and Dordevic's Appeal 
Brief, coUectively 

Vlastimir Dontevic's Appeal Brief, 15 August 2011 
(conf;tdential; public redacted version filed on 23 January 2012) 

Prosecutor v. Vlastimir EJordevic, Case No .. IT-05-87/1-T, 
Vlastimir Dordeyic's Final Trial Brief, 30 June 2010 

Vlas~ Dordevic' s Notice of Appeal, 24 May 2011 

Prosecutor v. Vlastimir Dordevic, Case No. IT-05-87/l~PT, 
Vlastimir Dordevic's Pre-Trial Brief Pursuant to Rule 65iter(F), 
22 September 2008 

Vlastimir Dordevic' s Response Brief, 26 September 2011 
(confidential; public redacted version filed on 30 January 2012) 

Vlastimir Dordevic's Reply Brief, 26 October 2011 
(confidential; notice• of reclassification to public filed on 9 
February 2012) 

Extraordinary Chambers in the Courts of Cambodia 

Footnote (footnotes) 
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FYROM Former Yugqslav Republic of Macedonia 

FRY Federal Republic of Yugoslavia 

Geneva Convention m Geneva Convention III Relative to the Treatment of .Prisoners of 
Wu of 12 August 1949, 75 U.N.T.S. 135 

Geneva Convention N Geneva Convention IV Relative to the Protection of Civilian 
Persons in Time of War of 12 August 1949. 75 U.N.T.S. 287 
-

Geneva Conventions Geneva Conventions 1-N of 12 August 1949 

. ICC - International Criminal Court 

ICC Statute Statute of the ICC 

.ICJ International Court of Justice 

ICTR International Criminal Tribunal for the Prosecution of Persons 
Responsible for Genocide and Other Serious Violations of 
International Humanitarian Law Committed in the Territory of 
Rwanda and Rwandan Citizens- Responsible for Genocide· and 
Oilier Such Violations Committed in the Territory. of 
Neighbouring States; between 1 January 1994 and 31 December 
1994 

rem.statute Statute of the ICTR 
-

ICTY International. Tribunal for the Prosecution of Persons Responsible 
for Serious Violations of International Humanitarian Law 
Co~tted in the Territory of tb.e·Former Yugoslavia since 1991 

ICTY Statute Statute of the ICTY · 

IHL - . International Humanitarian Law 

IMT The Nuremberg International Military Tribunal for the Just and 
Prompt Trial and Punishment of the ,Major War Criminals of the 
European Axis. e,stablished on 8 August 1945 

IMT Charter Charter of the International Military Tribunal, Agreement for the 
Prosecution and Punishment of the Major War Criminals of the 
European Axis (London Agreement), August 8, 1945, 58 Stat. 
1544; E.A.S. No. 472, 82 U.N.T.S. 280 

Indictment Prosecutor v. Vlastimir EJoraevic, Case No. IT-05-87/1-PT, Fourth 
Amended Indictment, 9 July 2008 

JCE The joint criminal enterprise with the purpose of modifying the 
ethnic balance of Kos0vo, to ensure Serb of control over the 
region, by waging a campaign of terror against the· Kosovo 
Albanian civilian population · 

' 

JNA Yugoslav People's Army (Jugoswvenska. Narodna Armija) 

Joint Command J oll:1-t Command for Kosovo and Metohija 

JSO Special Operations Unit of the MOP (Jedinica w. Specijalne 
Operacije) 

Judgement Prosec_utor v. Vlastimir Dordevic, Case No. IT-05-87 /1-A, Appeal 
Judgement, 27 January 2014 
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KiM 

KLA 

KVM 

Minister's Decision 

Ministerial Collegium 

Ministerial Staff 

MUP 

NAJ'O· 

OMPF 

Operation Grom-3 Directive 

OUP 

p 

PJP 

Plan of th~ Suppression of 
Terrorism 

Prosecution 

Prosecution Appeal 

Prosecution Appeal Brief 

' 

Prosecution Notice of Appeal 

Prosecution Pre-Trial Brief 

Prosecution Response Brief 

Prosecution Reply Brief 

RDB 

RIB 

RPO 

Rules 

SAJ 

SAO 

Case No.: IT-05-87/1-A 
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Kosovo and Metobija (Kosova i Metohije) 

Kosovo Liberation Army 

Kosovo Verification Mission 

Exhibit P57 (decision of 16 June 1998 issued by Minister of 
Interior Vlajko Stojiljkovic establishing a '_'Ministerial Staff for the 
Suppression of Terrorism") 

A body comprised of the MUP Minister , and the chiefs of 
administrations in tl::J.e RIB 

Ministerial Staff for the Suppression of Terrorism 

Ministry bf the Interior of the Republic of Serbia (Ministarstvo 
UnutrasnjihPoslova). 

North Atlantic Treaty Organisation 

Office for Missing Persons and Forensics of the United Nations 
Mission in Kosovo 

A VJ directive of 16 January 1999, signed by Dragoljub Ojdanic 

Municipal Police Station 

Designates ''Prosecution" for the purpose of identifying exhibits 

Special Police Unit.(Posebne Jedinice Policije) 

FRY plan to quash KLA activity in Kosovo, adopted in July 1998 

Office of the Prosecutor of the Tribunal 

Prosecution's Notice of Appeal and Prosecution's Appeal Brief, 
collectively 

Prosecution Appeal Brief, 15 August 2011 (confidential; public 
redacted version filed on 17 August 2Q 11) 

Prosecution Notice of Appeal, 24 May 2011 

Prosecutor v. Vlastimir Dordevic, Case No. IT-05-8711-PT, 
Prosecution Pre-Trial Brief, 1 September 2008_ 

Prosecution Response Brief, 26 September 2011 (confidential; 
public redacted version filed on 30 January 2012) 

Prosecution Reply Brief, 26 October 2011 (confidential; public · 
redacted version filed on 8 February 2012) 

State · Security Department of the MUP (Resor Driavne 
Bei);,_ednostl.) 

Public Security Department · of the MUP "(Resor Javne 
Bezbednosti) 

Reserve Police Squad (Rezervni Policijski Odred) 

Rules of Procedure and Evi~nce of the Tribunal · 

Special Anti-Terrorist Unit (Specijalna "Antiteroristicka J edinica) 

Serbian Autonomous District (Srpska autonomna oblast) 
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Serbian forces Forces of the FRY, in particular forces of the VJ, or force~ of the 
Republic _of Serbia, in partie:ular forces of the MUP, or a 
combination of these forces 

SFRY Criminal Code Crimfoa] ~ode of the Socialist Federal Republic of Yugoslavia 

Statute Sta~ of the Tribunal 

STI., Special Tribunal for Lebanon 

SUP Secretariat for Internal Affairs (Sekretarijat Unutrasnjih Poslova} 

T. Transcript page from hearings at trial in the instant case 

TO Territorial Defence (Teritori.jalna odbrana) 

Tribunal International Tribunal for the Prosecution of Persons Responsible 
for Serious Violations of International Humanitarian Law 
Committed in the Territory oft.he Former Yugoslavia since i991 

Trial Chamber Bench of Trial Chamber II of the-Tribunal assigned to Prosecutor 
v .. Vlastimir Dordevic, Case No. IT-05-87 /1 

Trial Judgement Prosecutor v. Vlastimir Dordevic, Case No. IT-05-87/1-T, Public 
Judgement ~ith Confidential Annex, 23 February 2011 

VJ Yugoslav Army (Vojska Jugoslavije) 

Working Group Working group set up in May 2001 to enquire into allegations 
concerning a refrigerated truck containing bodies discovered in 
the Danube in 1999. 

Working Group Notes Official Notes of interviews· compiled by the Working Group 

I. 
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